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Foreword

The Coastal Society's le* International Conference, Minding the Coast: Its
Everybody's Businessheld during this International Year of the Ocean
highlights the needfor all interests that livein or workin the coastal zone to
worktogetheron the complex issues involving the Coastal Oceansand Coastal
Zones of the world.

The Coastal Society, charted in 1975,serves as a forum for coastal resource
professionals andother individuals interested in coastal issues. TCS
membership is multidisciplinary. Members representa broad range of
disciplines including(but not limitedto) marine science, fisheries, engineering,
law, economics, business, sociology, management, and education. Members are
affiliated with business; resource managementagencies at international, federal,
regional, state and local levels; NGOs,colleges, universities, advocacygroups
and coastal enthusiasts.

These Proceedings continue the documentation of the historyand progress of
coastal management begunby the Coastal Society at its first conference in 1975.
Manyof the problemsaddressedthen are still with us today.To those new
practitioners and scholars of coastal andcoastal resource management who
wonder why more progress has not been made, I encourage you to speak to
those whose careers were begun about 25-30 years ago when the necessity for
coastal managementwas first recognizedand institutionalizedMost will agree, I
hope, that much has beenaccomplished, but that problems that appeared easily
solvable when only a few people lived, worked and visited in coastal areas have
become much more intractable since the coastal zone has become the magnet for
much of the world's population.

Our next Conference in the year 2000 will usher in a new millenium. Will the
trends of the latter half of the twentieth century continue into the third
millenium? Will the peoples of our planet Earth develop and accept new
paradigms for livingtogether witheachotherand our environment? These are
questions that shouldbe considered by all attending this conference and reading
these Proceedings.The Coastal Society will be asking these same questions
again. What will the answers be in 2000?

Maurice P. Lynch
Conference Chair and Editor.



Special Note on These Proceedings

The Table ofContents is organized according to the programin place at the time
the Proceedings were sent to the printer.There may be several sessions,
particularly on late blooming issues that arenot included in the Proceedings.
Conference attendees areencouraged to check the Final program, distributed at
registration, and the Conference Bulletin Board for changes to the schedule
listed in the Proceedings.

This volume includes papers and abstractsavailable at the time of printing.
There are no papers on the Plenary Sessions, Luncheon Addresses or several
Convened Panels. The Coastal Society hopes to publish summary reports on
several of those presentations not included here in the Coastal Bulletin during
the coming year(s).

The Editor has attempted to list the papers and abstracts in this Proceedings in
the order in which they were scheduled. Papers in the Poster Session are listed
alphabetically by First author.

Maurice P. Lynch, Chesapeake Bay NationalEstuarineResearch Reserve in
Virginia, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, College ofWilliam & Mary
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A Panel Presentation

Aquatic Nuisance Species: Management, Education and Outreach

Panel Members

Hannibal Bolton, Chief of the Division of Fish & Wildlife Management Assistance;
Gregory M. Ruiz, Smithsonian Environmental Research Center;
Kennedy H. Clark, Virginia Departmentof Conservation and Recreation;
Nancy McKay, Director of the Puget Sound Water Quality Action Team;
Jodi Cassell, Marine Advisor, Univ. California Sea Grant Extension
(Betsy Salter, US Environmental Protection Agency, Panel Organizer)

The introduction and spread of non-indigenous aquatic nuisance species (ANS)
is an emerging global problem. Since the European colonization of North
America, a large number of non-indigenous species have been introduced into
the United States as a result of human activities. In the past decade, several non-
indigenousaquaticspecies, includingthe Eurasian zebra mussel, European ruffe
and Asian clam, have been unintentionally introduced into the United States
with substantial, immediate effects on human activities and the receiving
ecosystems.

Non-indigenous species can cause significantecologicaland economic
problems. If suchspecies become established, they may disrupt species
relationships in the new habitat, reduceyields of economically importantcrops
andgamespecies, contribute to public health problems, and produce other
adverseeffects. The introduced species may prey upon, out compete, parasitize,
or cause disease in native species,and in the worst case, drive them to
extinction.

For example, the zebra mussel, native to the region of the BlackandCaspian
seas and found throughout much of Europe, was unintentionally introduced into
the Great Lakes, most likely by ballast water. It was first observed in Lakes St.
Clairand Erie in 1988. Since then, populations have exploded and zebra
mussels have been found in all five of the Great Lakes and in the Hudson,
Susquehanna, Illinois,Tennessee and upperMississippi Rivers and now
threatens to cross the continental divide. The zebra mussel is significantly
impactingnative clam populations in Lakes Erieand St. Clair by colonizing their
shells, thus interfering with their food supply. Although there were at least 18
species of native clams in Lake St. Clair in 1986, biologists are now concerned
that the mussel could become virtually the only filter-feeding mollusk in the
Lake. Similar impacts arebeing experiencedin estuarine and coastal waters
around the country.



The introduction of exotics, and their disruption of the host ecosystem, can
ultimately have important socioeconomic repercussions. We have seen that the
invader can threaten native stocks of economic importance, either commercially
or on a subsistence basis. Or, it can generate significant public expense through
bio fouling, a process by which materials such as plant foliage and mollusk
shells clog waterways, damage moving equipment parts, and colonize sunken
structures. Several aquatic plant species are notable for bio-fouling of lakes,
streams, and impoundments. In addition to increasing the rate of eutrophication
and sedimentation in these water bodies, aquatic weeds reduce navigability by
catching boat propellers, and impair recreation values by diminishing water
quality.

As economic and ecological impacts continue to grow, Federal, State and
Provincial governments are establishing policies to combat the increasing rate of
invasions and their accompanying impacts. The United States Congress enacted
the Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990 to
respond, in part, to the presence of zebra mussels and other non-indigenous
aquatic nuisance species in U.S. waters. The Act established ballast water
regulations for the Great Lakes and the Aquatic Nuisance Species (ANS) Task
Force to coordinate national, cross agency activities intended to limit
introductions and respond to subsequent economic and environmental impacts.

The National Invasive Species Act (NISA) of 1996,amendedthe 1990Act by
authorizing the establishment of voluntary nationalballast water management
guidelines for all other waters of the United States, and establishment of a
National Ballast Information Clearinghouse. NISA also established Regional
Panelsand expanded the ANS Task Force to include the Chesapeake Bay
Programand the San Francisco Estuary Program as Ex-officio members.
Chaired by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, the Task Force has brought together various
entities (States, Tribes, Industry, etc.) to focus on: reducing the risk of new
unintentional introductions; detecting new and monitoring previously observed
ANS; and implementing timely, cost-effective, and environmentally sound
control of ANS.

This panel presents federal, regional and state perspectives on the growing
problem of aquatic nuisance species as well as provides an overview of the
efforts underway to manage and control ANS. Following are brief summaries of
the five presentations that compose this panel:

Betsy Salter U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460
202/260-6466

Fax: 202/260-9960

Email: salter.betsy@epamail.epa.gov



U.S. Fish and Wildlife Aquatic Nuisance Species Management and Control
Efforts.

Hannibal Bolton, Chief of the Division of Fish & Wildlife Management Assistance, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

The U.S. FWS conducts a variety of activities and programs for non-indigenous ANS
both as the federal agency responsible for protecting the Nation's fish and wildlife
resources and as a member of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force.We:

• Support implementation of ANS management plans —The Act allows a governor,
tribal government, or interstate cooperative to prepareand submit to the Task
Force a comprehensive state management plan that identifies management
measures and funding needed to reduce infestations of ANS. So far, Michigan,
New York, and Ohio have approved plansand have received partial funding from
the Service. There are at least IS additional plans in various stages of
development.

• Initiatecriticalballastmanagement demonstration projects - Numerous ANS are
introduced and spread via the ballast water of ships. The Service provides
technical and funding assistance for critical research into ways to prevent transport
of non-indigenous species throughballastwater. Two such efforts arethe Great
Lakes BallastTechnology DemonstrationProjectand the Ballast Water
Demonstration Program, as called for by the reauthorized Act.

• Prevent the spreadof round goby and other ANS between the Great Lakes and the
Mississippi River Basin - The introduction and spread of the round-nosedgoby in
the Great Lakes represents yet another ANS that may have adverse impacts on
native species and local economies. The Service monitors the round-nosegoby's
spread towards the Mississippi RiverBasin and assists in investigations for
methodsto prevent/reduce dispersal of all ANS betweenthe two basins. The
Service will also help explore the feasibility of dispersal barriers for other man-
made interconnecting channels and natural riversthat provide pathways for ANS.

• Expand implementationof the BrownTree Snake Control Plan - the brown
tree snake (BTS) is a non-indigenous species that invaded Guam and has
wreaked havoc on dozens of native islandspecies, causing numerous local
extinctions. To help combat the problem, the Service coordinates
implementation of the Brown Tree Snake Control Plan, asrecently approved
by the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force (Task Force).

• Develop and implement the 100th Meridian Initiative slowing western spread of
zebra mussels and other ANS - The 100,h Meridian Initiative will focus on
variouspathwayshaving the potential of bringingzebra mussels west, where
damageto California'swaterwayscould be particularly devastating. This will
include the development and implementation of a voluntary program to inspect
trailered boats for zebra mussels and other ANS in 6 states and Manitoba,
along the 100lh Meridian. TheService will also assist in providing information
and technical assistance to commercial haulers, private boat owners, and
anglers.



• Campaign AgainstInvasive Alien Species: An Action Plan forthe Nation - in
response to a letter signed by 507scientists encouraging the Administration to take
a more proactive position towards invasive species, theVice President has directed
the preparation of anAdministration strategy to combat the introduction andspread
of non-indigenous nuisance species in the United States. The Service will playa
key role in the development and implementation of this strategy.

With new invasions and their associated impacts to the Nation's aquatic resources and
biodiversityoccurring atan accelerating rate. Congress andthe Administration are
placing increasedexpectations on the Service.

Hannibal Bolton, Chief Division of Fish & Wildlife Management Assistance
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

4401 N. Fairfax Dr. Room 810

Arlington, VA 22203
703/358-2464 (ph)
703/358-2044 (fax)
Email c/o: craig_czarnecki@fws.gov



Invasion of Marine and Estuarine Habitats by Non-indigenous Species:

Patterns and Processes in Chesapeake Bay

Gregory M. Ruiz, Smithsonian Environmental Research Center

The Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC) has established a broad
research program to examine mechanisms, patterns, and consequences of marine
invasions. A large component of our research focuses on the Chesapeake Bay as a model
system to measure invasion processesand to compare with other global regions. The
Chesapeake has one of the longest histories of maritime activity in the U.S., opening
corridors for NIS transfer approximately 4 centuries ago. Although still incomplete, we
have documented the history of Chesapeake Bay invasions, identifying over 100 non-
indigenous species. Most of these species have been longtime residents and occupy
lower salinity waters.

It is clear that many non-indigenous species arrive in ballast water of ships, but the
effects of source region and ballast water management on resident ballast communities
are virtually unexplored. Our data from ballast water arriving to Chesapeake Bay
(Maryland and Virginia) and PrinceWilliam Sound (Alaska), demonstrate: (1) density
and diversity of organisms decreasewith voyage duration, (2) domestic ballast water has
a higher density of organisms than ballast water from older, foreign sources, (3) domestic
ballast water is an active corridor for the transfer of non-indigenous species, and (4)
ballast water exchange does reduce the density of some organisms to less man 10% of
die original density.

These data begin to measure variation in biota of ballast water with different histories,
but many aspects of the relationship between delivery of biota and invasion success
remain unclear within a single port or among ports. Although invasions continue to
result from ballast water release, we cannot yet predict which species will become
established or when establishment will occur. In addition, it is likely that not all ports are
equally susceptible to invasion from the same species pool, but variation in susceptibility
has not been measured. A long-term goal of our research program is to measure the
relationship^) between supply and invasion by comparing patternsof ballast water
delivery and management to patternsof invasion both within and among sites.

Gregory M. Ruiz Smithsonian Environmental Research Center
P.O. Box 28

Edgewater.MD USA, 21037
(ph) I 301 261 4190
(fax) 1 301 261 7954
Email: ruiz@serc.si.edu



Southern Watersheds Common Reed Project

Kennedy H. Clark, Virginia Department ofConservation and Recreation

The Southern Watersheds Common Reed Projectwas an interagency effort to
demonstrate effective control of the invasive wetland plant, common reed (Phragmites
australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud.), while simultaneously increasing public awareness of the
common reed problem and encouraging preventive measures in southeastern Virginia.
The objectives of the project were as follows:

• select 40 - 80 hectares of common reed imminently threatening the biological
resources of the Southern Watersheds and demonstrate effective control of the

plant;

• produce and disseminate educational materials and programs for use by project
cooperatorsdesigned to increase public awarenessof the common reed issue;
and

• initiate a cooperative effort regarding control of common reed among land
managers.

The Southern Watersheds is an areaof high ecological significance in southeastern
Virginia. The extent of common reed in wetlands of the Southern Watersheds has
increased drastically over the past two decades. A group of fifteen cooperating agencies
and organizations selected 28 stands of common reed in the Southern Watersheds as the
targets of control efforts. Treatment stands were subjected to two applications of
herbicide in successive autumns. When possible, prescribedbums were execute-
between the two herbicide applications. Results of quantitative monitoring indicated that
satisfactory control of common reed was achieved only in those stands that were sprayed
twice and bumed. Unbumed stands experienced some control, but common reed is still
present and is expected to increase to pre-lreatment vigor.

Based upon the experience of this endeavor, the project cooperators have made the
following recommendations:

Form the "Southern Watersheds Common Reed Working Group.®
Employ remote sensing for monitoring of common reed.
Continue and expand public education initiatives.
Encourage preventive measures.
Advocate research on common reed.

Continue control efforts.

Pursue funding to facilitate the implementation of the above recommendations.

Kennedy H. Clark Virginia Department ofConservation and Recreation
Division of Natural Heritage
1500 East Main Street, Suite 312
Richmond, Virginia 23219
804/786-7951 (ph)
804/371-2674 (fax)
email: khc@dcr.state.va.us



Pathways and Management of Marine Indigenous Species in the Shared
Waters of British Columbia and Washington

Nancy McKay, Chairof the PugetSound Water Quality Action Team

The Environmental Cooperation CouncilofWashington and BritishColumbia was
established soon after the 1992signingof the Environmental Cooperation Agreement
between British Columbia and Washington. The Council convened the Marine Science
Panel to identify the most pressingenvironmental issues facing the shared inland marine
watersofWashington and BritishColumbia. The panel recommended that preventing
the introduction of additional nonnativc species to the sharedmarine waters is a high-
priority issueamenable to joint actions of government agencies, scientists andcitizensof
the province and state.

Following receipt of the panel report, theCouncil convened the Puget Sound/Georgia
Basin International Task Force, which is addressing the principal issues identified by the
panel through several setsof parallel working groups inWashington and British
Columbia. The working groups are charged with making recommendations through the
Task Force to theCouncil thatwill propose complementary actions to be undertaken by
the respective provincial andstate jurisdictions to improve the management and
protectionof the sharedmarine waters.

Recommendations fromthe ExoticSpeciesWork Group fall into the following
categories: Baseline Information, Education, Communication, Regulation, Aquaculture,
Aquarium Trade and Public Aquaria, Research Institutions, Seafood Markets, and
Shipping.

Nancy McKay, Chair Puget Sound Estuary Program
PO Box 40900 PugetSound Water Quality Action Team
Olympia, WA 98504-0900 PO Box 40900
360/407-7300 Olympia, WA 98504-0900

360/407-7300

360/407-7333 (fax)
email: NMcKay@psat.wa.gov



Western Regional Aquatic Nuisance Species Panel

Jodi Cassell, Marine Advisor, Univ. California Sea Grant Extension

The San Francisco Bay estuarymay be the most invadedestuary in the world, with some
234 non-indigenous ANS documented to now have established populations. The rate at
which new ANS are becoming established in the San FranciscoBay estuary has
increased from one ANS per year in I960 to four ANS per year in 1997. National
recognition of these alarming numbers led to the San FranciscoEstuary Project (SFEP)
being included as an Ex-Officio member of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force. In
addition, the SFEPis a memberof the Western Regional Panel (WRP) on Aquatic
Nuisance Species that has been establishedunder the authority of the National Invasive
Species Act of 1996. The WRP, co-chaired by Max Haegle, U.S. Bureauof
Reclamation, Denver, Co and Randy Brown, CA Department of Water Resources, is
composed of representatives fromstate, provincial and federal agenciesand privatewater
interests and encompasses an extensive geographicrange,all states and provinces west of
the 100th Meridian as well as Guam, Hawaii and Alaska. The goal of the WRP is to
protect limited western aquatic resources by preventing the introduction and spread of
exotic nuisance species into western marine and freshwater systems through the
coordinated management and researchactivities of state, tribal, federal, commercial,
environmental, researchentities and other regional panels. The WRP has met in
Portland, Oregon in July 1997 and in Sacramento, CA in March 1998. WRP activities to
date include:

• Development of a WRP web pageto facilitate communicationand education
efforts;

• Distribution of a model State ANS planto WRP members to facilitate
individual State efforts to adopt ANS management plans and to promote
regional consistency;

• Development and distribution of an outreach and education product inventory
to promote use of existing materials and to identify information gaps;

• Participation on the 100thMeridian Initiative;
• Development of a Western Region Fact and Resource Workbook;
• Developmentof an inventoryof ANS research and managementinformation;

and

• Development of a legalcompendium.

Additional activities to be undertaken include:

• Identification of components of an emergency response protocol;
• Development of a pathways risk assessment;
• Development of an economic impact analysis for ANS in the western region;

and

• Development of genericoutreachmaterials(fact sheets, brochures) for ANS.

Jodi Cassell Marine Advisor, UC Sea Grant Extension
300 Piedmont Ave, Rm 305A
San Bruno, CA 94066
650/871-7559 fax: 650/871-7399

jlcassell@ucdavis.edu
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Scientific Input to Coastal Management and Policy: Three Models

ofCommunication

Danielle Luttenberg and Don Scavia,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Coastal Ocean Program

Introduction

Environmental policy-makers need scientific information to aid them in the
decision-making process. Decisions concerning natural resource management
and use should be based upon a clear understanding of the dynamics of natural
systems, to ensure their effectiveness in the long-term (NRC, 1992). This is
especially true for coastal ecosystems which are characterized by complex
biological and physical interactions and subjected to increasing human pressures
as coastal populations grow (NRC, 1995). Scientists have a responsibility to
ensure that policy makers and resource managers have access to the best coastal
science information available (Baird, 1996). That means not only supplying
information but also communicating the relevance and implications of scientific
findings to non-science audiences.

In the past, resistance from both sides has limited the use of scientific
information in decision-making. Scientists and mangers worked within cultures
that had very different concepts and understandings of natural systems.
Management decisions were often based on deterministic models of nature that
assumed direct, linear relationships between human impacts and natural
responses. Research that suggested greater complexity was seen esoteric,
irrelevant, and not applicable to the 'real world' in which managers worked
(Boesch and Macke, 1995; Baskerville, 1997). Most scientists, on the other
hand, had little interest in studying human-impacted systems and sought out
'pristine' environments in which to conduct their research (Pulliam, 1997).....
They regarded applied science as some sort of lesser intellectual endeavor that
reaped few interesting insights or rewards (Boesch and Macke, 1995).

These views have been changing in recent years. As managed resources
continue to decline worldwide and standard management practices have had
limited success in stemming this trend, many managers and policy makers are
looking for ways to use scientific understanding in the design of management
tools. This new interest in science and especially in research is reflected in the
development of strategies such as ecosystem management, sustainable
development, and adaptive management, and the recent focus on cumulative
impacts. Scientists are changing their attitudes as well. Today there are few, if
any, natural systems that remain completely untouched by human influence and
thus, the study of human-induced change has become a fact of life for many
scientists whether intentional or not. In many disciplines, this reality is driving
a shift towards a paradigm that considers humans as part of, not apart from,
natural systems and new techniques are being developed that reflect this
understanding. Finally, after complaining for many years that the debates over
environmental issues were not scientific enough, more and more scientists are
looking for ways to become involved in these important public policy issues.



The polarized attitudes of both policymakersandscientists have also been
changedby the important insightsand societal awareness that have come from
applied efforts such as monitoring and from basic research results that have led
to unforeseen practical applications of societal benefit. The long-term records of
atmosphericcarbondioxide that have furthered our understanding of climate
change are an excellent example of the former, while the basic research on
ozone that unexpectedly led to a global ban on chloroflurocarbons (CFCs)
illustrates the latter.

The Scientific Process

The integration of science into policy means more than just injecting scientific
information atvarious points in the policy process. Science can playan
important role in shaping the policy process itself(Knecht, 1995). Policy and
managementcan also have an important role in the scientific process, although
interactions between scientists andpolicymakers appear to be moreeffective
during some stagesof the process thanothers. Forthe purposeof this
discussion, we can identify three stagesin the scientific process. First, the
question is defined. This shouldusually involve understanding the management
and policy issues at hand, identifying gapsin the existent knowledge base, and
designing a research program to address thosequestions. Next, research is
conducted and data are collected and analyzed. Third, the information is
communicated to others.

The second stagecomprises the actual research effort. Although changes in
stages one and three might affect what research is done and how the results are
presented and utilized, it is our contention that the scientific community should
carry out stage two, through tried and true scientific methods, without
significant interaction with managers or policy makers. Politicalor social
relevance is not an excuse to diminish the rigorsof scientific scrutiny; including
peer review, competitive approaches, and dissent. On the contrary, as
environmental policy debates become more political and polarized, it is crucial
that the science upon which it is based is clear, objective and of the highest
quality possible.

The firstand thirdstages, however, represent the input to and output from the
research process. These stages comprise the interface between science and the
non-science community, and therefore,offer the most promising opportunities
for interactions between science and policy. In the first stage, scientists, policy
makers and the public can work together to identify critical issues, prioritize
information needs, and define appropriate scientific questions to address those
needs. During the third stage, scientists can facilitate the incorporation of
science into environmental policy by communicating their results to a broad
audience, making clear the implications, limitations, and uncertainties of their
findings.
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Models of Communication

The effectiveness of the communication of science to decision-makers and its

translation into policy appears to be influenced by both the nature of the
questions being asked and by interactionsamong the scientists, managers, and
the public. These factors, in turn, are influencedby the means by which the
relevant information is delivered to stakeholders outside of the scientific

community. Basedon almosta decade's experience of attemptingto provide the
highestqualityscienceto policy makers in time for important coastal
management decisions, we at the CoastalOcean Program (COP) have identified
three models which describe the ways that science informs those decisions: the
packet model, the diffusion model, and the triangulation model.

The Packet Model

The most common form of information transfer occurs through the packet mode.
It is a method whereby scientific information is gathered into a 'packet' and
distributed to interested partiesafter the relevant researchhas been completed.
Thepacket model is characterized byan information product, typically a report
or a CD-ROM. It is the most common means of scientific communication, in
part because it is theeasiest and least costly method ofdistributing information.
Another reason for its popularity is that it is the mode that scientists use to
communicate amongst themselves, and thusit is the mode with which mostare
familiar and comfortable. To effectivelyemploy this method to communicate
withpolicy makers and the public, however, it is important to present the
material in a form that is accessible and relevant to a non-technical audience.

COP has employed thepacket method with itsDecision Analysis Series (DAS).
ThisSeries consists of reports thatsynthesize existing information on topicsthat
have been identified as high priorities for coastal managers. The development
of DAS reports occurs through a three-step process. First, a listof critical topics
iscompiled through a survey of coastal resource managers, and a multi-
disciplinary panel of technical experts prioritizes the subjects. Next, proposals
are solicited to conduct the research for the reports andprincipal investigators
areselected through a rigorous peer-review process. Finally, the resulting
summaries are peer-reviewed and compiled intoa format that is accessible to
scientists and non-scientists alike. To date, COP has published ten DAS reports
on topics ranging from techniques for theeconomic evaluation of coastal
resources (Lipton, et al., 1995) to the prevention and mitigation of harmful algal
blooms (Boesch et al., 1996). These reports were prepared in response to an
identified information need and thus they have been very well received. Over
eleven thousand copieshave beendistributed, primarily in responseto
individual requests. Most of thetitles have been reprinted, some forthe fourth
or fifth time.

The Diffusion Model

The diffusion model describes the exchange of information that occurs among
scientists,policy-makersand the public within an ongoing management context,
suchas a regional council established to manage fisheries or watershed
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resources. It is characterized by a process. Underthis model, the exchange of
information is not an end in itself, nor is it unidirectional. Instead, information
is transferred among the parties throughout the process, via a dynamic and
ongoing 'conversation'. Because scientists and policymakers are engaged in a
continuous dialogue, science bothinforms andis shaped by the policy
development process. This leadsto co-evolutionof the science and management
of the system.

The Coastal Ocean Programis exploring this model by including more
stakeholders in its research management. COP projects tend to be fairly large-
scale, with 5-6 year life cycles. To increasethe flow of information from
science to policy during that life cycle we have tried to create innovative project
management structures thatencourage and facilitate effective interaction. These
structures bring scientists,managers, and other stakeholders together to define
critical issues, prioritize information needsanddefine appropriate scientific
questions.

The science and management of the fisheries on George's Bank offers an
example of this process. Dramaticchanges have occurred in the George's Bank
ecosystem. Over the last decades, this system has gone from one dominated by
commercially important cod and haddock to one dominated by skates and
dogfish. After the closing of the commercialcod and haddock fisheries,
managers recognized a need to look beyond traditional single-species
approaches in developing the recovery plan. Science played an important role in
that realizationand in the development and adoptionof the multi-species called
for in Amendment 7 of the New England Fishery Management Plan. A
significant portion of the scientific information which encouraged that transition
'diffused' from fisheries research supported by the NOAA COP because, at least
to some extent, of the structure of the research/management approach. COP-
funded researchers working on George's Bank are directly involved in the New
England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) which is responsible for
managing the groundfish recovery. As those scientists were developing multi-
species models as partof the COP project,they were also advising the
Management Council and the insights they were gaining just naturally flowed
from the research side to the management side.

We are experimenting with other ways to involve a broaderrangeof
stakeholders in the routine aspects of research and research management. In a
coastal habitat project in Oregon andWashington, a representative from
Oregon's Coastal Zone Management Program has been included on the
management team in hopes that greaterinteraction between the researchers and
managerswill encouragecommunication between the two communities. In the
ChesapeakeBay, COP is supporting a cumulativeeffects projectwith
investigatorsthat are intimatelyinvolved in the scienceadvisory structure of the
Chesapeake Bay Program. Along the Georgia/South Carolina coasts, COP is
initiatinga land-sea interface project that bringstogetheracademicand state
scientists with state coastal managers in both programdesign and
implementation.
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In each of these cases, the actual researchcontinues to be peer-reviewed and
high quality. But, in addition,the projects involve research and research
management structures designed to increase the interaction among stakeholders
and enhance the diffusion rate as a routine part of doing business

The Triangulation Model

At times, issues emerge from research and modeling that the managers and
policy makers don't hear,or simply can't find the time or resources to address.
In these cases, direct communication, whether through packets or diffusion,
doesn't make the appropriate impact. In this mode, information is
communicated to policy makers and managersvia a third party - the public.

The triangulation model is characterized by an issue. In the course of their
research, investigatorsdiscover some environmental problem that catches public
attention. The publicdemonstrates their interestand concern by bringing the
information to the attention of policy makers, creating the need for an
appropriate policy response. It is the demonstration of the public's interest and
concern that makes an actionable environmental issue out of the relevant

scientific findings. Concerned scientists can facilitate this process by
communicating their results directly to the public, increasing the likelihood that
their information will be heard and understood.

The triangulation model can be illustrated by the development ofGulf of
Mexico hypoxia (low-oxygen conditions) into a national issue. Since the mid-
1980's, researchers have documented a growing areaof hypoxia that appears in
the Gulf of Mexico each summer. This area, known to local fisherman as the
"dead zone", threatens the viability of one of the nation's most productive
fisheries. In 1989, COP launched its first field effort, the Nutrient Enhanced
Coastal Ocean Productivity(NECOP) Program to study this problem. Dr.
Nancy Rabelais, who hasbeen studyingthe hypoxic zone since 1985, was one
of the researchers funded under NECOP. Every summer she conducted research
cruises acrossthe Louisiana shelf to document the shape and areal extent of the
hypoxic zone. Results from otherNECOP studies haveconfirmed that the
hypoxia is largely driven by the morethan morethanone million tons of
nutrientsthat make their way into the Gulf of Mexico each year via the
Mississippi River system (Rabelais et al., 1995). Earlyon, COP attempted to
communicate the implicationsof NECOPresearch to policy makers and
managers using the diffusion method. Key researchersand program managers
saton appropriate Gulf nutrient strategy teams andcommittees. In spiteof this,
policy makersandmanagers did not show much interest in the issue.

After receiving inquiries about herwork from local environmental groups,
Rabelaisbegan to send pressreleases to localand regional newspapers
following each summer's research cruise. This information helped to increase
public awareness and understanding of the hypoxia problem. In 1993, record
floods roared throughthe Mississippi River basin. That summer the hypoxic
zone doubled to more than 7,000 squaremiles, and has returned to that size
every summer since. This dramatic shift in the system served as a major
focusing event. While the local press had beencovering the annual surveyof
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the hypoxic zone, the flood and the subsequent doubling of the area of hypoxia
caught the interest of the National press and a segment of the general public. In
1995, the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund responded to the public's growing
concern. Armed with information like that from Rabelais' studies, the Fund
petitioned the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the State of
Louisiana, on behalf of eighteen environmental, social justice and fishermen's
organizations, to convene an interstate management conference to address the
implications of the hypoxia problem (Samet, 1995). In December of 1995, the
EPA convened a hypoxia management conference under the auspices of the
Clean Water Act in December of 1995 to begin a strategic assessment of the
issue.

The participation of research scientists in public fora and the publication of
relevant scientific findings in both the scientific and popular literature
heightened public interest in hypoxia. The persistence of Dr. Rabelais in
presenting her results to the public helped to raise the issue to the level of a
national priority. As a result, efforts are currently underway by the White House
Committee on Environment and Natural Resources (CENR) to conduct a first-
ever-integrated assessment of the causes and consequences of Gulf hypoxia.
Thus, this triangulation has come full circle and opened the door to more
effective use of the other models. The CENR Assessment process, an example
of the diffusion model, will bring together scientists and policy makers in an
attempt to address the hypoxia issue. The goal of the assessment is to synthesize
current scientific information from the top of the watershed to the bottom of the
Gulf into an information packet that policy makers and managers can use to
evaluate options and design solutions to the hypoxia problem.

The Role of the Public

In these days of emotionally charged environmental battles and multiple
stakeholders, it is critical that scientists make every effort to ensure that the best
scientific information finds its way into the policy process. Because public
interests are at stake and environmental policy decisions often involve the public
good or aspects of the public trust, scientists must learn to communicate their
research goals and findings not only to managers and policy makers but directly
to the public as well. As illustrated by the triangulation model, public
stakeholders, often through non-governmental organizations, play an important
role in determining which scientific findings are raised to a policy. This has
been demonstrated in regard to other coastal resource issues. Boesch (1995)
attributes the Chesapeake Bay region's ongoing success in developing
restoration strategies to the long history of scientificinvestigationin the bay
(including basic research and monitoring)as well as strong public and political
support for restoration efforts. Malone (1993) contends that public participation
was an "essential ingredient" that facilitated interaction among scientists and
managers in the Chesapeake Bay area. Without the participation of informed
representatives of public interests, adaptive managementprograms designed to
sustainably manage large ecosystems cannot succeed (Lee, 1993). For
restoration efforts to be sustainable over the time periods needed to see results,
these programs must have constituencies that support them (Olsen, 1993; Baird.
1996). Finally. Scavia (1997) noted that developing and supporting a
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comprehensive research agenda forcoastal areas requires attracting new sources
of financial support. In these days of shrinking budgets, an expanded research
effort is unlikely to attract scarce financial resources without public interest and
endorsement.

Conclusions

Providing scientific information and advice to managers and policy makers is
becoming more important as they are called upon to deal with increasingly
complex and technical issues concerning natural resources. Here, we have
outlined three models for this critical communication. It is important to note
that different models are effective under different circumstances. The packet
mode is most useful when the target is already interested audience in need of
more detailed information. It may not be an effective way to increase awareness
of an issue or get quick policy action. Those situations that benefit from the
continued influx of scientific information over time, such as an adaptive
management regime, may be best served by the diffusion mode. Diffusion can
be blocked, however, by the deaf ear of someone too busy with today's issues to
deal with preventing tomorrow's. As the triangulation model illustrates, there
are times when even the best science cannot move an issue forward and it takes

a third party to sound the warning bell. Thus, it is important that scientists learn
to communicate not only with policy-makers and managers, but with the general
public as well.

There are no cookie-cutter solutions to communicating at the science-policy
interface. It takes patience, a willingness to make it happen, and an
understanding of which tools are needed when. When it succeeds, the infusion
of timely, relevant scientific information into the policy process can have a
cascade effect, creating the need and desire for further understanding on the part
of policy makers and the public,encouraging research in policy-relevant areas,
and leading ultimately to the development of scientifically-sound environmental
policy.
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Introduction

The Coastal Zone Management Act(CZMA) of 1972 charged thecoastal states
and territories with the responsibility of coastalresources protection.
Consequently, twenty-four* coastal states developed and implemented coastal
management programs to address the national policy objective of coastal
resourcesprotection. The diversityamong thesecoastal states reflected in
differences in size, region and extent of coastal development, as wellas
differences in political, economic, and socialcharacteristics1 led to
nonconformity among state adoption andimplementation of specific coastal
management strategies and tools to address the issue of coastal resources
protection.

Thisresearch wasdesigned to investigate coastal resources protection,
specificallybeach and dune protection, at the state level and was based on the
ideathatthe level of development of statecoastal management programs
regarding theissue of beach and dune protection varies among thetwenty-four
coastal states. The research objectives were(I) to inventory the coastal
management strategies and tools employed by the coastal states for beach and
dune protection and(2) to determine which statefactors, if any, influence the
level of coastal management program development regarding beach anddune
protection. It was hypothesized that specific state factors influencethe levelof
development of coastal management programs. Thehypotheses were(1)
Coastal states with greater economic resources possess more developed coastal
managementprograms; (2) Coastal states with a historyof pro-industry tax
incentives anda high level of manufacturing facilities possess less developed
coastal management programs; (3) Coastal statesthat are traditionally
considered as pro-environmental states possess more developed coastal
management programs; and (4) Coastal states with a more professional
legislature possess more developed coastal management programs.

At the timeof this research, thereweretwenty-four coastal statesand five coastal territories
participating in theFederal Coastal Zone Management Program. Texas and Ohio have recently
met federal approval forstatecoastal management programs but werenot considered
participating coastal states forthe purposes of thisresearch.
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Materials and Methods

An Ordinary Least Squares Regression Analysis(OLS) was used to indicate
statistically significant associationsbetweenvarious political, economic, and
environmental factors and the level of development of coastal management
programs. The most influential state factors weredefinedas significantly
associated with the level of development of coastal managementprograms in the
expecteddirection and at a probability of p<0.05.

The total number of coastal management tools adopted and implemented for
beach and dune protection by the coastal states was used to create the dependent
variables used in the OLS analysis (Table I). Six coastal management strategies
were identified; (A) Regulatory, (B) Planning, (C) Direct Land Management,
(D) Acquisition, (E) Nonregulatory, and (F) Research. These six strategies were
comprised of 26 individual coastal management tools. Fourof the original
twenty-six coastalmanagement tools werediscarded due to statistical obstacles;
the discarded tools were (1) restriction of shoreline stabilization structures, (2)
state beachfront parks, (3) technical reports,and (4) aerial photography.

Specific independent variables were selected to test the integrated theory of state
development of coastal management programs regarding beachand dune
protection (TableII). The designated independent variablesrepresented
political, economic, and environmental state factors.

The two political variables were (1) pro-industry (MODPROIN), and (2)
legislative professionalism (FSLEG2). The pro-industry variable represented
the number oftax breaks offered toattract industries by the states.2 Based on
level of industrial incentives,the pro-industryvariable ranged from 0 to 10; a
highernumberreflected moreindustrial incentives in a state. Legislative
professionalism wasa measure of regulatory capacity and wasdetermined by a
factoranalysisof the following: (a) legislator'scompensation, (b) average
population perSenateseat, (c) average population per House seat,and (d)
length ofsessions.3 Ahigher score indicated a more professional legislature.

The two measures of economic development usedas independent variableswere
(1) household income (HJNCOME) and (2) total state spending on
environmental programs (BUDGET). The household income wasbasedon
1990 Census Data and was reported atthe coastal county-level.4 The variable
wasscoredsuchthata highernumber indicated higherhousehold income. The
total statespending on environmental programs wasreported as the percentage
oftotal state budget,3 and a higher number indicated more state spending for
environmental protection programs.

The four environmental variables used as independent state variables were the
following: (1) strength of environmental groups (EGROUPS), (2) regions of
the United States in which the coastal states are located (ATLANTIC, PACIFIC,
GULF, and GLARES), (3) percentage of national facilities in a statewhichare
regulated undertheEnvironmental Protection Agency's (EPA) enforcement
(PNATL), and (4) number of environmental policies within a state (GRPOL).
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The strength of state environmentalgroups was a measure of per-capita
memberships inenvironmental organizations within the states.6 Ahigher
numberindicateda higher levelof participation in environmental organizations.
The Atlantic variable included Connecticut,Delaware,Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts,New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and Virginia. The Pacific variable
was comprised of Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington.
Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippicomprised the Gulf region. The
states of Michigan and Wisconsin comprised the Great Lakes region. Note, the
region variables were used as control variables in the OLS analyses, and to
avoid a linear relationship between the regionalvariables; it was only necessary
to utilize three of the regions as independent variables in the multivariate
regression analyses. The percentage of regulated facilities located in each state
represented the level of manufacturing in each state, and a higher number
indicated more manufacturing facilities.7 The number ofenvironmental policies
represented anenvironmental policy measure foreach of thecoastal states.8 A
higher number indicated more environmental policies adopted by the coastal
states across a variety of environmental issues.

To test for multicolinearity, a Pearson Correlation analysis was utilized. Three
variables (FSLEG2, GRPOL, and PNATL) were associated with one another;
therefore, there were three multivariate regression equations. The three
equations were as follows:

Equation 1: Dependent Variable = CONSTANT + BUDGET + HJNCOME +
MODPROIN + EGROUPS + FSLEG2 + PACIFIC + ATLANTIC + GULF.

Equation 2: Dependent Variable = CONSTANT + BUDGET + HJNCOME +
MODPROIN + EGROUPS + GRPOL + PACIFIC + ATLANTIC + GULF.

Equation 3: Dependent Variable =CONSTANT + BUDGET + HJNCOME +
MODPROIN + EGROUPS + PNATL + PACIFIC + ATLANTIC + GULF.

Findings and Discussion

The independent variables which influence the level of development of the
coastal management programs are identified in Table III. Because three of the
independent variables are identified via the Pearson Correlation Matrix as
associated with one another (FSLEG2, GRPOL, and PNATL), three equations
were used in the multivariate regression analyses for TTOOLS. See Materials
and Methods for equations.

The factors used as independent variables in the multivariate regression analyses
explain 33% to 35% of the variation in the level of development of the coastal
management programs among 335 coastal counties. The environmental
variables appear influential in the adoption and implementation of coastal
management tools regarding the protection of beaches and dunes in all three
models. The environmental groups variable is significant in each of the three
models, and the variable is associated with the level of development of coastal
management programs in a positive direction in each case. The positive
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relationship wasexpectedandindicates coastal states possessing active
environmental groupsadoptandimplement morecoastal management tools than
states with less activeenvironmental citizenry. The positiveassociations
between the regionsand the tools employed indicate that regional factors do
influence the levelof development of coastal management programs. The green
policies independent variable is associated withthe levelof development of
coastal management programs in a positive direction. The finding was
predicted and suggests that coastal states that adopt more environmental policies
in general also possess a more developed coastal management program than
coastal stateswhich do not adoptenvironmental policies. The percent of
facilities regulated by EPA located within a coastal state is alsopositively
associated with the development of thecoastal management program. This is an
interesting finding. The positive correlation suggests that coastalstates
possessing a higher percentage of EPA regulated facilities employ morecoastal
management tools than coastal states with fewer EPA regulated facilities.
Perhaps these coastal states are more aware of environmental risks associated
with industry and therefore force facilities to adhere to strict environmental
quality standards.

In each of the models, the household income variable was identified as
significant andnegatively correlating with thedependent variable. The negative
relationship suggeststhat less wealthycoastal states employ morecoastal
management tools than wealthier states. One explanation is that poorerareas
may be experiencing higher coastal threats than wealthier areas; therefore a
more developed coastalmanagement program is needed to combat the threats.

Industry incentivesappear to be significantly associated with the dependent
variable in a positive direction ineach of the models suggesting thatstates
which aretraditionally characterized as pro-industry states possess more
developed coastal managementprograms. This finding indicates that coastal
stateswith moretax incentivesoffered to industries employ morecoastal
management tools than those coastal states with fewer industrial incentives.
There are two possible explanations for this positive association. The first
explanation is there may be higherpressures on the natural resources in pro-
industry states resulting in a greater need for protection of the resources. The
second explanationlies in the fact that the CZMA seeks to promotea balance
between coastal development and protection of coastalresources. Because
coastal zone management is not anti-development, states which are generally
pro-industry arestill encouraged to protect theircoastal natural resourceswhile
continuing to promote industry.

Conclusions

This research proved successful in identifying state factors associated with the
level of development of coastal management programsregarding beach and
dune protection. The expected findings were that state environmental factors do
appear to influence the number of coastal management tools employed by a
coastal state. Perhaps just as important as the successful identification of those
state factors influencing the level of programdevelopment in the expected
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direction was the identification of those state factors which shaped the level of
development in an unexpected manner. The variablesrepresenting lower
household income and more industrial tax incentives were associated with more

developed programs.

This research just begins to scratch the surface in identifying influential state
factors associated with coastal management program development. More
research is recommended and encouraged to explore the complicated network of
factors influencing adoption and implementation of coastal management tools
aimed to protect our beaches and dunes.
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Table II: Independent Variables used in Ordinary Least Square Regression Analyses

Variable Description Source Coded

• Pro-industry tax breaks offered Lynn et.al., 1992 Score 0 to 10

(MODPROIN) to industry

• Legislative factor score based Squire. 1992 1) Legislator's compensation =
Professionalism on four legislative average $ amount for each
(FSLEG2) characteristics state.

2) Average population
number per Senate seat.
3) Average population number
per House seat.
4) Number of months of
sessions.

• Household household income US Bureau of Actual dollar amount at

Income Census.1990 county level
(HJNCOME)

• State Budget percent of total state Hall and Kerr, Actual percentages for each
(BUDGET) spending on

environmental

programs

1991 state

• Environmental per-capita Hall and Kerr, Actual numbers per state
Groups (EGROUPS) memberships in 1991

environmental

organizations

Regions, coastal regions
ATLANTIC CT, DE, ME, MD. MA. NH.

NJ. NY, NC. PA, RI, SC, &
VA

PACIFIC AK,CA.HI.OR,&WA

GULF AL. FL. LA, & MS

GREATLAKES MI&WI

• % of National

Facilities (PNATL)
percentage of EPA
regulated facilities

EPA. 1993 Actual percentage of facilities
located in coastal states

• Environmental

Policies (GRPOL)
number of

environmental

Hall and Kerr.
1991

Actual number of policies

policies
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Determining theCorrelation between State Factors and theLevelof Development of Coastal
Management Programs

Variables Equation 1 standard Equation 2 partial standard Equation 3 partial standard

partial error regression error regression error

regression coefficient coefficient

coefficient

BUDGET -0.089 0.076 -0.020 0.077 -0.098 0.074

HJNCOME -0.144* 0.055 -0.103* 0.055 -0.151* 0.055

MODPROIN 0.429* 0.060 0.458* 0.060 0.417* 0.060

EGROUPS 0.192* 0.078 0.069 0.085 0.209* 0.075

FSLEG2 0.096 0.055 — ~ ~

GRPOL — — 0.212* 0.056 ~

PNATL — — — - 0.099* 0.050

PACIFIC 0.255* 0.080 0.255* 0.079 0.196* 0.083

ATLANTIC 0.567* 0.075 0.581* 0.070 0.524* 0.069

GULF 0.221* 0.081 0.158* 0.080 0.190* 0.081

N 335 335 335

R2 0.346 0.367 0.347

Adjusted R2 0.330 0.352 0.331

P 0.000 0.000 0.000

* p-value <0.05
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Rising Seas, Coastal Erosion, and the Takings Clause:
How Local Governments and property Owners Can Help Protect

Wetlands and Beaches

Jim Titus

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Along mostof theU.S. coast, sea levelis rising and shores are retreating.
Increasing concentrations of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are
expected to accelerate therate atwhich thesea rises, witha two-foot rise likely
in the next century and a much larger rise possible. Given current land use and
shore protection policies, a large-scale loss of sandy estuarine beaches, wetland
shores,andvery shallowwaterhabitats is likely. Fortunately, environmental
policies couldbe developed to enable these ecosystems to surviverising sea
level.Unfortunately, thosepolicies are notcurrently beingimplementedoutside
of a few states, andsociety is missing anopportunity to inexpensively safeguard
the coastal environment.

Ocean beaches are morelikely to survive sea levelrisethan the bay shores.
There is a strong constituency to protect public usesof oceanbeaches. The
common technology for holding back the sea alongocean shores, beach
nourishment, doesnotdestroy thebeach. Private seawalls along the ocean are
much more expensive than thebulkheads necessary to holdback a bay. Finally,
existing policies to protectnatural shoressuch as setbacks and bulkhead
prohibitions generally only apply to oceanshores.

This paper focuses on land usemeasures for ensuring the survival of bayshores
inthe face of coastal erosion and rising sea level. Unlike coastal engineering
projects, which often canonly be implementedat a scaleof tens of millions of
dollars, these measures can be implemented by counties, borough, towns, and
private property owners interested in protecting natural shores in perpetuity.

Causes of Sea Level Rise

Tidal gauge measurements showthat sealevel is rising about 2.5-3mm/yralong
mostof theAtlantic and GulfCoast. About50% of this rise can beexplained by
landsubsidence in theseareas, 10% from a retreat of alpine glaciers, and 5-15%
from the warming and resulting expansion of the ocean; the remaining 25-35%
is unexplained. EPA projects thatglobal warming couldraise sealevel 50-60
cm along most of the U.S. coastin the next century, with a 5% chancethat the
rise could be greaterthan 100cm.
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Loss of Estuarine Shores

If our coastalzones werenotdeveloped, natural systems couldmigrate inland
and rising sea level would not cause a major reduction in estuarine beaches or
shallow habitats. There would be a net loss of coastal wetlands, because the
area of wetland is far greater than the area of landjust above the wetlands. But
the overall integrity of coastal ecosystems would remain intact. Most of the
coast is or will becomedeveloped,however,and homeownersrarely choose to
give up their land to the sea.

Along ocean shores, beach nourishment is the preferredstrategy, which enables
property to be protected without the loss of the beach. The estuarine shore,
however, is being replaced with walls or concrete, rock, steel, and wood. In
Maryland alone, 300 miles of shoreline have been armored in the last 15-20
years. These structures eliminate beaches, narrow strip of tidal wetlands, and,
eventually, shallow waters as well.

Federal Programs Fail to Protect Estuarine Shores Even Today

Federal programs have two fundamental limitations. First, wetland programs
generally focus on marshes, swamps,and other vegetatedwetlands, but ignore
the estuarine beaches. Second, they tend to focus on the total area of habitat
being protected, to the exclusion of other measures such as the length of
shoreline or land/water interface being threatened. As a result, the value of
estuarine beaches, adjacent shallow waters, and narrow riparian strips of
wetlands are automatically devalued; a mile of beach, for example, may
represent only one acre of land. Nevertheless where the loss of natural shores
has an important cumulative environmental impact, the law may require federal
agencies to address the direct destruction of estuarine shores. The law does not,
however, require the federal government to address the indirect destruction
resulting from the beaches and wetlands being squeezed between the rising sea
and development. Our institutions assume that sea level and shorelines are
stable. Federal jurisdiction to regulate wetlands is based on where the high
water mark is today. Federal programs can prevent filling and armoring of
wetlands and beaches; but they generally lack the authority to prevent the filling,
development, and armoring of land that is dry today but would become a beach
or wetland in the future as the sea rises. State and local governments may have
to take the lead.

Current and Possible Future Efforts to Protect Natural Wetlands and

Beaches as Shores Erode

State efforts to recognize shoreline migration have been mixed. Several states
have policies to allow ocean beaches to survive rising sea level; but those
policies do not apply to protect estuarine shores. Nevertheless, they probably
serve as a good model for bay beaches and wetland shores. Several states have
enacted setbacks based on current erosion rates, as a means of preventing ocean
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shores from being armored. Even thisapproach is onlya temporary solution,
because the shorewilleventually erodeup to the setback.

Texas, Maine, Rhode Island, Oregon, and (to a limited extent) South Carolina
have adopted analternative approach: the"rolling easement." Theterm "rolling
easement" refers to a broad collection of institutional mechanisms which
guarantee that naturally migratingshorelines have the right of way over the
desires of private property owners tohold back thesea. To theprivate property
owner, this approach is less draconian than a setback, because one is allowed to
develop one's land-but only on the condition that he or she will not eliminate
the intertidal beaches which are, for the mostpart,ownedby the public. If the
sea does not rise, thenthe environmental policy does not impose a majorcost on
the property owner; if the sea does rise, however, the environment is not
sacrificed.

The Takings Question

Allowing wetlands and beachesto migrate inland requires people to abandon
their landto the sea which, at firstglance, would appearto run afoulof the U.S.
Constitution's admonition that "norshall private property be taken forpublic use
without just compensation." Setbacks that prevent any beneficial use of a given
propertyare likely to be takings (See Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council).
Rolling easements, bycontrast, willnot be a taking, because (a) theyallow
property owners to use their property until the sea threatens it; and (b) under the
public trustdoctrine, the public owns(or hasan easement along)all intertidal
wetlands. Even though thesepolicies need notbe takings, simplefairness may
suggestthat stringentpoliciesshouldnot be implemented withoutsome
compensation. In thecaseof a rolling easement, the faircompensation wouldbe
small, because the required abandonment of theproperty would be many
decades hence.

Why Local Entities May Be Best Suited for Protecting Natural Shores

The first stepshouldprobably not be statewide implementation of controversial
landuse measures. Suchan approach mayhavebeenwarranted alongocean
coasts, where many stateshada strong consensus on the needto keep
recreational beaches. There is nosuchconsensus alongestuaries, however. A
more realistic stepis forstates todecide whether they want to keep any
significant fraction of their natural shores, and if so, which ones.

Is the state the appropriate level of government to undertake such an
assessment? As the owner of the intertidal lands in most cases, the state
ultimately must decide how to deal with these issues. But at the first instance,
local government is themore appropriate level of government in many states.
Local governments havegenerally enacted land-use plans and zoning
regulations thatdetermine which private lands are likely to remain openspace
andwhich willbecome urbanized. Thesame typeof thinking couldbe applied
to determine which shores should be armored and which should remain in their
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natural conditions. Especially in the caseof land thathasnot yet been
developed, the local government is in the positionto ensure that future
subdivisions are designed in a fashion consistent with the plan. For example, if
the shore is going to retreat, a local government can make sure that all homes are
accessible by shore-perpendicularroads.

Privateparties can also play an important role. Conservation groups that find
themselves sellingcoastal lands to raise funds forother purposes, can reserve a
rollingeasement on any property they sell, therebyensuringthat the shore is not
armored. Developers can propose to reserve rolling easements and donate it to a
publicor private conservation entity, as part of environmental mitigation or
enhancement programsneeded to secure permits. Finally, individual owners of
coastal property can donaterolling easements on their property to conservancies
or public conservation entities-and claim a tax deduction.

Jim Titus U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20460
Tel: 202-260-7821

email: Titus.Jim@epamail.epa.gov
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Resource Threats and Management Issues in the Coastal

Units of the National park system

Heidi Recksiek

Florida Coastal Management Program
Departmentof CommunityAffairs

The coasts of the United State are valued for their productivecapacity, for their
recreation and development opportunities, and for their natural beauty. Unfortunately,
coastal ecosystems have undergone massive damage and deterioration at the hands of
man, and there is significant concern about the future of coasts and oceans. Given the
threats our coasts face, protectedareas are rapidly becoming the only places where
natural coastal processes and species persist.

The national park system provides protection for numerous coastal areas. Units with
coastal areas include seashores, parks, preserves, recreation areas, historic sites, and
monuments. The ten NationalSeashores preserveapproximately500 miles ofshoreline,
and the park system encompasses2.2 million acres of submergedlands. Coastal units
include unique habitats such as barrier islands, rocky beaches, sea-side cliffs, and coral
reefs. Societal benefits from the coastal units include esthetic beauty,recreation
opportunities, maintenance of fish populations and biodiversity, protection from
hurricanes, and preservation for future generations.

NationalPark Service (NPS) written policiesaddresseda wide range of coastal issues as
early as the 1970s,but there were problems in implementation. Providing recreation was
sometimesbeing emphasizedover resource protection,and monitoringand inventory
activitieswere extremely limited. Fortunately,literatureon park programs and
interviews withpark personnel indicatethat significant improvements have been made in
the last two decades, and coastal management in the NPS now includes a range of
impressive activities. Parkscientists and outsideresearchers do extensive monitoring
and inventorying of coastalresources, and more studies are always proposed. New
recreation regulations are proposedwhen resources are threatened, and regularbeach
cleanups are done in areas withmarinedebris. NPSemployeesarc also trying to
monitoradjacent uses and work with communities to limit damage from new
developments. Visitors are educated about the importance ofcoastal and marine
resources,and interpretationprogramsdiscouragedamaging activities. Oil spill response
plans are being developed or updated,and potentialpollutersare being encouraged to
eliminate pollution at the source.

Despitesignificant gains, however, resourcethreats and management issues continue to
presentconsiderablechallenges for park managers. Althoughspecific problems vary
across units according to local conditionsand histories, literature on the parks and
interviews with park personnel reveal five common resource threats and three over
arching management issues.

resource threats

Alteration of natural coastal processes.

Alterationof natural processesmay occur insideor outside of parks, and may be long-
establishedor just proposed. For the most part, alterationsare caused by adjacent land
owners or other outside parties since NPS declared in 1972 that natural shoreline
processes would be allowed to continue without interference. This policy sometimes
conflicts with preserving existing park infrastructure and lands, and NPS has made
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exceptions: a sheet-iron seawallwasbuilt in the Gateway National Recreation Area to
prevent an ocean breakthrough at Sandy Hook, and Perdido Key in Alabama has been
nourished eversincea newaccess channel to Pensacola removed its sandsupply. After
hurricanes NPSsometimes rebuilds parkstructures in old locations that interrupt natural
process rather that searching for better sites. In general, however, alterations come when
private interests buildrevetments, nourish beaches, or develop in coastal areasnext to or
within parks.

The permeable nature of the coastal zone means that alterationsoutside of parks can have
large ramificationswithin park lands and waters. Individual homeowners,developers,
the Army Corps of Engineers(the Corps), logginginterests,and farmers may all
contribute to changes in sediment, water flow, and water volume. Alterations in coastal
processes can lead to loss of habitat through increased erosion or sedimentation, and can
threaten the overall stabilityof coastal ecosystems. New developmentmay fill in
wetlands or othersensitive areas, andsmother coralreefswithsilt. Forexample,
California marshes,lagoons, and estuariesare threatenedby the tremendousincrease in
sedimentationbrought about by nearly 200 years of logging, farming, and urbanization
of coastal watersheds. When adjacent owners or communities buildrevetments to protect
their houses, park lands may lose their sand supply. Development on barrier islands has
proved especially damaging, interrupting the natural processes of erosion, accretion, and
island migration.

Examples from the park system:

1. Fire IslandNationalSeashorehas seenchangesin naturalprocessesfromCorps' jetties
built yearsago, and the unit continuesto facepressurefromin-holdersto allow beach
nourishment or stabilization.

2. Olympic National Park faces pressures to stabilizeeroding bluffs to protect
concessionaires' cabins.

3. At Cape Hatteras National Seashore, NPS policy is to allow the artificial dunes, built in
the 1930s, to erode naturally. This leads to over-wash of Highway 12, causing complaints
from surrounding communities.

4. Logging next to Lake Clark National Park and Preserve causes sedimentation that is
changing the shoreline. The impactsof this remain unknown since the park does not have
the funding to monitor shoreline change.

5. Jetties built to preserve Ocean City, Maryland interrupt the longshore drift that brought
sand to Assateague Island National Seashore, leading to massive erosion of the north end.
Accelerated erosion and shoreline migration have caused changes in habitat and species
composition.

Oil and gas exploration, development, and transport

Oil and gas exploration, development, and transport activities have the potential to cause
tremendous, irreparable damage to the coastal zone. Most people are familiar with the
large oil spills of the last decade, but few realize how often spills occur, and few
understand the extent of past and potential damage. Spills of crude or processed oil may
occur during extraction or transport, and oil may leak from storage facilities. Currents
bring offshore spills to park areas and extend the area of damage. In addition to killing
fish, marine mammals, and birds directly, an oil spill can affect the zooplankton
population of an area, which leads to repercussionsthroughout the food-chain. Oil spills
are hard to clean up, with toxins persisting in the environment for many years.
In addition to spills, exploration, extraction, and transport activities can disrupt natural
habitat, putting sensitive coastal areas at risk. Discharges from drilling activities can
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smother benthic organisms, pipelines maybe laid incoastal wetlands, andcompanies
maydredge navigation channelsor fill wetlands in order to buildother supportfacilities.
Finally, debris from rigs may be dumped in the ocean, and combustionexhaust from
drilling engines, tankers, and processingfacilitiespollutes the air. In the mid-1980s the
Departmentof Interior (DOI) estimatedthat a day's worth of air pollution from one
exploratoryoil drilling rig was equivalent to the emissionsof up to 7,000 cars each
driving 50 miles.

Unfortunately,many park units are located near prime oil and gas development areas, or
are close enough to shipping lanes to be at substantial risk. Padre Island National
Seashore,Gulf IslandsNational Seashore, and Everglades National Park are all in danger
from offshore oil and gas operations in the Gulf of Mexico. The shipping routes of the
major processing facilities in southernCalifornia run right throughChannel Islands
National Park. Anoil processing facility on St. Croix putsCaribbean parksin danger.
Interviewswith resource managersindicate that many parks do not have the baseline
inventories of resources andestablished monitoring systems thatare essential to planfor
and respond to oil spills.

Examples from the park system:

1. The Exxon Valdezspill of 1989sent 11 milliongallons of crude oil into Prince William
Sound, coating nearly 400 milesof national park beaches. Researchers estimate that over
435,000birdsand 2,500ottersdied. Grizzly bearswereseeneatingcontaminated birds. In
1992oil still remained on beaches and underthe surfaceat Katmai, KenaiFjordsNational
Park, and Aniakchok National Monument.

2. In 1988 a crudeoilbargewasrammed bya tugoff Olympic National Park,spilling
230,000gallons. Therewastremendous lossof lifeamongbirdsand sea life, and Park
Superintendent RobertChandlerreported thai totalcleanupwasimpossible.

3. In 1979 a 140million gallon spilloff Mexico killed birds,ghostcrabs,shrimp, andother
species at Padre Island National Seashore. Theseashore experienced twosmallerspillsin
the lastfiveyearsalone. SinceNPS jurisdiction doesnotinclude mineral rights, private
interests havetherighttoaccess gasandoilbeneath seashore lands, andoffshore platforms
contributeto Padre's marinedebris problem.

4. The MineralsManagement Service(MMS)recently leasedan area next to Lake Clark
National Park andPreserve. Chiefof Resource Management AlBennett saysthatpotential
oil spilldamageis the numberoneresource threat facing LakeClark. An oil terminal north
of theparkstoresseveral million gallons of oil; if nearby Mounts Redoubt or Iliamna erupts,
tanks might rupture and damage the park.

Water and air pollution

Waterandair pollution in thecoastal parksisoftenan intractable problem sincesources
are outsideof parkjurisdiction. Possible sourcesincludeagricultural run-off, fuel
dischargesand human waste from boats, municipal sewage and storm drain outfalls, and
toxins, heavy metals,and suspended particulates from industry. While the amountof
pollution from eachsource maybe perfectly legal, non-lethal dosesof toxinsbuild up in
the tissues of organisms, affecting fecundity anddisease resistance and reducing valueto
recreational and commercial users. Sewage and storm drain outfalls can cause increased
silt loads, nutrientenrichment, and freshwaterinflux. Acid precipitationand increased
ozone levels damagecoastal forests and other resources,and air pollution may affect
visibility. In the parks with coral reefs, nutrients from sewageor agricultural run-off can
generate algal blooms that smother corals, and sediment in the water can block critical
sunlight from reaching the reefs. Parks located nextto urban areasor developments such
as factories, landfills, andoil-storage facilities are particularly vulnerable.
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Examples from the park system:

1. Acadia National Parkis downwind from largeindustrial areas, resulting in high levels of
ozone and other pollutants. In 1988the ozone level was 67% higher than that considered
healthy by the EPA.

2. Biscayne Bay NationalParkhas a municipal landfillon its northwest boundary that has
leaked ammonia into the bay. Periodic inputs of freshwater from the canal system damage
marine resources.

3. Refineries in CorpusChristiaresuspectedto be damagingthe airquality in PadreIsland
National Seashore, but there is no monitoring underway.

4. Run-off from landfills at Gateway NationalRecreationArea degradeswater quality in the
park. Acadia National Park,Cape Cod National Seashore,and Fire IslandNational
Seashore also have landfills on their borders.

5. At Gulf Islands National Seashore pesticides enter the waters from the many nearby golf
courses.

6. Many coralreefs in the Florida Keys have been destroyed by disease and polluted water
coming from Florida Bay, a partof Everglades National Park.

Marine debris

Sources of marine debris include litter from beachgoers, stormwater runoff and combined
sewer flows to river and streams, ships and other vessels, and offshore oil and gas
platforms. Litter from hundredsof miles inlandcan become marine debris when it is
carried to the shore by streams, rivers, or sewers. In 1995 Center for Marine
Conservation (CMC) volunteers from 43 states and territories collected 2.5 million
pounds of trash in a three-hourcleanup along 5,870 miles of shoreline. This cleanup
revealed that 64% of trash comes from littering by individuals. Offshore oil and gas
platformsdump items such asdata-recording tape,drill pipesanddrill pipe protectors,
hardhats, gloves, and storagedrums. The plasticresin pellets used to make a range of
plastic products are a particularlydamaging form of marine debris since many types of
birds will feed on the pellets, mistaking them for fish eggs or other food. Medical waste
and chemical drums that wash ashore pose direct human health hazards.

Marine debris in coastal waters or on beaches is more than an eyesore—it is an
environmental hazard. Birds and animals get entangled and drown. Animals may also
mistake debris for food—ingesting the trash may poison or choke the animal, or lead to
subsequentstarvation. Debrisitems found to most threaten marinelife arenets,
monofilament fishing lines, rope, and strapping bands. Each year approximately 100,000
marine mammals and nearly a million seabirdsdie from entanglement or ingestion of
debris. Seals and sea lions are the most commonly affected mammals, but entanglement
is documented for endangered species such as Hawaiian monk seals, humpback whales,
gray whales, and manatees. Fish and crustaceans may be captured by fishing nets or
lines that have been lost or abandoned. Members of all five sea turtle species found in
the United States (all of which areendangered) have been found entangled in marine
debris. Other problems associated with marine debris areaesthetic degradation, damage
to vessels, injury to beachgoers, and loss of tourism dollars.

Examples from the park system:

I. Padre Island National Seashore receives the most debris of any unit. Retrieval and
disposal of solidwastecosts$400,000 annually. The shrimping industry andoffshoreoil
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andgasoperations arc twoidentified sources, andprobable sources include cruiseshipsand
recreational boaters.

2. Fire Island National Seashore had medical waste wash ashore in late 1980s.

3. At Glacier Bay NationalParkand Preserve, marinegarbagefromcruise ships, fishing
boats, and other vessels washes ashore, and nets left to drift trap marine life.

4. At AssateagueNationalSeashore,tires still washashore from a failedartificial reef effort
off Ocean City.

5. Unmarked containers with materials such as paint or dicsel fuel wash ashore regularly at
BiscayneNationalPork. A 70-foot metalstructurewas recentlyfound offshore.

Damage from recreational uses

The NPS is charged with both protectingthe resources it managesand providing
recreational opportunities for visitors. However,recreational uses can damage coastal
resources, and visitation is increasing dramatically at many coastal units. In 1995 there
were 19,056,004 recreation visits to the ten national seashores, and recreational damage
is a growing concern

Recreational damage comes from a variety of sources. Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs),
which are allowed in the seashores and recreation areas, can damage dune systems,
destroy wildlife habitats, and disturb visitors. Sea turtle researchexpresses concern that
baby turtles cannot climb over ORV trackson their way to the ocean. ORV access has
been increasingly regulated since the 1970s, but damage still occurs. Recreational
fishing and hunting endanger resources when too many animals are removed, or when
peopledisregard regulations. Boatscan damagecoral reefs, increase turbidity, and
release fuel products. Divers and other recreators may disturb fragile resources such as
reefs or dune vegetation. Humanintrusion into an area may cause seabird or pinneped
adults to leave their young or abandon traditional breeding grounds.

Recreationis threateningcoastal resourcesbecause visitornumbers are swelling while
the numbersof patrols and enforcementpersonnel in park units are holding constant or
falling. Activities such as foot traffic over dunes arc especially hard to regulate. In
addition, parks may not have jurisdiction over some activities. For example, enabling
legislationmay have left fishingand hunting regulationsin the hands of a state agency,
andCongressionalaction is requiredto change this arrangement.

Examples from the park system:

1. Increasedvisitationat CapeCod National Seashorehas led to extensive tramplingof
dunes.

2. At OlympicNational Park,some beachcamp areas are so overrun that all vegetationhas
died.

3. In Golden Gate National Recreation Area, bikers erode fragile marine terraces and hang
gliders crush plants.

4. Concerns have been raised that Glacier Bay tour boats arc disturbing whales and other
animals.

5. Vehicleand pedestriantrafficarc restrictedon park lands from Maineto South Carolina
during the endangered piping plover's nesting season. This has generated significant
conflict wilh recreationisls at Cape Cod National Seashore and Fire Island National
Seashore.
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6. At Channel Islands National Park, marine resources are being overharvested. California
Fish and Game regulations are not stopping depletion, and park personnel cannot patrol all
of the unit's waters.

7. Al Kenai Fjords National Park, some beaches are used as landing sites for tour boats,
which may hurt migratingand foraging waterfowlthat depend on these beaches.

8. Reefsare damagedin VirginIslandsNational Park fromanchoring and groundingsof
boats. Boatsalso damagesea grass,a food sourcefor sea turtlesand habitat forjuvenile fish
species.

MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Funding

Fundingshortfalls and declines in real budgetsof the park system arc well documented.
The GovernmentAccountingOffice reports that park appropriations have fallen by $200
millionin inflation-adjusted dollars since 1983,and the system-widemaintenance
backlog is estimatedat $4.5 billion. In this same period,visitation numbershave been
soaring—annual visitrosefrom 208million in 1984 to 269million in 1994. Like their
inland counterparts, coastal unitsare notreceiving funding for the repairandconstruction
activities necessary to accommodate increased visitation.

A failure to provide funding to cover visitor increasesand maintenance requirementshas
resulted in resource endangerment. Funding shortfalls result in inadequate monitoring
and inventory programs, insufficient resource personnel, and inadequate enforcement of
recreationregulations. In 1986basefunding support for natural resource activities in the
categoriesof marinefish and invertebrates, shoresand islands, and marinemammals was
approximately $1.4million. Thissameyear,NPS managers identified five-year
unfunded needs in these same three resourcecategoriesas totaling$30.4 million.
Funding and personnel shortfalls werebrought up repeatedly in interviews withresource
managers. Managers are frustrated because theycannot monitor resources adequately,
theycannot patrolall areas,and theycannotprovide all of theeducational programsthat
are needed. Resourcescannot be adequatelyunderstood, let alone protected, with
existing funding shortfalls.

Examples from the park system:

1. At Gulf IslandsNationalSeashoretwo fieldpeoplemonitor 1SO milesof beach.

2. Adecade-long study ofcoastal processes atFire Island recently ended duetofinancial
cutbacks.

3. The Alaskanparks' regionalcoastalprogramhas beenterminated.

4. Enforcement capacityat CapeCodNational Seashore is notsufficient to preventillegal
commercial fishing.

5. Glacier Bayresource managers would likefunding forprojects tostudytheimpacts of
vessels, including studies ofairandwaterquality, underwater noise, andimpacts on marine
mammals.

Integrating science in decision-making

Inorder to manage a coastal area toretain itsunique character, it is essential to identify
and study thebiological and physical processes of that locality and of thesurrounding
land and marine areas. Information must be gathered on the species, geology, currents,
and tidesof an area. Although there is a lotof research donein Iheparks, andalthough
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resource managers strive to makedecisions based on science, moreinformation is
needed. Baseline inventoriesof community structures areincomplete in many units,
monitoring and modeling of coastal processes is limited at best, and many of the impacts
of current resource threats remain unmeasured.

Scientists, environmental groups, and park personnel alike are calling for better and
increasedcollection and integrationof scientific information. While efforts are extensive
in many of the units, resourcemanagers call for morecomprehensive monitoring and
inventorying. As NPS andotheragenciesmove towardecosystem management, the need
for science in decision-making becomes increasingly obvious.

Currentinadequacies in scientific informationareclearly tied to funding problems,but
the problemextends beyond this. The level of knowledge or scientific expertise within
resource managementdepartments and wilhin decision-makingbodies is thought by
many resource managersto be inadequate. Some resource managers would like more
scientists in managerial positions. Literature fromthe National ResearchCouncil
indicates that there is not enough interaction between coastal scientists and policy
makers. Finally, internal communication is often inadequate, with scientific information
failingto spread between parksor within one park's divisions. Forexample, research
can inform a park's interpretiveprograms, but the interpretivedivision may not know
studies exists.

Examples from ihe park system:

1. Darell Echols at PadreIsland National Seashore calls for ecosystem management
training,saying currentmanagementdoes nol have the trainingor experience needed to
implement ecosystem-wide plans.

2. Reily Hoggard atGulf Islands National Seashore saysthereneeds to be more
communication between the division collecting information and other divisions. Resource
managers do not tell interpreters or rangersabout the work they are doing, and interpreters
do not come looking for information for new programs.

3. Mike Reynolds ofCapeCod National Seashore reports that the unit's scientific datais
currently scatteredand unorganized,making access and use difficult.

4. Bill Walker, who deals with coastal water issues in the Office of the Associate Director
for Natural Resources,Stewardship, andScience,calls formore training, saying that too
often resource managers andothersin chargeat coastal unitsarenot trainedin coastal
processes and science.

5. Mike Soukup, Associate Director for Natural Resources, Stewardship,andScience, says
thata lack of"technical muscle" is anover-arching problemin the NPS. The recent loss of
160 NPS scientists to the National Biological Service - now the Biological Research
Division of the United StatesGeological Service - hashurt the parks. These scientistsare
no longeras available for scientificapplication, andcannotprovidethe formerlevel of
support in policy development, implementation, and review. NPS' Natural Resources
Division has only 12S natural science experts, and these people serve all the system's units.

Institutional structure

The institutional structure of NPS limits the success and extent of coastal management
activities. The existing structure does not give coastal units the capability to adequately
protect their naturalresources. Not every park has a resourcemanagement division, and
resource management does not play a large enough role in decision-making and policy
formation. Resource management is sometimes a division of law enforcement, unable to
seek its own funding. While NPS is talking about resourcemanagement being a priority,
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this needs to be backed up with money and personnel, andresource specialistsneed a
greater place at the "management table."

There is also a lack of consistency and coordination between coastal units both nation
wide and within geographic regions. Institutional structures vary considerably between
units, and the lack of consistency may become a greater problem in the future as the
service decentralizes. While some flexibility is desirable so that units may tailor policies
to local conditions and resources, a complete lack ofcoordination leads to duplications of
effort. Resourcemanagers andother personnel shouldbe learning from the experiences
ofother units. Inconsistent or undefined policieson issues such as shoreline protection,
ORV use, and fisheries management leave personnel without guidance and subject to
local political pressures.

Examples for the park system:

1. Al Bennett at Lake Clark NationalParkand Preservereportsthat Alaska should have a
network running between its coastal parks. He says units needs a "central driving force"
to coordinateefforts. Since the coastal program was dropped from the regionaloffice,
there has been no comprehensive oversight to see that inventory and monitoring is done,
data is standardized, and oil spill plans are made.

2. Reily Hoggard at Gulf Islands National Seashore says that resource management
needs to be a bigger player in decision-making. He would like to see more
superintendents coming from resource management backgrounds.

3. Mike Bilecki at Fire Island National Seashore says NPS needs consensus on its
policies toward issues such as shoreline dynamics and piping plover protection.
4. Mike Reynolds at Cape Cod National Seashore reports a lack of consistency on ORV
and fisheries issues.

5. Jack Kumer at Assateague National Seashore says there is inadequate sharing of
expertise between pork units. He points out that lowered funding makes such sharing a
necessity, and suggests that specialized teams might serve several parks to share labor
and research.

Heidi Recksiek Florida Coastal Management Program
Departmentof Community Affairs
2555 Shumard Oak Boulevard

Tallahassee, FL 32399-2100 USA

(850)488-8466 (850)921-0781 (fax)
herl @acpub.duke.edu
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MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS ON THE EFFECTIVE
USE OF REMOTELY SENSED DATA FOR

DETECTING WATER COLUMN CONSTITUENTS

John E. Anderson

Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Abstract

Remote sensingdataareincreasinglybeing used by coastalresourcemanagersto monitor
and evaluate the status and trends of critical environmental assets. As more and better

sensorsarebeingdeployedto provide data, managers needto be aware of the capabilities
these instruments have in detectingphenomena thatis of primary interest. Specifically,
the use ofearthobservation remotesensordatainvolvesdiscreteelectromagnetic
wavelengths to detect the absorptionor radianceof earth surface features. In relation to
CaseI andNon-Case I waters, manyof thesefeatures include sediments, submerged and
emergentmacrophytes, algal biomass, and pollutants. Since remotesensordataendsup
being incorporated into geographic information systems,mangers must understand (1) the
spectralbehavior of their phenomena of interest and (2) the limitations of the sensor or
instrument in detecting thatphenomena. This paper presents management considerations
anda casestudy on a detectionstrategy forevaluating sedimentand submerged aquatics
in the tidal Potomac River.

Introduction

As a management tool, remote sensing has been effectively used to monitor and
analyzecritical featuresof coastal resources. Many of these involve
sedimentation, resource management, pollution monitoring, aquaculture, and
regulatoryapplications. Over the last 30 years, sensor systems have become
increasingly focused andsophisticated in thewaydata is usedto measure many
of these features. Recentsatellitesensor systemssuch as SeaWIFS and OCTS
now provide daily coverage on ocean color that is related to primary
productivityand sedimentation (Bukataet al. 1995). Systems such as Landsat
TM and SPOT offer measurements on vegetation and soils features, while
others like RADARSAT provide data on waves and currents. Smaller sensors
deployed in light aircraft are constantly being developed to provide expanded
and moredetailedcoverage. Currentairborne systems operating at multispectral
and hyperspectral wavelengths exist such as DMSV, AVIRIS, and CASI. These
systems are capable of being configured to observe phenomena at specific
wavelengths (Anderson et al. 1997).

When selecting a system to evaluate coastal resources, and specifically water
columnconstituents,the resourcemanagermustconsider his/her primary remote
sensing objective. Is the objective to map the distribution of sedimentation or
seasonal algal blooms? Or is the objective of the manager to characterize the
extentof aquaticgrasses? In anycase, the ruleshouldbe "know your target."
For example,a radar sensor would not be the best choice to detect algal
constituents since the wavelengths observed by the radar sensors fall
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outside of the action spectrum for chlorophyll. This leads to the second rule for
resource managers, "know your sensor." Many managers still believe that color
infrared photography is relatedto some thermal signaturepresented by
vegetation when in fact there are two types of infrared, reflected and emitted.
Color infrared photographsrespond to reflected (solar-stimulated) near infrared
wavelengths produced by highly reflective plant tissues (Gates, 1980).

A Case Study; Blue Banks on the Potomac

Methods

An experiment was performed during August 1996 to evaluate small-format
remote sensing and develop a strategy for separating submerged aquatic grasses
from sediment-laden waters in the tidal upper Potomac River south of
Washington, D.C. A cove known as Blue Banks was selected due to its
accessibility by vessel and the abundance of the submerged aquatic vegetation
(SAV) M. spicatum. Field measurements by vessel involved the collection of
water column irradianceand volume reflectance using spectroradiometers over
open waters containing in sediment as well as over aquatic beds. Multiple
measurements were obtained throughout the bay and the data was averaged so
that confident reflectance profiles could be produced for the features of interest.

Field measurements representing the spectral characteristicsof the sediment and
SAV were transferred to VIMS airborne digital multispectral imagery system -
DMSV. This system permits the real time acquisition of four, narrow
wavelength images to be acquired simultaneously and recorded to computer
disk. Images over Blue Banks were collected at a flying height of750 meters
providing a pixel resolution of .5 meters. The spectral band configuration for
the DMSV was 550nm, 650nm, 770nm, and 800nm (Anderson and Morgan,
1997).

Results

The results from the spectral data collection reveal varied separability of the
features SAV and suspended sediments in the turbid waters at Blue Banks.
Although color infrared and panchromatic photography aretypically used to
evaluate these features, these data indicate that the most effective band for
detecting these phenomena lies at 650nm (red). At this wavelength, vegetation
reflectance is low (dark) due to chlorophyll absorption (Figure 1). At the same
time, the river sediments, made up of clay particulates from Piedmont soils, are
highly reflective at this wavelength. This provides a stark contrast between the
aquatic grasses and the sediment in one single channel of data (Figure 2). The
other wavelengths, 550nm and 770nm, and 800nm are not as effective for a
number of reasons. The 550nm (green) wavelength does not offer the strong
separabilityas seen at the 650nm region. However, the 550nm wavelength is
more effective in clearer waters and is also the band center for panchromatic
imagery. Both the 770nm and 800nm wavelengths are located in the near
infrared and are indicated by the spectraldata as having good separability.
Unfortunately, water strongly absorbsnearinfraredenergy and the deeper
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Figure 1. Spectral reflectance of turbidityand SAV showingseparability of
features at various wavelengths.
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Figure 2. Comparison ofimagery at550nm (TOP) and 650nm (Boitom) for detecting sediment and
SAV. SAV beds are dark inboth images, but are more pronounced in the 650nm data due
to reflectance contrast.
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features occur, the more limited the ability to record them at these wavelengths
using remotely sensed data.

Conclusions

As remote-sensing data becomes more sophisticated, coastal resource managers
must become knowledgeable in the spectral attributes of their features of
interest. This is not to say that one must have an inherent understanding of the
optical properties of every coastal feature of interest, but that a basic
understanding must be attempted so that remote sensing can be effectively and
logically applied. The continuous deploymentof airborne and satellite systems
will ensure a steady stream of high quality data that will be able to be used for a
wide array of coastal managementapplications.

As presented in the Blue Banks case study, the features of interest were
effectively detected at one wavelength (650nm). From a management
perspective, a sensor possessing this wavelength would be the system of choice
for characterizing these features. As remote sensor data is increasingly used to
populate geographic informationsystems, this type of remote sensing "logic"
and its use by managers will becomeever more important.
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Accurate wetland mapping anddelineation techniques require excessive
amountsof time, effort, and manpower. Jurisdictional wetlanddelineation
following the 1987 ACE manual necessitatesextensive office and on site
research. Ground delineation boundaries mustbe extrapolated to mapscales
resulting in lossof detail and accuracy. Techniques that decrease time,effort,
andmanpower requirements whileimproving mapanddelineation detail and
accuracy are critical to theadvancement of wetland management andstudy.
Remotesensing techniques usinginfrared andcolorphotography, as well as
satellite images, haveshown promise in thisregard. Mostapplications,
however, suffer from low spectral and spatial resolution. The purpose of this
workwasto testthewetland delineation capabilities of high-resolution, digital
remote sensors, usingleaf reflectance changes along a forested wetland gradient
A spectroradiometer was usedto measure community-level leaf spectral
radiance over spatial and temporalscales.

Aerial images of thesitewere collected using adigital multi-spectral video
system(DMSV). Images wereprocessed andclassified usingIMAGINE.The
high-resolution field spectra data and imager data allowed changes in theupland
and wetlandvegetation to be characterized. A jurisdictional wetlanddelineation
was performedon the site according to the 1987ACE wetland delineation
manual standards. Basedon thedetermined spectral changes, the use of high
resolution remotely sensed data wasevaluated for jurisdictional boundary
delineation. This techniquecould improve and facilitate wetland delineation,
mapping,andmonitoring, as well as the assessment of vegetation condition.
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Introduction

As geographic informationsystems (GIS) and remote sensing technologies
become more affordable, they are being used in a variety of ways to support
coastal management at the federal, state, and local levels. A GIS is a computer-
based tool for mapping and analysis. GIS technology integrates common
database operations, such as query and statistical analysis, with the unique
visualization and geographic analysis benefits offered by maps. These abilities
distinguish GIS from other information systems and make them valuable to a
widerangeof publicandprivate enterprises forexplaining events,predicting
outcomes, and planning strategies.

Remote sensing is the analysis and interpretationof images gathered through
techniques that do not requiredirect contactwith the subject. Remotesensing of
the earth's resources uses aerial or space photographs, electronic scanners, and
other devices to collect data about the earth's surface.

This paper will describe two CD-ROM productsdevelopedby the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Coastal Services Center
(CSC) that integrate the benefits of GIS and remote sensing technologies in an
easy-to-use format suitable to coastal resource managers. The"Alabama
Coastal Hazards Assessment" CD-ROMprovides hazards-related information in
a format that is comparable with existing local databases increasing its
usefulness to the coastal resource manager. It is also able to present this
information in a way that can be used by managers with varying technical
expertiseand resources. The CD-ROM entitled, "Coastal Change Analysis
Program Changes in LandCoverin theColumbia RiverEstuary 1989to 1992,"
identifies changes in habitat critical to several salmon species in the Columbia
RiverEstuary. This information is integrated withothersignificant spatialdata
layersin a GISformat providing a comprehensive viewof the studyarea for
coastal resource managers.

Alabama Coastal Hazards Assessment CD-ROM

Project Partners:

This product supports the developmentof a local coastal erosion and hazard
mitigation plan forcoastal Alabama sponsored through a grant fromthe Federal
EmergencyManagementAgency. Local partners of NOAA CSC include the
South Alabama Regional Planning Commission, Alabama Department of
Environmental Management, Alabama Department of Economic and
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Community Affairs - Coastal Programs Office, Alabama Emergency
Management Agency, and the University of South Alabama.

Project Description

While today's technology provides wide access to multiple sources ofhazards-
related data and information, it does not address issues such as the use or
relevance of such data for local planning and coastal management purposes.
Recognizing the need for comprehensive hazards information that can be
integrated into existing local planning processes, NOAA CSC initiated a pilot
project to compile hazards data that would be used specifically to address
coastal management issues. Intended primarily as an information resource tool,
the Alabama Coastal Hazards Assessment CD-ROM was custom designed to aid
local officials in their development of a local hazard mitigation plan.

Hazards information on the CD-ROM includes:

• Informationon statewide historicalhazardsevents (e.g., tornadoes, floods, hurricanes),such
as location, frequency,and impact

• Spatially-defined high-hazardrisk areasfor flooding andhurricanestorm surge inundation
• Spatially-defined shoreline changes, including estimated annual erosion/accretion rates

Additional data on the CD-ROM includes:

• Demographics
• Political and census boundaries

• Emergency shelter locations
• Hurricane evacuation routes

Coastal managementinformationincludessummaries of:

• State and federal policies/programs involving hazardmitigation strategies
• Local policies/ordinances dealing with hazard mitigation
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Figure I. ImagefromAlabama Coastal Hazards Assessment CD-ROM,NOAA CSC
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In addition to compiling hazards-relateddata into a common format compatible
with existing local databases, the pilot project is designed for a variety of local
users with varying degrees of technical resources and capabilities. The primary
interface used on the CD-ROM is a web-oriented Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), with minimal computer system requirements: a web browser is
provided on the CD-ROM. The web-based interface includes all of the
information in a simple, user-friendly environment that is suited to the needs of
non-technical staff. Sample maps for all of the data sets, along with maps
illustrating some pre-defined hazards analyses, are available from this interface
(see Figure 1).

At the other end of the technical spectrum, full GIS project files for all data sets
in Environmental Systems Research Institute's (ESRI®) ArcView® 3.0 format
are also included on the CD-ROM. This format is compatible with existing local
GIS databases and provides the project's primary end-users with valuable data
that can be incorporated into existing planning processes. The GIS project files
also provide the basis for future hazards analysis to be performed by local
officials in the development of the local hazard mitigation plan.

The product also offers a middle-ground technology option designed for users
with limited exposure to GIS. A copy of a stand-alone lightweight GIS
application, ESRI's ArcExplorer®, is also included on the CD-ROM, allowing
users to display, zoom, query, and develop maps using much of the same data
included in the ArcView project files. This mid-level option is particularly
valuable for planners and coastal managers because it allows them to perform
some data analysis without requiring an investment in full-scale GIS technology.

By focusing this pilot project on the coastal management aspects of hazards,
CSC has been able to address some of the unique needs of local planners
concerning data collection and integration, opportunities and constraints related
to the use of hazards data for coastal management, and technological challenges
involved in developing data products for multiple users. Future projects will
build on this experience to further improve state and local abilities to manage
the coastal resources that are vulnerable to hazard threats. The Alabama Coastal

Hazards Assessment CD-ROM is the prototype for similar projects currently
underway at CSC for New Hanover County, North Carolina and the eastern
coast of Ohio.

Project Applications to Coastal Resource Management:

The South Alabama Regional Planning Commission (SARPC) is using the CD-
ROM as a tool for developing the Local Coastal Erosion and Hazard Mitigation
Plan. Tina Sanchez, an environmental planner with SARPC, is in the process of
identifying high-risk communities in coastal Alabama. After a vulnerable
community is identified, SARPC staff visits the community to educate the local
government about the importance of hazard mitigation and the reason that local
communities need to increase their mitigation efforts. The GIS data layers and
the hazard background information available on the CD have been a significant
help to the local planning team. The project's greatest value may be its impact
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on local governments, particularly if it encourages them to develop local hazard
mitigation plans.

The CD-ROM is also being used for educational purposes. Dianne McKinnon, a
retired schoolteacher with the Alabama Department of Conservation-Marine
Resources (on Dauphin Island), works with students fromThompson Middle
School in Alabaster, Alabama. She brings students to Dauphin Island to
participate in beach erosion measurements (surveying and using GIS). When
the students go back to their classroomthey can use the CD in exercises and
lessons. For example, the CD contains informationabout the short- and long-
term erosion and accretion allowing students to see the historical trends and
compare them to what is happening on the beach today.

Future Plans:

NOAA CSC is partnering withother coastalcommunitiesto develop coastal
hazardassessment projects. The goal is to createa model processfrom which
coastal communitiescan develop their own hazard assessmentprograms. With
these integrated informationtools, local officialscan better ascertain their
vulnerability to coastal hazards.

CoastalChange Analysis ProgramChanges in Land Cover hi the Columbia
River Estuary 1989 to 1992 CD-ROM

Project Partners:

NOAA CSC's Coastal Change Analysis Program (C-CAP) entered into a
cooperative projectwith the Columbia RiverEstuary StudyTask Force
(CREST), the NationalMarine FisheriesService(NMFS) Point Adams Field
Station(Hammond, Oregon)and the Stateof Washington Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) to perform a landcoverclassification andchange detection of
the Columbia River coastal drainagearea. Other partners included Pacific
Meridian / Ducks Unlimited.

Project Description:

Columbia River estuary wetlandsare importantfor several salmon species.
Because continuing development pressures threaten losses, alternatives for
identifying valuableand sensitive habitats and for monitoring changes in these
areas were needed. The CREST is a two-state council of local governments
providing coastal andestuarine planning services in theColumbia River estuary
region. Members include cities,counties, andportdistricts in Washington and
Oregon. In 1992, CRESTentered intoa cooperative project to perform a land
cover classificationand change detectionanalysis for the Columbia River
coastaldrainagearea fromWillapaBay,Washington south to TillamookBay,
Oregon.

C-CAP inventories coastal underwater habitats, wetland habitats, and nearby
uplands through analysis of satellite imagery (primarily Landsat Thematic
Mapper), aerial photography, and field data. The habitats arecategorized and
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integrated with other spatial data in a GIS (see Figure 2). By overlaying maps
from different dates (e.g., 1989 and 1992), it is possible to detect changes in
coastal habitats over the specified time period. This information is necessary to
improve scientific understanding of the changes occurring in coastal habitats and
to develop linkages between those changes and the impacts they have on living
marine resources. Each C-CAP project is conducted in close cooperation with
local, state, and regional resource agencies to ensure logical and meaningful
results.

1992 Columbia River
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Figure 2. The Columbia River land cover classifications overlaid with major roads

Project Applications to Coastal Resource Management

CREST is currently assisting local jurisdictions with permitting issues; zoning
ordinances, comprehensive plans, and shoreline master's program amendments;
estuarine impact analyses; wetlands related issues; and dredging and dredge
spoils disposal issues. Special projects include development of a GIS natural
resource and planning database, environmental education programs, wetland
restoration, and a driving tour brochure of the cultural and natural resources of
the Columbia River Estuary.

County schools in Pacific and Wahkiakum, Washington and Clatsop, Oregon are
using C-CAP information in geography and natural science programs. Mike
Brown, head of the Coastal Studies Technology Center at Seaside High School,
Oregon, is arousing an interest in technology with his students. Under a grant
from the State of Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, students have
worked on a watershed enhancement project that resulted in both a hardcopy and
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CD-ROM watershed atlas. The products weresupplied to theCityof Seaside
planning office, thelocal watershed council, and toCREST. Next yearthe
studentswill be workingwithNMFS to createan underwater GIS layer.
Dr. John Graves, with Portland State University, uses the CREST CD-ROM not
onlyto showlandcoverchanges, butalsotoget people oriented andexcited
about the Columbia River watershed as a whole. "The CD-ROM gives us maps
that show how the amount of wetlands we have in the Columbia River Basin
havechanged over time," he said; heusesthe information contained on the CD-
ROM with localwatershed groups. By overlaying the changedata with
watershed boundaries, the groups can identify areas of change, andgo into the
field to observe what activitieson land may have affected those changes. With
localgovernments and otherdecision-makers, Dr. Graves usesthe maps to
illustrate jurisdictional boundaries in conjunction with various types of land
cover. In addition, Dr. Graves teaches a class at Portland State University using
ArcView® and ArcExplorer®. "The students get veryexcitedto develop
projects based on their home area. Itgives them a familiar context in a new
light," he said.

Others usersinclude Rollie Montagne, withthe Portof Portland. Working
closely with theU.S. Army Corps ofEngineers and theNational Estuary
program, the Port has sponsored a small research program to verify wetland
delineation. The data on the CREST CD-ROM is used as the model because it
hasproven to be themost reliable and accurate source ofdataavailable forthe
region. It enables a manager to look at theentire ecosystem so they canplan
howto make the system work better. Using theCD-ROM theycan produce a
single base map portraying wetlands habitat. Thismap will beused inan
information database for future decisions.

Future Plans

NOAA CSC is working to develop landcoverchange data for all coastal areas
of theU.S. Toaccomplish this goal, C-CAP forms partnerships with state and
local coastal resource managers and scientists. These partners thatparticipate in
theprogram use a standardized setofprotocols todevelop consistent and
reliable coastal change information forinput into C-CAP's nationwide database.
This alliance usually includes funding support, training, and data collection from
CSC.

Concluding Remarks

NOAA CSCis currently conducting other GIS andremote sensing projects
similar to the ones described above. For more information on these and other
CSCprojects, please seeour websiteat http:///www.csc.noaa.gov or contact:

Catherine Main NOAA Coastal Services Center
2234 South Hobson Avenue

Charleston, SC 29405-2413
Ph (803) 974-6251,
Fax (803) 974-6298
E-mail: cmainQcsc.noaa.pov
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Abstract

Digitalmultispectral videography was obtainedover Parramore Island,VA in an effort to extract
information concerningvegetationcommunities,microelevationchanges,soil texture,and soil
moistureconditions. These terrain features are primarilyunder investigation by the US Army
becauseof their influence in tactical decision-making model response. Of significantadditional
importance is the research and developmentof remotesensing-derived techniquesto acquirebaseline
terrestrial informationto characterize the coastal zone natural resource communities. Flightlines
extending from the open ocean to the bayside lagoons were collected at both 0.25-meter and 0.5
meter ground spatialresolution. Through image analysisand ground truth verification, the
multispectralvideography was successful in separatingthe basic ecological communities of seaside
beach,undulatingdune-ridge/valley complex, maritime forest, saltmarsh,tidal flat,and bays. The
establishment ofa strongcorrelation between soilconditions,smallchangesin elevation,and
vegetationspecies is presentlyhypothesized,andunderinvestigation.

Introduction

This paper presents an application of Digital Multispectral Video (DMSV)
technology to the coastal zone. The DMSV system is an airborne instrument
that acquires high spatial and temporal resolution multispectral (visible - near
infrared) imagery that is necessaryfor accuratelycharacterizingcoastal regions.
Through an instrument such as the DMSV, multispectral imagery can be

collected to coincide with complex tidal, atmospheric,and geometric events that
may severely limit the use of spaceborne systems. The area of study for this
project is the Parramore Island, a barrier island complex located on the
Delmarva peninsula near Wachepreague, VA. This site is a well-studied,
"teaching environment" for the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS),
and has an existing infrastructure for the collection of ground truth data.

The goal of this study is the description, characterization, and association of
vegetation communities, micro-elevation changes, soil texture, and soil moisture
conditions through DMSV imagery. Research has and will combine GIS, GPS,
multipleseasonality image acquisition, image processing, and regression
analysis to develop protocols for predictive assessment of terrain conditions that
are difficult to measure remotely, and unfeasible to collect through field
measurements alone. The results of this study are directly related to cross
service military activities in the littoral zone. This study will be used to
demonstrate the utility of airborne multispectral imaging technology to assist
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naturalresource management decision making at installationswithin similar
physiographic environments alongthe Atlantic Coast (i.e., FortStory, VA).
Anticipated application of our research findings areto provide supportingdata
for existing military models, such as crosscountry mobility, avenues of
approach, bivouacareas, andlanding areas, andto alsoprovidegreater insight
into environmentalconservation / ecosystem managementactivities within the
installations natural resources communities. Figure 1 represents a prototype
model for determining these terrestrial data from remotely acquired imagery.

Imagery Acquisition
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Figure 1. Terrain Data Generation Prototype Model

Relationships willbedeveloped extending through thebeach, dune, salt marsh,
and estuary environments. Understanding therelationships of these near-shore
coastalenvironments is critical to Army, Navy, and Marineservices alike, in
particular for operations such as Logistics-Over-The-Sea (LOTS) training.
Baseline terrain characterization, followed by on-goingmonitoringof natural
and/oranthropogenic inducedchangedetection, is critical to assuringlong-term
sustainability of our limited DoD training landresource.

From anecological perspective, the littoral zonerepresents anecoregion
sensitive to disturbance. Examples of disturbance caused impacts include such
activities asvegetation destruction, beach erosion, soilcompaction, andinvasive
plant species introduction. Multispectral video remote sensing isatool with
highpotential for examining environmental issues such asthese. In May 1997,
the AssistantSecretary of the Army (Installations, Logistics, andEnvironment)
andthe Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and
Acquisition) established agoal to achieve, through technology development and
exploitation, environmentally compatible installations and systems without
compromising readiness of training (ACTT, 1997). Technology such asremote
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sensing is a candidate to satisfy this objective through theestablishment of
baseline terraincharacterization maps, identification of disturbance areas, and
identification of terrain features necessary fornewly created terrain models.

Site Description

Parramore Island is located on Virginia's eastern shore andis partof the
Virginia CoastReserve (VCR), Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER)
system. The central hypothesis of the VCR-LTER is that ecosystem, landscape,
andsuccession changes within wetlands are regulated by the relative vertical
(topographic) positions of theland, sea, andfresh water tables. Changes in
position of these free surfaces may result either from disturbances occurring
within short-time intervals, such as storm events, or during longer periods of
time, resulting from sea level rise. Parramore Island ispart of a chain of barrier
islands that comprise theEastern Shore's beach, barrier island andlagoonal
coastal complex of theAtlantic Ocean. Thebarrier island's geomorphic
development is predominantly controlled by the oceaniceffects of wind, water,
and tidal influences as well as storm events. Moving westward from the sea, the
island canbe segmented into sixmajor classes: seaside beach, undulating dune-
ridge/valley complex, maritime forest, saltmarsh, tidal flat andbays.

Thebeach region is dominated bysand andgenerally devoid of vegetation due
to the tidal influence; however,'a transition zone occurs in the area seaside of
the dune region that includes several native and invasive grassspecies. The
transition into thedune-ridge region isabrupt on Parramore. Increased severity
of storm andtidal events, associated with global sealevel rise, areserving to
erodesections of the forestcover, extending the beach into areas formally
occupied by dunes.

Thedune-ridge/valley complex isa successive, undulating system formed by
wind andtidal events. Themain ridge, Italian Hill, is a large dunerising
approximately 10meters above sea level. The soils in theduneregion consist of
stratified complexes with poorly developed organic A horizons. Theremaining
soil horizons arecomprised of well-drained sands of similar sedimentary origin.
Theses horizons are stratified based uponthe depositional forces from which
they wereformed (wind or flooding). Thedominant vegetation is Loblolly pine
with a scattered shrublayer(Myrica sp. andIva sp.)which make up the
understory community. Collectively, this area is identified as maritime forest.

Lowerelevations occurring sound-side of the dunesystemand maritime forest
fosterthe development of salt marshes. The marsh systems nearestthe dunes
aredominated by saltmarsh cordgrass (S. patens) thattypically occupies areas
of irregular flooding. Soildevelopment in thisregion is comprised of a well-
developed peat horizon up to 0.5 meters overlaying sand. This regiongivesway
to another smaller ridge system before entering the tidal flat zone.

The tidal flat is regularly inundated and dominated by tall and short form
smooth cordgrass. - Spartina alterniflora. Spartina alterniflora occupies areas
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of varied soil types and the form it takes is governed strongly by ground water
influx and salinity. Where salinity levels are high, the short form of cordgrass
dominates. Large freshwater inflowsstimulatesthe growth of the taller form of
this species. In many cases, subtle topographic gradients govern these changes.
When coupled with groundwater inflow and soil mineralization, these areas
will develop peat layers overlayingsandy soils; prospective information for
mobility-decisions. The tidal flat system extends landward until the edge of the
lagoonal bay. A comprehensive description of the Virginia barrier island
ecosystem can be found in McCaffrey and Duesser (1990).

Data Description

The digital imagery flown for this project was obtained with the U.S. Army
Topographic Engineering Center's Digital Multispectral Video system (DMSV).
The DMSV system is comprised of four charged coupled device (CCD)
cameras with 12-mm focal length lenses, a ruggedized 486 PC, 32 Megabytes of
RAM, a 500 Megabyte hard disk, and a 4-megabyte AT framegrabber board.
Each of the four cameras were fitted with a 25-nm bandpass interference filter.
These filters were centered at 450-nm, 550-nm, 650-nm, and 750-nm
respectively. The four bands are captured simultaneously and stored on internal
RAM. Each 8-bit, 740 x 578 pixel four band frame is a little over 1.7 megabytes
in size, which allows for the collection of 17 frames before the data must be

transferred to the PC hard drive.

The Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) DeHaviland "Beaver" served
as the aerial platform for this project. Imagery was collected on 25 February
1998 (1300 EST) at an altitude of approximately2,500 feet and 5,500 feet
above mean sea level, which resulted in a spatial resolution of approximately
0.25 m/pixel and 0.5 m/pixel respectively. A first-order, six-parameter affine
transformation was used to merge each frame in a flightline. Ground Control
Points (GCPs) were selected by an analyst and the root mean square error
(RMSE) of the transformations was kept below 1.0 pixels. Within flight-line
radiometric discontinuities due to vignetting, optical and geometrical effects
were addressed using a method similar to Pickup (1995, 1996) and Neale et. al.
(1996). An empirical calibration matrix to counteract the radiometric
discontinuities was created using the DMSV data itself. This technique masks
out common cover type pixels from each image in an effort to estimate within
frame radiometric variation. The average mask from each cover type in theory
should be radiometrically flat, any deviation from this "flat" image would be
due to one or a combination of the above effects. An inverse mask was then

derived from the masked images and applied to every frame.

Preliminary Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows a cross-sectionof ParramoreIsland flown at 5500 feet above the
terrain (- 0.5 meter/pixel). This image is the 650 nm band (red) from the
DMSV system. The DMSV imagery was used to combine the six specific
coastal regions into four broad classes; seaside beach zone, coastal marsh,
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Figure 2. DMSV 5500FigurcDMSV 5500 ft. Flightline (650 nanometer band).
D meter ground resolution.
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region 1, is characterized by open ocean,swashzone, beach,and nearbeach
vegetation. The relative dimensions of thebeachandswashzone is directly
dependent on tide and wave activity. The nearbeachvegetationconsists
predominantly of stunted loblolly pine and understory shrubs. Soil consists of
nearly 100% sand with varying amountsofoverlying storm drift material.
Vegetation closest to the beach may be suffering from salt induced stress that
could possibly be detected remotely. Dominantoverstory is loblolly pine (pinus
taeda). In areas where the tree canopy is sparse (<10%) the shrubs (dominated
by myrica cerifera and perses borbonia) become very thick and are nearly
impenetrable.

The coastal marshregion is denoted by box number 2. Marsh systems nearest
the dunes are dominated by salt bush (iva rrutescens) on the margins and a near
equal mix of salt meadow hay (spartina patens)and salt grass (distichlis spicata)
filling the center. Soil consists of a fairly deep organiclayer overlying a sand
base, with horizons often >0.5 meters in depth. Areas ofcoastal marsh are found
between dune-ridge structures where soil salinity does not reach excessive levels.

The maritime forest region is shown in box number 3. This areacorresponds to
the Italian Ridge feature. Terrain elevations reach to 10 meters above mean sea
level. The dominant vegetation is mature loblolly pines with scattered American
holly and other understory vegetation. Soil conditions consist of a pine needle
duff layer overlying sand. Soil conditions are more uniform in this region as the
duff layer tends to trap moisture from precipitation. The loblolly pine can grow
up to 70 feet in height, creating in some places an almost enclosed canopy that
provides reasonable cover for movement and bivouac. Due to the reduced
lighting, understory vegetation is sparse.

The bayside marsh system is denoted by the box marked region 4. The dominant
vegetation in this area Spartina altiniflora, governed strongly by tide influx and
salinity. Where soil salinity levels are high and dissolved oxygen (DO) and
nutrient levels low, the short form of cordgrassdominates. Enhanced DO and
nutrient supplies stimulates growth of taller cordgrass species. Soil conditions
consist of an organic layer over a sand substrate.
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Continued Effort

Several facets of this researcheffort werestill underwayat the writing of
this paper. Soil data were collected across a transect on Parramore Island and
results are forthcoming to for laboratory analysis of the cores to determine
composition depth, moisture content and compaction values. In addition to the
soil core data, three wells were installed across Parramore Island to track water
table levels. Salinity levels withinthe water is being measured with a
refractometer. This information will be critical in determining the historical
moisture conditions which may have an effect on the signature of vegetation.
Each well and soil analysis position weredetermined using Precise Lightweight
GPS Receivers (PLGR) technology (~4-meter horizontal accuracy). Detailed
field surveysjust recently completedan inventoryof vegetation species and
forest structure along one transects across Parramore Island. Traditional
surveying techniques (i.e. rod and level) were subsequentlyacquired in mid-May
to track subtle changes in elevation across the changing vegetation communities.
All vegetation changes were hypothesized to be indicators of subtle relief

change, as well as soil condition change.

Compilation of the data and statistical analysesof the relationships between the
data are presently underway. A model will be developed from the field data,
terrestrial data will be predicted from the model, and the resultant predictions
tested for accuracy in mid-Summer 1998. Successfulmodeling of these terrain
data from imagery would be of great assistance to the natural resource manager
and tactical military officer alike.
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Royalty Relief Act Spurs Oil and Gas Exploration

in Deep Waters ofGulfof Mexico:

United States Ratifies Maritime Boundary Treaty with Mexico

John A. Duff, M.A., J.D., LL.M.

Overview

On October 23,1997, the United States Senate ratified a maritime boundary
treaty with Mexico that had lain in limbo for nineteen years. The two countries
signed the Treaty on Maritime Boundaries between the united States of
America and the UnitedMexican States' ("Treaty") in 1978. Mexico
ratified the Treaty a year later. Howeverthe U.S. Senate was satisfied to leave
the treaty signed but unratified.

The recent Senate action means that the Treaty's heretofore provisional maritime
boundary formally comes into force between the two nations. The agreement

draws a line through much of the western and central Gulf of Mexico where
claims of the two countries mighthave otherwiseoverlapped. While allocating
mostof the westernand central gulf areas to one or the other of the two nations,
the boundary line leavesan opening ("western gap") wherethe 200 mileclaims
of neither side reaches (see illustration on page62). The two nations may soon
begin negotiationsregardingoil and gas development in that area.

The Treaty will allow each nation to lease valuable oil and gas areas to
production companies without fear of territorialdispute claims by the other
nation. In September, membersof the Clinton Administrationalong with oil and
gas industry representatives advocated treaty ratification before a subcommittee
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The administration and the
industries lauded the treaty as a means of removing uncertainty over ownership
of largeexpansesof valuable submerged lands. Withno formal opposition, the
Treatyran its coursethrough the Foreign Relations Committee to the fullSenate
for a ratification vote soon after the hearings.

Background

Vast oil and gas reserves located below the submerged lands of the gulf
constitute enormous wealth for the nations who hold legal claim to the lands.
However as late as 1952, state of the art technology limited drilling to one
hundred feet ofwater.2 Eventually offshore barge drilling - allowed for oil and
gas extraction in waterdepths up to 300feet. Drilling at 300foot-plus depths
required floating drillships with stabilizing equipmentthat could withstand wind
and currents and compensate for the roll and pitch ofa surging sea.3

Exploration in one thousand-foot-plus depthsrequired anotherquantumleap in
engineering technology. Dynamic stationing, ananchorless method of mooring,
uses position referencingsystemsto feed information to a drillship's thrusters to
maintain a ship's location relative to the sea floor.4 By 1970, the technology
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existed to drill in 2,000 feet of water and actual exploratory drilling was taking
place at 1,400 feet.5

Until recently, oil and gas developmentwas prohibitivelycostly in the deep
watersof the gulf in proximity of the provisional maritime divisionbetween the
countries. After a century of engineering improvements, those areas have
recently become potentially profitable sites for oil and gas development.
In 1995, the United States amended its federal laws governing the royalty
payment system on offshore oil and gas production and in so doinglowered the
economic hurdle that had kept the technological advances on the blackboards
and off the oceans. The recent surge in oil and gas exploration in the Gulf is
due in large part to the Outer Continental Shelf Deep Water Royalty Relief Act.6

The royalty relief provisions in 1995are relatively straightforward. They are
designedto "promote development or increased production" on existing lease
tracts and to "encourage production of marginal resources" on existing and as yet
unleased tracts inthe deepwater areas ofthe Gulf ofMexico.7 They do soby
removing the initial royalty payments for a tiered level of production based on
the depth from which oil and gas are recovered. As a result, oil and gas
companies which would otherwise forego production in certain may now reduce
their costs of production.

The Act succeeded in spurring interest in leasingdeepwater tracts of the western
and central regions of the Gulf of Mexico. In 1995, the last year in which lease
sales occurred without the Royalty Relief Act in place, high bids for OCS leases
in theGulfof Mexico totaled $306 million.8 Two leases sales in 1996 brought
inover$850 million.9 And 1997 lease sales intheGulfgarnered over$1
billion.10 Thefinancial attractiveness of thenew deepwater royalty relief
provisions is illustratedby the fact that over half of the tracts leased since the
Act went into effect are in deepwater areas, i.e. 200 meters depth or greater.

The Maritime Boundary Delimitation and the Western Gap

In the 1970's a number of nations made claims of extended ocean jurisdiction.
In 1976 Mexico claimed a 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
while the United States extended its fisheries jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles
(which would eventually beclaimed asa U.S. EEZ in 1983)." A potential
conflict arose since the extended jurisdictions overlapped in those areas of the
Gulf where the distance between the landward baselines was less than the 400

nautical miles necessary to accommodate each state's full claim. The two
nations agreed toprovisional maritime boundaries on November 24, 1976.12
Subsequently, they entered into negotiations that led to the 1978 Treaty.

The Treaty employs an equidistant method of calculating a boundary line to
reach an equitable delimitation between the nations. Due to the geography of
the Gulf of Mexico and the two states there exists a gap roughly triangular in
shape in the western Gulf of Mexico where the respective EEZ's do not meet.
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That western gap was left open for futurenegotiations since either state might
make some claim to the submergedlands lying thereunderpursuant to the
principles employedin claiming appurtenant continental shelf areas.

In 1979 Mexico ratified the treaty. On January 23,1979, the Presidentof the
United States transmitted the Treaty to the United States Senate to gain the
necessaryadvice and consent via the domestic ratificationprocess. While the
United States Senate's Foreign Relations Committee held hearings and favorably
reported the Treaty to the fullSenate for its advice andconsent in 1980, the
Senatedeclined to ratifyit. While no apparent reasons existed to objectto Treaty
ratification, neitherwas there a perception thatboundary delimitation in the area
wasof any highpriority. A number of Senators requested thata comprehensive
study be initiated on the resources that might be obtained from the gulf.As a
result the Treaty lingered in limbo for another seventeen years.

Deepwater Leasing Near Boundary and Western Gap

The increased exploration andleasing activity thathas takenplacein the Gulfof
Mexico as a resultof the Deepwater Royalty ReliefActraisedconcerns in the
energy production industries overthe certainty of the territorial boundary
between the U.S. and Mexico as well as the jurisdiction over the western gap.

Oilandgasproducers were looking at prospective drilling sites which came
closeto or straddled a legally uncertain boundary line. Theyalso indicated
interest in potential lease sites within thewestern gap. In 1997, the U.S.
Minerals Management Service, the agency with authority to solicit, accept, and
administer lease tract bids, announced that it would offer offshore leases for
tracts in thewestern gapcontingent upon a successful agreement between the
two nations on that area.13 The Government of Mexico indicated that no
agreement onthegapcould beconsidered until theU.S. first ratified the
boundary treaty. Theincreased interest inthe deep waters of theGulfof Mexico
prompted theU.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee to hold hearings in
September of 1997 regarding themaritime boundary in theGulf.

Witnesses who addressed the Committee unanimouslyendorsed expedient
ratification of theTreaty. Testifying onbehalf of theU.S. Department of State,
Deputy Assistant Secretary Mary Beth West indicated that deepwater oiland gas
exploration inthe Gulf ofMexico made prompt Treaty ratification anessential
step inestablishing a mutually recognized boundary line that would constitute
the certaintysoughtby commercial industries.

Senator Frank Murkowski, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources, urged the Foreign Relations Committee to promptly and
favorably report the Treaty tothe full Senate inan effort tohave it ratified before
the adjournment ofCongress in 1997.15 He noted the "tremendous positive
impact" ofthe Deepwater Royalty Relief Act and urged Treaty ratification asa
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means of "settling a permanent boundary between the U.S. and Mexico."
Ratification, posited Murkowski, would enable "the orderly acquisition and
development ofoiland gas leases along the U.S. side of the international line." 16
The Senator also envisioned a ratified Treaty as a step towards an amicable
agreement that would allow for the allocation of lease sites in the western gap.
"We are hopeful that resolution of the permanent boundary will facilitate
agreement over division ofthat area ofsuch great promise," noted Murkowski.17

Oil and gas industries lined up in support of the Treaty. In a written statement
submitted during the Committee hearings oil and gas interests joined together to
advocate quick ratification as a means of providing territorial stability upon
which sound commercial planning could bebased.18 The oiland gas industry
reiterated the importance of ratification as a vital element to allow negotiations
to take place between the two countries regarding the western gap.19

Presidential Praise for Treaty

The Foreign Relations Committee favorably reported the Treaty to the Senate
shortly after the hearings. The full Senate voted to ratify the treaty on October
23,1997. And the two countries' leaders made specific reference to the final
formalization during a visit by Mexico's President Ernesto Zedillo to
Washington in mid-November. In a joint declaration issued from the White
House, Presidents Clinton and Zedillo emphasized the "ratification of our
Maritime Boundary Treaty as an important step to fully demarcate our common
maritime border."
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Developing Binational Cooperation in the Bight of the Californias

Leigh Taylor Johnson
University of California Sea Grant Extension Program

Introduction

The Bight of the Californias (Cuenca de las Californias) project is a regional
pilot project to implement the United Nations' (UN's) Global Program of Action
(GPA) for the protection of the marineenvironmentfrom land-based activities.
Its objective is to establish communication and collaboration between
responsible governments and other interested parties of both nations. The project
addresses coastal waters and watersheds from Point Conception in Southern
California to Cabo Colnett and Bahia de San Quintin in Baja California. It is
sponsored by the UN's Center for EnvironmentalCooperation (CEC), which
was established in 1994 to address transboundary environmental concerns in
North America. The project's initial workshop was held in Tijuana, Baja
California in September, 1996. Information provided in this report is drawn
directly from documents preparedby the CEC. the United Nations
Environmental Program(UNEP) and the Ad Hoc Committee that is organizing
the Bight of the Californias project,as well as observationsat project meetings
and discussions with participants.

Center for Environmental Cooperation

Headquartered in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, "the CEC facilitates cooperation
and public participationto foster conservation, protection and enhancement of
the North American environment for the benefit of present and future
generations, in the context of increasingeconomictrade and social links between
Canada, Mexico and the United States." The CEC was conceived during North
AmericanFree Trade Agreement(NAFTA)negotiations and created under the
North AmericanAgreement for Environmental Cooperation (NAAEC) as an
open and cooperative mechanism for advancingtrade and environmentalgoals.
NAAEC is also intended to prevent development of trade distortions and new
trade barriers between NAFTA partners. Additional CEC information is
available on the Internet at http://www.cec.org.

NAAECs goals are to protect, conserve and improve the environment for
present and future generations. To achieve them, Canada, Mexico and the
United States agreed to these core actions and principles: reporting on the state
of the environment; enforcing environmental law; improving access to
environmental information; striving to improve environmental laws and
regulations;and promotingeconomic instruments for achieving environmental
goals.
CEC is a forum for NAFTA partners to develop strategies for achieving
objectives, for example: identifying limits for specific pollutants; protecting
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endangered and threatened species; protecting and conserving wild flora and
fauna and their habitat; developing new means of environmental compliance and
enforcement; addressing transboundary and border environmental issues;
educating environmental personnel;and promoting public awareness of North
American environmental issues. The CEC promotes cooperative activities via
five areas of concentration: Environmental Conservation; Protection of Human
Health and the Environment; Environment, Trade and the Economy;
Enforcement Cooperation and Law; Information and Public Outreach.
Establishing and funding pilot programsis a CEC mechanism for facilitating
cooperative approaches to regional environmental problemsand implementing
the UNEP's Global Programof Action. The Bight of the Californias project is
such a pilot program.(Commission for Environmental Cooperation,undated; 15-
19)

Global Programof Action

The Global Program of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment
from Land-based Activities was adoptedby an Intergovernmental Conference of
the United Nations Environmental Programin Washington, DC during October
23 through November 3,1995. The conference identified the need for action,
basedon the "majorthreats to healthand productivity and biodiversity of the
marine environment [that] result from human activities on land - in coastal areas
and further inland." Most of the world's population already lives near the coast
andcoastal populations areexpanding. Their health,well being and
sustainability depends on viable coastal systems. (UNEP, 1995; Note and page
7)

The GPA is a planning process to identify and assess problems, establish
priorities andset management objectives for priority problems. It determines
strategies and programs to address problems, establishes criteria to evaluate
them, and develops elements to supportthe programs. The GPA priority-setting
process will consider integrated approaches to coastal area management, apply
watershedmanagement principles and environmental impact assessment
procedures, ensure critical habitats and endangered species are protected, and
integrate national actions with regional andglobal priorities, strategies and
programs.

Recommended criteria for evaluating strategiesand programs include:
environmental effectiveness; economic costs and benefits; equity or fairness of
costs and benefits; administrative flexibility, cost effectiveness and
accountability; timetable for implementation; andwhetherimplementing the
action planhascreated a net environmental benefit. The following support
elements area necessary minimum: organizational arrangements for
coordinating among sectorsandtheir institutions; financial, legaland
enforcement mechanisms; means for establishing and implementing necessary
research and monitoring programs; contingency planning; developmentand
education of human resources for the program; and mechanisms for public
participationand awareness.
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Priority, national commitments to management objectives for pollution
prevention and control and coastal zone management include: point and non-
point sources of marine pollution; environmental quality guidelines; monitoring
marine environmental quality; sustainable resource use practices; habitat
protection; and watershed management. Effective, international cooperation
must be developed in the areas of: capacity building; financial resources;
international institutional framework; and other forms of cooperation among
nations. (Beyeler, Eger and Zamora, 1996; 8-13)

Need for, Establishment and Foundations of the Bight of the Californias
Pilot Project

The National Research Council (NRC) has identified several environmental
issues for the Bight of the Californias, including declines in fish and shellfish
populations from fishing, entrainment by power plants, natural environmental
changes, and loss of nursery habitat. Nutrient enrichment from wastewater has
affected plankton populations and natural, environmental changes and
anthropogenic contamination have changed kelp bed area. Toxic materials and
pathogens in wastewater, storm drains, and non-point sources have contaminated
sediments, biota and the water. Cumulative effects of combined impacts are a
problem for some, specific resources. (NRC, 1990; 36-37)

The Bight of the Californias pilot project was established by the CEC to
encourage and develop cooperation between the United States and Mexico for
reducing land-based pollution of Pacific coastal waters. The first subarea of
emphasis extends from Encinitas, California to Ensenada, Baja California. The
initial phase is building on existing planning and restoration activities, such as
work in the binational Tijuana River watershed area. (Beyeler, Eger and
Zamora, 1996; 5, 7)

The Bight of the Californias pilot project has identified sixteen United States and
binational initiatives and ten Mexican initiatives that are addressing land-based
sources of pollution in the Bight of the Californias. US and binational projects
include: Southern California Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWRP); Bight
of the Californias Pilot Project (CEC); the California Cooperative Fisheries
Investigations (CalCOFI); Southwest Regional Marine Research Program
(SRMRP); California Ocean Resources Management Program; Santa Monica
Bay Restoration Program (SMBRP); Coastal Nonpoint Source Pollution Control
Program; Storm Water Management Plans; San Diego Bay Water Quality
Project; Beach Closure Data programs; Geographic Information System (GIS)
projects; EPA Watershed Planning and Management programs; Watershed
Management Initiative of California State Water Resources Control Board
(CSWRCB); International Wastewater Treatment Plant; Tijuana River - Punta
Banderas Bioremediation Demonstration Project; and Southern California
Wetlands Inventory Project. (Beyeler, Eger and Zamora, 1996; 15-24)

The Mexican projects include: Secretaria de Marina Oil Spills Prevention
Program; Secretaria de Marina Monitoring Program; the National Institute of
Ecology (INE); Regional Centers for Fishery Research (CRIP); ECOBAC
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research on heavy metals and contaminant flows; Pro-Esteros international non
governmental organization; National WaterCommission (CONAGUA); Coastal
Water Quality Monitoring Program of the Ministryof Environment, Natural
Resources and Fisheries (SEMARNAP), University of Baja California's
Oceanographic Research Institute (HO), National Autonomous University
(UNAM), and the Center for Research and Advanced Studies; the General
Direction of Ecology (DGE) of the State of BajaCalifornia; and the Tijuana
Demonstration Wastewater Treatment Plant, known as "Ecoparque." (Beyeler,
Eger and Zamora, 1996; 24-29)

Current Southern Californiaefforts arelargely fragmented, uncoordinatedand
not comprehensive. Integrated coastal planning andwatershed andecosystem
management efforts areacting to rectify this situation. The situation in Baja
California is similar. The binational Bight of the Californiaspilot project and
the US/Mexico BorderXXI project aresignificant efforts to continue and
complementexisting programs andto expandMexican participation in
coastwide planning, monitoring andmanagement. (Beyeler, EgerandZamora,
1996; 15,25)

Accomplishments

Over 100participants from both nations are active in the pilotproject. Most
participation so far hasbeenby staff in federal andstate agencies of both
nations, universityrepresentatives andnon-governmental organizations (NGOs).
BetweenSeptember 1996 and November 1997 there wasa marked increase in
informality of style and interactions at meetings, thatcomplements technical
accomplishments of the project and bodes well for future efforts atcooperation,
(pers. obs.)

The Bight of theCalifornias project has established a private, electronic mailing
list dedicated to communications among project participants. Although e-mail
technology is notasavailable in Mexico asit is in theUS, a large proportion of
Mexican participants have e-mail access and others maycontinue to receive
documents by fax.

The project is developing a multi-lingual, world wide web with basic
information onthe Bight of the Californias and the GPA, including pertinent
images. The web sitewill be acommunication tool to disseminate information
on the activities of the Ad Hoc Committee that is conducting the Bight of the
Californias project. For example there will be reference documents, an
organizational contacts database, abibliography and glossary of pertinent
definitions. Eventually, the project's worldwide web site will link to the UNEP
(CEC) web site.

The project's Monitoring/Database Development task group is participating in
theChemistry and Water Quality Subcommittees of SCCWRP and is working to
addmembersto SCCWRP's Toxicology, Microbiology and Benthic Infauna
Subcommittees. Current, binational project contributions to regional monitoring
include random sampling in known, polluted areas and intermediary, clean areas
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of Mexican Territorial Waters. Samples from polluted and clean areas will be
compared to each other and to samples taken from similar US waters.

The Funding task group has developed tentative commitments of support for
SCCWRP-related monitoring in Mexican waters and for applied environmental
research that will continue Tijuana River Basin initiatives. Funds are needed for
the full complement of project activities and to continue binational efforts after
CEC pilot project funding ceases.

Plans

The Behavior/Education/Communication task group plans to increase
participation by industries, the public, municipal officials and other, higher level
officials. They will survey over 150 individuals to present the current situation
in the Bight of the Californias, determine the number and status of education
activities, and determine interest and capacity for cooperating on GPA
education. The private sector will be invited to participate. Based on survey
results, a communications outreach strategy will be developed, to complement
existing, educational activities in the binational region. Survey results will also
be used to establish linkages to the Border XXI initiative that will inventory
regional environmental.

Specific, private sector representatives will be invited to the May, 1998
workshop in Tijuana. A comprehensive conference will planned during 1998.
Anticipated conference objectives include: present papers on technical
information; review and update status and needs for research and data
management; increase participation by industry, local government, and high
level decision makers from both nations; involve new participants in helping to
establish directions, mechanisms, and funding for cooperative actions to reduce
land-based pollution of coastal waters. Conference proceedings will be provided
to binational project participants and to other local, state, national and
international research organizations and decision-makers as a reference on the
status of the Bight of the Californias and binational project implementation
plans.

Technical assessments and actions are a strong component of the 1998 Action Plan.
Priorities include: assess water quality and habitat modification and destruction in
the Bight; reduce point and non-point source pollution discharges; protect and
restore habitat; and plan for transition from CEC administration, including finding
locally responsible parties for translations, meeting arrangements, and maintenance
of the electronic mailing list, web site and information clearinghouse as well as
identifying alternative sources of financial support.

Conclusions

The Bight of the Californias pilot project is a critical effort to coordinate
environmental planning, management and restoration activities in the transboundary
area from Point Conception to Cabo Colnett. The project has made significant
progress in establishing acquaintance among responsible parties and stakeholders
and in identifying actions needed to establish long-term, cooperative programs. To
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finally succeed, it must increaseprivatesectorand localgovernment participation
and establish a structure for administrationand funding ofbinational efforts. (Wallen
and Spalding, 1997; 3-5)
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ABSTRACT

Mixing It Up on the Miami River

Ralph Cantral
Florida Coastal Management Program

The Miami River is many things to many people. It was the site of the original
settlement of the City of Miami. It is a port which generates $4 billion in income
each year. It is the focal point of Downtown Miami. It is only five miles long, yet
falls under some thirty-eight different governmentaljurisdictions. It is home to a
variety of illegal activities ranging from drug-smuggling to exportation of stolen
bicycles. It is the site of a proposedintermodaltransportationcenter which will
generate thousandsof jobs. It is the heart of an incredible melangeof ethnic
neighborhoods. It is the most polluted river in Florida.

The river and its problemshave been studied many times and many plans still sit on
the shelves where they were placed many years ago. The Army Corps of Engineers
began studying the feasibilityof dredgingthe river more than thirty years ago. The
businesscommunityhas developedplans for the river as have civic groups and the
local governments. None of the plans has been implemented, due not only to the
differencesbetween the goals of the variousgroups, but also to the lack of focused
interest by government.

In 1997,the Florida Legislaturecreated the Miami River Study Commissionto try to
resolve the many issues facing the river. The members of the study commission
came from many walks of life, with differing views about what the river should
become. They agreed on very little, except that they did not want the state to come
in and impose some new level of authority on them. After six months of discussion,
the Miami River Study Commission unanimously adopteda report to the legislature
that called for the Florida Legislature to create a new Miami River Commission to
oversee the river and administer an ambitious and farsighted workplan.

Over the course of the study commission's work it became apparent that each group
shared the basic themes of economic development, neighborhood preservation, and
environmental protection. Yet, until sitting down together, the representatives of the
diverse groups did not realize that their differencescould be positive building blocks
to the future. The purpose of this paper is to examine the process that helped the
members of the Miami River Study Commission reach agreement. The paper will
also address some of the challenges that lie ahead for the private interests as well as
the local, state, and federal agencies.

Ralph Cantral Florida Coastal Management Program
Florida Department of Community Affairs
2555 Shumard Oak Boulevard

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2100
Phone: 850/414-6578
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Keeping an Eye on Florida's Ocean Horizon

Laura Cantral

Florida State University
Institute of Science and Public Affairs

The many activities and efforts underwayin recognitionof the International
Year of the Ocean make 1998an exciting time to be involved in ocean and
coastal management. The United Nations' proclamation offersthe opportunity to
highlightthe importance of the oceanto lifeon this planetand to look for ways
to improve management of its vast resources. Similarly, GovernorLawton
Chiles has proclaimed 1998 Year of the Ocean for Florida, so that the state may
focus on the importance of the ocean to its cultural, economic, and
environmental health.Furthermore, Governor Chileshas appointed the Florida
Governor's OceanCommittee (FGOC). This Committee is responsible for
promoting publicawareness of the ocean's value,as well as guiding the state's
efforts to develop and implementa coordinatedand comprehensiveocean
resources management strategy.

Reasons for Developing a Comprehensive Ocean Resources Management
Strategy

With a coastline that stretches over 8,400 miles and which touches the Gulf of
Mexico and the Atlantic, it is no exaggeration to call Florida an ocean state.
Indeed, Florida's very identity is fundamentally linked to the ocean, and
millions come to vacation and live near its welcoming waters •• attracted by the
ocean's ability to relax, rejuvenate, comfort, and inspire.

In addition to its intangiblepowers, the ocean is of profound importance
environmentallyand economically. It is the sourceof oxygen we breathe, rain
for our crops, water we drink, food we eat, and medicines that maintain our
health. As an economic engine, it is the basis for some of Florida's most
important industries, including shipping, fishing, and tourism. But while its
abilities are great and its resources vast, they are not inexhaustible. Increasing
demands for Florida's ocean resources, coupled with an ever-growing ability to
recover those resources, are threatening the health and vitality of Florida's
ocean.

Florida's Approach to Developing a Comprehensive Ocean Resources
Management Strategy

Recognizing that Florida's ocean resources are of great value, but that current
methods of managing ocean resources are fragmented, uncoordinated, and at
times conflicting, led the state to begin efforts to develop a management
approach that accounts for a wide variety of ocean uses and governs in a manner
that is coordinated and comprehensive. To build an understanding and
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appreciation for the need for comprehensive ocean resource management, the
state embarked on a number of actions to collect information and lay some
groundwork for the ultimate goal of instituting a formal ocean policy and
implementation program for Florida.

Preliminary Work

The first in a series of three preliminary projects is a comprehensive analysis of
the status of marine law and policy in Florida. Looking Seaward: Development
of a State Ocean Policy for Florida updates an earlier study completed in 1989,
and is a detailed overview and assessment of law and policy related to the
management of Florida's "deep blue water" ocean resources. Funded by the
Florida Coastal Management Program and developed by the Florida State
University College of Law, the report provides background and perspective on
ocean issues. It also summarizes the ocean management efforts of other states,
reviews federal and state law and policy regarding Florida's ocean resources,
and offers suggestions for improving the state's managerial regime.

The second preliminary project is entitled the Statewide Ocean Resource
Inventory (SORI). Complementing Looking Seaward's focus on legal and policy
issues surrounding ocean resources, SORI is designed for use by the marine
resource management community and attempts to provide accurate and up-to-
date information about ocean resources. Funded by the Florida Coastal
Management Program and developed by the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection's research arm, the Florida Marine Research Institute
(FMRI), SORI is an ArcView-based Geographic Information System (GIS).
Using data compiled by and permanently housed at FMRI, SORI enables a user
with World Wide Web access to view and download existing ocean resource
information. While it does not contain all the data ever collected on ocean

resources, it continues to grow and evolve, and is a valuable tool to help policy
makers identify what is known and what is not known about Florida's ocean
resources.

With the first two projects addressing legal and policy issues surrounding ocean
resources and the resources themselves, the third in the series of preliminary
projects focused on ocean users and management issues related to the use and
protection of Florida's ocean resources. Invited by the Executive Office of the
Governor and the Florida Coastal Management Program, the Florida Ocean
Policy Roundtable was comprised of state agency representatives, maritime
industry professionals, and technical experts—all knowledgeable about the
numerous issues facing Florida's offshore areas. The purpose of the Roundtable
meetings was to encourage discussion at the state level concerning ocean
resource management in Florida, and to identify current and potential problems
and conflicts that result from the existing management regime. The participants
identified numerous issues, including issues related to marine habitat, water
quality, fisheries management, oil and gas development, boating and marine
recreation, as well as legal and policy issues and conservation and protection
considerations. Of the many issues identified by the Roundtable as important
and in need of consideration, fisheries management and marine habitat, the
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development of ocean energy resources, and marine pollution were identified as
top priority issue areas.

With the preliminary projectscomplete, the next step toward the development of
a comprehensive ocean management strategy was the formation of a formal
policy committee, known as the Florida Governor's Ocean Committee (FGOC).
To assist the FGOC a final preparatory piece was prepared--a synthesis
document entitled, Florida's Ocean Horizon. Intended to be a coherent package
that conveys the challenges and opportunities facing Florida as it develops a
comprehensive oceanpolicy,the document describes and offers highlights from
Looking Seaward. SORI and the Ocean Policy Roundtable. While not intended
to dictate to the FGOC what issues it should consider, it serves as a point of
departure for the Committee's discussions by focusing on the three priority issue
areas as identified by the Roundtable.

The Florida Governor's Ocean Committee

The Florida Governor's Ocean Committee was created by executive order on
January 9,1998. The Committeeis composedof twenty-fourmembers,
representing government,conservation, education, science, recreation, and
business interests. The FGOC is chaired by University of South Florida
President Betty Castor, with Department of Community Affairs Secretary Jim
Murley serving as vice-chair.The Committee is assisted by six ex officio
members representingfederal agencies, and is staffed by the Florida Coastal
ManagementProgram,Florida State University, and 1000 Friends of Florida.

The FGOC is charged with several importantgoals including, identificationof
instances where current responsesto ocean issues are inadequateor conflicting;
developmentof strategies that address those inadequacies or conflicts;
improvement of coordination of management efforts by local, state,and federal
governments; and finally, promotion of publicawareness of the importance of
the ocean to Florida.

The first challengefacingthe FGOCwashow to organizeits consideration of
Florida's many ocean issues. Consequently, considerableeffort was put into
developing a structure for the Committee's discussions, and a process for
formulating a package of recommendations to theGovernor. Using the priority
issues as identified by the Roundtable as a frame of reference, the discussion of
the issues was organized into three broad issueareas: environmentalprotection,
living marineresources, and economic development. In addition, issues related
to intergovernmental coordination and publicoutreach and educationwere
added to the Committee's work plan.

The FGOC is scheduled to meet six times between January 1998 and December
1998, with its work to be conducted in two phases. Phase I will be completed
during the firstninemonths andwillexplore the issues related to environmental
protection, livingmarine resources, economic development, and
intergovernmental coordination. Phase II will focus on a dedicated public
outreach effort and the developmentof a final report that includes a plan for
implementing the Committee'srecommendations.
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Conclusion

Florida's ocean resources are an essential partof its environmental and
economic health, and are integral to its identity. In this International Year of the
Ocean, Floridajoins the many efforts being conducted globally to raise public
awareness of the ocean's importance and to determine how best to manage the
ocean resources on which we depend. Through the leadership of the FGOC,
Florida stands poised to develop a truly comprehensive ocean management
policy. As a result, the state will be able to manage its ocean resources in a
manner that balances protection with responsible use and ensures that future
generations will have a healthy, vital ocean to depend upon and enjoy.

LauraCantral Florida State University
Institute of Science and Public Affairs

418 East Georgia Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 USA
Ph (850) 681-0863
Fax (850) 222-1117
e-mail: l&rcantra!@nettally.com
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Abstract

The Role and Relative Effectiveness of Regional Non-
Governmental Organizations (RNGOs) in the Management of

Coastal and Ocean Resources

Dr. Paul C. Ticco, Assistant Professor
Massachusetts Maritime Academy

and

MiguelA. Jorge,Marine and Freshwater Coordinator
LAC Program, World Wildlife Fund

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) play important roles in thedevelopment,
implementation and monitoring of social and environmental programs. They are
effective catalysts of conservation activities; andactas watchdogs, advisors,
lobbyists and public educators. The ability ofNGOs tocoalesce local coastal
interests with national policies is global in scope butmost evident in lessdeveloped
nations (particularly small island developing states) that rely onthe economic
benefits of activities such as tourism and coastal fishing to achieve long-term
sustainability. Although usually concentrated within a single nation, those NGOs
that operate ona regional basis have the advantage ofusing many private and public
entities to address common problems that transcend political boundaries. This is
especially true when managing those coastal and ocean resources and pollutants that
areconstantly moving between various jurisdictions. The last decade has exhibited a
significant increase inthenumber and scope ofthese regional NGOs in many parts
of the world. This paper will examine the role and relative effectiveness of regional
NGOs toaidboth national governments and international organizations charged with
setting coastal agendas and policies that work toward the wise management ofocean
and coastal uses. Case studies that includesuch regionsas the Wider Caribbean,
NorthSea, SouthPacific, and EastAsianSea aredescribed and analyzed. Results
indicate that despite theimportant roles that these organizations play, their impact on
regional policy-making isgenerally not significant. Elevating the status and
effectiveness of these organizations will require greater technical assistance, funding,
and scientific data through increased collaboration with other institutions and
governmententities.
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Buzzards Bay, MA 02532
Telephone: (508) 830-5000x2200
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Washington, DC 20037
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pfiesteria, harmful algal blooms (habs), and u.s. coastal waters:
Federal and state responses

K.G. Sellner, NOAA-NOS-COP

D. Luttenberg, NOAA-NOS-COP
D. Boesch, University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science

R.E. Magnien, MD Department of Natural Resources, Tidewater Ecosystem
Assessment

S. Evans-Stanton, North Carolina Department of Natural Resources
R. Nuzzi, Suffolk County Department of Health Services

T.A. Villareal, Marine Science Institute, University ofTexas

Introduction

Recent blooms of Pfiesteria piscicida in North Carolina and Maryland focused
national attention on the potential economic and human health impacts of
harmful algal blooms (HABs). However, last summer's Pfiesteria crisis was
only the most recent example of the HAB outbreaks affect coastal resources,
local economies, and public health in almost every U.S. coastal state. In the
past, only a few regions of the U.S. were affected by blooms, but now HABs are
now found throughout the U.S. coastal system, from the Gulf of Maine through
the Gulf of Mexico and north to Alaska (Figure 1). This apparent increase has
raised great public concern about economic and health effects, providing
unprecedented opportunities for researchand assessment along with pressures
for management solutions.

Figure 1: Major HAB-related Events in the Coastal U.S.
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A Federal strategy to address the problemof HABs was outlined in the report
"Marine Biotoxins and Harmful Algae: A National Plan" (Anderson et al., 1993).
This plan, produced by federal agency representatives and research scientists,
describes specific objectives that must be addressed to enable "effective
management of fisheries, public health, and ecosystem problems related marine
biotoxins and harmful algae." The scientific community responded to this plan
with development of a comprehensive agenda for scientific research to
understand the causes and behavior of HABs (Anderson, 1995). This agenda
formed the basis for a federal interagency research program on the Ecology and
Oceanography of Harmful Algal Blooms, or ECOHAB. For over a year,
ECOHAB has been sponsoring multi disciplinary research on the organisms
responsible for Florida red tides (Gymnodinium breve),paralytic shellfish
poisoning (Alexandrium spp.), amnesic shellfish poisoning (Pseudo-nitzschia
spp.), brown tides (Aureococcus), and macroalgal blooms.

Other objectives of the National Plan were reviewed and further developed in
the report "Harmful Algal Blooms in Coastal Waters: Options for Prevention,
Control, and Mitigation" (Boesch et al., 1997). This report was a scientific
assessment of the management options for reducing the incidence and extent of
HABs (prevention), actions that can quell or contain blooms (control), and steps
to reduce the losses of resources or economic values and minimize human health

risks (mitigation). Many scientists have suggested that increases in HABs are
somehow linked to increased pollution of the coastal ocean, particularly nutrient
inputs. There are other causes, including climate change, that have also been
suggested for the widespread increases in HABs. Regarding the options
available for prevention of HABs, pursuit of management goals for reduction of
excess nutrients in coastal ecosystems may result in lower frequency and
severity of some HABs, but other incidences of harmful algae do not appear
related at all to anthropogenic inputs to coastal waters. Controlling HABs by
application of chemicals or flocculants is feasible only under limited conditions,
e.g. to protect aquaculture, but deserves more attention, as do biological control
agents. However, such applications must be evaluated in the context of
assessment of risks of potential undesirable side effects. Procedures used to
protect public health from exposure to algal toxins in seafood have been largely
successful, but the increase in HABs, including those that pose health risks
through exposure or inhalation, requires new capabilities to detect and predict
blooms and diagnose and treat health effects.

HAB Phenomena in the United States

Pfiesteria piseicida

In 1991, a team of North Carolina scientists headed by Dr. JoAnn Burkholder
discovered a fish-killing dinoflagellate with "ambush predator" behavior at a fish
kill in the Pamlico River Estuary (Burkholderet al., 1992,1995). This
organism, Pfiesteria piseicida, has been linked to a fish disease formally known
as "ulcerative mycosis". Fish exhibiting characteristic nickel-size sores have
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been reported from the Gulf of Mexico north to Delaware, including the Neuse,
New and Pamlico River estuaries in North Carolina. In the summer of 1997,

Maryland responded to a fish health problem on the lower Delmarva Peninsula,
which soon turned to a critical human health issue with the identification of

Pfiesteria and related species in affected water bodies of the region. Maryland
quickly formed an interagency team and launched an emergency environmental
study in the spring to address fish health, water quality, harmful algal species,
and pollutant source issues in the region. A rapid-response capability was also
established to evaluate the hundreds of reports of fish health problems that were
coming in from around the Bay and its tributaries. Federal agencies were quick
to assist in this effort. NOAA and EPA provided emergency funds and vessel
support to supplement state monitoring and assessment activities. This support
allowed the state to enhance water quality monitoring, fish bioassays, species
identification, and toxicity assessments. Evidence mounted that Pfiesteria-i'ike
organisms were active and a human health team was established by the State of
Maryland with input from the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
to evaluate individuals who appeared to have symptoms related to water
exposure. This team concluded that individuals with significant exposure to
affected water bodies exhibited short-termmemory loss. This finding led to
river closures and the continuation of intensive surveillance of this regions water
bodies.

Laboratory research has demonstrated Pfiesteria's ability to kill fish in a wide
range of salinity, temperature, nutrient concentrations, and other environmental
variables. The organism's toxic activity in killing fish is triggered by a currently
unknown product in fish excreta. Health problems have occurred with
laboratory personnel working with the organism, and research has been initiated
to evaluate the level of risk presented to human populations that are exposed to
this organism in a natural setting. Findings from the Pfiesteria outbreaks on
Maryland's Eastern Shore have supported the general profile of a waterbed
susceptible to Pfiesteria: shallow waters with salinity of 5 - 20 ppt, relatively
high nutrient levels (N, P, C), particularly for dissolved organic constituents, and
the presence of fish (particularly menhaden) in relatively large numbers. The
problem appears to be most severe during the warmest months. Evaluation of
the environmental data collected to date has supported a general association
between high nutrient levels and Pfiesteria-like organisms.

In anticipation of future outbreaks, mid- and south Atlantic states including
Delaware, Virginia, Florida, North Carolina, and Maryland have developed
Pfiesteria response plans for 1998. In March, 1998, consideration of a $2.9
million action plan was undertaken in NC; in addition to on-going efforts, the
plan also includes prevention, detection and response; reducing nutrients in the
North Carolina's rivers to reduce Pfiesteria; new water quality monitoring efforts
to detect Pfiesteria; more aggressive responses to fish kills when they do
happen; and more scientific study of possible human health effects of Pfiesteria.
Maryland's response plan includes the core elements of sampling and analysis
for fish lesion abundance, presence of HABs and water/sediment quality.
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Additional programs are underway to diagnose fish healthproblems and to
evaluate nutrient pollutionsources in the watershed. Marylandwill continue to
expand collaborativework with researchers investigating environmentalcues,
developing rapid probes for organisms and toxicants, fish disease processes, and
watershed nutrient movement. An extensive, multi-year, epidemiological study
to determine human health effects is being initiated in 1998 for Maryland in
cooperation withothercoastalstatesand the Centers for DiseaseControl.The
Federal government is continuing its successful partnership with thestates in
1998by providing funding for Pfiesteria monitoring and assessmentefforts in
coastal mid- and South Atlantic states. A substantial program of research on
Pfiesteria-like organismswas to added to ECOHAB as well, based on
Congressional supportstimulated by ihe notoriety received by outbreaksin
NorthCarolina and the ChesapeakeBay. The federal agenciesalso created a
National Harmful Algal Bloom Research andMonitoring Strategy—with an
initial focus on Pfiesteria, fish lesions, fish kills and public health—as a
framework for coordination of scientific and management activities.

The Long Island Brown Tide

'Brown tide' blooms (so-calledbecauseof the resultingwater color) of the small
chrysophyte Aureococcus anophagefferens were first reported in thebays of
eastern Long Island, NY, inJune 1985. Bymid-summer of thatyear, it was
clear that these blooms had caused the recruitment failure of scallops in the
Peconic Bay system. Another bloom and scallop failure occurred thefollowing
summer. Economic losses from the events were estimated at $2 million per year.

Aureococcus continued to be detectablein Long Island waters in following
years, but blooms onthe order ofthose in 1985/86 did not occur inagain until
the summer of 1995. Smayda(1989)has suggestedthat bloom occurrence may
be a function notonlyof nutrient limitation, butalsoof nutrient levelsand ratios.
Datafrom intensive long-term monitoring of thePeconic Estuary in eastern
Long Island (performed by the Suffolk County Department ofHealth Services)
suggest that the brown tide blooms inthis estuary are a result not of increased
nutrients but of interannual variations in theproportions of organic and inorganic
nutrients, specifically nitrogen (LaRoche, et al. 1997).

Although, like mostphytoplankton species, the brown tide organism
Aureococcus anophagefferens canutilize dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) for
growth (DeYoe and Suttle 1994), Nixon et al.(1994) found substantial
Aureococcus growth in mesocosms containing lownitrogen andphosphorus
levels, butnogrowth insystems receiving nitrate-nitrogen enrichment. This,
along with field data clearly showing aninverse correlation between A.
anophagefferens blooms and dissolved organic nitrogen (DON, LaRoche et al.),
suggests a competitive advantage for Aureococcus during periods of limited DIN
availability. Therate ofexternal supply of DIN to theestuary is controlled
primarily by the input ofgroundwater enriched inDIN, from agricultural and,
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perhaps, residential runoff. The occurrence of brown tides during years of
relatively low rate groundwater flow (and hence, low DIN input) associates the
bloom with regional climatic events that affect rainfall. The association of brown
tides with rainfall presents the potential for predicting bloom occurrence and,
perhaps, for mitigating its effects. Several investigations currently underway as
part of the Peconic Estuary Program, including restoration initiatives such as
scallop reseeding and eelgrass transplant operations, may be guided by
predictive capabilities. Although mitigation in the long-term may be possible by
reducing nitrogen inputs to the groundwater, because of the slow rate of
groundwater movement, along with a likely sedimentary reservoir of organic
material derived from past practices (including duck farming), problem
resolution might not be expected for many years.

Brown tides are also a concern in Texas. The hypersaline Laguna Madre
experienced a persistent bloom of another organism, a small pelagophyte
(Aureoumbra iagunensis), from 1990-1997. Shading caused by the alga resulted
in a decrease in seagrass beds (Dunton, 1994; Onuf, 1996), reduced micro- and
macrozooplankton populations (Buskey and Stockwell, 1993), caused a decline
in the microphytobenthos (Blanchard and Montagna, 1995), and impacted a
recreational fishery (Buskey et al., 1996). The bloom appeared to be the result
of a decline in benthic and pelagic grazers due to hypersalinity, a major winter
freeze, and the ability of this species to tolerate extreme phosphorus stress
(Buskey et al., 1996; Buskey et al., 1997; Villareal et al., in press). The long-
residence time of the Laguna Madre (ca. 1 year) retained the bloom until heavy
rains in the summer of 1997 altered the flushing, and perhaps the geochemistry,
of the system (Buskey and Villareal, in prep.). An antibody-based assay indicate
the species was present both before and after the bloom at background levels,
and is widely distributed in coastal waters of Texas, Florida, and Mexico
(Lopez-Barrerio and Villareal, in press). In contrast to possible nutrient-
mediated stimulation of Pfiesteria and Aureococcus (see above), evidence does
not suggest that nutrient enrichment via agricultural runoff or urbanization
contributed to the development or maintenance of the bloom in Texas.

Red Tides in the Gulf of Mexico

Cymnodinium breve, the classic 'red tide"organism in the U.S., is widely
distributed in offshore waters of the Gulf of Mexico (Geesey and Tester, 1993;
Tester and Steidinger, 1997) and blooms have been reported from North
Carolina to Mexico (Steidinger, 1973; Tester and Steidinger, 1997). This toxic
dinoflagellate species produces neurotoxins and hemolytic substances that can
cause mass mortalities of marine animals, neurotoxic shellfish poisoning (NSP),
and human respiratory irritation. 'Red tide' blooms of G. breve endanger human
health, impact fishing and tourist industries, and affect population levels and/or
recruitment of many marine animals (Anderson, 1995).

Although G. breve has a wide distribution and has impacted western Florida
since the 16th century, reported blooms were infrequent along theTexas coast
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until after the late 1980s. 1996 and 1997 saw especially large bloom events
which raise questions about bloom induction. These questions are difficult to
address, as Texas waters are under sampled with respect to G. breve abundance,
and are hydrographically distinct from Florida where G. breve blooms are
common. The most likely sources are offshore rings and/or the shelf front;
however, there are few data to evaluate this hypothesis. At this time, human
activities do not appear to be related to the onset or development of G. breve red
tides.

Summary

As in other parts of the world, HABs are an increasingly more frequent and devastating
natural phenomenon in U.S. coastal waters and it is imperative that there be a
coordinated, national approachto respond to this problem. The U.S. HAB program is in
its infancy, beginning with the initial "NationalPlan" of 1993.However, there is a
national commitment to resolvingthe development, persistence, andtoxicology of these
events that is now well established through 1) a large multi-agency research program
ECOHAB, 2) enhanced Federalresearchon toxin chemistry and HAB species ecology,
3) expanding Federal-State partnershipsin rapid researchand response, pro-active
monitoring and assessment activities, as well as increasingly frequent HAB workshops
and training programs for field and laboratoryteams, 4) an enlarged Federal-State
epidemiological approachto HAB-induced health problems, 5) proliferationof HAB
information and materialsthroughoutreachand education programs as well as multiple
website activities (e.g., National Office of Marine Biotoxins and Harmful Algae at the
Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution; www.redtide.whoi.edu/hab/ and NOAA Sea
GrantColleges and institutions), and 6) increasedinternational communication and
collaborationon HABs and their prevention, control, and mitigation. These activities
ensurea rigorous andcoordinated response to the impactsof HABs and Pfiesteria-like
organismsin U.S. coastal waters,in placeto reduceimpactson coastal resources and
protect public health from these frequent naturaldisasters.
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The Presence of Pfiesteria piscicida and Other Potential Toxin
Producing Phytoplankers in Virginia Rivers and Regions of the

Chesapeake Bay

Harold G. Marshall and David W. Seaborn

Department of Biological Sciences, Old Dominion University

Pfiesteria piscicidahas been identified as a toxin producing dinoflagellate
responsible forextensive fish kills in North Carolina, and as the possiblecause
for many of the lesions found on estuarine fish in the mid-Atlantic states
(Burkholder et al., 1992). There is also concern these toxins may produce
human ailments of various degrees of severity, thus posing a human health
hazard (Burkholder & Glasglow, 1995). Complicating these issuesarethe
findings of Steidinger et al.(1996) that there are similar look-alike species that
resemble P. piscicidain morphology and toxicity. These have been assembled
under a category known as the Pfiesteriacomplex.

Although the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries have been generally free from
anyevents linked to toxin producing algae. Marshall (1996) hasreported 9
dinoflagellates and 3 diatoms currently found in the Baythat havebeenreported
to be toxin producers. Several of these are in low concentrations within the
estuary, but others show increasingor stable trends in abundance. These
patterns arecompare to several of the water quality trends within the estuary.
One of the most alarming species in this categoryis P. piscicida, which was
found in Jenkins Creek (Maryland), a Baytributary of the Patuxent River, by
Lewitusetal. (1995). During the 1997 summer, major outbreaks of species
within the Pfiesteria complex occurred in several Maryland rivers. In aVirginia
response to locations where fish hadlesions, 145 planktonsampleswere initially
screened for species withinthe Pfiesteria complex in Virginia waters. Suspect
samples were forwarded to Drs. J. Burkholder and K. Steidinger for verification.
From the 42 sitessampled 4 wereconsidered suspect, with positiveverification
of cells in 3 of these followed forthe Rappahannock, Pokomoke, andGreat
Wicomico Rivers. Cell counts for these ranged from 50-600 cells/ml. One of
thesespecies wasP.piscicida. A diverse assemblage of otherphytoplankters
was associated with these species which included a varietyof diatoms and
phytoflagellates.

The current status of Pfiesteria in Virginia waters will be presented, plus the
abundance of the otherdinoflagellates anddiatoms reported as toxin producers.

(Supponedin part by EPAandthe Virginia Department of Environmental Quality.)

HaroldG. Marshall Departmentof Biological Sciences
Old Dominion University
Norfolk, Virginia 23529-0266
Phone: 757-683-4204

Fax: 757-683-5283
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The Rappahannock River Valley National Wildlife Refuge:

A RefugeWithout Boundaries

Gib Chase

US Fish and Wildlife Service

The Rappahannock River Valley National Wildlife Refuge as established May
8,1995. This refugeis uniquein thatit wasthe first time consideration was
given to a large landscape area asopposed to a specificsite. It alsorepresented
a departure from agency policy in that a specific refuge boundarywas omitted as
partof the proposal. Instead, a River focus area encompassingroughly 270,000
acresof land spanningseven countiesalongthe lower reacheswas outlined.
This focus area is further divided into four "resource concentration areas or
complexes" whichincorporated multiple habitat types.Within eachof the four
"resource concentration areas" several sub-areas of interest are identified by
their natural resource value or topographical feature name. The Refuge is
envisioned as a patchworkcompositionof land parcels acquired from these
"resource concentration areas" and lands on either side of the River may be
incorporated. The actual boundaries of theRefuge will ultimately conform to
specific land tracts at the individual project sites astheyare purchased.

Identification of specific ownership and tracts, previously required, were
purposely avoided inorder to provide theService, private partners, counties,
and landowners maximum flexibility in negotiations and participation.

Gib Chase US Fish and Wildlife Service
Region 5 Office
Hadley, MA 01035, USA
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The Value Added to Coastal Restoration Projects

by the Coastal America Process

William L. Klesch

Deputy Director, Coastal America Partnership

Coastal America's projects are typically funded by a minimum of three federal
agencies of the 11 partnership agencies as well as by state, local and non
governmental partners. To date over 300 nonfederal agencies have contributed
either cash or in-kind services to Coastal America's projects and activities. An
examination of 20 selected Coastal America projects revealed five primary
elements of Value Added from the partnership process:

Cooperation and Collaboration

Extensive coordination of policy, regional environmental management efforts
and research issues, together with the comprehensive management of coastal
problems through a watershed approach, has yielded more comprehensive
solutions and generated strong local support. However, and perhaps most
importantly, the partnership process itself has empowered field offices of the
partnership agencies to shed old misperceptions of each other and engage in
activities with a new spirit of collaborative problem solving.

Scale of Projects

The collaborative partnership process brings together the capabilities, assets and
resources of multiple agencies, often leading to enhanced project benefits. The
level of environmental benefits obtained by such project collaboration and the
speed with which projects can be completed are two significant enhancements to
scale provided by the Coastal America process.

Funding

Funding is often the single most difficult obstacle to overcome, particularly in
these times of austere federal agency budgets. Thus, the leveraging of funds
from several federal agencies at a particular site problem area provides a more
efficient utilization of funds and leads to more comprehensive solutions.
Additionally, the encouragement of state, local and non-government
participation provides a vehicle for in-kind transfers and volunteer services to be
applied, further enhancing funding levels. Cost savings can occur as a result of
such collaboration through more efficient means of addressing the problem
and/or implementing the project. Finally, the value of the Coastal America
endorsement can also be a considerable benefit to project funding by increasing
the likelihood of an endorsed project receiving a higher priority within an
individual partnership agency's annual budget cycle.
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Technology Transfer

The transfer of technology is an elementof value added present in almost every
Coastal America project. It is provided by virtue of technical assistance
provided by individual specialists of the partnership agencies. These individuals
often possess unique expertise in their professionaldisciplines, e.g., wetland
restoration, coastal hydrology, project management,etc., that is directly
applicable to coastal restoration projects. The partnership facilitates the linking
and utilization of the necessary agency expertise so they can be collectively
applied to coastal problems. From the combination of such diverse expertise
comes innovative solutions to problems of coastal restoration, enhancement, and
protection. These solutions, in turn, lead to new techniques and methods in
environmental management, restoration, enhancement, and protection.
Collaboration among experts of the various partnership agencies can also lead to
the establishment of standards for environmental management and restoration.
Data standardization is another valuable element of value added by providing a
means to determine if projects and activities are producing the types of benefits
anticipated.

Education and Outreach Activities

The provision of educational and outreach activities and materials as an integral
component of a coastal restoration and protection project is a goal of Coastal
America. There are several ways in which Coastal America attempts to meet
this goal. The identification and designation of Coastal America Coastal
Ecosystem Learning Centers is perhaps the best example. However, significant
opportunities also exist to take advantage of educational opportunities located at
various project sites, including the concept of living classrooms, the placement
of interpretive and/or informational displays at the projects, and the opportunity
to use these projects for extended field studies in partnership with local primary
and secondary school and university systems.

Dr. William L. Klesch Deputy Director, Coastal America
Suite 400, ReportersBuilding
300,7th Street S.W.
Washington D.C. 20250-0599
Phone:(202)401-9922
Fax:(202)401-9821
E-mail: klesch@fas.usda.gov
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Waterfront Revitalization Reusing Brownfields

Kenneth Walker

National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration

Brownfields are abandoned, idled or underutilized industrial and commercial
propertieswhere expansion or redevelopment is complicated by realor
perceived contamination. There are an estimated 450,000 brownfields in the
United States, not including a small percentage of the most contaminated sites
handled under the Superfund program (GAO). Many brownfields are located in
coastal communities, as historically, industry located along the shore for access
to the water for transportation, power and cooling. This is especially true in the
"rust belt," or the older industrial areas in the Northeast and Great Lakes
regions. As regional economies have changed from heavy manufacturing to
more diverse, service-oriented economies, many industries have abandoned and
left behind waterfront sites where redevelopment is complicated by
contamination. Although these sites are often found in central cities close to
population centers and are serviced by public transportation and infrastructure,
developers and new industry usually choose to build on greenfields at the urban
fringe, exacerbating suburban sprawl and the loss of natural resources.

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972 encourages coastal states
to develop comprehensive coastal management programsto address a variety of
coastal issues, including protection and restoration of coastal resources,
revitalization of urban waterfronts and enhancement of public access for
recreational purposes. For many years, statecoastal management programs, in
partnership with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), have supported local waterfront revitalization efforts that include the
reuse of brownfields. Typically, CZMA funds have been used to support
planning for reuse, engineering and site designs, and feasibility or relocation
studies. Although these grants arerelatively small (usually less than $30,000),
in many cases these funds have served as seed money to leverage additional
public and private investment.

The clean up and redevelopment of brownfields in coastal communities presents
opportunities to revitalize urban waterfronts, enhance public access to the coast,
and restore coastal resources. This paper will examine how a partnership
between private industry and federal, state, and local governments resulted in
the clean up and reuse of a brownfield site along the Detroit River in
Wyandotte, Michigan. Despite environmental contamination resulting from
over a century of industrial activity, the 84-acre BASF Corporation site has been
successfully redeveloped as a waterfront park and public golf course.

The City of Wyandotte is situated along the Detroit River just north of Lake
Erie. For the past century, the majority of Wyandotte's waterfront has been
occupied by heavy industry, severely limiting the public's access to and
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enjoyment of the Detroit River. In 1980, BASF began phasing out operations at
the obsolete plants at the South Works site. As BASF consolidated its
operations at the North Works site in Wyandotte, it became evident the
Corporation did not needthe 84 acre SouthWorks riverfront site. According to
PeterMclnemey, former Wyandotte Community Development Director, "the
waterfront was taken by industry in the 1800s, but now that industrywas
receding andthe water qualitywas improving, the conceptof reclaiming the
waterfrontareas for publicaccessmade a great deal of sense." (Pepper 1997).

Although the site presented tremendous redevelopmentopportunities,the soil
and groundwateron the site were contaminated from over a 100 yearsof
chemical manufacturing. In 1980, the State of Michigan filed suit againstBASF
for alleged groundwater contamination, primarily dueto mercury, polynuclear
aromatics and chlorinated hydrocarbons. The Michigan Departmentof
Environmental Quality orderedBASF to encasethe site with a clay cap and
prohibited future site development. The prospect that BASF's prime waterfront
location might be fenced off and never redeveloped stunnedWyandotte
officials, who were in the process of launching a city-wide revitalization
campaign and considered redevelopment of the riverfront to be an integral
component (Pepper 1997).

City officials urged the State to consider alternative plans that would allow
reasonablereuse of the BASF site. After six yearsof testing and negotiating,
the State issued its first consent agreement for long term remedial action that did
not require encapsulation. The consent order required BASF to implement a
long-term plan to prevent contaminatedgroundwater from discharging into the
Detroit river. This solution allowed the contaminatedsoils to be left in place
and thus paved the way for future development.

BASF Corporation agreed to lease the site to the City for $1 dollar a year for the
public's recreational use and contributed $2 million towards the development of
a public park at the northern end of the site. In 1992, the city and BASF held a
series of public workshops to determine how the remaining two-thirds of the site
should be used. A broad range of stakeholders attended the workshops, and
early in the process, a golf course emerged as a popular proposal.

The Michigan Coastal Management Program provided the City of Wyandotte
with approximately $30,000 in CZMA funding to develop a design plan and
engineering specifications for recreational use of the northern end of the BASF
site. Although modest, the CZMA planning funds served as a catalyst to
leverage additional state and local funds. The City ofWyandotte contributed
$4.5 million and the State contributed $1.5 million from the Michigan
Recreational Bond Fund.

Today, the redeveloped property includes a public park with a riverfront
walkway and observation decks, picnic area, jogging trail and a rowing club, as
well as the public golf course. User fees will allow the golf course to be self-
supporting and pay for maintenance of the public park. The cost of building the
park was $3.9 million. The nine-hole par 36 golf course cost approximately
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$5.2 million in public funds- supported primarily from Wyandotte's tax
increment finance district and the issuance of tax increment bonds.

This case study provides an example of cooperation and coordination between
the private sector and local, state and federal governments which resulted in the
clean up and redevelopment of a waterfront into an recreational amenity for the
community. The synergy of this partnership, including open communication
and a commitment of all the players, has been recognized as the key element of
this successful project. Although many industries have simply closed their
doors and walked away from contaminated sites, BASF worked closely with
other partners until a workable solution was developed. In the process, the City
doubled the amount of waterfront accessible to the public and created a catalyst
for revitalization of the surrounding neighborhood. The Michigan Coastal
Management Program, in partnership with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), provided financial support to further the
national goals of revitalizing urban waterfronts and enhancing public access to
the coast.

Citations:

Pepper, Edilh M., Lessons from the Field:Unlocking Economic Potential with an Environmental
Key. Northeast Midwest Institute 1997.
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National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
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Ecosystem-Based Management:

The Importance of Intergovernmental Networks

MarkT. Imperial, School of Publicand Environmental Affairs
Indiana University, Bloomington IN 47405

While the concept of ecosystem-basedmanagement is appealing and ultimately
may lead to improved management of natural resources, there arewide rangesof
institutional and administrative challenges, which have largely been ignored in
the literature. This is probably due to the fact that many authorsare physicalor
natural scientists who often underestimate the problems associated with
changing power relationshipsand incorporating human values into decision
making processes. Moreover, while knowledge of organizational structure and
behavior are fundamental to effectively developing and implementing
ecosystem-based management programs, these factors have largelybeen ignored
by researchers. When the questions are addressed, they tend to be treated in a
superficial fashion that leads researchers to make faulty policy prescriptions and
decreases the potential for improving institutional performance. Accordingly,
giventhe strong institutional and administrative orientation of ecosystem-based
management, there is a need to examine the administrative andinstitutional
challenges associated with the emerging paradigm. This paper examines a
fundamental question confronting practitioners involved in developing and
implementingecosystem-based management plans: How do you manage the
intergovernmental networkof programs thatcurrently manage the nation's
ecosystems. Moreover, whatstrategies canbe takento change this
intergovernmental network?

The focus on networks has seen increasedattention in recent years because there
is a tendency for policiesand programs to accumulate around problemsover
time. This is certainlytrue in the environmental arena where a wide rangeof
federal, state, regional, and local programs currentlymanagethe nation's
ecosystems. The problem is that each program tends to adopt parochial
solutions which rely on the policy instruments over which they have direct
control (e.g.,regulatory agencies are likely to seek regulatory solutions).
However, there is no guarantee that the interlocking system of parochial
solutions will produce desired policy outcomes. Ecosystem-based management
can thereforebe viewed as anattempt to improve the managementof this
interlocking systemof parochial solutions. It is explicitattempt to build,
manage, andmaintain intergovernmental networks; inotherwords, to develop
aninstitutional ecosystem. Viewed from this perspective, the implicit goal of
ecosystem-based management is to improve institutional performance by
changing institutional arrangements andimproving coordination between
organizations in an intergovernmental network. While restoration activities are
often animportant component of these efforts, we argue that many restoration
effortsare likely to fail unless thecauses of environmental degradation are
adequately addressed. More often than not, this requires institutional change.
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This paperexamines previousresearch on intergovernmental networks (IGNs)
in order to understand how intergovernmental networks are structured and which
variablestend to influence their operation. The paperthen examines three
different approaches to improving the management of coastal ecosystems: (1)
Special Area Management (SAM) plansdeveloped pursuant to the federal
Coastal Zone Management Act (NEP); (2) Comprehensive Conservation and
Management Plans (CCMPs) developed by the National Estuary Program
(NEP); and, (3) the Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program (CNPCP)
developed pursuant to Section 6217 of the 1990 Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA). Each program represents a distinct
strategy for managing andchanging intergovernmental networks. The paper
explores eachof thesestrategies in order to identifysomeof the strengths and
weaknesses of each strategy. It also identifies some of the obstacles associated
with"managing" and"changing" intergovernmental networks. The paper
concludes with a discussion of someof the problems associated with evaluating
the performance of intergovernmental networks.

Mark T. Imperial School of Public and Environmental Affairs
IndianaUniversity
Bloomington, IN 47405
Ph (812) 855-7980
Fax (812) 855-7802
mimperia@indiana.edu
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Targeting Habitat Restoration in the Chesapeake Bay

Carl Hershner

Chesapeake Bay Program Habitat Restoration Workgroup

Restoring wetlands, riparian forests, aquatic reefs, islands, submerged aquatic
vegetation, and other important coastal habitats is technically challenging when
tackled individually. Developing guidance for large-scale coordination of
diverse efforts can be exceptionally difficult. The Chesapeake Bay is site to
numerous efforts to restore and enhance habitats for a wide variety of species.
Given limited resources to accomplish the task, there is a continuing need to
develop sound technical guidance for evaluation of competing proposals. The
Chesapeake Bay Program, working through one of its many committees,
initiated a project to develop a planning protocol, which could help guide
decision making and ultimately support advanced planning for habitat
restoration efforts.

Although still a work in progress, the project has yielded a number of early
insights. Working with existing information on habitat requirements for various
species, resource inventories, and environmental monitoring data, the committee
developed a simple initial approach to identification of optimal and sub-optimal
habitats at the scale of the entire Chesapeake Bay. This information enables a
coarse evaluation of regional needs for restoration of different types of habitat.
While the project is under continuing refinement to enhance resolution at
regional and sub-regional scales, there have been a number of useful outcomes
from simply attempting the analysis. The first has been a clear assessment of
the utility of existing databases and monitoring programs. By trying to answer
specific management questions with existing information, strengths and
weaknesses of the data are highlighted. The second benefit has been to highlight
shortcomings in understandings of habitat requirements. Again, by trying to
focus on specific habitat managementquestions, specific additional research
needs have been identified. Together, these findings will have significant
impacton the allocationof programresourcesfor researchand data collection,
over and above any considerations for habitat restoration.
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Nomination

Jason S. Goldberg
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Introduction

On November 16.1972, the United Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization(UNESCO)adopted the ConventionConcerning the Protection of the
World Cultural and Natural Heritage (the World Heritage Convention). The concern of
this meeting was that, throughout the world,

"...the culturalheritageand the naturalheritageare increasinglythreatened
with destruction not only by the traditional causes of decay, but also by
changing social and economic conditions which aggravate the situation with
even more formidable phenomena of damage or destruction" (UNESCOa
1997).

The World Heritage Convention was created in an attempt to recognize that certain
places are of internationalcultural or natural importanceand need to be protected for all
of humanity. Today, 152nations are signatoriesto the Convention, with 552 sites on the
World Heritage List (UNESCO 1998). Countries that are members to the World
HeritageConventioncan nominatesites that lie within their borders or, with an adjacent
nation, sites that lie across borders. The World Heritage Committee examines the
nominated sites and judges whether they are deemed to be of "outstanding interest."
While many areas of the world are of local or national interest, others stand out on an
international level. The World Heritage List represents an attempt to recognize these
regions, to help people around the world understandand realize our shared international
heritage.

This essay will examine the prospects of nominating Chesapeake Bay to the World
Heritage List. I will determine whether Chesapeake Bay deserves this recognition by
examining the necessarycriteria required under the World Heritage Convention for
which Chesapeake Bay would fit. I will also make recommendations towards
establishingChesapeake Bay's status as a site of internationalsignificance under the
World Heritage Convention.

Nomination Process

Cultural Criteria

What does it mean to be of universal significance? The World Heritage Convention
defines the basic criteria for cultural or natural heritage. Cultural heritage can fall under
three categories, of which only one is relevant to ecological sites:

".. .works of man or the combined works of nature and of man, and areas including
archaeological sites whichare of outstanding universal valuefrom the historical,
aesthetic,ethnological or anthropological pointsof view"(UNESCOa1997).

The Operational Guidelinesfor theImplementation ofthe World HeritageConvention further
refines this definition. Nominated sites should fit at least one or more specific conditions
describedby the World HeritageAct. Forexample,a propertyshould"bear a uniqueor at
leastexceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization whichis livingor which
hasdisappeared; or...bean outstanding example of a traditional human
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settlement orland-use which isrepresentative of aculture (orcultures), especially whenithas
becomevulnerable under the impact of irreversible change" (UNESCOb 1997). A
requirement for inclusion onthe List isthat "adequate legal...and/or traditional protection and
management mechanisms...[exist] to ensure the conservation of the nominated cultural
properties orcultural landscapes" (UNESCOb 1997).

Does Chesapeake Bayqualify for World Heritage Listing based on itscultural heritage?
There are few, if any,"monuments" or"groups of buildings" within theBaythat deserve
special attention. Native Americans inhabited thewatershed surrounding Chesapeake Bayas
early as6000years ago, perhaps evenearlier. During theirhabitation, they helped to shape
thearea by controlled burning, whichiheyusedinhunting to drive game from the forests.
They alsofished theBay forfood, thriving off itstremendous supplyof fish andoysters.
Archaeologists have found evidence of shellmiddens dating backto 2000 yearsago
(Mountford 1997). However, there is littlevisible evidence remaining of theseancient
peoples.

One mightconsider nominating Chesapeake Bay under the present "cultural landscape." The
watermen of Chesapeake Bay havea rich culture that hasevolvedsincethe English arrived in
1607. When one thinksof the watermen, images of skipjacks andhugecrabcatchesare
broughtto mind. Whenever Chesapeake Bay is mentioned,imagesof watermenareconjured
up asoften as the rivers that feedthe Bay. More manjust harvesters, the watermen represent
a way of life thatis intimately associated with thedevelopment andlifestyleofChesapeake
Bay. Eventhe name 'watermen' is unique to the people who harvest thebountyof
Chesapeake Bay. Environmentalists alsospeakpoetically of the watermen in Chesapeake
Bay, even as they discusstheirpotential environmental impact(ex. Harp and Horton 1992).

Do the watermen compare, on the basis of the cultural landscape, to other sites of the
World HeritageList? Their relationshipto Chesapeake Bay can be considered an
"associative cultural landscape...associations of the natural element ratherthan the
materialcultural evidence, which may be insignificant or even absent" (UNESCO 1997b).
There is only one other site listed that is included in the list for an associative cultural
landscape, Tongariro National Park,which was listed in 1993. This site, located in New
Zealand,represents a culturalandreligious link between the landand the Maori people
who inhabit it (UNESCOc 1997).While Tongarirois ages old, the watermen relationship
with the Bay is still relatively young. However, other sites on the World Heritage list are
also relatively young, such as Monticello. The decision becomes a judgment call. It
seems clear that the watermen culture is important on a local, even national basis, but on
an international level it joins a multitude of subcultures found within the great variety of
nations on the planet.

Natural Criteria

Chesapeake Bay finds what it needs to be called World Heritage site through
the natural criteria of the World HeritageConvention. The Convention, as for cultural
heritage, defines categories under which a site may be nominated and included:

"...natural features consisting of physicaland biological formations or groups of
such formations, which are of outstanding universal value from the aesthetic or
scientific pointofview;

geological and physiographical formations and preciselydelineated areas which
constitute the habitat of threatened species of animals and plants of outstanding
universal value fromthe pointof viewofscienceorconservation;
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natural sites or precisely delineated natural areasof outstanding universal value
from the point of view of science,conservation or natural beauty" (UNESCOa
1997).

This is defined further in the OperationalGuidelines, where it says "[sjites nominated should
therefore:

(a) (i) be outstandingexamples representing majorstagesof earth'shistory, including
the record of life, significant on-going geological processes in the
development of land forms, or significant gcomorphic or physiographic
features; or

(ii) be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecological and
biological processes in the evolution and development of terrestrial, fresh
water,coastaland marineecosystems and communities of plantsand animals;
or

(iii) contain superlative natural phenomena or areasof exceptional natural beauty
and aesthetic importance;or

(iv) contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ
conservation of biological diversity, including those containing threatened
species of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or
conservation" (UNESCO 1997).

Chesapeake Bay is remarkable in that it could be included on the World Heritage List for
almost all of these features. Let us first consider we Bay as an "outstanding
example...representing significant geological features." Even though it is the largest
estuary in the United States, it is still relatively young. It was created at the end of the
last Ice Age about 12-18,000 years ago. As sea levels rose, the Atlantic Coast was
inundated with seawater. The Susquehanna River valley was flooded, creating
Chesapeake Bay. Today, the Bay is almost 200 miles long with 48 major rivers and 100
smaller tributaries. Thesize of the total watershed is64,000 miles2. Theaverage depth
of the Bay is 22 feet, very shallow for a system of its size, and it has one of the largest
drainage basins among coastal systems, draining 2742.86 km2 for every 1km3 of land
(Horton and Eichbaum 1991). Despite its relatively short length, the Bay has more than
4400 miles of shoreline (Anonymous 1995). Geologically speaking, Chesapeake Bay is
constantly in flux. Coastal ecosystems, especially ones with shallow continental slopes,
such as arc found along the Atlantic coastline, are very responsive to sea level changes.
Wetlands along the coastline are very responsive to changes in sea level, forming if sea
level falls. They can also be destroyed if sea level rises faster than they build up
sediment and organic matter. Thus the formation of estuaries can be a very variable
process. It has been estimated that along the land and water we now call Chesapeake, a
total of ten estuaries have been createdand destroyed during the last five million years
(Horton and Eichbaum 1991). Chesapeake Bay has been studied intensively and would
appear to represent "significant on-going geological processes in the development of land
forms," namely land within the Chesapeake Bay watershed.

Chesapeake Bay is truly renowned for its biologicalcommunities andecosystems. In
addition to the animals that live in the Bay year-round,it is the stopping point for a variety of
migratory animals. Tundra swans stay in the Bay during winter, as do Canada geese and
many duck species. It is estimated that a million birds wintered on the Bay between 1992 and
1994. In addition,the baldeagleand osprey, important raptors, nest within the Bay. The tidal
freshwater tributaries ofChesapeakeBay providea spawningground formany fishes,
includingstripedbass, herring, and shad. These migratoryspeciesarejust a few of the
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species thatcallChesapeake Bay homeatone timeoranother. Betweenmigratory and
resident speciesof wildlife,the Bay is hometo over2700species (Anonymous 1995).

There are fourmain habitatsfound within Chesapeake Bay, which addsto its value as a
World Heritage site. Islandsandinlandslie nearall watersourcesof the Bay. These areasin
the watershed includethe wetlands, floodplains, streambanks, and forests. They serveas a
buffer,sheltering the waters of Chesapeake Bay from pollution andrunoff from land, aswell
as protecting the restof the land from erosion by lidal forces. Freshwater tributaries provide
spawning grounds foranadromous fish like stripedbassand shad. The littoral zone, or
shallow waterregion, is another habitat important for manyspecies. Lastly,Chesapeake Bay
is home to an open waterhabitat, wheremany fishandplanktonic specieslive (Anonymous
1995).

Within each of these habitats,there area variety ofcommunities which themselves add even
more value to Chesapeake Bay. Wetlands, considered partof the inland habitats, are
themselves classified even further into tidal, nontidal, salt, and fresh wetlands. A total of
about 1.7million acresofwetlandsremainin Chesapeake Bay. This number is less than half
of what existed duringcolonialtimes, andthe loss is due primarily to watersheddevelopment.
The issue of what the Bay has,comparedto what it once had,is an importantone that will be
considered in moredetailshortly. Wetlandsareimportant fornutrientcontroland arc,per
unit area, the most productive region of the Bay. They provide a vitalhabitat to many species
ofbirds, fish, invertebrates,and mammals. Wetlands also provide erosion and flood control
in the ecosystem. Thirteen speciesof seagrasses are foundwithin the shallowwater regions
ofChesapeakeBay, and provideas important a habitat for some organismsas wetlands.
There hasalsobeen a change in the seagrass community sincecolonialtimes. It is estimated
that 200,000 acresof SAV once grew in Chesapeake Bay. but by 1978 only 41.000 acres still
existed, the resthaving fallenvictim to poorer waterquality anddisturbance of the seagrass
beds (Anonymous 1995).

The criteria listed in theWorld Heritage Convention include "outstanding universal
value...from the scientificpoint-of-view." Chesapeake Bay fits thiscriteria perfectly. The
Bay hasbeenstudied extensivelyandhastaught science a great deal about thebiological,
chemical, geological, andphysical processes thatoccurinestuarine ecosystems. It alsohas
served asanexampleof whatcango right andwrong when people interact with the natural
environment. Fora time, therewas even a research journal devotedexclusively to the
Chesapeake Bay,Chesapeake Science (nowEstuaries). From a scientific point-of-view,
Chesapeake Bay offers a wealthof information, enoughsuchthat it is recognized
internationally for the sciencethathascome fromit.

It is alsoa superlative areafromthe point-of-view of aesthetics. This is a judgment call,and
only by comparingChesapeakeBay to other sitescan this decisionbe made. The author
would refer the readerto Water's Way: Life Along the Chesapeake(Harpand Horton 1992).
The pictures contained in thisbookshowthe precious beauty of Chesapeake Bay. Doesit
compare to other areas on theWorld Heritage List? This author hashadthe opportunity to
spendtime withintheGreat Barrier Reef,divingits reefs, andalong the ruins of Chaco,
hikingamongits history, andhe mustsaythatthere are stillparts of Chesapeake Bay thathe
feels are as pristine andexquisite aswhenEnglish boats landed herein 1607.

HowdoesChesapeake Bay compare to otherecosystems on theWorld Heritage List? It
appears, from anatural viewpoint, tobeonalevel equal tomanyothers. For example, Djoudj
National BirdSanctuary, in theSenegal Riverdelta, hasanarea of 16,000 hectares. It is
home to one anda half millionbirds,including the white pelican and Africanspoonbill. The
Florida Everglades is awetland habitat thatrunsthrough SouthFlorida. A bay ecosystem,
Donana National Park, is found in Spain(UNESCOc 1997). It is hometo overhalf a million
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waterfowl each year and has avariety ofhabitats, including lagoons, marshlands, and scrub
woodland. Of the approximately 800 species listed onthe U.S. List of Endangered and
Threatened Wildlifeand Plants, 24 live inChesapeake Bay. These include suchspecies as
thebald eagle, shortnose sturgeon, and peregrine falcon (Chesapeake BayProgram 1996). It
seems reasonable tosaythat Chesapeake Bayiscomparable totheminnatural value.

World Heritage in Danger

There isa potential problem with the nomination ofChesapeake Bay tothe World Heritage
List Despite itsbeauty and natural significance, Chesapeake Bay is far from pristine, and
today it is plagued with avariety of problems. Approximately 100 years ago, (here wasa rich
oyster population intheBay. There were somany oyster reefs that theywere regarded as
navigational hazards by ships. Theoyster population was sogreat that it wasable to filter the
entirevolumeof waterin the Bay inonly a fewdays. Today theoyster population is
estimated tobe only 1% of what itoncewas, and nowtakes about ayearto filter thesame
amount of water(Horton andEichbaum 1991). This losshashada severeimpacton the
cultural landscape value of Chesapeake Bay,astheoyster fishery hasallbutdiedout, forcing
thewatermen who fished them to seekotherspecies. About 25%of the forests, which serve
asanimportant buffer for runoff and pollutants from land, are gone. Among other signs of
degradation, thewetland and SAV communities have taken major losses due to anthropogenic
influences resulting from development andnutrient runoff,particularly nitrogen and
phosphorus. The fisheries are also under threat. Due to losses insomerecreational and
commercial fisheries in the Bay, suchas shad,others,like the blue crab,have become more
important, making overexploitation of remaining resources more likely. Population growth of
theregion isalso a problem that willhave tobedealt with, dueto potential threats from
development demands andexcesswaste production (Chesapeake Bay Program 1996). How
serious is thisproblem? Itdepends on whomyou talkto. There doesseemto be a general
opinion that Chesapeake Bayis introuble, butsomefeel that thesituation is moredire than
others believe (ex. Horton and Eichbaum 1991).

Is it appropriate for Chesapeake Bay to beincluded on theWorld Heritage List as it faces
suchthreats? The Operational Guidelinesfor theImplementation of theWorld Heritage
Convention sayslhat "sites...should havea management plan" (UNESCOb 1997). The
World Heritage Convention acknowledges lhat someWorld Heritage sitesmay become
threatened, andhas procedures forthedevelopment of the"World Heritage in Danger."
Chesapeake Bay isclearly facing threats to itsvalues, butmanagement action seemsto be
workingto minimizeandrecover from the threats to its values. It may be possible for
Chesapeake Bay to be included immediately on theWorldHeritage List in Danger atthe
same time as it is includedon the List. This would be a first forWorld Heritage, as no other
sitehasbeenaccepted asaWorld Heritage sitewhilesimultaneously acknowledging its status
asanendangered region (UNESCOd 1997). Doesthis posea problem forChesapeake Bay
beinginscribed on theWorld Heritage List? It might actually be anaid, orat the least will not
hinderefforts to have it inscribed. It hasbeen shown thatChesapeake Bay still has values
which merits its being includedon die World Heritage List. It has also been acknowledged
that the Bay is facing seriousthreats to thosevalues.However, at the present time,
management actions are in place to counter thosethreats. It is evidencethateffortsare
underway at the local, statewide, andnational levelsto conserve thatwhich is so valuedin
Chesapeake Bay. Including Chesapeake Bayon theWorld Heritage List would serveasan
example of what canbedoneto restore asite for the international community. Conservation
of Chesapeake Baywould thustake ona much larger dimension, lhat of protecting itsvalues
for the global community.
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Implicationsof World HeritageListing

IfChesapeake Baywere on theWorld Heritage List, there would belittle change in the
currentmanagementpractices. Article4 of the WorldHeritage Convention states"that the
dutyofensuring theidentification, protection, conservation, presentation andtransmission to
future generations of thecultural andnatural heritage...belongs primarily to thatState"which
nominated thesite. Asmentioned before, any siteontheWorld Heritage Listmust havea
management planineffect. Article 5 mentions further thateachStatemustgive the site a
visible place inthecommunity andensure itsprotection (UNESCOa 1997). TheChesapeake
BayProgram already seems to beaccomplishing these tasks. Therearesomequestions that
mightbe raisedif Chesapeake Bay weregrantedWorldHeritagestatus. One of the most
important issues isownership. IfChesapeake Baywerelisted on theWorld Heritage list,
ownershipof the region,or any type of control,wouldnot transfer to the United Nations or
another foreignauthority. If someoneowned landon part of the watershed that was included
on the List, they wouldretainall ownership of that land. Article6, paragraph1,of the World
HeritageConvention clearly statesthat the sovereignty of the nominating State is to be
respected(UNESCOa 1997). As the GeorgeWrightSociety (GWS) put it, "the effect [of
beingon the WorldHeritageList]is salutary, not deleterious. It providesU.S. park
authorities withan international contextin whichto placetheirday-to-day management
activities." (GWS1997). Granting World Heritage statusis an honorthatwouldhaveonly
positive effectsfor the Bay. WorldHeritage hasbeenusedat othersitesto improve the
management of the area through the provisionof additional resources, which has aided the
local community surroundingor withinthe site.This is probablynot necessaryfor the
managementof Chesapeake Bay, which alreadyappearsto have an excellent management
scheme in place at aDlevels. Nominationto the World Heritage list would serve as a signal to
the international community that we are takingeffective responsibility to managea
superlativeecosystem.

Inclusion on the World Heritage List does not mean that all development is prohibited,
just development that would negatively affect the outstanding universal value for which
Chesapeake Bay was initially nominated. In rural areas surrounding World Heritage
sites, managed development is seen as a way to improve the standard-of-living of the
people in the region while at the same time conserving the World Heritage values of the
region (McNeely 1992). In some areas, such as the Great Barrier Reef, Australia,
ecologically sustainable development has been the key to protecting the region. It is
recognized that the economic success of the region depends on the environmental
conservation of the area. The Great Barrier Reef supports a multimillion-dollar fishing
industry and billion-dollar tourist industry. People also live on islands within the Great
Barrier Reef. Thus, development is not unheard of in World Heritage areas, just
monitored to ensure that the natural and cultural values of the region are not unduly
affected (Goldberg, unpub.). Management of Chesapeake Bay already appears to be
proceeding along these lines. The importance of the Bay to the economic health of the
surrounding watershed and beyond can not be underestimated. Damage to its natural
health will almost certainly affect its economic health as well.

The public might respondvery negatively to one management philosophyoften
associated with World Heritage. The precautionary principlesays that if the
environmental effects of a particular development or use are uncertain, then it should not
be allowed to proceed. It is not required by the World Heritage Convention, but it does
help to prevent damage to the "outstandinguniversal value" of a selected region on the
World Heritage List. In the Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay, management on the
state and local level is often carried out by citizen boards. The people who serve on
these boards, designatedby the governoror local electedofficials, may side with the
users rather than the environment in making decisions about whether to allow
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development or useto proceed. They, andthe general public, may notrespond well to
new restrictions thatuse of the precautionary principle mayentail. If Chesapeake Bay
were to be includedon the World Heritage List, it is possiblethat the general sentiment
wouldbe thatthe United Nations wasattempting to 'takecontrol* of the area, despite any
assurances to the contrary. This is not mere paranoia. The United States House of
Representativesrejecteda bill recentlywhich, had it passed, would have impairedthe
ability of this nationto be a member of the World Heritage Convention andother
international environmentaltreaties involving parks,such as the Man and the Biosphere
program(GWS 1994). While extensive use and development of a World Heritage site is
possible under the careful applicationof the precautionary principle(as witnessed within
the Great BarrierReef, for example), it is not likely that people in the Chesapeake Bay
would view World Heritage listing as an advantage, since management strategies already
in place, and which allow a more people-orientedapproach, appearto be succeeding.

Conclusions

This essay has examined the issue of whether Chesapeake Bay could be nominated and
listed as a World Heritage site. While its cultural landscape is important regionally, it is
Chesapeake Bay's natural values that make it deserving of the World Heritage List. This
natural value is not the same as it was only two hundred years ago, but it is, in this
author's opinion, still worthy of World Heritage listing. Effective management policies
and strategies that rely on a variety of factors have led to a rebound in the health of
Chesapeake Bay.

World Heritage listing would put Chesapeake Bay on a class with such internationally
renowned regions of the world as the Grand Canyon and Great Barrier Reef, both of
which also face environmental problems. The management strategies in place within
Chesapeake Bay are a very positive sign of the intent and concern for its conservation.
World Heritage status would be a sign that the rest of the world also agrees with the
inhabitantsof the Bay watershed that Chesapeake Bay is a symbol of hope and recovery,
of development that does not conflict with environmental conservation, but rather,
depends on it. However, the possibility does exist that the World Heritage status,
through the implied use of the precautionary principle,would diminish the public's
overall view of World Heritage. World Heritage listing could one day come to
Chesapeake Bay as a prime example of how people can coexist with the natural
environment, but due to perspectives of development and use, that day may not be now.
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Best Practices for Government Agencies: Guidelines for Using

Collaborative Agreement-Seeking Processes

Mike Eng
NOAA, Coastal Service Center

These guidelines for best practice are proposed by the Society of Professionals
in Dispute Resolution for government-sponsored collaborative approaches that
seek agreement on issues of public policy. The processes these guidelines
address have the following attributes:

participants representstakeholdergroups or interests, and not simply themselves,

all necessary interestsarerepresentedor at least supportive of the discussions,

participants share responsibility for both process and outcome,

an impartial facilitator, accountable to all participants, manages the process, and

the intent is to make decisions through consensus rather than by voting.

These recommendations are directed primarily towards federal, state, provincial,
and territorialgovernment officials to help ensure successful use of collaborative
processes for decision-making. They may also be useful to local government,
although consideration must be given to how stakeholder-based processes may
affect more inclusive citizen participation strategies.

As the use of collaborative approaches for resolving public issues has expanded,
so has the terminology for naming and describing them. As a first step in
sorting out the terminology, the Committee distinguished agreement-seeking
processes from two other primary purposes for discussions between government
agencies and the public — information exchange and advice. Given these
objectives, the following chart highlights the differences in outcomes that can be
expected:

PURPOSE OUTCOMES

1. Information exchange
Improved communication and understanding; lists of
concerns and/or options; better definitions of problems or
issues

2. Feedback/Consultation
Opinions or suggestions for action are obtained; plans or
drafts are refined

3. Agreement-seeking or decision
making

Agreements on actions or policies are reached; consensus is
developed

Only processes in the third category are the subject of this report, but even labels
for them abound. Some derive from labor/management bargaining. Others
combine words that describe some attribute of collaborative consensus-based

public policy processes.
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The list below gives a sense of the hybrids that may be found.

cooperative decisionmaking collaborative decisionmaking

collaborative agreement-seeking environmental conflict resolution
processes

collaborative consensus-based forums consensus-building

consensus-based processes joint decision-making

shareddecision-making environmentalmediation

negotiatedprocesses multi-party negotiations

mediatednegotiation mediated approaches

mediated agreement-seeking processes public policymediation

policy dialogue joint problem-solving

facilitatedconsensus forum facilitated joint decision making

collaborative agreement-seeking negotiations
processes

negotiatedrulemaking regulatory negotiation

Recommendations for Best Practice

The recommendations that follow are directed towards overcoming the concerns
andproblems thathave been identified. They propose a setof bestpractices for
use of collaborative decision-making processes.

An Agency Should First Consider Whether a
Recommendation 1 Collaborative Agreement-Seeking Approach Is

Appropriate

Before a government agency, department, or official decides to sponsor an
agreement seeking process, it should consider itsobjectives andthesuitability of
the issues and circumstances for negotiation. In particular, before the sponsoring
agency convenes a collaborative process, it is essential for theagency to
determine internally its willingness to sharecontrol overthe process and the
resolution of the issue.

... Stakeholders Should Be Supportive of the ProcessRecommendation 2 flnd W|||ing flnd Ab|e |oparticipate

In order for an agreement-seeking process to be credible andlegitimate,
representatives of allnecessary parties —those involved with or affected bythe
potential outcomes of the process —should agree toparticipate, or at least not
object to theprocess going forward. If some interests arenotsufficiently
organized or lack resources and these problems cannot be overcome, theissue
should not be addressed throughcollaborative decision-making.
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Agency Leaders Should Support the Process and
Recommendation 3 Ensure Sufficient Resources to Convene the

Process

Agreement-seekingprocesses need endorsementand tangible support from
actual decision-makers in the sponsoringagency or department with jurisdiction
and, in some cases, from the administration or the legislature. The support and
often the involvement of leadership is necessary to assure other participants of
the commitment of authorized decision makers who will be responsible for
implementation.Their support helps sustain the process through difficult periods
and enhances the probability of reaching agreements.

Sponsoring agencies also need to ensure that there are sufficient resources to
support the process from its initiation through the development of an agreement.
As part of the pre-negotiationassessment,sponsors need to determine how they
will meet evolving resource needs and provide funds and staff to accomplish the
goals of the negotiation.

n . .. . An Assessment Should Precede a Collaborative
Recommendation 4 . . „ .. „_

Agreement-Seeking Process

Before an agency, department,or official initiatesan agreement-seeking process,
it should assess whether the necessary conditions are present for negotiations to
take place. Presence of the factors in recommendations 1-3 are best ascertained
as part of a deliberate assessment.

Ground Rules Should Be Mutually Agreed Upon
Recommendation 5 by All Participants, and Not Established Solely by

the Sponsoring Agency

All participants should be involved in developing and agreeing to any protocols
or ground rules for the process. Once ground rules have been mutually agreed
upon, the facilitator should see that they are carried out, or point out when they
are not being followed and seek to remedy the problems. Any modification to
ground rules should be agreed upon by all participants.

The Sponsoring Agency Should Ensure the
Recommendation 6 Facilitator's Neutrality and Accountability to all

Participants

It is preferable for all parties to share in selection of the facilitator. When that is
not possible, the agency or department has a responsibility to ensure that any
facilitator it proposes to the participants is impartial and acceptable to all parties.
The facilitator should not be asked by the sponsoring agency, or any other
participant,to serve as their agent, or to act in any manner inconsistent with
being accountable to all participants.
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The Agency and Participants Should Plan for
Recommendation7 Implementation of the Agreement from the

Beginning of the Process

There are two aspects of implementation: formal enactment and actual
implementation. Planning for implementation is integral to the process.

n ... 0 Policies Governing These Processes Should Not
Recommendation 8 _ _ ° , _ . „.

Be Overly Prescriptive

Policymakers should resist enacting overly prescriptive laws or rules to govern
these processes. In contrast to traditional processes, consensus-based processes
are effective because of their voluntary, informal and flexible nature.

This is an abstractof the full report.To ordercopies of the full report,pleasecontact the Society of
Professionals in Dispute Resolution (SPIDR) at 1621 Connecticut Avenue NW. Suite 400,
Washington. DC 20009; Phone: 202-265-1927; Fax: 202-2651968.
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ABSTRACT

The Effectiveness ofnegotiated Rule making in Conflict

Resolution at a national Seashore

John J. Lopez and Niels West
Department of Marine Affairs

University of Rhode Island

The National Park Service initiated negotiated rulemaking at Cape Cod
National Seashore in the autumn of 1995. The intent was to develop a
regulation that would effectively protect the precious and unique resources
of the NationalSeashore,particularly the federally protectedPiping Plover
(Charadrius melodus), while addressingthe needs of diverse user groups.
This was the first time the National Park Service used the negotiated
rulemaking process to devise a rule that would be entered into the Code
of Federal Regulations.

The need for a new rule had arisen from the years ofconflict and litigation
surrounding existing federal regulations and policies controlling or
limiting off-road vehicle (ORV) use at Cape Cod National Seashore.
Participants from 23 federal, state, and local agencies, and civic,
environmental, and off-road vehicle groups, were invited to negotiate.
This paper examines the level of satisfaction among participants to the
rulemaking and the effectiveness of negotiated rulemaking in resolving
this longstanding conflict.
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Introduction

Rapid development beginning in the 1920s increased land-use conflicts in the
United States, leaving local governments and courts searching for solutions.
What evolved is a complex scheme of land-use planning and zoning that has
guided development and the use of land for the last 70 years. This scheme
depends on classifying land and regulating it for certain uses.

Just as land was primed for development in the 1920s, the coastal waters are
experiencing rapid increases in use and user conflicts today. Conflicts are on the
increase over space allocation, resource allocation, and allowable resource
degradation. And contemporarymanagers, much like their earlier counterparts,
are searching for solutions with an eye toward some of the same approaches that
addressed land-use conflicts.

Around the country, state and local governments are adopting a variety of
techniques. Manyjurisdictionsare fine-tuning existingsubmerged lands leasing
programs while others are lookingat ways to improveagency and government
coordination. A few states have adopted comprehensive marine zoning
programs, others have developed special area management plans and some have
implementedperformancestandardsfor certain typesof activities. [1]

This paper will summarizethree projects, two from North Carolina and one
from Virginia,that are examining techniques to address the growingnumberof
water use conflicts.

Managing Special Areas Through "Marine Zoning" and Performance
Standards

In North Carolina

In 1990a projectentitledNorth Carolina's Estuaries: A PilotStudyfor
Managing Multiple UseInthe State's Public Trust Waters examined water-use
planningand zoningas a management technique for addressing conflicts in and
around the state's public trust estuarine waters. [2] More specifically, the project
presented a framework for stateand local cooperation in the managing estuarine
areas using a combinationof traditional land-usemanagement techniques and
performance standards. Within the last seven years, thisframework has gained
recognition as a viableoptionfor managing the state's public trust estuarine
waters.
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Carteret County, NC, waschosen asthe focus jurisdiction forthe study.The
county was selected because of its unique combination of a rapidly increasing
population with associated development anda richnatural aquatic environment
that supports a variety of resource-dependent industries.

The project began with an inventory of all local, state and federal laws,
regulationsand ordinances that apply to the county's estuarine waters and
estuarine shoreline. The inventory and subsequent analysis resulted in two
important findings:

1. There is no water-use planning in NorthCarolina although the legislation
creatingthe state's coastal management program clearly identifies the
managementof waterareas as important in achieving the balanced use and
preservation of the state's coastal resources; and

2. There is noconsistent state management policyfor public andprivate uses
of state public trust waters and submerged lands.

The legislation creating North Carolina's coastal management program, the
Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA), recognizes that the state's coastalarea
is beingsubjected to pressures "which are the result of the often conflicting need
of a societyexpanding in industrial development, in population and in the
recreational aspirations of itscitizens." [3] The actrecognizes the importance of
coastalwaters by designating them public trust and estuarine waters"Areas of
Environmental Concern" (AECs). These are areas with resources and
environmentalqualities that warrant special protection. Under CAMA,
protection is provided in two ways: (1) long range planningin the coastalarea;
and (2) a regulatory program for development activities within the AECs.

The actrequires local governments within the20 coastal counties to develop
theirown land-use plans based on general state guidelines. The plans are
intended to providea mechanism for local governments to establish theirown
development and use priorities within the framework of these guidelines.
However, CAMA-mandated plans currently address only land uses,even though
the jurisdictional boundaries of several counties encompass large areas of
coastalwaterand there is no prohibition against including public trust estuarine
waters in the planning process. CAMA also regulates development within the
AECs. The state has development standards that must be satisfied before
development is allowed.

Next, the researcherscompiled a list of aquatic resources and uses considered
significant to the evaluation of estuarine water management. For example, data
was collected regarding navigation channels, point sourcedischarges, marinas,
submergedaquatic vegetationbeds, shellfishing areas, crab pot areas, etc. The
data was digitized and storedas a seriesof datalayersby the North Carolina
Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (CGIA).

The researchersalso analyzed key growth and water-use indicators. Indicators
were groupedas follows: population, housing, tourism,commercial fishing,
recreational fishing and state portactivity. Collectively, these indicators
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summarized pastandpresent growth andwater-use trends in thecounty and
provided a base from which to measure future conditions in the planning area.

An advisoryboard wasestablished to assist in the development of policies
regarding major uses and resources. The board was composedof citizens from
CarteretCountyand represented the following interests - recreational boating,
coastal development, environmental protection, shipping, recreational fishing,
military interests, commercial fishing and local government. The board helda
public forum to helpidentify andrankdevelopment and resource issues. With
information collected from the forum, the board developed policy
recommendations for uses in the county's public trust waters.

Finally,a GIS model was developed to perform automated overlaysof the data
contained in the resourceand use inventory. Based on this process, the estuarine
watersof the studyarea wereclassified eitherpreservation, conservation or
developed. Each classification was assigned a general management objective.
The classification system wasdeveloped to assist in the implementation of the
more specific policies recommended bytheboard - policies directed toward
particular usesof public trustwaters. Bydelineating waterclasses on a map,
local government canspecify those areas where certain policies willapply. It
must be emphasized thatwater classification is merely a toolto helpimplement
policies and nota strict regulatory mechanism. Thedesignation of water classes
allows thecounty to illustrate its policy statements as to where and at what
intensity water-use activities should occur, and where natural resources should
be conserved.

The results of thisstudyhasgained interest from local and statemanagers. For
example, in 1995 thestate'sCoastal Resources Commission adopted regulations
requiring thatmooring fields forboats beallowed only as part of a local water
use plan. Because of this growing interest, comprehensive water useplanning
andthemanagement of public trust resources is being revisited. One of the
missing links of the 1990 study was thelack ofa clear "state" policy forpublic
and private uses ofpublic trust waters and submerged lands. This is the focus of
a current study being conducted byNorth Carolina SeaGrant and isdiscussed
below.

Developing a Public Trust Management Plan for NorthCarolina

Most usersof coastalwatersand submerged lands in North Carolinaclaim a
stake through thestate'spublic trust doctrine - thecommon law doctrine that
grants the state ownership ofsubmerged land below navigable water and to the
superjacent water. Under the doctrine, the state issteward of these lands and
watersand extendsuse rights to the public. These rights, often referred to as
public trust rights, most commonly include the right tonavigate, fish and enjoy
other recreational activities. North Carolina courts, however, have recognized
that public trust rights are not static and may change as the complexity ofsociety
changes.

Thereare other users thatclaima private stakein public waters through the
common law principle of riparian rights. The riparian rights principle is a
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property rightgrowing from ownership of landdirectly adjoining water. In
North Carolina, this right provides for the conditionalaccess to deep or
navigable water.The right is conditioned so as to protectother private rights to
public waters (lease areas) and the environmental integrity of the use area.

The state also allows for other private uses of public waters through leasing
programs. To date, leasesto public watersmust be obtained for ocean piers,
aquaculture operations, mining activities and marina development.

The requirements for public and private uses of state waters and submerged
lands are inconsistent, contentious and raise more questions than they resolve.
This has created uncertainty for users, including small businesses and
communities that depend on access to environmentally healthy coastal
resources. In an attempt to resolve some of this uncertainty, the North Carolina
Sea Grant Program funded a project to research the development of a consistent
state policy for public and private uses of state lands and waters. The ongoing
project is entitled CoastalPublic Trust Lands and Waters: Limitations and
Opportunities For Sustainable PublicandPrivate Use. When complete, the
project will:

(1) define the boundaries of public trust lands and waters
(2) characterizepublic and privateuses of state submerged lands and waters
(3) develop criteria to assist the state in determining the acceptability of proposed
private uses in public trust areas
(4) determine when easements, lease fees or royalties are appropriate; and
(5) recommend an administrative structure lo manage public trust resources and
uses.

Conflicts in Virginia's Public Waters: A Look At Some Management
Strategies

The Virginia study, conducted by the HamptonRoads Planning District
Commission (HRPDC) through a grant from the state's Coastal Resource
ManagementProgram,examines conflicts associated with recreational and
commercial activities in the waterways of Hampton Roads. The study was
designed to examine measures to managewater use conflicts that impact public
safety, riparian property interests and natural resources.

The first task of the study was to inventory the various types of waterway uses
in HamptonRoads. A list of recreational, commercial and shoreline property
development uses and activities was compiled. Military uses were excluded.
Recreational uses include high performance power boating, cruising, personal
watercraftoperation, manually propelledwatercraft,water skiing, sailing,
fishing/shellfishing, beach swimming/sunbathing, and surfing. Commercial uses
include fishing and fish processingand shipping including barge/tugboat
activity. In addition to listing uses and activities,valuable natural resources that
could be impacted were noted includingwetlands, submerged aquatic vegetation
beds (SAVs), fish spawning areas, and wildlife habitat.
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Next, the study identified use conflicts with anemphasison conflicts that impact
recreational safety and enjoyment, natural resource impacts, and disturbance of
private riparian property. Specifically noted were boating accidents, user
complaints, disturbance of wildlife and wildlife habitat, water quality
degradation, and boat wake induced erosion of wetlands and waterfront
property.

The third task was an in-depth review of the existing management framework
for the area's waterways. The results of this review were paired with existing
conflicts. The result is a list of challenges to resolving water use conflicts. These
include:

• The lack of clarity regardinglocal authority over the state's public trust waters.
[4]

• The undefined nature of state boating laws, a fact that makes them difficult to
interpret and enforce.

• Limited funding for boatingeducationand enforcement.
• Limited coordination amongthe agencies charged with managing the state's

waterways.

• The tendency to make the waterwayuse conflict issue solely a personal
watercraft (PWC) or jet-ski issue.

• The lack of legalauthority for the Virginia Department of Game andInland
Fisheries, the state agency responsible for managing recreational waterway
activities, to enact regulationsfor the purposeof minimizing disturbance to the
state's natural resources.

• The lack of studies regarding the effectiveness of slow-no wake zones in
preventing shoreline erosion anddisturbance to natural communities.

• The lackof guidance andstudies regarding the carrying capacity of the area's
waterways.

• The general lackof public awareness of existing waterway regulations, boating
safety, and natural resources.

Research was conducted on waterway managementoptions used in other
jurisdictions in theUnited States. Information from the publication A Guide for
Multiple Use Waterway Management: Creating SaferWaterways, compiled by
the National Water Safety Congress, provedespeciallyhelpful. Two pilot areas
were selectedwithin the Hampton Roads area - the LynnhavenRiver System in
the City of Virginia Beach and the Hampton Riverin theCity of Hampton. [5]
Based on the characteristics of the area and the research into various
managementoptions, a list of findings and recommendations for improved
regional and state waterwaymanagement was developed. Several
recommendations are identified as "priority" actions. They include:

• The development of aboater education program designed to improve safety
and reduce conflicts. This should include the publication of a regional
waterway guide withboating safety tips,a listof existing facilitates and
attractions, and information on boatingregulations and significantaquatic
natural resource areas.

• The development of aboater education program for local judgesso thatthey
better understandthe laws and regulations which police must enforce.

• An effort to clarify andsimplifyregulatory language particularly regarding
recklessboating,no wake zones andnoise laws.
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An effort to clarify state and local powers to enact waterway regulations.
An effort to expand the authority of the Virginia Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries to enact regulations that protect natural resources from
recreational waterway activities.
The development of new regulations that would require motorboats to maintain
at a minimum a SO'distance from any shoreline, dock, swimmer, and other
vessels in transit. If closer than SO', the vessel should be required to maintain
an idle/no wake speed.
The development of new regulations to require children under 12 to wear a
personal floatation device (PFD) while on board a vessel.
The re-activation of the state Marine Patrol Fund, which once supported state
and local law enforcement efforts.

The establishment of a statewide centralized database of boating violations that
is readily accessible by local, state and federal law enforcement personnel for
the purpose of promoting communication, coordination, and effectiveness of
law enforcement efforts.

Waterway use planning should be established as partof the Virginia Coastal
Resources Management Programto increase the visibility of waterway use
conflict issues and promote interagency coordination .

Conclusion

Methods for addressing water-use conflicts are still in the early stages of
development. Successful methods will be those that:

(1) have long range planning goals for development and use management
within public trust waters.

(2) have clear performance standards for current users, and

(3) involve all levels of government, particularly local government.

If local governments expect to maintain some control in the management of
estuarine areas, then responsible action must be initiated to resolve conflicts
using local powers. Otherwise, as conflicts continue, the state or federal
government will be forced to intervene.

Endnotes
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[21 Clark. Walter F.. North Carolina's Estuaries: A Pilot Study for Managing Multiple Use In the
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[3] North Carolina General Statute (NCOS) 113A-102.

[4] With respect to the authority of local governments to enact ordinances. Virginia is one of the few
"Dillon Rule" states. The Dillon Rule is a common law doctrine that limits the powers of local
governments to only those that are expressly or implicitly granted by state statute, or those that are
indispensable to a declared government purpose. On the other hand. North Carolina is a "Home
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Rule" state. The Home Rule provides localities with broad rulemaking powers. There are advantages
and disadvantages...

[5]A Guidefor Multiple Use Waterway Management: CreatingSafer Waterways. NationalWater
Safety Congress, 1996.
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Mississippi Land Swap Makes Public Trust History

Kristen M. Fletcher

Rebecca Jordan

A year ago, the Mississippi Secretary of State's office transferred 6.73 acres of
tidelands to Mirage Resorts in exchange for 4,225 acres of undisturbed habitat
located in the three Mississippi coastalcounties. The exchange is unique
because Mississippi tidelands are public trust lands, meaning the State holds the
lands for the benefit of the publicand may convey the lands to private parties
only under specific circumstances. By exchanging the Biloxi tidelands, the
Secretary of State createda new avenue of transferring trust lands and, in the
process, added over 4,000 acres of pristine habitat to state ownership.

Mirage Resorts planned a $500 million investment including a floating casino,
hotel, entertainment complex, and convention center. Mirage approached the
Secretary of State Eric Clark in his capacity as trustee over the tidelands. The
company hoped to buy the tidelands rather than lease the lands which is
common on the Mississippi gulf coast. The landexchange which made the
investment possible is the first of its kind in Mississippi history.

Mississippi's Public Trust Tidelands

Mississippi tidelands are those lands which are"tidally affected" or those lands
which aredaily covered and uncovered by water by the action of the tides, up to
the mean line of theordinary high tides.1 The Mississippi tidelands are held in
the public trust to preserve the public's ability to use and enjoy the trust lands
for navigation, recreation, fisheries, etc.2 The Secretary of State administers the
trust including controllingand managing the trust assets: the tidelands.

The Mississippi Constitution states that public trust lands shall never be donated
directly or indirectly to private corporations and can be sold only at fair market
value or greater.3 The Mississippi Supreme Court has expanded this directive.
In 1986, the court stated thata permanent conveyanceof publictrust land is
subjectto a two-step process: (1) the conveyance is in furtherance of a higher
public policy and (2) is subject to legislative enactment.4 Therefore, no matter
how compelling the public purpose may be, absent a decision by the Mississippi
legislature, the Secretary cannot convey public trust land to a private party such
as Mirage Resorts. The Mississippi legislature, however, granted the Secretary
an exception for lands which were substantially filled prior to enactment of the
Coastal Wetlands Preservation Actof 1973.5 Filled lands may beoffered for
sale without legislative enactment as long as the sale benefits the public trust.
Unfilled lands may be leased but in order to sell them, the Secretary must follow
the two-step process.
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In recent years, the state's tidelands have substantially increased in value due to
leases of the lands to casino barges. In 1989, the Mississippi Legislature created
the Public Trust Tidelands Fund to hold and disperse revenue generated by these
leases.6 Numerous casinos have lease agreements with the Secretary, paying
$3O0,0O0-$7O0,000 per year into the Fund for use of the lands. In those cases, the
Secretary determined that the trust gained more from leasing the lands than from
leaving them in their previous state.

Rather than leasing, Mirage Resorts approached the Secretary of State wishing to
purchase 6.73 acres of tidelands in Biloxi. The tidelands were of two types: 4.03
acres were filled lands and 2.7 were unfilled but scheduled to be filled for the casino

development.

Conveyance of Public Trust Lands

The character of the 6.73 acres played an integral part in the Secretary's decision to
permanently convey the tidelands. The filled 4.03 acres had been filled with
concrete prior toWorld War II.7 The concrete-filled lands are considered "lost" to
the purpose of the public trust because the filling prevented the use and enjoyment
by the people of Mississippi. These acres, appraised at $1.32 million, fell under the
filled tidelands exception and were available for sale. Mirage agreed to purchase the
4.03 acres.

Mirage also sought ownership of an additional 2.7 acres of adjacent unfilled land in
order toprovide an even line for smooth docking.8 The Mississippi DMR and the
Corps of Engineers granted Mirage a permit to fill the 2.7 acres. Rather than lease
these acres. Mirage approached the Secretary of State for ownership of the lands.
Originally, the Secretary directed Mirage to seek approval and enactment by the
legislature. The legislature had recessed for the summer and Mirage wanted a
quicker alternative to the 2-step process.

The Exchange

Clark analyzed the situation, acknowledging that because the DMR and the Corps
granted the fill permits, the remaining 2.7 acres would soon be lost to the purpose of
the public trust as filled lands. In determining thata land swap exchange was the
best alternative, Clark relied on the common law concept of an asset swap: trustees
can exchange an old asset for a new asset as longas the new asset is of equal or
greater value.

Clark determined that swapping the 2.7 acres for other land of greater value would
not be subject to the 2-step process involved in a permanent conveyance of public
trust lands to a private party. Miragejumped at the chance to avoid the time-
consuminglegislativeenactmentand to generatepositivepublicityabout the
company's dedication toenvironmental preservation.10

Applauding the creativeness of Clark's idea,the Mississippi chapterof The Nature
Conservancy offered to act as the "go-between" for the exchange. The proposal
requiredMirage to give the moneyfor the combined6.73 acres to The Nature
Conservancy,which in turn wouldpurchasenon-tidally affected wetlands located
upland frompublic trusttidelands. The Nature Conservancy would thenconveythe
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purchaseduplands to the State of Mississippi as public trust lands for the people of
Mississippi.

Following a long-standing trustee practice, Clark's office sought court approval for
the proposed asset exchange. On May 6,1996, the Chancery Court of Harrison
County ruled that Clark, as trustee, has the authority to exchange the lands. Clark
recommended that Mirage seek legislative ratification by approaching the
Legislatureafter it reconvened. While Miragedeclined to petition the Legislature
for after-the-factapproval,Clark's office notified the Mississippi legislatureof the
exchange. The Legislature did not officially respond to this notice, impliedly
consenting tothetransfer ofassets."

Clark and Mirage negotiated a $580,000 fee for the transfer of the title to the 2.7
acres. In all, Mirage paid $1.9 million to The Nature Conservancy, which in turn
bought land tracts that total 4,225 acres. The total cost of the lands transferred to the
public trust tidelands program was $2.3 million. The $1.9 million from Mirage was
supplemented with federal funds acquired by the DMR and a grant from the
Mississippi Coast Audubon Society.

The "New" Public Trust Lands

The acquired wetlands and surrounding uplands are in four locations across the Gulf
Coast. The acquisition added 3,238 acres to the Hancock County Marshes Preserve.
In Harrison County, 223 acres were added to the Wolf River Marshes Preserve.
Finally, Jackson County's Pascagoula Marshes Preserve grew by764 acres.12 The
Nature Conservancy acquired this property from private owners, paying a million
dollars less than the land's estimated worth.13

Conclusion

By following common law trustee practices, Secretary Clark created an alternative to
the established two step process necessary to convey trust land to a private party.
While Clark has expressed interest in future exchanges of this sort, this is the only
exchange of its kind thus far. James Nelson, Director of the Secretary of State's
Public Lands Division, described the Mirage Resorts land exchange as a "win-win"
for Mississippi.14 The 4,225 acres ofundeveloped, pristine habitat better serve the
purpose of the Mississippi public trust.13

Endnotes

I Miss. Code Ann. sec. 29-15-1(h) (1997).
: Cinque Bambini Partnership v. State. 491 So.2d 508.512(Miss. 1986). aff"d subnom. Phillips
Petroleum Co. v. Mississippi. 484 U.S. 469 (1988).
' Miss. Const, art IV, sec. 95.
4 Cinque Bambini. 491 So.2dat513.
5 Sec Miss.Code Ann. sec.29-15-7 (1)(1997).
«* Miss. Code Ann. sec.29-15-9 (1997).
7 E-mail correspondence withJames Nelson. Assistant Secretary of State, Director of thePublic
Lands Division (October 9. 1997).

'Id.
' Mirage applied for a permit asanupland owner.
10 Historic Environmental Land Exchange Announced. Coast Business, July29. 1996,9.
II Nelson, supra note7.
12 Id.
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14 Telephone Interview with James Nelson. Assistant Secretary of State. Director of thePublic
Lands Division (December 10,1997).
15 Mirage Resorts willalsopay$500,000 peryear for lease of thesubmerged lands beneath the
casino barge.
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Potential Surprises in Future Demographic Trends

Peter Leigh, NOAA

The next century will likely be markedwith environmental stresses that will increase
precipitously due to human modifications of theenvironment. Although protection
and restoration of the terrestrial and coastal landscape willalso accelerate and play a
key role in postponing ecological losses, such initiatives may be insufficient to keep
pace withspiraling synergistic degradation. Combined human influences uponthe
land, atmosphere, andseamay outpace the noblest efforts to preserve the terrestrial
boundaries andcoastal fringe. A primary factor contributing to this condition will
likely be global population increases. This trend may be exacerbated as biomedical
advances push life expectancy beyond conventional limits. Failure to integrate this
added emergence intodemographic projections will produce significant population
underestimates, and fail to provide acomprehensive account of future anthropogenic
impacts.

These human pressures are predicated on resource exploitation in relation to per
capita utilization rates. They are oftendiscontinuous, that is onceecosystem service
stocksbeginto outpace the rate of replenishment, depletions have the potential to
spiral out of control.When the sustainable yield is exceeded, the debacle of resource
depletion can move with surprising swiftness,particularly when the orderof
magnitude is greater than the simplesumof the component parts. Some possible
portents of synergistic influences include the observed increased abnormalities and
decline of amphibians, the appearance of phytoplankton blooms,massmortality
among sealsanddolphins, immunosuppression from pollution,bleachingof coral
reefs, extinction rates,andatmospheric anthropogenic influences to name some.
They allshare common denominators in that theyare regional and/or global
phenomena, it is difficult to discern causality to either natural or human factors, and
they may be working in reinforcing unison from multiplestresses.

Onepossible illustration of synergism and theproblem in assigning causality to
environmental problems is theclaimthatthe frequency andintensity of El Nino
activity is on the rise, possibly attributed to global wanning. EINinodepends on
oceanic andatmospheric processes. It is the result of equilibrium shifts in the Pacific
ocean'sseasurface temperature/trade windensemble. The frequency and intensity of
El Ninoeventsare detected by ourtechnological observation systems,recently in
place only in the last few decades. Could theserefined instruments be showinga
more pronounced profile than would otherwise be observed making us believe that
El Nino's are more severe and frequent than in ihe past?

The North Atlantic Oscillation, a large weather systemcomplement to the El Nino,
wasreported in 1996 by Jim Hurrell at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research in Boulder, Colorado, to be responsible for the warming trend in global
temperatures observed in the past few decades. This claim, at
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first, seemed to exonerategreenhouse gaspolluters. However, a closer look revealed
a more complex picture. Mike McCartney, anOceanographer at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, Massachusetts, concedes that the North Atlantic
Oscillation may be responsible for the recent warming previously ascribed to
greenhouse gasesbut contends thatthe greenhouse signature will be written on the
climatepatterns of the North Atlantic Oscillation andotherlarge climatesystems.
"No matterwhat you do to the atmosphere, it will get mapped on the same system,"
stated McCartney in New Scientist

A similarsituation faces scientists in tryingto explainmalformed frogs occurring on
America's GreatPlains. In many respects, theiretiology resemblesseveralcurrent
coastal problemssuch as coralbleaching or Pfiesteria. At first, environmental
degradation was the corollary, such as ultraviolet radiationor an environmental
chemical,human causes.However, researchers beganto question whether
abnormalities were truly on the riseor if reports were a product of more assiduous
observations. Otherresearchers postulated thatdeformity levels were causedby
natural predation attempts as amphibians often nibble off each others limbs in the
wild, a natural cause. However, could limb predation be a function of habitat
reduction, a human cause, as predation rates have been observed to increase when
amphibians are placed in close quarters?

Stanley Sessions, an amphibian specialist at Hartwick College in Oneonta, New
York, acknowledges the high frequency of abnormalities but believes it is attributed
to a natural parasite, a natural cause.Otherresearchers from EPA's Ecology
Division in Duluthassigncausality to the increase exposureto ultravioletB light
(UVB) from a thinning of the ozone layer, a human cause.The postulate is that UVB
is damaging DNA and/or pesticides are converted into chemicals (teratogens) that
interfere with development. The UVB theory was strengthened when a team of
ecologists, lead by Andrew Blausteinof Oregon State University, reportedthat UVB
can indeed penetratethe murk of ponds and causedevelopmental changes, returning
us to the original hypothesis that deformities may be UVB related.

One of the greatest plights that foreshadows environmental science into the next
century is the dearth of understanding synergistic interactions. We scarcely know
how to identify and define these interactions, let alone be able to establish causal
pathways. Sometimes, like the case of stratosphericozone depletion, we do not even
know they are happening. As discontinuities become increasingly the rule rather
than the exception, convergent and compounding environmental insults will likely
grow in the future. A linear account will almost certainly underestimate overall
eventual outcomes. These synergistic pressures will lead to research demands that
will need to transcend provincial specializations, something our institutions are
wholly unprepared for. It will require a dramatic reorientation of our academic and
science culture toward a gestalt perception and we will need to borrow deeply from a
wide range of disparate disciplines.
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Human Beginnings and Expansions

Humanity has multipliedand succeededimpressively. The first fossil found in
Ethiopiathat revealed hominid features (Aridipithecus ramidus) was about 4.4
million years old. From these meager beginnings, man migrating from an arboreal to
a terrestrial environment, radiated from Africa to India, China and Europe. By 1850,
humanity reached over 1 billion inhabitants. In 1950, this number doubled to 2
billion. Over the course of the next 50 years, world population tripled to 6 billion.
An admirable achievement for small troops of upright primates that occupy less than
one tenth of 1% of our organic evolutionary history on this planet. Currently, on
average, we are adding about 100 million humans per year to our planet or about 1
billion per decade. A number, 100million, is equivalent to the total populationof
Mexico. As a result of these human expansions, total net terrestrial primary
production of the biosphere is currently being displaced by 40 percent. According to
Harvard's biologist Edward Wilson, "Humans appropriate 20 to 40 percent of the
sun's energy that would otherwise be fixed in the tissue of natural vegetation."

If the number of species are a barometer of change then the biosphere is becoming
significantly altered as species vanish exponentially. If the average life span for a
species is 2 to 3 million years, a figure sometimestouted by paleontologistsfor
higher groups of organisms, then most species are on a trajectory for a truncated
species life of 5 to 10 thousandyears. If this ratio was compared to average human
life expectancy, currently 75 years in developed nations, our individual life spans
would be reduced to about 3 months. Clearly we are in the midst of one of the great
extinction spasms of geological history. A spasm defined by archeologist Richard
Leakey as the sixth extinction.

Demographic Projections, Transition, and Life Extension

Major demographicpredictionsin the early and mid-partof this century
underestimated populations for the end of this century, on average by about 37% or
2 billion people. As Ansley J. Coale of Princeton observed, "The error was in
underestimating the pace of decline in death rates, and overstating the connection
with overall modernization." After World War II, rich to poor country health
technologicaltransfer occurredat a faster pace than expected. Over the course of
history, there have been three significant health advances that improved life
expectancy: the establishment of sanitation, the introduction of surgery, and the
discovery of vaccines. The fourth significant health advancement, expected early in
the twenty-first century, will likely be predicated on advances in molecular biology.

The Human Genome Project, the scientific endeavor to map human DNA (60,000 to
100.000 genes), is projected to be completed soon. This information will identify the
genes that malfunction in most diseases, and may reveal the genetic mechanism for
aging. Hopeful about new prospects, largedrug companies, venture capitalists and
Wall Street investors are currently devoting tens of millions of dollars anticipating
high returns on investment. Like the financially energized moon mission in the
1960s, such monetary infusions have accelerated the pace of this gene mapping
effort. As Harvard University's Nobel laureate Walter Gilbert states, "We've gone
through a period where it was the gene of the year, to gene of the month, to, pretty
soon, gene of the day." This surge of knowledge is changing the paradigm of
biomedical research. Francis Collins, head of the U.S. National Center for Human
Genome Research, reinforces Gilbert's observation, "It's impossible to ignore the
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way things have changed in the last three years in human genetics." Theodore
Friedmann, director of the gene therapy program at the University of Pennsylvania,
believes that medicine may be preparing to undergo a fourth epochal shift to an era
where genes will be delivered routinely to cure or alleviate many diseases.

Other advances in molecular biology may also foreshadow possibilities once
relegated to science fiction.Dr. Ian Wilmut,Scottishembryologist responsiblefor
the first mammalian (sheep) clone, stated in Science that we may be 5 to 10 years
from using cloning methodsto grow genetically matchedtissues from the same
donor that could be used for human organ replacements. This would overcome the
problemof organ rejection. The forecast provedconservative. The followingyear
Wilmut reported,before an audienceat the Smithsonian Institution,that Harvard
University had recently cloned tissue that could lead to functional organs. When
asked if we could ever grow organs,he stated,"Two years ago Dolly (his cloned
sheep) seemed bizarre."

The promiseof extended life, like the promiseof a cure for cancer, is alluring.
However, what is needed is sufficient evidence to suggest that the life span of
mammals, once manipulated, can yieldsignificant shifts in mortality rates.The late
astronomerCarl Sagan, wouldoften say to claimedabducteesby extraterrestrials,
just bring me back one metalartifact. "No one would be moredelighted than I if
intelligent extraterrestrials werevisiting ourplanet," Saganwould quip.Similarly,
sufficient evidence is needed to believe in the prospect of extended life.

In Search for the Biological Artifact

Caloric restriction has been observed to produce life-extending effects on numerous
animals. Forexample, nutrient deprivation on rodentpopulations extendedlife by as
muchas 40 percent. It has delayed numerous diseases, including the slowingof
transcription of several genesin the liverandtheonsetof kidney dysfunction. Until
recently, the basis for this lifeextension property has beendifficultto discern.It
was conjectured that the reductionin bloodglucosefrom less food influences the
neuroendocrine axis, which in turn, mayserve as a mediatorfor extending life.

Newresearchpose moreprovocative insights. A smallworm(Caenorhabditis
elegans) ages rapidly relative to human aging, where oneworm dayequalsfive
human years.However, unlike humans, worms possess a wayto put agingon hold.
At times of overpopulation or stress they canstore fat, stopeating, andentera
dormant phase. Theunderstanding of thismechanism is illuminating a connection to
aging in humans. Researchers at Harvard Medical School in Boston cloned and
sequenced a gene thatcan blockor enhance the dormant state that allowsworms to
entersuspended animation. Surprisingly, the protein that is used by this gene is
equivalent to the human insulin receptor, thehormone that responds to changesin
response to blood sugar. Thegenetic circuitry that regulates glucose metabolism in
worms maybe key to understanding theslowing of theaging process in higher
organisms, including humans. If these linkscan beestablished, "It would be a
phenomenal discovery," said Don Riddle, geneticist at the University of Missouri.

Another area of gerontological interest is telomeres, specialized structures found on
theendof chromosomes that provide chromosomal stability and protection from
degradation, where they were observed toshorten every time a typical somatic cell
divides. This has suggested thattelomere length may be theclock thatcountscell
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division and functions as the basis for cellular aging. Each time a celldivides the
telomere shoelace shortens until the cell has exhausted its telomere reserves and then
lapses into senescence and dies. The constraint on a finite number of times cells can
divide is sometimes referred to as the Hayflick limit,anobservation first madeby
Leonard Hayflick in the 1960s.

In the issue of Nature titled, "A Rock of Clones," which contained Dr. Ian Wilmut's
article onthebreakthrough in mammalian cloning, Colin Stewart, in reviewing
Wilmut's success in nuclear transplantation, states, "The results are of profound
significance. Notonlydotheyconfirm that thegenome does notundergo irreversible
modifications, but they will openup a range of new ways to think about the
questions that are of current interest, as well as providing theimpetus to develop
novelapproaches for the genetic manipulation of mammals." He goeson to state,
"Nuclear transplantation should also prove useful in studying the consequences of
aging on the function of thegenome, and theimpact of telomere shortening on
senescence."

Colin's statements in Nature proved prescient; few molecular biologists believed
that Wilmut'sachievement could beshadowed soquickly by another major finding
in so short a time.However, in less than oneyear. Science reported thatthedecade
longdebate thattelomere length andcellular senescence is causally related was
unconditionallyconfirmed by Dr.Andrea Bodnarand a team of medical researches
attheGeron Corporation and theDepartment of CellBiology, University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center. They ended thedebate by reporting in anarticle in
Science titled, "Extension of Life-Span by Introduction ofTelomerase into Normal
Human Cells," that telomeric decline act to countcell divisions for the regulation of
the cellular life span.

Long term criticsof the telomeric theory of agingwere silenced.Telomeric
reductions makea crucial difference in the life span of a cell.The telomere aging
clock modelis now unequivocally established. Human telomeres are programmed to
undergo gradual shortening as telomeric DNA is successionally lostateachcell
division until eventually the cell stopsdividinganddies. Immortalization of human
cells is invariably linked to key changes in telomere dynamics vis a vis the activation
of some typeof enzymatic activity, probably telomerase, as thelikelycontrol on
telomeric DNA. This revelation should nothavebeena major surprise. Telomerase
is abundant in thegerm orsexcell line and is theonly location within anorganism
where cells are found to be immortal.

Dr. Vincent Cristofalo, a prominent gerontologist at the Medical College of
Pennsylvania, responded to this breakthrough by stating, "I think the finding is
spectacular and validates for the first time the conceptof telomere length as a cell
division clock." In the sameissueof Science Dr. Titia de Lange, a telomere expert
at Rockefeller University, in reviewing Bodnar's finding stated,"The resultswere
strikingly unequivocal....the ability to rejuvenate human cells with telomerasewill
create significant new opportunities for basic and applied interests." Lange goes on
to posit, "Will themanipulation of telomerase allow alteration of cellular life span in
vivo?"Conclusive evidence will come oncegenetically manipulated labmice
manifestlonger life spans. Once this occurs, it may be a matterof time for such
techniques to migrate to human subjects.
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Resetting the telomere clock may come at a price, since the induction of cellular
immortalization may increase the vulnerability of the organism to cancer (Lange,
1998). Conversely, but not surprisingly, the implication for understanding telomere
processes have profound implications for cancer research."There is little doubt that
this process has the makings of a powerful tumor suppressor system, creating a
barrier to any cell that has escaped normal growth control by its environment,"
Lange reported in Science. In other words, the mechanisms for cancer progression
appears to be connected to the telomere/telomerase complex. Cancerous tumors by
pass cellular senescence and become immortalized possibly through telomerase. The
results provide strong motivation for searching for telomerase inhibitors that could
serve as a powerful cure for cancer. Lange concludes his review of Bodnar's finding
by stating in Science, "As human telomeres have only just advanced as prime pieces
in the field of oncogenetics, there is no telling what the end game will be."

Summary

These new insights, informed by recent advances in molecular biology, have allowed
the speculationof extending human life by molecularintervention to gain scientific
respectability. "Hovering over the discussion is the dream of lengthening the
maximum human life span, an age old fantasy that for the first time could have
acquired some glint of a scientific basis," reported the New York Times in response
to Dr. Bodnar's finding. The front page of the Washington Post stated, "Scientists
for the first time have used a naturalchemical to dramatically increase the life span
of human celIs....promptinga flood of speculationabout the potential for slowing
aging and extending human life."

Ponce de Leon's search for the fountain of youth continues, with vigor, inside
gerontological research laboratories. Chinese alchemists, who once searched for the
elixir of eternal life, may soon find solace. How many of us, if given the opportunity,
would make a Faustian pact with the devil in exchange for eternal life. Wordsworth,
in his famous ode. Intimations of Immortality, argued that childhood's bright vision
of"splendor in the grass, of glory in the flower" can never be recaptured. Perhaps he
will be proved wrong, particularly as discussion migratesto telomeric rejuvenation.
However, it may be necessary to temperoverzealous forecasts. In spite of all the
money and enthusiasm for gene therapy in the treatment of diseasenot one patient,
of the more than 2,000 enrolled worldwide, has been improved by this technology.
The immortalization of cells in vitro by manipulatingtelomeric DNA may not be
transferable to in vivo applications. Therefore, enthusiasm for life extension at the
molecular level may outstrip outcomes.

How many times has scientific optimism in such areas as the cure for human cancer,
schizophrenia, or nuclear fusion been met with disappointment. How and to what
degree geneticswill improvehealth andextend life is still highly speculative.
"Anyone who gives you firm prognostications aboutwhat is going to happen is
either a liar or a fool, because the uncertainties over trends in life expectancy, health,
and disabilityarequite high," statedRichard Suzman, Director of the National
Instituteon Aging, in Science." It may be yearsbefore demographers, economists,
and policy makerscanoperate undergreater demographic certainty. "How can
demographers possibly know the life expectancy,or average duration of life, of
infantsborn this year.They can't," wroteJoel Cohen,a leadingdemographer with
Rockefeller University."
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However, one fact is clear, current gerontological research is providing new insights
into aging atanexponential rate. Gerontology, once abackwater discipline of
biology, hasmadesignificant qualitative andquantitative progress. It now appears
thatgenetic mechanisms are responsible for aging, ashistorically suspected by
gerontologists since the structure of DNA was identified, therefore we may
imminently haveinsights for developing techniques to slow aging. If these
techniques canbe delivered en masse ataffordable costs, the implication for the
carrying capacity of ourplanet will havenew,even unimaginable, consequences.
Under such a scenario it may be difficult to offset the increase in environmental
deterioration, even if there are drastic changes in human consumption and
technology. Sizable steps in transforming human behaviortoward more sustainable
development may not mitigatethe impacts from exponential increasesin global
populations. The land, ocean, and atmosphere's capacity to provide ecosystem
services may plummet ata faster than expected rate if we encounter major
demographic surprises.

Even as Harvard's authority on biodiversity E.O. Wilson states, "Finally, there are
favorable demographic signswhere the rate of population increase is declining on all
continents," this may only signify a respite from a potentially seismic demographic
shift if longer life, throughgeneticengineering, materializes. Therefore, it is time for
demographers to anticipate surprises indemographic trends and,similarto global
wanning, undertake minimum, moderate, and maximum life extension scenarios.
However, even undera minimum scenario, where average life spansin developed
countriesmay be extended to 90 years, a 20 percent increase over current
expectancies, the implications from anthropogenic environmental impactswill likely
provechallenging. This challengewill be amplified as less developed countries
progress rapidly andgain accessto advancedmedicaltechnology. Under a moderate
ormaximumlife extension scenario, population expansion will proceed on a
radically different trajectory. As a result, environmental impacts from expanding
populations will be more formidable and may lack terrestrial solutions.

Peter Leigh National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

Office of Habitat Conservation

1315 East-West Highway
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Ph: (301) 713-0174 Ext. 113
Fax:(301)713-0184
Peter.Leigh@N0AA.GOV
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Analysisof Potential Coastal Recreation Conflicts in the Charleston

Harbor Watershed

Ross Nelson

University of Charleston and South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium

The recent increase in coastal population and tourism has created unique problems
for planners and managers in many coastal areas. The increasing number of people
utilizing coastal waters for recreational purposes has created conflicts among the
different types of recreationalusers in these areas.These recreational uses include
sailing, pleasure boating, fishing, shrimping, water-skiing, jet skiing, and parasailing.
In the Charleston Harbor watershed, there are many miles of creeks, rivers, inlets,
and offshore areas available for different recreational purposes. This study was
undertaken to determine the extent to which local and state agencies have planned
for coastal recreationalconflicts, to identify potential conflicts within the area,and to
recommend strategies that may alleviate existing and potential problems.

First, state laws were examined to determine the extent to which the state
ameliorates coastal recreationalconflicts. Next, a survey of agencies involved in the
management of recreational facilities in the Charleston region was conducted. This
survey identified the extent to which these agencies have recognized the potential for
recreationalconflicts within their respective jurisdiction. This survey also
highlighted issues which need to be addressedto prevent future recreational
conflicts. Additionally, a GIS component was used to identify the different types of
activities are undertaken within the region, the location in which these activities are
taking place, and the potential for conflict in these areas.

A preliminary analysisof the legislative review, survey, andGIS database indicates
that the Charleston regionhasbeen involved in recreational planning. However,
recreational planning in this regioninvolves implementation of methods to increase
access to areas for recreational purposes,which may actually increasethe potential
for conflict within the region. Additionally, the S.C. Genera) Assembly has passed
relatively few laws aimed at reducingthe potential for conflicts. Most of these laws
have been aimed at limiting the risk of injury to individuals participating in different
recreational endeavors. The spatialanalysis of the region has also identified areas
that are particularly vulnerable to conflicting

In order to reduce the likelihood of recreational conflicts, future efforts in the
Charleston area should review and recommend strategies aimed at reducing
conflicting uses. Alternativemethodsdesignedto alleviatethe potential for
conflicting recreational uses of the coastal zone have been proposed in this study.

Ross Nelson University of Charleston and South Carolina Sea Grant
Consortium

287 Meeting Street, Charleston, SC 29401
Phone:(803)727-2078
Fax:(803)727-2080
email: neIsongr@musc.edu
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Providing Outdoor, Water-Related Recreational Opportunities in
theCharleston Harbor Project Area

M. Grant Cunningham, Clemson University

Introduction

The Charleston Harbor Project (CHP) is a comprehensive resource management-
planning project for the greater Charleston Harbor watershed. Its objective is to
provide local leaders with information required to manage rapid growth and to
sustain the rich economic, cultural, and natural resources of the watershed area.
The CHP is funded through the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control/Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management
(SCDHEC/OCRM) by a grant from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration /Office of Coastal Resource Management (NOAA/OCRM).

In a workshop in September 1993, the Charleston Harbor Project (CHP)
established the following public utilization goals for the Charleston Harbor
estuarine system: 1) to document present levels of public utilization of the
Charleston Harbor estuary and its resources; 2) to enhance cultural, recreational,
economic and public use of the estuary; and 3) to increase public awareness and
involvement in management of the Charleston Harbor system.

Historically and presently, the region's economic and social sustainability revolves
around its water resources. Water is the region's dominant natural feature, and
unquestionably, it is its most important resource. The counties that comprise the
watershed area - Berkeley, Charleston and Dorchester - continue to grow at rapid
pace, estimated to increase from 506,875 in 1990 to 619,500 by the year 2015 (a
22% increase). Consequendy, the accessibility of outdoor, water-related
recreational opportunities is likely to diminish considerably for area residents and
tourists, particularly if no steps are taken to address future inadequacies which are
created primarily by the gradual change from rural to suburban land ownership.

Inventories

The process to rectify possible imbalances and provide adequate access to public
waters requires long-range planning (Sargent, et al 1991). The following steps are
suggested for such long-range planning: I) conduct an inventory of public access;
2) develop public goals for access to public lands and waters with a survey; and 3)
develop a long-range plan to achieve public access in accordance with those goals
and with the financial resources of the community.

An inventory of the water resources of the region identified over 140 bodies of
water in the CHP area, with the majority located in Charleston County. The major
bodies of water within the study area were: Ashley River, Cooper River, Lake
Moultrie, Stono River, North Edisto River, Wando River, Charleston Harbor, and
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the Atlantic Ocean. Altogether, Charleston County had 92 bodies of water listed
in the database. Berkeley County had 40, and Dorchester, 12.

Further, an inventory of outdoor recreationamenities and activities involving
water resources in the region included194 listings. The inventorycontained
among other things: 50 boat ramps, 33 city parks, 23 golf courses, 18 marinas, 14
fishingcamps, 12 specialevents, six state parks, fivecounty parks, five
campgrounds, four house and gardensand two forestpreserves. Further analysis
indicates that 125 of the listings are located in Charleston County, 53 in Berkeley,
and 15 in Dorchester. Most of the listings are found along several major bodies of
water. Amenities and activities that are found along the Ashley River totaled 18,
and Lake Moultrie had 16. Fourteen were located on the Atlantic Ocean, eight on
the Cooper River, seven around Charleston Harbor, seven on Lake Marion, seven
on the Stono River, five on the Edisto River, four each on the Folly and Wando
Rivers, and three each on Bohicket Creek, Boone Hall Creek, Sanlee River, and
Tailrace Canal.

Twenty-four (24) governmental or quasi-governmentalentities provided
recreational services or maintained recreational facilities in the region; however,
less than halfprovided support for outdoor, water-related recreation. There were
117 listings in the inventory operated by a public entity, and 73 listings were
commercially operated. Three could not be determined. Regarding fees, 84
listings were fee-operated; 57 did not charge a fee, and 53 were not determinable.
Rental equipment was available at 49 listings. Although 26 provided overnight
accommodations, 103 did not, and the status of65 was unknown. Fishing was
permitted at 43 sites, while 83 did not permit fishing. Finally, 134 listings were
open year-round

Providers

For the most part, municipal or county government providespublicaccess to water-
relatedrecreational opportunities in the CHPregion. A surveyof area residents found
that a majority is currendy satisfied with the accessibilityof water-related recreation
opportunities in their area. However, the level of satisfactioncould erode rapidly,
particularly as the region's steady growth in populationeventually creates overstressed
recreational resources and facilities. Discontentamong user groups is likely to rise.
Therefore, it is important to address the potential conflicts as soon as possible.

Specifically.Berkeleyand Dorchestercountiesdo not sponsorcountywide recreation
programs, which has impeded the developmentof outdoor recreation in areas outside of
city-owned or state-held lands. Furthermore,the several small communities in the rural
areas of these counties cannot afford such development. Ideally, the provision of
outdoor, water-related recreationalopportunitiesshould be coordinated through a plan
developedby the variousprovidersin the region. This requiresthe input and assistance
of appropriate officials fromall localgovernments in the Charleston HarborArea.
Ultimately,the responsibility of developingsucha regionalrecreationplan falls upon
those local governments, coupledwithassistancefromthe State.
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Issues

Arguably, rapid populationgrowth - coupled with inappropriateland conversion
practices - poses the greatest threat to the water resources in the region.
Population growth exacerbates other problems, particularly pollution and access
for competing uses. Moreover, as rapid growth occurs, the demand among
competitive interests to use the region's water resources increases, but the supply is
limited. As always, a primary use is recreation; however, recreational usage does
not usually receive high consideration from planners and other governmental
officials, unless it involves economic development Thus, the opportunities for
recreational use of the water resources diminish, leading to crowding at existing
sites and conflict among user groups.

An equally important consideration about public access is finding the means to
fairly distribute recreational opportunities to all residents across various
socioeconomicgroups. There is a need to remove and prevent barriers to
opportunities and participation, particularly impediments createdby
socioeconomic differences.

Additionally, users of the resourcemust becomepartners in maintainingthe
resource and associated amenities to eliminate vandalism and other destructive

activities. More programming involving resource protection and conservation is
needed to educate recreational users and other parties about these issues. Lastly,
presentplanning efforts must seek a balancebetween the dynamicsofeconomic
and socialgrowth and the static requirements of the naturalenvironment. An
understandingof the assimilative capacityof the water system is necessary to
prevent potential devastating impacts. Otherwise, many uses may become less
productiveor less enjoyable as the resource is degraded beyond immediate repair.

Recommendations

The improvement in the quality of outdoor, recreational opportunities in the area
hingeson the involvement of residents and the providers, with providers leading
theeffort. Sound recreation development shouldbe viewedas a partof the
solution for successful management of the area's water resources. Important
considerations for improving outdoor, water-related recreational opportunities in
the region include: 1) finding the means to evenly distribute access and usage to all
residents within various socioeconomic groups (i.e., amenities and activities that
would facilitate public access and use, including fishing piers, picnicking areas,
open spaces, trails, and educational programming); 2) incorporating strategies of
preservation and conservation to achieve success in managing the highly-valued
water resources; and, 3) locating outdoor, water-related recreational opportunities
away from the Greater Charleston area to prevent both conflict between user
groups and the degradation or depletion of the resource supply.
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Specific policy recommendations include:

• Existing sites should bewellmaintained and ingood repair.
• Programs should be initiated tomaximize public access and anunderstanding of

the benefits derived fromthese limited publicresources.
• Recreational facilities and programs should educate the public to the benefits and

valuesof natural ecological systems.
• Acquisition programs should notputa highpriority on acquiring waterfront

properties.
• Recreational andeducational programs should be utilized to direct the public from

over-used facilities to under-used sites.

• Public/private partnerships shouldbe encouraged to help generate the revenues
neededto acquire, developandoperate neededrecreation-oriented facilities and
programs.

• Promote landuse policies andcomprehensive planning efforts thatencourage
developmentpatterns wherepublic, water-based recreation areas areestablished.

" Encourage impact feeson future developments, anduse the fundsto acquire areas
for public recreation.

• Coordinate the provision ofoutdoor, water-related recreational opportunities
througha plandevelopedby the variousproviders in the region,allowing input
from appropriate officialsofall localgovernmentsin the Charleston Harbor Area.

* Encouragecertainactivities in particular areasbased on best uses of the water
body, such as its value for fishing,canoeing,waterskiing, etc.

• Implementrecreational andeducational programs to decrease the potential for
conflicts thatmight occurata facilitywhere incompatibleuses are presently
permitted.

• Distiibute water-related recreational opportunities fairlyamong all user groups.
• Analyze existing regulations (on landuse, marinas,point source discharge,etc.)

to ensure that recreational use does not add to pollutionand habitatdegradation
problems.

M. GrantCunningham Clemson University
Departmentof Planningand Landscape Architecture
131 Lee Hall

Clemson, SC 29634-0511
Ph: (864)656-1587
FAX: (864)656-7519
cunninm@cIemson.edu
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ABSTRACT

Maine Coastal Island Management: Public Access and Recreation

Eric Denny
University of Rhode Island, Department of Marine Affairs

This report investigates historical and current management of the undeveloped
Maine islands by thethree largest resource management sectors with coastal
island responsibilities; federal government, state government and non-profit
conservation organizations. Thereport is based on thefindings of the 1997
Maine IslandManagement Survey. This survey investigated trendsin the
management of undeveloped islands inan attempt todiscern the extent of
currentrecreational resource management. Particular emphasis was placedon
determining levels of public access, natural resource andvisitor monitoring, and
theamount andavailability of public information/education on the island
resources and management strategies.

The physical scope of the undeveloped island resource inMaine has limited the
extent to which island resource management issueshave been investigated.
There are nearly 4,600 islands, islets andledges overoneacre in sizespread out
overa coastline4,568 miles long. Untilrecently, theexternal forces of a
developing society which threaten topermanently alter the Maine island
resources were considered to be diluted across the expansive geographic scope
of thecoast. However, key indicators show thatboth privatization and
development of the islands aswell as increasing recreational use threaten the
natural carryingcapacities of thesefragile island resources.

Amajor hindrance tosustainable resource management of the Maine islands is
that undeveloped island management asa whole can becharacterized as
proprietary and jurisdictional. Close to 1,500 undeveloped islands were included
in theMaine Island Management Survey region. Nearly halfof the
undeveloped islands are owned privately while the remainder are owned infee
ormanaged through conservation easement ormanagement agreement bystate
and federal agencies and nonprofit organizations. These public agencies and
nonprofit organizations have been limited inhow they manage their island
holdings bythesizeof their budget and thescope of their mission. Management
goals vary greatly between organizations and private individuals, and at times
they conflict with each another.

The findings of this report indicate several trends regarding undeveloped island
management on the Maine coast. Across all three sectors, levels ofpublic
information identifying management goals anduser guidelines areextremely
low. Most island managers have attempted tomitigate increasing levels of
recreational use by limiting information onpublic access opportunities. Only
7%of the islands managed to protect seabird nesting have signage on island
indicating public access closure periods and other user restrictions. Of islands
managed primarily forconservation purposes, 30% have regular natural
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resourceand visitor monitoringand less than20% have public information
associated with them. Islands managed primarily for recreational use have the
highest amount of regular monitoring(80%) and public information(55%)
compared with islands managed primarily forotheruses, yet they compriseonly
5% of the total number of islandsin the survey region.

The report discusses several recommendations to insure the sustainable
managementof Maine's undeveloped islands. First, a higher priorityneeds to
be placed on identifying recreationuse trends on the islands. This can be
facilitated by increasing the levels of information sharing among island
managers through the utilization of Internet based information transfer
technology. Second, the economic effects of coastal island recreation need to
be determined. Finally, levels of public information and education need to be
increased acrossall managementcategories in orderto complement the natural
resource management strategies.

Eric Denny Graduate Student
University of Rhode Island
Department of Marine Affairs
Kingston, RI02881
Phone:(401)294-4167
eden7834@uriacc.uri.edu
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ABSTRACT

The role of reference wetlands in managing state and federal

wetlands.

James E. Perry
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

In order to meet the "no net loss" wetland philosophy adopted by the
Commonwealth of Virginia, state managers and regulators are relying on
creation and/or restoration to compensate for the losses. The created and/or
restoredsystems must replace, to the highest degree possible, the structure,
functions, and values of a natural system.

Therefore, managersand regulators arealso being asked to assurethe public that
the creation efforts are effective. To do so, most managers and regulators are
turning to monitoring ofenvironmental parametersof a created and/or restored
site with the intention of generating data from the constructedwetland for
comparisonwith a similarwetland site. Emphasis is currentlybeing placeon
developing "reference wetlands" that represent regional and local conditions.

The purpose of this work was to:

1) establish a regional suite of forested hardwood reference domain sites, both created
and natural, that represent a rangeofconditions found in eastern Virginia;

2) investigate, through field verification, the use of multi-spectralanalysis. GPS, and GIS
as a an integratedmanagementtool in monitoring wetland reference sites; and

3) develop a trainingcurriculum for the use of referencewetlands to help in the design
and monitoring ofcreated wetlands.

A chronosequence of twenty-seven bottomland hardwood (BLH) forested
wetlands (one to >20 yearsof age),and six BLH createdwetlands in
southeastern Virginia were evaluated for vegetation, soil, and hydrologic
variables. Canonical correlation analysis indicated that secondary succession
patterns within the naturalsites were controlledby the presence of coppice
sprouting, a natural process that relies on the presence of stumps with mature
roots, which are missing from BLH created system. Other vegetation parameters
such as sapling stem density and species diversity, as well as soil organic matter,
pH, and certain nutrient parameters were stable throughout maturation of the
natural systems, thus providing an index for comparison.

James E Perry Virginia Institute of Marine Science
College of William & Mary
P.O. Box 1346

Gloucester Point, VA 23062
804/684-7388

Fax: 804/684-7179

jperry@vims.edu
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ABSTRACT ONLY

The effectsofcommon reed (Phragmites austraus) invasion on
nutrient flux, sedimentation, and plant species diversity in a tidal

freshwater marsh.

M.L Campana,. and J.E. Perry III
Coastal Ecosystems and Remote Sensing Program,Virginia Instituteof Marine

Science

Nutrient flux, sedimentation rates, plantstructure and plantspecies diversity
within common reed (Phragmites auslralis [Cav.]Trin. ex Steud.) communities
and big cordgrass (Spartina cynosuroides [L.] Roth) communities were
compared to investigate the effect of common reed invasion on tidal freshwater
marsh processes at the CBNERRVA site Sweet Hall Marsh. Nutrient flux
(NH4+,N02-, N03-, P04-3) was measured during3 periodsduring the year
using a benthic chamber method. Annual sedimentation rates were measured
using depth of peak 137Csdeposition. Importance values and Shannon species
diversity were calculated using ground cover, stem density, and frequency
measurements.

Preliminaryresults suggest that there is a small change in sedimentation rates
and species diversity favoringcommon reed communities. Big cordgrass
communities show greater groundcover but similar subdominant species and
overall species richness to common reed communities. These results indicate
that common reed invasion may have limited impact on ecosystem processes in
Sweet Hall Marsh.

M. L. Campana Virginia Institute of Marine Science
College ofWilliam & Mary
P.O. Box 1346

Gloucester Point, VA 23062
804 684/7674

Fax: 804/684-7179

Mlcamp@vims.edu
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iNJECTrNG SCIENCE INTO ANECONOMIC VALUATION OFRESTORATION IN
the Peconic Estuary, NY

Heidi Schuttenberg and Deborah French

Abstract

Economic valuation of natural resources is animportant tool in coastal policy
for assessing damages tonatural resources and communicating costs and
benefitsassociated with environmental management. The economic, scientific,
and political framework in which this valuation takes place isexamined inboth
aconceptual and practical analysis. Current valuation techniques are reviewed.
A biologically based valuation of habitats inthe Peconic Estuary, NY is
presented.

Introduction

Economic valuation of natural resources is animportant tool in coastal policy. It
is useful for the assessment of damages to natural resources and forthe
communication of costs and benefits associated with environmental
management. Legislative mandates, which guide both Natural Resource
Damage Assessment (NRDA) and environmental policy intheUnited States,
include discussions and requirements for economic valuation of resources. A
weakness of economic valuation has been dissatisfaction with available
valuation techniques, especially for resources not effectively represented by
market prices. Ecological services are one such "commodity" which may be
inadequately valued bycurrent techniques. Typically, natural resources have
been economically valued byquantifying the public's perceptions of the services
they provide. However, public perceptions of economic values donot
necessarily reflect scientific understanding of these values (Goodman et al.f
1997). Only recently have economists and ecologists actively collaborated to
understand how theproductivity of coastal environments relates to their ultimate
value to people.

Efforts are being made tobetter incorporate biological realities into economic
valuations. Some of the mostpublicized efforts focus on assigning market
energy prices onto calculated ecosystem energy production (Odum and
Hombeck, 1997; Costanza and Farber, 1995 asdiscussed in Lipton et al. 1995).
While thismethod links ecology and economics, it is notwidely accepted that
wetlands and other energy sources share asimilarity of usefulness, implicit in
the direct translation of worth. A wetland has values beyond its ability to
produce energy. Other studies have estimated the marginal market values of
species dependent on wetlands inorder tovalue the wetland (Bell and Lynne,
1997).

Anapproach originally developed for NRDA was used toeconomically value
marginal biological changes inthe Peconic Estuary. The Peconic Estuary has
seen dramatic declines in fish and shellfish landings, declines in seagrass beds,
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and increases in brown tides. These indicators have launched concern that
restoration should beundertaken, but at what cost? How much public
expenditure should bespent onrestoring saltmarsh and eelgrass beds? The
biological model from theNatural Resource Damage Assessment Model for
Coastal and Marine Environments (NRDAM/CME) system isbeing used to
quantify the benefits of eelgrass versus open-bottom ecosystems and saltmarsh
versusunvegetated-shore ecosystems. Biological inputdata has been collected
through a search of scientific literature. Results are under review and will be
presented at the conference.

The Context of Economic Valuation of Natural Resources

The incorporation of economic valuation into U.S. legislation has validated the
discipline's usefulness and directed it's development. Natural resource
valuation is incorporated into U.S. legislation from two perspectives: valuation
of resources for damage assessment and valuation ofopportunity costs for
environmental management decisions. The Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Actof 1980(CERCLA) and The Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA) address the use of economic valuation to collect
damages from spills ofoil orhazardous substances. Lipton et al. (1995) explain,
"UnderCERCLA andOPA,in theeventof a spillof oilor otherhazardous
substances, the public must becompensated for natural resource injuries inorder
to make them as well offasthey would have been without the spill." This
legislation and accompanying regulations address types of values—market
related, non-market use values, and nonuse values—as well as methods for
measuring damages, including travel costs, hedonic valuation, and contingent
valuation. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and The Magnuson
Fishery Conservationand Management Act of 1976both address benefit-cost
analysis as a component of environmental management decisions. Benefit-cost
analysis is required under theregulatory impact review component ofThe
Magnuson Fishery plan. Benefit-cost isdiscussed but not required under NEPA
(Lipton, et al., 1995).

Economic valuation techniques have been developed to respond to thedemands
of this legislation. The techniques outlinedin NOAA's"EconomicValuationof
Natural Resources—A Handbook forCoastal Resource Policymakers" are
summarized in Table 1.

Theconcept of economic valuation ofnatural resources seems to intuitively
suggest that theecological value of theresources is included in theaccounting.
Yet, noneof the techniques inTable 1directly include anecological component.
Instead ecological valuesarederivedindirectly through considerations of
"Producer Surplus." There is not a direct linkage,within a structured
framework, between economic values and a scientific assessment of their
underlying ecological source. Theecological value is expected to be inferred
through the public's perception of its usefulness. Goodman et al. investigated
the similarity between public and scientific valuations of resources and found,
"public preferencesfor, and perceptionsof changes in coastal conservation
qualities are multi-dimensional, and not fully consistentwith scientific
assessment of these qualities." Clearly if the "natural" value of natural
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resources is to be adequately represented in economic valuations, a more
integrated link must be developed between science and economics. Innovative
efforts have been made with this goal in mind.

Table 1. Summary of common techniquesused to valuemarketand non-marketuse values
abbreviated from Economic Valuation of Natural Resources—A Handbook for Coastal Resource

Policymakers (Lipton et al.. 1995)
Valuation Technique 1 Description

Market-Related Values

Measuring ProducerSurplus without
Estimating Supply

Environmental welfare is inferred from changes in
producer surplus,which areassessedthroughcareful
measurementof opportunity costs using market price
and quantity data.

Measuring ProducerSurplus by
Estimating Supply

The producer supply curve is estimated through
econometric techniques and analyzed over time to
isolate the effect of environmental welfare.

EmpiricalTechniques for Measuring
Consumer Surplus

The consumer demand curve is estimated through
econometric techniques and analyzed over time to
isolate the effect ofenvironmental welfare.

Indirect Measurement ofNon-Market Values
Travel Cost Model Consumer demand is derived from a study of how

many trips aremade to a site and at what cost (time
and expense).

Random Utility Models Consumer demand is derived from a study of which
site (among a set of alternatives)recreationistschoose
to visit and at what cost (time and expense).

Hedonic Techniques Consumer demand is derived from comparison of
propertyvaluesto isolatethe effect ofenvironmental
welfare.

Direct Measurement ofNon-Market Values
Contingent Valuation Consumer demand is derived by directly surveying

individuals for the value or relative value of

environmental welfare.

Efforts at Integrating Science into Economic Valuations

As discussed above, most efforts at economically valuing natural resources, such
as wetlands are, are rooted in public perception of ecological values. Several
literature reviews are available of these types of studies. Interested readers are
directed to Odum and Hombeck (1997) and Bell and Lynn (1997). Here we will
briefly discuss two contrasting methods which attempt to integrate biology with
economics: energy-based valuation and the marginal productivity model.

Energy-based theory of valuation

With the energy-based theory of valuation, Odum (1997) suggests that
dollar/energy units, called EMERGY, and not economic dollars, is an
appropriate unit for comparisonof economicand ecological values. He
explains:

"Since money is not paid to nature for its work processes, its contribution is
not measure by payments of money. When environmental resources are
abundant, they contribute most to wealth and a high standardof living, but
this is when they are valued least by costs, prices, and market values. When
resources (such as fisheries) become scarce, their costs and prices go up, so
that as much of the real wealth of the economy is going into obtaining them as
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is yielded to the economy from nature. This is when the contribution to real
wealth is least but the economic values are highest Thus, market values and
real wealth measured by EMERGY are inverse. It is incorrect to use market
value to measure the contribution to wealth of environmental resources or the
impacts on environment.''

ENERGY is calculated by measuring the amountof kilocalories used to
generate the GNP anddividingto get anaverage dollar value perenergyunit.
The energy producedby anecosystem through primary production can then be
determined and multiplied by this conversion to achieve an EMERGY value
useful to naturalresourcemanagementdecisions.

Bell and Lynne (1997) criticized Odum's approach as being ecologically based
to the exclusion of human values. They argued that the human-assigned market
valueofa commodityis notnecessarily related to its energy composition. They
further criticizeEMERGY: "it appears to fail to recognize the systematic
relation between consumer demand and energy use in that a relative rise in
energy prices (not GNP) will shift consumerdemandto less energy-using goods
and services. Ignoring consumerdemandis tantamount to ignoringthe human
element in valuation."

Costanzaand Farber variedOdum's approach by again calculating an
ecosystem's Net Primary Production (NPP), but then translating the kilocalorie
value into equivalentenergy units in coaland using market prices forcoal to
estimate the worth of Louisiana wetland and marine habitats (Costanza and
Farber, 1995in Lipton et al., 1995). While this method links ecology and
economics, it is not widely acceptedthatwetlandsandotherenergy sources
share a similarity of usefulness, implicit in the direct translationof worth. A
wetland has values beyond its ability to produce energy.

An additional problemto the Odum approach is that it only considersquantity,
and not quality. A rarer resourcemay be of higherquality (ecologically) or may
be of more ecologicalvalue becauseof its rareness. Also, forexample, a stateof
eutrophication is consideredof lowerecological value, while quantity of
productionis high (at least forsome partsof the system, particularly for plant
production).

The Marginal Productivity Value

Bell and Lynne valued saltmarsh on the West Coast of Florida. To do this they
used an econometric model to estimate the marginal productivity of saltmarsh.
This method combined a biologicalassessmentof wetland-dependent fisheries
with an economic assessment of the marginal value of these species to the
fishery. This method assumes that a specific species will naturally increase in a
logistic manner to a maximum carrying capacity and will then decline. This
natural carrying capacity is then scaled to reflect changes in saltmarsh acreage
and changes in human fishing effort (both capital and labor). Economic
valuation of the stock (fish species) representing the value of the providing
natural resource (saltmarsh) is derived from the aspect of the market value
which measures fish (and therefore marsh) value. The resource value (marginal
value) is calculated by subtracting from the market value, the worth of the
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capital and laborinvested intofishing, sincethose resources couldbe directed
toward other activities if the fisherycrashed. By summing the marginal values
for all the fishery speciesdependent on saltmarsh, Bell and Lynnequantified the
value for the West Coast of Florida.

Bell and Lynne's integration of ecologyand economics is useful in its ability to
quantify ecosystem values fora largeareaandreport a net worth. It is less
useful as a tool to guide decision-makers through the small, incremental
changes, which are the building blocks of ecosystem change, and restoration in
particular (T. Grigalunas, pers. comm.). Furthermore, Belland Lynne's
approach requires substantial datathatwill not typically be available. In order
to address small incrementalchanges, a study is required that focuses on
marginalbiological valuesas opposed to marginal economic values.

Economic Valuation of Marginal Ecological Gains

This technique directly assesses theecological services provided by habitats.
Plantproduction (primary production) byecosystem is estimated. This plant
production is translated by the food andhabitat services it supports into
equivalent highertropic levelproduction (fishand shellfish). Economic values
for fish, shellfish, hunting and wildlife viewingare then assigned taking into
consideration the lag time between restoration and full ecosystemfunction,as
well as the discounting values for future benefits.

Previous Model Development for Natural Resource Damage Assessment

The methodology of this valuation technique is transferred from a modelcalled
the Natural Resource Damage AssessmentModel for Coastal and Marine
Environments (NRDAM/CME). AppliedScienceAssociates, in collaboration
with several economists, developed NRDAM/CME under contract to the U.S.
Department of the Interior for useinCERCLA regulations (Grigalunas et al.,
1988;French et al., 1996). The model's valuationapproach reflects the goals of
itsmotivating legislation, which includes specific reference to the valuation of
ecological services, by quantifying restoration costsand interim losses to
society. The validityof this type of biologically based valuationis demonstrated
by its inclusion in CERCLA regulations anditsability to withstand challenge in
court

EcologicalValues of Peconic Estuary Habitats

The Peconic Estuary System (PES) includes the waters between the two forks
extending eastward from the east end of Long Island. In recent years,
considerable research has been undertaken, to determine the ecological status of
the PES and the potential benefitsof restorationefforts.

Saltmarsh, eelgrassbeds, and intertidal mudflatsare recognized as highly
productive and valuable habitats in temperate estuarinesystems. Saltmarshand
eelgrassbeds provide food and habitat for at least part of the life cycle of many
fish and invertebrate species for which there are recognized human values (i.e.,
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commercial and recreational fishing). Many birds and other wildlife are
dependenton these habitats for food andotherecological services.

Because of these important services, there is considerable concern over the
decline in areal extent and productivityof these habitats. Decline in water
quality and other factors have jeopardized these habitats in PES. Thus,
restoration projects might include creation of additional habitat (to replace losses
over recent years)or other projects to improve theirextent and functionality.

Our study was an evaluationof the presentecological and resulting human use
values for these PES habitats. The derivedvalues may be included in cost-
benefit analysesconsideringpossiblerestoration projects for the estuary. The
values evaluatedareonly those derived from biological gains of restoration
efforts which result in direct human uses (i.e., fishing and viewing). Other
services these habitats providearebeing considered by associated research (T.
Grigalunas, pers. comm.).

Two types of biological gains are considered: (1) the increase in food produced
by the habitat,which is utilized by higher trophic levels (such as fish and
shellfish)in the PES;and(2) the increase in production of highertrophiclevels
broughtaboutby the increased availability of habitat. Thus, two types of
biological limitation areconsidered: foodandhabitat availability.

The entire food web benefits from increasesin primary productionresulting
from created saltmarshor eelgrassbeds. Similarly, the net gain in lower trophic
level animal production is passedup the food web.

To estimate the amount of food producedby a habitat,primaryand benthic
macrofaunal (amphipods, worms, etc. in and on the sediments) productionrates
were estimated from the literature. The fraction of the additionalproduction,
gainedby restoration of the habitat, which is passedup the food web is then
estimated. This additional production is translated into fish or shellfish
production,and valued using fishery values (for PES landings). This result
assumes that the marginal changes from restoration have no effects on
fishermens' effort This assumption is reasonable for the scale of changes being
considered.

Lower trophic level productionis translated into equivalent upper trophic level
production, as follows. Plant biomass passes primarily through the detrital food
web via detritivores consuming the plant materialand attached microbial
communities. Ecological efficiency to detritivores is assumed 4% (based on a
literature review in Frenchet al., 1996). The next trophic level production is
calculated using an estimate of the ecological efficiency for trophic transfer
from the prey to the predator. Values for production of predator per unit
production of prey are taken from the ecological literature, as reviewed by
French et al. (1996). For fish or invertebrates preying on fish or invertebrates,
20% is a well-accepted generalnumber. Forbirds and mammals (which are
warm-blooded and so less efficient), the efficiency for fish or invertebrate prey
is 2%.
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Increases in habitat value arebasedon (1) the expected yield of fish or shellfish
dependent on thehabitat, and (2) the abundance of wildlife which utilize the
habitat. Fish and shellfish arevalued using fishery values, as priceat the dock.
Wildlife values include those for hunting and viewing uses determined by
contingent valuation studies of marginal use values (see French et al., 1996).

All gains are measured in present-day values, expressed asbiomass or 1994
dollars. Discounting at 3% per yearis included forbenefits gained in future
years. The rate of 3% is consistent with recent economic literature for the social
rate of time preference for long-term growth andwith the OPA NRDA
regulations (NOAA, January 1996, 15 CFR Part 990,439-510).

Created habitats, as part of restoration projects, will notbe fully functional
ecologically for some years after the project initiation. It is assumedthat the
habitat increases in functionality from 0% to approaching 100% according to a
sigmoid curve(using the"logistic" equation commonlyused in population
ecology, whereby a population approaches a carrying capacity asymptote).

Results show that the marginal value of saltmarsh restoration is primarilyvia
food production, whereas eelgrass bedsprovide morehabitat than food value.
Both these habitatsprovide many times more ecological services than open
bottom habitat.

Conclusion

Economic valuation of natural resources is being used for NRDA and
environmental management decisions. It is included in major U.S. legislation,
which guides these activities. With this inclusion, economic valuation hasbeen
validated as a legitimate tool in coastal environmental management. Yet this
tool is being used withoutanadequate incorporation of the ecological values
which areassignedeconomic quantification. Economic tools largely incorporate
ecological values indirectly. There is a need to directly integrate these values
within a structured framework, which scales economic values consistently with
an ecological assessment.

Our study provides abiological assessment by which economic values can be
scaled to reflect ecological realities. It also incorporates human preferences and
values through the use of market and non-market use values. Using ecological
production to derive estimates of resource value allows for comparative analyses
within and between habitats. At this level, small changes can be considered. At
the scale of small changes, net or marginal values need not be separated out
from resource values, as was done by Bell and Lynne. This is because the
changes in fishing effort wouldbe negligible aftersmall changes brought about
by habitat restoration efforts.

Ourstudy provides a framework for further analysis. The estimate of benefits
canbe expanded to give a richer array of the many valuesthatecological
resources directly provide to the public. Other biological servicescould be
addressed. Human values, such as amenity and non-use, can be used to give a
more complete picture from a management perspective. Dr.Grigalunas and co-
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workers are performingeconomic value analyses for the Peconic estuary
habitats.
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Abstract

Small Mammal Habitat use ofTwo Natural and Two Created

Wetlands in Southeastern Virginia: Management Implications.

Muller, A.M. J.E. Perry and C.H. Hershner.

In an age of heightened environmental awareness and concern, society, and
therefore government, is beginning to show an interest in the protection of
natural systems. One system whose values have recently come to the forefront
is the non-tidal forested wetlands. Even though forested wetlands provide
indispensable functions they are still being converted or destroyed at an
alarmingrate. Increasedprotection for non-tidal wetlands has resulted from the
"no net loss" philosophy and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, which require
compensation for necessary wetland destruction. Wetlands are being
constructed to provide this compensation. The goal of this study was to
establish a method for assessing the success of two created wetland systems
using small mammal abundance and diversity as indicators. A mark-recapture
study was conducted from June 1995to May 1996; small mammal species were
trapped using Fitch live trapsand were markedusing fingerling ear tags.

ProgramCAPTURE was used to estimate small mammal abundance, the
Shannon diversity index was used to calculate species diversity, and the two-
way ANOVA, the Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks, and the
Ellenberg similarity index were used to determine significant differences
between the created and natural sites. Habitat suitability models were created
and compared to the observations made for each site. Water depth, vegetation
percentcover, and vegetation species information was collected for each trap
location on all of the sites. The results of this project show that the created sites
are moderately successful at providing habitat for small mammal use.

This projectalso suggests that the success of the wetlands as habitat for small
mammal species was determined not by the created or natural statusof the
wetland but by the level of habitat diversity present at the sites. Each small
mammal species has specific habitat requirements; the greater the habitat
diversity on a site, the greaterthe species diversity on that site. Hydrology and
site elevations appearto play crucial roles in determining the ability of a given
species to survive at a given site. In orderto obtain a true assessment of a
wetland system it is important to look at several or all of the parameters
involved in the community structure.

James E Perry Virginia Institute of Marine Science
College of William & Mary
P.O. Box 1346

Gloucester Point, VA 23062
804/684-7388

Fax: 804/684-7179

jperry@vims.edu
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ABSTRACT

Water Quality Functions of Riparian Vegetative Buffer Systems in
Coastal Watersheds: Nonpoint Source Nutrient Reduction

William G. Reay
Chesapeake Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve in Virginia

Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Riparian vegetative buffer systems are important regulatorsof energy and
material transfer from terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems. The degree of
regulation is dependent upon several interacting factors which include:
watershed hydrogeomorphic characteristics, buffer dimensions and position
within the landscape, riparian vegetation and soil characteristics, and climate.
In terms of water quality functions, riparianvegetative buffer systems have been
shown to influence hydrologic interactions between terrestrial and aquatic
environments, control a streams physical environment (temperature and light),
provide carbon sources and debris to maintain biological diversity, stabilize
creekbanks and reduce instream erosion, and reduce delivery of dissolved and
sediment-borne pollutants.

Due to their influences on the physical and chemical environment of adjacent
surface water resources, the management of riparian vegetation buffer systems
to control nonpoint source pollution, in particularnitrogen and phosphorus, has
received increased attention. Water is the dominant transport medium for
nonpoint source pollutants, and therefore pollutant delivery loads to a stream are
a function of contaminant concentrations and water flow rates. Retention or

removal of nutrients within a riparian vegetative buffer system can occur
through plant uptake, biologicaland chemical immobilization within the soil
matrix, retention of incoming sediments, and the microbial mediated process of
denitrification. In addition to effects on incoming contaminant concentrations,
riparian vegetation buffer systems can also have an important influence on water
movement. Catchment hydrology can be significantly influenced both in terms
of water yield (surface and subsurface sources)and flow dynamics. In order to
properly utilize and manage riparian vegetation buffer systems, both hydrologic
and pollution retention/reduction processesmust be understood and addressed in
the development of nonpoint source pollutioncontrol strategies.

William Reay Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Chesapeake Bay National Estuarine Research

Reserve in Virginia
P.O. Box 1346

Greate Road

Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062
Phone:(804)684-7119
Fax:(804)684-7120
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Applications of GLOBE data for Coastal Research

R Boger, C Michalopoulos and S D Butler
The GLOBE Program

Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) is an
international environmental science and education program aimed at K-12
students. Students from schools Throughout the world conduct measurements of
their local environment in four main research areas: Atmosphere/Climate,
Hydrology, Soil, and Land Cover/Biology. Each area is led by one or more
principal investigators who utilize the data in their research. The data are made
publicly available through GLOBE's Web Site.

There are several steps for quality assurance and quality control of the GLOBE
data. All measurements are conducted following specified scientific protocols
and utilizing instruments that meet predetermined specifications. All teachers
are trained in these protocols. At present, over 4000 schools from over 60
countries have joined the program. These numbers are growing steadily as more
teachers are trained in GLOBE measurement protocols. Many schools are
located in coastal areas. Since students around the world are collecting data
using the same methods and equipment, the data can be integrated. This is
resulting in a global data base with potentially high spatial and temporal
resolution. High spatial resolution is most easily achieved in areas with high
population density and this is particularly true in coastal areas.

High-resolution, in-situ environmental measurements are needed in many areas
of scientific research to better understand environmental processes and how
these processes may be changing, either naturally or because ofhuman impact.
Examples of the application ofGLOBEs data to environmental research in
coastal areas is presented.

Rebecca Boger The GLOBE Program
744 Jackson Place,
Washington, DC 20503
202/395-7600

rboger@globe.gov
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The Kachemak Bay Ecological Characterization: An Interactive

Coastal Management and Research Tool

Bridget Callahan and Glenn Seaman

Abstract

Kachemak Bay is long, relatively shallow fjord in Southcentral Alaska that
boasts diverse and scenic habitats, multiple recreation opportunities, and healthy
fish and wildlife populations. Recognizing its naturalresource values, the state
legislature designated much of the Bay as State Critical Habitat Area, and
adjacent uplands as a State Park and Wilderness Area. The protected area will
soon receive national recognition as well when it becomes part of the National
Estuarine Research Reserve System.

Kachemak Bay is one of the most intensively used estuaries in Southcentral
Alaska and as such is at risk from human impacts. Natural and anthropogenic
changes in the ecosystem pose significantchallenges for researchers and
managers, and the many usersthat enjoy and depend on the area for their
economic livelihood. Also hindering management is the dispersed nature of
existing information on the bay. Synthesizing this information would increase
understanding of critical management issues and help identify gaps in
knowledge. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game and NOAA's Coastal
Services Center will create such a synthesis. The product will be an integrated
ecosystem database and GIS (geographic information system) called the
Kachemak Bay Ecological Characterization.

The EcologicalCharacterization project will gather, synthesize, analyze, and
distributeecosystem information about KachemakBay. It will be published on
compact computer disc (CD-ROM), in an interactive format suitable for both
novice and technically sophisticated audiences. The CD-ROM will include
detailed descriptions of the ecosystem and current resource issues, an annotated
bibliography,research summaries, andGIS dataabout the region. The
Characterization will help: a) local usersof the bay, to understand and visualize
trends in the natural resources upon which theirlivelihoods andqualityof life
depend, b) coastal resource managers, to increase their knowledge base for
sound decision-making, and c) researchers, to access information and direct
research efforts.

Introduction to Ecological Characterizations

An ecological characterization is a tool to understand, portray, andcommunicate
information about all elements of the ecosystem. This new tool is not well
defined. For purposes of this paper, the term ecological characterization refers
to a synthesis about the physical, biological, and human ecosystem elements
produced in adigital interactive format. This tool is tailored to meetresearch,
management, and educational needs.
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This paper describes ongoing efforts to create the Kachemak Bay Ecological
Characterization (hereafter referred to as the "Characterization), which will
gather, synthesize, and analyze biological, physical, and human use information
about Kachemak Bay, Alaska. The Characterization will summarize site-
specific information and data for use by managers, researchers, educators, and
the general public. The results will be published on compact disc (CD) and the
Internet by the end of 1999.

The Kachemak Bay Watershed

Kachemak Bay is approximately 39 miles long and 24 miles across at the
mouth. Its habitats include extensive tidal flats, coastal forests, tundra, alpine
lakes, bogs, and meadows, and both clear and glacial rivers. Views range from
rugged glaciated mountains and eroding sandstone cliffs to snow-capped
volcanoes opposite one of the world's longest natural sand spits. Scenery and
recreational opportunities attract over 100,000 tourists annually, and the area is
often considered the "playground" of Southcentral Alaska (ADF&G and NOAA
1998, Alaska Department of Natural Resources 1995). Growing summer
tourism and residential populations have made Kachemak Bay one of the most
intensively used ecosystems in Alaska. The region's economy is closely tied to
its fishing, scenery, and other natural resources.

Maintaining the bay's pristine qualities has long been a goal of resource
management efforts. For example, because of its "extraordinary abundance and
diversity of marine life," Kachemak Bay has been closed to oil and gas
exploration since 1976 (AS 38.05.184). It has also received special recognition
through: 1) legislative establishment of state Critical Habitat Areas, the Kenai
National Wildlife Refuge, and Kachemak Bay State Park; 2) dedication as a
Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network Site; and 3) World Bank
classification as one of the world's 150 Marine Protected Areas meriting
additional protection. The bay is currently in the designation process to become
part of the National Estuarine Research Reserve System (Alaska Department of
Fish and Game 1997). Designation of the Kachemak Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve (KBNERR) is expected by October 1998.

Project Purpose

Diverse and increasing human uses of Kachemak Bay generate conflicts,
challenging coastal resource managers. For guidance, managers currently seek
widely disparate types of information on the bay. While numerous agency and
university researchers have collected data, no one has synthesized these studies
to increase understanding of critical management issues and identify gaps in
current knowledge. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) began
the Ecological Characterization project to address this problem with the help of
NOAA's Coastal Services Center. The project's goals are: to document the
baseline physical, biological, and human conditions in the ecosystem; to analyze
and identify trends in these components; and to provide this information to
resource managers and researchers. Additional goals include promoting and
assisting research and educational efforts in the bay.
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Approach

Characterizations have beenemployed since the 1970's to describeecosystems,
and recent prototypes have demonstrated valuableecosystemmanagement
applications (SCDNR, CSC, NGDC 1996). An interdisciplinary panelon
ecological characterizations recommended that future projects usea digital
format to allow easier user interaction, updates,and distribution. Furthermore,
theirdevelopment processshouldinvolvethe usercommunity, and begin with
an assessment of user's needs (Kineman and Parks 1996).

We assessed user needs by interviewingover forty managers, researchers, and
educators who work in the watershed. Our goals were to determine who would
use the Characterization, their needs for basic information and for information
management, and how to satisfy those needs. The interviewparticipants
represented over twenty local, state, federal, and private organizations that focus
on: research and monitoring; fish, wildlife, and public land management;
contingency planning for oil spills; environmentaleducation; conservation; land
use planning; and using GIS as a tool for all of the above. We asked them about
the value of specific tools such as GIS, searchablebibliographies,and any
synthesis of information about the ecosystem. We requested details concerning
GIS (e.g., their needs, uses, and capabilities) becausewe envisioned developing
this tool for the bay's watershed. Participantsalso explained their interests in
applying GIS to analyze managementproblems and evaluate options, as well as
research and monitoring applications.

We reviewed digital products that incorporate comparable tools to present
information. Informational CD's about Otter Island, South Carolina (SCDNR,
CSC, NGDC 1996), the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Area (ADNR 1997), and
Glacier Bay, Alaska (USGS BRD, Interrain Pacific, NBII 1997) illustrate the
formats, tools, organization, and GIS applications that we could use in our
Characterization.

We established an advisory framework to further guide the project, involve the
community, and draw upon local knowledge of the bay. This framework
includes user representatives, such as researchers, GIS technicians, biologists,
economists, planners, librarians, fishermen, park rangers, and educators.
Throughout the project, they will review drafts, provide details, and test the
CD's tools and user interface.

Ongoing Project Development

Our accomplishments to date include 1) identifying critical resource
management issues and 2) assessing the information and information
management needs of the audience. This needs assessment guided the project's
design.

Critical Resource Management Issues

One of our first tasks was to identify resource management issues affecting the
Kachemak Bay ecosystem, and the information needed for managers to address
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these issues. We reviewedthe published and gray literature on the region, the
KBNERR scoping meetings, and interviews to identify six primary and
interrelated issue topics shown on Table 1. The Characterizationwill present
the state of knowledge about each issue in an objective, informative manner
suitable for resource managers and area residents. The discussions will also
show how intimatelyeach issue and ecosystemcomponent is linked to the next.

Table 1. Primary natural resource issues in Kachemak Bay.
Ecosystem
Component

Primary Issues of Concern

Forests The health of the forests is declining because of a spruce bark beetle infestation,
bringingaccelerated timberharvesting, catastrophic fire risks,habitatchanges,
and water quality impacts.

Fisheries Over the past 10 to 15years,populationsof commercially importantcrab and
shrimp have declined severely, because of a combination of human and natural
factors. These and other significantchanges in Kachemak Bay and the northern
Gulfof Alaska havebeenobserved overthepastseveral decades, yet theyare
poorly understood.

Hydrology and
Water Quality

Uplandforestchangesand increased developmentin the bay arc altering the
hydrologyof the estuaryand affectingwaterquality. Oceanographicpatterns
and contaminants fromthe Gulfof Alaska and Cook Inlet also affect the bay in
unknown ways.

Climate Climatevariability and change in such formsas El Nino events, increasing
greenhouse gases, and ocean regime shifts have important but poorly understood
impacts on the water, forest, and fishery resources.

Human

Resource Uses
Increasedcompetitionbetweenmultipleresourceuser groups is straining the
ecosystem's resourcesand willaffect the socioeconomic system. Marine
transportation needsand the threatof hazardousspills raise concerns about the
bay's sensitive habitats and the compatibility of competing resource uses.

Habitat

Changes
Natural processes andanthropogenic factors aredriving rapidhabitat changes in
the uplandsand estuaries. The resultingloss of sensitivehabitats threatens the
rich fish and wildlife resources that support local communities.

Audience's Information and Information Management Needs

The interviewees confirmedwhat the participants in the KBNERRS designation
process had expressed: to better understand and address the issues above,
managers and researchers need new information and greater access to that which
already exists. Theirgreatest needis for site-specific dataon heavilyusedareas
of Kachemak Bay, such as baseline environmental conditions and detailed
resource use maps. These areas have undergone observable but undocumented
changes in recentyears. Such information would allow managersto incorporate
local use patterns in the planning and managementprocesses.

Most of the participants stated that detailed informationon Kachemak Bay was
difficult to access. At the present, the managers and researchers seek
information from a wide array of sources, leading to time-consuming phone
calls, and fruitless searches for site-specificdetails. Data and qualitative
informationare separately archived in managementagencies throughout the
state. The daunting task of searching for information and the lack of access
drives repeated requests for a centralized information source. A knowledge
base that identifies what is known and not known about the bay's ecosystem
could guide management recommendations and direct new research efforts. In
addition,a synthesis of relevant research activities would help biologists to
support their observations with readily accessible data and information.
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The individual tools proposed for the Characterization include a GIS, annotated
and searchable bibliography, interactive ecosystem description, and research
summaries. According to the interview participants, all these elements have
practical value for their current or future activities. The GIS, however, requires
more initial effort from the users to learn it. Approximately half of the
participants currently use GIS; half also responded that they have plans to
expand their GIS use and technical capabilities in the future. In so doing, the
primary barriers they face are a lack of funding and an insufficient
demonstration of the applications and benefits of GIS to justify the expense of
purchasing software, hardware, and training staff members.

The respondents stated that improved access to GIS data on Kachemak Bay
would improve their current management and research activities in many ways,
despite limited plans to develop their in-house capabilities. They
enthusiastically described applications for managing fisheries, planning land
use, analyzing habitat changes, measuring cumulative impacts of development
and logging, making permit decisions, monitoring water quality, and modeling
the effects of an oil tanker accident in Kachemak Bay. To develop these
applications, however, they would need training and data on habitat use and
type, land use, and other characteristics.

To determine which Characterization format would be most accessible to the

management and research community, we asked the respondents to comment on
the utility of other informational CDs that they have used. Those with such
experience had several suggestions for improvement. They recommended
providing training, technical support, and interpretationfor the user community.
They also wanted periodic CD updates and Internet access to current
information.

Regionally Tailored Project Design

Three linked componentswill meet the information needs identified in the
KBNERR scopingprocess and assessment: 1)a detailed ecosystemdescription,
2) an annotated, searchable, bibliography and research summaries, and 3) a GIS
database with demonstrations. These components will work together to present
and analyze information through HTML links and navigational aids. To ensure
their use, the Characterization team will provide opportunities for involvement
and training of the user community throughoutthe two-year project. These
cooperative efforts will produce an interactive coastal management and research
tool that managers, researchers, educators, and the general public can use.

The ecosystem description will include detailed information about the
KachemakBay watershedand discuss the primaryresource issues in Table 1. It
will synthesize informationabout the physicalprocesses,biological systems,
and human uses of the bay, referringthe user to research on these topics. For
example, the salmon section will contain descriptionsof each species' life
history, habitat requirements, commercial and recreational fishing importance,
ecosystem processes that affect their abundance,a summaryof research efforts,
and bibliographic references. Each section will have HTML links to related
spatial data in the GIS such as harvestareas, spawningconcentrations, and
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required habitats. It will also have links to photographs, maps, and data sets as
appropriate.

The GIS database and demonstration component will contain digitized spatial
data and associated metadata (i.e., a description of the data type, source, scale,
etc.). GIS layers of habitat, natural resources, physical processes, human use,
roads, land use, and management status will allow managers and researchers to
better analyze problems using an ecosystem perspective. Several
demonstrations will show how GIS can be used to investigate questions specific
to Kachemak Bay. For example, it will contain GIS analysis of land use
planning and fisheries management issues in the watershed. The
Characterization database will improve access to and use of spatial data, and
increase decision-making and research capabilities. The educational aspect of
visualizing the data and trends will also help involve the community in natural
resource decisions.

The annotated bibliography on the Kachemak Bay ecosystem will increase
access to existing studies. While a bibliography for Cook Inlet currently exists
(Dames and Moore 1996), the Kachemak Bay entries will be expanded to
include current research efforts and a broader range of topics. The bibliography
will cover journal articles, gray literature, and major public documents on the
watershed. All of the documents will be searchable by subject, key words,
author, and title. At the same time, the research synthesis component will
summarize past and current research, thus facilitating better coordination among
organizations working in the Bay, and assisting all in accessing the latest
research. Links from our web page will channel research updates to the
Characterization database as the project develops.

Outlook

The goal of the KachemakBay EcologicalCharacterizationis to gather,
synthesize, analyze, and distribute information on the Kachemak Bay ecosystem
and publish it as an interactive management and research tool. The primary
audience includes resource managers and planners, researchers, and others
charged with guiding land and water use activities. The target audience drives
this project; and their needs will continue to define its focus and direction. The
potential uses of the Characterization, however, extend beyond to educators and
the general public. Applications could assist in making regulatory, resource
allocation, and management decisions, gaining a broader understanding of the
ecosystem, researching and accessing background information on the bay,
developing research proposals, and using the GIS for all of the above.
Educators can use the detailed ecosystem information and resource issues as
references in their efforts to educate the public. In the future, the Kachemak
Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve staff will use the tool for research,
monitoring, and educational programs.
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COASTAL ZONE ACTIVITY

Edward R. Camp, Jr.
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Introduction

Louisiana's coastal zone is ecologically and economically among the world's
richest estuarine regions. Abundant reserves of both oil and natural gas in
south Louisiana make the coastal zone a region of major exploration,
production, and refining activities. Renewable coastal resources include
numerous species of wildlife, waterfowl, and wetlands that support highly
productive fisheries and fur industries. Louisiana's coastal wetlands also buffer
low-elevation urban areas from storms, serve as natural water purification
systems, and present abundant recreational opportunities.

Land loss

Louisiana's wetlands are being lost at the rate of approximately 25-30 square
miles per year. They are lost naturally through compaction and sinking,
saltwater intrusion, wind and wave erosion, and lack of sedimentation. Man-
induced losses occur from dredging and spoil disposal, levee building, canal
digging, mineral extraction, and industrial and urban expansion.

The Coastal Management Division

A prime concern of the Coastal Management Division (CMD) is to regulate
activities that may increase the loss of wetlands. In a typical year, the CMD
receives over 2000 permit applications, mainly from the oil and gas industry, all
of which are evaluated to determine ecological impacts associated with the
proposed activity. During a review process, staff works with applicants to
reduce or eliminate impacts to coastal resources. In cases which activity will
unavoidably cause wetland ecological value losses, compensatory mitigation is
required as a condition of the permit.

Current Support Systems

Three primary databases are being maintained by the CMD in Infocad GIS
software running on a Windows NT operating system. The permit
applications database includes attribute and graphical information on
pipelines, wells, dredging, and spoil placement. The habitat impacts database
tracks units lost from each issued permit. The mitigation database includes
attribute and graphical information on habitat benefits gained from
compensatory mitigation and beneficial use of spoil. Permit analysts look at a
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variety of data when reviewing permit applications to determine whether or not
mitigation is necessary. At present, analysts rely on dated hard-copy maps to
approximate where a proposed activity is to occur, and to what extent it will
impact habitat

Building a Better GIS

Purpose and design

A primary objective of this project is to use data already in the system as well as
data available from other divisions of the Louisiana Department of Natural
Resources, especially Coastal Restoration, which, under the Louisiana Coastal
Wetlands Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act (CWPPRA), manages
graphical and text data on wetlands restoration projects in ArcView format. It is
important for permit analysts to have easy access to these files to avoid
permitting activity in the areas of restoration. For the same reason, it would be
to the agency's benefit to alert permit analysts to mitigation sites, so that activity
is not permitted to occur in an area serving to mitigate impacts of a prior project.

CMD permit analysts were also interviewed to further define what data would
be useful to have in the GIS. In addition to basic information available on

USGS quadrangle maps, mitigationsites, and CWPPRAsites, analysts indicated
the additional data layers would be useful:

• Historic land loss

• oyster leases
• endangered species
• soil type
• salinity gradients

Data conversion

As mentioned earlier, much of CMD's data on permits issued and mitigation
sites have both graphical and textualcomponents. Located in Infocad
"libraries", the data is available, but seldom used by permit analysts. Non-use
of the databases stemsfromtheproblem of incomplete dataand lackof training.
The taskof converting and improving theCMDGISsystem willbeginwithan
effort to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the permit and mitigation
databases. The following steps will be required:

• Export both mitigation and permitdatabasesand associated
graphicsfiles from Unix-based Infocad to PC-basedInfocad.

• Compare the attributeand graphical informationfor each permit
issued and each mitigation project as shown with files to ensure
data accuracy, and make corrections if necessary

• Exportaccurate andcomplete databases andassociated graphics
files as shapefiles to ArcView,thuscreatingArcView "themes",
or coverages
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Additional data which the CMD staff seeks to use (as indicated in user
interviews) will be available either over the Department of Natural Resource's
network or will be acquired from other cooperating agencies, such as the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries and the National Wetlands
Research Center. Once these data layers are collected, positional coordinates of
each map will be converted into a consistent grid projection.

Anticipated Use

After the data acquisition, quality review, and conversion steps have been
completed, the primary goal ~ to alert permit analysts to the location of
mitigationsites relative to dredge and pipeline project proposals ~ will
determine system use and design. Creating easy-to-use interfaces within
ArcView will simplifyqueries and searches by the permit analysts, expediting
the application review process. As a desktop system, analysts will also have
quickeraccessto projectproposals in theeventof phoneinquiries by applicants.
With a limited staff, and over 2000 applications per year, efficient file
managementand retrieval is imperative. Database records concerning
applicationstatus in the review process will be linked to each project proposal
graphic,allowinganalyststo query the systemby latitude/longitude or by permit
number and view both textual data and graphic representation of a proposed
project. The new system,enhancedfor ease of use by permitstaff, will
represent a marked improvementin file management, will centralize previously
scattered digital maps and imagery,and will enable analysts to view restoration
and mitigation areas that maybe in the vicinity of a proposedpipelineor canal.

The systemwill also be useful for morecomplicated geographical analysis
conducted by SupportServices staff. Forexample, on a project-by-project
basis, acres of habitat types A, B, and C impactedby a proposed 70' x 1000'
canal can be calculated. On a larger scale, habitat units lost versus habitat units
gainedover the courseof a yearcan also becalculated. Map representations of
analysis results can also be generated.

System Maintenance

Applicants are requiredby the CoastalManagement Divisionto submit maps
depicting whereproposed activity is to takeplaceand project-specification-
drawings which detail size and direction of projects. In Louisiana, a majority of
coastal zone project proposals are from the oil and gas industry. Most
applications are for pipelines andcanals. Support Services staff updatesthe
Infocad permitlibrary withtext information and a graphic representation of each
project proposal as the proposal is received. The mitigation libraryis
maintained in a similar manner. Every two weeks the ArcView '1998 Permits'
themewill be updatedby importing Infocadgraphicsas shapefiles. The permit
and mitigation databases, which are text only, will be joined to the shapefiles
using a coastal use permit number as a link between graphics and database
records. This procedure will keep both permit and mitigation themes current.
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theme willbe updated by importing Infocad graphics as shapefiles. The permit
and mitigation databases, which are textonly, willbejoined to theshapefiles
usingacoastal usepermit number asa linkbetween graphics and database
records. This procedure willkeepboth permit and mitigation themes current.

Mitigation sites willalso besurveyed to determine degree of success once a
company or individual has completed thesite pursuant to CMD's requirements.
Using an accepted wetland evaluation method, thedegree to which wetland
vegetation has been reestablished will be recorded. For those sites of land or
marsh creation, thearea and elevation of thesite willbe measured and compared
to initial project specifications. The percent and typeof vegetation reestablished
will bemeasured. Use and habitation of thesites by native animal species will
alsobe recorded in sitevisits. Results of the monitoring will be added to the
mitigation database, further enhancing the accuracy, completeness, and
usefulness of the GIS.

Edward Camp Louisiana Department of Natural Resources
Division ofCoastalManagement
10th Floor

PO Box 44487

Baton Rouge, LA 70804-4487
Ph (504) 342-8918
Fax (504) 342-9439
Email: EdC@dnr.state.la.us
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Under Part 303 of the Michigan Natural Resource and Environmental Protection
Act of 1994 (formerly the Goemaere-Anderson Wetland Protection Act of
1979), permits are required for the filling, dredging, development, and drainage
ofjurisdictional wetlands. Due to the large amount of jurisdictional wetlands,
the wide diversity of wetland types from varying geologic and climatic
conditions, and the large number of permit applications, field office staff utilize
a variety of formal and informal assessment methods for permit decisions.
Problems have arisen from the use of informal methods and inconsistent

interpretation and evaluation of the statutory language governing permit
decisions. This has substantially weakened the ability to defend permit
decisions, and more importantly, to protect Michigan's wetland resources. In
order to remedy this situation, a standardized permitting procedure is needed
which enables permit decisions, whether approvals or denials, to be
scientifically and legally defensible.

Development of a defensible permitting procedure for Michigan's coastal and
inland wetland resources will involve evaluation of applicable state and federal
statutes, regulations, and court decisions, as well as scientific study and wetland
assessment methods of biological resources and development-related issues.
These findings will be integrated into a procedure which will then be field-
tested in the Saginaw Bay area to demonstrate its applicability to Michigan's
coastal areas. The final reports and permitting procedure will be submitted to
the Michigan Land and Water Management Division, Great Lakes Shorelands
Section for review and pending approval.

Background

The Goemare-Anderson Wetland Protection Act of 1979 was passed as
comprehensive legislation for the management of Michigan's coastal and inland
wetlands. Permits from the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality are
required for the filling, dredging, development,maintained use, and drainage of
jurisdictional wetlands. Permit issuance is determined by five statutory criteria:
the proposed activity is in the public interest, it is otherwise lawful, a permit is
necessary to realize the benefits derived from the proposed activity, an
unacceptable disruption to aquatic resources will not result, and the proposed
activity is primarily dependent upon being located in the wetland or else no
feasible and prudent alternatives exist. Determination of what is in the public
interest involves the balancing of expected benefits with foreseeable detriments
in light of several complex issues including state and national concerns for
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natural resource protection, cumulative effects, and the economic value of the
wetland areabefore and after the proposedactivity. (Part 303, Wetland
Protection, of the Natural Resource and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA
451, as amended, formerly Part 203, the Goemare-Anderson Wetland Protection
Act, PA 203 of 1979, as amended)

While the statutecreateda framework for the wetland permittingprogram,
interpretation of the statutorylanguage was left to the Department. To a certain
extent, statutory language can be interpreted similar to language of the federal
Clean Water Act Section 404 on which it is based, although the federal statutory
language is neither explicit nor unchallenged. From the onset of Michigan's
permittingprogram in 1980to the present, internal and externalcommittees and
organizations have noted that the lack of guidanceon interpretingthe statutory
criteria for permit issuancehas promotedinconsistentdecision-making and
inadequate protection of wetland resources. Even after Michigan became the
first state to assume the Section 404 program in 1984by exhibiting an
equivalent permitting program, the lack of formal guidance continues to hinder
the Department's ability to defend its permitting decisions and adequately
protect Michigan's wetland resources.

It is estimated that approximately 30 percentof Michigan's land areawas
wetlands at the time of European settlement. Since then, over 50 percent of the
wetland areaoverall, and specifically over 70 percent of the coastal wetlands,
has been lost due to draining for agricultural purposes and filling for residential
and commercial development. (Wetland Permit ProcessReview Committee,
1987;Michigan Departmentof Natural Resources Office of Policy and Program
Development, 1993) Current estimates of Michigan's coastal and inland
wetland resources total between 5,500,000 and 6,200,000 acres. (Michigan
Wetland Advisory Committee, 1997) Based on the largeacreageand wide
diversity of jurisdictional wetlands (due to varying geologic and climatic
conditions), and the increasing number of permit applications, Department of
Environmental Quality wetland permitting staff utilize a combination of formal
and informal methods to evaluate permit applications. In order to fulfill prior
recommendations and stated goals by internal and external review committees
and ultimately, to accurately administer the wetland statute, the current system
must be remedied. This project intends to answer the calls for a defensible
permitting procedure for Michigan's wetland resources in light of current
scientific understandings and legal precedence.

Methods

Development of a defensible wetland permitting procedure is a two-part project.
The first part involves the determination of the most accurate interpretation of
the statutory criteria for permit issuance. This will be determined by an analysis
of the legislative history of Michigan's wetland statute, a policy analysis of the
currentpermitting process, and a legal analysis of the interpretation of the
statutory language in case law. The second partof this project involves the
determination or development of a wetland evaluation method that best assesses
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Michigan's statutorycriteria and is most applicable to Michigan's diverse
wetland resources. Existing evaluation methods for biological resources and
development-related issues will be examined. In order to determine the training
and time requirements for permitting staff, the most applicable wetland
evaluation methods will be field-tested in the Saginaw Bay area in Eastern
Michigan. This area was selected for the high concentration of coastal
wetlands, location of a field office with permitting staff, and its proximity to the
central office. The project research will be compiled into notebooks and
presented in several annotated bibliographies. Final results will be presented to
the Department of Environmental Quality-Land and Water Management
Division staff responsible for the wetland permitting program, as well as to the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-Coastal Services Center, as
formal recommendations for operating and guidance procedures.

Discussion

This project addresses concerns of the Department, external review committees,
and the public regarding Michigan's wetland permitting process. The final
results have the potential to fulfill recommendations made over the last ten years
and strengthen the state's authority to maintain the Section 404 program. Most
importantly, the results have the potential to be utilized for the sound
management of Michigan's wetland resources into the 21st century.
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ABSTRACT

Planning Riparian Forest Buffer Restoration

Carl Hershner, Anne Newsom and Marcia Berman

The goal of preservingand enhancingthe habitatvalue of surface waters is
motivating intense interest in reestablishment of riparian forests. The
environmental value of forest buffers for moderating pollutant loads in runoff,
improving in-streamconditions,and provisionof riparian habitatareall well
documented. As a consequence renewed commitments to riparianreforestation
areappearing as the focus of largeregional programs like the Chesapeake Bay
Program. One problem confronting programs operatingat such large scales is
prioritization of the limited resources. Identifying areas in whichriparian forest
restoration will produce the greatest environmental benefit can be a daunting
challenge. This project involved developmentof a targeting protocol for use in
the Commonwealth ofVirginia. The protocol is a GIS based assessment of
entire watershedsthat can guiderestoration at two scales. At the largestscale
the protocol considersland-use practices, amountof riparian area, and extent of
unforested riparian areason a sub-watershedbasis. Sub-watersheds are
evaluatedand rankedaccording to a series of indicators developed from these
parameters. At the watershed level,ranking of the sub-watersheds indicates
regions of greatest potentialbenefit for reforestation efforts.

The protocol then addresses targeting within sub-watershed by specific
examinationof the distribution of riparian forests, and the patterns of riparian
land cover/land uses. The protocolranks unforested riparian areasby both the
potential and the need/benefit for forest buffer restoration.

The Rappahannock River watershed in Virginiawas used to develop and test the
protocol. Results identify two areas within the watershed as high priority
regions forreforestation efforts. The project also prioritized riparian zones
within all 27 sub-watersheds in the Rappahannock watershed according to the
opportunity and need for forest buffer restoration.
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Abstract
The shallowplatforms forming the margins of Delaware Bay arecut by a seriesof tidal
channels, separated by large, fine-grained sand shoals. In many locations, the heads of
these tidal channels are within 1-3 km of the modem shoreline, in water depths as
shallow as 4 m. These channel and shoal complexes are thought to form as subaqueous
tidal levees(Weil, 1976); sediment is eroded from thechannel by ebb tidal currents andis
subsequently deposited onthechannel margins, where current competency isdiminished.

In 1993, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers collected four high-resolution (3.5 kHz)
seismic reflection profiles from the shallow platform along the southwestern margin of
Delaware Bay to characterize sediments for a variety of proposed public works projects.
The digital data were processed with a novel horizon-flattening technique to remove the
effectsof shipmotion, thusgreatly increasing the usefulness of thedata forinterpretation
of shallow-subsurface geology. Abundant information regarding both ancient and
modemprocesses of sediment transport anddeposition is provided by theseprofiles.

Crossbedding visible within tidal shoals indicate that the features are subaqueous tidal
levees, in agreement withWeil's (1976) model. The sizeof the shoals increases offshore,
suggesting that the complexes are forming in an up-bay or shoreward direction.
Identification of the precise locations of erosion anddeposition aredifficult to determine
from the seismic profiles alone: it is likely that erosion may be occurring along the
channel margins, withdeposition taking place in thebaseof the troughs andon top of the
shoal crests. These findings haveimportant implications for resuspension anderosion of
material from the shallow subtidal zone, its transport from the nearshore zone to the
deeper regions of thebayand the Atlantic Ocean, and consequently, theoffshore disposal
ofdredgespoil along the bay margins.

Introduction

Delaware Bay is a partially mixed, Coastal Plain estuary, characterized by the
traditional two-layer circulation that transports freshwater out of the bay over
saline waters flowing in from the Atlantic Ocean. The bathymetry of Delaware
Bayis complex with numerous, alternating deep tidal channels and shoals in the
central bay, and broad, shallow platforms along the New Jersey and Delaware
margins. Ebb tidal currents, averaging 68 cm s"1, are stronger than the average
flood tidal current of 56 cm s"1 (Oostdam, 1971). Tidalcurrents movesediments
into and around in the bay's deepchannels, but significant transport of material
from the adjacent inner shelf to the bay margin has not been demonstrated.
Although tidal currents are one of the dominant physical forces acting in the
central portion of the bay, wind-generated wave actionhas a greatereffect along
the bay margins. In this paper, I show the internal structure of one channel and
shoal complex, discuss the related processes of sediment erosion and transport.
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and present evidence that the influenceof tidal transport may extend to within 1-
2 km of the shoreline.

Seismic Data

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Philadelphia District,
commissioned a series of seismic surveys in Delaware Bay and along the
Atlantic coasts of Delaware and Cape May, New Jersey, to characterize the
sediment and shallow subsurface for several proposed public works projects.
These surveys were conducted in 1993 jointly by the Coastal Engineering
Research Center and Hydraulics Laboratory at the Waterways Experiment
Station. Four high-resolution(3.5 kHz) seismic reflection profiles were gathered
from the shallow platform along the southwestern margin of Delaware Bay to
identify borrow areas for a beach nourishment program planned for the
community of Broadkill Beach, Delaware.

High-resolution seismic profiles typically reveal bedding structures and other
geologic contacts within the upper 15-25 m of the sediment column. Reflections
are produced when the velocity of the seismic wave front changes, which is
caused by changes in lithology, degree of compaction or other density contrasts.
In addition to reflections from real surfaces, multiples also appear in seismic
profiles, often obscuring true events. Multiples are reflection events that mimic
primary reflections (such as the seafloor) but have undergone more than one
reflectionduring their travel from the energy source to the receiver.

Data Processing - Horizon-Flattening Procedure

The visual clarity and interpretability of single-channel, high-resolution seismic
reflection data are highly susceptible to noise imparted by ship motion. Post
processing of digital seismic data can often decrease the effects of other sources
of noise (e.g., signal reverberation or ringing, multiples, etc.), but the high-
frequency undulations caused by the ship's interaction with surface waves
usually remain unaffected. Throughout the USACE data set, reflections were
very difficult to trace laterally because of ship motion, which severely limits the
geologic interpretations and overall utility of the data for determining sand
resources.

A simple but time-intensive technique for removing the effects of ship motion,
horizon flattening, was developed and applied to all seismic profiles taken along
the southwestern margin of Delaware Bay (Honeycutt, 1997; Honeycutt et al„ in
prep.). In addition to aligning reflections from real events, features associated
with noise (multiples and ringing, primarily) became much easier to distinguish.
The vertical resolution of the data was also increased to approximately 0.25-0.5
m; small-scale structures previously unidentifiable in the raw data (e.g., ordinary
and trough crossbedding) became clearly visible. This processing procedure
permitted the visualization of the internal structure of one of the large tidal
shoals in Delaware Bay.
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Tidal Channel and Shoal Complexes

Character and Distribution

Several deep, subparallel channels separated by sand shoals cut the floor of
Delaware Bay. On average, tidal currents are strong enough to erode and
transport sand, silt, and mud throughout the deep, central portions of the bay
(Oostdam, 1971; Knebel, 1989). Scour by reversing tidal currents is generally
thought to be responsible for forming the Baymouth Channel, which is in excess
of 40 m (130 ft) deep. Smaller channel and shoal complexes extend radially
from the mouth of the bay to within several kilometers of the shoreline. The
USACE seismic survey crossed the Broadkill Slough tidal channel and an
unnamed pair of shoals located 4 km east of the mourn of the Mispillion River
(Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1: Study area along the southwestern marginof Delaware Bay, outlined with
box. Detailedbathymetry foruic study area is shown in Figure 2.
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Weil Model of Tidal-Channel and Shoal Evolution

Weil and others (1975; Weil, 1976,1977) proposed that the linearsand shoals in
Delaware Bay formed as subaqueous tidal levees. Seismic data and cores from
Joe Rogger, Lower Middle, and Crow shoals show that the channels are formed
by tidal currents eroding in a headward direction into the broad, shallow margins
(Weil, 1976) (Fig. 3). Sandsremoved from the channels are deposited along its
margins, where current velocity decreases and competency is diminished. That
is, the shoals represent subaqueous tidal levees, the locations of which are
influenced by tidal currents flooding and draining the extensive shallow areas.
According to the model, tidal currents cut downward into a pre-existing surface,
depositing sands as shoals above this same older unit.
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39*00
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Figure 2: Bathymetry of study area, offshore Mispillion River and jetty, Delaware Bay.
USACE tracklincsin white with I km spacing. Seismic section al the head of Broadkill
Slough, shown in Figure3, is outlined in black (DP23). Contour interval is 2 m fromO m
to -12 m, 4 m from -12 m to -52 m. Illumination for the shading effect is Gram the
northeast.

USACE Seismic Reflection Data

The horizon-flattening procedure provided a clear image of the internal
structure of the Broadkill Slough channel and shoal complex (Fig. 4). The
seismic profile shows that the shoal sands were deposited above the shoreface
ravinement disconformity, with distinct, large-scale crossbedding dipping
towards the adjacent channel (Fig. 4). The shoreface ravinement is a horizontal
or nearly horizontal surface created by erosion of the shoreface during sea-level
rise. Contrary to the Weil (1976) model, tidal current erosion in the adjacent
trough has not downcut through the ravinement surface. The sediment above
the shoreface ravinement is very thin; however, the ringing in the seafloor return
precludes a precise determination of the thickness of this unit. Data from the
parallel profiles show that the size of the shoal decreases toward shore and the
thickness of the channel sediments above the ravinement decreases slightly,
suggesting that the complex is forming in an up-bay or shoreward direction.

Figure 3: Weil (1976) model for the formation of linear sand shoals by headword erosion
of tidal channels and ovcrbank-typc deposition of fine-grained sediments.
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Discussion: Sediment Transport Processes and Implications

It is difficult to determine from the seismic profile alone where erosion and
deposition are occurring along the tidal channel. Erosion may be occurring
along the channel margins, with deposition taking place in the base of the
troughs and on top of the shoal crests. High-resolution side-scan sonar images
showing the distribution and orientation of bedforms, combined with acoustic
Doppler current profiling (ADCP), would provide the data necessary to pinpoint
the actual zones oferosion.

The Broadkill Slough channel and shoal complex extends to within several
kilometers of the active shoreface. Several locations along Delaware's shallow,
nearshore zone have been proposed as disposal sites for material from the
planned dredging of the main shipping channel. The erosion by tidal currents
occurring in such close proximity to shore could have important implications for
resuspension and transport of sediments, such as the dredge spoil or sediment-
borne contaminants. The findings presented here also suggest that tidal current
transport should be considered with longshore and cross-shore processes when
evaluating the littoral sediment budget. When designating areas for sublittoral
placement of beach nourishment sands, sediment transport either on- or offshore
at the heads of these complexes could affect the lifetime of the project, for better
or for worse.

Conclusions

Post-processing of high-resolution seismic data with the horizon-flattening
technique has permitted the validation of the Weil (1976) model for the
formation of tidal channel and shoal complexes in Delaware Bay. Questions
remain as to the precise zones of erosion within the channels, but additional
ADCP and side-scan sonar data could resolve most of the outstanding issues.
The proximity of these complexes to the shoreline and the littoral transport
system makes the consideration of tidal current transport essential when
determining sediment sources and sinks.
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Figure 4: Seismic reflection profile and interpreted section for tidal shoal northeast of Broadkill
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Refinementof South Carolina's Post-Hurricane RecoveryElement,Using
Geographic Information System (GIS) and Global Positioning System

(GPS) Technology

Douglas Marcy, James Aichele, Milt Rhodes, and William Eiser

Abstract

FollowingHurricane Hugoin September 1989,the South Carolina Office of Ocean
and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) staff was required toassess storm impact
damage in beachfront areas in accordance withtheprovisions of the Beachfront
Management Act. OCRM staffhad toquickly decide irstructures were "Destroyed
Beyond Repair" (DBR). This process was severely hindered when field inspectors
could notorient themselves onthe pre-storm orthophotographs. Inaddition, OCRM
didnothavea record of existing structures before thestorm, andlacked detailed
cadastral information for beachfront parcels. These problems caused delays in
implementing the setback provisions and prevented property owners from making
sounddecisions regarding rebuilding damaged structures.

Since Hurricane Hugo, OCRMhasdeveloped a GISdatabase for thebeachfront that
includes adigital planimetric map orthe beachfront, attributed digital cadastral point
data, hard copyerosion control structure inventory, and photographs orallbeachfront
structures. Thegoal of thecurrent project is torefine theexisting post-storm recovery
plan using this GIS database to better facilitate fast decisions and notification to the
public on thecondition of beachfront structures aftera major storm. Several elements
of the project willenhance thepost-storm recovery process. These include digital-
ortho basemaps, adigital photographic structure inventory, updated cadastral and
erosion control inventory data linked toparcel maps, GPS data used asagraphically
represented damage report, andtemplates for hard copymapproduction.

Introduction

Immediately after Hurricane Hugoin September 1989,South CarolinaOffice of
Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) field personnel were
required to assess stormimpact damage in beachfront areasof SouthCarolina.
Inaccordance with the provisions of the Beachfront Management Act(BMA),
damageassessments were performed on habitable structures and erosion control
devices ona lot bylotbasis. OCRM used these analyses to determine which
structures the agency would allow to remain where theystood before the storm,
and those that OCRM would require to be relocated landward of their pre-storm
positions. If a habitable structure or erosion control device was determined to be
"Destroyed Beyond Repair (DBR)", it was subject to thesetback provisions of
the BMA. This is a cornerstone concept of theStateof SouthCarolina's
oceanfront retreat policy.

In 1988, OCRM produced a setof large scale (1:100) orthophotographs of the
developed beachfront, documenting theexact positions of existing structures
and natural features. Thesegeo-referenced aerial photographic images of the
beachfrontalso show the delineationof the jurisdictional Baselines and Setback
Lines. After Hurricane Hugo, theorthos were used toassist with post-storm in
field damage assessments. Because the impact of thestorm dramatically
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changed the landscape, the images on the orthos did not reflect the conditions
the staffencountered on the ground. OCRM field personnel frequently became
disorientated in areas of severe devastation. This disorientation slowed the flow
of information from the field todecision makers toaffected property owners, the
general public, andvarious state and local government agencies.

To complicate the situation further, reliable inventories documenting the pre-
stormcharacteristics of the structures had notbeencompleted. Photographs of
all structures within the Setback Area would have been invaluable in
documenting the pre-stormconfigurations,especially for erosion control
devices. Current cadastral data for beachfront structures was also not
immediatelyavailable, causing delays in determining property ownership.

Forhabitable structures, OCRM based the DBR assessments upona formula
that computed the amount of structural damage relative to the assessed value of
the structure. Forerosioncontroldevices, OCRM computed the amount of
damage relative to the pre-storm structural condition. All structural property
fell into threecategories: DBR, not DBR, and those structures not easily
classified. In most cases, it was relatively easy for OCRM staff to examine
structures in the field and determine which property fell into the first two
categories. Property in the thirdcategory neededa time-consuming, detailed
structural analysisto make a DBR determination. These analyseswere done by
private insurance adjusters under contract with OCRM. Organizing and
directing the efforts of the individuals doing the detailed analyseswas another
task that took considerable time.

OCRM needed the results of the damage assessments to inform beachfront
property owners if they were affected by the setback provisions of the BMA.
Until these assessments were completed, property owners had little choice but to
delay making extensive repairs to structures within the Setback Area. Because
of the complexity of the damage assessment process, individual landowners
were often unsure of their structure's status for weeks after the hurricane

devastated the coast.

These problems caused delays in implementing the setback provisions of the
Beachfront Management Act, and they prevented propertyowners from making
sound decisions regarding rebuilding damaged structures.

The severity of the time delay problem can not be overstated. Property owners
need to know what they can and cannot do within the Setback Area. Delays in
disseminating information to affected individuals creates a hostile environment
for OCRM in dealing with the situation. Serious economic mistakes can be
made by property owners if they do not understand the restrictions that will be
placed upon them by the BMA.

Since Hurricane Hugo, OCRM has developed a GIS database for the beachfront
that includes a digital planimetric map of the beachfront (derived from a 1993
orthophoto reflight), attributed digital files containing information about parcel
ownership (TMS number, owner's name and mailing address, square footage,
assessed value of the structures, etc.), hardcopy files of information about
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erosion control structures (length, height, type of construction material, etc.),
and photographs of all structures within the beachfront critical areas.

Project Elements

The goal of this project is to develop a method to more efficiently manage the
OCRM post-hurricane redevelopmentefforts using GIS and GPS technology.
The project includes several tasks:

• Complete digital imagery for the entire developed beachfront or South Carolina will be
used as a base image for this project This involves the digitization and rectification of
the latestOCRM aerialphotographset

• A digital photographic inventory of individual beachfront structures willbe kept up to
dateandhot-linked to parcels andcadastral information in an ArcView Project.

• Erosioncontrol structureinventory will also be updated and linked to the cadastraldata
by tax map number. Updated cadastral data,containingTMS number, owner's name and
mailing address, square footage,assessed value of structure,etc., will be obtained with
cooperativeefforts from each coastalcounty. A mechanism for future updates will be
established between OCRM and county tax assessors that will enable an electronic file
transfer of data.

• A data dictionary will be created for hand held GPS units that will enable OCRM staff
to collect geographic positiondataon damagedstructures while entering in the damage
status. This GPS datawill be addedas a separate theme to the post-stormArcView
Projectand will serve as a graphically represented damagereport.

• Templates for hard copy map production will be developed for post-disaster use in the
field.

Methods

An ArcView Project will be developed that will coordinate all of the various
elements of the program (Figure 1). 1993Digital orthophotographs are in the
process of being scanned and geo-rectified to be used as a basemap for this
ArcView Project (Figure 1A).

A system will be developed that will allow OCRM staff to go into the field and
quickly collect basic triageddataconcerning the structural damage that has
occurred after another hurricane strike. This will involve first cut

determinations identifying those structures obviously DBR, those obviously not
DBR, and those that will need the detailed damage assessments during the
second cut. This system will to be able to display the data as an overlay data
layer in an ArcView Project. It also will have the ability to print hard copy
maps showing the three post disaster damage assessment classifications, street
addresses, and other pertinent information. These maps would be invaluable in
directing the OCRM post disaster damage assessment teams to beachfront lots
needing the second cut detailed damage assessments.

The goals of the project can be accomplished, in part, by using GPS equipment
to solve the post storm disorientation problem, while simultaneously collecting
and storing the first cut damage assessment information. The GPS will allow
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the staff to collectthe first cutdata without having to be mindfulof theirexact
orientation with the orthophotographs. The system will useTrimble
Geoexplorer II GPSreceivers to quickly field collect triaged damage
assessment data(DBR, not DBR, or"needs in depth follow up assessment"). A
datadictionary will to be developed for the datalogger that will serve as a
template for the threedata categories. After the data is field collected(Figure
2A) and stored in the datalogger, it is to be downloaded to the GIS, and then
displayedas an overlaydata layerto theexistingGIS planimetric map (Figure
2B).

Templates for printinghardcopy maps showing the resultsof the assessments
will be developed so this information canbe distributed to interested parties.

The status of the existing pre-stormstructure inventory also will be assessed.
The inventory will be consolidated and integrated into the GIS. There are three
parts of this inventory: 1.) photographic records of each structure in the Setback
Zone; 2.) tabular records describing the height, length, and construction material
oferosion controldevices; 3.) anddigital attributes foreach parcel on the
planimetric line map showing owner's name, mailing address, street address,
etc. All of these parts will be incorporated into the pre-storminventory by
attributingthe tables and photographic recordsto the existing planimetric map
features in the GIS (Figure 1). In part, this task will include analysisof the
currency of the existing propertyownership information, and exploration of
methodologies to efficiently update this section of the database. This will
include establishing a cooperative agreement with each of the coastal counties to
obtain updated planimetricand cadastral parcel data from the tax assessors on a
regular basis. This cadastraldata will be linked to individual parcels, giving
accurate ownership information (Figure1C).

In addition,the existing erosioncontrolstructure inventory will be incorporated
into the GIS. This will involve using a digital hand held camerato produce pre-
storm image files of structures(and / or scanningthe existing hard copy ground
prints), and then hot-linking these digital photographic files to the planimetric
base map that OCRM previously developed from the ortho base (Figure IB).
Also, the tabular information describing the type of construction, the length, the
height, and the condition of the existing erosion control structures will be linked
to both the planimetric map and the cadastral data (Figure ID).

Expected Results

This system will increaseefficiency in OCRM's hazardmitigation efforts by
such improving the flow of information from the field assessors to the decision
makers, and then to the affected property owners and others involved with the
post storm recovery effort. OCRM will be able to act more quickly and
precisely than in the past, thereby ensuring that the policiesof the Beachfront
Management Act areeffectively appliedto the redevelopmenteffort. As a
result, affected beachfront property owners will be able to begin their recovery
efforts quicker and with more certainty of purpose.
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This project will develop and implement a coastal hazard mitigation information
management system, as well as apply and refine existing coastal management
techniques by building upon the OCRM GIS that was developed after Hurricane
Hugo. It is the intent of OCRM to produce documentation of the methodologies
developed and to transfer this to any agency that may request assistance. Any
coastal state has the potential for a hurricane strike, and this project should be of
assistance in resolving some specific management problems that will be
encountered after the disaster.

Douglas C Marcy NOAA Coastal Management Fellow
South Carolina Office of Ocean and Coastal

Resource Management
1362 McMillan Avenue, Suite 400
Charleston.SC 29405
(803) 744-5838 fax: (803) 744-5847
marcydc@chastn86.dhec.state.sc.us
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Coastal Habitat Protection and Restoration in New York State
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Abstract

The NewYork State(NYS) Coastal Management Program (CMP), developed pursuant to
the federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended, and approved by the
U.S. Department of Commerce on September 30, 1982, has as its basis 44 policies.
Policy Seven states that"significant coastal fish andwildlife habitats will be protected,
preserved, and, where practical, restored so as to maintain theirviability as habitats." To
help implement this policy, 245 siteswere identified throughout New York State by the
Departmentor Environmental Conservation (DEC),anddesignated as SignificantCoastal
Fish andWildlife Habitats (SCFWH) by the Department of State (DOS). This project
includestwo componentsbasedon PolicySeven of the NYS CMP.

First, an update of the SCFWH narratives for the Peconic Bays region or Long Island will
be conducted. The narrative documents for SCFWHs on Long Island have not been
updated since their original designation in 1987. Post-1987 biological data and
documentation will, therefore, be gathered from appropriate naturalresource agencies as
well as local governments, and assimilated into the evaluative rating protocol used to
designate SCFWHs. Based on new data and local input, modifications to SCFWH
boundaries will also be considered. The text or the narratives will be edited to include

further description or generic habitat types, and an improved discussion of impact
assessment.

Second, policy guidelines for the restoration of marine coastal habitat, as well as a
monitoring protocol for this initiative, will be formulated. To date, DOS has focused its
management efforts on the protection and preservation components of Policy Seven.
Implementation of the restoration component of this policy has not been formally
undertaken. This component involves the development of a framework for habitat
restoration that will be useful to NYS and local governments, and other states in the
North Atlantic region. In addition, the design or a protocol to monitor the status or
restoration projects is essential if the State is to maximize the success or individual
projects,and or theircumulative benefits to New York State's marinecoast.

Introduction

Coastal Management in New York State

The Coastal Management Program (CMP) for the State of New York was
approved by the U.S. Secretary of Commerce pursuant to Section 306 of the
federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 on September 30, 1982.
Enabling legislation for the CMP is found in Article 42 of NYS Executive Law.
The CMP articulates forty-four policies with which all federal and direct state
agency actions affecting land and water uses and natural resources of the State's
coastal zone must be consistent. These policies are implemented through a
number of State regulatory authorities, including the Waterfront Revitalization
of Coastal Areas and Inland Waterways Act (Executive Law, Article 42), the
State Environmental Quality Review Act (Environmental Conservation Law,
Article 8), and the Tidal and Freshwater Wetlands Acts (Environmental
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Conservation Law, Articles 24 and 25). The formulation of the CMP was based
upon the recognition of a number of coastal problems and opportunities, among
which was a realization that habitats for the fish and wildlife resources of New

York State were being lost. This problem is specifically addressed by Policy
Seven of the CMP: "Significant coastal fish and wildlife habitats will be
protected, preserved, and, where practical restored so as to maintain their
viability as habitats."

Significant Coastal Fish & Wildlife Habitats

Policy Seven is in part implemented through the designation of Significant
Coastal Fish and Wildlife Habitats (SCFWH), a joint process undertaken by the
NYS Department of State (DOS) and the NYS Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC). The designation of an SCFWH encompasses two major
tasks: 1) rating the significance of potential sites, upon which their ultimate
designation is based; and 2) preparing a narrative to accompany each site, which
describes the habitat, its fish and wildlife values, the parameters to be considered
in assessing potential impacts to the site, and a suite of generic activities most
likely to createdetrimental impacts to the site.

The rating protocol, developed by NYS DEC, scores potential sites separately
for five criteria: Population Level (PL), Species Vulnerability (SV), Ecosystem
Rarity (ER), Human Use (HU), and Replaceability (R). Each category is
assigned a dimensionless site-specific value, based on existing biological or
other data, which can then be added and/or multiplied to obtain the Habitat
Index (HI). The relationships are as follows:

HI = ER + SV + HU + PL

Significance = HI x R

The threshold for designation is a Significance value of > 15.5. Alternatively, a
habitat with any individual criterion having a value > 15.5, after multiplication
by the R value, will also qualify for designation. Narratives are subsequently
prepared for sites fulfilling these designation criteria. A total of 245 SCFWH
sitesthroughout the State of New York havebeendesignated by DOS.

Habitat Restoration

The restoration component of Policy Seven is currently implemented at the state
level through several mechanisms. Opportunities for restoration exist through
the Clean Water/Clean Air Bond Act and the Environmental Protection Fund
(EPF). EPF funding awards administered by DOS are geared toward assisting
coastal municipalities in planning and implementing coastal management
initiatives, including habitat restoration. The Department of Environmental
Conservation; Department of Agriculture and Markets; and Office of Parks,
Recreation and Historic Preservation also administer EPF monies.

The $1.75 billion Clean Water/Clean Air BondAct passed in 1996. These funds
are dispensed for five categories of projects, including water quality
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improvement projects (this category contains the aquatic habitat restoration
subcategory). Bond Act monies are administered jointly by DOS, DEC,
Department of Agriculture and Markets, and the Environmental Facilities
Corporation. Counties, cities, towns, villages, school districts, public benefit
corporations, Native American tribes, county soil and water conservation
districts, and some nonprofit corporations and state agencies are among those
eligible for Bond Act funding.

In addition to these funding sources, restoration projectshave been implemented
through EPA's National Estuary Program (Long Island Sound Study, New
York/New Jersey Harbor Estuary Program); through Local Waterfront
Revitalization Programs (Town of Smithtown, Villages of Head-of-the-Harbor
and Nissequogue); and through local funding mechanisms (Town of
Southampton, New York City).

Scope of fellowship work:
SCFWH Updates

The SCFWH designations, the earliest of which were accomplished in 1987,
may, from time to time, be updated. There are no formal guidelines in state
legislation governing the procedure for updating SCFWHs. Therefore, the
development of guidelines for updating SCFWH designations was identified by
DOS as a valuable contribution to the state's CMP. The guidelines will be
accomplished as part of the effort in updating the SCFWHs in the Peconics
region of Long Island, which were first designated in 1987. There are 38
designated SCFWHs in this region, out of approximately 100 SCFWH sites on
Long Island as a whole.

Improving the language contained in the habitat narratives addressing potential
detrimental impacts to designated habitats and the activities that maycause such
impacts will also be undertaken. In addition, including generic, benchmark
descriptions of critical habitat types and their values in the narratives will
enhance the habitat-oriented approach to preservation and protection.

Restoration Policy and Monitoring Guidelines

State-level guidelines for habitat restoration are minimal. Additionally, basic
protocols for monitoring restoration projects funded or regulated by the state do
not exist. Developing these protocols is especially critical in NYS, where
projects varying in scope and purpose are being planned and implemented by
disparate entities. Further, evaluation of the regulatory framework in which
restoration occurs will allow the identification of actions aiding restoration.

Finally, updating the SCFWH narratives will involve incorporation of
information about habitat- and site-specificrestoration potential and employable
techniques. It is possible that some SCFWHs may be identified in the narratives
as possible reference sites for certain types of habitat restoration; a discussion of
site-specific benchmark characteristics and management techniques designed to
preserve or restore them wouldtherefore be appropriate.
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Methods:

SCFWH Updates

Updating the habitat narratives is based first and foremost upon the solicitation
of data and input from appropriate federal, state, and local governments.
Concurrent with information solicitation, descriptions of generic habitat types
are beingdrafted. The current listof habitat descriptions to be included is:

submerged aquatic vegetation
marine shallows

freshwater wetlands

tidal wetlands

beaches and dunes

intertidal flats

cliffs and bluffs

rocky intertidal zone
estuarine embayments
riverine habitat and migratory corridors
coastal forests

coastal grasslands
dredged materialdisposal areas

These descriptionswill be based largelyon documents and publications from the
NYS Natural HeritageProgram; the Long Island Sound Study; and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.

Generic impact descriptions will also be drafted concurrent with information
solicitation. A tentative list of impacts to be discussed includes:

changes in water quality parameters (salinity, temperature,
oxygen content, contaminant and nutrient concentrations)
changes in soil parameters (salinity, oxygen content,

compaction)
turbidity
hydrologic modifications
physical disturbance of habitat
disturbance of resident species

Coastal uses and activities causing such impacts that may be discussed include:

dredging
dredged material disposal
docks

shoreline stabilization structures

marinas

artificial reefs

aquaculture
commercial fishing
golf courses
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recreational watersports
swimming pools
wastewater treatment facilities

building and development
increasesin impervious surfaces
soil compaction
clearing of vegetation

Data and information received will be used to recompute the significance
ranking of each Peconics region SCFWH, edit the location descriptions and
discussions of fish and wildlife values, and examine the appropriateness of the
existingsite boundaries. New sitemaps will be created for allupdated Peconics
region sites using GIS technology. Updated narratives will be subject to both
internal and external review prior to initiating the State Environmental Quality
Review Act (SEQRA) process. The updated narratives will be sent to all
interested parties at the end of the process.

Restoration Policy and Monitoring Guidelines

Developmentof recommended restoration policyand monitoring guidelines will
occur primarily through coordination with other agencies and initiatives,
including the Habitat Restoration Workgroup of the Peconic Estuary Program
and the NY/NJ Harbor Estuary Program. Another important activity will be
participation in NYS DEC focus groups for the development of restoration
policy and guidelines.

To date, a monitoring protocol has been drafted for restoration projects in tidal
wetlands. Development of additional habitat-specific protocols, based on the
generic habitat types listed above, is expected to follow. These draft protocols
will be initially tested by incorporation into upcoming Bond Act and
Environmental Protection Fund projects.

Discussion:

Protection and restoration activities cannot optimize overall habitat benefit when
planned and implemented independently. Identification of cost-effective and
likely-to-succeed restoration initiatives will clarify by contrast habitat types and
specific locations which are best served through protection and preservation.
Constraints on the ability to protect and preserve portions of the coastal
landscape should in turn be examined for planning and allocating restoration
resources and determining areas most in need of research.

SCFWHs are a successful example of shifting our environmental management
paradigm away from species-specific efforts toward a more holistic perspective.
Managing resources under the "endangered species" paradigm has always been
difficult in coastal and marine systems, where a variety of highly migratory
animals, such as finfish and waterfowl, congregate annually or seasonally.
Political boundaries used in protection and management initiatives are not
honored by individual animals; nor is it feasible for us to track and protect
individual animals. Recently, problems like these were formally acknowledged
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by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), which has shifted its
management focus from single species to "Essential Fisheries Habitat."

However, the SCFWH narratives need to be improved to provide for adequate
evaluation of activities in or near the designated habitats. In particular,
information about what types of proposed actions may be detrimental at a
particular site, and potential strategies available to mitigate the effects of
unavoidable projects is needed. Additional information is needed for many
indigenous species groups and natural communities; e.g., near-shore fisheries,
marine mammals, sea turtles, and macroinvertebrates. Adding impact
assessment language and characterizations of benchmark habitats will improve
the utility of the SCFWHs. However, the paucity of available data limits the
ability to discuss and make recommendations about underrepresented species
groups and communities.

The limitations on our ability to protect significant habitats, combined with
historic impacts throughout the landscape, highlight the need for additional
efforts towards the restoration of natural areas. Despite the many projects which
have been and are being conducted, there is a need for overall restoration policy
and guidelines. This need includes articulation of consistent definitions for
restoration and related activities, of restoration goals, of project identification
and selection criteria, and formulation of monitoring programs both for
restoration projects and post-project evaluation of success.

Current state-level restoration activities are accomplished through aquatic
habitat restoration projects using Clean Water/Clean Air Bond Act funds. Local
habitat restoration projects are funded under the Environmental Protection Fund
(EPF). Regional restoration efforts are also underway. As an example, three
estuaries in the marine coastal area of New York State have been incorporated
intoEPA's National Estuary Program (NEP)-the New York/New Jersey Harbor
Estuary Program (HEP), the Peconic Estuary Program (PEP), and the Long
Island Sound Study (LISS). Each program includes, or is developing, area
habitat restoration plans which identify and prioritize potential projects. Finally,
several important restoration initiatives have been undertaken at the local level
by the City of New York Parks & Recreation Department, using compensatory
monies underthe Oil Pollution Act (OPA, 1990), amongother funds.

Clearly, these disparate efforts are occurring on different time frames, spatial
scales, and with different goals and objectives; they are associated with different
levels of expertise. All these factors haveimplications for project prioritization,
selection of success criteria, and development of a monitoring program, and are
themselves interrelated. For example, the goals of a restoration project will
often be different depending on the time frame of reference. An immediate goal
may be stabilization of substrates, while medium term goals may revolve around
the restoration of native plant communities and the provision of habitat, and
even longer term goals focus on enhancing the overall diversity of habitat types
in the region. Concurrently, the goals just enumerated are associated with
different spatial scales: while the stabilization of substrate and restoration of
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habitat occur at the site itself, the enhancement of overall diversity is viewed
from a regional perspective. This simple example exhibits the multidimensional
nature of a single restoration initiative, and the fundamental impossibility of
completely isolating the single restoration initiative from considerations at a
largerscale.

To fully achieve the goal of Policy Seven of the NYS CMP, therefore, it is
imperative that current efforts be better coordinated to fit into an overall
restoration framework. This is especially true for those projectssupportedby
the state through the NYS Clean Water/Clean Air Bond Act and EPF. The NYS
Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and Department of State
(DOS) have begun joint formulation of such a framework, coordinatedto a great
extent by the author's fellowship work. DECis currently forming focus groups
in both its Hudson Valley and Long Island jurisdictions to articulate appropriate
definitions, general restoration policy, and project selection and success criteria.
Also, the 1997 and 1998 rounds of Bond Act aquatic habitat restoration projects,
jointly administered by the two agencies, will be used to test the feasibility of
basic monitoring requirements developed as part of the author's fellowship
project.

Nancy L. Niedowski NYS Department of State
Division of Coastal Resources

41 State Street

Albany, NY 12231-0001 USA
Ph (518)474-6000
Fax (518) 473-2464
Email nniedows@dos.state.ny.us
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Abstract Only

Experiences on the Development of an Information System for

Cancun,
Quintana Roo, Mexico.

Alberto Oriza-Barrios and Sergio DeLuna
Department of Information Systems, Municipal Government of Benito Juarez

Cancun, Q.Roo, Mexico.

Cancun, in the Mexican Caribbean, is now a major touristic destination known
around the world. It is also a unique case on socioeconomic dynamics. 30 years
ago it was an isolated fishermen village, until it was pinpointed by the
government as an ideal place for a touristic development. From 1975 to 199S
population increased from less than 50,000 inhab. to more than 450,000 inhab.,
and the number of hotels and lodges has gone from 20 to 300.

Each year, Municipal Government is confronted with a necessity to expand its
administrative capabilities, in its role as facilitator and/or executioner of the
public services and regulations required by the community. The technical
approach to the management of diverse and complex tasks was, in 1995, the
development of a computerized information system, an alternative widely used
today at Mexican federal and state government levels, but still new to most
municipalities, due to the required investment on equipment and training. Only
1.5 % of municipal governments in Mexico count with a computer network for
administration.

The information system, called SAM (Municipal Administration System)
revised and integrated every process selected to be partof a general network,
first including the areasof Urban Development, Construction and Operation
Licenses, Maritime-Terrestrial Federal Zone and Landed Property Taxation.
The results indicated that investment to develop SAM soon paid for itself. The
municipal budget increased 64% since it is in use, mainly due to the
regularization of operation licensesand privateproperty ownership.

However, there are still areas which aren't included in SAM due to the enormous
amount of data input, synthesis and analysis required, areas such as Public
Lighting System, Sewer System, Security and Garbage Disposal and
Confinement. The natural flow towards further efficiency of public
administrative tasks, given the actual technological infrastructure and built
capacity is the evolution of SAM into a GIS.

The state government authorized and funded a proposal from the municipal
government to develop a GIS for the municipality of Benito Juarez (Cancun
City). The GIS and its applications areexpected to serve as basis to the future
development of a municipal land use plan, and as a model for other
municipalities and the state government itself.
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Coastal zone management in Mexico, and in Cancun, has no agency or law
specially designated for it. Instead, it is executed through diverse federal, state
and municipal agencies. Cancun has been national first case for a number of
resolutions regardingcoastal zone use, which have settled a precedent. The
development of a GIS will lead to better and integral information management,
and more efficient coastal management activities,such as permits for docking,
beach construction and water front use.

There is still a long way to walk for achieving integrated coastal management in
Mexico, but alternatives such as information systems and GIS on municipal
governments, the most basic functional unit of government, can lead to sound
assessments and better informed decision making.

Alberto Oriza-Barrios Department of Information Systems
Municipal Government of Benito Juarez

Sergio DeLuna Palacio Municipal, C.P. 77500
Cancun, Q.Roo, Mexico.
Ph/Fax: (98) 80-3711
E-mail: habjus@cancun.com.mx
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ACE Basin Ecological Characterization:

Providing Access to Integrated Information.

George Rieckerk, Elizabeth L. Wenner, Eugene J, Olmi and Jeff Cowan

Introduction

People are being drawn to coastal South Carolina in ever increasing numbers.
This influx has intensified many existing environmental problems, such as
habitat loss, resource depletion, non-pointsource pollution, and nutrient loading.
Resource managersand land plannersare aware of the potential for elevated

human-induced stress in coastal environments (Boesch, 1996; Christensen et al.,
1996); however, these individualsfrequently lack the data and information
necessary to successfully manage for habitat conservation and sustainable
economic growth. The primary problem faced by resource managers is how to
assimilate the information necessary for resource managementdecisions as the
pressures on these resources increase. One of the tools available to managers is
the ecological characterization, a "focused summary of the physical, ecological,
and human systems of an area" (Kineman and Parks, 1996).

One of the foremost problems faced by scientists and resource managers is
transferal of extensive and detailed scientific information and data to resource

managers in a timely manner and in a usable format (Parks and Kineman, 1996).
A common complaint of resource managers is that extensive information and

data exist in the scientific community, but these resources are not readily
available to a wide audience and are often not summarized into a useable format.

Ecological characterizations attempt to bridge the gap by providing both
descriptive text and data, in an accessible and understandable format (Johnston
and Barclay, 1978; Kineman and Parks, 1996).

The synthesis of information about an ecosystem should include biological
resources, physical environment, key processes, and important human
interactions. Because ecological characterizations are oriented toward resource
and ecosystem management, they also include descriptions or analyses of
anticipated resource users, societal impacts, and management response options.
To be useful to a wide range of people, ecological characterizations need to be
developed through the cooperation of scientists, resource managers, and planners
to provide a product that addresses pertinent issues. Incorporation of socio
economic and other human dimensions is a necessity in order to establish
relationships between anthropogenic influences, ecological conditions, and
implications to society in the future. In addition, the format ofcharacterizations
should be flexible enough to address those new issues that may arise or those
that change over time (Kineman and Parks, 1996).
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In 1997, the National Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration (NOAA) in
conjunction with the SC Departmentof Natural Resources (SCDNR), and the
Technology Planningand Management Corporation(TPMC) initiated a two-year
project to characterize the ACE Basin, an area south of Charleston, SC
encompassing the Ashepoo, Combahee, and parts of the Edisto Rivers (Figure
1). The project was designed to be implemented at the state and local level, with
technical support and guidance provided by the NOAA's Coastal Services Center
and National Geophysical Data Center, and TPMC. The project involves
resource managers, land use planners, and resource users, from a variety of
organizations including federal, state, county, and city governments, industry,
environmentalorganizations,as well as interested privatecitizens. These
individuals are helping to identify the issues, and the information and data that
they need to manage the resources of the ACE Basin.

The target audience for the ACE Basinecologicalcharacterizationis county,
state, and federal level resource managers. These are the primary agencies
responsible for making decisions at the local level and therefore have a need for
detailed data on the ACE Basin. However, a numberof other groups can utilize
the information summarized in this characterization. These includes scientists,
educators, conservationorganizations, and industry, as well as private
landowners.

The ACE Basin Characterization Objectives

One of the primary limitationsof previous characterizations has been the
difficulty of updating hardcopies(Kineman and Parks, 1996), effectively
limitingthemto a one-time effort. As newinformation and data are generated,
components of these characterizations rapidly become dated. In addition, hard
copy characterizations cannot respond to changing societal and environmental
issues. The use of digital technology provides a flexible platformto provide
informationand data, that if properlydesignedand maintained,can respond to
changes in technology, information, and issues.

The overall project objective is to provide, in CD-ROM format, an interactive,
interdisciplinarysynthesisof information about the ACE Basin, including
physical setting, biological and socioeconomic resources, and important
ecosystem interactions. This information will document the history and status of
the natural resources within the Basin. It will integrate the extensive and diverse
amounts ofdata and information from many disciplines, into a digital document
designed to provide coastal resource managers with the information necessary to
make informed decisions concerning the use of the areas natural resources. In
addition, the CD-ROM implementation in a web compatible format will provide
agencies with limited resources the ability to view GIS data sets without
requiring the expensive hardware and technical support required for a full
Geographic Information System.
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Figure 1. ACE Basin project area

The ACE Basin, is located approximately 30 miles south of Charleston, SC (Figure
1). Known for its extensive areas of saltmarsh, diverse upland plant and animal
communities, and large tracts of primarily undeveloped land, the ACE Basin has
been the center of a national effort to balance the conservation of natural resources

with populationgrowth and economic development. Both formal partnerships, such
as the ACE Basin Task Force, and informal partnerships have been established,
with the overall goal of preserving the natural resources and traditional character
of the region.
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Cooperating partners include individual land owners, industry, conservation
organizations, local, state and federal agencies. These efforts have resulted in the
recognition of the ACE Basin as a Bioreserve, a National Estuarine Research
Reserve, a National Wildlife Refuge, anda "flagship" projectof the AtlanticCoast
Joint Venture portion of the North American Waterfowl Management Plan. Some
of the products developed by these partnerships include the Edisto River Basin
Project, which produced an ecologicalcharacterization of the Edisto River Basin;
the ACE Basin Economic Forum; and the Otter Island Prototype Digital Socio-
Ecological Characterization. The ACE Basin stands out as an area where effective
cooperation between diverse agencies and interests have come together to guide the
management of community resources.

The boundaries of the projectarea areprimarily basedon watersheds delineatedby
the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), formerly the Soil
Conservation Service. This use of watershed units to define boundaries is

consistent with an ecosystem approach to resource management and reduces
emphasis on politicalboundaries suchas cities or counties. Management activities
that are planned and implemented from an ecosystem and watershed perspective
reflect the dynamic interconnected nature of the system, and are much more
effective in protection and restoration efforts than strategies which are isolated from
the watershed approach.

Characterization Components

The information and data to be included in the CD is organized into sections and
modules (Figure2). Implemented on a CD-ROM, the product uses a web-
compatible HTML environment to access the text, data, tables, figures and
pictures. The basic text components of the product are the information sections
and the issue-based synthesis modules. The three descriptive information
sections planned include basic ecological conditions in the project area; the
current resource management practices used in or applicable to the project area;
and the socio-economic conditions. A fourth section will serve to hold all the

Geographic Information System (GIS) data layers and other data sets that will be
used to support the first three information sections. Three synthesis modules are
planned involving land stewardship, tourism, and water quality.

The information sections consist of narrativeson a wide variety of topics.
Included are descriptions of the history and current use of coastal resources of
the ACE Basin region. Information on historical land use practices such as land
clearing for agriculture, impounding of wetlands for rice culture, and harvesting
of timber resources provide a record of past resource use. Sections on current
resource use describe agricultural practices, timber management, commercial
and recreational fisheries, upland game management, and suburban, urban, and
commercial development activities. Descriptions of the environmental
conditions of the ACE Basin include the physiography and hydrology,
geomorphology, climate, water and soil characteristics, biogeochemistry, and
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chemical contaminants. The ecological community sections describe the
representative ecosystems, faunal assemblages, and ecosystem functions within
the project area. In addition to the text, tables, figures, and pictures are utilized
to summarize and display information related to the text.
In addition to the descriptive text sections, a number of spatial datasets will be
included on the CD. Data layers andthemes (sets of data layers) coveringUSGS
topographic maps (DigitalLine Graphs), National WeUands Inventory, land use,
wildlife populations, hypsography, hydrography,as well as others can be over
laidto examine spatial characteristics of the datasets. Approximately 30-35
datalayersarebeing assembled for the final product Some of these data layers
have been generated by other organizations, othersarebeing generated by this
project. Tabular data, such as trawl data or sediment contaminants data, will be
attached to the GIS layer. The abilityto displayanduse spatial data providesa
powerful tool for managers to evaluate potential changesto resourcesin an area.
The data will be displayed and manipulatedusing GIS software included on the

CD.

The approach of providing integrated text sections and data sets will allow the
resource manager easy access to information related to specific issues in the
ACE Basin. Some of the majorenvironmental and social problems are land use
and its effects on wildlife habitatand waterquality, economic development in
the face of natural resource protection,as well as others. These are large,
complex problems with many different issues and methods to managethose
issues. In a practical sense, management options are notaimed at the big picture
of land use, but at manageable issues within land use such as zoning types and
boundaries, housing density, and buffer composition and size.

In August of 1997, approximately 30 resourcemanagersand plannerswere
brought together for a workshop designed to identify issues in the ACE Basin.
The goal of the workshop was to break the largeissuesof land use or economic
development into more manageable components that can be addressed and
implemented at the local level. The results of the workshop are summarized in
Table 1. These issues will provide the basis for the development of integrated
synthesis modules on the CD.

The synthesis modules are issue-driven summaries of the ecological, socio
economic, and management aspects of particular issues. The format includes an
overview of the issue, the issue's impacts on the project area, and possible
management options. Each module will provide summaries of the necessary
background information, with links to the detailed text in the information
sections, and any management options that can be used to address the issue.
This provides a single location where a resource manager can find information
about the issue, any background information and data, and discussions of how
other agencies have handled the issue.
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Additional resources included onthe CD include a modeling demonstrations,
searchable bibliography, glossary, and index. The modeling component
priorities are static demonstrations of growth projections, habitat fragmentation,
and nutrient loading. The goal is to present possible changes in land cover,
habitat fragmentation and nutrient loading as aresult of different management
scenarios (e.g. identify where growth is likely to occurbased on current
estimates and characteristics of the region; theeffects of zoning/ nozoning, the
effects of highdensity vs low densityurban land cover).

Oneof the mostusefulcomponents of anecological characterization is the
extensivebibliography developed during the process of thecharacterization.
Digital technology allows the hundreds to thousands of records to be searched
and retrieved by topic orauthor. Two other linked components are a glossary
of termsandanindex. Because of thewidevariety of users and their
backgrounds, aglossary of terms becomes anecessity. This glossary, being
developed by NOAA-NGDC, will be accessed by hypertext linksdirectly from
the text. Indexing capabilities willbe provided to give the usera means to
search for related concepts in other sections of the text.

The text, figures, and pictureswill converted to the now familiar environment of
hypertext markup language (HTML) that is the basis for web based documents.
Except for proprietary software packages, allsoftware components canbe used
on theWorld Wide Web to facilitate the implementation of the product on the
web. The developers workingon the GIS component of the ACE Basin
Ecological Characterization project, are using MapObjects* to provide astand
alone application, to manipulate and display the spatial data sets. The end user
will be able to display, query, and printthe spatial dataprovided on the CD-
ROM. In addition, the userwill be ableto utilize otherspatial datasets
developed by the user or received from other sources.
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Table 1. August '97 Workshop, Issue Identification

Land use impacts •residentialdevelopment impacts on traditional land use
-environmentally sensitive land use/ development

practices
-how much landdisturbance due to coastaldevelopment

can be tolerated by a given ecosystem

Economic ilmpacts of land use •eco-development issues/opportunities for undeveloped
areas,and the potential for tourism to expand
development opportunities

Land use planning and
implementation

•potential land development
-development and growth management needs and

projections
-regionalplanning/infrastructure
•zoning
-value of traditional land use

Water quality management -land use link to waterquality
-impact of forestryand agricultureon water quality
-maintainingsurface waterquality and existing uses for

fishing, shellftshing in the basin
-impact of increasing impervious surface on water

quality
-identificationof non-point sources of pollution
•permitting activities (wells, septic tanks, docks,

industry)

Habitat integrity -forest fragmentation
-specific habitatdecline i.e. long leaf pine
-wetland losses (all types)
•endangered species management

Local concerns •education of public for support of land use plan(s)
-public misconception (taxes, forestry, habitat loss)
•effect on tax base (of conservation efforts)
-educating public as to the value of the ACE
-acoordinatedeffort to establish practicalcontrols on
ACE for protection from overuse
-public access/use
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Science Writing: A Coastal Model

Nancy F. Riggs, Public Information Manager
Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant College Program

Introduction

Writing about science for the lay publiccontinues to be an increasinglydifficult
undertaking as more and more people are doing just that. Not the exclusive
bailiwick of journalists, writingabout science for the lay public also falls to
educators, researchers, and environmental business staff to name just a few.
While scientists address other scientists in language that they can understand,
communication for the lay public must be written at a level that can be easily
understood by those unfamiliar with the topics under discussion. Sea Grant
focuseson improvingcoastal resources,and contributingto marine literacy is
one of the goals.

The coastal environment offers an excellent opportunity to explore science
writing, and a Sea Grant publication, Reporting on Risk Handbookfor
Journalists addressed this topic several years ago. Wide acceptance of this
award-winning publication was the catalyst for developing a similar resource for
secondaryteachersto reachstudentsbeforetheyenter college wherethey make
decisions that determine their exposure to science and environmental issues.
While the initial identified audience was Englishand journalism students and
teachers, this project has applicabilityacross curriculumsand is also directed to
teachers involved in interdisciplinary projects.

Science Writing Initiative

In support of Sea Grant goals, Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant and Michigan Sea
Grantjointly initiated a science writing initiative targeting a primary audience of
English andjournalism classroom teachers at thesecondary level. The project
was funded by National SeaGrant College Program. A survey of this audience in
three states, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan, indicated that less than six percent
address science writing as a topic in the same manner that such topics as
business writing, sports writing and news are addressed. Although science is
news, particularly when new breakthroughs are discovered, associated issues are
complex and, more often than not, interconnected.

Development

Sea Grant sponsored a focus group to determine the following:
• level of interest among participants and their colleagues in teaching

science writing
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• incentives and barriers to teaching science writing in the English
classroom

• specific materials teachers would find useful in teaching science writing
• value of Risk Handbookas a classroomaid in teachingscience writing

The focus group reached a consensus on the following:
• Interest in teaching science writing was high.
• Barriers included lack of time and lack of appropriate resources.
• The risk concept was too complex for secondary level students.
• Teachers wanted easy-to-use, classroom-ready resources.

In response to the indicated need, Sea Grant developed a resource, Science
Writing: An Environmental Approach, co-authored by two Sea Grant
communicators, University of Illinois Agricultural Communications professor
and a secondary school writing teacher.

The reader will introduce environmental issues in water quality, exotic species,
coastal economic development and fisheries. Introductions will be written in
conjunction with Sea Grant Extension specialists in each area. A collection of
Sea Grant published stories will be included in each chapter followed by teacher-
developed activities. The stories illustrate various environmental issues with the
Atlantic, Pacific, Gulf of Mexico and Great Lakes coastal areas represented.
These stories and activities provide the following:
• introduction to environmental concerns

• examples of science writing
• student assignments to be adapted to local areas

Partnerships and Pilot Testing

An alliance was formed with the Rivers Project based at Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville, and Science Writing: An Environmental Focus will
be field tested at a Rivers Curriculum Project workshop co-sponsored by the
Friends of the Chicago River in Chicago in July 1998. Following that field test,
the project will be pilot tested in classrooms in the three states this fall before the
planned December 1998 publication.

Dissemination

The reader and associated resources will be disseminated to teachers in the

southern Lake Michigan region and will be made available nationally for
production buy-ins.

Follow-up projects include the following:
• teacher training workshops
• world wide web segment
• additional print and electronic science writing resources
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Additional partnering and funding sources for expanded dissemination continue
to be explored.

Nancy F. Riggs Illinois-Indiana Sea GrantCollege Program
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
63 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory
Urbana,IL61801USA
Ph (217) 333-8055
Fax (217) 333-2614
nriggs@uiuc.edu
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Coastal Dunes: A Mitigation Approach to the Effects ofCoastal
Storms

Erica S. Rohr, Logistics Management Institute
Norbert P. Psuty, Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences,

Rutgers University

Over the past few years,coastal communities have seen an increase in the
number and intensity of coastal storms. These communities have experienced
thedestruction of their beaches, dunes, property, and ultimately loss of income
due to coastal storm damage. Coastal dunes have traditionally been viewed asa
form of natural sand storage and an esthetic component of the coastal landscape.
They also serve an additional role by forming anatural barrier to storm surges
and flooding. Based on this protective feature, community interest in
constructing coastal dunesas a mitigation approach to the effects of stormshas
increased. This interest has resulted inan evolution of greater community
involvement with dune/beach interaction and with creating and restoring coastal
dunes. In particular, many coastal communities in New Jersey have developed
community-based coastal dune development and protection programs. This is
an important movement because the ultimate solution to the enhancement and
protection of lifeand property along thecoast relies on local action by the
citizens most directly affected by these concerns. In an effort to foster and to
strengthen community involvement there is a need to develop a programmatic
approach to the application of the protective capabilities of coastal dunes.

Foundation of Coastal Dune Management

The value of coastal dunes as a protective feature has been recognized veryearly
in the coastal management community. In New Jersey, coastal dunes' role asa
protective feature wasestablished in 1930 when the New Jersey Board of
Commerce andNavigation produced the Report on the Erosion andProtection
of the New Jersey Beaches. Whereas thereport emphasized thecontinuation of
structural solutions to reducebeach erosion,the report noted that more
consideration shouldbe given to the protective qualitiesof coastal dunes.
However it wasnot untilafter the March 1984 storm, whichdestroyed muchof
New Jersey's dunes, that the State beganto emphasize dunes as a preferred form
of coastal protection. In 1984, the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (NJDEP) completed Assessment of Dune and Shore Protection
Ordinances in New Jersey, which was an evaluation of municipalities'
management of coastaldunes. The reportconcluded that State expenditures for
shore protection would be the most cost effective if they were to coincide with
programs that protect and create dunes, and that future shore protection
expenditures by the State be conditioned upon municipal adoptionand
enforcement of an effective dune management program (NJDEP, 1984). As a
by-product of the report. NJDEP produced Guidelines and Recommendations
forCoastal Dune Restoration andCreation Projects, which provided dune
restoration and creation techniques to help municipalities plan effective and
environmentally-sound dune projects (NJDEP. 1985). Furthermore, the New
Jersey Office of Emergency Management (NJOEM) has reinforced a
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coordinated government program of dune creation and expansion through
various State Hazard Mitigation Plan recommendations (NJOEM, 1994). In
addition, NJOEM has supported communities by providing funding to restore,
develop, and repairtheir dunes after a disasterwith grants from the Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program.

The state of New Jersey has continued to encourage community restoration,
improvement, and maintenance of dunes through technical and financial
support. As partof this movement, New Jersey's coastal management strategy is
shifting from protection of property toward improved public safety through
coastal mitigation. Coastal dune enhancement is an integral part of this effort.
More recently, the Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences, with the funding
from NJDEP and NJOEM, developed a coastal dune protection and management
report in 1996. The report, which is ultimately intended to form a manual of
dune enhancement guidelines, provides coastal communities with an
understanding of dune processes and incorporates the elements of an effective
dune management program.

Federal programs did not recognize the attributes of coastal dunes until the
passage of the 1972 National Coastal Zone Management Act. Among the basic
tenets that formed the foundation of the Act was the desire to protect dunes as a
natural protective feature (P.L. 91-583,1972). Under the Act, states could
receive federal funding to develop and to implement the Act's objectives. For
the first time, there was a national impetus for coastal states to promote dune
restoration and maintenance. New Jersey was one of many states to utilize these
funds to implement the Federal Emergency Dune Restoration Program. The
U.S. National Research Council produced a report of the management and
approaches to the problem of coastalerosion (1990). The report lists dune
building as a means to create a reservoirof beach sand and a naturalbarrier
against storm conditions.

Recently, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) announced its
intention to use mitigation strategiesas a tool to reduce loss and exposure in
hazardous areas, includingcoastalareas. FEMA has announcedits National
Mitigation Strategy (1995), the focus of which is to remove people from
hazards, provide support for public safety, reduce the costs of recovery
following damage from naturalhazards, and reduce payouts from the National
Flood Insurance Programby 50% by the year 2010. Moreover, in 1995 the
Federal Executive Office zero-funded beach nourishment projects by the Army
Corps of Engineers. This action, coupled with the National Mitigation Strategy,
indicates a continued broad-based withdrawal of Federal support and subsidy to
the coastal communities and the coastal recreation/tourism economy (Psuty,
1998). As the nation's coastal management strategies shift from protection of
property to the enhancement of public safety, coastal dune maintenance can
easily be incorporated into these efforts. And, if the Federal government
continues to decrease monetary support for beach nourishment projects as a type
ofcoastal protection, the buffering abilities of coastal dunes may become a
primary means of protection.

With increasing emphasis on coastal dunes as a form of mitigation, there is an
emerging conflict relatedto management of a dynamic system, such as coastal
dunes, within the context of a spatially-restricted zone between the open beach
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and development. Viles and Spencer (1995) draw attention to the problem of
incorporating differing dune functions within a single management program
whereas Davies, et al. (1995) contrast the application of static management
processes to the dynamic character of coastal foredune ecosystems. However,
both indicate that there are opportunities for compromise based on the
understanding of the natural system dynamics and the application of short and
long-term strategies to reconcile the needs of society within natural system
dynamics.

Integration of Science and Community

An increased community interest and involvement in dune programs eventually
lead to the need to establish effective dune management programs. If coastal
dunes are to be employed to protect communities from the effects of coastal
storms, communities should have a basic understanding of the processes that
influence the creation of coastal dunes and should also have a basic

understanding of the available commitments of space to permit the presence of
dunes; i.e., what dimensions can be set aside to create or enhance the
development of dunes. Most communities will probably have to reach some
compromise position or trade off in committing space for dunes relative to other
uses. This compromise provided the basis for the dune management program
and for all subsequent decisions regarding its implementation.

In the process of achieving some compromise, communities should balance the
level of protection desired with the amount of coastal space available to reach
their goals. The spatial dimensions of a foredune that would protect against a 1-
in-5-year storm level, for example, will differ from the dimensions required to
buffer a l-in-50-year storm. Although a municipality may wish to provide
protection from water levels associated with a l-in-50-year storm, the
beach/dune area may only provide adequate space for a foredune that can buffer
a l-in-20-year storm water level.

An example of the dimensional commitment associated with dunes and storms
protection is the guideline currently proposed by FEMA (1988) related to a 100-
year recurrence interval storm. It is suggested that a pre-storm sand reservoir in
the dune that has a cross-sectional area of 540 square feet above the 100-year
flood level and seaward of the crest of the dune will provide adequate buffering
to survive a 100-year storm. That is a sizeable commitment of space and it
offers protection against a relatively rare event.

It may be more reasonable to incorporate some levels of protection that are
associated with storms that occur more often and flood to lower levels. Creation

of dunes to withstand the flood and erosion with more common events are

within the range of achievabledimensionsand also within a comprehensive
temporal scale as well.

Definition of Objectives

It is important that communitiescreate some objective relative to level of
protectiondesired from their dune program. The establishmentof such a value
translates into some dune dimension and some spatial extent. It translates into
an objective both for initial dunecreation as well as maintenance. It is the basis
for a program that defines a level of effort related to a level of protection.
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The establishment of an objective for dune dimensions is the equivalent to
creating a level of mitigationbecause standards will have to be employed that
are part of an ongoing program. The standards should be based in science and
the needs and resources available to the community should determine the
application. In this regard, it is essential to have information that is both easily
understood and easy to apply.

Dimensional Guidelines for Dune Development and Mitigation

The establishment of guidelines assists communities to determine the
dimensions of dunes that need to be created. And once established, the
guidelines serve as a means of implementing these goals. Dimensional
guidelines serve as a means of maintainingthe prescribeddune dimensions
relative to the desired level of mitigation. Guidelinesensure the goals are
realistic and ultimately achievable. Guidelines incorporateall aspects of dune
management programs: dune creation, restoration and maintenance, dune
bufferingcapabilities, a setback zone, and a dune protection ordinance.

Creation of Dunes

Placement: The amountof protection a dune will provideagainst high water
levels is dependent on its placementand dimensions. The guidelines provide
assistance in determining the position of the dunes relative to the storm tide
position. Enough space will need to be provided to distance the dunes from the
penetration of frequent storms. Otherwise, the dune can become substantially
eroded duringlow magnitude storms andit willnot be capable of providing any
protection against larger events.

Dimensions: In order for a community to achieve its goals, specific dimensions
of a dune need to be maintained. Both the height and width of a dune influence
a dune's protectivecapabilities. The largerthe dune the moreprotection is
afforded.

SandFencesand Vegetation: Once the proper placementand dimensions have
been established, the dunes will need to be created. There are several different
techniques available to communities to create coastal dunes. Dunes can be built
by mechanical manipulation,planting appropriatedune vegetation, erecting sand
fences, or a combination of these methods. The amount of time to reach the
community'smitigationobjective will be dependenton the type of method
chosen.

Restoration and Maintenance of Dunes

Achievement of a community's mitigation objectives is based on the continued
existence of the dune's dimensions. The continuation of a coherent foredune
requires a rigorous maintenanceprogram. Guidelinesestablish procedures
regarding the properplanting techniques and fertilization of regional plant
species and associations, installationand positioningof sand fences, programs
for restoration and maintenance, and creationof ordinances. Vegetation will
need to be replaced and foot traffic will need to be controlled. Pathways should
be established to eliminate indiscriminate pedestrian passage and subsequent
dune destruction. Any changes in a dune system such as blowouts, wash-outs,
or human-induced damage dunes will need immediate attention if the dunes are
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to continue to provide maximum amountof protection. An integral partof dune
enhancement programs is yearly dune maintenance and monitoring. Not only
will aspects of the programs maintain dunes at the proper spatial dimension,
they also can bring various community resources together for a common cause,
creating a feeling of community "togetherness".

Evaluation of Levels of Protection

One aspect of the guidelines will provide an evaluation of the
protective/buffering capability of dunes/beaches of differing dimensions related
to higher frequency storm events, such as the 10-, 20-, and 30-yearrecurrence
interval storms. By using a combination of dune heights and widths, and beach
heights and widths, the effects of storm-surge recurrence intervals with four sets
of waves sizes will be simulated in model forms and resulting levels of erosion
will be presented. One example is in Figure 1 in which a 30-yearstorm surge
elevation is run on a beach with a berm of 150 ft. width, 5 ft. high at the seaward
margin and 10 ft. high at the base of the dune, and a dune which is 10 ft. high
above the beach and is 70 ft. wide at its base. The figuredemonstrates the result
of the model run which shows that the profile would provide protection if the
storm-associated waves reached heights of 10 ft. or 15 ft., but that the dune crest
would be compromised with 20 ft. waves and the dune would be lost with 25 ft.
waves. Similar model runs could be used to evaluateexisting dune/beach
conditions at any site or could be used as the design template to build the dune
to desired levels of protection.

Set-back Zone

Coastal dunes will be subject to increased scarping and erosion if they are not
permitted to shift inland naturally and maintain a distance from the MHT. The
creation of a buffer zone at the inland margin of the foredune supports the inland
continuity ofdune processes, form, and habitat as the dune shifts inland.
Accordingly, the establishment of a buffer zone supports the continuation of a
community's mitigation objectives. Wherever possible, communities should
establish a formal dune buffer areainland of the built dune to permit the inland
extension of the dune processes as partof their dune management program.

Ordinance Formulation

Dune ordinances build upon the guidelines by providing a legal mechanism for
communities to develop programsthat maximize the function and effectiveness
ofdunes; therefore, carrying-out their dune management and mitigation
objectives. In particular, ordinances provide a community with means to
implement the creation, restorationand, maintenance of their dunes. The
essential components of a strong dune ordinance include definitions of the
parameters being regulated, regulationof activities in the dunes, and delineation
of dune creation and maintenance activities.

Coastal Dune Manual

Members of the Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences at Rutgers University
are in the process of developing a manual of guidelines for dune enhancement.
These guidelines are directed towardcoastalcommunities within the North and
Mid-Atlantic who wish to preserve, enhance, and restore their coastal dunes.
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Because the preservation and restoration of coastal dunes can be almost entirely
a community effort and responsibility, the guidelines are geared toward assisting
them to understand dune processes and to establish effective dune management
programs. The guidelines describe the processes that govern these coastal
dunes, and offer management strategies directed at the community level to
maximize the function and effectiveness of their dunes. Additionally, the
guidelines include a model dune protection ordinance for communities to review
and amend to their specific situations.

Conclusion

Coastal communities benefit from the preservation and enhancement of coastal
dunes, which are an important component of the natural coastal system.
Likewise, there is interest in the abilities of coastal dunes to function as a natural
barrier and mitigate the effects of storm surges and flooding. There is a need to
develop a programmatic approach to enhancing coastal dunes' protective
qualities. Based on New Jersey's experience, there is an opportunity to provide
community decision makers with dimensional guidelines that are related to
objectives of levels of protection. The as semblance of information on
procedures to enhance the objectives of mitigation can be extended to other
areas.

Epilogue

Whereas there is considerable interest in the creation of coastal dunes as part of
a community mitigation effort, it needs to be stressed that dunes do not prevent
erosion and they do not reverse an erosional trend. They do offer protection
from storm surges and they do contribute sand to buffer the rates of shoreline
displacement. Thus, dunes act as a barrier to communities and mitigate storm-
related damage. However, dunes have a finite capacity to provide protection
and buffering. They may be topped by very high storm surges. Although
communities can extend the protective capabilities and other qualities of dunes
through maintenance programs, it is likely that dunes should be considered as a
short- and medium- term protective strategy that is within the capabilities of the
community to perform and that will have to be repeated as part of a continuing
maintenance program to achieve mitigation objectives.
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The emergence of an erosional trend within the Columbia River Littoral Cell has
motivated the investigation of coastal processes to serve as baseline data for
predicting future shoreline conditions.The Southwest Washington Coastal
Erosion Study, a five year regional scale research study jointly directed by the
Washington State Department of Ecology and the US Geological Survey, is
responsible for collecting and analyzing data as well as developing useful
products for end-users to assist in the land-use planning decision making
process. A Coastal Information Clearinghouse has been created to facilitate the
transfer of knowledge between the study and identified stakeholders, to archive
and distribute research results and develop end-user products. The goal of the
Clearinghouse is to facilitate the merger of scientific data with land-use planning
to improve hazard managementwithin the Columbia River Littoral Cell. This
includes a coordination of efforts with state and local government agencies and
an overarching educational component to develop an awareness of coastal
hazards and elicit appropriate management responses to current crises and the
long-term planning process.

Background

Erosion throughout the region is a relatively new but major management
consideration for state and local governments. Historically, the northern Oregon
and southwest Washington coasts have developed on a rapidly accreting
shoreline, with some areas experiencing shoreline progradation in excess of 1
km over the past century. Resource management issues dealt with the problem
of accreting and drifting dunes that interrupted views and limited public access.
Traditional coastal erosion and development hazards in the region were treated
as localized problems with negligible regional impacts. The coastal management
response to erosion in this region has not been well defined and has been based
on general policies with little substantive basis.

During the past decade, the situation has rapidly changed, and coastal
communities are experiencing erosion at an unprecedented rate. Hazards
associated with coastal erosion problems have prompted expensive engineering
proposals to combat natural forces. Beaches, once nourished with sediment from
the Columbia River, are moving towards a new equilibrium resulting from a
depleted sand supply. Although there is much speculation about the causes of
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erosion, virtually no scientific or technical data existed to make informed
management decisions. In response to escalating coastal erosion problems, the
Washington State Department of Ecology and theUS Geological SurveyCoastal
andMarine Geology Program hasembarked on a five-year regional scalecoastal
behavior study of theColumbia RiverLittoral Cell, stretching from Tillamook
Head,OR to PointGrenville,WA (Figure 1).Severaldistinct areas within the
littoral cell, identified as"hot spots" in Figure 1,have exhibited severe erosional
trends andserved asthe impetus to begin a regional scale investigation. Ocean
Shores, WA (Point Brown), for example, is anarea thathasprograded over2
km since the completionof the Grays Harbor north jetty in 1917. However,
erosion in excess of 20 m hasbeen documentedover the past year.
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Figure 1. Erosion"hot spots" within the Columbia River LittoralCelt

The regional scale study will examine potential links in the coastal response
between established "hot spots" throughout the littoral cell. Efforts to monitor
the movement of sediment throughout the cell will enable model application for
future shoreline position prediction. One of the primary management problems
facing planners, natural resource managersand researchers is the lack of
monitoring data for the littoral cell upon which predictions and coastal
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management strategies can be formulated. The developmentof a knowledge
base in conjunction withthe Study, provides theopportunity to integrate the
scientific understanding of thecoastal zonewithfuture management decisions,
ensuring the long-term economic andenvironmental sustainability of the
Columbia River Littoral Cell.

Coastal Monitoring & Analysis Program

The merger of the technical knowledge basedeveloped through the Study with
state and local coastal management occurs within the framework of the Coastal
Monitoring & Analysis Program (CMAP).The research program has milestones
intended to provide useful and effective products for coastal management
applicationsand for the integrationof science and management.These
milestones include:

• Develop a Coastal Information Clearinghouse to integrate Studyresults with planning
and management efforts and to serve as a reference for future coastal research.

•

• Develop and maintaina projectweb site to highlightongoingresearch efforts and assist
in the transfer ofdata products.

•

• Facilitate community participation, technical transfer, educational outreachand
information systems integrationto ensure research efforts and deliverables have local
valueand providethe necessary technical information fordecision-making.

• Developa Geographic Information System (GIS) database to enhancespatiallybased
management and facilitatea collaborativelocalGIS access plan.

These milestones will provide a foundation for improved coastal management at
the state and local level. The components of the research program are
synthesized through outreach and product development efforts geared toward
the end-user. The transfer of knowledge is accomplished through an information
clearinghouse initiated to facilitate information flow to a variety of stakeholders.
The information,products and systemsdeveloped during this project will be the
deciding factor on how the Columbia River LittoralCell is managed and
developed into the next century.

CMAP, housed within the Washington State Department of Ecology's
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program, consists of three major
activities, the Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study, a beach
morphology monitoring program and technical assistance for coastal
communities. Figure 2 diagrams the informationflow, initiated by CMAP,
continuing to the Coastal Information Clearinghouse and on to the end-user. The
initial flow is guided by the goals of CMAP, which serve as the basis for the
activities that supply the Clearinghouse with an array of information. Transfer of
information to the end-user is accomplished through a number of outreach and
product development efforts.
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Coastal Monitoring &
Analysis Program (CMAP)

Figure 2. Coastal Monitoring & Analysis Program information flow-schematic.

The Coastal Information Clearinghouse

Dataand information collected bytheStudy will be managed by the Coastal
InformationClearinghouse,establishedto archive researchresults for
development anddistribution. The Clearinghouse contains data froma number
of sources, including monitoring data, shoreline change analysis, geological
investigations, thestudy library and presentation graphics. Specific goals of the
Coastal Information Clearinghouse include:

• Improve the publicawareness of coastal processes andhazards.
• Assistin theidentification of appropriate coastal erosion management measures.
• Translate Studyresults intocoastal management toolsfor state andlocal governments.
• Facilitate technical transfer, educational outreach and information systems management

and integration.
• Integrate scientific information with the decision-making process.

End-user products,developed by the Clearinghouse, will foster and maintain
interest in the study, improve awareness of research results and increase
coordinationamong state and local natural resource managers.

Three stakeholder groups have been identified for product and research results
dissemination, including the local, statewideand state and Federal agency
audiences. The local audience consistsof city and county officials, resource-
based industries, coastal property owners and proprietors. The statewide
audience is comprised of citizens, legislators, consultants, educators and non
profit organizations. Finally, the Federal and State agency audience includes
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natural resource agencies such as the US Army Corps of Engineers, Department
of Ecology, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington State Department of
Natural Resources, Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife, State
Parks and Recreation Commission, Department of Community Trade and
Economic Development, US Geological Survey, US Fish and Wildlife Service
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

A list of contacts has been developed from the identified stakeholders to serve as
the basis of communication for the Study. Periodic correspondence is distributed
to contacts based on specified areas of interest; topics include technical reports,
educational materials and map mailings. Although anyone is eligible to receive
all study mailings, data and products are developed for specific audiences with
varying levels of technical expertise.

Outreach, Education and Product Development

An integral element of the overall outreach effort is the establishment of a link
between CMAP and the end-user communities through the development of
useful data products and educational materials geared towards a lay audience.
The initial step of this process was to create a database to serve as an
educational and research tool by archiving data resources and maintaining a
Study library complete with publications, journal articles, books, photographs,
maps and videos. Subsequent outreach products target specific audiences with
varying levels of technical expertise. In general, the outreach program is a
multifaceted process intended to educate the end-user through the identification
of appropriate response measuresto coastalcrises and land-use planning efforts.

An Erosion Study Advisory Committee consisting of representatives from the
coastal counties, local officials and the Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion
Study staff has been formed as the primary link between the Study and local
communities. The committee serves a number of roles, most prominently, as an
avenue to communicate ongoing Study efforts and to address local conditions
and concerns. In addition, committee members serve as points of contact for
local issues and provide input in the development of useful products. The
committee meets on a bimonthly basis at locations throughout the littoral cell.
Typically these meetings include an update of current research activities, input
from local representatives and a discussion of new findings and conclusions.
Among the goals of bringing this committee together is to assemble a group of
individuals with the ability to influence natural resource management decisions
on a regional scale, identify emerging coastal issues and appropriate
management responses and to provide examples of the diversity of the coastal
zone within the littoral cell. The study will be reliant on future
intergovernmental coordination to implement a successful long-range regional
scale plan.

The first annual Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study workshop was
held in March 1998 in Ocean Shores, WA to present initial findings and results
to the end-user community. The workshop assembled a diverse group of natural
resource managers at all levels of government to present an in-depth overview of
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theSouthwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study and a"state-of-the-
knowledge" ofthe Columbia River Littoral Cell and to discuss the integration of
scientific knowledge with land-use planning and resource management. Larger
public forums provide additional opportunities to communicate witha more
general audience. The Beachcomber's Fun Fair and Willapa Science Conference
are two examples of such events. Sponsored bylocal entities, these events target
layaudiences in anattempt to spur interest in coastal andenvironmental issues.
Typical Study involvement comes inthe form of presentations, posters and
panel discussions. Information isgeared toward non-technical audiences, with
an emphasis ondeveloping an awareness and understanding of coastal processes
and associated hazards.

In addition tothescientific publications documenting 'Study' data and results,
educational reports, intended for anon-technical audience, are being developed.
A series of focus sheets illustrate the history and motivations for the study, as
well as specificresearch components. The first of the research oriented focus
sheets describes the work of the beach morphology monitoring program
designed and initiated bythe study. Additional focus sheets will highlight
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), seismic radar survey collection, onshore
geological investigations and data transfer opportunities. To assist in the
development of increased understanding of the coastal zone, aglossary of
coastal terminology was created. The glossary includes terminology used in
coastal science, engineering, geology, management and the technologies that
characterize, measure, describe orquantify the physical properties, processes
and changes inthecoastal zone. Theintent of the glossary is to provide a non
technical audience with areference for reading and understanding professional
journals, projectproposals or dataanalysis.

Currently, two virtual products are under development, including a 'Study' web
site andan interactive "field trip".The web site contains current research
activities,results and conclusionsandcontact information for Local, State and
Federal partners. E-mail links toCMAP staffand aresponse form soliciting
commentsencourage viewers to communicate coastal experiences and
individual priorities to serveasadditional inputintothe flowof communication.
An interactive virtual "field trip" of theColumbia River Littoral Cell will
highlight thedynamic nature of the regional coastal system by incorporating
study dataand analysis as well as pictures, videoclips andothereducational
materials to help foster anunderstanding of thecoastal system andits associated
hazards.

The implementation of abeach morphology-monitoring program provides an
invaluable source of data for planners and resource managers. An annual report
will be published to present the "state-of-the-beaches" within the littoral cell.
The document will discuss seasonal fluctuations in beach form, compare current
results to previous dataandlook for trends in sedimenttransport andassociated
shoreline change. The long-term product developed from these reports will be a
morpho-dynamic vulnerability index to evaluate coastal hazards within the
littoral cell. The index will identify high hazard areas within the region to enable
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Abstract

The state of Maine has strong coastal management laws under the Wetland Protection
Rules, Natural Resources Protection Act, and Water Classification Program that are
designed to reduce impacts caused by commercialand private development in marine
environments. However, currently there is no standard assessment methodology to assess
the potential effects of permitting activities on coastal intertidal and sub-tidal habitats.
After reviewing all the comments and scientific data, approval or denial of an application
is based on the permit reviewers "best professional judgment" to evaluate threats to
marine environments. This decision is often based on inadequate and inconsistent
biological assessments that provide little insight into the functions and values of the
habitat that may be lost upon development and/or modifications. The primary objectives
of the project are to I) develop an ecological assessment methodology for Maine
intertidal and sub-tidal habitats that provides information on the ecological functions and
values, species composition, productivity, physical, chemical and geological
characteristics, and the relationship to the upland environment to help streamline the
permitting process and protect coastal habitats; 2) develop guidelines for compensation
and mitigation for losses of functions and values caused by alterations of marine habitats;
and, 3) establish procedures and formats for biological data and state regulations to be
incorporated into the State of Maine GIS system.

Introduction

In recent years coastal development in Maine has been accelerating and strong
environmental laws have been developed to reduce impacts to marine habitats. Coastal
areas are threatened by increased development of commercial and private piers, lobster
pounds, dredging projects, salmon and shellfish aquaculture, bridges, rip-rap stabilization
projects, and marina development. To protect the natural environment from these
development pressures, the Wetlands Protection Rules, the Natural Resources Protection
Act (NRPA) and the Water Classification Act were developed between 1988-1994 to
prevent pollution, degradation, alteration, and habitat loss in tidal wetlands. Under these
statutes, the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is bound to restrict
activities that will "unreasonably harm any significant wildlife habitat... estuarine or
marine fisheries or other aquatic life" (NRPA 38 MRSA 480-D) or cause a net loss in the
functions and values of coastal wetlands.

To assess impacts at the site of development, biological assessments from professional
environmental consultants and Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR) regional
biologists are required before permission to proceed is granted by the DEP. Additional
comments from federal and state agencies on biological and fisheries issues, navigational
concerns, and geological processes are received by the NRPA licensing staff. However,
there is no standard assessment methodology available to assess the potential effects of
permitting
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proactive planning measuresand limit the exposureof existing and future
development to risk.

Conclusions

Historically, the prograding beaches throughout the Columbia River Littoral
Cell have limitedthe development and implementation of coastal management
policies to deal with hazard management. Today, however, this rapidly
developing Pacific Northwestcoast is experiencingerosion at an unprecedented
rate, subjecting property and infrastructure to increased risk from coastal
hazards. A severe lack of information about the coastal processes effecting this
change has made it increasingly difficult to make scientifically based
management decisions. The Southwest Washington Coastal Erosion Study has
been established in an attempt to develop a regional understanding of the coastal
behavior observed within the littoral cell. Data collectionand analysis efforts are
two major components of the study. In addition, the developmentof the Coastal
Information Clearinghouseto presentand archive knowledgegenerated through
the study enables data development and distribution to assist in management
applications. Stakeholders have been identified, and processes have been
established to produce and distribute educational materials and assist in the
transfer of technical knowledge to end-users.
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hasno standard surveying methodology for thecollection of scientific data at a proposed
project site. Each biologistuses his or herown qualitative techniques andonly one has
developed a listof considerations to address the functions andvalues of a particular
habitat. The surveys concentrateon impacts and losses to the commercial and
recreational fisheries, navigational concerns, and public accessright-of-way.
Quantitative surveys are not conducted due to the lack of resources and the need for
detail. Subtidal surveys are rarely conducted.

Federal Role

Most federal and slateagenciesareasked by the DEPor the Army Corps of Engineersto
supplycomments on the threats to the marine environmentfor large-scale projects.
Many conduct brief site visits andrely on marineconsultantsto provide a more
comprehensive studyof the project site. The Department of Transportation with their
own biologists on staff, conduct assessments with varying degrees of detail depending on
thescale of the project, controversy surrounding thedevelopment, andthe potential
presence of endangered species. In Maine only large-scale projects (e.g. cargoterminals
andbridges) require a detailed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Recently,the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), comment agency for the ACOE in Maine,
recognizing the scarcity of information, required a baseline surveyand5 yearmonitoring
plan forcommercial species andeelgrass in lobsterpounds. These surveys are not
intendedto be used to deny development. Instead they were developed to monitor the
abundance of commercially important species in the intertidal community over several
yearsandestablish a database ofbiological information thatmay be used to assess
impacts for future applications. At the present time,onceallof theconsultants' surveys
arereviewed, agencies providedrecommendations to the DEPbased on their "best
professional judgment." Thesecomments usually concentrate on specificbiological
concerns(e.g. eelgrass,commercialspecies,endangered species, and shorebirds) instead
of the functions on anentire habitat that may be impacted through development. Salt
marsh,a well-protectedhabitat in Maine, is the exception.

Consultants Role

Consultants arehiredby applicants to conductanassessment that provides information
on the functions andvalues of intertidal and subtidal habitats andhow the proposed
developmentmay affect thesequalities. However, thereareno standard guidelines
providedby the state forconsultants to address these concerns. Assessments vary from
site to site andconsultantto consultant. Some use portionsof freshwater wetland
assessment methodologies (WET, ACOE Highway Methodology) as a guide. All are
constrained by time, resources andmoney. Some surveysaremorecomprehensiveand
quantitativethanothers. Most surveys are only descriptive and qualitative. All of the
consultantsinterviewed concentrate on issues like commercial fisheries, endangered
speciesandeelgrass thatarea priority concern of the state. Basedon theirown expertise
andinterests some consultantsemphasize the presence and importanceof one resource
over another.

Discussion

DEP licenser to The findings showa need for standardizing the assessment
methodology practices in Maine. Federal agencies, DMR regional biologists and
consultantseach approach the sametasks from varying anglesusing different techniques
to survey the same habitats. Some provide enough detailed information for the make an
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activities on coastal intertidaland subtidal habitats. After reviewingall the comments
and scientific data, approvalor denial of an application is basedon the permit reviewers
"best professional judgment" to evaluate threats to marine environments. This decision
is often based on inadequateand inconsistentbiologicalassessments that provide little
insightinto the functions and valuesof the habitatthat maybe lost upondevelopment
and/or modifications.

The goal of this project is to increase our understanding of marine intertidal and subtidal
habitats through the design and implementation of an assessment methodology.
Additional informationand standardization will increasedie DEFs ability to protect
limited natural resources. The primary objectives of the project are to:

• develop an ecological assessment methodologyfor Maine intertidal and sub-tidal habitats
that providesinformation on the ecologicalfunctions and values,speciescomposition,
productivity,physical,chemicaland geological characteristics, and the relationshipto the
upland environment

• develop guidelines for compensation and mitigation for losses of functions and values
caused by alterations of marine habitats.

• establish procedures and formats for biologicaldata, state regulations and permit
applications to be incorporated into the State of Maine GIS system.

Methods

Over the first four months of the project, baseline information was collected nationwide
on federal and state coastal wetland assessment methodologies and on assessment
methodologies used by consultants, state and federal biologists and licensers in Maine.
Over 35 consultants, DMR biologists and managers were interviewed in the field or over
the phone on current assessment techniques. Examples from all agencies in Maine were
collected and reviewed. Examples of wetland techniques used elsewhere in the nation
were collected and reviewed for feasibility. A meeting in late January with
representatives from DMR, DEP, Maine State Planning Office (SPO) and Maine Sea
Grant was held to discuss findings and future directions.

Results

Investigation into assessment methodologies for tidal wedands and intertidal and subtidal
habitats used locally and nationally revealed surprisingly few findings. Most wetlands
assessment techniques were developed for freshwater wetlands and seldom have even a
small marine component. Other approaches specific to marine and estuanne systems arc
comprehensive and quantitative. The Wetland EvaluationTechnique (WET), the US
Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) Highway Methodology, the Method for the
Evaluation and Inventory of Vepetated Tidal Marshes in New Hampshire. Puget Sound
Estuary Program Estuanne Habitat Assessment Protocol, and the Examination ofTidal
Flats developedby R.J. Diaz et al. for the U.S. Dept.of Transportation are a few
examples of methodologies used nationally. However, most of these arc labor intensive,
expensive to employand aimto address specific questions (e.g. benthicproductivity, or
fish and wildlife resources) about one or more habitats. Few, if any, of these techniques
are used on a regular basis to assess impacts in the permitting process in a variety of
coastal habitats.

State Role

Interviews and site visits with all DMR regional biologists involved in surveying
potential development sites uncovered differences ineach biologist's approach. DMR
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informed decision while others may under or over-representthe functions, resources and
valuesof a proposed development site. Different types of assessmentsmay lead to
habitatsof similarquality being protected in one regionof the state while developed in
another. It also causes discrepancies in mitigation plans developed by clients, scientists,
consultants and agencies using inconsistent data.

The findings also uncovered the level of detail currently applied and feasible in the
assessment process in Maine. At this time, creating a lengthy complex and quantitative
technique would not be useful in the permitting process. There is a great need to simply
standardize basic sets of information so each licenser is educated and armed with similar

types of knowledge about a projectsite. It is also important that they have information
on ways of mitigating impacts for each project. Forexample, providinga list of sensitive
habitatsor productive time periods to avoid during construction should be included in
every assessment.

In the next few months progress will be madeto increase our knowledge of intertidaland
subtidal habitats. To determine which habitats are rare or common in each coastal

township, a rough calculation of broad habitat types will be made for the state of Maine.
A general list of functions will be compiled from the scientific literature for coastal
intertidal and subtidal habitats affected by development. These may include, but not be
limited to, rock, boulder, gravel, mixed course and fines, salt marsh, mud flats, sand flats,
sand dune, and sand beaches. A checklist may then be created from the functions to
guide biologists and inform licensers about the characteristicsof the proposed site. To
test the practicality of assessment methods, in the summer of 1998, field training may be
offered to biologists and licensers on the ecological functions and characteristics of
different marine habitats.

Alison Ward Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Land and Water Quality
Division of Environmental Assessment

17 State House Station

Augusta, Maine 04333-0017
Ph (207) 287-7779
Fax (207) 287-7191

Email: alison.ward@state.me.us
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informed decision whileothers may under orover-represent the functions, resources and
values of a proposed development site. Different typesof assessments may lead to
habitats of similar quality being protected inoneregion of thestate while developed in
another. It alsocausesdiscrepancies in mitigation plans developed by clients, scientists,
consultantsand agenciesusing inconsistentdata.

The findings alsouncovered the levelof detail currently applied and feasible in the
assessment process in Maine. At this time, creating a lengthycomplex andquantitative
technique would notbe useful in the permitting process. There is agreat need to simply
standardize basic sets of information so each licenser is educated and armed with similar
typesof knowledge about a project site. It is alsoimportant thatthey haveinformation
on waysof mitigating impacts for eachproject. For example, providing a listof sensitive
habitats orproductive time periods toavoid during construction should beincluded in
every assessment.

In thenext few months progress willbe made to increase ourknowledge of intertidal and
subtidal habitats. To determine which habitats are rare or common in each coastal
township,a rough calculation of broad habitat types will be made forthe stateof Maine.
A general list of functions will be compiled from the scientific literature forcoastal
intertidal andsubtidal habitats affected by development. Thesemay include, but not be
limited to, rock, boulder,gravel,mixed courseand fines, saltmarsh,mud flats, sand flats,
sanddune,and sandbeaches. A checklistmay thenbe created fromthe functions to
guidebiologists andinformlicensers about thecharacteristics of the proposed site. To
test the practicality of assessment methods, in thesummer of 1998. field training may be
offered to biologistsand licenserson the ecological functions andcharacteristics of
different marine habitats.
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Minding the Coast: Its Everybody's Business
Proceedings ofthe Iff* International Conference of
The Coastal Society. Williamsburg. VA USA

A Panel Presentation

MILITARY ACTIONS TO PROTECT RESOURCES IN COASTAL
AREAS

A DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PANEL

Panelists

Organizer: L. Peter Boice, Director,Conservation,Office of the Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense

Gregory Ruiz, SmithsonianEnvironmentalResearch Center
Aileen Smith or Steve Olsen, Navy Chesapeake Bay Program

Topics

Overview of Military Efforts to Protect Resources in Coastal Areas

Global Marine Invasions by Non-Indigenous Species: A Study of Navy Ballast
Water in the Chesapeake Bay Region -

DoD and the Chesapeake Bay Regional Partnership -

Using Technology to Protect Coastal Resources

L. Peter Boice ODUSD(ES)EQ-CO
3400 Defense Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-3400
PH 703 604-0524

FX 703 607-4237

boicepl@acq.osd.mil
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A Poster Session

Community and regional Habitat restoration Activities

Panelists

Russell Bellmer, Moderator

Thomas C. Ardito

John G. Catena

Dr. Erik C. Zobrist

Dr. Robert C. Clark, Jr.
Timothy Osborn

Christopher Doley
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service

Ron Rozsa, Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
Ruebsamen Rickey, Louisiana Department of Natural Resources

NOAA Restoration Center: Restoring Living Marine Resource

Habitats

Russell Bellmer

NOAA, NMFS, Office of Habitat and Conservation

The National Marine Fisheries Service's Restoration Center is the focal point
for coastal and estuarine habitat restoration within NOAA. Its missions are to:

• Restore fish habitat and other naturalresources thai have been injured by human
activities;
• Advance the scienceandtechnologyof coastal habitat restoration; and

Transferrestoration technologyto the public,the private sector,andother
governmental agencies.

The Center serves NOAA, other federal agencies, and state and local
governments. In addition, it works with non-governmental organizations,
schools and private industry.

The Restoration Center is a part of NOAA's Damage Assessment and
Restoration Program (DARP). Through DARP, NOAA claims damages for
injuries to marine resources resulting from oil spills, hazardous releases, or other
human-induced environmental disturbances. Monetary awards from polluters
and other responsible parties are used to "restore, replace, or acquire the
equivalent of the injured resources. To date, thisprogram has initiated
restoration activities at over 25 sites around the country.

The RestorationCenter is also working to stem the tide of wetland loss in
Louisiana, which is beset by the highest rate of coastal wetland loss in the
nation. Under the Coastal Wetland Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act,
NOAA and the State of Louisiana are engaged in a partnership to restore salt
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marshes lost to erosion,subsidence and hydrological alterations. As part of this
program, the RestorationCenter has been awarded 14 projects to be carried out
over a period of 20 years. When completed, these restorations will benefit over
80,000 acres of coastal wetlands.

The Restoration Center administers grantsprograms to fostercommunity-based
habitat restoration projects and to fund research on habitat restoration. Over the
past two years, 13 community-basedand 16 research grants have been awarded.
Thecommunity-based grantsseek to promote stewardship and a conservation
ethic amongcoastalcommunities, whilethe researchgrants work to advance the
science and technology of coastal habitat restoration.

The Restoration Center has demonstrated the effectiveness of habitat restoration
forcountering human impacts on the marine environment As with any
emerging technology, much remains to be done. The Center is committed to
continued development of thescienceand technology of coastalenvironmental
restoration.

NOAA Restoration Center: Activities in the Northeastern U.S.

Thomas C. Ardito and John G. Catena

Coastal areasof the Northeastern U.S.exhibit a rugged and diverse post-glacial
topography, characterized by relatively small coastal systems: estuaries, tidal
rivers, wetlands and watersheds. Much of the coast,particularly in estuarine
areas, is urbanized; 350 years of agricultural, industrial, and residential
development haveresulted in significant degradation of coastal ecosystems
through hydrologic modification, physical alteration of coastlines, and
contaminationof waters and sediments with biological and industrial wastes. In
spite of this history of anthropogenic modification, the small estuaries of the
Northeast supportdiverse biological communities that, in turn, providethe basis
for important marine fisheries.

The Restoration Center's activities in the Northeast are directed toward the
unique physical, ecological and cultural features of this region. Specific
restoration projectsseek to rectifyhumanimpacts on coastalecosystemsby
restoringtidal marshhydrology, reestablishing seagrassbeds, improving
passageways for anadromousfish, protectingEndangered Species Act (ESA)
Listed species habitats, and other efforts to restore fisheries and fish habitat
injured by spills of oil and other hazardous substances. Working in partnership
with NOAA's state and Federal co-trustees, academic institutions, non
government organizations, the Restoration Center is working to restore coastal
habitats in New BedfordHarbor,Massachusetts; Narragansett Bay, Rhode
Island; New York Harbor, New York; and elsewhere in the Northeast.
Increasingly, the RestorationCenter is developingand using regional restoration
plans so that individual restorationprojects can be identified,designed and
implemented in the context of estuary-wide ecosystem needs.
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Restoring Tidal Wetlands Using ISTEA Funds

Ron Rozsa

The Intemodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) is landmark
national legislation that recognizesthat transportation programs, while vital for
national mobility and international competitiveness,must be compatible with
environmentalgoals. The TEA or Transportation EnhancementActivities of
ISTEA sets aside 10% of all surface transportation program funds for nine
eligible activities. While wetland restoration is not specifically listed as an
eligible activity, the relationship between restoration and "landscaping and
scenic beautification" and "mitigation of water pollution due to highway runoff
is explained. Coastal America presented this nexus to the Federal Highway
Administration and Connecticut DOT, which had formed a partnership with CT
DEP to restore tidal wetlands. FWHA agreed that wetland restoration was an
eligible activity. CTDEP, was the first applicant in the nation to apply for and
receive ISTEA funding for tidal wetland restoration projects. To date, one
project has been completed, one project is soon to be advertised for construction
and several are entering the design phase. ISTEA only requires 20% match!

Ron Rozsa Coastal Ecologist
Connecticut Department of
Environmental Protection

79 Elm Street, Hartford, CT 06106.
860/424-3034

Fax:860/424-4054

E-mail: ron.rozsa@po.state.ct.us

Coral Reef Restoration and Protection from Vessel Groundings

Dr. Erik C. Zobrist

Major vessel groundings in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary such as
the M/V Alec OwenMaitland (Carysfort Reef), the M/V Elpis (The Elbow
reef) in 1989 and the R/V Iselin in 1994 (Looe Key) have demonstrated the
need for quick response when restoring injured coral reef habitat. The Maitland
and Elpis sites were not restored until 1995. During the intervening period,
waves and currents enlarged the injury and required major physical
reconstruction of the reefs. While highly successful, the value of quick
response was learned. While under litigationwith the Iselin Potential
Responsible Party (PRP), NOAA directed an operation that removed several
hundred tons of loose coral rubble that threatened adjacent undisturbed coral
habitat within a year of the grounding.

Recently, NOAA had the opportunity to take actions to restore injured coral reef
habitat quickly. The 600-foot Contship Houston ran aground near Key West in
February, 1997. Coral heads were toppledand scattered on the sea floor
generating a large volume of loose rubble. NOAAand the State of Florida were
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able to work with a cooperative PRP and completed an emergency restoration
phase in spring, 1997 that reattached live coral heads and fragments. Five
rubbleberms were stabilize with a non-toxic marineepoxy. Two largerubble
berms were stabilized with flexible concrete mats and 2-3' diameter boulders

while two other sites were stabilized with just boulders.

In July, 1997, the 325-foot MA7 FortunaReefer container ship ran hard aground
near Mona Island, Puerto Rico. The vessel injured about 6,400 square meters of
coral reef dominated by elkhorn coral, Acropora palmata. As a result of an
expedited settlement between the trustees and the PRP, NOAA initiated
emergency restoration of 1,857 broken elkhorn coral branches in September and
complete the effort in mid-October. The objectives of the emergency
restoration were to reversethe major impactsof the grounding by reestablishing
the physical structure of the coral reef community and reduce coral mortality by
removing the largest broken pieces of branching elkhorn coral from the seafloor
and re-attaching them before they succumb to winter-storm damage.

Through NOAA's Damage Assessment and Restoration Program, a solid
scientific and stronglegal case can facilitate either a cooperative relationship
between the trustees and the PRP or encourage a timely settlement. These two
cases demonstrate two means by which State and Federal trustees can restore
coralreef habitatquickly, cost-effectively and without prolongedlegal
proceedings.

Commencement Bay Regional Restoration

Dr. Robert C. Clark, Jr.

The challenge for the Commencement Bay Natural Resource Trustees (Federal,
state, and tribal) has been to develop a restoration plan within a complicated
matrix of competing decision criteria. Commencement Bay (Puget Sound,
Washington) was on US EPA's original top ten list of marine Superfund sites
and now has seven operable aquatic units. The site is a large, heavily
industrialized, urbanseaport (Tacoma) which is located upon a highly modified
tidal estuaries of the still-producing Salmon River (Puyallup). It is home to a
historical Indian treaty fishery for two local and politically active tribes • the
PuyallupTribe of Indians and the Mucklcshoot IndianTribe. Multiple
contaminants of concern (petroleum, trace metals, PCBs, pesticides) have been
contributed by multiple potential responsible parties (PRPs) from a host of
industrial activities (transportation, smelting, pulp, petroleum, petrochemical,
storm water discharges, etc.). The cumulative impacts on the Commencement
Bay environment has been inventoried and a baywide, landscape ecology
approachhas been developed. The Trustees prepared a programmatic
ElS/restoration plan and constructed a pilot restoration project using adaptive
management. The bay-wide restoration plan is flexible since funding is
acquired in a series of settlements from the pasteight years and monies from
settlements anticipated over the next several years. While the total restoration
funds are undefined, the amount of available land for restoration in
Commencement Bay is declining and the cost of conducting restoration (land
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acquisition, permitting, construction, monitoring) is increasing. Many obstacles
and delays have been experienced but significant progress is now being made to
implement a large, sophisticated, integrated, urban baywide restoration program.

Wetlands Creation and Large Wetlands Restoration Efforts of

the National Marine Fisheries Service within the Coastal

Wetlands Planning, Protection and Restoration Act Program
within Coastal Louisiana

Timothy Osborn and Erik Zobrist
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service

Ruebsamen Rickey
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources

Within the Coastal Wetlands, Planning, Protection and Restoration Act
(CWPPRA), the NOAA Fisheries and the Louisiana Department of Natural
Resources (DNR), have forged a Federal/Statepartnership to plan and
implement a significant number of large wetland restoration projects spanning
the state's coastal zone. Each project was competitively evaluated within the
CWPPRA Task-Force in the annual Priority Project Selection process.

In describing the CWPPRA programand the NOAA Fisheries/DNR partnership,
a case study is instructive. The following is a synopsis of the Big Island
Restoration Project:

The Big Island project, sponsored by NOAA Fisheries, is located in Atchafalaya
Bay about 18 miles southwest of Morgan City, Louisiana. It is in the western
half of the lower Atchafalaya River delta and encompasses the shallow bay area
to the north and west of Big Island.

Natural expansion of the AtchafalayaRiver delta(AtchafalayaBay about 18
miles southwest of Morgan City, Louisiana.) has been hampered by the
deposition of material dredged from the Federal navigation channel. The Big
Island project will restore freshwater and sediment delivery processes to the
northwestern portion of the delta. Project implementation will createnearly 500
acres of deltaic wetlands and allow natural delta growth which, over 20 years, is
expected to createan additional 1,300acres of wetlandhabitat. The project
entails the constructionof distributary channelshaving a combined length of
about 24,000 feet, extending from the Atchafalaya River into the shallow waters
west of Big Island. Dredgedmaterial will be placed in a pattern to mimic
naturaldelta lobes and to create conditions conducive to trapping of riverine
sediments and deltaic expansion.

In addition to this, implementation of the AtchafalayaSediment Delivery
project,on the eastern side of the Federal Navigation channel, will restore
freshwaterand sediment delivery processesto the northeastern portion of the
delta. Project implementation will create nearly 300 acres of deltaic wetlands
and allow natural delta growth which, over 20 years, is expected to createan
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additional 1,700 acres of emergent andsubmergent wetland habitat The project
entails the construction of two distributary channels having a combined length
of about 11,000 feet, extending from the East Passchannel, through Natal
Channel and Radcliffe Pass,and into the shallow waters east of the existing
delta. Dredged material will be placed in a pattern to mimic natural delta lobes
and to create conditions conducive to trapping of riverine sediments and deltaic
expansion.

Presently, approximately twelve projects within the CWPPRA programare
sponsoredby the NOAA Fisheries with a cumulative project area in excess of
70,000 acres. With the hopeful continuation of the program,the NOAA
Fisheries will continue to develop and implement additional projectsbenefiting
Louisiana, and the nation's, wetlands.

Community-based Habitat Restoration Program

Christopher Doley

The Restoration Center is working to forge closer ties between NOAA and local
constituencies. In FY96, the Restoration Center began a community-based
restorationinitiative to enable staff to become more directly involved in local
habitat restoration activities that benefit NOAA trust resources. To date, this
effort provided funds for 13habitat restoration projects at the localor
community level, where the Center participation served as a catalyst or essential
element for project implementation. Through community-based restorations,
the Center hopes to form strong partnerships with localgovernment agencies
and volunteer organizations,as well as promote stewardship and a community
conservation ethic for natural resources. Several community-based restoration
activities will be presented.

The Adobe Creek Fish Passage Project in California is an example of
community-based partnership in which a permanent step-pool fish laddersystem
was constructed to provide passage for steelhead trout pasta 12-foot blockage at
the baseof a culvert. The project involved a partnership with the United Anglers
of CasaGrande,CaliforniaDepartment of Fishand Game, and three Sonoma
County Agencies. This solution makes it possible for fish to ascend the perched
culvert and continue swimming upstream to spawn. Local high school students
are the stewards of the creek and will maintain the fish ladder and monitor its

success.

Another example is the Duck Creek Project; the restoration of an impaired
urbanstream in Juneau, Alaska. Salmon no longerreproducein the creek
becauseof high fine sediment concentrations and low oxygen levels in the
spawning gravel. Such conditions typically result from urbandevelopment
highway maintenance, runoff, andstream pollution. As part of ajoint effort
involving community groups, the city of Juneau, the State of Alaska and other
federal agencies, the RestorationCenterhas begun to remove fine sediments and
reconfigure the stream channel to enableDuck Creek once again to supportthe
spawning ofcoho salmon, chum salmon, and cut-throat trout.
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ABSTRACT

ASSESSMENT OF THE ALASKA COASTAL MANAGEMENT

PROGRAM: MENDING THE NET

Gabrielle LaRoche and Sara L. Hunt

Alaska Office of the Governor

Div. Of Governmental Coordination

The State of Alaska initiated its journey into coastal management in the mid -
I970's, following passage of the federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
The Alaska Coastal Management Act (ACMA) of 1977 established a Coastal
Policy Council that developed a program that provides for shared state and local
management of coastal areas and resources. The Alaska Coastal Management
Program (ACMP) is a "networked" program that designates a lead agency in the
executive branch and relies on improving and coordinating existing State
authorities. Through the framework of the ACMP, Alaska's state agencies and
coastal communities share the challenge of managingabout 40,000 miles of
shoreline and coastline in a state one-fifth the size of the contiguous United
States.

Coastal districts are the grass roots of the Alaska Coastal Management Program.
To date, there are 35 coastal districts, including 12 boroughs, 19 cities, and 4
coastal resource service areas within the unorganized borough. While other
coastal states are organized into counties, townships, or boroughs, only 39
percent of Alaska is organized into similar political subdivisions. Because
Alaska is not organized so the entire coastal zone is subject to local zoning
controls, reliance on its nexus of State and local implementation techniques is
essential. For some regions in Alaska ~ coastal resource service areas —the
Alaska Coastal Management Program offers the only opportunity for
meaningful local participationin State and federaldecision-making.

In August 1994,nearly 20 years since passageof the ACMA, Alaska initiated an
Assessment of the ACMP and about 60 Alaskans familiar with coastal issues

brain stormed ways to adjust the ACMP to fit Alaska's need in the 1990s. The
Alaska Coastal Policy Council appointed a subcommittee to serve as the
Steering Committee for the Assessment. The primary functions of the Steering
Committee are to 1) serve as a sounding board for staff and committees through
the Assessmentprocess and 2) synthesizeall of the recommendations for the
Coastal Policy Council to consider and act upon. To meet this challenge, the
ACMP has hosted two statewide work sessions and numerous focus group
discussions; conducted surveys, interviews, and research projects; and reviewed
several analytical white papers preparedby affectedstate agencies.

Through the Assessment work, the ACMP participants are examining the roles
and responsibilitiesof the state agencies,the coastaldistricts, and the Alaska
Coastal Policy Council. A critical juncture for the Council was the decision to
continue with a networked programas a result of the dialogue among program
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participants. Consequently, Alaska is now "mending the net" to strengthenand
improve its coastalmanagementprogram. In May 1996,the Council directed
the Steering Committee to propose recommendations that maximize coastal
district responsibility and authority in ACMP implementation. In addition, the
Assessment recommendations seek to improve coastal district plans, streamline
permitting and appeals, and improve stateand local program enforcement. This
paper will describe the results of the Assessment of the ACMP and the
remarkable effort to engageallof the ACMP participants in the process.

Gabrielle LaRoche Alaska Office of the Governor

Coastal ProgramCoordinator Div. Of Governmental Coordination
(907) 465-8788 P.O. Box 110030

Juneau, AK 99811-0030
Sara L. Hunt Fax: (907) 465-3075
DistrictProgram Coordinator Gabrielle_LaRoche@gov.state.ak.us
(907) 465-3541 Sara_Hunt@gov.state.ak.us
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Keeping Your Coastal Management Program Current: The Oregon
System

David Perry
Oregon Ocean Coastal Program

Coastal planners and resource managerseverywhere are keenly aware of the
difficultiesinherent in keepingthe variouselementsof their programs current in
ever-changing physical and regulatory environments. Rapid growth and
developmentin manycoastal areas emphasizesthe need to stay abreast of the
social, economic and environmental issues affecting communities and coastal
resources. The Oregon Coastal ManagementProgram has built in two
mechanismsthat help state and local plannersto periodically"sharpenthe saw."

Oregon's Coastal-Ocean Program

The Oregon Coastal Management Program(OCMP) is part of Oregon's
statewide planning program for coordinated land use planning. The program is a
partnership between local governments and state and federal agencies, based on
the Oregon Land Use Planning Act (1973). Requirements of the Land Use
Planning Act include 19 statewide planning goals, with the force of law, which
set minimumstandardsfor localcomprehensive plans. The goals express the
broad interests of the state and nation in the use and development of land and
conservation of natural resources. Four of the goals set specific standards for the
planning and management of coastal resources, including estuaries, shorelands,
beaches, dunes and Oregon's near-shore ocean.

The Land Conservation and Development Commission

The Land Use Act created of the Land Conservation and Development
Commission (LCDC) and directed LCDC to establish statewide policies and
standards for land use planning and resource management. By 1977, LCDC had
met that directive by adopting the 19 statewide planning goals and guidelines.
The Commission is a seven-member, unpaid, lay board appointed by the
Governor, subject to Senate confirmation. The Commission's principal
responsibilities are to coordinate the administration of land use planning
activities and to assure compliance with the statewide planning goals. The
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) functions as the
administrative arm of the LCDC, charged with day-to-day management of the
state land use program.

Comprehensive Plans

Comprehensive plans developed and administered by coastal cities and counties
are the primary vehicle for implementing the goals. The comprehensive plan is
the controlling document that interrelates all functional and natural systems and
activities relating to the use of lands, including public facilities and services,
natural resources and air and water quality management programs. In Oregon,
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thisis accomplished primarily byaddressing thestatewide planning goals (see
Table 1).Plansmustbe fully coordinated withthe needsand policies of state and
federal agencies, special districts, andthepublic. Once approved byLCDC, a
plan serves as thestate's standards forall land use decisions within the
geographic area it covers.

Together, thegoals, comprehensive plans, andstatestatutes express particular
concern about the importanceof protectingestuarine, agriculture and timber
resources; about the needs for water-dependent development port development,
energy production andcommercial fishing; about flooding and erosion hazards
associatedwith developmentin shorelandand beach
and dune areas; and about recreational access, urbanization and the maintenance
of openspace. This network of goals, coordinated comprehensive plansand
provisions of otherstatestatutes, suchas thefill andremoval lawand the beach
bill, comprise the frameworkof Oregon's coastal program.

Amending Comprehensive Plans

Statewide, about 4,000 plan and ordinanceamendmentsare proposed each year
from a total of 278 cities and counties. These amendments may change local
land use policy or regulations,or may simplyaddress the zoning of a single
property to accommodate a proposed project. Cities andcounties must provide
the DLCD with advance notice of proposedplan changes. In turn, DLCD
notifies interested agencies, groups, and individuals. This process givesstateand
federal agencies a continuing opportunity to ensure theirinterests areconsidered
as plansare amended to reflect changing needs andcircumstances. Strict
timelinesand local participationrequirements are established in the law. To be
allowed to challengea localamendment interested persons, includingstate and
federal agencies, mustparticipate in the local amendment proceeding, either in
person or in writing.
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Table 1. Summary of Statewide Planning Goals
Statewide Goal Requirement

1. Citizen Involvement
Requiresopportunitiesforcitizen participation
in all phasesof planning.

2. Land Use Planning

Requirements forinventories andplanpolicies;
requires coordination with affected local
governments, special districts and state and
federalagencies.

3. Agricultural Land Requires conservation of productive agricultural
lands.

4. Forest Land
Requires conservation of productive forest
lands.

S. Natural Resources

Requiresconservationor preservation of natural
resources,most notably fish and wildlife habitat,
wetlands and riparianareas.

6. Air. Water and Land Resource Quality Requirescompliance with state and federal
environmental quality regulations.

7. Natural Hazards
Prohibitsdevelopment in naturalhazard areas,
unless adequatesafeguardsare provided.

8. Recreation Needs

Requires plans to provide for recreational needs
of citizensandvisitors; provides forsitingof
destination resorts.

9. Economy of the State

Requires provision of adequate lands to meet the
needsof commerceandindustry; requires
diversification and improvement of state
economy.

10. Housing

Requiresthe planningand zoning of an adequate
amountof buitdablelandlo providetypes and
levels of housinglo meet identified housing
needs.

11. Public Facilities

Requires planning for and provision of public
facilities andservicesappropriate for.but
limited to, those necessaryfor the uses planned
for the area.

12.Transportation
Requires provision and encouragement of safe,
convenient and economic multi-modal

transportationsystems.

13. Energy Conservation Requiresconsideration of energy conservation in
the development of land use plans.

14. Urbanization

Requires planning for the transition from rural to
urbanuses, including the establishment of urban
growth boundaries.

IS. Willamette River Grcenway
Protection and conservation of resources within

the Willamette River Grecnway (not applicable
lo coastal cities and counties).

16. Estuaries Requires conservation or preservation of
important estuarinehabitats.

17. Coastal Shorelands Requires protectionof shorelands with
significant resource values, including headlands,
major marches and wildlife habitat.

18. Beaches and Dunes Requires protectionof active foredunes,
conditionally stable foredunes and other dunes
subject to flooding and erosion.

19. Ocean Resources Requires conservation of the long-term values,
benefits and natural resources of the nearshorc

ocean and the continental shelf.
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Table 2. Plan Amendment Review Process

Local govt. DLCD DLCD sends Final local Local adoption Notice of

sends notice receives

local notice

notice hearing adoption

City/County 45-day clock DLCD sends Occurs at least Officials Mailed

notifies LCDC for DLCD notice of 45 days after prepareand sign within 5

of proposed review starts. proposalto DLCD receives approvedaction. days of
change of subscribers. notice of decision.

comprehensive including slate proposed Timeframe 21-day
plan. and federal

agencies.
amendment. varies. LUBA

appeal
clock

starts.

LCDC

notifies

subscribers.

Periodic Review

Every four to ten years, cities and counties must reevaluatetheir plans.This
process, called "periodic review," is designed to assure that plansareupdated to
reflect new information and changing needs and circumstances. Factors that
must be addressed fall into three categories:

1. Substantial changes in the community;
2. Inconsistencies between the statewide planning goals and the community plan; and
3. Significant regionalor statewide issues or programs that need to be addressed.

Table 3. Periodic Review Process

DLCD Notice/Grants Evaluate Plan Preparework
Piosiam

Conduct Work

Pi oxiam

DLCD notifies local

govt to start process
and offers grants to
underwrite periodic
review process.

Local govt, reviews plan
and evaluates need for

changes lo the plan,
based on the three

periodic review standard.

Local govt, prepares work
programwith a seriesof
tasks and timelines to

address needed changes
identified in the plan
evaluation.

Local govt prepares reports,
conducts hearingsand
adopts amendments to plan
and land use regs.
Amendments are submitted

to DLCD for review and

approval.

Timeframes >» 120 days 120 days Up to 4 years

Technical assistance grants to local governments underwrite and help to
facilitate amendments to local plans through the periodic review process, with an
emphasis in the coastal zone on changes that further coastal management
program objectives. For example, in light of changes in the local economy, three
local governments in the Coos Bay areaare considering the affect of these
changes on the regional waterfront commercial and industrial land needs. The
statewide shoreland resources goal protects suitable waterfront areas for water-
dependent commerce and industry. Through periodic review, a reassessment of
commercial and industrial land needs is being conducted which could lead to
amended plan and zoning designations that would open up development
opportunities along the bayfront. Coastal programstaff have worked closely
with the local governments in scoping goal requirements and informational
needs, offered grants to fund an analysis of the local economy and are
participating in a technical advisory and review capacity as the study progresses.
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By working with theaffected local governments interactively throughout the
periodic review process, thecoastal program staffhope to avoid the possibility
of having to contest decisions that do notcomply withthe statewide goals.

Conclusion

InOregon, the state andlocal governments share the job of planning and
implementing coastal management objectives. The state, through the Land
Conservation andDevelopment Commission, setsoverall rules for planning
decisionsand oversees the statewideplanning program. Cities and counties
adopt plans which meet the statewide requirements and day to day land use
decisions are made by local governments in conformance with their state-
approved plans. The Department of LandConservation and Development
implements the OregonCoastal Management Program by assisting and
monitoring federal and state agenciesand local governments in making land use
decisions that impact the state's coastal zone. Local compliance with the coastal
program is accomplished largely by state review of locally initiated plan
amendments and through "periodic review" of plans on a four to ten year basis.
The plan amendment and periodic review processes allow coastal managers to
monitor local compliance with program objectives and to facilitate the
enhancement of implementing provisions that further the intent of the statewide
planning goals, including the four coastal goals governing estuaries, coastal
shorelands, beaches and dunes and ocean resources.

David Perry South Coast Field Representative
Oregon Coastal Management Program
1175 Court St. NE, Salem, OR 97310-0590
503-373-1180 Fax: 503-378-5518

dave.peny@state.or.us
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Coastal Zone Management Effectiveness in

Protecting Beaches, Dunes, Bluffs and Rocky Shores

Tina Bemd-Cohen

For more than two decades, coastal states have developed and refined
management programs to protect critical shoreline resources such as beaches,
dunes, bluffs and rocky shores. State coastal management programs have had to
balancetheir resource protection policiesand programs with competing coastal
priorities such as protectionof existing upland structures from erosion, demand
for recreational access and use of the shoreline, and coastal development rights
of private property owners.

As part of the NationalCZM Effectiveness Study conducted for the Office of
Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) between 1995 and 1997,
Tina Bernd-Cohen and Melissa Gordon studied the effectiveness of 29 state

coastalmanagement programs in addressing protectionof natural beaches,
dunes, bluffs and rocky shores.

The researchers determinedthat coastalprograms areeffectively protecting
coastal resources, given competing needs and demands. Determination of
coastalzone management(CZM) program effectiveness was based on process
indicatorsand case examples. Outcome indicatordatawere too scarce to be
used for evaluation purposes.

Coastalstatesare utilizing 26 widely varying processes to achieve resource
protection includingregulatory, planning, statelandmanagement, acquisition,
nonregulatory andresearch tools. (See Table 1). Process indicators of
effectiveness include coastal setbacks and regulations; adopted plans; coastal
land holdings, stewardship and acquisition. (See Table 2)

Because the majorityof oceanfrontshorelineis in privateownership and subject
to development and shoreline migration, regulatory tools are the most
significant tools employed nationwideto protectshorelineresources. The
scope,policies,and provisions of statecoastal regulatory programs afford
greater natural resource protection through setbacks, regulation of shoreline
development and shoreline stabilization, restrictions on pedestrian and vehicular
access,habitatprotection, and permitcompliance/permittracking systems.
Most coastalstatesemploy construction setbacks from the shoreline to provide a
natural buffer between development and the water. Almost all coastal states
regulateactivities within defined coastal constructioncontrol areas in ways that
minimize adverse impactson the natural shorelineresources and protectcritical
habitatareas. Most coastal states regulatethe use of shoreline stabilization
structures to minimize adverse impacts on beach systems. Many coastal states
restrict pedestrianand vehicular access along portionsof the shoreline.
Pedestrian access restrictions channel human encroachment along boardwalks or
dune crossovers, minimizing dune destabilization and limiting
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adverse impacts on fragile shoreline resources. Vehicular access restrictions
keep vehicles off sensitive coastal habitat areas or limit vehicular use to
government vehicles or off-road vehicles in areas planned for their use. Almost
all coastal states have permit compliance programs to enforce their regulations
and permit tracking systems. Only a few coastal states prohibit shoreline
stabilization structures. These states place protection of beach systems as a
policy priority over protection of upland structures.

Looking at coastal setback regulations, 22 of the 29 coastal states have adopted
land use regulations in the form of setback requirements for new structures
along the shoreline. Another 2 states have locally-created setbacks. Setback
laws have a dual purpose: 1) protecting the naturalbeach and dune or bluff
systems as storm buffers; and 2) reducing the loss of life and property from
hurricanes and winter storm events. Implementation of these laws has reduced
the number and size of new structures that can be built on the shoreline and has

forced relocation of structures as far landward from the water's edge as possible
to prevent erosion from reaching the structures during their expected useful life.
However, naturally migrating beaches have over time resulted in houses sitting
on open beaches and then collapsing into the water. Unfortunately, setbacks
have been of limited success in protecting naturalbeach and dune or bluff
systems, since development is often allowed on portionsof the dune systems in
private ownership.

10 of the 22 states measure their setback lines based on an arbitrary distance
inland from the shoreline; 3 states use erosion rates; 3 states use resource
features; and 5 states use a combination of feet, erosion rates, and features.
Determining which states have the most extensive landward setback boundaries
is not practical, since measurement of setback lines vary considerably, as do the
state geography and naturalresources. Forexample, states vary in the shoreline
location inland from which they measure their setbacks (mean high water, mean
low tide, normal high water, crest of dune, elevation, or contour line.) The
landward boundary also varies (feet, erosion rates, feet landward of coastal
features.)

16 of the 22 state setback laws contain provisions for exceptions which tend to
weaken the effectiveness of the setback requirements. Examples include single-
family dwellings within the setback if the land was platted before the effective
date of the statute, or small parcels where there is not enough land to build
behind the setback line. In some states, exception provisions have been added to
state laws to avoid private propertytaking claims. Other types of exceptions
include in-filling in developed areas,water-dependent uses, public interest
activities, recreationalactivities, swimming pools, fences, boardwalks.

Case examples illustrateunique protectionprogram features that states employ.
The North Carolina's strongoceanfrontsetback law uses erosion ratesto
determine setbacks and keep development out of ocean hazardareas. Within the
"Ocean Hazard Areas of Environmental Concern"- sand dunes, ocean beaches,
and other areasexhibiting substantial possibilityof excessive erosion-- setbacks
arebased on averageannual erosionrates, natural site features, and the natureof
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the proposed development. The setback is measured fromthe first lineof stable
natural vegetationor aerial photographs or groundsurvey where no stable
vegetation exists. New structures that aresmallerthan 5,000 square feet and
fewer than 5 residential units must be set back the farthest landward of the
following: 1) a distance equalto 30 times the long-term annual erosion rate; 2)
the crestof the primary dune; 3) the landward toeof the frontal dune, or; 4) 60
feet landward of the vegetation line. Larger structures must be set back 60 times
the average annual erosionrate or 120 feet landward of the vegetationline.
Where erosion ratesexceed 3.5 feet per year,the setback line for larger
structuresis set at 60 times the erosion rate plus 105 feet. The oceanfront
setback law was passedin 1974,made part of the coastalprogramin 1978, and
amended in 1981 to allow single-family residences on pre-existing lots not deep
enough to meet the erosion setback requirements, as long as they are set back at
least60 feet.The coastal program has focused attention on studyingerosion
rates used in determining setbacks.

The Pennsylvania Bluff Recession andSetback Act provides a long-term
regulatory approach to reducing property losses from bluff recession along Lake
Erie. The act requires municipalities in bluff recession hazardareasto
administer bluff setback ordinances which restrict new development from bluff
areas andlimit improvements to existingstructures withinthe minimumbluff
setback. Setback distance is based on the rate of erosion (feet per year)
multipliedby the life spanof the structure. Life span forresidential development
is 50 years; commercial is 75 years; andindustrial is 100years; or at least 50
feet from the crest of the bluff. The majoreffect of this programhas been to
keepnew development a safe distance from bluff recession hazard areas. CZM
provides technical assistance to Lake Erie property owners affected by bluff
recession, consisting of on-site inspections and recommendations on surface and
groundwater control, bluff stabilization, and therole of vegetation to stabilize
loose soil conditions. In the first seven yearsof the service (1981-1988),
approximately 3/4of the surveyed property owners followed CZM
recommendations, resulting in anestimated property damage savings and
property value enhancement of $5.2 million. Pennsylvania is theonlyGreat
Lakes state to offer this service.

CZM is a growingandchanging process meetingchanging needs. As state
CZM programs recognize problems or management gaps, they takecorrective
action. All but two coastal states have made significant changes to their
programs in the waythey protect resources. When looking from the time of
original federal program approval in 1972 to the present, coastal states have
madehundreds of changes andrefinements to their programs. Some changes
involved program amendments; others werejust routine program improvements.

This studyhasdocumented over60 significant changes madeby state coastal
programs solely to protect natural shoreline resources. Most of these program
changes involvedalteration of the state CZM regulatory and planning tools.
Significant changes have commonly included expansion of the geographic area
or typesof activities covered by shoreline setbacks or regulations andchanges
to limitations on shoreline stabilization. Most states are giving greater
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consideration to natural shoreline processes, even when addressing other
concerns such as the need to protect developed eroding shoreline using
structural measures. (See Table 3) With few exceptions, most of these
program changes have occurred between 1980 and 1990, after several years of
program implementation. The fact that state coastal programs are changing
complicates efforts to assess programeffectiveness based on measurable results
of program implementation. Although not the methodological approach taken
in this study, a review of changes which strengthen or weaken resource
protection programs could be used as a way to assess CZM program
effectiveness.
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Table 2: Process Indicators of Effectiveness

Regulatory Programs:

(a) Coastal Setbacks for development and redevelopment frombeach,dune, bluffs,or rocky shores:
the farther inland the setback, the more effective; the fewer exceptions allowed within the setback,
the more effective.

(b) Coastal Construction Controls Areas along the shorelinewithregulationsgoverningactivities
affecting beach, dune, steep slope bluffs, erodable bluffs, and rockyshores and limits on size, type,
design or location of permitted construction to minimizeadverse impactson beach/dune/bluff
systems; controls over new significant activities with few exceptions, controls over
addilions/repairs/rebuilding; the more restrictive, the more effective.
(c) Shoreline Stabilization Regulations which place limitationson the use of shoreline stabilization
structures in favor of nonstructural solutions.

(d) Access Restrictions with requirementsfor boardwalksor dune crossovers to minimize adverse
impacts on dunes; and areas designated where pedestrian and/or vehicular access is restricted to
protect resources.

(e) Habitat Protection and Other Controls over critical habitat areas where uses are restricted to
protect habitat protection values.
(f) Permit Tracking and Enforcement Provisionswhichare used to monitorpermitsand
violations.

Planning:

(a) Adopted Plansfor areascontaining enforceable policies thaiaddress resource protection, beach
nourishment, inlet management, dunes restoration, or specialarea resourceprotectionor
conservation; the larger the resource area covered, the more of the shoreline included, and the more
restrictive the enforceable policies, the more effective.

State Coastal Land Management and Acquisition:

(a) State Coastal Land Holdings including inventoryof the number,acres and shoreline miles of
state lands in state oceanfront parks and preserves.
(b) State Coastal Land Management and Stewardship including park management plans;
boardwalks, dune cross-crossovers or other guided pedestrian access; dune restoration and beach
nourishment where appropriate; enforceable policies restricting the use of shoreline stabilization
structures; and designated natural resource habitat protection areas.
(c) State Coastal Land Acquisition Program withcoastalland acquisitionas a priority.

Source: State Coastal Management Effectiveness In Protecting Beaches, Dunes, Bluffs and Rocky
Shores: A National Overview. Review Draft June 1997.
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Table 3: Examples ofsignificant changes to State CZM program tools which
affect protection of beaches, dunes, bluffs, and rocky shores

• California adopted coastal hazard landform alteration policy guidance in1993 toaddress geologic
stabilityofbluff top development.

Connecticut amended itsregulatory program in 1987 toinclude permits for seawalls which had
previously beenexempt from review.

»Florida amended itsbeachfront regulatory program in 1985 toestablish a30-year erosion zone and
prohibit major development seaward of that zone line.

• Hawaii amended its setback provisions in 1989 tolimit variances and improve enforcement of
setbacks and variances.

• Maine amended itssand dune rule in 1989 and 1993 tobroaden and clarify permit requirements for
development on sand dunes. In 1995. Maine amended its Natural Resource Protection Act to allow
existing seawalls and other shoreline stabilization tobe fortified and built bigger/stronger toprotect
existing threatened oceanfront development. This was contrary to the sand dune rule which promotes
retreat from erosion-prone areas.

• Massachusetts passed aState Endangered Species Act in1990 which expanded beach management
from flood control and storm damage protection toinclude wildlife habitat &endangered species.

• Michigan amended its Shorelands Protection and Management Act in 1992 to expand the
definition of bluff-line tocover non-bluff shoreline and extended theinland setback requirements to
address severe short-term erosion events.

• New Hampshire revised the definition ofthe high water mark in 1995 extending more landward
statepermitjurisdiction.

• New Jersey amended its oceanfront permits program in 1988 and 1990 to expand its jurisdiction
landward and include single family, commercial development and shoreline stabilization previously
excluded. Amendments also created erosion hazard areas and erosion-rate setbacks within these
areas.

• North Carolina amended its program in1985 toprohibit hard erosion control devices designed to
harden orstabilize beaches, and modified its law in1989 toallow stabilization toprotect historic
structures.

• Oregon adopted aTerritorial Sea Plan in 1994 which includes aRocky Shores Strategy. Areas are
inventoried, classified and designated under one of four classifications. Within these areas access/use
is restricted.

• South Carolina amended itsBeach Management Actin1988 and 1990. Since 1988. the state
prohibits new shoreline stabilization structures; since 1990. reconstniction ofshoreline stabilization
& rebuilding of certain damaged structures is restricted.

• The Virgin Islands adopted 18 Areas ofParticular Concern in 1994 which include sea turtle
nesting beaches forspecial protection.

Source: State CZM Profiles for Protecting Beaches. Dunes. Bluffs and Rocky Shores

Tina Bernd-Cohen Coastal Consultant
729 Power Street

Helena, Montana S9601
Tinacoas@aol.com
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a reviewoflocal comprehensive beach managementplans
Required bytheSouth Carolina beachfrontmanagementact

M. Grant Cunningham, Clemson University

Introduction

In July 1988, the South Carolina Beachfront Management Actwas passed. In 1990 the
Actwas amended bytheGeneral Assembly after the devastation caused byHurricane
Hugo and before theSupreme Court rendered itsLucas decision. Ineffect, thelaw
requires the use ofscientific studies ofcoastal processes toestablish precise building
setback lines along thecoast Inaddition, it prohibits theconstruction of seawalls,
limits the size ofbuildings within the predicted erosion zone and adopts apolicy of
retreataway from the erosionalbeach.

The Actisintended toprotect both life and property, protect unique habitats, and
preserve die beachfor future use by allcitizens. Provisions in the Act address the
preservation of thedry sand beach and public access opportunities, measures to nourish
eroding beaches, and the protection ofnatural vegetation within the beach/dune system.
One key provision ofthe Act specifically requires the preparation ofcomprehensive
beachfront management plans bythestate and various coastal communities within two
years ofthe effect date ofthe Act (July 1,1990), and the implementation ofthose plans
within one year thereafter (July 1,1991). (One additional year was added later toboth
dates after Hurricane Hugo.) Ifalocal government wants to participate inthe state
bonding programs created for beach nourishment or other beach funding programs, the
governing body must adopt and enforce alocal beachfront management plan that is
consistent with theState Beachfront Management Act

The state comprehensive beach management plan was developed bythe former South
Carolina Coastal Council, the independent agency created in 1977 tocarry out the
state's coastal zone management program. With the restructuring of state government
in 1994, the autonomous agency became adivision within the Department of Health
andEnvironmental Control (DHEC), andis now called the Office of Oceanand
Coastal Resources Management or OCRM. OCRM isresponsible for guiding and
approving the local plans developed by beachfront communities andother
governmental entities. Altogether, 18 municipal orcounty governments were required
to submit local comprehensive beach management plans:

Horry County Georgetown County
Charleston County North Myrtle Beach
Pawte/s Island Isleof Palms
Myrtle Beach Colleton County
Sullivan's Island Surfside Beach
Edisto Beach Kiawah Island
Beaufort County Seabrook Island
Hilton Head Island Atlantic Beach
Folly Island BriarcliffeAcres
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Local Comprehensive Beach Management Plans

The localcomprehensive beachmanagement plan, at a minimum, mustinclude all
of the following (Section 48-39-350(A)):

1.aninventory of beach profile data and historic erosion rate data provided by theCouncil for
each standard erosionzoneunderthe localjurisdiction;

2.aninventory of public beach access andattendant parking along witha plan forenhancing
public accessand parking;

3.aninventoryofallstructures located in the area seaward of the setback line;

4.aninventory of turtle nesting andimportant habitats of thebeach/dune system anda
protection andrestoration plan, if necessary;

5.aconventional zoning andland useplan consistent withthepurposes of thischapter for the
area seaward of the setback line;

6.ananalysis ofbeach erosion control alternatives, including sand nourishment for thebeach
underthe localgovernment'scontrol;

7. adrainage planforthearea seaward of thesetback zone;

8.apost-disaster plan, including plans for cleanup, maintaining essential services, protecting
public health, emergency building ordinances, and dieestablishment of priorities, all of
which must be consistent with this chapter,

9. adetailed strategy for achieving thegoals of thischapter by theendof the forty-year
retreat period;

10. adetailed strategy for achieving thegoals of preservation of existing public access and the
enhancement of public access toassure full enjoyment of thebeach byall residents of this
State.

Five-Year Review and Update

Further, theSouth Carolina Beachfront Management Actrequired thatthestateplan
and local plans arereviewed and updated every five years. Thereviews were
performed totake advantage ofchanges intheplan caused by:

A. Natural events such as hurricanes, northeast storms and other weather events;
B. Increases ordecreases inerosion rates (after July 1,1991.thelinescanonlybe changed

every 8-10 years);
C. Man-made actions resulting inchanges to thearea seaward of thesetback line; and
D. Opportunities totake advantage ofsituations ornew information that did not exist when the

planwasbeingprepared.

Review and Update Process

Fivelocal beach management plans were selected forreview in thesummer of 1995
- EdistoBeach,Hilton Head Island,KiawahIsland, MyrtleBeach,and Surfside
Beach. These communities were among thefirst to have theirlocal comprehensive
beach management plans approved byCoastal Council. In thespring of 1996, two
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municipalities (FollyBeach andNorth Myrtle Beach) andtwo counties
(Georgetown and Horry) were for reviewed. Lastly, in theSpring of 1997, the
beachfront management program of three communities (Pawley's Island, Seabrook
Island andSullivan's Island) andonecounty(Beaufort) werereviewed.

OCRM contracted with Clemson University through its Department of Planning
andLandscape Architecture in theCollege of Architecture, Arts andHumanities to
conduct thereview of each local plan. Indeveloping and carrying outthis review
process, several objectives were established atthe outset: 1)to individually review
thelocal beach management plans of selected local governments; 2) todetermine
theprogrammatic accomplishments and shortcomings of each local government; 3)
to prepare a preliminary report of the findings; 4) to present the findings to
appropriate officials from each community; and 5)toissue a final report that
includes comments by local officials in step 4.

In reviewing each of thecomprehensive beach management plans, three documents
were needed todetermine the programmatic accomplishments and shortcomings of
each community:

1. Guidelines for the Development of Local Comprehensive Beach Management Plans, (including
any modifications which reflected specific changes inCoastal Council policy after theinitial
development of theguidelines),

2.the local comprehensive beach management plan for each community, as approved bythe state,
and

3.the Coastal Council's staffevaluation ofthe local comprehensive beachfront management plan
duringitsapproval.

The "Guidelines for the Development of Local Comprehensive Beach Management
Plans" provided basic instructions tothe communities onpreparing a
comprehensive beach management plan and identified theresponsibilities of
various agencies and the local government inmeeting requirements inthe plan. As
stated inthese guidelines: "the elements and output of the plan are specified inthe
law; the methodology is not." Therefore, Coastal Council staff allowed full
consideration of methodologies that differed from the ones stated inthe guidelines.
In the review of each local comprehensive beach management plan, noqualitative
assessmentof the individual planwas made. The staff evaluation servedas that
assessment The focus here was todetermine theprogress made in implementing
therequired elements ofeach plan.

Summary and Conclusions

The South Carolina Beachfront Management Act required that local plans of
each participating community/county are reviewed and updated every five years.
The Office ofOcean andCoastal Resource Management needsthe feedback
from the review of each community to ensurethat the law is carried out and to
determine its effects on managing the state's vital coastal resources.
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Clearly, tenelements were required within each local beachfront management plan.
However, the Act allowed eachparticipating community to developandimplement a
beachfront management plan according to its particular setof circumstances (i.e., typeof
development, financial resources, beach erosion rate, etc). Thisreview process did not
attempt tobejudgmental of those differences. Onlyanaccurate assessment of
programmatic accomplishments and shortcomings was thegoal.

Overall, 13 plans had been implemented with a meaningful beach management program
established. Each local government had achieved successful outcomes insome programmatic
areas. In particular, the required inventories were completed and updated by each for the
following (except Beaufort County): beach profile data, historic erosion rate data, turtle
nesting, and public beach access and anendant parking. However, the required inventories for
structures seaward of the setback and the critical habitats of other threatened or endangered
species were not easily updated because the affected communities relied on OCRM and
SCDNR, respectively, to maintain thisinformation.

Additionally, specific plans were required (or encouraged) from each community
regarding the following: the enhancement ofpublic access and parking, aconventional
zoning and land use plan for the area seaward ofthe setback, astormwater drainage plan,
and apost-disaster plan. Though each community had developed various plans to
address these issues, some plans were obviously stronger and more detailed than others -
having all the elements required byOCRM and enforced through the proper ordinances
orofficial town policies. Communities that needed toimprove specific aspects ofany
plan, asrelated tothese issues, were identified inthe review.

Finally, inthe presentation ofthe findings ofthis review, the officials ofeach community
seemed receptive toall comments and criticisms. They offered explanations for their
activities and proposed measures toaddress any problems orshortcomings. These
individuals made sincere efforts to provide accurate information for thereviews.

M.Grant Cunningham Clemson University
Department of Planning and Landscape Architecture
131 Lee Hall

Clemson, SC 29634-0511
Ph(864) 656-1587, Fax(864) 656-7519
cunninm@clemson.edu
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Abstract

There are anumber ofclassification approaches available to describe, quantify
and map coastal geographic features. Coastal scientists and managers need to
makechoices aboutwhich classification system best fits theirneedson an
individual project basis. Differences in thescope of theclassification, its
organization, intended use, and data requirements affect decision making about
choosing an approach. This paper discusses some ofthe most accepted
classification systems currently in use. Abrief description ofeach systems
organization as well asits guiding principles isprovided. As Geographic
Information Systems increases inpopularity, classifications of the coastal zone
are increasingly based upon multiple feature types. These classification schema
often incorporate existing classifications. Three such classification approaches:
Environmental Sensitivity Index Atlases, C-CAP, and Gap Analysis are also
discussed.

Introduction

The area ofthe shore, shoreline and coastal zone are recognized being an
important part ofour natural resources. This highly productive and dynamic
interface between land and sea isvalued not only for its intrinsic role innatural
systems, butalsoforcommercial and real estate development, mineral
exploration, andrecreation benefits. Aspressures to utilize coastal areas
increases, land managers and scientists have agreater responsibility togain
understanding of the complexities of theseareasand to use this information to
make decisions about effective management.

Toassist decision makers a variety ofmethods for defining and classifying
attributes of thecoastal environment have been developed. Several
classification systems areavailable to inventory and map coastal areas at a
variety of scales. (See Table 1) Major objectives ofclassifications are to
describe ecological unitsbased upon similarities, createa framework for these
units that aids decision making and management and provides units for
inventory and mapping and provides acommon set ofconcepts and terminology
(Cowardin et al., 1979). Because classification systems are designed to
characterize environments ina spatial context they areperfectly suited for use
with Geographic InformationSystems(GIS). Each of these characterizations of
the coast can beintegrated into a GIS asa data layer allowing for analysis of
relationships between thesedifferent characterizations. Thereare however,
differences in howclassification systems areorganized. Thesedifferences are
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based upon the intended use, geometry, sources ofdata and scale for which the
system has been applied.

Recently more emphasis has been placed on evaluating the coastline by looking
at multiple features with theaidof spatial analysis tools such asGIS and remote
sensing. Gap Analysis, Coastal Change Analysis Project, and Environmental
Sensitivity Indices require the modification ofclassification approaches inorder
to incorporate a variety of feature types and classify the coastal zone based upon
the resultant information. In order to utilize different coastal classifications in a
unifiedstructure, modifications to classification organization mayneed to be
made so as to allow understanding of the interactions and spatialanalysis
between different feature types.

Discussion

National standards exist for the classification of coastal habitats including
wetland and deepwater habitats, land use/land cover, vegetation, topographic
mapping, navigation charting and wave characterization, to name a few. These
standards provide a framework for quantifying the coastal zone for individual
features. They are broad, allowing for characterization ata variety of scales.

One such classification that has received broadacceptance is the Classification
of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of theUnited States. (Cowardin et al.,
1979) Thisclassification was developed fortheU.S. FishandWildlife Service
in orderto conduct a national inventory of wetlands andto replace theexisting
Martin et al.classification system published in theU.S. fish andWildlife
ServiceCircular 39. The Martin classification system contained 20 wetland
types and served the purpose ofawetland inventory toassess waterfowl habitat.
The objective of the Cowardin system was toprovide anopen ended,
hierarchical system that could beapplied ata variety ofscales and would allow
later revisions for regional characterizations. TheCowardin classification is
made upof 5 levels of organization. Atthemost coarse resolution 5 systems are
defined: Marine, Estuarine, Riverine, Lacustrineand Palustrine. The systems
are furtherdivided into8 subsystems, 11 classes, 28 subclasses and then
dominance types. Water regimes, water chemistry aswell assoil modifiers are
also outlined toallow forgreater resolution. TheCowardin system doesprovide
a nationalframework for describing and mapping wetlands. However,
depending on resolution required, data must be gathered from aerial
photography, and field collection. These data collection methods can betime
consuming and costly.

TheLand Use Classification System was developed fortheU.S. Geological
Survey for federal and state projects. (Anderson et al., 1976) The system relies
onaerial photography and satellite data and ismore generalized than the
Cowardin system. The system isorganized into two levels. Level I contain 9
land use/landcovertypes, including one wetland type. Eachof the Level I
types isfurther divided in Level II. The Anderson system isopen-ended at the
lower levels (III and IV)andis intended to be modified for regional usesand
increased resolution. Levels III and IV have been added to the Anderson system
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for state's projects such astheFlorida Land Use/Cover Classification System.
(Ellis, 1978)

The National Vegetation Classification Standard provides another approach to
vegetation classification. (FGDC, 1997) This system is based upon a system
developed by theUnited Nations Educational Scientific Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) andThe Nature Conservancy. It includes wetlands as well as
uplands and maybeused toclassify all coastal vegetation types. The hierarchy
is divided into three levels. The uppermost levels, Division and Order,
characterize land cover intovegetated andnonvegetated categories and
dominant growth form. The physiognomic level of theclassification provides 5
levels of classification of growth form based upon percent canopy, climate, leaf
morphology, natural/ cultivated vegetation types,andecological characteristics.
The lowest levels of the classification are the fioristic levels. These are Alliance
and Community Association levels which divide land cover based upon
dominant species and communities of species. The upper levels of the
classification support theuseof remote sensors, but field inventory is required
at the lowest levels of the classification.

The Standard Land Use Coding Manual classifies land use in urbanand
suburban areas. This system relies on four levels ofcharacterization. The first
level contains 9 classes including residential, manufacturing, transportation,
trade, cultural, resource production andundeveloped landand waterareas.
Further classifications withineach of these 9 classes provides greater resolution.
This system was not designed foruse with remote sensordataand therefore
requires ground surveys.

There are two nationalmapping classificationstandards that also have
applicability to coastal environments. These are those that are used for
topographic mapping by theU.S. Geological Survey and theNautical Charting
Program of the National Oceanic andAtmospheric Administration. These
classification systems arenot hierarchical in structure but attributes are coded in
order to allow greaterinformation of entities.

The Digital LineGraph developed for USGS topographic mapping is composed
of a two level attribute code. (Allderet al., 1984) The three digit majorcode
describes the data categorize such as Surface coveror railroads. The fourdigit
minorcode designates thecartographic interpretation ofeach feature, e.g.,
points, areas, and lines. Digital Line Graph attribute codes providegreater
description of land features rather than simply providinga framework for
cartographic symbology. This makes DLG bettersuited for spatial analysis and
GIS.

Nautical charting standards provided in the International Hydrographic
Organization S-57 Transfer Standard for Digital Hydrographic Data provide
information intended for those interested in coastal navigation. (IHO, 1996) For
that reason this classification system includesa broadrange of entity classes
including aids to navigation, shore profiles,characterizations of man-made
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landmarks (such as silos and radio towers) as well as bathymetric information
and characterization of the sea floor.

Coastal Wave Climates of the Americas is a shoreline classification approach
developed to describe shoreline in terms of sea and swell sources as well as
seasonal variation. (Hayden and Dolan, 1975) Waves and their resultant
currents affects the formation and modifications of coastal land forms. These

physical processes in turn affect the distributionof marine fauna. The system
focuses on waves developing from semipermanent wind systems and waves
associated from migratory storms. Waves are characterized by 1) the source of
swell, 2) the divergence of airstreams in the coastal zone, 3) the source of the
sea.

As GIS becomes a populartool for providingcoastalanalysis, modifications
and integration of various classification systems have lead to the development
of multi feature classification approaches. One such classificationapproach is
the Coastal Change Analysis Program.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Coastal
Change Analysis Program (C-CAP) was createdto monitor coastalarea
(particularly wetlands) and quantify gainor loss of these habitats.(Klemas et al.,
1993) The Anderson and the Cowardin systems have been modified and
enhanced to form a unique coastalclassification system Satellites and aerial
photography are relied uponto provide timely,cost-effectivedata for the
project. The Anderson systemcanbe usedwith satellite data but focuses on
upland habitats and does not emphasize wetlandsand deepwater habitats. In
order to have better resolution in wetland habitats, modifications were made to
the Cowardin system. The C-CAP system is hierarchical and contains three
levels of classification. The first level is made up of three superclasses:
Uplands, Wetlands, andWater andSubmerged Lands. These threesuperclasses
are then further divided into classes, (based on Anderson and Cowardin) and
finally subclasses. The lower levels of the classification were left open for
individual projectmodifications. The resultant classificationsystem is
hierarchical, created for use with GIS, compatible with existing federal
classifications, allows for the exchange of data, and relies on remotely sensed
data which is timely and cost effective.

Gap Analysis is a powerful tool for measuringbiodiversity and make
recommendations for conservation efforts. (Scott et al., 1993) The system relies
on the classification of habitats based upon the National Vegetation
Classification Standard as well as vertebrate and butterfly species distributions
to evaluate species richness in an area. Additional information such as human
populationgrowth, pollutionand habitat fragmentation may be added as data
layers in a GIS. By combining this information in a spatialcontext, managers
areableto identify areas of high species diversity and ensure that they are
represented in management areas.

Environmental Sensitivity Index (ESI) atlases were developed in response to the
Oil Pollution Act of 1990 and classify the shoreline in terms of its sensitivity to
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degradation due to anoil spill. (Michel andDahlin. 1993) These spatial
databases provideimportant information for landmanagers andspill responders.
The maps aredeveloped using threedifferent types of information. The first
type of information is habitat. This is divided into intertidal shoreline habitats
andsubtidal benthichabitats. Intertidal shoreline habitats areat the greatest risk
of damage froman oil slick. Intertidal shoreline habitats aregiven a ranking
from 1to 10,(1 being leastlikely impacted, 10greatest impact). These rankings
arebased upon relativeexposure to wave and tidal energy, shoreline slope,
substrate type, and biological productivityand sensitivity. The subtidalbenthic
habitats are less often affected by oil slicks directly,however organisms that
rely on these habitats are affected. These habitats are not ranked. Subtidal
habitats thataremost sensitiveare included. They areeelgrass beds, submerged
aquatic vegetation, worm reefs, large bedsof kelp andcoral reefs. Habitats are
represented as either lines or polygons on ESI atlases.

The second type of information that is included in an ESI atlas is subtidal
biologicalresources. There are7 data elements making up subtidal biological
resources such as marine and terrestrial mammals, birds, fish, mollusks,
crustaceans, and reptiles. Each of these data elements are further divided into
sub-elements. For example, crustaceans are divided into three sub elements:
shrimp,crabs, and lobsters. These elementsarerepresented as eitherpoints, in
the case of a sea lion rookery, or polygons for fish nursery areas.

Finally, the third informationtype is human-useresources which may be
sensitivedue to humanuse. These are divided into fourcategories: high-use
recreational use and shorelineaccessareas, officially designated natural
resource management areas, coastal resource extraction sites, and close-to-shore
archaeological and cultural sites. These may be depicted as either lines (in the
case of beaches),points (for recreational dive sites, or polygons (used to
delineate parks). Information from this classification of shoreline is then used to
make determinations aboutwhat, if any actionsshould be taken for clean up.

Conclusion

The use of maps, models and spatial databases help to increase the
understanding of coastal areas. In order to utilize these techniques, it is
necessary to simplify the environment by using one of several different
classification approaches. Eachof the classification approaches offers a unique
"view" of coastal features. Many of these classification systems were
developed to simplify coastal features at a variety of scales by being
hierarchical in structure. At the upper levels of the hierarchy, features are
classified by generalcharacteristic. At lower levels classification systems
provide more detail. Other systems may provide attribute codes which give
more information about coastal entities regardless of scale.

With the use of remote sensing and GIS increasing, land managers will try to
resolve some of the inconsistences between classification systems, (at least at
the upper levels of the hierarchies). By sharing similar structure, varied
classifications will complement each other and allow for sharing of data as well
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as theability to perform spatial analysis on multiple feature types. If coastal
science wishes to gain a better understanding of thecomplex interactions in the
coastal zone, classification systems must be able to work together.

Classification

System

Author/Agency Intended Uses

Classification

ofWetlands

and Deepwater
Habitats of the

United Stales

Lewis M. Cowardin

Virginia Carter
Francis C. Golct

Edward T. LaRoe

National Wetlands Inventory

Coast watch

Change and
Analysis
Project

Victor V. Klemas

Jerome E. Dobson

Randolph L. Ferguson
Kenneth D. Haddad

Monitor coastal habitat loss

Coastal Wave

Climates of the

Bruce Hayden
Robert Dolan

Predicts wave energy
impacted the coast

Digital Line
Graphs

U.S. Geological Survey
Provides Features and

Attribute for Topographic
Mapping data

Digital
Nautical

Charting

International Hydrographic Bureau
Provide navigational
information for coastal

piloting

Environmental

Sensitivity
index

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

Assesses coastal areas in

terms of susceptibility to
damage due to an oil spill

Cap Analysis
U.S. Department of Interior,US Geological
Survey

Determines critical habitat of

species

Land Use

Classification

System

J.R. Anderson

E.E. Hardy
J.T. Roach

R.E. Whitmer

Land use/ land cover

classification developed for
use with remote sensor data.

Does not emphasize wetlands.

The Standard

Land Use

Coding
Manual

Department of the Interior
Classifies suburban and urban

development

Table I:Listingof classification approaches, authors and intendeduses.
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Abstract

The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) is charged through Executive
Order 12906 with developing standards for geospatial data. Geospatial data include
geographic information and related products that are used for a variety of mapping
and resource assessment purposes by many segments of society. The Executive
Order states that standards shall be developed: "... in consultation and
cooperation with State, local, and tribal government, the private and academic
sector, and to the extent feasible the international community."

The FGDC has identified an important national need to develop a standard for
shoreline data. Under NOAA's leadership and in cooperation with the Coastal
States Organizationa workshopwas held in November 1997,at the NOAA Coastal
Services Center in Charleston, SC. The purpose of the meeting was to gather
information on the need for a national shoreline data content standard.

Subsequent to the meeting a draft shoreline data standard has being prepared and
is available for review. The emphasis of this standard is on the data quality aspects
ofshorehnedata. Depending upon the uses of shoreline data, the implications for
the coastal GIS community may be significant. It is hoped that the membership of
the Coastal Society will express their views as the standard is developed.

Background and Need for a National Shoreline Data Standard

Geographic information is critical to promote economic development, improve
management of natural resources, and protect the environment. (NRC, 1993)
Geographic information (or Spatial Data) are keys to efficient and safe
movement of goods and services that support the nation. Our nation has a long
history of supporting national mapping efforts. From the early surveys of
Washington and Jefferson of our western frontier to modern surveys utilizing
state of the art aircraft and spacecraft the United States has lead the world in
surveying and surveying technology. In the last IS years the art of surveying
and mapmaking has entered a revolution with new technology, especially the
Global Positioning System, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), and the
access to data through the Internet. Agencies are reducing costs of operations
by sharing data between organizations having a similar mission. By
standardizing data collection and data base activities everyone can take
advantage of the wealth of data that exists throughout the nation - whether it be
at the Federal, State, or local government level, universities, or private firms.
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However, it is critical that everyone agree to basic data standards for this
exchange to take place efficiency.

The shoreline data standard is intended to serve the community of users who are
involved with geospatial data "activities" that intersect the U.S. shoreline.
(Shalowitz, 1964; Ellis, 1978; and CSO, 1997) The purpose is to clarify the
complexities of shoreline data by developing a data model and data dictionary
representing the various attributes of shoreline, relationship to other data
standards, and its expected usage. (Lockwood, 1998) The standard will define
the accuracy, datum requirements, spatial (horizontal, vertical and elevation)
accuracy, and metadata requirements for nauticalcharting purposes, shoreline of
the United States and determining tidal datums. It will also establish
commonality for all Federal map products.

Benefits of a Data Standard In order for the standard to be adopted by the broad
range of users it must be simple to implement and have wide application. The
principal criteria is to specify minimumstandards to determine data accuracy
and to quantify spatial uncertainty. This will support a standardized
methodology for evaluating shorelinedata (regardless of survey methodology or
technology) and reportingresultantdata quality througha statisticallydefensible
approach.This will also permit muchwider use and acceptability of shoreline
data between parties. This will also establish rules for a national shoreline
certification program.

User Community for the Standard

Agencies that conduct surveys of shorelines, including coastal and estuaries,
inland lakes and rivers are the most likely groups to use this standard. This is
embodied in the civil engineering, surveying, and photogrammetrycommunity.
This standard will greatly increase the potential for exchange of data between
and among various federal, state, local governmental agencies, academic
institutions, and the private sector. The standard will provide a common
understanding of data accuracy requirements based on a variety of applicant
profiles. (CSO, 1997) It will also provide a common framework for
independent evaluation and assessment of shoreline data for a range of
applications that are independent of technology.

Identifying Stakeholders

NOAA began its efforts by identifying individuals within the agency with
expertise in shoreline data and formed an internal steering committee. This
group proceeded to strengthen management support, identify resources, outline a
work plan, and attempt to designate stakeholders within the coastal and ocean
mapping community. Identifying stakeholders is a critical step in the process of
standards development. Executive Order 12906 states that: "The FGDC shall
develop standards for implementing the National Spatial Data Infrastructure
(NSDI), in consultation and cooperation with State, local, and tribal
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governments, the private and academic sectors, and, to the extent feasible, the
international community". (FGDC, 1994) Pursuant to this directive NOAA
began contacting agencies such as the National States Geographic Information
Council (NSGIC), National Association of Counties (NACO), and CSO to
identify key individuals who could assist in development of a shoreline
standard. This task was complicated by the esoteric nature of shoreline
mapping and because many agencies did not understand the benefits of working
on a standard.

Shoreline Workshop

A shoreline workshop for all stakeholders was held for in Charleston, SC in
November, 1997, at the NOAA Coastal Services Center. (Fowler and Von
Meyer, 1998) The objectives of the workshop were to:

o Establish (he need for a shoreline standard

o Determine what form that standard would take

o Identify all stakeholderswho would benefit from a shoreline standard.

The consensus of the attendees at the meeting was that the shoreline standard
effort will produce an extension or profile of the FGDC Metadata Standard and
include three products • a bibliography, a glossary, and a metadata standard.
(NOAA, 1998) Future work may develop this standard into a data content
standard. To facilitate this process, the following tenets have been proposed:

1. The land/water interface zone community, including producers, consumers,
and policy makers, agree that there is a benefit to pursuing a metadata
description for shoreline, a glossary, and a bibliography. The workshop
participants will be advocates for this standard in theirorganizations.

2. The bibliography supports the development of the glossary, which is
necessary for the development of the metadatastandard. The bibliography
will be a compilationof the references, standard shorelineproducts,shoreline
application descriptions, andtechnical papers thatreferto. describe,or use
shoreline data. Every referencein the glossary will have at least one reference
to the bibliography. Additionalexplanatory material about the use of the term,
common or known misuses of the term, and any confounding or clarifying
descriptions will be included in the glossary.

3. All three productswill be developed in a way that accommodatesany
shoreline data set That is, the products will not define one shoreline
representation, but will instead accommodate the notification and posting of a
variety of shoreline representations accompanied by enough information for
consumers to conduct "fitness-of-use" analysis.

Metadata Standard and Data quality

In response to the comments from the Charleston workshop, the Federal Register
notification, and subsequent conversations, it was determined that the most
significant contribution to the shoreline data community would be to provide
uniformity or standardization of shoreline data documentation —especially
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those that relate to data quality. The issue of data quality with respect to spatial
data is critical to the effective applicationof GIS. (Guptill and Morrison, 1995)
This will facilitate sharingof data, allow individuals who are not directly
involved in the collection aspect to determine the "Fitness-of-Use". It will also
expedite the development of a nationwide databaseof shoreline data and
information in an organized and readily available fashion. The key elements of
the metadata content that are essential to the shoreline data quality aspects are
included in Table 1.

Table 1 -- FGDC Metadata Section 2 and Fields that contribute to the DataQuality Report.
(FGDC.1995)

2.1 Attribute Accuracy
2.2 Logical Consistency
2.3 Completeness Report
2.4 Positional Accuracy

Horizontal PositionalAccuracy
Vertical Positional Accuracy

2.S Lineage
Source Information

Source Scale Denominator

Type of Source Media
Source Time Period of Content

Process Contact

Source Currentness Reference

Source Citation Abbreviation

Source Contribution

Process Step
Process Description
Source Used Citation Abbreviation

Process Date

Process Time

Source Produced Citation Abbreviation

The following is a brief definitionof eachof the majorelements as contained in
the Data Quality Section of the FGDC Metadata Standard:

Attribute Accuracy - An assessment of the accuracyof the identification of
entities and assignments of attribute values in the data set

LogicalConsistency - An explanationof the fidelity of the relationshipsin the
data set and the tests used

Completeness Report - Informationabout omission, selectioncriteria,
generalization, definitions used, and other rules used to derive the data set.

Positional Accuracy - An assessment of the positional accuracy of the
horizontal and vertical accuracy of the data

Lineage - Informationabout the events, parameters, and sourcedata which
constructed the data set, and information about the responsible parties.
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While this list identifies the broad categories of elements that contribute to
overall data quality, there may be additional elements necessary in order to
properly quantify the commutative accuracy (or uncertainty) of the data being
used. While it may be a relatively simple matter to assign a numerical value to
data that are represented as single points with limited attribution, it becomes a
highly complex matter when the spatial analysts deals with irregular lines and
polygons. Furthermore, with respect to the shoreline we are dealing with a
highlydynamic feature that is constantly changing with time. This issue has
been discussed in general terms by Guptill and Morrison and is summarized in
the following two concepts:

o "Geographicobservations aredefined in termsof space,time, and theme. Eachof these
dimension can be treated separately(but not always independently) in data quality
assessment."

o "Data qualify an amalgam ofoverlappingcomponents,includingaccuracy,resolution,
completenessandconsistency.The qualityof geographical databasescannot be adequately
described with a singlecomponent." (GuptillandMorrison, P. 167)

Conclusions

The development of a data standard is a significant undertaking. It requires a
substantial commitment of time and resources by the effected community. The
processsuggestedby the FGDCoffersampleopportunity for this communityto
be involved at a numberof critical steps - both formallyand informally- in this
effort. It is important that those agenciesand organizationsthat will be using the
standard become stakeholders in the development process. This can be
accomplishedby joining the ShorelineData Standard Working Group. The best
way to do this is to periodicallycheck the shorelinedata standard on the World
Wide Web at the following URL: HTTP://www.csc.noaa.gov/shoreline or
contact either of the authors: millington.lockwood@noaa.gov or
cflower@csc.noaa.gov
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Abstract

Supporting Local Planning for Wetlands

Carl Hershner

Chesapeake BayProgram Habitat Restoration Workgroup

TheChesapeake Bay Program's Wetlands Workgroup undertook a project in
1997 to develop a planning tool for local governments and watershed
associations. The objectivewas to makeit verysimpleto identify wetlands
which may play important roles in provision of services valued by the local
entity. The intent of theWorkgroup wasto support nonregulatory management
of wetland resources. If it would be possible to identify wetlands critical for
storm water management, or water quality improvement, or habitat provision, or
any other local management objective, then preservation would become partof
planning to meet those goals rather than merely saving existing wetlands. In
essence the goal was to help identify local reasons for wetlands preservation.

The approach was to usea GIS based assessment method relying on databases
which are comprehensibly available. This resulted in a verysimplistic
methodology, butoneamenable to local enhancement. Theprotocol developed
bytheWorkgroup requires a minimum of technical sophistication, butcanbe
easily upgraded as more refined dataand/or technical resources areavailable.

Theprotocol is stillindevelopment, undergoing a testapplication in Virginia in
1998. The prototype hasbeen applied to small watersheds in Pennsylvania and
Maryland, with some detailed field assessments undertaken to confirm the
protocol output. TheWorkgroup intends tocontinue testing and development
with an ultimate goalof producing a tool for both wetlands preservation and
creation targeting.

Carl Hershner VirginiaInstituteof MarineScience
College of William & Mary
P.O. Box 1346

Gloucester Point, VA 23062
804/684-7387

Fax: 804/684-7179

carl@vims.edu
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The Coastal Nonpoint Program: Lessons Learned in Designing
Programs to Improve Nonpoint Pollution Control in Coastal

Watersheds

Peyton Robertson
NOAA Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management

Section 6217 - An Ambitious Agenda

While it is beyondthe scopeof this paper to go into detail on the background of
Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990
(referred to generally as "the Coastal Nonpoint Program"), it is perhaps worth
noting that the law presentedan ambitious undertakingto addressone of the
most difficult pollutioncontrolchallenges remaining today - nonpoint source
pollution. Section 6217 uses a technology-based approach (use what we know
works to control polluted runoff wherever such nonpoint source activities occur)
to manage sources of runoff pollution that impact coastal waters. Such an
approach has been extremely successful in controlling point sources of water
pollution, identifiable as discharge pipes from sewage treatment plantsor
industrial outfalls. It was thought that a similar strategy might prove the most
expedient in addressing the broad rangeof land use activities that generate
coastalsourcesof nonpoint pollution, though such sourcesareby theirnature
diffuse and more dispersed across the landscape, typically difficult to pinpointas
a single, identifiableoriginof waterpollution. The "technology" to be applied
to such sources was outlined in GuidanceSpecifyingManagementMeasures for
Sources ofNonpoint Pollution, January 1993, developed by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), in consultation with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the two agencies charged with
administering the Coastal Nonpoint Program at the Federal government level.

A second key feature of the Coastal Nonpoint Programwas to ensure that
technologies to control coastal nonpoint pollution were implemented through
"enforceable policies and mechanisms," linking the successful use of such
policies in state coastal zone management programs with the methodologies on
specific nonpoint pollution control techniques embodied in existing state
nonpoint source programs. In essence, the thinking was to strengthen both the
techniques for nonpoint pollution control (through detailed technical guidance
on the full range of nonpoint source controls) and the means to implement them
(through a requirement that programs be enforceable by state government).

The comprehensive approach of the Coastal Nonpoint Program remains one if its
great strengths - it acknowledges the broad spectrum of activities that generate
polluted runoff and recognizes the need for accountability in dealing
with those sources to achieve both watershed restoration and protection goals.
However, the strength of such a comprehensive approach also presents one of its
greatestchallenges —the diverse array of nonpoint pollution sources makes it
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difficult to address them all at once; the interests associated with certain uses of
landand the traditional programs used to manage them createresistance to
change; andthe multiple roles andresponsibilities of the players in nonpoint
sourcepollutioncontrol make program coordination one of the most necessary
but also one of the most difficult challenges.

State Concerns with the Coastal Nonpoint Program

During the development of Coastal Nonpoint Programs, states andterritories
raiseda number of issues and concernsregarding final program approval and
implementation. In December 1994, theCoastal States Organization (CSO)
articulated the primary issuesconfronting states andsuggestedseveral policy
changes deemednecessary "to maintain the viability andthe success of the
coastalnonpoint pollutioncontrol program..." The key issues raisedand
remedies proposedby CSO are summarized below:

Boundary - CSO raised concerns regarding how the geographic scopeof the
Coastal Nonpoint Program withineach state wouldbe determined and proposed
that finaldetermination of the boundaries for the program should be made by the
states.

Geographic Targeting - CSO felt that NOAA and EPAhadnot sufficiently
provided for targeting of Coastal Nonpoint Programs. CSO argued thatthe
scope of the Coastal Nonpoint Program should be limited to coastal waters that
do not meet applicable waterqualitystandards or where it is "reasonably
foreseeable" that those standards will not be met in the future due to new or

expanding sources.

Enforceable policiesandmechanisms - In accordance with the statute. Coastal
Nonpoint Programs must include enforceable policies and mechanismsto ensure
implementation of the management measures. CSO suggested thatthe definition
of "enforceable policy" underthe Coastal Zone Management Act should be
interpreted broadly andproposed that where a state hasenforcement authority
against activities which areresulting in water quality impairments, such
authorityshould be adequate to meet the enforceablepolicy requirement.

Timeframe - The statuteestablishes only a timeframe by which states must
develop CoastalNonpoint Programs. In program guidance for the Coastal
Nonpoint Program. NOAA and EPAestablished a timeframe of 3 years for
implementation of the management measures. CSO suggested thatthe 3-year
timeframe was unreasonable, particularly in light of large number of sources to
be addressed, and needed to be significantly increased.

Responding to State Concerns - Flexibility for State Coastal Nonpoint Programs

In January 1995,NOAA and EPA outlined a specific set of administrative
actions to address state issues and concerns and to provide further flexibility for
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theCoastal Nonpoint Program. Further details of thisadministrative flexibility
weredescribed in a March 16, 1995 document entitledFlexibility for State
Coastal NonpointPrograms. Highlightsof the actionsdescribed in that
document are summarized below:

Boundary - NOAA and EPA agreed to generally defer to staledeterminations of
the boundary forCoastal NonpointPrograms, unless there was evidence that the
state's proposal excluded land or water usesreasonably expected to have
significant impactsor presentthreats to coastal waters.

Geographic Targeting - NOAA andEPAmaintained that the Coastal Nonpoint
Program was already targeted to coastal waters, but provided flexibility for
targeting in three ways: 1)exclusion ofcategories, subcategories, and individual
sources that did not present significant adverse effects to coastal waters; 2)
generally deferring to state proposals on the geographic scopeof the program;
and 3) phasingof the program within an expandedtimeframe.

Enforceable policies andmechanisms - NOAA andEPAexpanded theirview of
the kindsof enforceable policies and mechanisms states coulduse,allowing for
existing "badactorlaws," enforceable water qualitystandards, general
environmentallaws and prohibitions, and otherexisting authorities to serve as
"back-up" authorities for voluntary programs. In these cases, NOAA and EPA
agreed to conditionally approvestate Coastal Nonpoint Programs for up to five
years, providing the opportunity to demonstrate that less specific authorities, in
combination with voluntary efforts, wouldbe effective in ensuring program
implementation.

Timeframe - NOAA and EPA substantially extended the timeframe for program
implementation, providingeight yearsto achieve full implementationof the
management measures.

An Initial Set of Lessons Learned

Several issues becameapparent in the developmentof stateCoastal Nonpoint
Programs and they are instructive as they relateto developing environmental
programs to deal with complex and difficult problems.

1. Establishing boundaries for naturalresources management is often at odds with
boundaries established for governance.

In the early stages of programdevelopment, NOAA sought input from the states
on what would be the most sensible approach for determining the geographic
scope of the Coastal Nonpoint Program. The statute directed that NOAA review
the inlandextent of each state's coastal zone boundary and recommend any
modifications necessary to control the land and water uses that have a significant
impact on the coastal waters of the state. States generally agreed that it made
sense to deal with nonpoint source pollution on a watershed basis. Therefore,
using data available on a national basis, NOAA generally recommended that
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states include "coastal watersheds" as the area within which they would
implement theirCoastal Nonpoint Programs. "Coastal watersheds" were
defined as the U.S. Geological Survey's eight (8) digit hydrologic units adjacent
to the coast, extending inland to encompass the head of tide.

Having reviewedall 29 stateCoastal NonpointPrograms, few included
proposals for establishing a6217 management area basedon watershed
boundaries. Instead,almost two thirds of the states proposed to use either their
existingcoastal zone boundary or go statewide with the Coastal Nonpoint
Program. Only a thirdof the coastal statesproposed boundaries basedon
watersheds or some other nonpoint source pollution rationale:

ProposedExisting
Coastal Zone (CZ)

Proposed entire state
(including where entire state

is the CZ)

Proposed 6217 Management Area
based on watersheds or other

nonpoint source rationale

6 12 11

This result points out oneof the major challenges in managing natural resources
based on ecological rather than political boundaries: stateand local programs,
including funding, tendto be based on political jurisdictions. Many states found
it to be more expedient to go statewide with theirCoastal Nonpoint Programs
thanto attemptto establish a boundary based on hydrology. Furthermore,
proposals to actually modify the existingcoastal zone werevirtually non
existent.

2. Changes in political climate have real impacts

The Coastal Nonpoint Program wasdeveloped on the cuspof aneraof political
change. The environmental programs of the 1970's and 1980's, particularly the
Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act, were driven by a regulatory philosophy
whereby compliance would ultimately be achieved through direct agency action.
This approach hadworked well in achieving environmental progress, though it
came with some costs in terms of political support. The Coastal Nonpoint
Program cameat theend that era, though it attempted to use the sameapproach
thathadproved so successful before —requiring specific enforceable policies
andmechanisms to ensure implementation whereotherapproaches failed.

One of the most notable changes in politicalclimate that occurred during Coastal
Nonpoint Program development wasthe shift to states' rights anddevolution of
power from theFederal government. Though theCoastal Nonpoint Program did
not include a provision for NOAA andEPAto takeoverCoastal Nonpoint
Programs where states failed to develop or implement them, the specific
program requirements wereviewedby somestates as overlyburdensome and
"top down." With respect to the requirement for enforceable policies and
mechanisms, the political climate in Washington and in the stateswas becoming
colder to regulation andmore favorable to incentive-based approaches. The
floordebateover HR 961 (the so-called "Dirty Water bill" in the U.S. Congress
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in the spring of 1994) illustrated how contentious this issue had become, though
it also illustrated the resilience of a program designed to protect valuable coastal
resources.

3. "SHOW ME THE MONEY!"

As the now often quoted line of a popular movie explains, programs to manage
polluted runoff need resources to be successful. Funding for the Coastal
Nonpoint Program was authorized in the statute for $6 million in fiscal year
1992, increasing to $12 million for fiscal years 1993-1995. Appropriations for
the Coastal Nonpoint Program were $2 million in FY 92, $1.92 million in FY
93, $4 million in FY 94 and $5 million in FY 95. Though the authorization ran
out in 1995, the President's budget requested$8 million in FY 96 and $2.5
million in FY 97. No funds were appropriated in either of these years. Finally,
in FY 98, the President's request was $1 million and the Congress provided
appropriationsat that level. EPA provided $1 million to augment the
appropriated funds, providingcoastalstateswith $2 million for FY 98.

The resources available to develop state Coastal Nonpoint Programsgenerally
provided enough money for each coastal state to hire a staff person and, in some
cases, contract for specific development work as appropriations increased.
Considering that each of the coastal states and territorieseventually submitted a
program to NOAA and EPA for approval, it is a noteworthy success that states
were able to successfully develop programs with limited resources. However,
the lack of any appropriation in fiscal years 96 and 97 hurt the program, and
many have arguedthat there were never sufficient resources to devote the kind
of effort necessary to achieve the ambitious scope of the program. Budget
proposals for FY 99 include $12 million for the Coastal Nonpoint Program,
including$6 million to completedevelopmentof stateprograms and$6 million
to begin implementation. Clearly, if these proposals aresuccessful, stateCoastal
Nonpoint Programswill have new fuel with which to move forward and the
infusion of dollars could reinvigorate state efforts.

State Capacity to Manage Coastal Nonpoint Pollution

Based on a review of the 29 Coastal Nonpoint Programs submitted to NOAA
and EPA for approval,some patterns emerge in the relative abilities of states to
manage pollutedrunoff in coastal areas. A snapshot of these patterns follows:

Agriculture

Most states have the technical tools they need to implement agricultural
practices in the form of Best ManagementPractice(BMP) manuals or other
guidance.

Veryfewstateshavespecific enforceable policies and mechanisms for
agriculturalsourcesand mosthaveproposedto relyon generalback-up
authorities (o ensure implementation.
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Forestry

NOAA andEPA agreed with 9 coastal stalesthat forestry could be excluded
from theirCoastal Nonpoint Programs based on a lack of die source or limited
pollution potential.

Subtracting thosestates thatexcluded forestry, states generally haveBMP
manuals for forestry andmanystateshaverecently revisedthesemanuals to
bring them intotechnical conformity withguidance developed for theCoastal
Nonpoint Program.

Subtracting those states that excluded forestry, there is a fairly evenmix
acrossthe coastalstatesof thosewho have specificauthorities (forest practices
acts) andthose whoare proposing to relyoncompliance audits orotherfield
surveys,backed by waterquality authorities.

Urban Sources

States vary widelyin theirability to address urban sources of polluted runoff,
particularly because of differences intherelationship between state and local
governments.

Management approaches for watershed protection andexisting development
are particularly difficult to implement.

Many states usedtheCoastal Nonpoint Program asanopportunity to upgrade
existing requirements for stormwater management, erosion andsediment
control, construction site chemical control, and onsite disposal systems.

Marinas

Forsiting anddesignof marinas, many statesarerelyingon existing wetlandor resource
protection permitting programs.

For operation and maintenance, most coastal states have developed orare developing
marina checklists or other "housekeeping" tools.

Hydromodification/Wetlands

Most states haveexistingprograms thatprotect tidalandnontidal wetlands, but they
don't always focus on thenonpoint source abatement function of wetlands.

Many states do nothave programs todeal withexisiing modified channels orexisting
impacted wetlands.

FutureChallenges for Coastal Nonpoint Program Implementation

Following the initial phase of program reviews, NOAA andEPA began to issue
Findings oneach of thestate Coastal Nonpoint Programs. It soon became
apparent to both theFederal agencies and thestates that noprogram would be
fully approvable andeach wouldinclude someconditions for further
development. This could be viewed asthe proverbial glass of water beingeither
half full or halfempty. NOAA and EPAviewedthe glass ashalf full, since no
program was found tobe"unapprovable" and therefore nostates were subject to
the penalty provisions of the statute. Further, the Federal agencies saw the
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programsas "approved, with conditions." The states viewed the glass as half-
empty, sinceno program was found to be "fully approved" andtherefore no
states had successfully met all of the program requirements.

In response to remaining stateconcerns over the issuesof enforceability,
targeting, timeframe for implementation and resources, NOAA and EPAagreed
to proposea second roundofadministrative changesin March 1998. At the time
of thiswriting, theavailability of the proposed administrative changes hasbeen
noticed in the Federal Register andthecomment period remains open.
Generally, the proposed changes will shiftattention from the program approval
phase to the program implementation phase, giving states more flexibility now in
return formoreaccountability later. The implications of these changes remain to
be seen, but there will clearly be challenges for both the states and NOAA and
EPA not only in applyingthe changes, but alsoin ensuringthe successful
implementationof the Coastal NonpointProgram.

As discussed previously, sufficient resources for the program is a key issue.
States will need a reliable source of Federal funding in addition to their own
resources and private funds to ensuresuccessful implementation. At the same
time, states will need to establish a clear vision forhow they intendto implement
their programs, buildingaccountability into implementation planswith
identifiable milestones and benchmarks that can be tracked and evaluated. There
will be a continuing need for public involvement in stateCoastal Nonpoint
Programs, both through publiceducation and outreach on polluted runoff and in
making decisions aboutstate policy options. Finally, therewill need to be long
term commitment to solve the coastal nonpointsourcepollutionproblem. As
evidenced in thedevelopment of state Coastal Nonpoint Programs, there remains
a tendency for a given sourceof nonpointpollution to point the fingerat
someone else or to claim that their share of the problem is insignificant. Until
there is a sustained,collective resolve to address polluted runoff in a
comprehensive fashion, individual efforts will pale in comparison to the
ubiquitous and pervasive natureof the problem.

Peyton Robertson Coastal Programs Division
NOAA Office of Ocean and Coastal

Resource Management
1305 East West Highway, N/ORM3
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Ph (301) 713-3098x137
Fax (301) 713-4367
probertson@coasts.nos.noaa.gov
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Abstract

The Chesapeake Bay Program Office is developing an analysis of atmospheric
nitrogen loadingsto the entire East and Gulfcoasts of the UnitedStates. The
East Coast and Gulf Coast study area was developed by using NOAA's
Coastal Assessment Framework with an ocean boundary 12 nautical miles
offshore. To estimate die direct wet nitrogen deposition. NADP data were
used. The Thiessen polygon algorithm was used to airially weigh the rainfall
from each gage. The weighted values of nitrate, ammonium, and total
inorganic nitrogen were used to calculate Ihc annual and seasonal average
loading of nitrogen and nitrogen concentration from wet deposition. This
made it possible to determine which estuaries or coastal water segments
possessed the highest or the lowest nitrogen loadings or concentrations in the
Eastern Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico Coasts of the United States.

Introduction

Estuaries and coastal waters, includingcontinentalmarginsand continentally bound seas,
comprise only approximately 15% of the global ocean, yet they account for over 40% of
the ocean's primary productivity (Paerl, 1993). Often coastal waters are nitrogen limited;
therefore, the input of anthropogenically derived atmospheric nitrogen can readily
stimulate phytoplankton growth, possibly leading to eutrophication, and/or toxic
dinoflagcllate blooms. Globally, atmospheric nitrogen deposition has increased by a
factor of two over pristine, or purely natural, levels (Cornell, 199S).

Atmospheric deposition of nitrogen occurs when various forms of this element enter the
troposphere where it may travel hundreds of miles from its source before being deposited.
Total reactive nitrogen,

NO, = NO, + H0N0 + HNO, + H02N02 + 2[N20j| + PAN+ R0N0, + pNO/,

is the largest contributor to atmospheric nitrogen loads (60%), followed by ammonia,
NH3,(20-40%) and organic nitrogen (0-20%) ("NOx Emissions," 1996, and Valigura,
1995). The nitrogen compounds that are biologically available are nitrogen oxides, or
NO and N02, which are collectively termed as NO, (Valigura, 1995). The primary
source for NO, is the combustion of fossil fuels with 33% coming from mobile sources
and another 33% coming from utilities (NOX Emissions, 1996). The present estimation
is that anthropogenic NO, provides nearly 50% of the global nitrogen budget (Valigura,
1995). Ammonia in the air is primarily a return of ammonia from livestock waste and
fertilized cropland, with the second largest source being the sea surface.

There are different types of atmospheric nitrogen deposition. Wet deposition is the
transport of materials from the atmosphere to the earth's surface during a precipitation
event. Inversely, dry deposition is the deposition of particles to an underlying surface in
the absence of precipitation. For both wet and dry deposition, this underlying surface
may be either land or open water. Direct deposition, either wet or dry, lands directly on
the water's surface. Indirect deposition, however, lands on another surface in the
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watershed and must be transported to the water via flow through a tributaryor ground
water (Valigura, 1995).

It is evident that it is important to be able to quantify the loading of nitrogen into coastal
watersand to be able to identify the originof the nutrient Although it is possibleto trace
the origin of some nitrogen species through the use of an isotope tracer, it is more
feasible to model the region. It is the intention of this projectto be able to estimate
nutrient loadings and the efficiency of reductions strategieson the coastal waters of the
Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coasts of the United States.

Methodology

The East Coast/Gulf Coast study areawas developed using NOAA's Coastal Assessment
Framework(CAF). The CAF is a digital set of spatialareascomposed of 124 Estuarine
and Sub-Estuarine DrainageAreas (EDA's), 43 Fluvial DrainageAreas (FDA's), 285
Coastal Drainage Areas (CDA's), and 15 Fluvialcomponents ofCoastal DrainageAreas.
These areaswere created from approximately700 United States Geological Survey
(USGS) hydrologic cataloging units, a shoreline for the oceanic coasts, a shoreline for the
Great Lakes, and the United States' open-oceanboundary. The ocean boundary used in
this study is based upon the 12 nauticalmile, 22.25 kilometer, Territorial Sea and
Contiguous Zone boundary. The study areais segmented for presentation and reporting
purposes in Figure 1.

To estimate loadings and concentrations in precipitationof nitrogen from wet deposition,
annual and seasonal data were collected from the National Atmospheric Deposition
Program/NationalTrends Network (NADP/NTN). The NADP/NTN point data were then
manipulated using the Thiessen polygon algorithm to make is possible to aerially weigh
the rainfall for each gage (Figure 2). Any NADP polygons overlapping coastal water
segments were utilized. Only the samples that met the NADP/NTN completeness criteria
were used. The Thiessen polygons were then overlaid with the coverage of the coastal
water segments to determine how much of each water segment was covered by each
polygon so that a weighting factor for NADP stationsmay be determined.

The load per unit area for each NADP site was averaged for the 1988-1996 analysis
period. These, averages were calculated for NO3, NH4, inorganic nitrogen and
precipitation. Averages were also calculated foreach of the four seasons, in addition to
an annual average. To determine the load per unit area for a coastal water segment, the
average inorganic nitrogen load per unit areaand the average nitrate and ammonium load
per unit area (adjusted for nitrogen mass) were multiplied by the weighting factors for the
NADP stations. These values were then summed for each coastal water segment. In
addition, the concentration of nitrogen in rainfall was computed for each coastal water
segment The load per unit area for coastal water segments were aggregated to compute
estimates of load per areaand total load of nitrogen for entire estuaries.

Results

Direct wet deposition for NO3, NH4 and inorganic nitrogen were successfully calculated
from the data obtained from NADP/NTN. The data from the monitoring sites are
extrapolated to provide coastal and estuarineestimates of nitrogen (for sample graphical
outputs refer to Figure 3).

Seasonal differences between the loadings were evident. Generally, loadings and
concentrations in rainfall were much lower in the fall and winter with few exceptions.
The lowest averageloadings andconcentrations werecalculated to be in the southerntip
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Coastal Water Segments
Region 2

f~}7~l Water Segments

Derived from NOAA's Digital Coastal Assessment Framework (dated December 3.1997)

Figure 1.WaterSegments• Region2
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Location of NADP Sites and Thiessen Polygons

National Atmospheric Oaposrrjen Program (IMAOP) / National Trends Natwork (NTN) Data

Figure 2. NADP Sites
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Wet Deposition of Nitrate to Coastal Waters
Average Annual Load Per Area

(1988-1996)

Loadsderived from National AtmosphericDeposition Program (NADP)/ National Trends Network(NTN)OaM

Figure 3. Average Annual Load PerArea of Nitrate
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of the Florida peninsula and in the Florida panhandle. The highest averages were found
near Long Island and in southern Texas.

Season

Annual

Average
Spring
Avr.

Summer

Avr.
Fall Avg. Winter

Avj».

NO,
Concentration

0.12-0.35

mgN/L
0.13-0.40 0.13-0.49 0.09-0.26 0.08-0.35

NH4
Concentration

0.08-0.23

mgN/L
0.10-0.35 0.06-0.28 0.05-0.18 0.05-0.23

Inorganic N
Concentration

0.198-0.55

mgN/L
0.24-0.67 0.18-0.75 0.147-0.39 0.14-0.48

NOjLoad 1.26-4.56

kg/ha
0.33-1.31 0.29-1.75 Most>0.6 0.13-0.93

NH4 Load 1.01-0.93

kg/ha
0.34-1.12 0.22-1.21 0.12-0.47 0.08-0.49

Inorganic N
Load

2.78-6.71

kc/ha

0.71-2.08 0.55-2.70 0.46-1.51 0.22-1.22

The high loadings found in the Gulf of Mexico and around Long Island may be due to the
high riverine input to theseareas. In the Gulf of Mexicothe MississippiRiver flows
through the Midwest, which is an agricultural region, and the Hudson River flows
through New York, which is highly urbanized. The Mississippi River may carry the
agriculturalsources of nitrogen,suchas animal wastesand fertilizer runoff, to the Gulf of
Mexico where eutrophicationis knownto be a problem. In the case of New York, urban
pollutionmay include sewageoutflowsin additionto fertilizertreatmentsfor yards and
roadsides.

The highest concentrations of inorganic nitrogen arc most often found to be in the
northeast from Long Island to the Chesapeake Bay. The northeast is a highly developed
and very industrialized region. Upwindfrom thesecoastal regionsare such industrialized
cities as Pittsburgh, PA and Cincinnati, OH. The coastal regions themselves contain
urbanization,thereforesewageoutflow,fertilizerrunoff,and mobile NO, sources are
problems for areassuchas Washington D.C.,NewYorkCity,NYand Philadelphia, PA.

The lowestconcentrationsand loadingswere found primarilyin southernFlorida. This is
a peninsula that is dominated by sea winds. The windsmaycarry the atmospheric
particlesawayfrom the land,as in thecasewithmobile sourcesand utilities. Southern
Florida is also unique in that upwindfromit is primarilywater,either the Gulf of Mexico,
with some offshore oil drillingoccurring,and the AtlanticOcean with a cruise ship
industry. These sources,howeverare relativelyminor in comparisonto the extensive
loading from the massivefarmlandin the Midwestor the urbanization in the Northeast.

Future Directions

Estimatesfor direct wet depositionaccountfor only one componentof atmospheric
deposition to coastal waters. Methodologies to estimatedry and indirectdeposition need
to be explored. At presentthere are very few meaningful dry depositiondata sets
available for extrapolation to cover the areasadjacent to the collection site. This form of
depositionis highly variableand is dependent upona numberof factorssuch as land use,
moisture content and surface conditions. A rough estimation procedure for dry
deposition involves usingknown factors to calculate thedry deposition using the known
wet deposition. Anotherpossible method would utilize the Regional AcidDeposition
Model (RADM). This model incorporates acidicdeposition,photochemistry, physical
and chemicaltransport, and aqueous chemistry to estimate the changein air concentration
anddeposition. The intersection of the RADM gridcellswiththecoastal watersegments
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would make it possibleto allow the wet to dry ratioof each gridcell to be extrapolatedto
the water segments and applied to the wet deposition estimates.

In order to estimate indirect deposition, a watershed for each study area would have to be
carefully delineated. The direct deposition to the land may be determined in a way very
similar to that described for estimating the loads to coastal waters. The problem lies in
determining how much of this nitrogen actually reaches the water body. This may be
done by using flat transport factors, watershed models, or statistical processes.
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The ChesapeakeBay Programis a cooperativeeffort betweenstate and local
agenciesdedicated to improving waterquality in the Bay.One of the Program's
early findings is that thedissolved oxygen in the Bayis depressed by
eutrophication caused by excessive fertilization. To determine the effect of
management actions on thiseutrophication, theProgram has developed linked
models of the airshed, watershed, and estuary. The airshed model determines
the percentage change in atmospheric loadsto thewatershed andestuaryunder
different management strategies. TheChesapeake BayWatershed Model is
designed to simulate nutrient loads delivered to theestuary underdifferent land-
and air-based management scenarios. The Estuarine Model receives input from
bothmodels to determine theeffects on waterquality of varying nutrient inputs.
Usingthe findings of earlierversions of thesemodels, the Chesapeake Bay
Program determined a nutrient cap that was feasible and would result in
improved waterquality in the Bay. In the current applicationvarious
management actionsare evaluated for effectiveness in reaching the nutrientcap.

G.W.Shenk U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Chesapeake Bay Program
410 Severn Ave.

Annapolis, MD 21403
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A Panel Presentation

The Louisiana Wetlands Experience - Teamwork and Results

Panelists

Moderator: Thomas E. Bigford, NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service,
Office of Habitat Conservation

Louisiana Perspective: Jack Caldwell, Secretary, or (Catherine G. Vaughan,
Assistant Secretary, Louisiana Department of Natural Resources

Federal Leader Perspective: Col. William Conner, New Orleans District
Engineer, Louisiana

NGO Perspective: Mark Davis, Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana

Local/Parish Perspective —To be determined

Public and private parties have been cooperating for the past decade to protect
and restore Louisiana's coastal wetlands. The effort offers many lessons for
other regional efforts, and offers many examples of the benefits of cooperative
efforts involving academia, private parties, local government, state agencies, and
federal oversight.

The Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act (CWPPRA),
also known as the Breaux Act, provides funds to defend existing or restore
degraded coastal wetlands. While the program offers assistance nationwide,
CWPPRA has been especially effective in coastal Louisiana. As of early 1998,
the program has allocated $57 million in state and federal funds to benefit
74,663 acres, with immeasurable secondary improvements to the socio-
economic-cultural fabricof Louisiana coastal parishes.

This session will present perspectives of how the Breaux Act works so well in
Louisiana, based on perspectives from the most involved participants.

Tom Bigford NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
Office of Habitat Conservation

1315 East-West Highway, Suite 12659
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone:301-713-2325

Fax:301-713-1043
Email: thomas.bigford@noaa.gov
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The Case for the Case Study in Evaluating Coastal Ecosystem
Management
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Introduction

Ecosystem managementhasbeen deemed a promisingapproach to
environmental management. The National Estuary Program and the Chesapeake
Bay Program areprominentattemptsto implement this concept in the coastal
zone of the US. The ecosystem approach promisesthat improved use of
scientific information, better managementcoordination, and more meaningful
publicparticipation in environmental decision makingwill improve the
effectiveness of environmental protection. Yet, there is little evidence that how
well ecosystem managementefforts actually achieve their goals. Scholars have
identified the need to evaluate the accumulating experience with such programs
in orderto improve theories of integrated environmental management (Wallace
1995, Fairfax and Ingram 1990).

How to evaluateecosystem management is problematic, however. Ecosystem
management is widely recognized to takea very longtime; thatis, effects in the
ecosystem may not be visible for decades (Lee 1993). In addition,ecosystem
management programs areintended to adapt andchangeover time. Thus,
ecosystemmanagement evaluations mustcapture theevolution of goals and
processes in different settings. Althoughthe ideaof"learning lessons" thatcan
be transferred to other programs is appealing, it is difficult to evaluate such
complex programs in a way that makes comparative study possible. Any such
comparisons arebasedon simplifications andmay miss important unique
features of the programs beingstudied. It is argued herethat some of the most
important learning in anecosystem management program mustoccurin situ.
Therefore, such programs are mostmeaningfully evaluated asuniquecases.

Casestudy research hasthe potential to complement comparative outcome- or
process-based evaluationsby describing in greatdepth how unique programs
unfold. This paperpresents a case study of the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine
Study (APES), which wasone of the first National Estuary Programs. The
APES failedto meet the objectives of ecosystem management- which usually
includeimprovingthe use of scientific information, coordinating management,
and promoting public participation - in several visible ways. However, thiscase
study reveals thatthe APES also hadmanypositive results thatwereless visible
to participants and observers. This paper summarizes how thecase study
approach was usedto explain the key dynamics of this program as it evolved
between 1987 and 1994.
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Characteristics ofcoastal ecosystem management

The primary purpose of ecosystem management programs is integrative.
Although environmental management has improved dramatically over the past
three decades, it has become increasinglyclear that managementof individual
resources is not enough. Rather, there needs to be an integrated consideration of
all aspects of the ecosystem and how management can be coordinated to balance
the needs of the entire system.

Established in 1987, the National Estuary Program incorporated the principles
of ecosystem management into its structure. Through a federal/state
partnership, the National Estuary Program forms Management Conferences in
each of the critical estuary regions. ManagementConferences involve
managers, scientists, and stakeholders in a five-yeareffort to produce a
Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP).1 The EPA
provides funding with a 25% state matchduring the planning process for
research characterizing the estuary, public outreach activities, and
demonstrations of management strategies. Management Conferences do not
usually have authority to implement their Comprehensive Conservation and
Management Plans; their goal is to develop a plan with widespread support that
will be implemented by existing agencies or the legislature.

The Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine Study (APES) was one of the first National
Estuary Programs (Tier I). Covering an area of over 30,000 square miles in
northeastern North Carolina and southeastern Virginia, the APES program
addressed concerns about water pollution, fisheries, and habitat (APES, 1994;
Owens, 1987). The program involved diverse actors in its Management
Conference through threestanding committees: a Policy Committee, a Technical
Committee, and two Citizens Advisory Committees for the Albemarle and
Pamlico Sounds, respectively. APEScompleted its Comprehensive
Conservation and Management Plan in November, 1994.

Challenges of Evaluating Coastal Ecosystem Management

Because of the unique features of ecosystem management, evaluating such
programs is challenging. The fact that programsseldom have a single set of
clear, operational objectives, that ecosystem management institutions seldom
have authority to implement their plans, that changes in the natural system are
very slow, and that multiple participants have multiple perspectives make
evaluation particularlydifficult. Nonetheless, several approaches have been
taken to evaluating coastal ecosystem management programs such as the
National Estuary Program. These may be grouped into outcome-based and
process-based evaluations.

'The planning period has been reduced from five tothree years for more recent
NEPs.
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Outcome-based evaluations

Much of the literatureon evaluating estuary programs focuses on developing
clear, measurable outcomes in terms of management changes or environmental
indicators to evaluate these programs (USEPA 1994;Colt 1994a). In a study of
progress made in NarragansettBay, Burroughs and Lee (1988:375) noted that
"a program with a vague goal that does not translateinto a specific outcome is
unlikely to succeed." Colt (1994b: 97) similarly observes that since the
Buzzards Bay NEP Action Plans "do not provide realistic, iterative benchmarks
for structuring their implementation or evaluation," different user groups can
interpret these plansdifferently. Another example of an outcome-oriented
evaluation was an EPA-funded project to develop a manual for evaluating
estuary programs. The final reportof this project recommended an indicator-
based approach to documenting management activities, public responses, and
environmental outcomes of these programs(USEPA 1994). Apparently no
estuary programs have used this manual, although many are developing
outcome indicators for evaluating and providing feedback to their programs.

Outcome-based evaluation of coastal ecosystem management programs have
several weaknesses. First, practitionersand researchershave recognized that
many effects ofecosystem management programsare likely to be long-term and
difficult to measure (Lee, 1993). Second, as noted by Colt (1994b), specific
objectives may be interpreteddifferently by different actors. Third, ecosystem
management programs do not operate in a vacuum. Ongoing or subsequent
policy efforts may contribute to new laws, improved water quality, increased
fish catches, or other "indicators" related to the estuary program's goals.

Process-based evaluations

Several researchershave designed frameworks that examine the ongoing
process dynamics of ecosystem management programs. Based on examination
of five "precursor" programs, Imperial et al. (1992) propose 12 criteria related
to the strategy, structure, and process of coastal environmental management
programs like the National Estuary Program (NEP). Currently, there are two
efforts being conducted to evaluate the NEP. One study, based on a survey of
all 28 estuary programs, is using a mail survey to analyze the transaction costs
of stakeholder involvement in "Community-Based Environmental Protection
Agreements" like the NEP (Scholz, et al. 1998). The other ongoing effort is an
EPA-sponsored study that involves interviewing the program directors, as well
as four case studies of selected programs (Cogan, pers. comm., 1998). Such
approaches might be called "third generation" evaluations of program
implementation; that is, they take a "scientific" approach to analyzing process,
output, and outcome variables (Goggins, 1990). The goal of such studies is
typically to compare parallel efforts to learn"lessons" that may be transferred
from one program to another.
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The "Fourth Generation" Case Study Approach

Although ongoing efforts to evaluating the National Estuary Program make
significant progress toward meaningful learning from ecosystem management
programs, they do not confront the fundamental question: what is a successful
ecosystem management program? That is, the questions being answered by
third generation studies tend to reflect the researchers' hypotheses based on
theory, program documentation, or stated objectives of what a successful
ecosystem management program will look like. However, such approaches do
not accommodate notions that different participants may have different
objectives, that true objectives may differ from stated ones, or that objectives
may evolve over time.

One approach to evaluating the success of complex programs is provided by
Guba and Lincoln (1989), who maintain that any evaluation must confront the
different constructions of the program by the various people involved. Guba
and Lincoln propose a "fourth generation" framework for evaluation based on a
process of negotiation and exploration between researchers and the program or
institution being evaluated. Fourth generation evaluation researchers do not
begin research with testable hypotheses or variables to be measured. Rather,
they work with the stakeholders to determine what is important to the
functioning of the program being studied. The primary methods of fourth
generation evaluations are qualitative, although they may be complemented by
surveys or other quantitative methods.

Such exploratory evaluations generally take place within the context of case
studies, which have four virtues for exploring complex programs such as
ecosystem management (Feagin, 1991). First, case studies permit the study of a
phenomenon in its natural setting. Second, case studies are holistic, offering
"empirical and theoretical gains in understanding larger social complexes of
actors, actions, and motives" (Feagin 1991:8). Third, the case study enables one
to examine changes in patterns of behavior over time. Fourth, case study
research can be very useful for generating theories. All four of these
characteristics apply to gaining a full understanding of ecosystem management
that takes into account the program's setting, interactionsamong stakeholders,
and the possibility of change over time.

The principles of fourth generation evaluation via in-depth case studies were
applied in evaluating the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine Study. Iterative
negotiation of the evaluation process was not possible since the program had
officially concluded before the case study was conducted (Guba and Lincoln,
1989). However, an effort was made to take an exploratory approach, allowing
the participants to define what was important in the program and to elucidate
their various perspectives on the program's successes and failures.

The case study of the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine Study used several sources
of data: personal interviews, document analysis and a mail survey.
Triangulation among these data types enhanced the validity of findings about
the program (Marshall and Rossman, 1989). Findings presented in this paper
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are based on all three sources of data. Interviews were conducted with over
seventy-five participants in the program. Interviewees were systematically
selected by snowball sampling to represent the rangeof perspectiveson the
program (Marshall and Rossman, 1989). Although general interview guides
were developed for the different groups of interviewees, these interviews were
open-ended. The interviews provided the core material for developing an
understanding of different groups' perceptions of the program. The documents
analyzed included committee meeting minutes, attendance records, annual
budget reports, newspaper articles, technical reports, and program publications.
These documents helped to documentthe perspectives revealed through the
interviews,as well as to provide descriptiveinformation about various aspects
of the program. The mail survey was sent to the 169 Management Conference
committee members who had formally participated in APES for any period
during its nine-year tenure. The survey was designed to obtain descriptive
informationabout the participantsand to quantify their perceptions about the
processes and outcomes of APES. A response rate of over 77% was obtained.

Analysis proceeded based on the perspectives and issues identified by the
interviewees. For example, key issues that shaped the direction of the program
were identified and analyzed to discover how they arose, why they were
controversial, and how their resolution shaped the program. The following
section describes some of the most important findings revealed through taking
this approach to evaluation.

The Case of APES: Key Findings

Visiblefailures, invisiblesuccesses

Interviews with agency staff, researchers, interest groups, and citizens who were
involved in the program revealed that participants had widely varied
expectations for what the program could accomplish. By tracing the
expectations of different participant groups and the interactions among them as
the program progressed, it was possible to explain the program's outcomes and
why they were largely perceived to be failures. For example, citizens were less
likely than technically trained participants to think the public had adequate input
into the research planning process. This is probably due to the citizens'
expectations that they would actually be selecting research projects to be
funded, whereas many Technical Committee members anticipated that citizens
would simply express public priorities about the research agenda, while
technically-trained staff would make the final decisions.

At the same time that apparent failures were explained, many significant
successes were identified. For example, while citizens generally felt that the
research program of APES failed to produce useful results, it is also the case
that the APES-funded geographic information systems data and analyses
persuaded the state to invest further in this technology. GIS-based land use
planning and analysis is now an important part of North Carolina's coastal
managementprogram. The in-depth, multiple-perspective nature of the case
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study made it possible to observe such less visible accomplishments. One such
issue - a controversial buffer strip recommendation - is described below.

The buffer strip issue

One example of how the in-depth, longitudinal observations of this case study
allowed for explanations of puzzling results revolves around the Management
Conference's attempts to recommend buffer strips in its Comprehensive
Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP). The debate about recommending
buffer strips to protect water quality was one of the most significant disputes in
writing the APES Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan.

The First Public Draft of the CCMP included a Management Action requiring
20-foot undisturbed buffers along all perennial streams, rivers, and tidal water
bodies. Because of the strong opposition to this recommendation in public'
hearings, the Technical Committee debated it extensively during their next
meeting. Although there was strong support for the efficacy of buffer strips,
agricultural and forestry interests had two objections to the recommendation.
First, they felt that a standard buffer strip was inappropriate given varying
environmental conditions in the region. Second, the mandatory buffer strip
recommendation was perceived as "government interference with private
property" by farmers who were accustomed to voluntary BMP programs, not
mandatory regulations.

Several pages of text were added to the Second Public Draft explaining the
benefits of buffer strips. Although this draft noted that Virginia's Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Act included 100-foot buffer strips, no specific justification
for the 20-foot minimum was given (APES 1992:WQ-35). There were no
APES studies that could justify what size buffers were necessary to protect
water quality. Partly because of this lack of justification, debate about the
buffer strip recommendation continued.

In the Third Public Draft and final CCMP, the buffer strip requirement was
significantly modified in order to avoid a backlash against the entire CCMP.
The lesson to environmentalists and APES staff who had advocated a mandatory
buffer strip was clear: they could not make a politically controversial
recommendation without scientific information to justify it. However, the
specific need for information on buffers did not become clear until the
Management Conference attempted to make a firm recommendation. Ironically,
even if APES had funded a study that showed that a 20-foot buffer significantly
prevented water pollution under most land conditions at minimal economic cost,
this recommendation still may not have survived farmers' opposition to
mandatory regulations.

Predictable, unavoidable failures

The buffer strip issue is a good example of the interaction of individual,
structural, and external factors that influenced the outcomes of the APES
program. While structural factors (the organization, financing, and mandate of
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the program) may be altered, other factors such as individual personalities and
external politics are not subject to the program's control. Many of the
predictable and avoidable problems experienced by APES have been identified
and, in some cases, mitigated in other NEPs. For example, it was widely
acknowledged that the APES research agenda was too broad. The EPA's
solution to this problem was to require programs to write the CCMP earlier on
in the program in order to narrow priorities.

Other shortcomings of APES were more intractable because they were
unpredictable, unavoidable, or both. The unpredictable and avoidable category
includes the effects of external political change. It may be possible to insulate a
program like APES from political change by, for example, not including politically
appointed officials in leadership positions within the program. This might also have
negative effects, however, since the programwould have less input about what is
politically feasible and less connection to the existing authority structure. One
example of a predictable and unavoidable challenge is the differing expectations and
professional norms of participants. That is, one can predict that members will have
different expectations and that certain professional norms will conflict with the goals
of ecosystem management. These factors aredifficult to address in the short term.
The unpredictable and unavoidable elements of a program like APES include
leadership turnover. While it may be possible to select leaders who are more likely
to stay and to encourage them to do so, but personalcareerchoices cannot be
governed by an ecosystem management institution. The importance of such factors
that cannot be changed by policy initiatives emphasizes that ecosystem management
institutions are constrained by existing characteristicsof the institutional ecosystem
and its actors.

The in-depth approachof this study revealed the enormous complexity and
challenges of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of such programs. Clearly,
many of these choices involve tradeoffs, and only a subset of them can be resolved
by universal solutions. In other cases, the relevant variables and constraints are
local in origin and are not amenable to change by external "lessons" or admonitions.

Recommendations

Ecosystem management is a promising approach to solving apparently intractable
environmental issues. As we accumulateexperience with these programs, it is
tempting to comparatively cull programs for"lessons learned" andcommon
experiences. This is a logical approachto trying to improve ongoing and guide
future ecosystem management programs. However, the in-depthcase study
approach to studyingthe APES indicates that quantitatively basedcomparative
studies have several limitations:

1)The important variables vary from program to program andover time in one program. Thus,
defining the program's objectivesandmeasuring the apparently relevantvariables may provide
misleadinginformation becausethe true priorities andobjectivesof the participants have not
been written down, have changed over time, or even conflict.

2) The most important lessonsto be learned may be peculiar to the given humanecosystem.
That is, developinga management communityaround anecosystem may require struggling
through someof the issues that havebeen"solved" elsewhere, simplybecause the institutional
groundwork hadnot previously beenlaid in that location. This is a legitimate, if often
frustrating and apparently inefficient, function ofecosystemmanagement.
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3) Identifiable shortcomings areoften unavoidable (or at least out of the control of those who
would gladly "learn lessons"), arising from politicalpressures, lack of leadership,or insufficient
funding.

4) Avoidable shortcomingsoften involve tradeoffs between equally importantobjectives of
ecosystem management, such as consensus on priorities and need for a narrow focus.

Because of these features of coastal ecosystem management programs, it is not
possible to define a perfect formula for a program that could succeed anywhere.
Therefore, we should not expect that such strategies will be widely transferable,
enabling us to define a universal model for successful ecosystem management.
This is not possible because each ecosystem management program has different
goals, environmental issues, institutional challenges, resource constraints, and
sociopolitical settings.

This is not to say, however, that there is nothing that programs can learn from
each other. There are patterns of evolution, methods of public involvement, and
strategies for research planning which clearly can be learned by ecosystem
management leaders and participants. In order to do this effectively, it may be
helpful to compare several in-depth case studies of ecosystem management to
identify productive strategies. One of the most promising outcomes of such
researchcould be improved training,support, and expectations for participants
of future ecosystem management programs.
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NUTRIENT REDUCTION GOALS
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The 1987 Chesapeake Bay Agreement established the goal to attain the water
quality necessary to support the living resources in the Bay and its tidal
tributaries. As part of this historic agreement, the jurisdictions of Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and the District of Columbia committed to reduce
nitrogen and phosphorous loadingto the Bay from controllable sources by 40 %
by 2000, using 198Sas a base year. In 1992, the jurisdictions reaffirmed this
goal and committed to attain it through the use of individual tributary strategies
to meet nutrient reduction loading levels established for all tributaries of the
Bay. Tributary strategy nutrient reduction progress is assessed with Chesapeake
Bay Program's Watershed Model (WSM). Tracking of point source nutrient
reductions are through nutrient reductions at the point of discharge and WSM
simulation of the load transported to the Bay. Tracking of Best Management
Practices (BMPs) nonpoint nutrient reductions in fertilizer and manure
applications, atmosphericdepositionand/or septic system loads is obtained with
changes in land use or BMP nutrient reduction efficiencies, and the WSM
simulation of the load transported to the Bay.

Michael Clipper Modeling Fellow, Chesapeake Bay Program
410 Severn Avenue

Annapolis, MD 21403
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Background

Two bills introduced in the 1997 legislative session of the South Carolina
Genera] Assembly involved changing the presentstatusof the state's coastal
management program. One bill was introducedby Senator Holly Cork, a
Republican from BeaufortCounty, andthe otherby RepresentativeDavid
Wilkins, a Republican fromGreenville. Cork's bill would reestablish the
independent agency, CoastalCouncil, to run the coastalmanagement program
by elevatingthe Office of Ocean andCoastal Resource Management (OOCRM)
from its division-level status within the Department of Health and
Environmental Control (DHEC). The Wilkins bill would allow DHEC to further
demote OOCRM to just a bureau-level program within an existing division of
the agency. Speculationover the fate of both bills does not appear favorable,
with a slim likelihood of either passing during the current session.

In lightof thesepending bills,questions about the necessity of eitherproposal
areraised. Once a proudand highly touted program, the South Carolina Coastal
Council was recognizedin 1992by the National Oceanicand Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) for operatingthe best coastalmanagement program in
the country. NOAA is the lead federally agency forcoastal management
activities, and it funds 29 federally approved state coastal programs each year
through its Coastal Zone Management Program. However, with the
restructuring of stategovernment in 1994, the autonomous Coastal Councilwas
abolished and the entire coastalmanagement program was moved to DHEC as a
new internal division. In the fall of 1996, DHEC Commissioner Doug Bryant
soughtto changethe status of the divisionduring internal agencyreorganization
moves,andthecoastal program wasmade a bureau withinanexistingdivision.
Environmental Quality Control (EQC).

A furorarose led by legislators from coastalareas and environmental advocacy
groups. They feared the move would lessenthe emphasis on protecting the
coastal environment. Officials from NOAA voiced concerns over the move
also.The long-standing headof the statecoastal managementprogram Wayne
Beam resignedshortly after Bryant's announcement to demote the program
within DHEC. Beam had led the former Coastal Council since its creation in
1977and laterbecamea deputy commissionerof DHECover the coastal
program with its move to the agency during state government restructuring. The
legality of further demotionof the coastal program was questioned, andthe State
AttorneyGeneral Charlie Condon stated afterreview in a non-binding opinion
that the legislature must approve the move. Subsequently, Commissioner
Bryant returned thecoastal management program to division status shortly after
the Attorney General offered hisopinion; however, he named the head of the
EQC division asheadof the coastal program divisionalso. Further, Bryant
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announced that he would seek to carry out his internal reorganization by taking
hisplanto statelegislators andasking fora billto allow thechange, which he
claimed was necessary to eliminateagency waste. Thus, House member
Wilkins introduced his bill in February 1997, and Senator Cork countered by
introducing her bill less thana month laterin earlyMarch. A companion to the
Cork bill was introduced in the House in April 1997 with numerous sponsors.

Heretofore, the more importantaspect of this debate over the status of the South
Carolina Coastal ManagementProgramhas not been discussed because political
squabbling has dominated the issue. A credible debate over an autonomous
agencyadministering the coastal management programrather than a bureau
withina "mega-agency"can ensue following a thorough evaluationof the
program's effectiveness inachieving stated goals andobjectives. In this
instance, the effectivenessof the programcan be evaluated before restructuring
and after to determine whether the change in program status affected goal
attainment. If all things are equal on that front, then the debate can turn to issues
of efficiency (costs).

Evaluating Coastal Programs

Forthe mostpart,a coastal management program includes thosepolicies and
programs thataredeveloped toaddress situations of scarcity among natural
resources found in the coastal zone. At the time the federal Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972was passed, incidents of conflictbetweenvariousforms
of economic development andestablished environmental valueswereextremely
commonthroughout the nation's coastalregion. The response by Congressto the
growing crisis wastheenactment of legislation thatcalled fora balancing of
development andenvironmental concerns. Since thestates aresovereign in land-
use controls, the Act did not establishany federal standards,allowing the coastal
statesand territories considerable leeway in the meansof achievingthe balance.
Thisresulted in theprograms varying from state to stateboth in themethods of
weighing environmental anddevelopmental objectives andin theemphasis givento
eachduringthe implementation of policies (Zwicky andClark 1973; Healyand
Zinn 1985; Archer 1988).

The fact that the federal Act did not contain substantive standards did not
necessarily prevent thestates from developing strong, effective programs. Itdid
mean theprograms werediverse. Thatdiversity is reflective of thegeographic,
economic, political, andcultural differences foundamongcoastalstates,and the
differences in the legaland institutional capacity of eachstate to exert authority
over thecoastalzone. Rightfully, eachstate tailored its coastalmanagement
program to addressissuesaffecting coastalareaswithin its borders. Moreover,
eachstate had to incorporate coastalzonemanagement policies into the framework
of existing statelaws, policies andstandards. Lastly, eachstatehadto findor create
the properinstitutional arrangement to housetheauthority thatexercisedcontrol
over itscoastalzone(Zwicky andClark 1973; HealyandZinn 1985;Archer 1988).

Thediversity between thestates andthe lackof substantive federal standards have
greatly complicated attempts to evaluate theeffectiveness of both the federal and
individual statecoastal management programs. For the mostpart, the purposeof an
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evaluation is to respond to demands for information - information that will be used
to make policy decisions. Therefore, evaluations are necessary for several reasons,
including: 1) to judge the usefulness ofongoing programsand policies and to
determine the need for improvements; 2) to assess the utility of innovative
programsand policies;3) to increase the effectiveness of program management and
administration; and4) to meet variousaccountability requirements(Lowry 1980;
Rossi and Freeman 1980).

Methods of Program Evaluation

Approaches to policy evaluation are numerous, yet there is agreement among
researchers that several basic items should be available to conduct an effective

evaluation of coastal management programs: 1) historical information to identify
the problems and their causes which led to the development of interest groups
and agencies and the passage of CZM legislation to address to the problems; 2)
the structure of groups and organizations involved in coastal zone management
activities, including interest groups and public agencies, and the nature of the
interrelationships that exist between them across the system; 3) the process for
decision making by governmental bodies involved in coastal zone management;
4) the goals of coastal management policies and programs, as written in coastal
zone legislation, listed as objectives in an agency's administrative guidelines,
and carried out by those involved in coastal management activities; and 5)
criteria to measure the achievement of goals (Swanson 1975; Englander,
Feldmann and Hershman 1977; Lowry 1980).

Evaluating Relationships: Inputs to Outputs ~ Englander, Feldman and
Hershman (1977) stated that an early decision to focus evaluation efforts at one
level of government is necessary —either federal, state, regional, or local, and a
specific definition of what is to be evaluated(which goal), as well as the criteria
to be used must follow. Resource outcome (impact) and organizational process
(implementation) problems peculiar to the level of government should be the
source of criteria for evaluation. Resource outcome problems are defined as
"the expressed dissatisfactions with a naturalresource state," and organizational
process problems were "those deficient characteristics or procedures that inhibit
an organization from attaining its goals and objectives."

The researchers found there was a close interrelationshipbetween various resource
outcome problems, with one frequently cited as the cause ofanother. Whereas
organizational process problems were not as interrelated as the resource outcome
problems, certain process problems wereidentified as leading to, if notcausing
other process problems. By linkingresource outcome problems to organizational
processproblems, the latteris identified as probable causesof the former, and an
assessment can be made to determine if a coastal management activity has
alleviated the resource problem at a particular point in time. Thus, an attempt can
be made to attribute the evaluation results to specific organizations, laws, and
resource management programs.
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First, the resourceproblem mustbe identified, then it can be determined whethera
coastal management program offered any remedy. Second, objective criteria
measuring the level of goal achievement must be developed.

Past Studies Utilizing PermittingData - A review of the literature on coastal
management indicated several earlyprogram evaluations analyzedpermit records.
Swanson (1975) evaluated theeffectiveness of theSan Francisco BayConservation
andDevelopment Commission withrespect to itscentral goalof regulating,
through a permitting process, developments on, in or near the Bay - particularly
thoseutilizing fills that woulddecrease thesize of the Bay. Rosentraub and Warren
(1976) proposedthat coastal agenciesdevelopbasic information on their internal
management and decision processes from the permit records. Thus, a self-
evaluative capacity iscreated allowing theagency to monitor andjudge its
activities relative to goal achievement

Similarly, Sabatier (1977) found thatapproximately 97%ofall permits submitted
to thesix regional commissions of California were approved. Using a different
approach, he examined a random sample of thenearly 4%of regional commission
decisions thatwere significant or controversial enough to beappealed to theState
Commission during a three-year period from February 1973 toJune 1975. Finally,
McCreaand Feldman(1976) attemptedto examineand evaluate the first three
yearsof Washington state'sShoreline Management Act (SMA) from 1971 to 1974,
focusing on the permit management system mandated by the SMA.

The South Carolina Coastal Management Program

As stated in the SouthCarolinaCoastal ZoneManagement Act of 1977,the policy
of thestateis "toprotect thequality of thecoastal environment and to promote the
economic andsocial improvement of thecoastal zone andof all thepeople of the
State." This policy guided the South Carolina Coastal Council (SCCC) as it
administered the SouthCarolinaCoastalManagement Program(SCCMP)and
sought to accomplish the following goals:

1) to develop a management program that will achieve a rational balance between economic
development and environmental conservation of naturalresources in the coastal zone of
the South Carolina;

2) to develop a permittingsystem foractivitiesin criticalareasofthe coastalzone (beaches,
primary sand dunes, tidclonds andcoastal waters) that willserve to implement thegoals and
objectives of the management program andpromote thebest interest of allcitizensof South
Carolina:

3) to promote intergovernmental coordination andpublic participation in the development and
implementationof the coastalmanagementprogramforSouth Carolina.

Accordingto the South CarolinaCoastalManagement Program,the State has
utilized a "performance standard approach" throughout its management plan;
therefore, "evaluation effects" are focused on "theoutcomes and impactsof
activities, ratherthanon procedures and processes." Initially, a bodyof baseline
data was gathered (before the permittingprocess was instituted) for several of the
mostsignificantareas of possibleimpact, including beach access,beach erosion
control,tidelandsprotection, and marineand estuarinepollution. A numberof
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indicatorsofchange were identifiedfor each of the areas of concern, and methods
weredevised wherebythese indicators were periodically monitored.

A New Approach to Policy Evaluation

There are numerous opportunities for policy analysts and researchers to apply
theoryto coastal resourcemanagement issues,particularly socialorganization
theory. Fourdevelopments support thispoint First, socialorganization theory
providesa new perspective, and evaluation researchefforts in the past have rarely
used this approach (Dillon and Miller 1986). Second, coastal resources are
managed by various entities of organizedsociety, includinggovernmental agencies,
interest groups, associations,and individuals(Ditton and Miller 1986;Born and
Miller 1988). Third, scarce coastal resourcescreate the need for management
programs to allocate their use, thus utilizingprinciplesof social organization
theory. Last, social organization theory is rich with applicable constructs, such as
consensus, conflict, power and values, which are directly related to the highly-
organized,politically-active institutions and interestgroups involvedin coastal
zone management.

Theories of Public Policy-Making

From a theoreticalperspective, the processof public policy-makinginvolves the
political behavior of individuals, governmental agencies, and other authoritative
groups and institutions. In political sociology, there are several major theories to
explain the process ofpublic policy-making: 1) individual decision-making theory
(or political behavior),2) elite theory, 3) group theory,4) institutionalism(complex
organizations), and 5) systems theory. Each of these theoreticalapproaches focuses
attention on the inherent political aspect of public policy-making(Bauer and
Gergen 1968).

Perhaps, the most comprehensive of all the theories of policy making is the
systems approach. Bertrand (1972) stated that "human existence is constrained
by the necessity of forming systems of cooperation, and these systems are
manifest in terms of interactional patterns which are ordered and predictable."
According to Talcott Parsons (1958) any system is characterized by action, or
behavior, that is oriented toward specific goals. Collective action is organized
around relationships among several actors, creating a social system with shared
value orientations. Since these relations are not random, they consist of a
network of roles. Two conditions must be fulfilled in order for the system to
remain stable: the actors must in some degree remain committed to their shared
value orientations, and their role-playing activity must be in sufficient
conformity with the norms of interaction so that action is possible within the
framework of the system. Thus, value orientations, specific goals, and
regularized patterns of role playing are all functional to a system; they are also
analytic variables that must be identified in order to understand the functioning
of a system (Schoettle 1968).

Therefore,using a systemsapproach to evaluatepolicy-making requiresfocusing
on the relationships (interactions) whichconnect thecomponents of the systemand
whichare the pathways by whichchangesarecommunicated amongthe
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components (Perloff andWingo 1962); component elements are linkedalmost
entirely through the intercommunication of information (Buckley 1967).
According to Pool(1973), "[a]cts of communication canbe described as the thread
thatholdsanysocialorganization together, if notthe skeleton thatdetermines the
structure. It appears thatsystems theory provides an approach which permits the
complexity of socialcommunication to bedescribed and analyzed at a highlevelof
abstraction."

One particularly interesting set of issuesworthinvestigating whendiscussingpolicy
evaluation is the role of values in the policy-makingprocess. Neither the policy
maker nor the evaluation researcher is totally free of values. In fact, they are
seeking to achieveor maximize givenvalues. However, they should takeextra
precautions to keepsocialpressures or personal interests frominfluencing facts.
These precautions caninclude theuseof multiple sources forcrosschecking
information, makingrawdata available for secondary analysis, and making
assumptions moreexplicit Policy-makers andevaluation researchers can also
attempt tojustifythegoalstheyare seeking to achieve by demonstrating their
relationshipto higher,widelyacceptedvalues (Nagel 1980).

Problem Statement

Since the CZMA did not establish federal standards, it has been difficult to
rigorously evaluate thefederal program's national impact on theprotection of the
coastalenvironment or on the rateof coastaldevelopment. More importantly, there
are no criteriaestablished to evaluatethe programs implemented by individual
states. The CZMAgave thestatesconsiderable leeway in establishing notonly the
relative importance of particular environmental anddevelopment values butalsoin
how the balance between them would be struck. Therefore, the states and
territories participating in thefederal CZM program differ greatly from oneanother
in: 1)what toolsare employed to allocate coastalresources amongalternative uses;
2) who actuallymakeswhichdecisions; 3) whichparties,includingdevelopers,
environmental organizations, localgovernments, and individual citizens, have
standing toparticipate in thedeliberations orotherwise to influence thedecisions
(Healy and Zinn 1985).

In implementing theirprograms, moststates haveusedthesametoolswidely
utilized in landuseplanning - regulation by permit zoningandsubdivision laws,
comprehensive andspecific planning, acquisition of land, andformal and informal
negotiation amongaffectedparties(HealyandZinn 1985; Archer 1988). By
lookingat a state'seffort (the process)to implementa coastal managementprogram
-- the institutional arrangement its policyobjectives, and the mechanisms to
achieve itsobjectives - perhaps, an objective method of evaluating theimpact of
management programs on coastalvaluescan be developed.

In particular, thisstudyattempted toevaluate the SouthCarolina Coastal
Management Program, focusing on thedecision-making process in the formation,
implementation andevaluation of policies pertaining to themanagement ofcoastal
resources in SouthCarolina. In this analysisan attempt was made to identifythe
social forces - political, economic, andtechnological - which have most likely
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influenced the development and outcome of statecoastal zonemanagement policies
and programs. The objectivesof thisstudy were:

1. to develop a model of thecurrent socio-political process fordeveloping coastal
resource

management policies in SouthCarolina priorto restructuring;
2. to determine if the former Coastal Council achievedthe goals and objectives of
the SCCMP.

Methodology

In this studya new approach forevaluating coastal management programs was
offered by using thetheories of social organization - particularly thetheoretical
approaches of publicpolicymaking - as a framework to analyzeprogram
implementation. Specifically, a case study of theSouth Carolina Coastal Zone
Management Program was conducted toexamine theroles of various internal and
external parties involved withcoastal management activities. Additionally, a
database wascreated tocompile andanalyze over8300 permit applications that
were processed bytheSouth Carolina Coastal Council during a 16-year period
fromSeptember1977to July 1993.

Through a historical analysis, a description of the structure of thestate institution
was developed byexamining past organizational charts and delineating their
operating rules and regulations. The organizational charts depict patterns of
interaction betweencouncil membersand professional staff mat ultimatelyleads to
theachievement of goals andobjectives bythe institution. Therules and
regulations emphasize criteria andmethods forachieving theinstitution's goals and
objectives.

Permitting decisions were examined forthe 16-year period from fiscal year1977-
78through 1992-93. Data obtained from thepermit files of theSCCC were coded
ona variety of topics, including: 1) the type permit requested; 2) itscounty and
locale (urban or rural); 3) the staffrecommendation; 4) the issues(values) raisedby
staff, if any; 5)theissues (values) raised byoutside individuals and groups, if any;
6) thecouncil decision and the record ofeach member's vote, if applicable; 7) the
conditions placed on thepermit if so issued; 8) ifappealed, theoutcome including
issues raised andthesubsequent vote bypermitting committee members and/or full
council.

Findings

Based onempirical data, several hypothetical relationships were created which
linked theparties involved with managing theState's coastal resources to thefinal
decisions onpermit applications. Theprimary interest was toexamine theroles
that various social actors fulfilledor fell shortof fulfilling within the policy
subsystem. Inreviewing the literature onpolicy evaluation, research has shown
that, on one hand, some social actors assume roles that are designated within the
law orpolicy for the permitting process, while onthe other hand, some social actors
assume roles thataresimply perceived toexist within thispolicy subsystem.
Whether designated by lawor perceived byothers, theroles of various actors were
analyzed tounderstand the relationship that existed between aparticular social actor
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and a certain outcome of the decision-makingprocess for the coastal regulatory
program. Further, to determine thestrength of theassociation, thechi-square
statisticwas computed for each relationship.

The analysisindicated that thedecision-making processfor permitting in critical
areas was mostly free of undue influence from any particularparty,but some
permitting decisions werequestioned by outsidepartiesinvolved in managingthe
State's coastal resources. Overall, the permitting system operated within the
boundaries established by lawto achieve the goalsand objectivesof the
management program.

Implications

This studysuccessfully compiledandanalyzed data on permitting in criticalarea
during the 16-yearperiod before staterestructuring changed the statusof the South
CarolinaCoastalManagement Program. In arguingthe meritsof two pendingbills
- one that allows further demotion of the program within DHEC's organizational
structure or the other that reestablishes the former Coastal Council - no argument
can be adequately developed untilan attemptis made to analyzein a similarfashion
permitting data since restructuring in 1994.

Throughexamination of programperformance measuresreportedto the General
Assembly each year and madeavailable via its web site,a significant increasein
thenumber of permitapplications processed by OCRM hasoccurred (alongwith
increases in otherprogramactivities, suchas certifications, enforcement actions,
and appeals). There were 1022permitapplications processed in the 1993-95
report timeframe; 1378 in fiscal year 1995-1996; and 1133 in fiscal year 1996-97.
All this,with no increase in the staff (about50 employees) after the restructuring
changewas implemented. The effecton thedecision-making processfor
permitting as causedby thechangein the program'sadministrative statusand the
apparent increased workload should beexamined utilizing the analytical framework
discussed above.
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Minding theCoast:ItsEverybody's Business
Proceedingsof the 16thInternational Conference
of theCoastalSociety, JufyI2-lS. 1998. Williamsburg. VA USA

THE USE OFTHE RATIO OF NATURAL COAST AS A USEFUL INDEX SHOWING
THE NATURAL COASTAL ENVIRONMENTON THE MACRO LEVEL IN JAPAN

Asami SHIKIDA

The coastal zones are obviouslyimportantareas. It is the interfacebetween land
wherehumankind liveand sea whichprovides numerous biological, spatial and
energy resources. Most ofuswould accept that thevalue of thecoastal zone is
precious andthezone should be preserved forthenext generation.

Wein these days, however, areconfronted byseveral difficulties. Theeffect of
human-induced pressure hascaused serious impacts on thecoastal environment
It is obviousthat humanactivityboth industrial and non-industrial has damaged
marine andcoastalecosystems and natural processes. Landreclamation of
shallowwater to create useful industrialsite is a typicalexample. It has causes
detrimental effects on the natural environment in the coastal zone and, at worst
estuaries and wetland systems arecurrently beingdestroyed. Demands for
inexpensive industrial and residential land arelikely to be themain cause of this
problem. These deformations certainly involve losses of natural shorelines,
because naturalshorelinesare oftenmodifiedby coastal land use and land
protection. Therefore, monitoring of natural shorelines canbean important
index to measure the loss of the natural environment

Except forthree national coastal environmental investigation projects conducted
at the beginning of 1978bytheEnvironmental Agency of Japan,no
investigations have so farbeen conducted toexamine thelength of natural
coastlines. Thisreport is todevelop anefficient monitoring toolof natural
coastal environment usingnational coastal statistics and presenthistorical
changes in natural shorelines in Japanafter 1960.

The value and utilization of the coastal zone in Japan

Thepreservation of thenatural environment in thecoastal zones isoneof the
important issues inJapan, notonly because of itssignificance forcoastal
dependent development and industries such as fisheries, butalso itsrecreational
and tourism values. In fact a largenumber of people loveto stay in thecoastal
zonefor tourism purposes andspend some timetherefor theirrecreation, such
asbathing andrecreational fishing. A national survey conducted bythePrime
Minister's Office in 1995suggestedthat approximately 50% ofpeople going to
coastal areas, use the coastal zone for recreational purposes (Prime Minister's
Office,1995). Forexample, according to theNational LeisureCenter,more
than30 million peoplego to beaches for bathing particularly in the summer
season(National Leisure Center, 1995). Another 30 million recreational
fishermen enjoy saltwater fishing throughout theyear (Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, 1995). Furthermore, over300thousand pleasure boats
arecurrently innavigable coastal waters around Japan, and thenumber is
increasing everyyear(National Leisure Center, 1995).
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Pressures and subsequent modifications on the coastal environment

Although the importance of the coastal zones has been widely accepted, as
mentioned before, Japanese coastal zones have faced intense development
pressuresduringJapan's higheconomic growth. There havebeen numerous
lossesand degradations of coastalwetlands, estuariesand shallow waters. The
coastal environment in Japan has been seriouslymodified.

There are three major reasons for these modifications. Firstly, demands for land
for residential and industrial use have been continually rising along with Japan's
higheconomic growth. This is originally stemsfromthe riseof landpricesin
Japanduringdramatic economic growth afterWorld War II. Privateenterprises
haveplanned to obtaininexpensive landsfor industrial development to
maximizetheir profits. These industrial developments accelerated the expansion
of demand for residential land among workersas well. Local and national
governments carriedout large-scale landreclamation projects to respond to
theserequirements. As a result, over 120,000 ha of coastal waters havebeen
filled from 1945 to 1975 (Wakabayashi, 1977).

Secondly, constructions of largeportsforJapan's improved tradeinduced the
modification of natural coastlines. As of 1997, there are 1,094 ports for marine
transportation in Japan(Ministry of Transportation, 1997). Theseconstructions
accompanied by the installation of related facilities provoked large-scale losses
of coastal estuaries. In addition, constructions of small local fishing ports have
resulted in incrementaland piecemeallosses of importantcoastal wetlands.
Approximately 2,500fishing portshavebeenconstructed and re-constructed
after 1945 (National Fishing Port Association, 1997).

Thirdly, shorelineerosion problemsoccurred widely in the Japan's coastal
zones.This is partlybecauseof natural cycles,but the rise of privateproperty
values in coastal zone also requires further protectionof shorelines from
hazardous erosions. This led to the steep increase in shoreline protection instead
of adopting setbackrestrictions or strategic retreat. Natural shorelines have been
reinforced by concreteconstructions, suchas seawalls, breakwaters and groins.
On the other hand, few localgovernments imposed restrictions on the building
of erosion control structures. As a result, man-made structures on shorelines
have increased drastically. Theseprotections have involved the modification of
natural shorelines as well. In particular, the number of artificial coasts rose
steadily during the last three decades.

Needs for macro level index valuing environmental preservation

Monitoring the environment is a basicapproach in managing any natural
environment. The same can be said for the coastal zone. Once coastal
development occurs in a certainarea,as wenoted, the development is likelyto
modify the natural coastlines because thecoastal development needs to utilize
beaches and shorelines for the construction of facilities and land use. Therefore,
a ratioof the length of natural coasts to modified shorelines canbe used as a
practical index showing thedegree of thenatural environment in thecoastal
zone.
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It must be noted that we have only limited information on national and regional
level alternation of the natural environment Lack of these macro level indices

cause serious problems in discussing environmental preservation in the coastal
zone in Japan because no policy makersand governments show practical
guidelines to balance preservation and modification of natural coasts.

Except for national coastal environmental investigation projects conducted in
1978,1984 and 1993 by the Environmental Agency of Japan, no investigations
have so far measured the length of natural coastlines. The author developed an
efficient monitoring tool of the naturalcoastal environment and present chronic
changes in natural shorelines in Japan using national coastal statistics.

Using the ratio of natural to entire coast as a practical index

In order to describe macro level fluctuation of natural shoreline, the author used
the national coastal statistics published annually by the Ministry of
Construction. The estimated figures obtained from the national coastal statistics
correspond well with the natural to entire coast ratio (the length of natural
shoreline to the length of total shoreline) in all three national investigation
projects (r2 =0.81, d.f. =37, F= 159.1, P<0.01). Therefore, it islikely that the
data of the statistics can be used as useful index showing macro level
preservation of the natural environment The author calculated the ratio every
year since 1960 when the national coastal statistics started. The statistics
showed prefecture (regional)statistics and the national sum. Both regional and
national level changes can be observed by this analysis.

Figure 1 shows chronic changes in the ratio of natural to entire shoreline. The
ratio of natural to entire coastline continued to decrease from 78 % in 1960 to 55

% in 1995. However, a marked decline is observed in 1960's. It is apparent that
artificial modification in Japan has progressed since the period of high economic
growth in the 1960's.
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Figure 2 describes thesizeof land reclamation in designated fishery right waters
after 1963 whenthe Japan marked higheconomic growth afterWorldWar II. It
is likelythat reclamation of wetlands and estuaries strongly affected thesharp
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drop of the ratio of natural to entire coast Furthermore, Figure 3 indicated that
the cumulative size of reclaimed water clearly correlates the ratio of natural to
entire coast.

In addition, based on the data from the statistics, the history of the artificial
modification of the coastline falls roughlyinto two phases. The first phase
began in 1960and is characterized by the rapid decrease in natural coastline.
The second phase began in 1980 and shows a substantial loss of natural
coastline in an area designated by the Coastal Protection Act as needing
protection.
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The recent changes in the ratio of natural to entire coast in Seto Inland Sea Area

Seto Inland Sea is located between southeastern Honshu and Shikoku islands.

The area holds approximately 30% of Japan's industrial production. The
chronic record suggests that the ratio has continuously and clearly decreased in
Seto Inland Sea Area where numerous land reclamation projects have been
carriedout (Figure4). It is suggested that the increase in artificial coast in Seto
Inland Sea area showed that the Seto Inland Sea Special Protection Act did not
prevent landfills in the area.

Ftgm 4. The ratio at uturml (e srttfldal c I fa Seto Marl Sea Ana
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Abstract

Can We AggregateSpatial Data from severalWisconsin Counties
into a Lake Michigan Region Coastal GIS?

Allen H. Miller, Assistant Director for Advisory Services
and

David Hart, Coastal GIS Specialist Land Information andComputer Graphics
Facility

University ofWisconsin-Madison

The approach to land records modernization in Wisconsin has been to stimulate
GIS development at the county level. As custodians of the majority of records
about the land e.g. ownership, assessment and propertydescriptions, counties
are the building blocks ofWisconsin's efforts. With digital records at the county
level, the question becomes: Can we aggregatethese data into special purpose
multi-county databases for use by managersat a regional, state, or federal level?
The Land Information and Computer Graphics Facility at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison in conjunction with the Wisconsin Coastal Management
Program is trying to answer that question in the eleven Lake Michigan coastal
counties.

Concern over shore erosion and potential property damage caused by high lake
levels and severe storms has generated a need to understand and evaluate
potential impacts from a state and GreatLakes-wide perspective.The
presentation will identify the opportunities and challenges of building multi-
county databases from county data.

David A. Hart, AICP Land Information and Computer Graphics Facility
Room B102, Steenbock Library
550 Babcock Drive

Madison, WI53706
phone: (608) 263-5534
fax: (608) 262-2500
email: dhart@macc.wisc.edu

WWW:http://www.lic.wisc.edu/~dhart/dhart.htm
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DIVE OPERATOR USE PATTERNS IN THE DESIGNATED FLORIDA

KEYS NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY (FKNMS) NO-TAKE
ZONES: A TABULAR ANALYSIS

Manoj Shivlani, University of Miami, and
Daniel O. Suman, University ofMiami

Introduction

The Florida Keys, containing the United States' only continental coral reef
ecosystem, hosts several million visitors annually. In 1995-96, the estimated
tourist total was 3.06 million individuals (Leeworthy and Wiley, 1996). Of that
total, 31.3 percent of the visitors participated in diving or snorkeling activities.
Coupled with the tourism influx into the Florida Keys, 80,000 permanent
residents live in the region and many participate in the same activities as do
tourists. Special activities, such as the spiny lobster recreation season, attract as
many as 30,000 divers within a single month to the region (Hunt, 1994). Studies
in South Florida and other regions containing coral reefs have determined that
divers and snorkelers cause a variety of impacts on the marine resources,
including physical damage caused by inexperienced users (Tilmant 1987),
increased incidence ofdamage caused by increased rates of use (Tilmant and
Schmal, 1981), and a greater susceptibility among the organisms to natural
perturbations as a result ofdiver/snorkeler interactions (Sullivan et. at, 1996).
Moreover, chronic damage can also affect the aesthetic or amenity value of the
areas (Hawkins and Roberts, 1996; Dixon, et. al., 1993).

The Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary (hereafter 'FKNMS'), designated
in 1990, proposed a series of action plans and regulations as part of its Draft
Management Plan (hereafter 'DMP') devised to minimize such water activity
impacts to sensitive habitats within its boundaries. One of the most significant
strategies in the DMP was the Zoning Action Plan. Zoning, or "the setting aside
of areas for specific activities to balance commercial and recreational interests
with the need for a sustainableecosystem"(NOAA, 1996), led to the proposed
designation of 26 Sanctuary zones, including three ReplenishmentReserves
(RR), 19 Sanctuary Preservation Areas (SPA), and four Special-use Areas
(SUA). The proposed RRs and SPAs would have constituted 5.26 percent of the
Sanctuary, and die SUAs would have constituted 0.02 percent of the Sanctuary.
The proposed Sanctuary Regulations outlined the activity regulations within
these zones and restricted all harvesting of marine resources within the 26 zones
(with the exception of the Key Largo Replenishment Reserve in the Upper
Keys) and all activities except passage in the four SUAs unless expressly
authorized by NOAA.

Although the DMP permitted recreational diving in all the zones except the
SUAs, the FKNMS recognized the potential negative impacts of unregulated
water activities. In response to those impacts, the FKNMS proposed a carrying
capacity study that would determine the effects of recreation and boating
activities on Sanctuary resources, establish user carrying capacities that would
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minimize impacts, and impose limits in high-useand sensitive areas, including
the SPAs "where no-anchoring zones should be established" (NOAA, 1995).

Our study determines the extent of zone use by commercial dive operators in the
FKNMS and analyzes the importance of individual zones to the group. The
analysis, generated using a Geographical Information Systems (GIS) approach,
determines the relationships between users and zone locations, identifies specific
zone preferences, and discusses effects of potential zone closures and carrying
capacity limits on users (Bonham-Carter, 1994;Laurini and Thompson, 1992).
The relational model provides a holistic view on user zone preferences and
subsequent user perceptions of Sanctuary zoning strategies.

We anticipate that commercial dive operatorsdisproportionately visit FKNMS
zones and selectively impact marine resources. Dive use may grow significantly
in the regions that the FKNMS has designated for protection, and without
controlling the number of visits per site, the zones may not achieve their
objectives of resource protection.

Methodology

The Florida Keys is a congregation ofcoral and limestone islands connected to
the mainland ofFlorida via a 135-mile highway (Halas et at, 1993). The region
and a small southwestern section of peninsularSouth Florida form Monroe
County. We initially conducted a "pilot survey" periodsession during which we
determined pertinentissues amongdive operators and identified the total dive
operator population. We then developed the survey instrument which was
conducted on site and in person.

We conducted the pre-survey, pilot survey, and mailers in September and
October 1995. Field surveys and data collection started in October 1995 and
ended in June 1996. Finally, we coded and analyzed the databetween July and
September 1996.

We divided the Florida Keys into three study regions based on their
geographical differences: the Upper Keys, ranging from Key Largo to Long
Key; the Middle Keys, from Conch Key to the islandof Marathon; and the
Lower Keys, from the Content Keys to Key West Refer to Figure 1 for a map
of the study area, sub-regions, the FKNMS, and other significant protected
areas.
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FIGURE 1: FKNMS boundaries and proposed zones

GULF OF MEXICO

Dljr Tortocu Natiaoal Park
(natlncludadinFKNHS)

ZflNB LEGEND

1- Key Largo RR
2- Cacysfcrt SPA
3- The Elbow SPA

4- Dry Rocks SPA
5- Grecian Rocks SPA
6- French ReefSPA
7- Molasses ReefSPA

8- Conch Reef SUA
9- Conch Reef SPA

10- Cheeca Rocks SPA
ll-Davii ReefSPA

12- Ken and Chickens SPA

13- AlligatorReefSPA
14- Tennessee ReefSUA
IS-Coffins Patch SPA

16- Sombrero Key SPA
17- Newfound HarborKey SPA
18- Lone Key SPA

13 12

ATLANTIC OCEAH

19-LooeKeySUA
20- Pelican Shoal SUA

21- Sambos RR

22- Western Sambo SPA

23- Eastern Dry Rocks SPA
24-Rock Key SPA
25-Sand Key SPA
26- Dry Tortugas RR

NOTE: RR refers to replenishment reserves; SPArefers to sanctuary preservation area, andSUA
refers to special-use area

In our surveys, we querieddive operators on the total number of trips they made
in 1995, the average number of divers/snorkelers they took per trip, the
percentage of their total tripstakento individual zones designated underthe
DMP Zoning Action Plan. We alsoasked dive operators to list their typical trip
costs, and whether they allowedconsumptive activities such as spearfishingon
their trips.

Upon completion of the survey period, we created a shape file (using
ARCINFO) for the 26 Sanctuary zones and added zone trip and diver/snorkeler
perzone datafor each zone as field attribute data(ESRI, 1996). This shape file
was then overlaid with a Monroe County shape file (using ARCVIEW) to which
we added dive operator density by island data as field attribute data. The
resulting images, discussed in the following section,demonstraterelative spatial
importanceofdive operator density with zone use, as well as the significance of
individual zones to dive operators.

Results

Refer to "GlS-based analysis of dive operator use patterns in the designated no-
take zones within the Florida Keys NationalMarine Sanctuary" (in preparation)
by M. P. Shivlani and D. O. Suman for a graphical analysisof the tabulardata
presented in this abstract.
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We surveyed a total of62 dive operators, out ofa populationof75, in the
Florida Keys. A majority of our interviews were conducted in the Upper Keys
region where we surveyed 88 percent of the dive operators. In the Lower and
Middle Keys, our surveys included 87 percent and 58 percent of the operator
populations, respectively.

Table 1 below presents the total trips and divers the dive operator sample
reported in 1995. The table also determines the percentageof trips made to
FKNMS zones, as well as the percentageof divers that dive operators
transported to FKNMS zones.

TABLE 1

RS3ION TOTAL TOPS ZOtCTHPS %ZONETOPS TOTAL DA/SB zorc OVERS

1. Upper Keys 16,020 12,131 75.7 349,604 290,572

2.MrJdbKeys 2.295 808 35.1 23,685 5,544

3. Lower Keys 6395 4,164 63.1 76.390 50,301

TOTAL 24,910 17,101 68.7 449,679 346,417

In total, the respondenu reported making almost 25,000 dive trips in the Florida
Keys in 1995. These trips transportedapproximately 350,000 divers and
snorkelers. FKNMS zones constituted a significant percentage of dive operator
trips in 1995, as almost 69 percent of all trips were made to one of the 26
designated zones. Dive operators in the Upper Keys made the greatest number
of trips and attracted the highest total of divers. FKNMS zone trips were also
the highest in the Upper Keys, as over three-quarters of all trips in the region
were bound for an FKNMS zone. Lower Keys dive operators also relied on
FKNMS zones, as 63 percent of their 6,595 trips were made in one of the zones.
Only Middle Keys operators, who made the least number of trips, did not make
more than 35 percent of their trips to FKNMS zones. Table 2 presents the trips
taken to each FKNMS zone.

TABLE 2
zorc 1995 trips 1995%trks 1995 divers 1995% (fivers tots) users dhreisil/lp

1. Key Largo RR 116 0.7 4.257 1.3 2 36.7

2. Carysfort 166 1 8.088 1.8 5 36.7

3. TheBbow 1.433 8.4 25413 73 13 17.7

4. Dry Rocks 1.169 6.8 54,701 15.8 14 463

5. Grecian Rocks 1.961 11.4 68,326 19.7 12 34.8

6. French Beet 1.603 9.4 44,609 12.9 16 27.8

7. MjlassesReef 3,007 17.5 62218 17.9 22 20.7

8. Conch Reel SUA 220 1.3 1.859 0.5 10 83

S. Conch Reef 732 4.3 5.270 1.5 16 72

10. OxKca Rocks 164 1 1.945 0.6 3 11.9

11. DavbReef 860 5 6.406 1.8 13 7.4

12. Hcn+Chiekens 225 1.3 £355 0.7 10 103

13. AlgatofRsef 475 2.8 7225 2.9 9 15.2

14. Tennessee Reef SUA SO 0.5 810 0.2 1 9

IS. Collins F&tch 230 1.3 1.399 0.4 6 6.1

16. Socrtworo Key 486 2.8 3.335 1 6 6.9

17. NowloundHirborKey 0 0 0 0 0 0

IB. LooaKey 1.331 7.6 22.936 6.6 4 17.2

19. Loos Kay SUA 129 0.8 3.225 0.9 1 25

20. Pclcan Shoal SUA 25 0.1 124 0.04 2 5

21. Sambos RR 157 0.9 1.976 0.6 7 12.6

22. Western Santo 1439 93 12324 3.6 12 7.5

23. Bstem Dry Rocks 249 1.4 2384 03 9 113

24. Rack Key 324 15 3.114 0.9 9 93

25. Sand Key 310 1.8 3.747 1.1 10 1Z1

26. Dry Tortuoas RR 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 17.101 - 346,417 - - -
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Table 2 demonstrates thatthe most popular FKNMS zones in 1995, by the
number of trips reported by dive operators, were Molasses Reef, GrecianRocks,
French Reef, Elbow, and Dry Rocks SPAs in the Upper Keys, andWestern
SamboandLooe Key SPAs in the LowerKeys. Together, theseSPAs captured
almost71 percent of the zone-specific trips, as well as 84 percent of the divers.
Two FKNMS zones - the Dry Tortugas RR and the Newfound Harbor Key SPA
(both in the Lower Keys region)• had no reported trips in 1995.

Discussion

The tabular analysis demonstrates that thedive operators in the Florida Keys
disproportionately visit FKNMS zones. Also withinFKNMS zone types, dive
operators display preferences by concentrating their trips within individual
zones.

Trips by zone type and popular zones

SPAs: Within the zone types, the SPAs werethe most important FKNMS zones
in all three subregions. Constituting only 0.16 percentof the FKNMS and 3
percent of the FKNMS zones, the 19SPAs accounted for two-thirds (66 percent)
of all trips and three quarters (74.3 percent) of all divers the respondents
reported takingin 1995, andthey hosted over95 percent of all zone-specific
trips and divers. The FKNMS estimated that80-85 percentof the total, annual
snorkelers and divers in the Keys use the 18 SPAs designated in the Final
Management Plan (FMP) (NOAA, 1996). The SPAs within the pre-existing
Key LargoNational MarineSanctuary (KLNMS) and Looe Key National
Marine Sanctuary (LKNMS) wereheavilyused, attracting over 63 percent of all
trips made to FKNMS zones in 1995. These SPAs also attracted almost 83
percent of all divers in FKNMS zones in 1995. Unlike in the SPAs outside the
two existingnational marine sanctuaries where dive tripsincluded smallgroups,
the averagenumber ofdivers per trip to SPAs in KLNMS and LKNMS
averaged between 17.7and 46.8 divers pertrip. Dive operators nearthese
locations appear to invest considerably in largervessels to accommodate visitor
demands, and they take more trips than theircounterparts do to other SPAs.

RRs: RRs were the largestof the zone types proposed by the DMP. Covering
48,597 hectares, the three RRs included5.1 percent of the FKNMS and 96.6
percentof the FKNMS zones. In our surveyefforts, we identifiedonly two
operators using the Key Largo RR in the UpperKeys and seven using the
Sambos RR in the Lower Keys. There wereno reported trips to the Dry
Tortugas RR, although we did identify one dive operationthat made daily trips
to the Dry Tortugas region. Although that operation refused to conduct our
survey, we learnedthat its trips were made specifically to the Dry Tortugas
National Park (DTNP) and not the Dry Tortugas RR. The RRs attracted less
than 2 percentof the zone-specific trips anddivers, and they accounted for only
1.1 percent of the total trips and 1.4 percent of the divers. The DMP did not
identify significant diving activities in any of the RRs, and it estimated that only
deepwater spearfishing activities would be displaced in the Sambos RR. Our
study corroborates the DMP's findings, as RRs did not attract much diving, and
it demonstrates that zone location, rather than size, determines the popularity of
the dive site. For instance, the largest FKNMS zone in the Lower Keys, Sambos
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RR, only hosted4 percentof the subregion's zone specific trips. Western Sambo
SPA, locatedentirelywithin the SRR, captured almost40 percent of such trips.
Similarly, Key LargoRR hosted much fewer tripsthan neighboring SPAs even
though all the zones, including Key Largo RR, are located in the KLNMS.

SUAs:The four SUAs, comprisingonly 0.02 percentof the FKNMS or 0.4
percentof the FKNMS zones, were not importantto dive operators. They
hosted 2.7 percentof the zone-specific trips and 1.7 percentof the zone-specific
divers, or 1.9 percentof the total trips and 1.3 percentof the total divers in 1995.
Location of the SUAs played a major partin their lower utilization. Both Conch
Reef SUA and Looe Key SUA are located adjacent to popular SPAs. There
were over three times more trips made to Conch Reef SPA than Conch Reef
SUA, and over ten times more trips made to Looe Key SPA than Looe Key
SUA. The DMP identified these differences as well, noting that Conch Reef
SPA captures a majority of the diving activities over Conch Reef SUA, and that
Looe Key SUA will have "very little impact on current users" (NOAA, 1995).
Only one dive operatorreported usingTennessee Reef SUA in the Middle Keys.
It is located at the northeastern edge of the Middle Keys and has no adjacent
dive locations. Similarly, only two dive operators used Pelican Shoal SUA in
the Lower Keys. Located east of the popular Western Sambo SPA, it attracted
under 130 trips. Representing the only FKNMS zones that would not permit
diving activities, our study determined that the SUAs would not adversely affect
dive operator activities. Dive operatorsbelieve that SUAs are a positive form of
resource management, as greaterthan half of the respondents favored the
establishment of the DMP SUAs, and a similar percentage agreed that SUAs
will have a positive impact on the marine environment. However, dive
operators were less inclined to support the establishment of more SUAs, as 56.4
percent of those surveyed stated that they would not favor any more SUAs in the
FKNMS. The spatialuse analysisresults suggest that acceptability of the DMP
SUAs may be related to their low use profiles, and that dive operators may not
favor other no-dive areas, especially if such areas are designated in high-use
sites.

Diving impacts and carrying capacity

Carrying capacity refers to a maximum level of use that is sustainable, beyond
which threshold there will be physical deterioration to the resource and damage
to naturalhabitats. The concept calls for the maintenance of a system's
ecological integrity while maximizing user loading acceptable to the visitors and
residents, if any. The determination ofcarrying capacity is a complex process
involving an understanding ofeffects that the users impose on the environment,
and a calculation of the total number of users that can use the environment

without significant degradation. Studies in the Caribbeanand Red Seas have
estimated that the ecologically-derived thresholds for dive trip maxima are
between 3,000 to 5,000 per site annually,basedon a site definition of an area
with a length between 500 to 600 meters (Hawkins and Roberts, 1996; Dixon et
at, 1993). Davis and Tisdell (1996) add that ecologically-derived carrying
capacity totals overlook importantsocialand economic factors that may greatly
affect the number of acceptable trips. Othershave statedthat most diver
carryingcapacitytotals areelastic,andthey may be positively enhanced by
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diver education and reef etiquette or negatively increased by inexperienced users
and infrastructuredevelopment (Hawkins and Roberts, 1996).

The FKNMS considered carryingcapacity in the DMP, as a strategy in its
Mooring Buoy Action Plan (NOAA, 1995). Under its mooring buoy-based,
carrying capacity strategy, the FKNMS planned to assess the effects of
recreation and boating activitieson its resources, establishrecreational user
carrying capacities, and enforcecarrying-capacity limits in high-useareas and
highly sensitivehabitats. As a primary activity, the DMPcalled for the
establishment of regulations that requirethe use of mooring buoys in areas
where there will be recreationalaccess management, particularly the SPAs
"where no-anchoring zones should be established" (NOAA, 1995). Upon
determination of the carryingcapacity limits, the FKNMS planned to develop a
plan thatwoulduse the total number of mooring buoys asa control mechanism.
After certainSAC members (Slate, pers.comm; Holston, pers.comm.) and
publiccomments argued against the use of mooringbuoys to implement
carryingcapacity, the FKNMS moved the strategy from the Mooring Buoy
Action Plan into the Research and Monitoring Action Plan (NOAA, 1996). The
revisedstrategy in the FMP plans to assess the impactsof recreation activities
on FKNMS resources, includingdiving impacts. Once carrying-capacity limits
have been established, the FKNMS will require the use of buoys only in "high-
use" and "highly sensitive" areas(NOAA, 1996).

Areas such as the SPAs within the KLNMS are among the most popular dive
destinations in the Florida Keys, and Molasses Reef SPA is possibly the most
visited dive site in the world (Halas et al., 1993). Ward (1990) argued that the
several Upper Keys reefshaveexceeded their carrying capacities. Similarly in
the Lower Keys, zones such as Western Sambo SPA and Looe Key SPA have
both hosted increasinglymore trips since the 1980's. Trips to LKNMS increased
400 percent from 1985 to 1990 (Talge, 1992), and the total hasreached 70,000
visitors into the 1990's(Haskell, pers. comm.). Our trip totals suggest that
locations such as Molasses Reef SPA (3,007 trips),Grecian Rocks SPA (1,961
trips),French Reef SPA (1,603 trips), the Elbow SPA (1,433 trips).Western
Sambo SPA (1,639 trips),Looe Key SPA (1,331 trips) may be approaching
carrying capacitytotals, estimated usingthe 3,000to 5,000 trip maxima
determined by previous studies. Moreover, our totalsdo not includethe private
and charter diver trip totals. Leeworthy andWiley (1996) estimate that over one
million visitors reported diving in the Florida Keys in 1995-96.

Carryingcapacity limits may not be applicable in different subregions of the
FKNMS because of the profiles ofdive operator trips. In the Upper Keys
subregion, dive operators frequent different FKNMS zones, suggestingthat
switchingtrips is a viableoption; however,Lower Keys operators do not switch
theirtripsas frequently, indicating thatthey disproportionately rely on particular
FKNMS zones. Therefore, dive operators may not be able to withstand
individual site limits in the Lower Keys, as they are already limited by the
number of sites they visit most frequently. Also, decision-makers need to
consider the divers per trip statistics when implementing a mooring buoy-based,
carryingcapacity plan. As demonstrated in Table 2, the statisticsaremuch
higher for certain SPAs. Even if mooringbuoy limits were instituted in such
zones, they could not limit the size of the vessels and the number of divers
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impacting the resources. For instance,Western Sambo SPA hosted 370 more
trips than Dry Rocks SPA, but it attracted only 12.6 divers per trip. Dry Rocks
SPA had almost 47 divers per trip. With each trip, it attracted almost four times
as many users as Western Sambos SPA, demonstrating that mooring buoys may
not necessarily control diver totals or impacts.

To manage for sustainable diving, Harriot et. al. (1997) have suggested that the
regulationofdiver activities and numbers be controlled by "clearly defined
propertyrights in MPAs (marine protected areas)". In an open-accesssystem,
users have no incentive to protect the resource from other users; under a limited
propertyrights system, which may includea limited numberof permits allocated
to dive operators, permitted userscould share access within MPAs. Permits
must remain transferable to give permit holders a financial stake in the resource.
Under such a system, permitteddive operators can be expected to police and
protectthe sites,reportillegal users, andapplysustainable codes of conduct for
their divers. Other areas, such as the Bonaire Marine Park and Saba Marine
Park,chargeuser fees from divers (Dixon et al, 1993;White et al., 1994).
Managers could increase the charges for the use of individualdive sites,
including those that areover-visited as aneffort to reducedemand and raise
funds. From our survey study, most dive operators in the Florida Keys are
opposedto the developmentof a diver-funded mooring buoy plan(57.8 percent
disagree) and the institutionof an annual fee foran FKNMS zone maintenance
plan(87.1 percent disagree), but several of the respondents did statethat they
would prefer a limited-entry system fordive operators in the FKNMS.

There is presently no limited-entry system for commercial dive operators in the
Florida Keys. Any operator usinga vesselthatholdssix or lessdivers (known
colloquially asa "six-pack operation") only requires anoccupational license
from the State of Florida. Only those operators that transportgreaterthan six
divers needto meet specificU.S. Coast Guard requirements. Unlike the dive
operations in Saba andthe Great Barrier Reef National Marine Park thatrequire
permits, Florida Keys operators enjoyanopenaccess system. Under sucha
system,operations haveto compete witheach other, often with lowered
attention toward the health of the resource (Harriot et. al., 1997). Dive operators
in the Florida Keys mustalsocompete with general charterboats thattakeout
visitorson fishing, diving, or mixed trips. Under unlimitedentry,dive
operations becometransitory. In the time period that we researched and
determined the size of our dive operator population, we discovered that 15(or
16.9 percent) of theoperators identified had left the industry. Mostof the dive
operations surveyed, or70.5 percent, had been in business for 10years or less.

Conclusions

Dive use has increased in areas designated for protectionin the FloridaKeys, as
evidenced by the growth in dive activities in KLNMS andLKNMS. When
implemented, the FKNMS zonesmayattract considerable divingactivities, and
consequendy sufferincreased impacts. This studysuggests thatcertain zones
may already be approaching theirdivercapacity thresholds. Althoughthe DMP
and FMP versions of the FKNMS management plansconsider the total amount
of mooring buoys asa means of establishing carrying capacity, we suggest that
limiting buoys maynotminimize impacts. Operations near popular FKNMS
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zones utilize large vessels, transporting up to 140 passengers per trip. Divers
per trip approximate almost 50 in other popular SPAs. Capacity limits on buoys
may also increase user conflicts, particularlyin SPAs that allow multiple use.
Finally, buoy limits may engender intra-groupconflicts.

Instead of a mooring buoy-based,carrying capacity system, managers should
consider the development a limited-entry system for dive operationsin the
Florida Keys. Even if implemented with all current operators,such a system
would ensure that as diving use increases across the FKNMS and particularly in
the FKNMS zones, the dive operations would not need to compromise
conservation ethics to attract more clientele from their competitors. The
FKNMS could expect greatercooperation within and from the industry, with
lowered, competitive pressure. Also, limited-entry should be accompanied with
a strong, educational component for both dive operatorsand divers on proper
reef etiquette. Previous researchhas demonstrated that diver education leads to
minimized impacts, thus increasing diver capacity in marine protected areas
(Hawkins and Roberts, 1996). With a well-defined number of users, managers
may better understand the cumulative impactsofcommercial dive operationsin
the FKNMS zones. This understanding would greatly facilitate impact
minimization or site restoration activities, and it could assist in the estimation of
diver and trip capacities. Operators could more easily switch zone use, as
overcrowding would be minimized. Finally, a limited-entry system would
provideprosperity and stability withinthe dive industry, particularly if the
permits are transferable. Diveoperations then wouldnotbe forced to maximize
their diver or trip totals, and could insteadfocus on diver educationand resource
conservation.
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Introduction

Kachemak Bay is a unique, productive estuary located on the east shore ofCook
Inlet in South-central Alaska. Kachemak Bay's 220,000 acres are divided
roughly in half by the 4.5 mile HomerSpit, the second largest naturalspit in the
world. Fresh water flows into the bay from eleven glacial rivers and numerous
non-glacialstreams. KachemakBay's extensivetidal flats, deep-water fjords,
fresh and glacial rivers, and diverse habitatsare representativeof the region's
manyestuarinetypes. Kachemak Bayand its watershed have receivedspecial
recognition through: (1) legislative establishment of the Kachemak Bay and Fox
River Flats Critical Habitat Areas and Kachemak Bay State Park; (2) dedication
as a Western HemisphereShorebird ReserveNetworkSite; and (3) recognition
by the World Bankas one of the world's ISO MarineProtectedAreas meriting
additional protection.

Although recognized for its natural resources, Kachemak Bay is at risk from
humanuse. The Bay is situated at the southern terminus of the road system in
South-central Alaska, and is one of the more intensively utilized ecosystems in
theregion. Kachemak Bayis a valuable estuary to theeconomy and lifestyles of
many Alaskans, supporting a widevariety of human activities, including:
commercial and recreational fishing; sport and subsistencehunting and trapping;
cattle grazing; shellfishand plant gathering;aquatic farming (shellfish);
commercial marine fishing and transportation infrastructure;pipelines and utility
lines; recreation, tourism, and passive uses such as education and wildlife
watching. Effluents into KachemakBay includedomestic sewage, fish
processing and other industrial wastes andresidue from the maritime
transportation industry. Thesediverse, and increasing, uses of theBayresultin
conflicts among users and pose unique management challenges for resource
managersof the Bay and adjacent uplands.

KachemakBay has been proposed for inclusionin the National Estuarine
Research Reserve (NERR)System, which is administeredby the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The NERR system promotes
research, education and comprehensive management of estuaries with significant
ecologicalvalue. Noteworthy is the fact that the designation of Kachemak Bay
was initiated as a local grass-roots effort which included community leaders, the
Kenai PeninsulaBorough, the Pratt Museum, tourismand environmental groups,
the Universityof Alaska Kachemak Bay campus, and other educational entities.
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The Alaska Departmentof Fish and Game(ADF&G)is the lead agency for
designation of KachemakBay as a NERRsite and also for its subsequent
management. A draft Environmental ImpactStatementand ManagementPlan
for the proposed Kachemak BayNERR hasbeen completed and the Kachemak
Bay NERR may be designated in 1998.

Throughoutthe site designation process, the participants recognized that
effective implementation of an ecosystemapproach to natural resource
management in the Kachemak Baywatershed was dependent on an integration
and synthesisof existing information for the area (i.e., an ecological
characterizationor site profile),development of a comprehensive geographic
information system(GIS),and a means to readilyshare this information.

The NOAA Coastal Services Center (CSC) and the ADF&G were awarded
funding for one year fromthe FederalGeographic DataCommittee (FGDQ to
create an Internet-based information resource for sharing Kachemak Bay
information. This funding was providedvia the NationalSpatial Data
Infrastructure (NSDI) Benefits Program.The project forms a partnership
betweenCSC and ADF&Gto establisha spatialdata resource that is accessible
by all of the parties interested in thecomprehensive management of Kachemak
Bay.

The goal of this project is to createa framework for regional spatialdata that can
be regularly updated and expandedin the future. This project will create a
centralized library of basic data layersand associated metadatathat will be easily
accessible to the general public,as wellas government agenciesand non
governmentorganizationsvia the Internet All data will have complimenting
FGDC-compliant metadata available on-line viathe Internet. Scheduled for
completion in September 1998, thisproject is being conducted in association
witha largereffort to conductan ecological characterization of the proposed
KachemakBay NERR (see paper by Callahanet al. in this volume).

Benefits and Sustainability

The establishmentof a shared spatialdata resource for KachemakBay will have
importantbenefits for comprehensive management of the Bay. This resource
will provide spatial data, includingthe basicdata layerssuch as roads, soils,
shorelines, bathymetryand land use, in a standardformat. Creating an integrated
GIS for Kachemak Bay willprovidethe data foundation of information for the
ecological characterization, which is envisioned to be the information resource
that guides managementof the Bay and its watershed.

Openaccessto the information compiled for Kachemak Bay, including the
spatial data, is an important stepin management of the watershed because the
diverseuser groupsthat havea stake in howthe Bay is managed willhave access
to the same information. It is clear fromthe grass roots effort that led to the
nominationof KachemakBay as a NERRsite that these parties are active in
determining the future of theBay. Open access to thedatashould further foster
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a sense ofcommunity among these groups, many of which will be both users and
suppliers of the information.

An important component of the project is establishing metadata records
(documentation) for the spatial data layers acquired for the information resource.
The use ofGIS is relatively new in the Kachemak Bay area among local, state,
and federal entities, which were lacking expertise in development of metadata.
While ADF&G has made extensive use of GIS in certain geographic areas (e.g.,
Kenai River Cumulative Impact Study), it typically has not documented the
geographicdata sets. In November 1997, we conducted a workshop in
Anchorage to train personnel from ADF&G, other state agencies, and other
interested parties in the value of and techniques forcreatingFGDC-compliant
metadata records. As the shared spatial data resource grows over the long term,
with information supplied by various partners, the entries in the Kachemak Bay
GIS database will include extensive metadata.

The shared information resource will serve not only as the foundation for
organizingand sharing spatial (as well as other)data in development of the
ecological characterization, but will also serve as the means for sharing
information beyond the publication of the profile. For example, once the NERR
is established, data from its regular monitoring program can be posted here.
Thus, the information resource envisioned will serve as an up-to-date extension
of the characterization. The information resource will be maintained by ADF&G
as part of the NERR site.

Because of the educational infrastructurepresent in the Kachemak Bay area -
both formal education and nature-based education - the information resource

created by thisproject willreach a large audience. Partners include the Pratt
Museum, which intends to involve secondary students in GIS, and with the
University of Alaska Anchorage(UAA) KachemakBay Campus, which intends
to teach its first class in use of GIS during the upcoming school year.
Coordination with these efforts will provide a unique, real-life learning
experience for students andconvey ownershipof the project. The project will
also providea useful educational tool for students, resourceusers,and managers.

A detailed geographic information base shouldattract new research to the
area because the centralized database creates an information infrastructure

from which new data may be viewed in relation to existing information. The
development of a comprehensive GIS can also be a valuable tool to
managers in the area. Local, state,and federal managementagencies,as
well as Tribal Governments and non-governmental organizations have
expressed a keen interest in this coordinated effort.

Technical Approach

Team members have conducted an assessment of geographic data needs of the
"user community" in Kachemak Bay to establish a framework for data sets.
There is a demonstrated need for a more comprehensive assessment of available
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spatial data, the capturing of existing spatial data in a digital form, and the
documentation of all data. In addition, the issue ofdata sharing among the
partners is critical.

Based on the users needs assessment, priority sources ofexisting spatial data
have been identified. Of the more than ISO data sets identified thus far, some of
the priority data sets include land-status,anadromous streams, land-ownership,
towns, townships, roads, timber harvestareas, trawl survey data, and species
distributions. Many of these data are already in digital format and only need to
be documented. Priority data sets that are archived on paper are captured by
manually digitizing the data using a standardmap base or by capturing point data
that have an identified coordinate and associated attributes. These data will be

entered into a spreadsheet format that can be input directly into the GIS. All of
theparticipants are using Environmental Systems Research Institute's (ESRI®)
ARC/INFO®, ArcView®, oracompatible GIS and will share data sets related to
this project via ESRI Export or shape file formats. By request, data layers
created through this project also will be made available in Spatial DataTransfer
Standard (SDTS) to accommodate outside users not using ESRI formats and to
comply with national standards.

Data access will be primarily handled via the Internet. A World Wide Web
home page for the Kachemak Bay NERR has been created and serves as the
entry point for sharing Kachemak Bay information
(http://www.state.ak.us/locaI/akpages/FISH.GAME/habitat/geninfo/nerr/index.ht
ml). Metadata records are being posted here so users can learn what data are
available. Metadata records will also be accessible via a clearinghouse for
geographic data maintained by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources. The
U.S. Geological Survey also provides a clearinghouse function for spatial
metadata in Alaska.

Metadatarecords will point to the centraldatabase that will be maintainedon the
ADF&G network. The project partners, as well as the general public, will have
access to the most current data from this network. Users not having access to the
Web (or adequate data transfer capability) can contact ADF&G directly for a
copy of the data on the most appropriate media for their system (CD-ROM, tape,
etc.).

Assessing Benefits

An important component of this project is assessing the benefits ofestablishing
the shared spatial data resource. The project team has already received valuable
feedback from the data users during a planning meeting and at the metadata
workshop held in November 1997.The metadata training workshop (hosted by
ADF&G and Alaska Pacific University and taught by CSC) exposed participants
to the value of and methods for creation of metadata and provided an
opportunity to meet with GIS analysts in the regionto discuss data needs and
complementary projects. In a formal evaluation of the training, respondents
rated the workshop as very worthwhile.
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We have conducted an information needs assessment, which includes surveying
potential users as to ways in which this project could benefit them. Comparing
the data users' expectations with their assessment of the final product is yet
another mechanism to measure project's benefits. These surveys will be
compared with post-project surveys as a measure of benefits.

Other anticipated project benefits will be evaluated by GIS demonstration
workshops, tracking"hits" on the projectsweb page,e-mail evaluations from the
project'sweb page, and post-projectevaluation by data users. Perhapsmore
important, but much more difficult to quantify, is the "sense" of cooperation and
collaboration among public, private and governmental interests in the region and
the increased knowledge gained by the community via access to this information.

We expect that the enhancedaccessto informationprovided by this shared
spatial data resourcewill benefit those responsible for sustainablemanagement
of the Kachemak Bay watershed, the community that resides within the
watershed, and the ecosystem itself.

Eugene (Geno) Olmi NOAA Coastal Services Center
2234 S. Hobson Ave., Charleston, SC
29405-2413

Ph: (843) 740-1230
Fax:(843)740-1315
Email: golmi@csc.noaa.gov
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Abstract

The Coastal Ocean Management, Planning and AssessmentSystem (COMPAS) process
has been used to gather data collected by several state, federal, and local programs to
address specific natural resource management problems. The purpose ofCOMPAS is to
providea uniqueapproach to coastalresourceinformationmanagement and an
innovative new decision support tool. The objective is to provide managers with timely
easilyaccessible informationand capabilitiestheycon apply to priorityproblemswithin
their programs.

The Kent County Resource Protection Module is a collaborative effort between the local
government, the Delaware Coastal Management Program (DCMP), and the Delaware
National Estuarine Research Reserve (DNERR) to improve local planning functions and
provide needed informationfor the implementation and refinementof the County's
comprehensive land use plan. Currently the County must perform a paper chase to gather
information from the State resource agencies during their evaluation of proposed
development within their jurisdiction. The County is interested in improving the
efficiency of this process as well as incorporating important natural resource information
into their long range planning efforts.

Through a series of workshops, Kent County has provided a range ofquestions about the
impacts ofzoning and land use decisions on natural resources. To address these

questions, softwaredeveloped by ESRI, ArcView , is beingcustomizedfor a site
review/pre-application componentand a growth management component. These two
components will enable the County to: moreeasily gather and analyze the information
necessary to complete their site review/pre-applicationprocess; and evaluate the long
term growth management issues facingthe County.

Introduction

Kent County staff were involved with a COMPAS Delaware prototype for Agricultural
Best ManagementPractices (BMPs)developedbetween 1994and 1996. Through that
exposure, Kent County realized how this type of system could benefit their planning
efforts. Kent County Planning and Parks & Recreation departments joined together to
coordinate with the Departmentof Natural Resources and Environmental Control
(DNREC) Delaware Coastal Management Program (DCMP) to undertake a similar
processfor KentCounty. In the summer of 1997the KentCountyLevyCourt
Administrator signed a Memorandumof Understandingwith the DCMP to undertake the
developmentof the Kent County ResourceProtectionModule.

A workinggroup for the KentCounty ResourceProtection modulewas established to
identify keyissuesto be addressed. This working groupconsisted of County, Stateand
Federal staff. Two workshops were held to identify the scope of this project, and are
described later in this paper.
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Funding

Funding for this project was obtained from a varietyof sources. The DelawareEstuary
Program(DELEP) provided initial startup funds. These funds were obtained to hold the
two workshops to define the County needs and provide them with the necessary computer
hardware and software to run the system. In addition, the funds were used to develop:
an Implementation Plan; a Map Portfolio;a one-page projectdescription for distribution;
and digital parcel data for Kent County. As matching funds the Delaware Coastal
ManagementProgram providedstaff time forthe workshops and provided anddeveloped
of the Implementation Plan, Map Portfolio, and one-page description, using Section 306
funding under the CZMA.

Many other resources have been committed to develop this project.The State Office of
Information Services provided funding in order to complete the digital parcelcoverage
for Kent County; the Delaware Estuary Program provided funding to the DNREC
Division of Parks and Recreation for digital parceldata of the State Resource Protection
Areas in Kent County; the Delaware DepartmentofTransportation is updating the
statewide ortho-digital photography and updating the statewide road centerline
coverages; the U.S. FishandWildlife Service is providingstaff for support in workshops
and to provide dataneeded forthe components; and NOAA's StrategicEnvironmental
Assessment Division (SEA) and DNERR are providing staff for technical guidance and
support for workshops.

Objectives

The overall objectives of this project are to:

develop a computerizedtool to assist Kent County, Delaware in their
landuse planningdecision making process; and

develop this tool so that it can be transferred to other local
governments throughoutthe Delaware Estuary, and perhaps the
nation.

The COMPAS process is being used to gatherdatacollected by several state, federal, and
local programs to addressspecificnatural resource managementproblemsconfronting
Kent County. The County proposes to ask a rangeof questions about impacts of zoning
and land use decisions on natural resources. This module will enable local governments
and other resource managers to view the relationships between selected land uses,
proposed developments, andresources atrisk. It willalsoassist KentCountystaff
identify the critical areas where open space should be preserved.

Phase I - Issue Prioritization & Task Characterization

Duringthe workshops, participants outlined the priority issues and requirements for the
project Two projectcomponents were identified: Site Review/Pre-application and
Growth Management Queries were developed to ensure the necessarydata would be
included in the database design. The County will be able to generate reports, maps,
tables, and graphs.
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Five basic steps were taken to characterize each of thetwo project components:

Identify and develop a detaileddescription.

Characterize the datarequirements.

Refineandevaluate thetasks. The timeandeffortrequired forthetasksand
dataelements wereestimatedand potential problemsdiscussed.

Completepreliminary designof thedesktopsystem. This involved:
characterizing allinformation requirements;
identifying thesystem capabilities required to access andmanage

the information;

defining the relationship betweendatasets;and
defining the finalproducts.

Developthe implementationplan. Using the tasksdescribedabove, the roles
of project participants wereclarified. The resultis anoperational
implementation plan that prioritizes and schedules tasks and identifies the
responsibleindividualsandorganizations.

Data Requirements

The datagathered forthe Kent County ResourceProtection Module will be utilized in
both the Site Review/Pre-Application andthe GrowthManagement components. A list
of the data,' associated parameters, andschedule for data collection forthecomplete Kent
County Resource Protection Module was developed.

A projectarea wasdefined which will allow forthe examination of areas that may have
regional significance beyondthe KentCountyboundary. Forexample,large forested
tracts with the majority of their acreage outside of the Kent County boundary may
indicate an increased priority for habitatprotection.

The COMPAS processwill be employed to use datacollectedby severalstateand federal
programs to create the Kent County Resource Protection Module. This module will be
customized to address the questions identified for the two components: Site Review/Pre-
Applicationand Growth Management. This module will enablethe County staff to: more
easily gatherand analyzethe informationnecessary to complete their Site Review/Pre-
Application process; and evaluatethe long term growth management issues facingthe
County.

Phase II: Project Components

Site Review/Pre-Application Component Purpose

Kent County Planning requires applicants for development within the County to undergo
a "Pre-Application" process. Through this process, applicants work with County
Planning staff to determine resources and "red" flags associated with a proposed land
development project. This is currently a time-consuming, laborious process in which
County planners must search paper files and contact a variety of State and local agencies
to gather the required information. By utilizing the system, this Pre-Application Process
can be mostly automated and the data sets required to answer the questions will be
readily available to the local planners.
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The primary focus of this component will be to address each of the activities in Kent
County's existing Site Review/Pre-Application process. This will allow the County
Planningstaff to processapplications moreefficiendy and accurately. It will also provide
potential developers red "flags" that will save them money before they invest in an area
that may not be developable.

Growth Management Component Purpose

The Kent County Planning Office would like to refine their approach to developing their
Comprehensive Plan. This Comprehensive Plan must be updated on a 5-year schedule.
This component will allow for growth areasto be defined more efficiendy and will
analyze the effects ofdevelopment on land use and environmental resources. It will also
allow County Planners to easily access important spatial data and create build-out
scenarios to determine the effects of development on valuable County resources. The
County will be able to more accurately determine prime areas for development and
control urban "sprawl".

This component will be developed in close consultation with the Kent County staff. It
will be designed to provide a variety of data that the plannersuse to develop
comprehensive long-range plans for the County. This will assist the planners in deciding
and refining their growth zones; evaluating a variety of build-out scenarios; and assessing
public services to support growth and development. It will help the County: 1) meet the
10 goals of the Shaping Delaware's Future Act; and 2) coordinate with other State
agencies for planning purposes.

Methods

The next stage in the process involves evaluating and entering the information for the
desktop system. The contents of each data set will be reviewed, data documentation
collected, and metadata developed. In some cases this will be followed by a process of
synthesizing the data, digitizing new areas required for the systems, and implementing
quality control procedures.

The final stage involves integrating the information into the desktop mapping system,
programming the module for specific management needs and linking the system to other
applications. This includes providing an interface to access the data documentation.
Training materials will then be developed and training sessions will be held. Throughout
the development of this module, County project personnel will be trained to use these
methods to manage the data for each of the components and to continue customization of
the system for additional future uses.

To assist Kent County in their assessment of the various overlay zones and
comprehensive planning efforts many data layers will be created and refined based on
criteria defined by the Kent County Planners. This process will be iterative and allow the
local planning agency to select criteria, evaluate the resulting overlay zone, and refine it
as needed (e.g. change the criteria or add criteria). Local planners will be able to provide
Kent County Levy Court with the methodology for developing a special overlay zones
(e.g., riparian buffer or growth).
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Kent County Resource Protection Module Products

This work to customize the Kent County Resource Protection module will result in a
menu-driven desktop system that:

runs on IBM compatibles using the Environmental Systems Research
Institute's (ESRI's) ArcView0 3.Xsoftware;

maps and analyzes environmental resource information for a
proposed development or land use change within Kent County;

includes customized query, analysis, and display capabilities; and

contains a database with thematic digital maps and associated data
files.

Phase III - Information Management

Desktop System

Although analysts working on a specific problem may require data collected at five-
minute intervals, program managersneed summary information for multiple data layers.
To manage resources effectively, information must be accessible and well documented.
Creating this type of fundamental information often requiresconsiderable investment in a
deliberate process that includes identifying priority issues, inventorying data sets,
establishing data set priorities, determining relevant spatial aggregates,winnowing and
consolidating data to its most salient features, and controlling data quality.

The Kent County Resource Protection Module will integrate information and electronic
maps to provide a user-friendly means to access, and in many instances to translate, data
into map and report form to more easily illustrate resource management issues. It is
being designed for Kent County Planning staff who arenot necessarily computer
professionals, but who require a wide rangeof information at their fingertips to make
resource management decisions. The system will make it easy to process pre-applications
in a timely manner and allow the County to work closely with the applicants in
identifying problems with development in a timely manner.

Data Integration

Individual data sets will be structured into a relational database framework. This provides
considerable flexibility, because multiple data files can be accessed simultaneously. The
database will also contain a series of thematic digital maps and their associated data files.
Each map will representa single theme, with features that are stored as points, lines,

polygons or raster images.

System Interface

A simple point-and-click interfacewill allowusersto generate complex queries and
portray the information as simplescreen views on mapsor in tables forimmediateaccess.
Users will be ableto query a singleor multipledatasets. Results can be displayed as
maps, tables, reports, or graphs.
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Conclusion

Developing targeted synthesis productsbegins to fill certaininformation gaps, but the
problem of making the products easily accessible to state and local analysts and managers
remains. A major barrierto getting the most out of available information is the lack of
tools with which to simply and easily assessand presentwhat is known about a problem
or management decision in a timely fashion. Many State and local institutions have
neither the resources norexperienceto develop these tools and, in many cases, aresimply
too busy with their existing workloads to do so.

Trying to fill these gaps is much more than software. COMPAS, therefore, is first and
foremost a process through which NOAA's Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
Division worked closely with the State to develop the original COMPAS Delaware
project The Delaware Coastal Management Program recognized this COMPAS process
could benefit localgovernmentsand is providingKent County with the same type of
guidance, with the assistanceof NOAA's SEA Division, to carrythis process to the local
government level.

The Kent County Resource Protection COMPAS Module will enable the County to more
efficiently examine the applications for land use change and development and also allow
the County to have a solid technical basis on which to determine growth areasand
evaluate the effects of growth and development on the Counties resources.

Miriam A. Lynam Delaware Department of Natural Resources & Environmental
Control

DelawareCoastal Management Program
89 Kings Highway
Dover, Delaware 19901 USA
Ph (302) 739-3451
Fax (302) 739-2048
mlynam@dnrec.state.de.us
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Air Deposition: A National View

Panelists

Deborah Lebow, Air/Water Coordinator, US EPA, Co-Moderator
Darrell Brown, Coastal Management Branch, US EPA, Co Moderator

Kelly Mecum, Businessesfor the Bay Coordinator, Alliance for the Chesapeake
Bay

Alan VanArsdale, US EPA Region I
Bill Cure, North Carolina DEP

Ivan Valiela, Boston University Marine Program, Marine Biological Laboratory

As much as a third of the nitrogen and toxics entering coastal waters of the
United States is coming from air pollution. Air deposition, both wet and dry, to
coastal waters can result in water quality problems. This has been found to be the
case in 13 coastal areas studied by EPA. It is obvious, then, that to improve
water quality air pollution must be considered and must be incorporated into
water management policies, as well as urban and rural land use planning
activities

We have known for some time that pollutants from the air contribute to water
pollution. We have also known that for nitrogen, most of the problem results
from the production of nitrogen oxides from burning fossil fuels. The largest
sources of nitrogen oxides are stationary source combustion from electric
utilities and industry. Mobile sources also constitute a large source of nitrogen
oxides. In areas of intensive agricultural production, particularly of livestock,
ammonia emissions and the deposition of reduced nitrogen compounds may also
present problems. Our knowledge in this area is by no means complete. Most
water quality programs are just now focusingon air deposition as one of the
significant source pollutants.

The following four abstracts focus on four coastal areas which are defining the
air deposition problem- the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland, Casco Bay in Maine,
the Albemarle-Pamlico Sounds in North Carolina, and Waquoit Bay in
Massachusetts. They approach different problems and are at different stages of
examining air deposition, with the Chesapeake Bay already at a pollution
prevention stage. They highlight the complexity of the issues faced. The
questions they are designed to answer are specific to the watersheds in which the
research is ongoing, but should broadenthe knowledge base in other watersheds
as well, and include: "How much of the PAHs known to contaminate sediments
are coming from the air?"; "How much of the ammonia contaminating
waterways is coming from the air, particularly from animal feed lots, and how
does it behave?"; "How much of air deposition results from dry deposition and
fog droplets?"; "How muchand in whatform is nitrogenactually biologically
available? ;and "How can we estimate mass loadings of target pollutants from air
to water?". Althoughthese papers representthe East Coast and do not represent
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the Gulf of Mexico, the Great Lakes area, and the West Coast, research is
ongoing in those locations as well.

EPA has been focusing on the deposition of nitrogen and mercury firstbefore
other toxics and metals. The Agency hasbeen fundingresearch of criticalbasic
questions, monitoring fordeposition through networks suchas thoseset up under
the Acid Rain Program (e.g., NADP andCASTnet), and modelingresults. We
are working to connect authorities in the Clean Air Act with authorities in the
CleanWater Act to work towardssolutions, first throughthe use of the TMDL
(total maximum daily load) mechanism in the Clean Water Act, and then to find
the best solutions overall to control the pollutants.

Deborah Lebow U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office ofWater

401 M Street, SW (4504F)
Washington, D.C. 20460 United
States

Ph (202) 260-6419
Fax (202) 260-9920
Email lebow.deborah@epa.gov
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Chesapeake Bay Program:

A Case Study in Pollution Prevention

Julie Thomas, EPA Air Quality Liaison, Chesapeake Bay ProgramOffice
and

Kelly Mecum, Businesses for the Bay Coordinator, Alliance for the Chesapeake
Bay

Significance of Air Pollution in the Chesapeake Bay

The ChesapeakeBay Program is providing information to the Bay states to help
show that the benefits of reducingair pollution include a cleaner Chesapeake
Bay

Nitrogen: The Chesapeake Bay Program agreed in 1987to a goal of reducing
nutrient input to the Chesapeake Bay by 40% by the year 2000. At that time, air
pollution was not considered a controllable source, and it was not believed to be
a significant problem for the Bay. Since then, substantial evidence has been
found on the contribution of nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions. Approximately
one quarterof all the nitrogen thatcontributes to the Bay's waterquality
problems is deposited from the air. About half of that deposited airborne
nitrogen stems from NOx emissions. The remainder comes from ammonia
emissions, a form of nitrogen largely generated from agricultural activities and
organic nitrogen, such as pollen. Airborne nitrogen, along with other sources of
nitrogen,contributes to the "over fertilization" of the Bay.

Sources of NOx emissions includeelectricpowerplants, industries, automobiles,
boats, and lawnmowers. The ChesapeakeBay Program used the Regional
Atmospheric Deposition Model (RADM) to develop an estimate of the primary
airshedof NOx emissions that contributeto the atmospherically deposited
nitrogen to the Bay and its watershed. The NOx airshedis roughly S.S times
larger that the Bay's watershed, [graphic available] Development of an
ammoniaairshed is now in progress.

Chemical Contaminants (toxics): In addition to concerns about nitrogen, the
Chesapeake Bay Program is also concerned about chemical contaminants
released to the watershed. Of the releases reported under the Toxics Release
Inventory (TRI) from all sources within the Bay watershed, more than 50% are
from air sources. In an effort to help protect the Bay and its rivers from chemical
contaminant releases, the Chesapeake Bay Program agreed to address chemical
contaminants in 1994. The Chesapeake Bay Program's goal is to achieve a 65%
reduction ofTRI chemicals and a 75% reduction of the Chesapeake Bay Toxics
of Concern chemicals (a list of 14 chemicals that are of bay-wide concern) from
1988 levels by the year 2000. At this time, the Chesapeake Bay Program has not
yet developed airsheds for chemical contaminants.
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Preventing Air Pollution in the Chesapeake Bav

Pollutionpreventionis one way the Chesapeake Bay Program is reducing air
pollution in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. In 1996, to achieve the toxics
reduction goals, the Chesapeake Bay Programdeveloped Businessesfor the Bay,
a voluntary pollution prevention program. Businessesfor the Bay participants
develop pollution prevention goals that make sense for their facility, and
annually report on their progresstoward achieving their goals. Often these
pollution prevention activities reduce both chemical contaminants and nitrogen
compounds. Currently, over 150 facilities participate in the programand more
than SOhave volunteered to be mentors [case studies will be presented].

Kelly Mecum Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay
Chesapeake Bay Program Office
410 Severn Avenue Suite 109

Annapolis, MD 21403 United States
Ph (410) 267-5719
Fax (410) 267-5777
Email mecum.kelly@epa.gov
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Casco Bay Toxics Deposition Program atWolfe's Neck (Freeport,
Maine): Preliminary Findings

Alan VanArsdale, US EPA Region I
Susan Beede, US EPA Region I

Catherine Richardson, Maine DEP - Portland

The Casco Bay, located in southern Maine, was designated as an estuary of
national significance through the Clean Water Act's National Estuary Program
(one of 28 estuaries designated as such in the Program) in 1987. Since 1990,
considerable state, local and federal expertise has been brought to bear to
identify water quality problems and develop protection strategies to improve
water quality within the Bay. These efforts resulted in the Casco Bay Plan. The
Casco Bay Plan, issued late in 1996, identified atmospheric deposition of
pollutants as a potential significant source of toxic compounds to the Casco Bay
watershed. The plan which was undertaken as part of the Clean Water Act's
National Estuary Program, identified several pollutants, principally mercury,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon compounds (PAHs), cadmium, and nitrogen
compounds as contributors to water quality impairment in this Southern Maine
coastal estuary (toxics biomagnification and contamination of bottom feeding
organism and sediments).

In September of 1997, the GreatWaters Programof the Clean Air Act awarded
funds to the Casco Bay Estuary Project to begin a long-term study to
characterize atmospheric loadings to the Bay. During the fall of 1997, an
interagency team of scientists and staff from the Maine DEP and the US EPA
was formed to conduct the deposition study. Equipment purchases and site
preparationoccurred in late 1997, and the first samples were taken in January
1998 at the Wolfe's Neck (Freeport, Maine) deposition monitoring site located in
the northwest region of the Bay.

The objectives of the first year's study is to establish a centrally located long-
term monitoring site within the Bay, and develop a simple method to estimate
mass loading of target pollutants. Weekly composite measurements of nutrients
and mercury in precipitation are made at the Wolfe's Neck site with National
Atmospheric Deposition Program(NADP) and Mercury Deposition Network
(MDN) samplers. Sector specific (episodic) and weekly dry and wet deposition
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are measured with a modified precipitation
collection systems, collocated with the NADP and MDN collectors. Toxic trace
elements (Na-Pb) on particulatematter (PM2.5) are measured every sixth day
with an IMPROVE sampler, following the Interagency Monitoring of Protected
Visual Environments Program protocol. The mass loading estimates uses
trajectoryanalysis (Hy-Split model), existing local and regionalemission
inventories, and a "simple" weighting system. Data from ambient measurements
and loadingestimates will be compared and adjustments to weighting factors and
trajectory analyseswill be made to providea better fit to actual and estimated
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The Wolfe's Neck monitoring site is an integral component of several regional
and international ambient monitoring networks. These regional networks
include: ten New England NADP sites, twenty Maritime Canadaand New
England mercury monitoring sites, two PAH monitoring sites, and sixteen
IMPROVE sites (the majority of which are part of the EPA/State PM2.5
monitoring network). Measurementcomparisons for the first several months of
1998 among the network sites andthe Casco Bay site, indicate within network
differences for PAH, nutrient and mercury, and that these differences can be
partially explained by trajectory analysis for individualair parcelsand
precipitation events.

Alan VanArsdale U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
New England Regional Laboratory
Office of Environmental Measurement and Evaluation

60 Westview Street

Lexington, MA 02173 United States
Ph (781) 860-4610
Fax (781) 860-4397
Email vanarsdale.alan@epa.gov
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Ammonia Emissions and Intensive Animal Production Facilities in

Eastern North Carolina

Bill Cure, North Carolina DEP

EasternNorth Carolina has seen explosive growth in intensive hog production
facilities in recent years. In 1991,stateagricultural statistics showed 4.1 million
hogs produced statewide withover93%of themgrown in theeastern coastal
plain (roughly thatarea eastof Interstate 95). By late 1997, production had
increased to nearly 10 millionanimals, over95% grown in the eastern counties.
During this period, and following national trends toward economy of scale in
livestockproduction, the number of farms producing hogsdropped nearly 30%
(Jan. 1,1992 to Jan.l, 1996) with industry growth greatest in farms housing
more than2000 animals. Typically, producers keep animals in large houses,
storethe liquid waste in openlagoons and, after a period of anaerobic digestion,
land-apply the liquid to growing crops atagronomic rates for nitrogen.

In the early summer of 1995, following a period of unusually heavyrains, lagoon
failures dumped millions of gallons of animal waste into nearby surface waters in
the lower Neuse River basin. This resulted in a large fish kill and tighter state
regulations on lagoon construction and maintenance and animal waste
management in general. While rules aimed atminimizing thechances of a
lagoon failure and reducing run-off from spray fields address immediate
concerns, the possible, andsubtle effectsof nitrogen emissions from these
facilities are only nowstarting to be appreciated. The anaerobic digestion period
in thelagoon serves to reduce thebiological oxygen demand of thewaste before
land application butalso results in themineralization and volatilization of large
amountsof wastenitrogen asammonia. USDA estimates arethat from70 to
90%of theN entering an anaerobic lagoon can be lostasammonia, thus
effectively reducing the land required for waste application.

As agas, ammonia is"sticky" and will deposit within a few kilometers of the
source to vegetation, forest trees being veryefficientreceptors. This
atmospheric loading can becomeexcessive. In the Netherlands, with a
population approaching IS million, about 14 million hogs are produced annually.
Though husbandry methods differ, ammonia-nitrogen emissions and deposition
haveadversely affected biodiversity to theextent that native heathland plants
havebeenreplaced by weedy grass species that can more effectively utilizethe
high levels of nitrogen and outcompete native species. An additional aspect of
ammonia is that depending upon concentrations of sulfates and nitrates in the air,
it willreact to form aerosol particles inthe 1micron sizerange that, unlike the
gas, remain for several days intheatmosphere and are mainly removed by
precipitation. These aerosols can thus betransported hundreds of kilometers and
become a regional concern
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Estimates of ammonia emissions from hog operations in eastern North Carolina,
using factors obtained from US EPA reports, approach 70,000 tons annually or
nearly 20% of the nitrogen emitted statewide. By comparison, 24% of the state
total nitrogen emissions from air is from large stationary sources and 24% from
mobile sources (both as oxidized-nitrogen); the remainder is from miscellaneous
agriculturaland area or nonpoint sources. Most of the mobile and large
stationary source emissions, however, are from the more populated piedmont
counties to the west. The emission of70,000 tons of ammonia-nitrogen in
eastern North Carolina becomes of greaterconcern when viewed in light of
estimates that over 40% of the nitrogen load in the Albemarle-Pamlico Sounds is
from the atmosphere (Table IV-l 1,2nd Great Waters Report to Congress, 1997).

The NC Division of Air Quality is currently funding research on the emissions
and deposition of ammonia-nitrogen with an appropriation from the General
Assembly. Some fieldwork is aimed at directly measuring ammonia emissions
from hog waste lagoons to better estimate emission factors. Other projects
include monitoring ammonia gas and aerosol levels at several locations in the
eastern partof the state (using annular denudersystems), development of
nitrogen budgets on a river basin basis (GIS-based), and studies of nitrification
and denitrificationpotentials. In cooperation with EPA modelers, ammonia
chemistry in the Regional Acid Deposition Model (RADM) is being reviewed
and updated to more accuratelyreflect current knowledge.

Bill Cure North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Division of Air Quality
P.O. Box 29580

Raleigh, NorthCarolina 27626-0580,United States
Ph (919) 733-1806
Fax (919) 715-7476
E mail bill_cure@aq.enr.state.nc.us
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Atmospheric Nitrogen Deposition as a Source of Eutrophication

ofShallow Coastal Estuarine Systems

Ivan Valiela, Kevin Kroeger, and Marci L. Cole
Boston University MarineProgram, Marine BiologicalLaboratory

Deposition of atmospheric nitrogenon coastalwatershedsand deposition
directly on shallowestuariescontributes to eutrophication of the receiving
estuarinewaters. The relative importance of watershed vs. direct deposition
depends on the areas involved, so that estimates for different estuaries will differ.
We estimate that for the Waquoit Bay watershed/estuary system on Cape Cod,
atmosphericdeposition is the major sourceof nitrogeninput to the watershed
surface (55% of load to the watershed). Wastewater and fertilizer inputs are
smaller (28% and 15%, respectively). Because the losses of atmospheric
nitrogen within watersheds were greater than the losses of wastewater and
fertilizernitrogen,atmospheric nitrogen makes up a smaller portion(29%) of the
nitrogendelivered to the estuaries thanwastewater (47%) nitrogen.

In Waquoit Bay, atmospheric deposition on the watershed and subsequent
transport of the surviving nitrogento the estuaryby groundwater is roughly equal
to direct deposition of atmospheric nitrogen to the estuary surface. The total
load of atmospheric nitrogenby groundwater seepageplus direct deposition is
48% of the total nitrogen entering the estuary. Atmospheric deposition is,
therefore, the largest source of nitrogento Waquoit Bay waters.This poses a
dilemma: atmospheric deposition is largerthan wastewater, yet, there is evidence
that wastewater is more likely to be responsible foreutrophication of receiving
waters. Eutrophicationhas increasedrecently, while atmosphericdeposition has
not. Stable isotopic datasuggest thata significantportionof the nitrogen
assimilated by plants,algae,and consumersin Waquoit Bay derives from
wastewater. Somehow, the ecological impacts of atmosphericallyderived
nitrogen do not seem proportional to the magnitude of the atmospheric inputs.
We therefore hypothesize that a large fraction of the 42% of atmospheric
nitrogen deposition that is made up of the dissolved organic nitrogen (DON)
might not be readily assimilable by organisms in estuarine food webs. In the
case of wastewater, only 13% is DON, but it may be that this smaller proportion
is more labile than the DON from atmospheric deposition.

These speculations are based on a series of assumptions and rough estimates. To
solidify our conclusions, we need further study of a number of issues. We need
to directly measure nitrogen inputs by dry deposition, and by impaction of fog
droplets, rather than using indirect literature-based rough estimates. We need to
confirm that the dissolved organic form of nitrogen, which we included in our
estimates, does have a biological effect, that is, determine the magnitude of the
viable fraction of DON. We also need to measure directly the rates of
denitrification within the aquifer, ratherthan just calculate losses in the aquifer
by differences in concentrations of nitrogen species between soil-installed
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Interms of the policy implications of the results available so far, it isevident that
the input of atmospheric nitrogen isofconsiderable importance towater quality,
but the sources doubtlessderive from a wide regional industrial aircatchment
basin. Current data show no notable recent increases, but any measure to reduce
this source demands addressing difficult political and economic issues for a huge
region of the northeast of theU.S., and hence requires along period of
adversarial negotiations. Local measures might be more practical for theshort
term. For example, wecan argue that the marked loss of atmospherically
derived nitrogen delivered to thewatershed of Waquoit Baydepends in large
measure on the continued presence of naturally vegetated areas. Destruction of
green cover would reduce the remarkable nitrogen interception that presently
occurs within the watershed, and would result in greatly increased nitrogen
inputs to estuaries. Conservation ofgreen land covers, zoning plans with greater
proportions of vegetated cover, low impervious surfaces, and lower building
densities would help maintain thewater quality subsidy nowbeing provided by
thenatural landscape. Any policy aimed atmaintaining water quality would
haveto include control of wastewater as well asatmospheric inputs. At leastin
our example, atmospheric inputs, in spite of their magnitude, seem tohave less
significant ecological effects than non-point septic inputs, making it necessary
that measures tocontrol atmospheric inputs be accompanied by a plan toaddress
wastewater inputs.

Ivan Valiela Boston University Marine Program
Marine Biological Laboratory
Woods Hole, MA 02543 United States
Ph (508) 548-3705
Fax (508) 548-7295
Email valiela@bio.bu.edu
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SUSTAINABLE CHESAPEAKE BAY COMMUNITIES

Panelists

Moderator: Annie Hillary, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Chesapeake Bay Office, Annapolis, Maryland

Gary Allen, Executive Director,Center for ChesapeakeCommunities
Dennis Shiflett, Executive Director, The Woodbridge Institute for Sustainable

Ecosystems
Fred Wilder, Director, Union County Planning Commission

Susan Drake, University ofWisconsin

The Chesapeake Bay watershed is expected to become home to almost three
million people by the year 2020. Both long-term and new residents will want to
attaineconomic prosperity,will expect to live in communities where the quality
of life is high, and will insist on an environment that is clean andavailable for
their enjoyment

This session will focus on several programs and initiatives that recognize the
importance of locally driven solutions that encourage civic collaboration, such
as, public-private partnerships, community-based planning,and consensus-
building. The goal of this session is to examine several approaches that are
promoting sustainable ChesapeakeBay communities.

Promoting Sustainable Chesapeake Communities

Gary Allen, Executive Director, Center forChesapeake Communities

The Center for ChesapeakeBay Communities (CCC) is basedon the central
principleof sustainable development: economic, social,and environmentalgoals
can be achieved simultaneously if systems, policies, and procedures are
designed to work interdependently. The CCC assists localgovernments in the
ChesapeakeBay watershedto support this principle by providingassistance,
information, and technical and financial assistance for elements central to
CCC's mission.

This presentation will addressthe role of localgovernments as an integral
partner in the protection andrestoration of the Chesapeake Bay andthe role of
CCC as service providerto promotesustainable communities in the Chesapeake
Bay watershed. Several local governments steps to move towards sustainability
that contributeto the restoration of the Chesapeake Bay will be highlighted.
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Sustainable Development: The Woodbridge Institute Model:
Sustaining Ecosystems While Furthering Human Development

Dennis Shiflett,ExecutiveDirector, The Woodbridge Institute for Sustainable
Ecosystems

The Woodbridge Institute for Sustainable Ecosystems (WISE) isorganized as
an independent, not-for-profit institute, for the understanding ofecological and
biological processes and the integration of human actions with these natural
systems. WISE focuses on freshwater and wetland ecosystems in Virginia's
Occoquan/Belmont Bay Peninsula and sub-watershed. Through the
development and demonstration of Best Environmental Practices (BEP's),
WISE programming incorporates planning and best management practices,
methodologies, and technologies that sustain freshwater and wetland ecosystems
while furthering human development. This presentation will emphasize the
effortsofWISE in environmental literacy andthe effortsof the institute as an
incubator for economic development, environmental literacy and social growth.

Empowering Citizens: the Sustainable Communities Initiative
Union County, Pennsylvania

Fred Wilder, Director. Union County Planning Commission

Union County Planning Commission recently conducted aSustainable
Communities Workshop using the Sacred Structure mapping process. More
than 100 citizens participated ina two day workshop, inMifflinburg,
Pennsylvania, inMarch of 1997. One of the major results of the workshop was
theidentification of "Sacred Places" within the Buffalo Valley and themapping
of thoselocations. At the conclusion of the workshop the participants
themselves decided toundertake agrass roots planning process, beginning with
community education, to carry forward the ideas which they learned during the
workshop.

TheSustainable Community Program for the Buffalo Valley isan innovative
initiative thattrains local citizens on howtheycanguide long range planning
and sustainable growth inacommunity. This presentation will describe the
Union County's Sustainable Communities initiative focussing on the central
ideas upon which this program was based; "sustainability", "preservation of
sacred places", "developing acommunity consensus" and "creating acase
study" for future activities of thistype.
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A Sustainable Future For Tangier Island

Susan Drake,University of Wisconsin

A values-based approach tocreating anenvironmental stewardship ethic in this
Chesapeake Bay fishing community willbe the focus for thispresentation. The
presenter willdiscuss her ethnographic findings describing theunderlying
causes of the conflict between watermen and environmentalist and the forces
that frame and managethe conflict The results from this faith-based
stewardshipethic approach and the implicationsof the method and results for
application in fisheries, public policy, sustainable development and
environmental conflict resolution will be described.

ThisPanel wasarranged by and supported by theNOAA.Chesapeake BayOffice,For additional
information on theChesapeake Baysustainable community programs of NOAA contact:

Annie Hillary National Oceanic andAtmospheric Administration
Chesapeake Bay Office
410 SEVERN AVE Suite 107A

Annapolis, Maryland 21403-2524
(410)267-5668 x668
FAX: 410/267-566

Annie.Hillary@noaa.gov
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A Panel Presentation

MARICULTURE: Are We Headed in the Right Direction?

Panelists

Moderator: Roan Conrad,
Director of the NOAA Office ofSustainable Development and

Intergovernmental Affairs
ChadBallard - Proprietor, Cherrystone AquaFanns
Jason Clay - Senior Fellow, World WildlifeFund

Ralph Cantral - Director, Florida Coastal Management Program
Ed Rhodes- NMFS - Aquaculhire coordinator

Jim McVey- NOAA/OAR - Aquaculhire research

The future ofU.S. seafood production currently looks dim onmany fronts. Wild
fish stocks have declined sharply and as human population growth continues,
pressure will grow for aquaculture-type activities to meet an increasing part of
thedemand for seafood. The potential for resource useconflicts are great (water
quality, marine transportation, etc.) and some feel there should be amoratorium
on any further aquaculhire projects. Atthe same time the aquaculhire industry is
calling for government assistance to identify areas where conflict could be
minimized and permits issued. It appears that salt water environments may hold
the best prospects for future production ofselect species but controversies
abound.

The U.S. Department ofCommerce has just developed two new policies on
Aquaculhire, aCommerce-wide policy and aNational Oceanic and Atmospheric
Adrninistration policy which direct budgets and activities insupport of
sustainable aquaculture projects over the next 25 years. Mr. Roan Conrad, from
NOAA's OfficeofSustainable Development and Intergovernmental Affairs will
lead apanel discussion onpolicy development, with representatives from
government agencies, academia, the environmental NGO community and the
private sector. Discussion will center onthe roles ofthe various sectors in
advancing mariculture in the U.S.

This Panel was developed bythe U.S. Department ofCommerce, Office ofSustainable Development

Eliot Hurwitz Main Commerce Bdlg. Rm 5222
14th and Constitution NW
Washington DC 20235 USA
Fax: 202/5018066

Telephone: 202/4821846
Email: eliot.hurwitz@noaa.gov
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The Barrier Island Ocean Watch Network (BIOWNET)

Frederick L. Bach

The Barrier Island Ocean Watch Network

Computer networks have been around for over twenty-five years and during that
time they have gone from being useful only in scientific research laboratories to
systems used worldwide by people in all walks of life. Recently the Alliance for
a Living Ocean (ALO) located on Long Beach Island (LBI), a NewJersey
barrier island,decided that since ALO's goals includeeducationand the
dissemination of environmental information and since ALO is an ocean
conservation group based on abarrier island, it might behelpful to bring other
U.S. barrier islandcommunities within easy reach ofone another. What better
way than by a computer network? It was decided to make it anALO project
and call it the Barrier Island Ocean Watch Network — BIOWNET.

After manymonths of contacting U.S. andstate coastal agencies and
organizations andvarious barrier island specialists andoceanconservationists, a
tentative list ofU.S. barrier island communities has been established.
Apparendy, from our studies, U.S. barrierisland communities are located on the
U.S. East Coast and the Gulf of Mexico — from New York to Texas. To date,
no barrier island communities on the U.S. West Coast have been discovered.

For persons not familiar withbarrier islands, it might be interesting to consider
briefly their origin and development The three mostpopular theories
accountingfor their formation (Hoyt 1967and Leatherman 1988)aredescribed
below:

1.) Spit growth and latersegmentation by inlets.
2.) Mainland coastalridge submergence.
3.) Building up of submarine sandbars nearthe coast

Spitgrowth andlatersegmentation by inlets: Along the northeast coastof the
U.S. from NJ. northward, an area affected directly by thelast IceAge,spit
accretion by longshore drift appears tobe the process resulting in barrier
islandformation in this region. The spit,oncehavingbeen formed as an
elongated, finger-like ridgecomposedofbeachsediment, is eventually
segmentedby a severe stormoverflow, thus resultingin a barrier island.

Mainland coastalridgesubmergence: Barrier island formation along the U.S.
Southeast Atlantic Coasts and the Gulf of Mexico is somewhat controversial.
It hasbeenproposed (Hoyt 1967) that asthe sealevel rose, duneridges on the
ocean-side of the mainland graduallybecame inundatedand converted to
barrier islands. The lower floodedareas behind these ridgesresultedin the
formation of bays andwetlands. The development of theOuterBanks of North
Carolina may have resulted from this process.
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Building up ofsubmarine sand bars near the coast The building up ofa
submarine sand bar to form a barrier island requires the transport of
sedimentary material from the nearshore bonom by wave action and currents.
The bar, thus formed, eventually rises above sealevel. Examination ofU.S.
Gulf Coast island aerial photographs taken repeatedly over a number ofyears
seem tosubstantiate this theory. However, a major barrier island chain could
not arise from emerging shoals, because sediment supplies would be
insufficient andwave energy would, in most coastal areas, be too high
(Leatherman 1988).

So far, found ninety-four barrier island communities located offthe shores of
New York, New Jersey, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, and Texas have been found. Wearenow in theprocess of contacting as
many of them, as possible.

The goals ofBIOWNET are the exchange ofideas and discussions ofproblems
commonto barrier islandcommunities, someof whichfollow:ocean
conservation, protection ofseashore animal habitats and sea creatures, clean
beaches, dune protection and rebuilding using natural methods, dune vegetation,
elimination ofestuary, bay, and ocean point- and non-point source pollution,
water quality, and living on barrier islands in an ecologically responsible way.

The programs established by the Alliance for aLiving Ocean and publicized on
theBIOWNET electronic bulletin board system areeithereducational orof
practical importance for inhabitants of barrier islands. Abrief description of
these programs follows:

Adopt-a-Beach -- This year-round program takes beach clean-up and
preservation direcdy to the community. Adopt-a-Beach relies exclusively on the
efforts ofvolunteers who adopt stretches ofbeach front and commit themselves
tocollect and remove any debris orfloatables appearing ontheir beaches. Each
participant records his or her findings on adata sheet which is sent to the Center
for Marine Conservation, Washington, D.C. and the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection. Theresults ofmarine debris collection are extremely
useful to resource managers indetermining: (1) early warning signs ofpossible
human health risks; (2) biological health risks to wildlife, e.g., entanglement,
smothering oringestion; (3) limits to be placed on coastal recreation and sport
fishing and/or commercial fishing; (4) the effectiveness ofprograms designed to
control or prevent marine debris; (5) fishing and shellfishing closures, and (6)
methods formaintaining theaesthetic value ofcoastal regions.

Adopt-a-Beach is asuccessful project and now has volunteers working the 18-mi
length ofLong Beach Island, NJ In 1993 the state ofNew Jersey enacted the
"New Jersey Adopt-a-Beach Act" tocover the entire coast ofNJ.

Balloon Program —Balloons are fun, but can bedeadly. ALO and the
BIOWNET are waging a vigorous campaign against the release ofhelium-filled
balloons. When deflated or exploded balloons fall into the ocean where they are
many times mistaken for jellyfish and eaten byvarious seacreatures, e.g.,
turtles, dolphins, and whales. Balloons swallowed by these animals can cause
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intestinal blockages and resultin certain death unless, in rare cases, the sick
animal is washed ashore and rescued by a marine mammal stranding center.
Deflated balloons floating onthesurface of theocean have been spotted by
research vessels at distances approximately200 mi. off shore.

Inone notable instance the Marine AnimalRescue Program teamat the National
Aquarium in Baltimore, using endoscopic procedures, removed acomplete
MYLAR party balloon, acigarette box plastic wrapper, and pieces of a plastic
garbage bag from thestomach of a sick,emaciated pygmywhale that had beached
itself onaN.J. shore. Fortunately, after much care, the whale was completely
rehabilitated and later released in the Florida Gulf Stream.

By educating citizens unaware of this problem, BIOWNET hopes todiscourage the
release of helium-filled balloons atholiday celebrations, athletic events, and political
rallies.

Inherit the Earth — This summerprogram is designed to educate bothchildren and
adults about theneedforprotecting Bamegat Bay,theocean, marine animals,
shorebirds and their habitats. Field trips also focus onthevalue and fragility of the
Bamegat BayEstuary. This is accomplished by taking participants on
environmental field trips to experience hands-on learning. Each field trip is 4-hr. in
length with a teaching video shown on the bus as it travels to its various destinations.

Twilight at the Bay— This isa family-oriented hour-long summer program
conducted by theALO for people of all ages. It is held attwilight onabayside
beach and teaches the importance of Bamegat Bayand thesurrounding wetlands. It
includes music, songs, and stories about the watershed and estuary. At every
Twilight attheBaymeeting a particular sea creature is featured and its lifecycle,
habitat and value to the ecosystem is discussed.

Crab Connection — ALO and the BIOWNET teach barrier island communities to
guard against non-point source pollution due to therunoffof petroleum products,
insecticides, fertilizers, pesticides and detergents through storm drains into
surrounding bays. This run-off is a particular problem since barrier island storm
drain systemsare invariably inadequate. The Crab Connection program was
organized to dramatize thisproblem. Both adults and children participate in this
simple, buteffective program whichinvolvesstenciling a bluecrab silhouette on the
street in front of a storm drain. The blue crab silhouette reminds thecommunity that
pollutants allowedto run into the bay through stormdrains kill bay crabs and fish.

Dune Protection and Replenishment — The BIOWNET hasavailable for
distribution to barrier island communities a 10-min. videotape demonstrating a
relatively simple method for replenishingdunes using ocean storm waves and
strategically placed snow-fencing. After ten years,
dunes developed using this method now standapproximately 22 ft. above mean sea-
level. These dunes, unaffected by thesevereOctober, 1992 storm, are testimonyto
the effectiveness of the method.

Eco-Tours — Duringthe summer of 1993, ALO begana new program directed
towardsLBI families and summer visitorsto the island. This program is an off shoot
of earlierALO Tours organized for LBI schoolchildrenand the Close-Up
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Foundation for New Americans. Participants ride inabus converted to resemble an
old-fashioned trolley accompanied byaguide and another ALO volunteer. This 3-
hr. tour gives participants hands-on environmental lessons at selected ecologically
important points on Long Beach Island. Plans for developing Eco-Tours are made
available to otherbarrier island communities through the BIOWNET.

Beachwheels —This project was initiated bythe N.J. Long Beach Township
BeachPatrol in 1992and hasbeen actively supported by ALO andthe
BIOWNET. Theprogram provides specially designed wheel chairs for
physically handicapped children and adults living in or visiting the Township of
Long Beach. The Beachwheels program ispartially funded byALO, LBI
businesses, service organizations, and individual contributions. It enables
handicapped persons toexperience the thrills ofbeing close tothe sand and surf,
the sea gulls, and other sea creatures.

In apreliminary survey wehave received enthusiastic responses for the
BIOWNET from the following universities and institutions: University of
Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology, University of South Alabama Marine
Consortium on Dauphin Island, South Carolina Coastal Council, University of
Maryland Laboratory for Coastal Research, The Island Institute in Maine, The
Coastal Society, The Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service of the U.S.
Department of the Interior, and the U.S. Coast Guard.
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Educating LocalVolunteer Citizen Boards on Regulation of the
Tidal Wetlands ofChesapeake Bay

William L. Roberts

Department of Resource Management andPolicy
Virginia Institute of Marine Science, The College of William and Mary

The Commonwealth of Virginiahasnearly 5000miles of tidalriverand
estuarine shoreline and is one of seven states in the northeastern United States
that comprises the64,000 square milewatershed for theChesapeake Bay.
Virginia passed into law the comprehensive TidalWedands Act in 1972, which
established aresource management program in which theregulatory authority
for coastal wetland resources wasconferred on local government Underthe
law,wetland boards in 22 shoreline counties plus 13citieswereestablished and
empowered with regulatory authority overthe intertidal wedands in Virginia's
portion of theChesapeake Bay.Each wetland board iscomprised of 5 or7 local
citizens serving on a volunteer basis for a four-year appointment The Virginia
Institute of Marine Science (VIMS), a part of theCollege of William and Mary,
was mandated thetaskto 1) advise and assist theCommonwealth of Virginia in
development of guidelines thatscientifically evaluate vegetated and non-
vegetated wetlands by type anddescribe the consequences of use of these
wedands and2) educate local citizen boards in order to maintain regulatory
consistencywhile actingas stewards in protecting the State'stidal wetland
resources. Suspecting a wide variance in education andbackground experiences
of thewedand board members, thetask was todevelop and, when necessary,
modify a program that would satisfy the goalsof wetlandeducationand
resourcemanagement One major goal was to provide each citizen board
memberwith basictraining regarding the structure, function and values of the
various typesof regulated wedands. A second goal wasto maintain consistency
indecisions regarding management of Virginia's coastal resources by providing
board members a similar, basic knowledge of wedand ecology. These goals
havebeenconfronted through a tripartite approach utilizing anannual workshop
andeducational offerings, field workshops andabimonthly mailing of technical
information and newsletters.

The seminarportionof the education program initially beganwith an annual
one-day educationworkshop offering presentations about the basicsof wetland
ecology andresource management. This informal workshopbasically consisted
of lectures presented by individual staff members andemployed few visual aids.
In addition, the VirginiaWetlands Report, published on a quarterly basis,
discussed general and current topics in wetlandecology and resource
management

Believing that a fundamental nucleus of understanding was essential for sensible
management, the next step was to develop a core course program that would
address the major areas of wetland resource management. Eight core course
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units, each approximately 45 minutes in length, were developed using a format
of 35mmslides with accompanying commentary. Thesecore courses would
provide all wetland board members with acomparable, level ofbasic expertise.
Records concerning which courses had been completed by board members were
maintained inorder to monitor their progression through theeducation program.
TheWedands Report continued onaquarterly basis, addressing topics of local
interest as well as national resource protection issues.

Itsoon became apparent that many of the wetland board members had taken all
eight core courses. Inorder toadvance their knowledge, as well as maintain
their interest it was decided that another, more advanced series of courses was
needed toaugment the core courses. Utilizing thesame 35mm slide and
commentary format eightnewcourses were developed which addressed more
advanced topics in wedands ecology and resource management. These advanced
courses were offered in conjunction withtheeightcore courses in an attempt to
satisfy the needs of veteran, as well as, newly selected wedand board members.
The quarterly publications continued to address important topics concerning
wedand ecology and resource management Theaddition of several technical
columns tothe quarterly Wetlands Report provided the opportunity toaddress
specific aspects of wedand ecology onacontinuing basis.

Itwas soon evident that a portion of newwetland board members, particularly
those at agreat distance from VIMS, were not attending wedand courses offered
atthe annual workshop. After evaluating the problem and discussing possible
solutions, it was decided to convertthe eightcorecourses from the existing
35mm slide format into video versions, which could be distributed to wedand
boardmembers who were unable to attendthe annualworkshops. A video of the
35mm slide presentation formed the basis ofacourse unit which included atext
discussing the subject of the video, and a self-administered examination used to
verify that the important points of the unit had been acquired. Every attempt was
made todesign these units inaself-taught format A procedure was established
for providing the videos ona first come-first served basis using the mail as the
means of distribution. The wetlands program staffgraded each education unit
test Individual records were kept for board members in order to monitor their
progress through the education program. While initially intended for use by
wedandboardmembers, these self-taught units were madeavailable to other
State, local and private agencies inan effort tobring all participants in the
wetland resource management arena upto thesame levelof competence.

Following each annual education workshop aquestionnaire was distributed
requesting feedback and recommendations. Using this information, itwas
determined that field workshops would prove useful inrelating theeducation
program courses tothe actual wetland ecology ofeach county within the State's
coastal plain. Realizing that most potential participants worked during the day,
thelocal wedand field workshops were scheduled monthly from 16:30 to 20:30
inadifferent county during the summer months. Each county's wetland board
was responsible for selecting awetland site and for promoting attendance at the
workshop bylocal citizens and interested parties. These field workshops
provided the opportunity to apply and demonstrated much of the information
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learned in the core and advanced wedand education courses as well as to
involve the general public.

Thegreatest challenge has always been, and still remains, identifying the
specific needs of thewedand board members and then adapting theeducation
program to meet these needs. Several needs have been identified which will
influence the evolution of the education program inthe near future. Responses
from many participants attending the annual workshops and users of the self-
taught units indicated that thevideo format of the35mm slide presentations
were static, dull and often boring. As aresult of these responses, the eight core
courses are nowbeing redesigned inamore interactive, documentary format. In
retrospect on manyoccasions it had proven verydifficult to capture or
demonstrate concepts using a35mm slide. The new documentary format will
provide greater subject insight and yield amore interesting and engaging
presentation.

Resultsduring the past five years show that attendance at the formal seminars
has been consistent attendance at the field workshops has steadily increased,
requests for addition to the technical newsletter mailing listhaverisen and
wetland board member awareness has been heightened. By sharing the
components and results of this model educational program, it is hoped that other
coastal resource managers inother states comprising the Chesapeake Bay
watershed, as wellasin other countries, willbenefit when facing similar coastal
resourcemanagementand educationchallenges.

William L. Roberts Senior Marine Scientist

Wetlands Education Coordinator, Wedands Program
Department of Resource Management andPolicy
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
The Collegeof William and Mary
P.O. Box 1346, Gloucester Point Virginia 23062
Phone: 804/684-7395

Fax: 804/684-7179
wlr@vims.edu
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Coastal Marine Science for Law and Business Students: Preparing
Law and Business professionals to Make "Informed Decisions"

AboutCoastal issues.

David H. Niebuhr, Chesapeake Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve (Virginia)
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Lynda L.Butler. Marshall-Wythe School ofLaw, CoUege ofWilliam and Mary
DonRahtz, Schoolof Business Administration, College of WilliamandMary

Britt E. Anderson. Environmental Science and Public Policy Cluster. CoUege of William
and Mary

April N. Lawrence. Chesapeake Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve (Virginia)

Abstract

The rigors of employment-directed undergraduate education, and decreased
emphasis on "Liberal Arts" studies occurring at some colleges and universities
has left many graduates with alevel of scientific understanding which is
inadequate tomake informed choices about issues which effect the environment.
To address this lack of scientific understanding, the Chesapeake Bay National
Estuarine Research Reserve (Virginia) and theVirginia Institute of Marine
Science, withtheMarshall-Wythe School of Law and theSchool of Business
Administration of the College ofWilliam and Mary are developing aCoastal
Ecosystem Science Program toteach future law and business professionals the
basics of coastal marine science.

The Program isbeing developed after front-end evaluation (telephone survey of
law/business faculty members from schools, law and business graduate students
and industry professionals from around the United States) which explored the
need, successful format, length and other essential orlogistical elements of
program design. Formative evaluation will continue through student pre-, and
post-, testing to evaluate content, information transfer and retention. This
program teaches the basic principles ofcoastal, environmental science to all law
and business students (not just those students with experience inenvironmental
science). The goal of this program isto ensure that future lawyers and business
leaders willbeable to make "informed decisions" about issues which effect the
coastal environment.

The development of the program, initial survey and focus group results, essential
elements ofthe program design, evaluation of pilot presentations and plans for
pilot-year testing in schools across the country will bediscussed.
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Introduction

Universities arebeginning to realize the importance of interdisciplinary study in
addressing the complex issues which face oursociety (Collegeof William and
Mary, 1995).Coincident with this awareness is the growingemphasison
providingstudents with the basic tools andexperienceswhich will help them to
find employment in a changing employment environment (Milliman, 1996).

Yet, the rigors of employment-directed undergraduate education, and decreased
emphasis on "Liberal Arts" studies occurring at some colleges and universities
has left many graduates with a level of scientific understanding which is
inadequateto make informed choices about issues which effect the environment.
Levine (1990) makes the dramatic report that one quarterof Americans think the
Sun revolves around the Earthand Detjen (1995) reports that more than 63% of
all Americans believe that humans lived at the same time as dinosaurs. Some

people attribute this failure to comprehend scientific concepts to the general
dislike of mathematical principles, and to a lesser extent, the cumulative nature
of scientific study (Wolpert, 1993). To countermand inadequacies in scientific
understandingthere has been a growing call for action in the academic and
professional literature to promoteenvironmental education for professional
students in law and business (Percival, 1993, Walloga, 1994, Bovet, et al., 1994,
Hayton, 1991, Shrivastava, 1996, Becker, 1997, Graham and Hartwell,
1997,).This emphasis on environmental education for targeted professional
audiences has also been echoed by resource management agencies.

The Office ofCoastal Resource Management (OCRM) of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has strategically planned to work
towards sustaining healthy coasts by: (1) protecting, conserving, and restoring
coastal habitats and their biodiversity; (2) promoting clean coastal waters to
sustain living marine resources and ensure safe recreation, healthy seafood and
economic vitality; (3) and by fostering well-planned and revitalized coastal
communities that sustain coastal economies, are compatible with the natural
environment, minimize the risks from naturalhazards and provide access to
coastal resources for the public's use and enjoyment (NOAA, 1996). Implicit in
this vision is the ability for professionals working in the coastal zone (i.e.
scientists, resource managers, politicians, lawyers and business leaders) to work
together to sustain healthycoasts. The objectives of NOAA's plan to sustain
healthy coasts have both a scientific and resource management component (e.g.
protect,conserve and restore...)and a social, politicaland business component
(e.g. well-planned and revitalized coastalcommunities). Accomplishing these
objectives will require the effective cooperation between scientific, legaland
business stake-holders.

Sustaining healthycoasts through protectingcoastalresources, promoting clean
waters and viable fisheries, and fostering well-plannedand revitalized coastal
communities arecomplex issues which will require the expertise of attorneys,
businessprofessionals and scientists working together to develop realistic and
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effective management strategies. Each group mustalso comeprepared withthe
strong knowledge of its particular field, be it law, science orbusiness. Yet is
imperative to this interaction that each particular group have abasic
understanding of the contextwithinwhich theother groups work.Scientists
involvedin resource management issues musthavesomebasictraining in the
principles of law andbusiness, while lawyers andbusiness professionals must
have a basicunderstanding of ecosystem functions and processes. Current efforts
at both the Virginia Institute of MarineScience/ College ofWilliam and Mary
andthe Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institute areintroducing graduate, marine
science students to law and business (Milliman, 1996) but opportunities for law
studentsand business students are limited by the rigorous schedules (Marshall-
Wythe School of Law, 1993) and alackof curricular offerings in the
environmental sciences (Percival, 1993) for most graduate programsin these
fields.

The inability of most graduate students in law andbusiness to take general
courses in ecosystemprocesses (and the un-attractiveness of thesecourses due to
the prerequisites of abroad background in themath and sciences) leaves these
students with little scientific training beyond first-year collegebiology(which
rarely addresses ecosystem function butusually focuses on phylogeny and
organism systems). This scientific training is inadequate given therole of law
and business in resource management decisions.

The Chesapeake Bay National Estuarine Research Reservein Virginia
(CBNERRVA) is a program of the NOAA/NOS Office ofCoastal Resource
Management's Sanctuaries and ReserveDivisionwhich is managed by the
VirginiaInstituteof Marine Science/College ofWilliam and Mary.
CBNERRVA is working with the Marshall-WytheSchool of Law and the
School of Business Administration of the College ofWilliam and Mary to
address the informational needs of future law and business professionals through
the development of a"Coastal Science for Law andBusiness" educational
program.

Situational Assessment

Initial investigation on situational need for acoastal science program directed at
law and business students was conducted througha search of academic,
professional and popular literature ineach of the subject fields (science, law and
business). Particular attention was given to assess previous attempts to develop
coastal science programs fornon-scientific undergraduate andgraduate students,
suggested format orcontent of sucha program and to evaluate the need for this
type of program.

Onehundred (600) lawandbusiness professors, 600 practicing professionals and
536lawstudents weresurveyedregarding the development of a coastal science
program for law and business students. Specific questions addressed: previous
environmental topics courses offered (or taken); potential need for acoastal
science topics course forlawandbusiness students; possible topicsto be
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addressed in a coastal science course; possible format;and additionalcomments
on this proposed program.

Initial Survey results

The resultsof the facultyand professional surveywere not available at the time
of this printingand only the studentsurveyresultswill be discussedin this text
Twenty-one percent of thestudent surveys were returned foranalysis and
evaluation. Of therespondents, 33 percent expressed interest in a careeras an
environmental attorney andnearly 96 percent of therespondents believe thata
successful environmental attorney should have at least a "moderate"
understanding of scientific principles. Despite this implied, necessary,
knowledge of scientific principles only 5 percent of thestudents reported any
course work in ecology or hydrology(fundamental elements of environmental
sciences).

Fifteen percent of the respondentswould "definitely" take a "science for
lawyers" courseand an additional 15percent of therespondents statedthat they
would"probably" take the samecourse, if offered. The topicsdeemed most
necessaryby the students surveyed include: (34%) coastal ecology, (35%)
science of endangered species protection, (51%) environmental risk assessment,
and (32 %) wetlands ecology.

Coastal Science for Law and Business Students

Initialresults of thestudentsurvey haveindicated the apparent needfor, interest
in and topic suggestions for the developmentof a "coastal science for law and
business graduate students"program. Analysis of the faculty andprofessional
group surveys will be compared to the student survey results in consideration of
thison-going project. If encouragement for the further development of this
project is indicatedby the surveys, faculty and professional groupsurvey results
will provide insight and direction in programand presentationformat, structure
and other course logistics.

Pilot testing of the "coastal science for law and business" program is scheduled
to begin during the 1998/1999academicyear. Continuedevaluationof the
program will include student pre- and post-testing, and through student, and
faculty, post-program focus groups.

We are working to support and expand this project so that it will continue to
develop to the end that we will ensure that future lawyers, politicians and
business leaders will be able to "make informed decisions" about issues which
effect coastal environments and resources.
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Abstract

COASTAL AMERICA'S COASTAL ECOSYSTEM LEARNING

CENTERS

Barbara Elkus, Coastal America

Recognizing the increasedpublic interestin coastalecosystems and the
importance of an informedpublic, the Coastal AmericaPartnership is
establishing a national networkof CoastalEcosystem LearningCenters. The
LearningCenterprogramwas initiated to addressthe rapidlyescalatingrequests
fromthe public for moreinformation about coastal ecosystems resulting from
popular educationefforts includingcountrywide beach clean-ups, live marine
mammalshows and TV specials. Both the privateand public sector interests are
responding to this new and increasing demand by developing projects, facilities
and activities to provide responses to these requests.

In addition,with 50% of the U.S. populationliving within fifty miles of the coast
and expected to increase to 70% by 2050, it is critical to inform the public about
the importance of coastalecosystems, andthe risksposedby increasing stresson
these systems.

The Coastal EcosystemLearningCenter network(1) extends and maximizes the
effectiveness of Federal, State, localandprivate entities to identify coastal
educationalopportunitiesand encourages the productionand disseminationof
appropriatelearningmaterials and resources; and (2) accomplisheseducational
goals in a creativeand cost-effective manner through the coordinated use of
existing authorities and programs. Coastal America's federal partners havea
widevariety of resources that areutilized by theCoastal Ecosystem Learning
Centers. By extending the federal partnership to theseprivate facilities and
sharing Coastal America's expertise and materials, a more efficient and effective
coastal informationnetworkcan be created to educate the public on the value of
our coastal resources.

Initially, the Federal partners madea varietyof "token gifts" and commitments
to these facilities. For example, the Environmental ProtectionAgency presented
each aquarium with a certificate for an education/outreach day aboard EPA's
ocean survey vessel the "Peter W. Anderson" and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service provided confiscated fish and wildlife materials and products for
educational and display purposes. Several agencies provided education
materials including a curriculum on water issues, coloring books, videos and
posters. Speakers have been promisedas appropriatefor various aquarium
events, and technical expertise includes assistance from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Jacksonville District to the Florida Aquarium to develop an exhibit
on the Restoration of the South Florida Ecosystem, and from the U.S. Geological
Survey and National Marine Fisheries Service to assist the New England
Aquarium with an exhibit on the decline of the George's Bank fishery.
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The Learning Centers network currently includes eight locations, onthe
Atlantic, Gulfof MexicoandCalifornia coasts. Coastal America has focused
onthe development of anetwork among the facilities. Initial efforts focus onthe
sharing of information and materials and ideas for activities that each facility
will use during the Year of the Ocean. A number of collaborative efforts are
underway.

TheCoastal America partnership agencies are dedicated to providing support for
these Coastal Ecosystem Learning Centers throughout the country intheir efforts
to createan information network that will more effectively meet the growing
public need for coastal ecosystem information.

Barbara Elkus Education/Outreach Coordinator
Coastal America

300 7th Street, SW; Suite 400
Washington, DC 20250-0599
Ph: (202)401-9923
FAX: (202) 401-9821
elkus@fas.usda.gov
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A PANEL PRESENTATION

THE NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE SYSTEM:

APPLYING SCIENCE AND EDUCATION

TO IMPROVE ESTUARINE MANAGEMENT

Panelists

Christine Gault, Manager, Waquoit Bay NERR
Carl Yetter, Delaware NERR;or Joe Schubauer-Berigan, EPA (formerly with the North

Inlet/Winyah Bay NERR)
Mark Silberstein,Director,ElkhornSlough Foundation

Linda Feix, Education Coordinator, Old Woman Creek NERR
R. Randall Schneider, NOAA Sanctuaries and Reserves Division Moderator,

The National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERR System) is a network of
protected areas created to help improve the health of the Nation's estuaries and coastal
habitats. Twenty-two estuaries nationwide have been designated as research reserves to
provide scientific and technical information that promotes informed estuarine and coastal
resource management. The federal Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Act authorized
the NERR System in 1972. Congress was respondingto concerns that increasing
development of the nation's bays and harbors was threatening the existence of valuable
estuaries. Congress recognized the importance of maintaining representative estuaries in
a relatively pristinestate for benchmarkscientificpurposes. As a result, it directed the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to build an estuary program
to augment the companion national CZM program. In 1974, South Slough in Oregon
was the first estuary to be designatedas part of the NERR System. Today there are
twenty-twodesignated Reserves. Anotherfive proposedsites are in various stages of
development The individual Reserves range in size from 571 acres at Old Woman
Creek in Ohio to over 193,000 acres in Apalachicota Florida. The program includes
approximately 440,000 acres of estuarinewaters,wetlands,and uplands under its
stewardship.

The mission ofNERR System is to promote informed estuarine management through
linked programs of stewardship, public education, and scientific understanding. Simply
put, the NERR System "applies science and education to improve estuarine
management" This is accomplished by means of a partnership between NOAA and the
coastal states. NOAA administers the overall program. It establishes standards for
designating and operating Reserves; provides financial and technical support to the
individual sites; undertakes projects that benefit the entire System; and integrates
information from individual Reserves to support decision-making.

Science to Management in the National Estuarine Research Reserve System

Christine Gault, Manager, Waquoit Bay NERR

Over the past few years, the NERR System has significantly furthered its combined
ability to apply scientific information to the decision-making process. Christine Gault,
manager of the Waquoit Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve, will speak about the
"role of the NERR System as a national resource for improving the management of
estuaries." Her talk highlights the role that Reserves play in developing valuable
scientific information, in analyzing and interpreting that informationfor a variety of
audiences, and ensuring that the informution developedby Reserves is effectively used in
management decision-making processes.
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The following Case Studies highlight several significant accomplishments ofthe NERR
System,

multi-state demonstration projectto assessthe effectiveness ofbest
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPS) FOR non-point source pollution (NPSP)

reduction

Cart Yetter, Delaware NERR; or
Joe Schubauer-Berigan, EPA (formerly with the North Intet/Winyah Bay NERR)

Three reserves are conducting amulti-state project toassess the effectiveness of BMPs to
control runoff source pollution into vital estuarine and coastal habitat. In coordination
with their state coastal zone management programs, the Delaware, North Carolina, and
North Inlet/Winyah Bay (South Carolina) Reserves study water quality impacts resulting
from demonstration BMPs installed on local farms and golfcourses. The Delaware
Reserve compares the effectiveness ofaconstructed wetlands BMP installed at one farm
with astormwater detention pond BMP atanother farm. The North and South Carolina
reserves compare water quality impacts associated with BMP stormwater ponds tomore
traditional methods ofdealing with runoff at non-BMP golf courses. Theoverall project
combines education and outreach activities to further itsefforts. The results of the BMP
study will provide ascientific basis for evaluating and adjusting stormwater runoff
management practices to protect downstream habitat.

ELKHORN SLOUGH AGRICULTURAL WATERSHED DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

Mark Silberstein, Director,Elkhom Slough Foundation

The Elkhom Slough Foundation and the California State Coastal Conservancy conducted
aproject toimplement aseries ofBMPs. demonstration projects, and other efforts to
demonstrate means of reducing erosion and non-point runoff oncultivated lands inathe
watershed of the Elkhom Slough estuary. Thelasting results, inaddition tothe practices
implemented on the Blohm and Azevedo Ranches ofElkhom Slough, has established
long-term demonstration sites that not only show-off existing approaches to farm
management and erosion control, but that provide ongoing sites for experimentation with
and demonstration of innovative practices inwatershed protection.

DEMONSTRATION OF LOW-COST DENITRIFICATION SYSTEMS FOR HOME SEPTIC SYSTEMS

Christine Gault, Manager, WaquoitBay NERR

Through its research efforts, the Waquoit Bay Reserve in Massachusetts found that much
ofits nitrogen pollution comes from septic systems on adjacent properties. As aresult,
the reserve held anational workshop onthe issue, which led torevised regulations for the
state and the Town of Mashpee. Thereserve also received funds and technical support to
install and monitor low-cost denitrification systems. Sixhomeowners intheWaquoit
watershed volunteered to demonstrate these advanced septic systems. Together withthe
reserve, they test whether the systems significantly reduce the nitrogen loading into
Waquoit Bay.
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NONPOINT POLLUTION REDUCTION AND HABITAT COLLABORATIVE GREAT LAKES
REGIONAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Linda Feix, Education Coordinator, Old Woman Creek NERR

This two-year project, being coordinated by theOldWoman Creek Reserve in Ohio, is a
collaborative effortby the states of Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania andWisconsin to
demonstrate habitat management and NPSP reduction projects. Thecollaboration
includes active exchange of information and technology developed as aresult of specific
projects. The projects include acomprehensive watershed monitoring and public
involvement program inMichigan, development of anatural resources management plan
and NPSP BMP for acoastal county park in Pennsylvania; a wetland
mitigation/restoration project in Minnesota and Wisconsin; and a precision farming and
streambank stabilization project in Ohio. The precision farming project uses a global
positioning system(GPS) andotheradvanced technologies to vary applications of seed,
fertilizers, pesticides, andherbicides according to local needs. Farmers areableto break
fields intosmaller than typical plots and thus tailor their seed and chemical applications
to the soU, weather, andhistorical conditions of each plot Longtermwater quality
monitoringis being used to measurethe effectiveness of the BMPs.

This Session was coordinated andsupportedby the Estuarine ReserveBranch.Office of Oceanand
CoastalResourceManagement, NOS, NOAA. Foradditional information contact:

Matt Menashes Estuarine Reserve Branch
Office ofOceanandCoastal ResourceManagement
National Ocean Service

1305 East West Hwy N/ORM2
Silver Sspring MD 20910-3281
(301)713-3132x165
Fax:(301)713-4363
mattmenashes@noaa.gov
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A PANEL PRESENTATION

ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT: A NEW FISHERIES MANAGEMENT TOOL

Proposed Panelists

Moderator. Dail Brown, NOAA, NMFS, Chief, Watershed Division
Tom Hoff, Mid Atlantic Fishery Management Council

Dianne Stephan, Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
Roger Pugliese, South Atlantic Fishery Management Council

Steve Phillips, Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission and Pacific Fishery
Management Council

With the passage of the Sustainable Fisheries Act in the fall of 1996 (which
amends the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act), significant
new tools exist in the United States to protect and conserve the habitat of
marine, estuarine and anadromous finfish as well as key populations of mollusks
and crustaceans. By the fall of 1998, all Fisheries Management Councils will
have amended their fishery managementplans (covering over 600 Federally
managed species) to identify, for each species, the essential fish habitat (EFH)
which are "those waters and substrate necessary for fish for spawning, feeding
or growth to maturity." Threats to habitat and steps necessary to ameliorate
those threats will also be identified. The community ofcoastal scientists and
managers will be important players both in identifying essential fish habitat and
habitat threats, and in monitoring the effectiveness of protective measures that
come into force once habitat has been identified as essential.

This summer of 1998 provides an excellent opportunity to review progress in
implementing the EFH mandates. Amendments to fishery management plans
will be in various stages of review and approval. Representative amendments
from the east, west and gulf coasts and Alaska will be compared and contrasted
through individual presentations and panel discussions. A review of the
evolving EFH geographic information system as a habitat management tool will
be presented. The session will include Federal fisheries managers;
representatives of fishery management councilsand commissions; state fishery
managers; and representativesof non-govemmenlalorganizations.
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Essential Fish Habitat: A New Fisheries Management Tool

Proposed Panelists

Moderator Dail Brown, NOAA, NMFS, Chief, Watershed Division
Tom Hoff, Mid Atlantic Fishery ManagementCouncil

Dianne Stephan,AtlanticStatesMarine Fisheries Commission
Roger Pugliese, South Atlantic Fishery ManagementCouncil

Steve Phillips, Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission andPacific Fishery
Management Council

With the passage of the Sustainable Fisheries Act in the fall of 1996 (which
amends the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation andManagement Act), significant
new tools exist in the United States to protectand conserve the habitatof
marine, estuarineand anadromous finfish as well askey populations of mollusks
andcrustaceans. By the fall of 1998, allFisheries Management Councils will
have amended their fishery managementplans(coveringover 600 Federally
managed species)to identify, foreachspecies, the essential fish habitat (EFH)
which are"those watersand substrate necessary for fish for spawning, feeding
or growth to maturity."Threats to habitat and steps necessary to ameliorate
those threatswill also be identified. The community of coastal scientists and
managers will be importantplayersboth in identifying essential fish habitatand
habitatthreats, and in monitoring the effectiveness of protective measures that
come into force once habitat has been identified as essential.

This summer of 1998 provides an excellent opportunity to review progressin
implementingthe EFHmandates. Amendments to fishery management plans
will be in various stagesofreview andapproval. Representative amendments
from the east,west and gulf coastsandAlaskawill be compared andcontrasted
through individual presentations andpanel discussions. A reviewof the
evolving EFH geographic information systemasa habitat management tool will
be presented. The sessionwill includeFederal fisheries managers;
representatives of fishery managementcouncilsand commissions; state fishery
managers; and representatives of non-governmental organizations.
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Toward a National CZM Performance Evaluation System: The

Next Steps

Panelists

Moderator. Jim Good, Oregon State University
Bill Millhouser, NOAA-OCRM

Dan Basta, NOAA-SEA Division
Tina Bemd-Cohen, Coastal Consultant

Ralph Cantral, Florida CMP

One of the principal recommendations of the National CZM Effectiveness Study
was that a nationaloutcome-based performance evaluation system be
established, with NOAA's Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management
(OCRM) taking the lead and working with state partners. This panelwill
examine issues involved in development of such a performance evaluation
system, including a proposed framework for evaluating CZM programs,
candidate indicators for e. aluating various coastal management objectives,
limitations and problems inherent in evaluate multiple purpose programs like
CZM, and possible pilot projects to develop and test an evaluation system.
Florida is one state where outcome-based evaluation is being driven by a state
mandate. Its efforts will be described as a possible pilot effort nationally.

JamesW. Good College of Oceanic and Atmospheric
Sciences

Oregon State University
531 Winegar Hall
Corvallis OR 97331-5503

Phone: (541) 737-1339
Fax: (541) 737-2064Email:
goodj@oce.orstedu
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The Manger and the Model: Use and Expectations of the

Numerical Model for Coastal Zone Managers

Panelists

Moderator Mike Orbach, Duke University
Dr. James R. Houston, Director, US Army Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station,

Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory
Dr. Robert A. Dalrymple, Director,Center for Applied CoastalResearch, University of

Delaware

Dr. Michael S. Connor, Director,Environmental Quality Department, Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority

Mr. William King, Economist, Offshore Minerals Management Program, Minerals
Management Service

The session would be a series of presentationsand a paneldiscussion about the
applications of numerical modelsin assisting managers makedecisions on
coastal issues. Developers of models that are used by managerswill present the
background,assumptionsand limitationsof their models. Managers will discuss
what they need (and expect) from the numericalmodels in order for them to be
useful aids in decision making. Discussions will include:

Coastal and hydraulic models developed bythe US Army, Corps of
Engineers andtheirapplicationstocoastalzone.

Dr. James R. Houston

Conception and application ofthecoastal process model from the

perspective opthe modeldeveloper. tricks andtraps ofusing coastal

models for decisions.

Dr.Robert A. Dalrymple

Application ofwaterquality models todesign andconstructionofthe
Boston Harbor Sewer outfall. Lessons learned.

Dr. Michael S. Connor

Applicationofmodels for evaluating and managing coastaleconomic impact

Mr. William King, Economist

Great expectations. What should managers expect from numerical models?

(To be determined)

Whatdo managers need from numericalmodels in terms ofrealism, length
oftime for predictions (mos.. years. generations).

(To be determined)

Dr. Martin C Miller Chief, Coastal Hydrodynamics Branch
USAE, Waterways Experiment Station
Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CEWES-CN-Q
3909 Halls Ferry Road
Vicksburg, MS 39180
Phone (601) 634-3999
Fax: (601)634-4314
e-mail: m.miller@cerc.wes.army.mil
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A Panel Session

leveraging our efforts ... Regional Projects That Leverage

resources, Expertise and authorities

William Klesh, Coastal America: Moderator

Dennis Bamett, Chief Environmental Programs South Atlantic, US Army COE
and Chair Coastal America Southeast Regional Implementation Team

Elizabeth Gillelan, Chief, NOAA Chesapeake Bay Office and Co-Chair, Coastal
America Mid-Atlantic Regional Implementation Team

Jeanne Hanson, Habitat Coordinator, Alaska region, NMFS, NOAA and Chair,
Alaska Regional Implementation Team

William Hubbard, Chief, Environmental Resources, New England Division, US
Army COE, and Chair, Northeast Regional ImplementationTeam

Regional federal program managers will describe partnership projectsthat have
been accomplished by combining the resources, expertise and authorities of
different federal programs at the state, local and non-governmental level in
creative and innovative manners. These "shovel-in-the-ground" restoration and
protectionefforts areuseful models for how to accomplish those tasks that no
single agency or group can do alone. Regional projects to be highlighted
include: major wetland restoration efforts in conjunction with infrastructure
development; removal ofdams obstructing fish migrations; the use ofmilitary
training exercises to restore importantcoastalhabitatand the collaboration with
Aquaria to involve the general public in restorationand protection efforts.
Examplesof regional activitiesareprovidedin the followingabstracts by
Bamett and Hubbard.

This panelsession was arranged and supportedby CoastalAmerica. Formore informationabout
Coastal America contact

Dr. William L. KJesch Deputy Director
Coastal America Partnership
300,7th Street S.W., Suite 680
Washington, D.C. 20250-0599
Phone: (202)401-9922
FAX: (202)401-9821
KIesch@fas.usda.gov
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"Leveraging our efforts ... Regional projects That Leverage

resources, Expertise and AUTHORmES"

Coastal America Panelists

Dennis Bamett

Elizabeth Gillelan

Robert Bosenberg
Jeanne Hanson

William Hubbard

Regional federal programmanagerswill describe partnership projects that have
been accomplished by combining the resources, expertise and authorities of
different federal programs at the state, local and non-governmental level in
creative and innovative manners. These "shovel-in-the-ground" restoration and
protection efforts are useful models for how to accomplish those tasks that no
single agency or group can do alone. Regional projects to be highlighted
include: major wetland restoration efforts in conjunction with infrastructure
development; removal of dams obstructing fish migrations; the use of military
training exercises to restore important coastal habitat and the collaboration with
Aquariato involve the general publicin restoration and protection efforts. An
example of one of the regional reports is provided below.

Coastal America Northeast Regional Implementation Team

The first few years of this Coastal America regional partnership focused on
establishing a structure and process that allows collaborationamong federal and
state agencies with coastal programs and stewardship responsibilities. Allowing
all processes to be flexible and having very little administrative formalities was a
fundamental principle of the Northeast Regional Implementation Team
(NERIT). This allowed the team members to focus on ecological issues and
projects that are of regional importance. The myriad ofexisting regional
programs (e.g. National Estuary Programs, Gulf of Maine Program,etc.) gave
the NERIT an advantageof an excellent scientific base and understandingof
regionally significant priorities. In the latter several years the team has
continued to implement projects while learningeach other's program
capabilities. This hasgenerated some very uniquepartnerships in implementing
ecological restorations. The experiences of other Coastal America regional
teams and the significant support of the National Implementation Team and
principalsgroups foster an incredibleatmosphereof unlimited capabilities.

The NERIT had originally canvassed all northeastagencies to obtain a list of
priority projects. Those projects were examined and discussed by all team
members and those agencies programs that were best suited to implementing a
particularproject were chosen. Additionally, many projects can gain significant
value added by pooling numerous agency resources. The Galilee (RI) Salt
Marsh Restoration projectcombined Federal Highway funds,Corps of Engineers
funds and RI Department of EnvironmentalProtection funds to implement a
significantrestoration effort. The technical expertiseof EPA and
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URI was added as well as staff time in vegetation transplanting. The USFWS
added additional open waterchannelization andwill, working with Ducks
Unlimited, produce an education and outreachcomponent. These are all
significant efforts individually, but collaboratively they represent an optimization
of state and federal resources in a way that was never envisioned when the
Galilee project was first evaluated.

As projects continue to be implemented a more valuable featureof the NERTT
has evolved. The number of people, continuing their own program
responsibilities, that are now familiarwith not only the regional priorities (e.g.
salt marsh restoration, eelgrass restoration and anadromous fisheries passage)
but also knowledgeable in numerous agency capabilities has grown considerably.
Even with the changes in staff over time, many agencies are comfortable in
looking to the NERTT as a one stop-shopping group for project implementation
via federal programs. Many of the smaller isolated projects are now being
grouped and clustered to provide ecosystem level restoration. The Long Island
Sound Program, forexample, has an inventory of several hundred projects that
this National Estuary needs implemented. The Coastal America team members
have grouped the projects by agencyprograms andthe restoration efforts are
now moving forward via NRCS, FWS andCorps programs. A largeCorps of
EngineersGeneral Investigationhas been initiated for the entire sound based on
the collaborativesupportof the Coastal America agencies.

The increased familiarity the teams are getting with each others regional efforts
can be paralleled with the National Implementation Teams examination of
availableprogram tools. There aresignificantopportunitieson a national level
to use the military trainingexercise for ecological improvements. The US Army
Reserves have implemented a significantcoastalsand-plainrestoration project
on the USFWS Ninigret National Wildlife Refuge. This project provided
valuable training for the Reserve unit andsolvedanecological problem thathad
been unresolved for years.

The NERIT will continue to implement ecological restoration and education
efforts. The process of the entire national Coastal Americapartnership has
provedhighly successful in establishing a cross-agency efficiency for the
specialized field of implementing improvements to ourcoastal environments.
Dam removals in Maine using militaryresources arethe next challengefor the
NERTT.

This panel session wasarranged andsupported by Coastal America. Formoreinformation about
Coastal America contact:

Dr. William L. Klesch Deputy Director
Coastal America Partnership
300,7th Street S.W., Suite 680
Washington, D.C. 20250-0599
Phone: (202)401-9922
FAX: (202)401-9821
Klesch @fas.usda.gov
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COASTAL AMERICA: SOUTHEAST REGIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

Dennis W. Bamett

U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers
South Atlantic Division

The Southeast Region of the Coastal America(CA) Partnership is defined as the
areabeginningat the Virginia-North Carolina stateline south to the Florida Keys
along the South Atlantic Coast plus the territories of Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. The coastlineand associated ecosystemsencompassed within the
Southeast Region span a broad geographic rangeand arequite diverse.

The Southeast Regional ImplementationTeam (SERTT) formed in mid-1991.
The SERTT currently has active members representing eleven different Federal
agencies in the Southeastern US with natural resource and infrastructure
responsibilities. After an initial effort to identify projects for immediate
implementation, the SERIT began to develop a longer term operating strategy to
institutionalize this partnershipconcept.

SERTT members perform the following activities on behalf of their agencies:

• DisseminateCA information and guidancewithin theirregionaloffice and
to field representatives of their agency in the SoutheasL

• Facilitate their agency's participation in the formulation and execution of
CA projects.

• Represent their agency's interests, programs,authorities, and constraints as
they relate to CA as an integral member of the SERTT.

A key SERTT objectives is to build an awareness and understandingof the CA
Partnership process among the Federalagencies and with state agencies, local
governments, interest groups, and interestedindividuals. The regionalstrategy
identified specific actions to promote the partnership, develop tools and
techniques to facilitate development of partnershipprojects, expand
communication at all levels regardingCA, and build relationships among
potential partnersto encourage collaborative solutions to coastal problems.

The SERTT has placed priority on projects involving habitat protection and
restoration and has worked to maintain a geographic distribution of projects in
the Southeast to ensure the broadest possible support for and participation in the
CA process. The SERTT has also focused planning efforts on areaswhere
institutional mechanisms are already in place to achieve interagency consensus
on solutions to environmental problems and where potentialprojects have
already been identified. These include National Estuary Programsites,
designated Special Management Areas (SMA) under state coastal zone
management programs, and other similar initiatives.
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The SERTT is actively engaged in the processof identifying potential Coastal
Ecosystem Learning Centers (CELC) in the Southeast Region. Several private
facilities and institutions whose focus is to educate the public on marine and
coastal ecosystems have expressed an interest in CELC designation to the
SERTT. The SERTT is actively working on potentialCELC in Charleston (SQ,
Pompano Beach (FL), and Indian River Lagoon (FL).

Numerous partnership projects have been pursued with the endorsement,
support, and/or leadership of the SERTT. Key examples include:

• Right Whale Protection - The National Marine Fisheries Service, Navy,
Army Corps of Engineers, Coast Guard, state agencies in Georgia and
Florida, environmental interestgroups, and individualcitizens have joined
together in a "grass roots" partnership to protect the North Atlantic right
whale in its calving grounds off the Georgia/north Floridacoast during the
Winter and early Spring months. The primary threatto the right whale is
vessel strikes in an area with heavy commercial shipping and military vessel
activity. The partners gather information on the presence and movement of
right whales in the areaand sharethe information with marinersthrough a
communications network known as the "Early Warning System." The
partners arecontinuously working to improve the system through the use of
more sophisticatedtechnology to locatewhalesand communicate
information.

• Dam Removal in the Neuse River Basin - The Environmental Protection

Agency, Fish and Wildlife Service, state agencies in North Carolina, and
many others worked diligently to overcome a host of legal and institutional
challenges and initiated removal of the Quaker Neck Dam on the Neuse
River in December 1997. The project restores about 75 miles of habitat on
the main stem of the Neuse and 925 miles of tributary streams for
anadromous fish. A contract for the removal of a second dam in the Neuse

system, the Cherry Hospital Dam, was awardedin February 1998.
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Coastal America Northeast Regional Implementation Team

William Hubbard, Chief
Environmental Resources, New England Division, US Army COE

The first few yearsof this Coastal America regional partnership focused on
establishing a structure and process that allows collaboration among federal and
state agencies with coastal programsand stewardshipresponsibilities. Allowing
all processes to be flexible and having very little administrative formalities was
a fundamental principle of the Northeast Regional Implementation Team
(NERTT). This allowed the team members to focus on ecological issues and
projects that areof regional importance. The myriadof existing regional
programs (e.g. National Estuary Programs, Gulf of Maine Program, etc.) gave
the NERTT an advantage of an excellent scientific base and understanding of
regionally significant priorities. In the latterseveral years the team has
continued to implement projectswhile learning each other's program
capabilities. This has generated some very unique partnerships in implementing
ecological restorations. The experiences of other Coastal America regional
teams and the significant support of the National Implementation Team and
principals groups foster an incredible atmosphere of unlimited capabilities.

The NERTT had originally canvassed all northeastagencies to obtain a list of
priority projects. Those projects were examined anddiscussed by all team
members and those agencies programs that were best suited to implementing a
particular projectwere chosen. Additionally, many projects can gain significant
value addedby pooling numerousagency resources. The Galilee(RI) Salt
Marsh Restoration project combined Federal Highway funds, Corps of
Engineers funds and RI Departmentof Environmental Protection funds to
implement a significant restoration effort. The technicalexpertise of EPA and
URI was added as well as staff time in vegetation transplanting. The USFWS
added additional open water channelization and will, working with Ducks
Unlimited, produce an education and outreachcomponent. These are all
significant efforts individually, but collaboratively they represent an
optimizationof state and federal resources in a way that was never envisioned
when the Galilee project was first evaluated.

As projectscontinue to be implemented a more valuable feature of the NERTT
has evolved. The number of people, continuing their own program
responsibilities, that are now familiar with not only the regional priorities (e.g.
salt marsh restoration, eelgrass restoration and anadromous fisheries passage)
but also knowledgeable in numerous agency capabilities has grown
considerably. Even with the changes in staff over time, many agencies are
comfortable in looking to the NERIT as a one stop-shoppinggroup for project
implementation via federal programs. Many of the smaller isolated projects are
now being grouped and clusteredto provideecosystem level restoration. The
Long Island Sound Program, forexample, hasaninventoryof several" hundred
projects that thisNational Estuary needsimplemented. The Coastal America
team membershave grouped the projects by agency programs and the
restoration efforts are now moving forward via NRCS, FWS and Corps
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programs. A large Corps of Engineers General Investigation has been initiated
for the entire sound based on the collaborative support of the Coastal America
agencies.

The increased familiarity the teams aregetting with each others regionalefforts
can be paralleled with the National Implementation Teams examination of
available program tools. There are significant opportunities on a national level
to use the military training exercise for ecological improvements. The US Army
Reserves have implemented a significant coastal sand-plainrestoration project
on the USFWS Ninigret NationalWildlife Refuge. This project provided
valuable training for the Reserve unit andsolved an ecological problemthat had
been unresolved for years.

The NERTT will continue to implement ecological restorationand education
efforts. The process of the entire national Coastal America partnership has
proved highly successful in establishinga cross-agencyefficiency for the
specialized field of implementing improvements to our coastal environments.
Dam removals in Maine using militaryresources arethe next challenge for the
NERTT.
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A LOCALLY-BASED APPROACH TO REDUCING LOSSES TO

NATURAL HAZARDS IN FLORIDA

Stephanie Watson

Abstract

In Florida,coastal counties and municipalities are particularlyvulnerable to the
effects of abrupt naturalhazardevents such as hurricanes and tropical storms.
Ten million of Florida's 14 million residents live in vulnerable coastal areas.

The potential for losses due to the high population concentration in such coastal
areasis staggering. In addition to the disastrous prospectof massive fatalities,
replacing coastalproperties to pre-storm conditionswill simply be too expensive
for the insuranceindustry and the federal government. To reduce these potential
losses, Florida counties and communities need to understand the natural
dynamics of theircoastalareas, planand take action pre-disaster, and build back
better. Local governments arein a prime positionto reducethe potential for
losses in theirjurisdictions and aredeveloping strategies with the supportof the
Florida DepartmentofCommunity Affairs and federal agenciessuch as National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), FederalEmergency
Management Agency (FEMA), and Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Local governmentsare receiving funding and technical assistance to prepare
hazard loss reduction plans. The state is fundingall 67 geographic counties to
complete their local hazardmitigationplansby the year2000. Through the
development of these local mitigationplans,communitiesandcounties will
receive numerous benefits, which include: reducinglosses of life, property,
economic vitality, and natural system functions in theirjurisdictions; facilitating
their receiptof post-disaster funding; achievingother publicgoals such as
protectinghistorical resources; and meeting existing state planning requirements.

Introduction - The Problem

In its coastal areas, Florida has much to lose from the effects of natural hazards
such as hurricanes and tropical storms-specifically: lives, property, economic
vitality, and natural system functions.

Lives:

With 80%of its current population, 14million people, livingwithinten miles of
the coast,Florida has a staggering fatality risk to coastal hazards (Florida
Department ofCommunityAffairs, 1997). Evacuation clearance timesare
constantly rising ascoastal populations increase. Florida's residential population
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is increasing about 23% per year (University of Florida, 1996). Evacuation
clearance times for a moderateCategory3 hurricane range for each coastal
countyranges from 9 (e.g., Flagler County) to 40 hours (e.g., Monroe County)
(Florida Department of Community Affairs, 1996). With over43 million visitors
to Florida in 1996, the heavytourist population further exacerbates the fatality
risk (Florida Tourist Industry MarketingCorporation, 1997)

Property:

In Florida, coastal residential properties havea highinsured value. In 1996,
residential exposure in Florida's coastal counties wasover$630billion (Florida
State Board of Administration, 1996).Commercial properties in coastal areas
have an estimated insurance value of $550 billion (Insurance Research Council
andthe Insurance Institute for Property LossReduction, 1995). This valuable
inventory is located in areas mostvulnerable to theeffects of coastal hazards.

Economic Vitality:

Florida's economy is hinged on its 8400milesof varied coastline. Beaches
provide some of thegreatest revenue-with $9.7 billion contributed annually to
thestate economy (Florida Tourist Industry Marketing Corporation, 1997).
Commercial residential properties, particularly high rise condominiums onthe
beachfront are heavy contributors to thelocal taxbase. Ports, recreational
marinas, waterfront restaurants, bars, andshoppingareas arealsomajor
economic engines that depend ontheir coastal location. These economic
resources are atgreat riskof business disruption ordestruction from hurricanes
and tropical storms.

Natural Svstem Functions:

Inaddition to providing beautiful scenery for residents and visitors and
enhancing the economy, coastal areas contain fragile, important natural systems
suchasestuaries, wetlands, beaches and dunes, maritime forests, and
floodplains. Thesenatural systems provide protection from storm surge,
flooding, wind, and erosion from abrupt coastal storms as well as from continual
natural processes such assea level rise and wave action. These natural systems
have always been impacted by natural hazards and have adapted to them. If left
undeveloped and permitted to function in their dynamic manner, these
interconnected natural systemscan protect acommunitybetterthan any
structural solution like a seawall. In addition to coastal hazard protection, these
natural systems provide habitat for birds and commercially-important cmstacean,
fish, and shellfish species, assure water supply bystoring water for acquifer
recharge, enhance water quality by acting as natural filters, provide open space
for recreation, and provide public access to the coast
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The problem lies in the fact that coastal developmenthas diminished the natural
systems' ability to provide these functions. One of the primaryeffects of heavy
developmentin dynamic, sensitivecoastal areas is the increasedpotential for
natural hazard events to result in disasters. Developmentinvolves habitat loss,
habitatfragmentation, waterqualityimpairment, lossof waterstoragecapacity
with development of floodplains and wetlands, loss ofdunes and natural seaside
vegetation,beach alteration, and loss of maritime forest With its population
concentrated in the areas most vulnerable to the effects of coastal hazards and

the coast's natural mitigation functions diminished by this development,Florida
is primed for the most costly disasters ever. The costs will continue to be
incurred by natural systems and will also involvehumanfatalities, property loss,
and economic devastation.

A Proposed Solution

The Florida Department of Community Affairs (DCA), with its Divisions of
Emergency Management, Housing and CommunityDevelopment Resource
Planning and Management and the Florida Coastal Management Program, is
responsiblefor protecting all of these coastal community attributes. The
Departmentis currently undertakinga numberof complementary initiatives in an
attemptto reducepotential lossesto natural hazards. The LocalMitigation
Strategy is the center of these initiatives. The other Departmentprograms
related to hazardmitigation includethe Residential Construction Mitigation
Program, the Governor's Building Codes Study Commission, the Resource
IdentificationStrategy, and the Divisionof Emergency Management'sPublic
Officials' Conferences.

The Local Mitigation Strategy fLMS)

The Local Mitigation Strategy programis a fundamental Departmenteffort to
encourage local governments to reduce their losses to hazards. The LMS is a
comprehensivedocument that local governments voluntarilydevelop to guide
their daily and post-disasteractivities with the goal of reducing losses of life,
property, economic revenue, and natural system functions to the effects of hazard
events.

The LMS program acknowledges that the primary role of preventing losses rests
with local governments. In Florida, local governments adopt and enforce land
use regulations and building codes. Local staff can also best identify their
community vulnerabilities, target the most appropriate mitigation initiatives to
address these vulnerabilities, and engage the public to ensure community support
when tough decisions need to be made to preventfuture losses.
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The advantages ofdeveloping a LMS arenumerous. Inaddition toreducing
losses to lives, property, economic vitality, and natural system functions, the
development ofa LMS will help a local government recover and receive post-
disaster funding faster, enhance post-disaster decision-making, meet existing
planning requirements, achieve other community goals such asprotecting water
quality, educate thecommunity ontheimportance ofhazard mitigation, and
inform citizens of steps theycan take to supporttheseefforts.

The LocalMitigation Strategy-What are the local and state rolesin its
development?

The local role:

Local governments wishing to participate inthe LMS program contract with
DCA to follow theprocess of developing a LMS as outlined intheDepartment
publication, The Local Mitigation Strategy: AGuidebookforFlorida Cities and
Counties. The guidelines emphasize that the local government role isprimary.
According tothe LMS Guidebook, a local government should dothe following:

• develop aworking group ofemergency managers, planners, building officials,
public works staff, etc. tobethe core and guide local loss reduction efforts;

• engage other governmental entities, businesses, and the public;
• identify and integrate community hazard mitigation goals from existing local

documents (e.g., growth management policies, theemergency management plan,
building codes, and storrawater management ordinances);

• identify and maphazards to which thecommunity is susceptible;
• assess the community's vulnerabilities;
• propose initiatives toreduce tosses (pre- and post-disaster initiatives; structural

initiatives suchasnewdrainage projects ornon-structural solutions suchasa land
acquisition program);

• develop evaluation criteria and procedures for theLMS toensure itcontinues to
reflect changing conditions and priorities within thecommunity,

• adoptandimplementthe LMS

During thedevelopment of the LMS, local governments decide how these
guidelines best fit the circumstances and characteristics particular to their
community.

The state role:

The state role issupportive. The Department isproviding funding and technical
assistance toany local government volunteering toenter a contract with the state
todevelop a Local Mitigation Strategy according to the criteria inthe DCA
publication. The Local Mitigation Strategy: AGuidebookfor Florida Cities and
Counties. All470Florida local governments areeligible to receive funding
fromthestate. This funding consists of monies fromtheFederalEmergency
Management Agency (Hazard Mitigation Grant Program and Flood Mitigation
Assistance Program Funds), theNational Oceanic and Atmospheric
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Housing and Urban Development(Community DevelopmentBlock Grant
Supplemental funds for Hurricane Opal), Department of Energy (escrow charges
for the states),and the FloridaEmergency Management Preparedness and
Assistance Trust Fund.

The state is alsoacquiring datafromThe Arbiter of Storms (TAOS) computer
model. The Department will use thisdata to compilelocal risk analyses for
tropical cyclone hazards and will provide thelocaldata andriskanalyses to each
local government to incorporate in thehazard identification andvulnerability
assessment component of theirLMS. DCAis continuing to produce additional
technical assistance materials for localgovernments such as the Hazard
Identification and Vulnerability Assessment Supplement. In the field, DCA staff
travel to local workinggroup meetings to listento theirconcernsand try to
resolve any problems.

Early Findings Through the LMS Process

SinceFloridaonly has 12 localgovernments thatare developing LMSunderan
executedcontract DCA is still in the earlyphasesof the LMSprogram.
However, the Department is learningthe following:

• Local governments varywidelyin termsof theirresources, capabilities, and
hazard vulnerabilities andthusin theeffectiveness of particular mitigation
initiatives. For example, insomecounties where public lands orealready
prevalent andtax revenueis particularly limited,landacquisition programs may
not be a feasible lossreduction technique.

• Citizensin coastal communities often fail to understand thedynamics of coastal
systems andthe importanceof hazard mitigation. Citizens alsounderestimate
theirrisks from living inhazardous coastal areas. A broader coastal dynamics
and hazards education campaign couldaddress this.

• Locals favor structural mitigation initiatives suchasstormwater drainage
projectsovernon-structural solutions suchas minimum lot size requirements
for development in hazardous areas. Itmaybethatthestructural strategies offer
moreofa short-term benefitandareappealing becausethey aretangible.

• Directingdevelopment from coastal hazardareasis unpopularwith local
governments. This mayseemlikeanobviousstatement, but the real question
is, "why?* The immediateansweris, "Coastal development is the primary
contributor to our local tax base". However, how much does it cost to develop,
maintain, and redevelop services post-storm in these highly volatile coastal
areas?This cost-of-coastal-development informationneeds to be available to
local decision-makers.

• Generally,businesses arenot very active in the LMS process. DCA is
developing a brochurewith suggestionson how localgovernmentscan
successfully engagebusiness interestsin the LMS process.

• The success of the local working group is heavily-dependanton the group
leader. If the groupleaderis enthusiasticand able to rallysupport from a broad
rangeof localinterests,the LMS development processis enhanced.

• The data available for assessing vulnerabilities to inland flooding and storm
surge is often outdated and inconsistently determined. As such, this datadoes
not providea goodbasis formitigation planning. In part, DCA is tryingto
address this issue through purchasingthe data from an enhanced storm hazard
model called The Arbiter of Storms (TAOS) for local governments to use.
Immediate post-stormempiricaldatacollectioncould augment the modeling
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information.Dataneedscouldalsobe met by usingcommunity knowledge
about past disasters.

• Community members havevery detailed knowledgeaboutareas thathave been
historically impactedby hazard events.

• Inconsistencies in stale(Rori(laDepartment of Envirc«mental Protection)!^
federal (National FloodInsurance Program) building codes and standardsthat
applyto coastal areas confuselocal buildingofficials. DCA is tryingto address
thisby workingon a technical bulletin toexplainthe differentstateand federal
programs. The state is alsomeetingwith federal agenciesto ensurecode
compatibilityin coastal areas in Florida.

• Localgovernmentparticipation in the LMS program processwill increase if the
Stateprovides a formal tie withpost-disaster recovery cost-share requirements.
If the State rewardsthose localgovernments that implement mitigation now by

covering the local governments' cost-share requirements aftera disaster occurs,
local governments willbe moreanxious to participate. •

• DCA needsto develop measurable criteria thatlocal governments canuse to
document theirsuccessat reducing the potential for futurelossesin their
jurisdictions.

As noted, theseare earlylessons for Florida. Future contracts with the
remaining local governments are likelyto provide more lessons. However,
Florida is making a step in the rightdirection - promoting mitigation at the
government levelwhere decision-making actually occurs and where people can
participate to protect theircommunities.
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EXPANDING THE USE OF GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
FOR COASTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN CALIFORNIA:

A Progress Report

Gregory M. Benoit

Introduction

Spatial data for geographic information systems (GIS) are being developed by
many local, state, and federal government agencies along the California coast
and the San Francisco Bay Area in order to better manage coastal resources in
California. Decision makers are recognizing the usefulness of GIS tools for
analyzing and balancing the natural resources with urban land use issues. For
example, a GIS based approach is considered necessary to effectively quantify,
understand and address the cumulative impacts of development on coastal
resources. In addition to policy making, land-use court cases are increasingly
requiring regulatory decisions to be based on sound, defensible scientific
information. Evidence suggests that an easily accessible and coordinated GIS
are now necessary to effectively manage coastal resources in California.
Continued development of coordinated GIS and'its data are essential to the
future of California's coastal management program.

The California Coastal Commission, San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission, CaliforniaState Coastal Conservancy, and California
State Lands Commission, in partnership with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's Coastal Services Center, have initiated a joint
project to develop an interagency coastal resource management GIS. The
project entitled California Coastal Resource Management Geographic
Information System (CRMGIS) will develop a strategy to coordinate and
accelerate the rate at which GIS technology and GIS data are integrated into the
regulatory and planning activities undertaken by California's coastal zone
managementagencies. The coherent strategy being developed by the CRMGIS
project is essential to establish an institutionalized, cross-jurisdictional, multi-
agency program and expand the use of GIS in coastal resource management

During the first year of the two year project extensive research and agency
interviews has identified several technical, political, legal, informational and
institutional barriers to the developmentand implementation of appropriate GIS
for improved coastal resource decision making. During this reconnaissance
study, antecedents to successful data exchange have been identified with the
anticipated result of expanded use of GIS, effective GIS data exchange, and
interagency cooperation and commitment (Figure 1). Through the investigation
of some of the common barriers to the expanded use of GIS, recommendations
have been formulated which address the following: 1) internal changes needed
within each agency; 2) incentives for interagency cooperation; and 3) and
institutional arrangements needed to facilitate expanded use of GIS. Based on
these recommendations, a comprehensive strategy to overcome the technical and
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institutional obstacles and improve and expand the use of GIS is being
developedduring the second year.

Figure 1: Antecedents and Consequences of sharing geographic information.
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common barriers to the expanded use of GIS, recommendations have been
formulated which address the following: 1) internal changes needed within each
agency; 2) incentives for interagency cooperation; and 3) and institutional
arrangements needed to facilitate expanded use of GIS. Based on these
recommendations, a comprehensive strategy to overcome the technical and
institutional obstacles and improve and expand the use of GIS is being
developed during the second year.

Current State of GIS Use

Theability to use GIS for integrated coastal resource management is hampered
byinstitutional andtechnical problems. Forexample, most GIS being developed
do not cover the entire natural system that needs to be managed (e.g., watershed
or coastal bluff system), and are instead often limited to an individual political
jurisdictionwithin that system. Often,even whenappropriate data is available, it
is not easilyaccessible in a formusable to a non-technical staffmaking planning
and regulatory recommendations to decision makers. Furthermore, planningand
regulatorystaff are often unawareof the availabilityand usefulnessof this data.

For mostlocal governments and many state and federal agencies, there is rarely
the institutional capability or adequate fiscal and staff resources to pursue
coordinated, larger-than-local GISdevelopment. Agencies that have managed to
undertake regional efforts have been hampered by the lack of consistent
standards for data access, data formats and metadata structure. For spatial data
to be useable, such standards must be established. Pacific Coast and the San
Francisco Bay Area resource agencies suffer from poor data access. While
various efforts to increase data access are presently underway, an operational
system to make this information available in an easy-to-use electronic form to
local,state and federalcoastal zonemanagers is still lacking.

Technical advances and reduced cost for hardware and software have increased
the feasibility of using GIS to improve coastal resource management
California's coastal zone management agencies have pursued both independent
and cooperative projects to increase the availability, usefulness, and integration
of GIS data, advancing the long term visionof GIS infrastructurethroughout the
entire coastal zone. However, the ability of coastal management agencies to
solve the institutional and technical problems is severely constrained by budget
and staff limitations. The limited staff is mainly focused on an agency's
mandated planning and regulatory activities, while the specific grant funded
tasks result in more progressive GIS efforts on a "time available" basis.

Many important lessons for improving the use of GIS in coastal management are
being learned from prototype data integration efforts currently underway at key
locations along California's coast and in the San Francisco Bay Area. Not
surprisingly, technical concerns are often less significant barriers to GIS data
sharing than the political, legal, and institutional obstacles. Use of proprietary
programs, the desire to generate revenues or achieve cost recovery, intellectual
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property issues, and the absence of coordinated working relationships between
agencies are some primary barriers to the expanded use of GIS in coastal
resource management. Furthermore, inaccessibility to the wealth of existing
digitized coastal resource data by local, state, and federal government agencies,
in addition to the lack of a comprehensive inventory and characterization of
existing GIS data sources and GIS activities, is preventing regional data sharing
and the development of GIS based tools for coastal management.

• FacilitateExpanded Use of GIS

• Coordinate and Accelerate GIS Data

Exchange

• Establish Interagency Cooperation and
Commitment

• Common Data

Guidelines

• Common Data

Formats

• Common Metadata

Structure

• Common Data

Access

• Institutional

Commitment and

Cooperation

• Priority Setting
Exercises

Figure 2: Goals and Objectives of the CRMGIS Project.

The CRMGIS Strategy

In response to the barrierspreventing GISdata exchange thatare outlined above,
a comprehensive strategy has been developed to expand the use of GIS data
among the participating agencies. This strategy highlights six main objectives
identified as important Determinants, or goals, of successful data exchange
(Figure 2).

• Data Guidelines: The establishment of data collection guidelines is
essential for ensuring compatible data development which can be shared.
Requirements such as file type, geo-location reference information, file
sizes, data organization, and metadata structures have been identified as
important factors that determinedata compatibility. With the establishment
of data collection guidelines, agencies can insure that information
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produced by contract is compatible not only with their own GIS, but also
with partner agency GIS.

Data Formats: Recommendations have been made on required data
formats. The participating agencies have decided to use Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI) software products. These include
ArcINFO, ArcView, and ArcCAD. The project is also supporting
AutoCAD software as well. As part of the data collection guidelines, file
types that are supported by the above software applicationsare requiredas a
final product These file types have been established as the standard to
insure compatibility with each participating agency's GIS.

Metadata Guidelines: The CRMGIS has established metadata guidelines
for documenting GIS data sets. The CRMGIS metadata requirements
provide descriptive documentation about data that is created by or for the
partner agencies. The CRMGIS metadata requirements are compliant with
Federal Geographic Data Committee guidelines, as well as other State-wide
efforts in California. Federallycompliant metadataare essential, providing
a common set ofcriteria to determinefitness ofdata for a proposed use.

Data Access: As part of the CRMGIS project, Internet based tools have
been developed to support the free exchange of GIS data among the
partnering agencies. Users are able post information on the existing
CRMGIS Data Exchange web site, as well as to download other GIS data
and related information. Additionally, Internetmappingcapabilities such as
basic cartographic output and view analysis queries has been built into the
CRMGIS data exchange site. Again, GIS data has little utility if it is not
easily available to staff. Users are able to post, download, and view GIS
data via the Internet.

Institutional Arrangements: Perhaps the most important component of a
coordinated GIS data access program is the institutional arrangements that
facilitate coordinated data exchange. As part of the CRMGIS project a
Memorandum of Agreement has been drafted between the partner agencies
to address the political, legal, and institutional obstacles baring free GIS
data exchange. This agreement establishes the institutional structure and
commitment necessary for continued, cooperative GIS data development
and exchange.

Implementation Activities: Pilot projects have been completed that serve
as examples of the strategy laid forth as part of the CRMGIS project In
particular, two aerial photograph flight line indexes have been developed
with the intention of providing available photograph frame center point
information to coastal managers. These flight line projects have been
developed for 1996 photographs of the San Francisco Bay Area and 1997
photographs of the California outer coast (Figure 3). These pilot projects
are examples ofhow to develop a project using the established guidelines
for data creation and organization, data format, metadata documentation
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requirements as well as providing for easy data access. They represent
examples of thefinal products envisioned when the CRMGIS strategy has
been implemented infull.

Figure 3: Example of Implementation Activity.This image represents examples of the final products
envisioned when the CRMGIS strategy has been implemented in full. In this example, users are
able to select a aerial photograph framecenter point (dot) which identifies photograph information
and ordering instructions.
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Conclusion

The intent of the CRMGIS project is to develop a strategy to coordinate and
accelerate the rate atwhich GIS technology is integrated into theregulatory and
planning activities of the participating state coastal zone management agencies.
The coherent strategy being developed by the CRMGIS project is essential to
establish an institutionalized, cross-jurisdictional, multi-agency program and
expand the use of GIS in coastal resource management A strategy for
overcoming the technical, political, legal, informational and institutional barriers
to the development and implementation of GIS for improved coastal resource
decision making hasbeencompleted. The strategy provides the foundation for a
institutionalized, cross-jurisdictional, multi-agency program that will expand the
useofGIS in California's coastal resource management

The next significant step to insure successful coordination among the
participants is to implement the proposed strategy into the institutional
framework of each agency. One of the more challenging steps in this process
will be identifying financial and personnel resource requirements necessary to
carry out the strategy and insure continued coordination among partners. An
additional valuable step is to establish opportunities for collaboration with
external partners. Through continued cooperation and commitment to the
objectives set forth as part of the CRMGIS project expanded use of GIS and
effective GIS data exchangewill be secured.

Greg Benoit NOAA Coastal Management Fellow
CRMGIS ProjectManager
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA, 94105-2219
Ph: (415) 904-5298
Fax: (415) 904-5400
Email: gbenoit@coastalcomm.ca.gov
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RESTORATION OF COASTAL HABITATS AND SPECIES IN THE
GULF OF MAINE;

A REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Christopher Cornelisenand Susan Snow-Cotter

Abstract

Projects aimed at restoring degraded habitats and associated species to offset
cumulative impacts are on the rise. In addition, restoration through permitted
mitigation remains a common form of impact compensation along developing
coastlines. Sufficient information has not historically been compiled to
adequately track these projects, notonly toassist with future project
implementation, but for project evaluation. The absence ofbaseline data,
inconsistencies in data collection, and lackof spatial data, has inhibited regional
and long-term evaluation of restoration projects. Forover a year, information on
habitat and species restoration projects throughout the GulfofMaine has been
collected andorganized as partof a Gulfof Maine Council initiative.
Information specific to individual restoration projects, as well as information on
evaluative methodologies, may befound ona GulfofMaine restoration website.
At this website, individuals willhaveaccess to finalproducts including a final
report, articles, fact sheet, contact directory, bibliography, and a database that
contains informationon coastal wetlandrestorationprojects. The database was
the primary focus of the project described here and was developed to improve
information exchange among managers, scientists, and consultants, and to
document past, present, and potential restoration projects. Information inthe
database isproject-specific and includes location, work involved, current habitat
conditions, costs, funding sources, and contacts. Thedatabase currently contains
descriptive information and could befurther adapted toinclude spatial data and
datafroma consistent monitoring program for long-term evaluation of
ecological success.

Introduction

Habitat restoration, a developing science, is increasingly employed inaneffort to
reverse degradation ofnatural resources. Inthe GulfofMaine (from Cape Cod
toCape Sable, Nova Scotia), hundreds ofprojects involve the restoration ofsalt
marshes, seagrass beds, or tidal flats. Many other projects aimto restore
populations ofcoastal species, including anadromous fish, seabirds and
waterfowl. These projects, whether considered successes or failures, must be
documented notonly to assist with future project implementation and to learn
from past experiences, butforlong-term evaluation of ecological success.

The goal ofthis project is to increase the effectiveness ofcoastal habitat and
species restoration in theGulfof Maine byexpanding coordination and
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facilitating informationexchange amongindividuals, agencies,and
non-governmental organizations active in the restorationof coastal habitat and
associated species. Objectives for the projectareto (1) collect project-specific
information on the majority of potential, current, and completed coastal habitat
and species restoration projects, (2) distribute information in various formats,
includinga database availableon the Internet, (3) provide informationon
effective restoration techniques andevaluativemethodologies,and (4) provide a
unique regional perspective on coastalhabitatand species restoration.

Background

This project is being conducted for the Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine
Environment, a collaborative organization formed by the states and provinces of
the Gulf (Massachusetts,New Hampshire, Maine, New Brunswick, and Nova
Scotia) that strives to maintain and enhance environmental quality. Efforts to
date have involved the collection, organization, and dissemination of information
on coastalhabitatand species restoration. Initially, the primaryobjective was to
evaluate the effectiveness ofhabitatandspecies restoration projectsgulf-wide.
While investigatingthis enormous task, aneven more importantand necessary
first step was identified, which was the need to collect and provide baseline
information. During preliminary investigations, no one person, or source, could
addressany of the following questions on a regionalscale:

What is the status ofrestoration in the GulfofMaine?

Where are past, present, and potentialrestoration projects?
In what ways are government and non-government organizations
involved?

How are projects being evaluated?
Are projects being evaluated for long-term ecological success?
Are restoration projects successful, and if so, which types of projects
are most effective?

Information was compiled to address these and other questions pertaining to
habitatand species restoration. While compiling information, it became
immediately apparent that the interpretation ofcommonly used terms varies
considerably. To preventdiscrepancies, the termrestoration for this projectwas
defined rather loosely to refer to the various ways in which humans are altering
the existing environment in an effort to reduce ecological deficits. More focused
definitions are used to differentiate among specific types of projects. These are
as follows:

Habitat restoration: Efforts to return a habitat to a close approximation of its
condition priorto disturbance(National Research Council, 1991).
Habitat creation: Efforts to construct a habitat in an area where it did not

previously exist
Habitat enhancement: Efforts to improve an existing function and/or value of a
habitat

Habitat management. Efforts to manage a habitat for such things as mosquito
control or flood protection which may result in restoration of habitat functions.
Open MarshWater Managementis anexample of habitatmanagement
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Species restoration: Efforts to restore historic populations of selected species in
areas where they formerly existed and/orcurrentlyexist
Compensatory Mitigation: Compensating for unavoidable adverse impacts through
the restoration, creation, or enhancement of natural resources.
Proactive restoration: Efforts to restore a degraded habitat to offset historical and
cumulative impacts ratherthan compensate for a permitted impact

Collection, Organization, and Dissemination of Information

Various typesof information werecollected for thisproject including data on
contacts (e.g. consultants, researchers, managers),bibliographic references, and
existingevaluative methodologies. Specific informationwas collected for
current or completed projects that have involved the restoration, creation,
enhancement,or managementof habitats adjacent to and/or part of the coastline
that is influenced by marine processes (Figure 1). These habitats include habitat
for waterfowl (freshwater impoundments in Canada), seagrass, tidal marshes,
tidal flats, and dunes. Information on potential projects was also collected for
assistancewith future project implementation and for mitigationbanking
programs. In addition to data on coastal habitat restorationprojects, information
on the restoration of species, including seabirds and anadromous fish, was also
collected.

Contact

Information

Bibliographic
references

Information Collected

Evaluative

Methodologies

Protect Information I

r1Species Habitat

1 I 1

Seabirds
Anadromous

Fish
Seagrasses Tidal

mushes
Flats Dunes

|
iFreshwater Impoundments

1
1

Instream | Fishways | | Stocking

1
Hydrology Vegetation Dredge

/fill
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Figure 1: Organizational chart showing categories for which information was collected.
*OMWM=Open Marsh Water Management

Information was collected over eighteen months through personal discussions
with professionals throughout the five jurisdictions, including researchers,
managers, and consultants. Additional information was collected through use of
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hard copy and electronic forms, access to permit files at various federal and
state/provincialagencies, site visits, and technicalreports (Table 1).

CATEGORY FIELD(S)

Site name and location

Project code, project title, other names,
town/city, watershed, coordinates, topographic
map, directions to site.

Site description

Historical site description, habitat type,
dominant vegetation, surrounding land uses,
land owners), land managers), cause of
degradation.

Project phase and work
description

Project goal(s), project status, work description,
acreage, begin/end date, contractor, permit
information.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Types ofdata collected before and after work is
conducted, data source, related reports, studies,
and plans, monitoring and evaluation methods,
current habitat conditions.

Additional information

Organizations involved, education programs,
funding sources, cash costs, in kind costs,
volunteer involvement, lessons
learned/comments.

Contact information
Organization, address, phone, fax, email, area
of expertise.

Table 1: Types of information collected for specific restoration projects.

All information collected is posted on a Gulf of Maine restoration website.
The website is a component of the Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine
Environment's homepage (gulfofmaine.org), whichserves as a regional
clearinghouse for environmental information and data. Information on
specificcoastal wetland projects wasentered into a database using Microsoft
Access™. The database, entitled the GulfofMaine Coastal Wetland
Restoration Database, may be downloaded from the website. Information on
seabird projects and anadromous fish projects may be found in the final report
posted on the website but is not included in the database.

Findings

Numbers and acreage of underway and completed restoration projects for
which information was collected is shown in Table 2. Brief descriptions of
restoration activities throughout the Gulf ofMaine are provided below.

Tidal marsh- mitigationThese projects are often the least cost effective,
especially those that involve habitatcreation. For example, it cost Logan
Airport in Boston $772,000 to create a 1.3 acre salt marsh (Louis Berger &
Assoc., 1997). These projects often providevaluable informationon
effective restoration techniques and lessons learned. Datashowsthat fewof
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these projects are tracked and evaluated on a long-term basis and reveals the
need for more rigorous tracking programs to enforce compliance.

Project type Number of projects by Jurisdiction Total

projects

Total

acres

MA NH ME NB NS

Tidal marsh -

mitigation
24 5 8 0 0 37 134

Tidal marsh -

proactive
25 9 5 0 0 39 1707

Tidal flat 1 0 3 0 0 4 12.8

Seagrass 1 2 0 0 0 3 10

Dunes NA NA NA 0 0 NA NA

Freshwater

impoundments
0 0 0 61 46 107 18005

Seabird habitat 1 1 10 0 0 12 609

Anadromous fish

habitat

NA NA 8 18 11 37 52«

Table 2: Number and acreageof coastal habitatand species restorationprojects for which
information was collected as of March 1998. Projectsindicated areunderway or complete.
Acreage doesnot imply that the numberof acres shown were"successfully" restored. NA=Not
availableat this time. 'Acreage only representsprojects in Canada.

Tidal marshes - proactive Proactive initiatives are becoming numerous and
areoften the most cost effective, primarily becausemany deal with restoration
of tidal flow. By replacing a culvert, or installing a self-regulating tide gate,
large numbers of acres of tidal marsh habitat can be restored at minimal cost.
Forexample, a SOacre salt marsh project in Rye, New Hampshire, was
completed at a cost of $40,000 (Louis Berger & Assoc.,ul997).

Tidal flats and seagrass Although low in number, projects involving the
restoration and/or creation of tidal flats and submerged seagrass exist. One
experimentalseagrass projecthasbeen conducted in Massachusetts, while
severalseagrass and tidal flat restoration projectshave been conducted in
New Hampshire's Great Bay Estuary.

Dunes Dune restoration projectsextend from Cape Cod to southernMaine.
Most dune projects arevery smallin size and go undetected since they are
often planted andmaintained with the permission of the local conservation
commission and without the need of a state or federal permit Several larger
projectsinvolving the constructionof sacrificial dunes have been conducted in
coastal communities such as Duxbury, MA. These projects are primarily for
stormprotection rather than habitat restoration andhavenot beenincluded in
this project thus far.

Freshwaterimpoundments Land acquisition, water-level management,
vegetationcontrol, and impoundment constructionis conducted as a means of
increasing wetland habitat in Canada. Projects aim to increase waterfowl
numbers and freshwater wetland habitat on unused agriculturaldikelands.
These lands may not be reverted to salt marsh due to existing infrastructure and
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the need for flood protection. Over 100 constructed wetlands fall within the
Gulf of Maine Watershed. Work is conductedby DucksUnlimitedCanada and
partners within the Eastern Habitat Joint Venture (Howell et al., 1991).

Seabirds Projects are underway to restore seabird populations on ten Maine
islands, includingMatinicus Rock, Strattonand Bluff Islands, Jenny Island,
Seal Island, Eastern Egg Rock, Metinic Island, Ship Island, Petit Manan Island,
and Machias Seal Island, the Isles ofShoals (White and Seavey Islands) in
New Hampshireand Monomoy Island in Massachusetts. The formation of the
Gulfof Maine Seabird Working Group has encouraged Gulf-wide
collaborations to inventory and successfully restore seabird populations.

Anadromous fish Projects aiming to restore anadromous fish populations
through habitat restoration in the U.S. focus on a select number of rivers.
Projects are underway on the Merrimack River in Massachusetts and New
Hampshire, and twelvesignificant rivers in Maine, includingthe Aroostook, St
Croix, Dennys, East Machias, Machias, Pleasant, Narraguagus, Union,
Penobscot,Ducktrap,Sheepscot, Kennebec, Androscoggin, and Saco. Projects
expanded since 1996 include eight projects funded through the recently formed
Maine Atlantic Salmon Watersheds Collaborative. It can be expected, with the
drafting of the Maine Atlantic Salmon ConservationPlan and the petition to list
the Atlantic salmon as an endangeredspecies, that the numberof projects will
increase. In Canada, federal and provincialgovernmentagencies collaborate
with non-government organizations to restore salmon habitat on tributaries of
the St John, Petitcodiac, Kennebecasis, and Annapolisrivers. Work has
primarily involvedinstreamrestorationof streamchannelsto provide spawning
habitat

Evaluationand monitoring Several collaborativeeffortsare underwayto
identify, evaluate and prioritize potential sites for habitat restoration using
methods developed in Massachusetts, Maine, and New Hampshire. In
addition, consistent monitoring protocols are being developed on the state level
in New Hampshire and Massachusetts to track and evaluate the effectiveness of
restoration projects. Historically, there has been a considerable lack of
monitoring data and inconsistency in monitoringmethods. The need to
monitor restoration projects in a consistent manner and the need to develop a
database to store data has been identified repeatedly by individuals and
organizations throughout the Gulf ofMaine.

Future Development

Future development of the Coastal Wetland Restoration Database could
include integration of spatial data and data for prioritizing potential restoration
projects. This type of database has been developed for the Massachusetts
Wetland Restoration and Banking Program and is being used to track and
prioritize projects for restoration, assistwith interagency coordination, and
disseminate information to the community. Potential projects are prioritized
based on ecological, societal, and practical considerations.
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In New Hampshire, the New Hampshire Coastal Program is developingand
integrating a consistent monitoring program for state funded restoration
projects. It is estimated that the monitoring program will keep costs to less
than $3,000 for grantapplicants, enabling and encouragingcollection of
long-termdata. The Gulf of Maine database could be further developed to
include consistent monitoring data for long-term evaluation of restoration
projects. In addition, the scope of the database could be expandedto include
restoration of freshwater wetlands and shellfish habitat.
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DYNAMIC ESTUARY MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

(DEMIS):DEVELOPING A GIS FOROREGON'S COASTAL ESTUARIES

Chad Nelsen

Abstract

Oregon's system for managing estuaries and estuarine shorelands has been
successful in reducing use conflicts. However, it is based on dated estuarine
habitat data, and therefore may not provide adequate and continued protection
for important coastal resources. Given the age of the existing database, decisions
pertaining to habitat restoration cannot be confidently based on the data. Other
estuarine management decisions are open to question, because the data and
information used in making estuary and shoreland management decisions is
housed in several different agencies and new informationpertaining to resource
uses is becoming available but is not integrated into decision-makingprocesses.

The DEMIS was established as a pilot project using Coos Bay estuary and
watershed to build an information system to improve access to scientific data
both by aggregatingavailable data and assemblingit in a Geographic
Information System (GIS). The projects goals are to conserve and restore
estuarine habitat; mitigate for adverse estuarine effects from development;
employ the best available scientific information for making coastal resource
management decisions; and improve communication among local, state and
federal agencies with estuary managementresponsibilities.

To accomplish these goals, a steering committee made of local, state, and federal
managers identified priority issues and data needs. A web page was developed to
promote communication among steering committee members and facilitate the
sharing ofdata and other relevant information. The web page includes a data
guide for source information for the project, metadata for available GIS layers,
and relevant tools and information regarding the use of GIS in coastal and
estuarine management It will also be used to facilitate transfer of new data
layers as they come online.

Over 100 GIS data layers for the Coos Bay watershed have been collected to
provide up to date access to scientific data and information relevant to the Coos
watershed. This data will be made available to local, state & federal managers on
a CD which will include the GIS data, metadata, ArcView projects, ArcExplorer
(free GIS viewing software) and other information relevant to the Coos
watershed.

With an initial data collection phase completed, the DEMIS project intends to
focus on integratingthe system in Coos Bay throughtraining and local
workshops, establishing a local GIS coordinator in Coos Bay, and improving
access to GIS data by developing internet mapping capability
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Introduction

The goal of the Dynamic Estuary ManagementInformation System (DEMIS) is
to aid estuarine and watershed management decision making by aggregating and
improving access to data and information for local coastal communities and
managers in Oregon. The DEMIS concept is motivated by a fragmentation of
information related to Oregon'sestuariessince the 1980'swhenestuary
management plans weredeveloped.The pilot DEMIS project is contributingto
this goal in several ways. By establishing a framework for data collection,
storage and use within Oregon's Coastal - Ocean Management Program which is
transferable to local communities, the pilot DEMIS intends to create a
information system structure which will be compatible up and down the coast of
Oregon. The pilot DEMIS is also outlining a process for establishing a local
informationsystem while simultaneously developing a prototype in the Coos
Bay watershed. The establishment of the DEMIS framework and process will
initiate the process for improving the availability of scientific information for
estuary resource management

Framework

The DEMIS framework is a model for data collection, storage and use of GIS or
"geospatiaPdata. The goal of the framework is to create a series of local
information systems which are unique to each locale while maintaining
consistency in design up and down the coast The DEMIS framework includes
guidelines for the following:

Integration (with local, state and federal, NGO GIS efforts):

National Spatial DataInfrastructure

Oregon Geographic Information System Plan

County cadastralstandards

Intcrrain Pacific's Bioregional Information System

Data Collection:

Developing a process forsystem development (See below).

Use ofexisting Stateand Federal standards for geospatialdatawhere
appropriate.

Establishing a metadatareferenceguide available on the Internet

Datastorage:

Storing data in both Arclnfo and Shape file format

Developing a database, for tracking data, which is compatible other regional
GIS projects.

Developinga consistentdatastorageconvention fordata managers and users.

Data Use:

Identifying and experimenting with tools for use of the data (ArcView.
ArcExplorer,

ArcView InternetMap Server,Map Objects).

Developmentof trainingprograms in the use ofGIS.

Developing applications to ease the use ofGIS for local managers.
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Demonstrating the potential for GIS to improve coastal management decision
making.

DEMIS Process

By documenting theprocess for creation of the DEMIS-Coos Bay pilot, wehope
tooutline a strategy for thedevelopment of future DEMIS projects inOregon's
other coastal estuaries. The process for designing a local coastal management
information system comes in a large part from the formal database design
process developed by ESRI, the makers of Arclnfo and ArcView. This processes
has been modified to accommodate some limitations of theDEMIS project The
DEMIS-Coos Bay pilot has a broad audiencewith a multitude of users and
issues tobeaddressed. In addition, DEMIS-Coos Bayis notintended to gather
newdata, the project is anexercise in identifying and collecting existing data. As
aresult of DEMIS's broad application and data limitations theproject has
becomeadata-driven project rather than anapplication-driven project This
means thatthe project hasnot beendesigned to answer anyonespecific
management question,but to provided general information formany possible
management topics. It is ourhopethatwithcontinued development and
refinement the DEMIS pilot will motivate the development ofmany smaller
application-specific tools.The stepsin ourapproach included:

• Creation of amulti-agency steering committee withlocal, state, federal, and private
representation;

• An assessment of thedata andinformation needs andpriority estuary management
issues;

• Compilation of an inventory anddevelopment of a catalog of existingdata;
• Synthesis of data andissues through thedevelopment of management modules;
• Development of tools for access to synthesized data andtimelyupdates of new

data;

• Integrationof the information system at the local level

Steering Committee:

Developinga steeringcommittee whichrepresents a broad diversity in
management issues and levels of government (local, state, & federal) increases
the projects potential to be pertinent to a local area whilestill maintaining a
regional perspective.A steeringcommittee with a stronglocal contigency also
provides a vehicle for local integration of the system.In Coos Bay, the steering
committee of local, stateand federal groups wasputtogether representing a wide
diversity of coastalmanagement issues,ranging from salmon restoration and
waterquality to shipping channel maintenance and local planning efforts. This
group is the guiding force for the projectand the primary targetaudience for the
development of tools and applications.

Issues and Data:

Although the 17 coastal estuaries in Oregon sharemany common traits they all
have a distinct local character and facea different set of priorityissues. By
clarifying prioritymanagement issuesand the specific data needs for those
issues, with the assistance of a steering committee the localDEMIS projectcan
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Demonstrating the potential forGIS to improvecoastalmanagementdecision
making.

DEMIS Process

By documenting the process forcreation of the DEMIS-Coos Bay pilot, we hope
to outlinea strategy for the developmentof future DEMIS projects in Oregon's
other coastalestuaries.The process for designing a local coastalmanagement
informationsystem comes in a largepart from the formal database design
processdeveloped by ESRI, the makersof Arclnfo and ArcView. This processes
has been modified to accommodatesome limitationsof the DEMIS project The
DEMIS-Coos Bay pilot has a broad audience with a multitude of users and
issues to be addressed. In addition, DEMIS-Coos Bay is not intended to gather
new data, the project is an exercise in identifying and collecting existing data. As
a result of DEMIS's broad applicationand data limitations the project has
become a data-driven project rather than an application-driven project This
means that the project has not been designed to answerany one specific
management question, but to provided general information for many possible
management topics. It is our hope that with continued development and
refinement, the DEMIS pilot will motivate the development of many smaller
application-specific tools. The steps in our approach included:

• Creationofa multi-agencysteeringcommittee with local, state, federal, and private
representation;

• An assessmentof the dataand informationneedsand priorityestuarymanagement
issues;

• Compilation ofan inventory and development ofa catalog ofexisting data;
• Synthesis ofdataand issues throughthe developmentofmanagementmodules;
• Developmentoftools foraccessto synthesizeddataand timely updatesof new

data;
• Integration of the information system at the local level.

Steering Committee:

Developing a steeringcommittee which represents a broaddiversity in
management issues and levels of government (local, state, & federal) increases
the projects potential to be pertinent to a local areawhile still maintaininga
regionalperspective. A steering committee with a strong local contigency also
provides a vehicle for local integration of the system. In Coos Bay, the steering
committee of local, state and federal groups was put together representing a wide
diversity ofcoastal management issues, ranging from salmon restorationand
water quality to shipping channel maintenanceand local planningefforts. This
group is the guiding force for the projectand the primary targetaudience for the
development of tools and applications.

Issues and Data:

Although the 17 coastal estuaries in Oregon share many common traits they all
have a distinct local character and face a different set of priority issues. By
clarifying priority management issues and the specific data needs for those
issues, with the assistance of a steering committee the local DEMIS project can
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be tailored to the specific focus ofeach localarea. In Coos Bay, the Steering
Committee, through a series ofworkshops, identified a wide range of issues that
face the estuarymanagementcommunity. At the same time they identified all of
the existing datasetsthat they thought might be availableand applicable to the
issues.

Management Modules:

In orderorganizethe wide diversify of issueswith a large amount of the data, the
issues were clustered into management modules. This organizational construct
was helpful in two ways: prioritizingthe data to be synthesized and organizing
the GIS. By using the modules in a matrixwith the existing datasets, the datasets
could be prioritized by the number of modules they applied to (For example, a
dataset which is relevant to 9 modules receives a higher priority than a dataset
that only applies to 2 modules.). Because some of the datasets identified may not
be in digital format this prioritized list can be used when digitization
opportunities become available.

Oregon's estuarymanagers areoften faced with immediatedeadlines for
management decisions for which quick and easy access to the relevant data is
necessary.To facilitate this process the GIS has been organized by the issue-base
modules so that data relevant to a specific issue can be called up easily and
without the distraction ofother irrelevant datasets.

In Coos Bay, the steering committee consolidated the issues into 10 issue-based
managementmodules. Nested within each of these managementmodules are
more specific managementissues. Forexample, within HumanImpacts the sub
issues areoil spill response and point sourcepollutionmonitoring. The
managementmodules identified in Coos Bay are listed below.

DEMIS -Coos Bay Management Modules:

• Wetland Restoration • Aquaculture

• Land Use & Planning • Coastal Development

• Watershed Assessment • Landslides

• Estuary Processes • Habitat Protection

• Salmon Restoration • Human Impacts

The DEMIS -Coos Bay project will provide pre-made ArcView and ArcExplorer
projects that organize the data into the management modules. This should enable
estuarine resource managers with quick and easy access to information relevant
to their questions.
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Dynamic Data Distribution:

Once the data has been collected, synthesized, and organized into the modules, it
must be made accessible to the on the groundusers.DEMIS Coos Bay is
experimenting withseveral means of getting data out to the public via compact
disc and the Internet.

The DEMIS-Coos Bay intends to employboththe Internet and Compact Disc
(CD) publishing to distribute data and information to itsconstituency. Using a
CD to distribute GIS data has the advantageof providing access to a large
amount of data in a format that is usable for anyone with a personal computer
and a CD-ROM reader. The disadvantage of using a CD is that once the CD is
pressed it becomesdated andcannotbe updated until another CD is made. The
advantage of usingthe Internet to distribute datais the ability to immediately
provide access of the latestinformation to a broad audience. The primary
disadvantage to using the Internet is the limited speedofdatatransmission for
the transfer of large amounts of data. Based on a surveyof local usersin Coos
Bayit wasdetermined thatmanylocal rely on modems of their internet
connection whichare prohibitively slow for large data transfers or interactive
Internet mapping. DEMIS-Coos Bay intends to provide the initial data
distribution via a CD which will also include GIS tools and other information
relevant to Coos Bay, with futuredatadistribute via the Internet:
http://www.state.or.us/coast/demis/core.htm.

DEMIS is alsoexperimenting with interactive Internet-mapping. In partnership
with Interrain Pacific, a local NGO with interests in promoting sustainable
development andnatural resource conservation using GIS-based tools, we are
developing a tool to provide resource managers in Oregon with estuary habitat
and management information for all 17ofOregon'sestuaries. The information is
available via Interrain Pacific's Bioregional Information System
(http://www.inforain.org/epb.htm).

Integration:

Once the datahas been distributedmany local userswill need some trainingin
the useof ArcView and/or ArcExplorer. Training sessions will teachthe basic
concepts behind theuseand development of spatial data. It willbeused to
familiarize the users with the data available on the local DEMIS and provide the
basics to startusing GIS. The training will also emphasize the limitationsof
using GIS for problem solving.

The ultimate goal of Oregon's Coastal Ocean Program is to develop DEMIS
projects ineach coastal estuary in Oregon and themhavethemtakeon a life of
theirown in the local region. The willensure thatthe systemevolves into
something useful for the community and will provide a sustained life for the
project locally. DEMIS-Coos Bay willbe working on these.
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Conclusions

To supportimprovedestuaryresource management in Oregon, DEMIS is
developing a framework for GIS development along theOregon coast The
development of DEMIS-Coos Bayhas provided anewtool for improve data
sharing, access andanalysis. A framework is being generated for future
development of DEMIS projects and a process has beem outlined withenough
flexibility to be applied to otherDEMISprojects asdifferentscales andin other
estuaries. In CoosBay, the pilotefforthasinventoried existingdata, indentified
data gaps, outlined priority management issues andprovided access to new and
exisiting data in a GIS.The project has introduced Oregon's coastal management
community to the potential benefitsofemployingGIS to estuary decision
makingandstarted the process forcontinued development in thatdirection.

Chad Nelsen NOAA CoastalManagementFellow
DEMIS Project Coordinator
800 NE Oregon Street #18
Portland, OR 97232
Ph: (503)731-4065x30
Fax: (503)731-4068
Chad.Nelsen@state.or.us
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Minding the Coast: Its Everybody's Business
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The Coastal Society, Williamsburg. VA USA

Tidal Wetland Restoration in Connecticut • Combining a Geographic
Information System, Website, and Field Research

Chris Rilling

Introduction

Since the turn of the century, Connecticut has lost approximately 30% of its tidal
wetlands. Cunent acreage of tidal wetland is estimated at 17,530 acres. Much of
the degradation was caused, in large part, by historic activities such as
installation of undersized culverts and tide gates that reduced the amount of
water reaching the marshes. In addition, during the 1930's ditches were
hand-dug in nearly all salt marshes bordering LongIsland Sound to rid them of
breeding habitat for mosquitoscarrying malaria. Many of the degraded tidal
wetlands are now being invaded by a monoculture ofPhragmites. It is estimated
that currently up to 25% of Connecticut's tidal wetlands are dominated by
Phragmites.

Connecticut's efforts to protect tidal wetlands began with the passage of the
Tidal Wetlands Act (TWA) in 1969. Although the state's TWA has been a very
effective tool for preventing the direct loss of tidal wetlands, there are numerous
wetlands which are degraded as a result of historic activities and on-going
indirect activities. In recognition of long-term and on-going tidal wetland
degradation, the ConnecticutCoastalManagement Act wasdrafted to includea
policythat "encourages the rehabilitation and restorationof degraded tidal
wetlands." In 1980, the Department of Environmental Protection's Coastal
Management Program, now known as the Office ofLong Island Sound
Programs, initiated a long-termrestoration program that to date has resulted in
the restoration of nearly 80 sites totaling approximately 1500 acres.

Connecticut's Departmentof EnvironmentalProtection (DEP) is recognized as a
national leader in the restoration ofdegraded salt marshes. Innovations that have
madethe program a success include funding partnerships, state-owned low
groundpressureequipmentwith trainedstaff to operate it, and permit
streamlining. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA)
Office of Coastal Resource Management review of Connecticut's coastal
managementprogram in 1994 recommendedthat CT DEP's Office of Long
Island Sound Programs (OUSP) share this informationand technology with
other coastal states, wetland managers, and the public. As a result, OLISP
applied for and received a coastal fellowship through NOAA's Coastal Services
Center to do the following:develop 1)a tidal wetlandrestoration Geographic
InformationSystem (GIS); 2) a tidal wetland restoration website; and 3) field
research to examine the ecological implications of common reed (Phragmites
australis) invasion in Connecticut's brackish tidal wetlands.
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Tidal Wetland Restoration Geographic Information System

The Office of Long Island Sound Programs recognized the need to track
restoration projects andtheirstatus inConnecticut andto provide coastal
managers withreadily accessible information about thoseprojects. Historically
mostof theinformation wasstored in hard copy permit and project files. The
restoration GIS was intended to providean accessible centralized location for
information about all tidal wetland restoration sites. It contains attribute data in
Microsoft Accessdatabase software, and spatial data in ArcView(Figure 1).
The attributedata includes sites that have been the focus of restoration activities,
as well as sites that have been identified for potential restoration. When a
potential restoration site is identified ornominated, it may follow asequence of
stepsthat includes a study, design,andimplementation phase. The database
provides a tracking method which results ina detailed chronology of the
regulatory historyofeach of these phases for a particular site. Narrative
descriptions of habitat conditions willbe updated overtimeand pictures taken
from designated photo-stations will alsobe included. The database will
ultimately helpto track and manage theongoing effortof identifying and
restoringdegradedtidal wetlands in Connecticut Information about restored
siteswasobtained from permits thatwereissued by OLISP for restoration
projects, engineering studies, and from individuals who have been involved in
thedesign and implementation of those restoration projects, including restoration
specialists working with Connecticut's Wetland Restoration Unit.

Information that willbe available to Connecticut's coastal managers will include
site location, a site map,current and historic sitedescriptions, habitat
information, description ofdegradation, description andchronology of
restoration activities, permitting information, funding sources, dates, acreage,
andmore. The 100fieldsin the database encompass manyof the important
aspects of the restorationprocess. A list of referencedocuments that contain
detailedinformationabout studies anddesign reports that were conducted at a
particular site will also be included.

Coastal managers atOLISP willbe ableto access the information through
Microsoft Accessdatabase software andthrough ArcView. The Access database
softwaremay be used to generate queries andsummary reports. The ArcView
spatial data contains polygonsthat weredigitized from aerial photographs taken
in 1995. The ArcView software enables users to create mapsof restoration sites
in Connecticutand view the information abouta particular site throughthe
linkeddatabase. As new sitesare added to thedatabase, a polygon identifying
thatsite is created for ArcView and linked to the database. Acreagesof
restorationsites may easily be obtained using ArcView, and queries may be used
to discriminate between different types or phasesof restoration sites.

The informationbeing stored in the database hasbeen designed to be readily
transferred to a tidal wetland restoration website. Many of the fields in the
databaseoverlap with descriptive information provided in the website. This will
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allow information about Connecticut's tidal wetland restoration program to be
shared with other coastal managers around the country.

Tidal Wetland Restoration Website

One ofthe primary goals ofConnecticut's tidal wetland restoration program isto
share information and restoration technology withcoastal managers, wetland
specialists and the public. Another goal istoacknowledge and help foster the
funding partnerships that have made Connecticut's tidal wetland restoration
program the success that it is. Contributors have included the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, EnvironmentalProtectionAgency,Long Island Sound Cleanup
Account, Migratory Bird Conservation Stamp Program, and the Federal
Highway Administration to name a few. Another objective ofthe website is to
educate the public about thefunctions and values served byhealthy tidal
wetlandsand the benefits of tidal wetlandrestoration. The photo-sequencesof
restoration projects that areincluded will allow people toseeforthemselves the
dramatic and positive effects oftidal wetland restoration. Perhaps noother
single medium isaseffective atdisseminating this information as the internet

The website will be located on the CT DEP's Office ofLong Island Sound
Programs home page (Figure 2). It isdesigned for a wide range ofviewers from
the public toexperts specializing inwetland restoration. It is intended tobe
entertaining and stimulating, aswell as scientifically and technically informative.
Assuch, a rich catalogue of slides and photographs portraying Connecticut's
successes at tidal wetland restoration have been incorporated into the website.
Inaddition toproviding anoverview ofConnecticut's tidal wetland restoration
program, the website will provide technical information about tidal wetland
ecology, tidal wetland restoration strategies and techniques, specific restoration
projects, information about funding sources for restoration projects, and methods
of permitstreamlining.

Perhaps the most significant portion ofthe website will be devoted toindividual
restoration projects. There are over 80 restoration sites in Connecticut and it is
the goal ofthe fellowship tocomplete as many sites aspossible. Unfinished sites
will be completed and updated by OLISP staff. Toaccommodate the growing
list, a template has been designed for restoration projects and information from
the database canbeeasily copied into it. Aclickable image map will beused to
allow viewers to select restoration sites anywhere in Connecticut

Another section of thewebsite will provide technical information about the
program to help other coastal states and programs which are developing their
own restoration programs. The technical section will contain information about
restoration techniques, funding, monitoring, partnerships, and permitting. Also
included will bespecifications about each piece of low-ground pressure
equipment used by Connecticut's Wetland Restoration Unit This equipment is
designed tobe light-weight and distribute the load over a large surface area of
the marsh using wide, specially modified treads. Theaverage resulting ground
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pressure is less than 2 psi. Information in this section of the website will include
the purposeserved by each pieceofequipment, its purchase price,ground
pressure, and photos of it being used in the field.

Finally, the website will provide a list of references and links to other tidal
wetland restoration programs, state and federal coastal management programs,
and other non-profitorganizations involved in coastal resourcemanagementand
research.

It should be pointed out that the restorationdatabaseand website are considered
works in progress. As with any database or website, new information will
continue to be added. In the case of the website in particular,the goal is to
continue updating the site as information about new restoration sites is obtained.
Both the database and website were designed with ease ofuse in mind, and
could, with minimal training, be maintainedby office staff.

Field Research

The field research, which was conducted jointly with Connecticut College
faculty, was designed to examine fish use in a common reed-dominated vs. a
restored brackish high marsh in the lower Connecticut River. The study was
intended to provide coastal managerswith information regarding the effects of
common reed, Phragmites australis, monoculture on the ecology of brackish
tidal marshes, particularly as it pertains to the use of high marsh areasby fishes
and the amount of energy transferred via fish populations from tidal marsh
surfaces to estuarine waters.

The tidal wetlands of the lower Connecticut River are highly productive areas
that provide spawning and nurseryhabitat for a wide variety offish species.
These species, in turn, are important prey for valuablecommercial and
recreational fishes, wading birds, seabirds, migrating waterfowl and raptors.
Phragmiteshas been present as a minor component in Connecticut marshes for
the past3000 years(Niering et al., 1976),and only recently has it begun to
spread throughthe fresh and brackish tidal wetlandsof Long Island Sound at
rates as high as 1-2% year'1 (Warren, 1993). It isestimated that currently upto
25% ofConnecticut's tidal wetlands are dominated by Phragmites. Scientists,
environmental managers, and conservationists are increasingly concerned about
the potential threat that the spreadof invasive Phragmitesmonoculture poses to
the ecosystem functions of the lower Connecticut River.

Studies have shown that fish leaving the high marsh during ebb tide have more
food in their guts than fish entering the creeks or marshduring flood tide (Fell et
al., in press). In a Delaware study, mummichogs denied access to an
infrequently flooded marsh grew more slowly than mummichogs that were
allowed access to the marsh surface (Weisberg and Lotrich, 1982). Based upon
these and other studies, it is likely that fish provide a direct trophic link between
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thehighly productive marshes and near shore estuarine waters (Boesh and
Turner, 1984; Kneib, 1986).

The objectives of this research wereto determine 1)whether there are
differences in relative abundancesof fishes using a PArogmifej-dominated vs. a
restored high marsh areaon the lowerConnecticut River tidelands; 2) to
determine if there aredifferences in the type or amountof prey consumed by
fishes usingthe two marsh habitats; and3) to qualitative determine if thereare
differences in the subsequent energy transferby fishes to estuarinewaters.

Fishwere collected during monthly springhigh tides from August to October,
1997 in a brackishtidal wetlandalong the LieutenantRiver, nearits confluence
with the lower Connecticut River. The samplingopportunity for each monthly
spring hightide ran for only 2 - 3 days. Two paired plotsweresampled with
flume nets on consecutivedays once a month. The flume nets weredesigned
afterHettler (1989) using6 mm mesh nylon nettingwith a 3 m mouthopening
along the marsh edge, and parallel walls extending 10m into the marsh. Once
the net wasset at slackhightide, the site wasvacated until the marsh surface was
drained. Nekton was removed from the net, identified, counted, measured, and
weighed. A subsample of 30 Fundulus heteroclitus fromevery collection was
preserved for gutcontent analysis. Numbers and biomass of species collected
are reported per 10linear meters of marsh edge, the width of thesample area
(Mclvor and Odum 1986)

There were no significant differences in the total number (number 10 m'1) or
biomass (g wet weight 10 m*1) of all fish collected in the two marsh habitats
(t-test P> 0.05). The dominant fish collected was the common mummichog,
Fundulus heteroclitus followed by white perch, Moroneamericana, and
Americaneel, Anguilla rostrata. Numerically F. heteroclitus represented 63%
of the total catch of all nektonspecies in the Phragmites marsh and93% of the
totalcatchin the restored marsh. AlthoughA. rostrata represented only 9% and
4% of the overall catchby number, becauseof its large average size, it
accounted for 41% and 22% of the total fish biomass in the Phragmites and
restored marshes respectively. Results showedthatthe number andbiomass of
Fundulus collected in the two marsh habitats were similar (t-test P > 0.05).
However, there were differences in the number and types of invertebrate prey
thatwereconsumed. The two most abundant prey items found in the guts of
Fundulus were the pulmonale snail,Succinea wilsoni, and the salt marsh
amphipod, Orchestia grillus. Orchestia wasconsumed in significantly greater
numbers by Fundulus in the Phragmites marsh (t-test P <0.05) whereas
Succinea was consumed in nearly equal proportions in thetwo marsh habitats
(t-test P>0.05). The saltmarsh isopod, Pkiloscia vittata, wasconsumed in
greater numbers in the Phragmites marsh (t-test P<0.05),whereas insects were
consumedin greater numbersin the restored marsh (t-test P <0.05).

Tidalmarshes are highlyproductive systemsthatproduce large amounts of plant
material that areeither transported by tidal action into adjacentestuaries, or
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or consumed by a rich community of macroinvertebrates which forage on the
detritus. These species are preyed upon by several fish species includingthe
common mummichog, Fundulus heteroclitus, an abundant and important
component ofAtlantic coast tidal marshes. This study showed that there were
no differences in the number or biomass offish species or in the biomass of prey
organismsconsumed by Fundulus, suggesting that the two marsh habitats are
performingsimilarecological functions with regard to use and energy transferby
fish. Whether the ecological functions of all Phragmites marshes, in particular
those that receive little tidal flushing, areequivalent to the one examined in this
study, or to those of an undisturbed marshsystem, requires further investigation.
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"Show Me the Money" - National Program
resources, Expertiseand authorities

Panelists

Vickie Allin, Chief, policyDivision, OCRM, NOAA
GeneCleckley, Chief, Environmental Operations Division,Federal Highway

Administration, USDOT
Daniel Smith, Water Issues Team Leader, Natural Resources Conservation

Service, USDA

Lewis Shotton, Director, Environment and Natural Resources, Office of the
Assistant Secretary, Navy

Col. Steve Walker, Assistant forEnvironmental Compliance, Office ofthe
Assistant Secretary, Army

Craig Vogt, DeputyDirector, Ocean and Coastal Protection, EPA

Moderator: VirginiaTippie, Coastal America

Key Laws and Associated Programs*

Scores of federal and state laws andregulationscan and do affect coastaland
marine resources management issues.Fromprograms aimedat protecting plants
andwildlife, water quality, andecosystems to thoseregulating dredge andfill
activities, wastedisposal, and fishing, these programs address the full range of
commercial andrecreational uses, preservation anddevelopment, and stateand
federal responsibilities. This chapter provides a broad overviewof key federal
lawsand programs that affectcoastal andmarineresources.

National Environmental Policy Act

Discussion of U.S. environmental programs at the federal level inevitably focuses
on the National Environmental PolicyAct (NEPA), the environmental impact
statement (EIS) statute signedintolawon 1January 1970. Through decades of
judicial interpretation andreview,NEPAhasevolvedas one of theUnitedStates'
singlemost important environmental protection laws, andit is a model copied
widely throughout the world.

At its heart, NEPA requires preparation ofan EIS formajor federal actions that
significantly affecttheenvironmentThe judiciary hasbroadly interpreted this
general principle, andit has led to widespread acceptance of the overallimpact
statement process. The law alsoauthorized the establishment of the Councilon
Environmental Qualify(CEQ) in the ExecutiveOfficeofthe PresidentThe CEQ
hasprimary responsibility formanaging the EIS process and forcounseling the
executive branch on environmental matters.
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Sometimes considered the environmental "mouse that roared" because its

influence belies its brevity, NEPA is widely regarded by environmental historians
and professionals as one of the most critical components ofthe so-called
environmental revolution that was usheredin with its signing by PresidentRichard
Nixon at the start of the 1970s.

Clean Water Act

Environmental historians emphasize that a thorough understanding ofU.S. water
pollutioncontrol law should startwith the 1899 Rivers and Harbors Act andthe
1924 Oil Pollution Act (OPA). The first Water Pollution Control Act (P.L 80-845)
was enacted in 1948 in light ofconcerns over typhoid, diarrhea,and dysentery and
their effects on beaches and "shellfish" beds.

In the mid-1950s, and againin the mid-1960s, Congress passedamendments to the
Water Pollution Control Act In 1972, Congress, overriding a presidential veto,
passedthe Federal Water Pollution Control Act (P.L 92-500), substantially
rewriting and strengthening federal water pollution control authorities.

The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act authorized $18

billion over five years for grants to localcommunities to build sewage treatment
plants. (It was concern over that spending commitment that had prompted
President Nixon's veto, overwhelmingly overridden by the House and Senate.)
Importantly,the 1972 amendments alsocreateda national permitting program
requiring that dischargers to navigable waters ofthe United States have a federal-
or state-approved permit specifyingallowable discharges.

The 1972 amendments stated some laudable if, in hindsight, somewhat impractical
objectives that all navigable waters of the United States be "fishable and
swimmable" by 1983. The amendments also specified a "zero discharge" goal, not
a requirement by 1985.

Through substantive amendments in 1977 and againin 1987, the CleanWater Act
(CWA) andnow the Water QualityAct have focused attention on protecting and
restoring coastal resources throughthreeprograms in particular

$ The "National Estuary Program"
$ The "GreatLakes Program"
$ The "Chesapeake Bay Program"

Partof the significance of these specific programs is that they illustrate Congress's
formal recognitionofissues such as populationanddevelopment pressures,and not
just pollution, as critical to coastal resources management

Kev sections of the law

Section 301(h)
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Some municipalities that discharge to marine waters argued that secondary
treatment was unnecessary because the larger tides and more substantial currents of
the marine environment diluteand disperse effluentmoreefficiently than
freshwater environments. Inresponse, section 301(h) allows for acase-by-case
review of treatment requirements for marine dischargers meeting certain
requirements.

A 301(h) applicant must demonstrate, among other things, that itsdischarges will
not exceed water quality standards for thepollutant atissue. Discharges tomarine
waters must not interfere, aloneor in combination with pollutants fromother
sources, with protection of public water supplies orwith maintenance ofbalanced
indigenous populations of shellfish, fish, and wildlife. Thedischarge also must not
interfere with allowable recreational activities on the water.

The 1987 Water Quality Act (P.L 100-4) modified section 301(h), specifying a
minimum of primary treatment and adding additional pretreatment requirements for
discharges from urban areas with a population ofmore than 50,000 people. The
1987 provisions also disallowed waivers of secondary treatment requirements for
discharges intostressed saline estuarine waters.

Section 303

Section 303requires theU.S. Environmental Protection Agency(EPA)toestablish
water quality criteria guidelines for states touse inpreserving designated uses of
streams, lakes,andriverswithin theirborders (for instance, recreation and fishing).

EPA's water quality criteria andeffluent guidelines outline levels that couldcause a
health riskora significant degradation of thewater quality for thespecific use
designation. EPAand delegated states usethestandards todetermine effluent
limitations andto issuedischarge permits under theNational Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES).

The 1972 amendments specified that publicly owned treatment works(POTWs)
must upgrade to"secondary treatment", that is, provide biological and chemical
treatment processes that gobeyond the fine-mesh screens and gravity techniques
thatcharacterizeprimary treatment

Section 307

Section 307's National Pretreatment Program regulates discharges fromindustrial
facilities topublic sewage treatment facilities, as well as from treatment facilities
intonavigable waters of theUnited States. The program hastwo mainparts:
genera] pretreatment regulations and national categorical standards.

The general pretreatment regulations apply todischarges to POTWs that might
cause a fire orexplosion orotherwise impede operation of thePOTW. Inaddition.
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EPAhas theauthority to issuetechnology-based categorical standards for
pollutants on an industry-by-industry basis.

Section 312

Section312 requires EPA to set standards for marine sanitation devices, or on
board toilets. The U.S. CoastGuard is charged withenforcing the standards and
certifying that the devices meet EPA standards.

Section 319

One ofthe longest-running public policyissues in the water pollution control field
is overcontrols on"point sources" (suchas industrial discharge pipes)versus
controls on "nonpoint sources" (such as urbanrunoff and agricultural runoff from
fields). The section319 nonpointsource management program requires states to
assessanddevelopcontrolprograms for nonpoint sources. It authorizes EPA to
approve statemanagement programsand to provide programimplementation
grants.EPA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
jointlyimplementa parallel program incoastal areas undersection6217 of the
CoastalZone Management Reauthorization Act Unlike section 319 of CWA the
Coastal Zone Management Reauthorization Act requiresstatesto implement and
enforcemanagement measures to reduce nonpoint source pollution.

Section 320

The section320 National EstuaryProgram, partof the 1987 amendments,
promotescomprehensive planningefforts to help protect nationallysignificant
estuaries deemed to be threatened by pollution, development,or overuse. As of
November 1997,28 estuarieshadbeen officiallydesignated as national estuaries
under this program.

Section 402

The section402 NPDES permitting program generally is considered to be among
the most significant provisionsof the 1972 amendments. The program makes it
illegal formunicipal and industrial facilities to discharge pollutants into navigable
waters unless they have an authorizedpermit (issued either by EPA or, more
commonly, by a designated state). Dischargers' effluent reports are made public to
allow EPA and citizens to review compliance.

Section 403(c)

Fordischarges to territorial seas, contiguous zones, or oceans, section 403 specifies
that EPA consider pollutanteffects on human health,marine life, marine ecosystem
diversity and productivity, and aesthetic and recreational values.

Section 403(c) ocean dischargecriteriarequire that point source discharges to
territorial seas, the contiguous zone, and oceans that areNPDES permittednot
"unreasonablydegrade the marineenvironment." This provisionauthorizes EPA
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to assess point sourcedischarge effects on the marineenvironment and surrounding
biological communities. EPA has authority to specify additional effluent limitations
or to prohibit the dischargeby not issuing a permit.

NPDES permitsarenot to be issued fordiscbarges into the territorial sea, watersof
thecontiguous zone, oroceans if theydo notcomplywithEPAocean discharge
guidelines addressing factors suchasbioaccumulation, coastal zonemanagement
specialaquatic sites,humanhealtheffects,andmarinewaterqualitycriteria.

Section 404

Section 404of the 1972 amendments established theprogram toregulate permits
fordisposal of dredge and fillmaterials into wetlands and otherwaters ofthe
United States. EPAand theU.S. ArmyCorps of Engineers (USACE)jointly
administer the program.

USACEdistrict offices are responsible for reviewing permit applications and
issuing ordenying permits, subject toguidelines jointlydeveloped withreview and
approval by EPA. Undersection404(c), EPA has the authority to override a
USACEdecision to issuea permit orto prohibit orrestrict thedischarge of
dredged orfill material towetlands. Generally, EPA uses this authority onlyfor the
moresignificant andcontroversial permit applications.

Areas are classified aswetlands based onthree criteria: wetland vegetation, hydric
soils,andhydrology (in the formof flooding or soil saturation). Once an area is
identifiedas a wetlandandqualifies underthe law as a "water ofthe United
States," the section 404permitting program takes effectThe courts generally nave
interpreted thelawto include allwaters whosedegradation ordestruction could
affect navigable waters and interstatecommerce. Thus, "waters ofthe United
States" include wetlands adjacent to interstate riversand streamsandcoastal
waters.

Courts by and large have interpreted theterm"discharge" to include bothadditions
and redeposit into the wetlands or other waters of the United States. Section
404(f)(1) exempts certain discharges from thepermit requirement, such as
"normal" farming, ranching, and silviculture (forestry) practices, but these
exemptionsaresubjectto important caveatsandconditions as aresultofexecutive
branch andjudicial interpretations.

General permits can beissued under section 404(e) onanationwide, regional, or
state level for categories of activities deemed similar in nature and likelyto have
onlyminimal environmental impacts. As of 1997,39nationwide permits had been
issued (notallnationwide permits applyin every state).

The potential for controversy involved withsection 404 permitting and itspossible
effects ondevelopment activities is considerable. Regional EPAoffices and
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USACE districtoffices, alongwith applicable stateagencies,can be valuable
resourcesof informationon this program.

Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act

OceanDumping Act of 1972

Title 1of the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA),
commonly known as the Ocean Dumping Act regulates transportation ofmaterial
forthe purposeofdumping it intooceanwaters. The act requires U.S. registered
vessels, or anyvessel sailing from a U.S. port, to have a permit before it can
lawfully dispose ofmaterialsin U.S. coastalwaters. In addition, the act serves to
implementan international treatyregulating oceandumping known as the London
Convention.

The following are ineligible for oceandumping permits:

$ Radiological, chemical, and biologicalwarfareagents
$ High-level radioactive waste
$ Medical wastes (addedby 1988 amendmentto MPRSA)
$ Materials thatviolateapplicable waterqualitystandards

Fourfederal agencies oversee the OceanDumping Act: EPA, USACE, NOAA,
andthe CoastGuard. EPA alsodesignates sites foroceandumping and performs
relatedresearch. EPA regulatesoceandisposal of substances other thandredged
spoils, which areregulatedby the USACE. NOAA oversees long-range research
on marineenvironment effects. The Coast Guardis in charge ofmaintaining
surveillance ofocean dumping.

Fordredged material,USACE, uses EPA's environmentalcriteriato make
dumping permit decisions, which are subject to EPA review. EPA designates sites
foroceandumping, most ofwhich involves dredgedmaterialsremoved from the
waterwaybottoms to maintainnavigationchannels.Approximately 60 million
cubic yards are disposed ofin the oceans annually.

Congress amendedthe MPRSA in 1988 with the OceanDumping Ban Act (P.L
100-688), making oceandumping of industrialwaste and sewage sludge unlawful
by 31 December 1991. When the OceanDumping Ban Act was first signed in
1988, nine Atlanticseaboard municipalities were activelyengagedin ocean
dumping - three in New York and six in New Jersey.Collectively, they dumped
some 8.7 millionwet tons ofsludgeeach year. Eachhas since met the phaseout
dates, and oceandisposal ofsewage sludge and ofindustrialwastes has now
officially halted.

Discharges through pipelines or from stationary drilling platforms into estuaries,
navigablewaters, and territorial seasareregulated underthe CWA.
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Title 111. National Marine Sanctuaries Act

NOAA administers the National Marine Sanctuary Program, established in 1972
by Title IIIof the Marine Protection, Research, andSanctuaries Act NOAA is
responsible for preparing EISs andoverseeing management plans andpublic
comment NOAA is also responsible for preservingand protectingmarineareas
that have special significance based on their "conservation, recreational,
ecological,historic, research,educational, or aestheticqualities."

NOAA administersa detailed review process of these areasbefore they can be
formallydesignated as nationalmarine sanctuaries. Areas passing that review are
nominated fordesignation by the SecretaryofCommerce, but Congress can
disapprove designations. States with proposed marine sanctuaries in their borders
also can disapprove the inclusion ofwaters within their borders, and because
competing interests are involved, the designation process often engenders
controversy. As of November 1997,12 sanctuaries covering nearly 18,000 square
miles had been designated

Title V. Beach NationalCoastalWater Quality Monitoring Propjam

Title V establishesa nationalcoastalwater quality monitoring program,which
EPA andNOAA administer. The agencies collectandanalyzecoastal ecosystem
environmental data on waterquality, livingresources, environmental degradation,
and long-range trends.

Water Resources Development Act of 1996

The passageof the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 (WRDA 86)
marked amilestone in the authorization of future waterresourcesprojects,as well
as the evolutionofoverallwaterresources policy anddirectionin the Civil Works
Programadministeredby USACE. Based upon the agreementsestablished in 1986,
the administration and Congress agreedto a standardizedmethod of setting and
modifyingwaterresources policyandauthorizing waterresourcesprojects for
study or construction.Since WRDA 86, Water Resources Development Acts have
beendevelopedevery two years (with theexceptionof 1994), streamlining the
congressional and administrativeapproval process.These WRDAs provide overall
water resources policy and direction such as cost-sharingreforms; environmental
andengineering initiatives; planning, construction andoperational definitions and
criteria; and authorizations for new waterresources projects.

An example of the evolution ofwaterresources policyis section 1135 ofWRDA
86, which authorized the secretary of the Army to modify existing water resources
projectstructures or theiroperations for the purposeofenvironmental
improvementsin the public interest. This provisionwas passedin response to
Congress's desire to have waterresources projectsbecome more environmentally
compatible,particularly those constructed yearsago. In WRDA 96, section 204
expanded the original authorization to include environmental activities either on or
off the project site when it is found the USACE project contributed to the
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degradation of theenvironment This modification was developed because simply
modifyingstructures or operations did not adequately address manyofthe
environmental problems identified.

The mostcurrent WRDA was passed in 1996(P.L 104-303)andis typical of
previous WRDAs in thatit provides important cost-sharing reforms, environmental
initiatives, andnew project authorizations to be undertaken by USACE. The actis
summarizedin the following paragraphs:

Title 1. Water Resources Projects, authorizes thesecretary of theArmytocarry out
nearly 50 specific waterresources development andconservation projects for flood
control;storm and hurricanedamage preventionandreduction;environmental
restoration and protection; erosionprotection; hydropower, watersupply,and
safety improvements.

TitleII. GeneralProvisions, provides37 specific provisionsincludingcost-sharing
reforms for flood control, environmental restoration andenvironmental protection
projects, anddredged material disposal facilities. The new nonfederal cost-sharing
requirements for flood control andmost environmental restoration projects
authorized afterthisact have beenincreased to 35 percent This title alsomakes
cost sharing for the construction ofdredged material disposal facilities consistent
with thecost sharing forcommercial navigation operation andmaintenance
dredging activities. Some of the moresignificant environmental provisions in this
title include (1) section204, whichexpandssection 1135 ofWRDA 86 to include
environmental activitieseitheron or off the project site when it is found the
USACE project contributed to the degradation of theenvironment; (2) section206,
whichestablishes a small-project authority foraquatic ecosystemrestoration
projects to improvethe qualityoftheenvironment in the publicinterest; and(3)
section207, whichdirects the secretary to selecta beneficial use disposal method
thatis not the least-cost optionif the incremental costs arereasonable in relation to
the environmental benefits to be achieved.

Title 111, Project Related Provisions, provides 66 specific projectmodifications
andactivitiesto be conductedby the secretary of the Army via USACE, including
additional projectpurposes,cost-sharing clarifications, andoperation and
maintenance responsibilities.

Title IV, Studies,authorizes the secretaryof the Army to conduct 46 water
resourcesstudies examining the feasibility of providingwater resourceprojects for
floodcontrol, navigation, environmental restoration and protection, anderosion
control.

Title V, MiscellaneousProvisions, contains86 provisions dealingwith subjects
ranging from naming projects to authorizing the secretaryof the Army to continue
to participate in the Everglades and SouthFlorida Ecosystem Restoration project.

Title VI, Extension ofExpenditureAuthorityUnder the Harbor Maintenance
Trust Fund, amends the Internal Revenue Service code of 1986 to allow the use of
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theHarbor Maintenance TrustFund for theoperation andmaintenance construction
ofconfined disposal facilities. WRDAs canmake a significant contribution tothe
continued restoration and protection of thenation's coastal resources.

Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972

The CoastalZoneManagement Act (CZMA) providesfor management of the
nation's coastal resources, including the Great Lakes, by balancing economic
development withenvironmental preservation. Its goalsare "to preserve,protect,
develop, enhance, andrestore, where possible, thecoastal resources."

The National Estuarine Research Reserves system was created in 1972 with the
passageof CZMA. The NationalEstuarine ResearchReservessystemprotects
representative estuarine areas through a partnership between NOAA andstate
governments. Eachestuarinereserve has research,education, and monitoring
functions that includeresearching reserveenvironments, developing student
curricula, and tracking the status and trendsin coastalecosystemhealth.As of
January1998,22 estuarinereserves hadbeendesignated, encompassing more than
425,000 acres of estuarine waters, wetlands, and uplands.

Coastal Zone Management Program

The federalgovernmentencourages states toexercise full authorityover their
coastal lands and waters. CZMA encourages states to produce and enforce their
own coastal zone management programs consistent with the federal law and its
goals.The act was intendedprimarilyto changehowfederal, state, and local
agencies and officials manage coastal resources and allocate them among
competing users. Under the law, the federal government provides financial
assistance to states that develop coastal zone management programs approved by
the secretary ofcommerce.

Once the state programis accepted, the federalgovernmentis responsible for
ensuring that federal activities on the coast conform to the state program. States
with approved plans may object to federalpermits for activities that are
inconsistentwith the state's coastal zone managementplan. This section of the law
is called the federal "consistency"requirement It mandates that federal programs or
actions be consistent with state federallyapproved coastal zone management
programs. In some cases, federal activities have clashed with state interests,
resulting in appeals to the secretary of commerce. Some issues have gone to court
for resolution.

The Secretary of Commerce, through NOAA, periodicallyevaluates state program
performance, and Department of Commerce can withholdfederal fundsfor states
not meeting federal standards. Each state program must provide, at a minimum, for
standards that (1) protect natural resourcesand fishand wildlife,(2) manage
coastal development,(3) provide public access to the coast for recreational
purposes, and (4) include public and local government participation in coastal
management decision making. States must submit coastal zone management
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programs to NOAA for approvalto receive federal funds to implement the
programs.The programs designate the boundaries ofthe coastal zone, prioritize
land and water uses, and identify critical areasofconcernand legislation
concerning the coast Environmental, economic, social, andcultural aspectsof the
zone areconsidered, and the programs and their annual implementation plans must
identify problems and propose solutions.

The statecoastal zone management programs haveincluded efforts to improve
governmentaldecision-making, includingexpediting and simplifying permit
reviews andimprovinginformation resources andpublic participation. CZMA
funds have also helped to establish setback lines anderosion protectionefforts,
revitalize waterfronts,rebuild fishing piers, protectmarshes, improve public access
to beaches,clean up beaches, and increasetourism benefits to localcommunities.

Thirty-five states and territories areeligible to participatein the coastal zone
management program, which includesthe shoreline of the GreatLakes. By January
1998,32 stateshad created approved programscoveringmore than 98 percentof
the country's coastline. Minnesota and Indianaare developing coastal zone
management programs.Illinois is not pursuingdevelopment ofa program.

CoastalNonpoint PollutionControl Program

In 1990, Congress passed the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments,
addinga section designed to reduce nonpoint source pollution ofcoastalwaters.
Section 6217 requiresstates thathave coastal zone managementprogram to
develop and implement coastal nonpoint pollutioncontrol programs.

Eachstate's nonpointsource program must be designedwith two tiers.The first
tier is to develop technology-basedmanagementmeasures that reflect the best
availabletechnology for nonpoint sources.These statemeasures must be in
conformity with guidanceestablished by EPA fornonpoint pollution sources.

These first-tier managementmeasuresshouldaddress certainnonpointpollution
sources,such as agricultural runoff, urbanrunoff, shoreline erosion,andmarinas.
Management measures in this firsttiershouldaddress protection ofwetlands,
riparian habitats, andtreatment systems(e.g., filter strips andconstructed
wetlands).

If, afterapplying the management measures in the first tier, a state is unable to meet
coastal waterqualitystandards and properly protect certain coastal areas, it next
must implement a second tier ofmore stringentmanagementmeasures. State
nonpoint source programs must be submitted to NOAA andEPA forreview and
approval. If a statedoes not submita program, a portion ofthe coastal zone
management program funding and funding undersection319 of theCWA is
reduced.
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Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972

The Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) of 1972 was reauthorized in 1994
(P.L 103-238).The act providesforconservation and management of marine
mammals underU.S. jurisdiction. It establishesa moratorium on the"taking" --
meaning "to harass,hunt capture, or kill, or attemptto harass, hunt capture,or
kill" ~ of marine mammals. The act also authorizes the collection of animals from

the wild for scientificresearch or public display or to enhance the survival of a
speciesor stock.The 1994 amendments allowthe incidentaltakingof marine
mammals "in the course of commercial fishing operations." However, the
amendments now have specific habitat protectionprovisions that restrict taking
activity if it adversely affects species, stock, or habitat (rookeries, mating grounds,
or similar areas).

Alaska Nativeorganizationsare noweligible for grants to (1) collectand analyze
data on marine mammal populations; (2) monitor the harvest of marine mammals
for subsistence use; (3) participate in marine mammal research conducted by the
federal government states, academic institutions, and private organizations; and (4)
develop marine mammal co-management structures with federal and state agencies.

The Department of Commerce's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and
the Department of the Interior's Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) oversee the law.
NMFS is responsible for seals, sea lions, porpoises, and whales, and FWS is
responsible for sea otters, polar bears, walruses, dugongs, and manatees.

A Marine Mammal Commission (MMC) established under the law makes
recommendations to the commerce and interior secretaries and other federal

officialson protecting and conserving marine mammals.The MMC consists of
three commissioners, full-time staff, an advisory committee, and a Committee of
Scientific Advisors on Marine Mammals (which consists ofnine scientists).

Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act

The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
extends federal fisheryjurisdiction to 200 miles offshore. The law provides for
fishery managementauthority in affectedwaters and limits bycatch or "fish which
are harvested in a fishery, but which are not sold or kept for personal use..." In
1996, the amendments to the act (P.L 104-297) included preventing overfishing,
rebuilding depleted stocks, reducing bycatch, and designating and conserving
"essential fish habitat"

Under the "Magnuson-StevensAct," as it is frequently called, the U.S. Department
of State, in cooperation with NOAA, negotiates Governing Internationa] Fishery
Agreements (G1FA)with foreign nations wanting to fish within the 200-mile
exclusiveeconomic zone. Those agreements are subject to presidential and
congressional review.
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Vessels of nations that have a GIFA with the United States mayfish in the
Magnuson-Stevens200-mile zone for species managed under the act after they
have been issued an allocation of that species and a valid fishing permit After a
GIFAis in force,a foreignnationmust submita permitapplicationto the State
Department for each vessel to fish or conduct other operations related to fishing.

The act also establishes eight regional councils charged with preparing fishery
management plans for fisheries that they determine require active federal
management These plans seek to prevent overfishing,while allowing for
maximumharvesting of fish based upon the best scientificinformationavailable.
The plans are submitted to the secretaryof commerce for approval and
implementation.

Amendmentsto the act require NMFS to describe, identify,conserve, and enhance
"essential fish habitat," defined as "those waters and substrate necessary to fish for
spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity." Fishery managementplans are
nowrequired to includeessential fishhabitatprovisions.

Endangered Species Act

The 1973 Endangered Species Act (ESA) was enacted to protect endangered or
threatenedspecies. The act is administeredby the Department of Commerce
through NMFS and the Department of the Interior through FWS. These
departments also designate critical habitat for listed species.

The law prohibits taking,importing,exporting,selling,transporting, or possessing
any illegallyacquiredspecies listedas endangered. The exceptionsare for scientific
research or species enhancement, which requires a permit.

The FWS and NMFSare requiredto makea public listof all threatened species
and reviewit everyfive years to determineif anyspeciescan be removedor
changedin status.The agenciesmustpreparerecovery plansfor listedspecies.The
law authorizescivil and criminal penalties and gives federal and state agencies
enforcement authority.

National Invasive Species Act of 1996

The National Invasive Species Actcalls for morewidespread effortsto preventthe
introduction andspreadof non-indigenous or "nuisance" species intoU.S.waters
via the ballast waters ofcommercial vessels. The act reauthorizes and amends the

Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention andControl Actof 1990. Itskey
provisions are toexamineattributes andpatternsof non-indigenous species
invasionsand the effectiveness of ballastmanagement It also stipulatesthat the
Department ofTransportation issueguidelines tocontrol zebramussels andother
aquatic nuisance species introduced byrecreational activities. EPAis authorized to
fund research grants to identify methods forcontrolling thespread of invading
species.
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Ofl Pollution Act of 1990

The Exxon Valdez oilspill inAlaska's Prince William Sound inMarch 1989 has
had a profound effect onenvironmental management and policy issues. Inresponse
to theextensive media coverage andpublic interest attending thespill.Congress in
1990 enacted the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA).

Thelawcombines various oil spillresponse mechanisms from theCWA, the
Deepwater Port Act of1974, theTrans-Alaska Pipeline Act and theOuter
Continental ShelfLandsAct, amongothers. It seeks to harmonize these federal
laws with state laws, international conventions, and the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation andLiability Actof 1980(CERCLA, or
Superfund).

Theact addresses oildischarges to navigable waters andshorelines. It requires that
emergency response plans beprepared that detail steps tobe taken in the event ofa
spill. OPA raises liability limits incases involving gross negligence or willful
misconduct andexpands cleanup andeconomic damage collections. The actcreates
anOilSpillLiability TrustFundtopayforremoval costsanddamages if the
government is unable tocollect cleanup costs from theliable party. In 1996, OPA
amendments (P.L 104-324) revisedthe financial responsibility requirements for
offshore facilities and providedfor the paymentof interim, short-termdamages.

The law authorizesthe federal governmentto order or conduct removal actions,
strengthens prevention control requirements forvessels andfacilities, andprovides
for toughercriminal penaltiesand highercivil penaltiesfor spills.The law also
imposes tighter standards andreviews for licensing of tankvesselpersonnel,
making it easierto suspend, revoke, or terminate suchlicenses. The 1996
amendments expandresearchand training on oil dischargeremoval.

Thelawrequires thephasing outofsingle-hulled tankvessels. Bytheyear2015,
all tankers in U.S. waters must have double hulls. All new (and some existing) oil
tankers andbarges operating in U.S. waters are required to havedouble hulls. New
vesselsof less than5,000 gross tons,such as inlandbarges, must have some form
of double containment, though not necessarilydouble hulls.

OPAalsoprovides foremergency response planning. It mandates theCoastGuard
to establisha National ResponseUnit and smallerresponse unitsfor each of the 10
Coast Guard districts to coordinate equipment used in spin cleanup. The law
requires EPAandtheCoastGuardtooverseecreation ofcontingency plansfor
specificareas to deal with worst-casescenariooil spills.

The NationalContingencyPlan (NCP), a series of regulationsunder the act
provides a method of ranking wastesitesfor inventory and cleanup. In addition, the
NCPsuggests techniques for cleanupandcoordinates intergovernmental cleanup
activities. Statesplayan activerole in developing contingency plans, including
natural resource recovery plans.
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
of 1980 (Superfund)

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Actof
1980 (P.L 96-510) established the Superfund program and trust fund.This
programprovidesforcleanupand emergency response for hazardous substances
released into the environment, as well as the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste
disposalsites.EPA administers theSuperfund program and is responsiblefor
addinghazardouswastes sites to the NationalPrioritiesList A site must be on this
list to receive moneyfrom the trust fundfor long-term(non-emergency)cleanup.

The basicpurposeof this statuteis to respondtopast releasesof hazardous
substances into the air, water, or land. However, the OPA handles petroleum and
oil spills.EPA can order responsibleparties to takeappropriate removal and
remedial actions. If responsiblepartiesdo not respond, EPA can use federal funds
to perform thenecessary workandthenrecover expenses through litigation. Ifno
"potentially responsible party"(PRP)existsor canbe located, thecleanup funds
come from the Superfund trust fund.

EPA investigates spill and contamination reportsanddetermines PRPs, penalties,
and liability assessments. The CoastGuardis thelead agencyforcoastalspills and
monitors or supervises thesecleanups. The CoastGuardis usuallythe firstagency
contactedabouta marine spill, and it is responsiblefor notifying other federal,
state,andlocalagencies. The CoastGuard alsosupports regional andnational
emergency responseteamsanddevelopsand maintains chemicalassessment
databases.
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The importanceof edge in creation and managementof salt
marshes for commercially valuable marine transient species.
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Introduction

Many studies have shown that the edges of tidal marshes support a higher
diversity and biomass of fishes and crustaceans than do marsh interior areas
(Minello and Zimmerman 1992, Baltz et al 1993, Minello et al 1994, Peterson
and Turner 1994,Cicchetti in prep). Rozas (1993) in a review of published
papers concluded that marsh edge was selected for by estuarine transients,
including species ofcommercial value. Edge is defined for the purposes of this
discussion as the interface between emergent marsh vegetation and open water.
The term "marsh edge" is rather general, however, and is used to describe a
variety of habitats which can be very different from each other in physical
appearance, and which can occur in very different locations. In profile, marsh
edge can vary from a graduallyinclined depositional slope to a vertical erosional
bank (Fig. 1). Differences between types of marsh edge translate into different
functional values in supporting resident and transient marsh nekton. Many other
factors also affect nekton use of marsh habitats; these are detailed in a review by
Kneib (1998). Here, we specifically discuss aspects of marsh edge in the
effective management ofcommercially valuable aquaticresources.

Location of marsh edge

Geographic location plays an importantrole in macrofaunal use of marshes.
Rozas (1993) reviewed published studies and concluded that densities of nekton
on Gulf Coast marshes areat least an order of magnitude greaterthan on
Atlantic Coast marshes. Rozas suggests that this might be due to differences in
tides, in geomorphology, or in rates of relative sea level rise. Variation in
nekton use of the marsh edge occurs along gradients of salinity (Weinstein 1980,
Rakocinski et al 1992), substrate type (Weinstein 1980), and depth (Rakocinski
et al 1992). Within tidal creek marshsystems, stream order also plays an
importantrole. In general, total fish abundanceand biomass decreases with
increasing stream order (i.e., from rivulets and headwaters to main creeks to
rivers) while species diversity and use by transient marine nekton increases with
increasing stream order (Rozas and Odum 1987, Hettler 1989, Ayers 1995).
The locationof a marsh areamust be considered in any evaluation ofnekton
use.

Extent ofmarsh edge

Within an areaof marsh, the edge in plan view can be reticulated with small
islands, channels,and marsh creeks, or it may be straight and relatively
featureless. It is generally in agreement that marshes with more edge habitat per
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unit area support higherdensitiesofestuarine nekton, and thatcreated marshes
should attempt to maximize the areal extent of marshedge by incorporating
reticulationinto marshdesign (Minello and Zimmerman 1992, Petersonand
Turner 1994).

Nekton use of marsh edge in tidal creeks

Tidal creeks providea greatdeal of marshedge habitat Several studies have
documented considerable use of tidal creeks by commercially valuable fishes
and crabs (Shenker and Dean 1979, Weinstein 1979, Rulifson 1991, Rountree
and Able 1992). Tidal creeks may include both erosional and depositional areas
caused by changes in current flows brought about by local differences in water
velocity through the creek and by other factors. Creek mouths and the outsides
ofcreek bends may have higher current speeds and may hold deeper water
bordered by erosional banks. Creek headwaters, and the insides ofcreek bends
may be areasof lower current speeds, sediment deposition, shallower water, and
a graduallyinclined depositional edge sloping onto the marsh surface.

Mclvor and Odum (1988) used flume nets to show that, in tidal freshwater
creeks, depositional marsh edges were characterized by higher abundanceof
small fishes than were erosional marsh edges. While SAV may also have
played a role in this study, experimentation showed greaterinfaunal food
availability at depositional sites and higher levels of piscivorous predation at
erosional sites. Hettler (1989) used flume nets in a polyhaline creek system and
found similarresults, though the focus of this work was primarilya stream order
comparison. Hettler's study suggested that graduallysloping depositional
rivulet marshesoffer a shallow water refuge from predation for small fishes such
as cyprinodontids. The study also found greater numbers and biomass of most
transient marine species and piscivores in deeper channel marshes adjacent to a
steep bank, and suggested that piscivores forage more effectively in these areas.
Both of these studies suggest very different patterns offish use between
erosional and depositional edges in marsh creeks.

Creeks areclearly important pathways for commercially valuable fishes and
crustaceans; this is generally recognized by marsh ecologists and is incorporated
into hydrogeomorphicmodels of marsh function (LaSalleet al 1996). Use of
marsh edge that is not in a creek by commercially valuable species is relatively
unstudied, however. In fact, marsh hydrogeomorphic models may evaluate non
resident nekton utilization on the assumption that these animals access the marsh
almost exclusively through the tidalchannel system (LaSalleet al 1996).

Nekton use of marsh edge in open embavment sites

We proposethat marine transientutilization of open embayment marsh edges
are also important Dataof Cicchetti and Diaz (in prep) support the assessment
of high piscivorous fish and marinetransient activity on erosional edges in
polyhaline fringing salt marshes. This study employed a small catamaran
equipped with a net spool carryinga 30 meter x 1.2meter heavily weighted net
with a foamcore floatline. The net was stealthily deployed by pulling the
catamaran in an arcusing a thin rope. A 25 metersectionoferosional marsh
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edge and 80 to 100 square meters of adjacent unvegetated mud or sand was thus
quietly enclosed in about 20 seconds. Fishesand crabswere removed by closing
in the net while raking nekton along the marshedge into a removable 1.2 m x
1.2 m x 2 m mesh bag with a hinged door. The study was conducted when the
tide level was at the top of the erosional marshedge, and took place far from
tidal creeks so as to evaluate the importance ofmarshes without creeks to
commercially valuable fisheries species.

Data werereported perlinear meterof marsh edge,because a marsh edgevs.
unvegetated underwatervideo comparison carriedout at this site in October
1997(Cicchetti and Diaz in prep) showed much greater fish use within 1 meter
of the marshedge thanin the adjacent unvegetated area. One meter of marsh
edgewouldrepresent approximately 3.7 square metersif the area enclosed by
the net were extended into the unvegetatedarea. The study found a considerable
use of the erosional edge by commerciallyvaluablefishes and crabs, and alsoby
Menidia menidia, cyprinodontids, various other fish species, andpalaemonid
shrimps, which arenot discussedhere. Duringthe period of peakcrabuse (July
and August), 1.7 blue crabs (mean carapace width 74 mm) representing 12.7
grams dry weightwerecaught permeterof marsh edge(meanof 6 replicate
samples). August and September was the period of maximum commercial fish
species diversity, when 0.6 commerciallyvaluable fishes werecaughtpermeter
of marsh edge, with a biomass of 3.8 grams dry weight (meansof 6 replicates).
These fishes represented a tremendousdiversity of species: spot (37%),
spadefish(30%), bluefish (9%) southernkingfish (8%), summer flounder(4%),
permit(3%), spottedseatrout (3%), silver perch (3%), stripedbass (1 %),
American eel (1%), Atlantic croaker(1%), and pigfish (1%) (Cicchetti and Diaz
in prep). Parentheses represent percent of commercially valuable species by
number. Densities of commercially valuable fishes werehighestin July(1.25
permeter) but many fewer species were present, and spot made up the great
majority ofcommercially valuable fishes by number (Cicchetti and Diaz in
prep). With the exception of crabs, most of these species may not move onto the
marsh surface; they nonetheless areusing and exporting marsh productionby
feeding at the marshedge. These species arewhat Rozas (1993) refers to as
peripheral species and what Peterson and Turner (1994) refer to as the marsh
subtidal group.

This study suggests an importance of the erosional openembayment(non-creek)
marshedge as support forcommercially valuablespecies that arenot normally
associated with marshes. Densities ofcommerciallyvaluable fishesand of large
crabsper squaremeter sampled aremuch higher in these enclosure trap samples,
which included marshedge, than aredensities in dropring samplescollected in
unvegetatedareas adjacentto marshedge or on nearbydepositional marshedges
(Cicchetti in prep). Since the erosional marshedge is intertidal at these sites,
fishes and largecrabsaremigratingwith the tides into this habitatas it becomes
available. Indeed, the erosional marshedge seems to be a habitatofchoice for
many commercially valuable species at certainstagesof tide. It is likely that the
increased waterdepth of these areas relativeto depositional areas playsa part in
this process. Moreover, the importanceof this habitatis probably
underestimated by the study, sincemark-recapture estimatessuggested that fish
and crab removalefficiencies for the gearas used are on the orderof 50%
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(Cicchetti and Diaz in prep). We suggest that the perception of marsh creeks
providing vastlymoresupport to non-resident nektonthan do othertypesof
marsh edge mayin part be anartifact of sampling in thesehabitats. Marsh
creeks areeasy to sample forlarger fishes with weirs (Shenker and Dean 1979,
Rountree and Able 1992) or with blocking nets (Weinstein 1979)becausethe
creekbanks naturallyenclose an area. It is much more difficult to capturelarger
fishes on open marshsites. Our geardoes quantitativelysample these areas for
larger mobile fishes and the datacollectedsuggest that open embayment sites
areimportant habitats, especiallyin areas suchas the GoodwinIslands where
open embayment marsh is much more abundant thancreekbankmarsh. These
findings should provide insight to ecologistsevaluating marsh function andto
wetland engineerswho areattemptingto build functioning mitigationmarshes
that areof value to commercially important species.

Implications to management

Our studysampledthe erosional marsh edge atone stageof tide in one
geographic location for four months. Three replicate daytime springtide
sampleswere collected per month. The study did not include a direct
comparison to depositional marsh habitats or to marsh creekhabitats. This work
is preliminaryin nature, and further research is clearly needed to validate our
findings and to expand them to other geographic regions. Nonetheless, our
research and the work of others suggest that both the type ofedge and die
amount ofedge in a marsh system are important in determining use of salt marsh
resourcesby resident and transientnekton. We predictthat larger transientand
commercially valuablespecies will frequent marshes of appropriate salinitywith
erosional edges mat are adjacent to deeper water. These sites are most likely to
be of high stream order, or to be open embayments. Conversely, marsh surface
nekton seem to favor marshes with depositional edges (Mclvor and Odum 1988)
and rivulets (Rozas et al 1988), or marshes of lower stream order (Rozas and
Odum 1987, Hettler 1989, Ayers 1995). Marsheswhich feature alternation of
erosional anddepositional edges in close proximity may greatly facilitate
predation on abundantresidentnekton by larger marinetransients. Many marsh
creeks offer exactly such a combination ofhabitattypes. These "combination"
sites, whether in creeks or in exposed areas, may well be extremely productive
in the supportof commercially valuable species. This hypothesis, however,
requires further study.

Minello and Zimmerman (1992) and Peterson and Turner (1994) suggest that
createdsalt marshes should attempt to incorporate a large amount ofedge. We
agree with this assessment and further suggestthatcreated marshes might
incorporate botherosional anddepositional edges into their design. Stable
erosionaledges could be created with "biologs" (BonTerra America, Inc.) or
other stabilizingmaterials. Careful planningand site selection (Broome 1988)
would be necessaryto avoid storm washout problemsassociated with an
erosional marshedge or peatbank (Garbisch 1997). Our suggestionsmay apply
best to smaller marsh creation projects (intertidal dredge spoilstabilization, for
example) which maynot encompass enough area to incorporate atidal creek
systemthatwouldbenefitnon-resident species. We suggest instead thatthese
created depositional edge marshes include marsh areas with stable, created
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erosional edges that protrude into somewhatdeeper waterso as to provide
immediate access to marsh resident production by non-resident predators. This
combination of habitats may lead to increased use of these created marshes by
commercially valuable fishes and crabs. This recommendationrequires further
study also.

It should be recognized that we consider this work to be preliminary. Clearly,
more researchis needed if management decisions areto be based upon these
suggestions. We offer this papermore as a springboard for furtherdiscussion
and research than as a directrecommendation to managers.
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Fig. 1. Erosional vs. depositional marsh edges.

Erosional marsh edge:

intermediate tide

Depositional marsh edge:

intermediate tide

(Modified from Cicchetti and Diaz, in prep)
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Abstract

Developmentofa Mesoscale Habitat Suitability Model Using
Alosa pseudoharengus anda. aestivalis as a Case Study

Rebecca Boger and Carl Hershner
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Many fisheries habitat suitabilitymodelsfocus on micro-scale waterquality
parameters. At this scale, the environment directly interacts with the physiology
of individualsof a given species. Water quality at any given location in a
watershed, however, is constrained by ecological patterns and processes
occurring at larger scales, in particular, land-use activities. A disjunct often
exists between the development of habitat models and the utilization of these
models by local and regional resource managers, who largely control land-use
planning. This project is to develop a model for the spawning habitat of two
anadromousfishes,Alosa aestivalisand A. pseudoharengus (collectivelycalled
river herring) that emphasizes watershedcharacteristics. These fishes spawn in
freshwater creeks along the Atlantic coast of North America. The study area is
the Rappahannock River in Virginia. Thirty-five creeks feeding into the
Rappahannock River were sampled to identify spawning activity. The creeks
vary in geomorphology and extent of anthropogenic disturbance. Data sources
include field measurements, remotely sensed data and digital elevation models
(DEM's). Indices are being generated for watershedand water quality
parameters.Relationshipsare being explored betweenwater quality and
watershed characteristics. By sampling a large number of creeks, it may be
possible to identify optimal natural habitat conditions and to what extent they
may be indicated by easily observable landscape parameters such as land-use.
The conceptual model developed here can be applied to other fishes. The
emphasis on a landscape perspective may aid fisheries management activities.

Rebecca Boger Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
Phone: (804)684-7535
Fax: (804)684-7179
email: rboger@vims.edu
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Abstract

Examining j^istitutional arrangements for Fishery Management:
regulation, taqjs, and community-based management

Mark T. Imperial and Tracy Yandle
School of Public and Environmental Affairs

IndianaUniversity

Fisheries management is primarily dominated by threeparadigms:

(1) the traditional centralizedregulatorymodel,
(2) market-based models, and
(3) community-based models.

The traditional regulatory model typically relies on a centralized hierarchical
institutional arrangement to implement, monitor, andenforcea wide range of
fisheriesregulations(e.g., size, mesh size, gearrestrictions, etc.).

Market-based models try to utilize market mechanisms such as transferable
allowable quotas (TAQs) to limit entry to a fishery.

The emerging community-based model tries to empower local communities and
give them greater controlover fisheries management programs.

All threemodelshave theirsupporters. Federal officialsoften prefer regulatory
models, resourceeconomists frequentiy advocatemarket-basedmodels, and
anthropologists and sociologiststend to advocate community-basedmodels.
While thereareadvantages anddisadvantages to eachmodel, little research has
focused on comparing these institutional mechanisms to determine what their
respective strengths and weaknesses.

The objective of this paperis to compareandcontrast these three management
paradigms. We begin by examining each paradigm and the centralarguments
advanced by their proponents. We then examine the basic structure of the
institutional arrangements associated witheachmanagement paradigms using
the Institutional Analysis andDevelopment (IAD) framework developedby
ElinorOstromandhercolleagues at Indiana University'sWorkshop on Political
Theory andPolicyAnalysis. The IAD framework draws attention to threetypes
of transaction costs associatedwith each management paradigm:

(1) coordination costs,
(2) information costs and,
(3) strategic costs.

Coordination costs arethe sum of the costs invested in negotiating, monitoring,
and enforcing agreements about provisionactivities.
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Informationcosts are those associated with searching for and organizing
information and the cost of errorsresulting from an ineffective blend of
scientific and time and place information.

Strategic costs result from asymmetries in information, power, or other
resourcessuch that some obtain benefits at the expense ofothers. Common
strategiccosts include free riding, rent seeking, shirking, and corruption.

Our analysis demonstrates that these transactioncosts tend to vary greatly
between each paradigm. The IAD framework also draws attention to five
criteria that can be used to examine the overall performance ofeach institutional
arrangement These include: efficiency; fiscal equivalence; redistributional
equity; accountability; and, adaptability. Our analysisdemonstratesthat there
are tradeoffs among each management paradigm with respect to these criteria as
well. Thus, our paper suggests that each management paradigm has clear
strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, we arguethat researchers need to
systematically examine how physical and cultural factors influence transaction
costs and the overall performance criteria.

Tracy Yandle School of Publicand Environmental Affairs
IndianaUniversity
Bloomington, IN 47405
Ph (812) 855-7980
Fax (812) 855-7802
tyandle@indiana.edu
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SOCIO-CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS OF COMMERCIAL FISHERS ON
THE SPINY LOBSTER TRAP CERTIFICATE PROGRAM IN THE

FLORIDA KEYS

Manoj Shivlani, University of Miami, and
Walter J. Milon, University ofFlorida

Introduction

The spiny lobster {Panularis argus) industry is the most lucrative fishery in the
state of Florida, averaging almost six million pounds over the past two decades
(Bohnsack et. al, 1994). Almost 90 percent of the total catch is annually landed
in the Florida Keys (Monroe County). Because of increasing gear and
investment that fishers began placing into the industrysince the 1970's, the
FloridaLegislatureimplemented an effort reduction programin 1991 (DEP,
1997). The Spiny Lobster Trap CertificateProgram (LTC) was passed to
stabilize the fishery by reducing the total numberof traps (Florida Statutes
370.142). Using fishers' prior catch total histories, the Florida Departmentof
Environmental Protection (DEP) allocated trap certificates to the users. These
certificates were and are still subject to an annual reduction schedule until the
program achieves its overall reduction goal. The unique natureof the LTC
allows fishers to transfer certificates to other individuals, thereby creating a
market-based, fishery system akin to the individual transferable quota (ITQ)
fisheries in other sectors (Tietenberg, 1996).

Previous studies on ITQs and other market-based fisheries have largely focused
on their biological sustainability and economic success. More recent research
has explored such systems' social impacts, including the elimination of self-
sustaining, small operators, the fragmentation of fishery-based communities, the
corporatization of common resources, and theconcentration of ITQsor shares.
Studies on the New Zealand ITQ fisheries suggest that market-based fishery
managementdisproportionately impacts and selectively eliminates smaller
fishers from the industries (Pyar and Ross, 1995; Duncan, 1995). McCay et al.
(1994) show that ITQ systems concentrate quotas within fewer, larger operators.
In response to the social impacts that ITQs present, the 1996 Amendments to the
FisheryConservation and Management Act (Magnuson-Stevens Act) imposeda
five year moratorium on ITQs in federal fishery management plans, adding that
subsequent ITQ management strategies must provide for fair allocation, prevent
quota concentration, and considerallocation for entry-leveland small fishers (16
U.S.C. sec. 1853 (d)(5)(B)).

The purpose of this study is to assess the socio-cultural impacts, determined by a
1997 survey conducted with selected members of spiny lobster fishing
community, of the LTC program on spiny lobster fishers in the Florida Keys.
An analysis of fishers' perceptions can provide important informationon how
managerscan implement socially acceptable, market-based, fishery management
systems.
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Socio-Cultural Impacts of the LTC
Methodology

We conducted a survey with lobster license holders in the Florida Keys to
determine the social and cultural impacts of the LTC on their activities and to
assess their perceptions on the program. We used personal interviews as the
preferred survey format and conducted the surveysat the fishers' place of work
or residence (Alreck and Settle, 1985). We noted all comments made by the
fishers on the program's social aspects and compiled field reports for each
survey that narrated the respondents' viewson the LTC.

We contacted a selected sample of lobster fishers who represented a cross-
section of the industry from the 1995-96Florida Saltwater Products List,
including fishers from the Upper, Middle, and Lower Key subregions of Monroe
County. We also selected fishers who held various tiers of certificates, ranging
from individuals who held no certificates to those who owned more than 4,000
certificates. The survey session commenced in April 1997, and we conducted
our field surveys between June 1997 and December 1997.

Demographic profile of respondents

We interviewed a total of 72 fishers. A vast majority, or 96 percent, of the
respondents werefull-time operators who obtained an average of 98 percent of
their total income from commercial fishing. Greater than two-thirds were older
than 40 years, and over half had been fishing for more than 20 years in Monroe
County. The average tenure in the fishery was between 11-20years,
demonstrating that the sample included mostly experienced and established
fishers.

Most of the fishers reported owning fishing vessels. The average replacement
value of the vessels was almost $90,000, and only a small percentage of the
respondents ownedvessels thatcost$300,000 or more. Almost 90 percent of
the fishers surveyed owned lobster certificates. The range in the number of
certificates was between zero and 6,500, the average number of certificates held
was 1,569, and half the fishers owned 1,108 certificates or less. Almost three-
quartersof the sample ownedstonecrab traps. Overall, the sample listed
owning between 0-12,000 traps in both fisheries.

The demographicand economic informationlisted by the respondents indicated
that most of the license holders surveyedwere older, established fishers who
havebeen fishing in the Florida Keysfor over a decade,and specializein both
lobster and stone crab trap fisheries. Most of the operators have small to
moderate investments in the lobster fishery, and only a small percentage owns a
large number of traps and expensive vessels.

Fishers' perceptionson the LTC

We identified and divided three tiers of fishers within our sample. Tier 1
represented thesmall fishers whoowned less than 1,000certificates, Tier2
represented medium-sized operators who owned between 1,000-2,000
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certificates,andTier 3 represented large operators who owned greater than
2,000 certificates. Table 1 presents the views of each tier on the LTC and its
various components.

TABLE 1

Question
Small

operators
(n = 33)

Medium-

sized

operators
(n = 22)

Large
operators
(n=17)

Overall

(n = 72)

1. Favor allocation 11.5 27.8 75 23.6

2. Favor LTC 14.3 27.8 40 20.8

3. Favor leasing 26.9 50 61.5 31.9

4. Favor reduction 4 8.3 10.5 5.6

5. LTC provides value 14.8 373 25 20.8

6. LTC is sustainable 3.7 37.5 20 15.3

7. LTC is unenforceable 22.2 12.5 38.1 25

8. LTC is for government
funds

32 18.8 52.4 33.3

9. LTC benefits large
operators

70.4 47.6 18.8 51.4

10. LTC is removing
smaller operators

77.8 57.1 25 58.3

responsesrefer to percentage levels of agreement

A majority of the large operators favored the initial allocation of the trap
certificates and leasing within the LTC. However, only a quarter of the large
fishersbelieved that the LTC provides value to the industry, and a lower
percentage (20 percent) agreed that the LTC is sustainable. Greater than half of
the large operators viewed the program as a meansby which the government
could collect money from fishing activities.

Medium and small operators generallydisapproved of the initial allocation of
the trap certificates, and they did not favor the LTC. More medium fishers
approvedof leasingthan small fishers. Both groupsagreed that the LTC is
removing small operators, and a high percentage of small fishers believed that
the LTC benefits large operators.

A majorityof the operators in all three tiersdisapproved of reductionsin the
certificate program. The respondents in the tiers alsodid not perceive the LTC
as a long-term, sustainable program, as determined by the low percentages of
agreementwith questions concerningthe value and sustainabilityof the LTC.
These percentages suggest that fishers, regardless of their certificate totals, are
wary of the program's future.
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Discussion

While the percentagecomparisons suggest that larger operatorsview the LTC
more favorably than their smaller counterparts, a majority of the respondents are
nevertheless against the program. The fishers' negative opinions suggest that
their perceptions on the LTC and other fishery management strategiesmay be
motivated by more than economic impacts. We suggest that thereare prevailing
socio-cultural perceptions that contributed to the majority's negative views, and
these perceptions need to be understoodarid ameliorated in order for managers
and decision-makers to implement economically sustainableand socially
acceptable fishery strategies.

We identified five major socio-cultural perceptions that have contributed to the
fishers' disapprovalof the LTC, and they are:

Fear of the "non-fisherVoutsider" influence

Anger over the "changing landscape" of the fishery

Uncertainty on the program's reduction extent and schedule

Belief that the program is a means by which to remove
commercial fishing from the region

Conviction that the programhas led to greaterillegal activities

These perceptionsare not isolated among fishers who are againstthe LTC.
They are prevalent among the community which includes large,medium, and
small operators, and fish house owners who are concerned with what they view
as a dramatic shift in their industry.

Fear of the "non-fisher7"outsider" influence

The fear that "outsiders" have infiltrated the lobster industry since the inception
of the LTC is prevalent among the respondents. Many fishers in the sample
blame the high market value of the certificates(which rangedbetween $70-90
each in 1997) on "outsiders" who have purportedly purchased certificates with
the intents of speculatingon their future value or for leasing purposes.

Many respondentsare particularly disappointed with the leasingthat occurs
under the LTC, as evidenced by the 51 percentof the fisherswho disapproved of
the concept altogether. They arguethat leasingallowed"non-fishers" to enter
the fishery without setting a single trap. Several of the respondents offered a
solution to leasing,stating that if leasing is to be permittedin the program, it
shouldonly be allowed if the leasers can verify thatthey fish a percentage of
theircertificates. If the leasing system were so modified, the respondents
believe that "non-fishers" would have fewer incentives to enter the fishery,
certificate prices would stabilize, and the "outsider" element would wane.
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The "changing landscape" of the fishery

Respondents, both those in favor of and againstthe LTC, generallyagreethat
the programis changing the cultural identity of the lobster fishery in the Florida
Keys. Prior to the LTC, small entrants worked as mates in an "apprenticeship
system", gained experience in lobster fishing underestablishedcaptains, and
eventually "graduated"as captains in their own operations. Under the current
management system, matescannot afford certificates andthus own part of the
fishery.

Many of the respondentsalso describethe "changinglandscape" as a shift in the
fishery from one that was previously diffuse and largelybased on sustainable
use to a concentrated, profit-driven industry. Opponents of the programbelieve
thatthe professionalization of the fishery has incurred significant,negative
effects on the social fabric of the fishing community. Fishers who represent
several generationsof Keys fishermen have sold their certificates and departed
from the industry. Fish houses that relied on these fishers have lost significant
parts of theirincomeanda moderate percentage of theirmembers. Because of
the increasing competition that the program engenders, many fishers claim that
traditional, community-based activities such as trappoursand cooperative
surveillance have declined. Incoming fishers who enter the lobster industry by
purchasing certificatesare not always acceptedby the community either. They
are often viewed as "carpetbaggers" who have usurped the fishery from exiting
fishers.

Uncertainty over the program's reduction extent and schedule

A majority of the fishers surveyed areagainst further trapcertificatereductions.
They arguethat priorreductions, between the 1992-93to 1994-95seasons,have
sufficiently reduced certificate totals', and that there isno need for further
reductions. Almost 10 percentof the fishers we surveyed had sold their total
certificates in 1997, and a majority of these exiting fishers cited uncertainty over
the reduction scheduleas the primary reason for theirdeparture from the fishery.
Several fish house owners reported losing high-level producers who they
claimed had left because they were concerned about future reductions.

The respondents aregenerally disappointed with the certificate
reduction schedule, which many claim is unclear. Several fishers argue that the
fishery is sustainable at its current level,andthe further reductions would
negatively affect catch totals.

1 The Florida Marine Fisheries Commission, which is directed under the LTC to authorize
certificate reductions, implemented three years of 10 percent trap reductions between 1992-1995.
Certificate totals declined from the 816.000 certificates grantedthrough the inception of the LTC to
less than600.000 certificatesin 1997(DEP. 1997). Trap reductions were suspendedbetween 1996-
1997, but the Commission implemented an alternate year reduction schedule commencing in the
1998-99 season.
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Belief that the program is a meansbv which to remove commercial fishing from
the region

A portionof the sample is convinced that the LTC is a means by which the
government intends to removelobster trapping from the region entirely. These
respondents claimthat initial phase of the plan is to eliminatesmaller operators.
Once the smaller operators aredisplaced from the fishery, the governmentwill
then remove the remaining fishers. They pointto priorregulations that have
selectively impacted commercial fishing in the Florida Keys, includingthe 1994
Floridanet-ban which displaced net-fishing from state waters, the removal of
commercial fishing from Everglades National Park in the 1980's, and the
implementation of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary no-fishingzones
in 1997 (Milon era*.. 1997).

Other fishers who do not share such extreme views on the LTC are nevertheless
concerned about the marginalizationof small operators. They believe that
althoughthe LTC was not designed to eliminatecommercial lobster fishing, it
will concentrate trapsamong fewer users. A smallerpopulation of lobster
fishers, coupled with a lower frequency ofentrants,may result in the
commercial fishing industry losing the dominant social presence it has held for
decades in the Florida Keys. Also, with the recreational lobster sector
harvestingan estimated 350,000 poundsof lobsterper year(DEP, 1997),these
respondents fear that they may become outnumbered and then ousted from the
industry.

Conviction that the program has led to greaterillegal activities

A majorityof the fishers surveyed complainof the trap-robbing situation in the
region which they claim has increased since the implementation of the LTC.
The respondents believe that, unlike in the past when recreational divers mostly
stole the catch, the current violatorsinclude marginalized or displacedtrap
fishers. Almost three percent of the respondentsclaimed that they had exited the
industry because of the trap robbing situation, and an additional four percent
stated that they would sell out unless conditions improved.

The other frequent concern that fishers have on the trap-robbing issue is the
perceived lack of enforcement and lenient penalty structure. Respondents do not
believe that the authorities have effectively addressed the increasedtrap-robbing
activities, either because of other agendas or because of inadequate funding.
Several fishers argue that LTC and license revenues should be budgeted toward
enforcement rather than research and monitoring. Other fishers are convinced
that it is the current penalty structure that needs to be strengthened to dissuade
trap-robbing activities. Market-based systems are supposed to engender self-
policing mechanisms in which userscooperate to protectthe resource
(Runolfsson, 1997), but the LTC either has not led to the formation of such a
system or is perceived as unenforceable by the participants.
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Recommendations

If managers want to retain social and culturalcomponents in expanding fisheries
through market-based systems, they must consider schemes that allow for
sustainable use, discourage speculation, admit small entrants, and reduce intra-
fishery conflicts and misperceptions concerning the governing agencies and
enforcement bodies. The views of lobster fishers under the LTC provide
important information on the socio-cultural impacts of market-based systems,
and they provide insight into modifications that decision-making bodies can
adopt to create socially acceptable, economically sustainable, fishery
management strategies.

An approachmanagers should consider in the LTC is the installation of a cap on
the minimum number ofcertificates (or shares) that can be reduced. By
determining the threshold number of certificates that fishers require to remain
viable in the fishery, managerscan implement schemes that reduce effort for
only those users who elect to fish above that margin. Smaller users may then
fish at the marginal levels without expending excess effort to keep up with
future reductions. Duncan (1995) argues that market-based fisheries often
facilitate consolidation and rewardthe group of fishers who were initially
responsible for unsustainable fishing practices. Larger, professionalized fishers
often create profit-based industries out of what were once subsistence-based
fisheries. Instead of punishing either group for the extent of its effort within the
industry, fishery managers can allow both user types to operate concurrently
under a cap limit on the least number ofcertificates that can be reduced. The
OrganizedFishermenof Florida (OFF) stone crab limited-entry proposal
suggests utilizing a tier system under which permit transfers result in reductions,
but permits may not be reduced below a base tier of 500 traps (OFF, 1997).
Such a system allows market-based transferwith a reduction component,
thereby eliminating the uncertainty of future reductions across the industry, and
it retains small-scale operators within the industry by exempting them from
transfer reductions.

Another issue that managers need to consider in the LTC is the leasing
component in the program. Leasing and rentingof certificates, in most users'
opinions, invite speculation and inflate the selling price. "Non-fishers" enter the
industry and buy certificates. Small traditional users, who are negatively
impacted by reductions,cannot afford certificatesas pricesbecome prohibitive,
and they are forced to leasecertificates from other fishers and the "non-fishers".
If "non-fishers" were not allowed to lease out certificates, they would lose their
major incentive to enter and remain in the fishery. Respondents believe that a
prohibition on leasing would remove "non-fishers" from the industry, forcing
them to sell their certificates and reduce sale prices. DEP has reviewed the LTC
statute and believes that leasing, by virtue of its absence in the statute, may not
be allowed in the following seasons without an amendment via the Florida
Legislature (Cordero, pers. comm.). While a prohibitionon leasing may reduce
certificate prices and remove the "non-fisher" influence, it will also negatively
affect severalsmall operators who rely exclusively or extensively on leasing for
their income. Any regulations banning leasing must consider a phase-out period
to assist the smaller fishers who will otherwise be eliminated immediately from
the industry.
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The state must also address the elimination of small entrants into the fishery. In
the past, many small entrants startedthe industry as mates and upgradedto
captains. This progressionhas been effectively severed under the LTC, and
mates no longer have the financial means by which to become lobster fishers.
The mate system represents a passageof traditional knowledge that cannot be
readilyreplaced by otherentrants. The 1996Amendments to the Magnuson-
Stevens Act recognized this disparity, and it called for subsequent, federal ITQ
management strategies to consider the allocationofquotas for "entry-level
fishers, small vessel owners, and crew members" who may otherwise not qualify
(16 U.S.C. sec. 1853 (d)(5)(B)). The act also supports small entrants by
allowing fishery management councils and the SecretaryofCommerce to
approveup to 25 percentofany fees collected from ITQ programs to aid in the
financing of ITQs by fishers who use "small vessels" and for"first-time
purchases" of ITQs by entrants(16 U.S.C. sec. 1853(d) (4) (A)). Clearly,the
1996 Amendments convey the federal government's concern toward the impact
of market-based fishery systems on small entrants. The stateof Florida should
considersimilarimpacts in its own market-based, lobster fishery,and ensure
that small entrantparticipation is not eliminated. An effective method by which
to facilitate new user participation in the lobster fishery may be througha state-
sponsored,low interest, loan program that would providesmall fishers the
necessarycapital by which to enter and remain in the industry.

Finally, managers must work closely with both lobster fishers and enforcement
officials to either improve enforcement standards or dispel misperceptions on
illegalactivities. The 1996MFC meeting includedseveralaccountsby both
managementofficials and enforcement officers on the negativeeffects of illegal
lobster fishing on the landings and catch-per-unit-effort(CPUE) (MFC, October
1996). The respondents argue thatillegal fishing is notonly restricted to fishers
using tagless traps, andthat it alsooccurs through traprobbing. The widespread
perception amonglobster fishers is that trap robbing and poaching have
increased since the LTC's implementation, andenforcement has not been
sufficiently upgraded to protect the resource. As more users have been forced
out of the industry, marginalized and eliminated fishers have begun to rob traps.
Without long-term securityin the program, eitherperceived or actual, the
licenseholders cannot fully agree with the goal of the LTC to "increase the yield
pertrapand...maintain or increase overall catchlevels" (Florida Statutes
370.142(1)).
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Abstract

Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV)is widely recognized bycoastal managers,
fishermen, scientists andcoastal communities asa valuable marine resource for estuarine
finiish andshellfish, and for its rolein nutrient cycling andsediment stabilization. Recent
declines in SAV abundance havebeenreported in mostAtlantic coastal states. Some
estuaries have been heavily impacted both bydisease and theanthropogenic impacts of
development. For instance, Narragansett Bay has lost 90% ofitshistoric range ofeelgrass
(Zostera marina) beds, while theChesapeake Baylost 90% of itsSAV during the1960s
and 1970s.

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC), recognizing the
important role SAVplays in the habitat ofASMFC managed fisheries,
developed an SAV policy in 1997 inan effort to provide guidance to state,
federal, local and cooperative programs which influence and regulate fish habitat
and impacts to fish habitat. Part of the background research for the SAV policy
included anoverviewof statemanagement andregulation for marine and
brackish water SAV. Many of thestates along theAtlantic coast are involved in
protection and/or restoration of this resource through measures such as direct
regulation of the physical disruption ofSAVbeds, watershed management plans,
restrictionson dock construction and SAV planting.

State natural resource management agencies were asked to describe thetypes of
state regulations developed to protect SAVand tocharacterize their
effectiveness by answering aseries of questions. Matrices were developed to
categorize the responses and identify states with SAV mapping and/or survey
programs, and the extent ofthe area covered. States were also asked todescribe
recent trends in the abundanceof SAV. Results of the survey indicate that even
states with regulations developed specifically to protect SAV may be
unsuccessful ateliminating SAV losses, this mayresult from a lackof
enforcement and public education needs, and/or thedifficulty inmanaging
nonpoint sources of pollution.

Introduction

The Atlantic States Marine FisheriesCommission (ASMFC). and its member
states presently manage twenty-four species of finfish for which twenty
management plans are either implemented, under preparation, orbeing amended
(ASMFC 1997). Since many ASMFC managed species are directly dependent
upon submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) for refuge, attachment, spawning,
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food, or preylocation (Laney 1997), developing an SAVpolicy wasconsidered
to be an important step in protecting valuable fisheries habitat. The ASMFC
policyemphasizes trueseagrasses and the freshwater species of SAVbecause
someASMFC species utilize bothseagrass andfreshwater SAVhabitats during
theirontogenetic development (Stephan andBigford 1997). The majorgoalsof
the ASMFC SAV policy are "to preserve, conserve, and restore where
scientifically possible, in order to achieve a netgain in SAVdistribution and
abundance along theAtlantic coastand tidal tributaries, and to prevent any
further lossesof SAV in individual statesby encouraging states to protect
existing SAVbedsfromfurtherlosses; sett andachieve stateor regional water
and habitat qualityobjectives, and develop and attainstate SAV restoration
goals" (ASMFC 1997).

State Management and Regulation ofSAV

State regulationof SAV has been considereda necessarymanagementtool for
protection of fisheries habitats by some Atlantic coastal states. These states have
implemented protectivemeasures, such as, watershed management and/or
regulation ofcertain fishing gear in SAV beds. In order to summarize and assess
the state regulations alreadyprotecting SAV,theASMFC prepareda surveyof
existingstateprograms. First, the state management and regulatory authority
responsiblefor SAV managementwas identified. Backgroundinformationwas
obtained overthe phoneconcerning existing research, mapping, education and
regulation approaches to protectSAV. Relevant regulations, management plans
and reports were reviewed. Managers of these agenciesevaluatedregulation
efficacy by respondingto the following questions:

1. Areyour state regulations extremely effective at protecting SAV [noSAV is lost, orany
that is lost is effectively mitigated(replaced)]?

2. Are yourstateregulations very, somewhator noteffective at protecting SAV from
physicaldisturbance?

3. Are yourstateregulations very, somewhat,or noteffective at protecting waterquality
necessary for SAV?

Managers werealso asked to describe any fishinggear restrictions in place to
protect SAV, and any long-term and/or recent trends in SAV abundance.
Finally, managers were asked to describe any mappingefforts which are being
planned or underway,and to estimate the percentageof SAV areas currently
mapped.

Results

Twelve of the fourteen Atlantic coastal states have coastal waters with

environmental variables suitable for SAV. Georgiaand South Carolinado not
have SAV in tidal waters because of high tidal amplitude and very turbid water
(Rob Dunlap, Personal Communication 1996).

Recent trends in seagrass abundance (summarized in Table 1), indicate that eight
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of the twelve states with SAV have declining or severely declining SAV
distribution; two states have stable distributions (Virginia and Maryland); and
NewHampshire isexperiencing an increase inSAV distribution. At thetimeof
the survey, Maine had not assessedSAV distribution.

Table I. Recenttrendsin seagrass abundance in Altaic coastal states, andquaErarive estimates of regulation
effectiveness batedonopinion of statemanagers. Theeffectiveness of regulations at protecting seagrass from
physical disturbance, andensuring thenecessary water quality, areranked on thenumerical scale givenbelow.
Regulations addressing fishing gear impacts (surveyed in 1996) arealsosummarized.

State
Recent

Trends

Physical
Disturbance

Water

Quality
Fishing GearRegulations

ME unknown 3 3 none

NH > 1 1 none

MA « 2 4

crawlsand sea scallop dredges
prohibitedon areasof south
shore ofCape Cod to protect
Zostera marina

RI < 3 3 none

CT < 1 2 none

NY < 3 3 none

NJ < 2 2

some gears have been prohibited
in partbecause of impacts to
SAV

DE < 4 3 none

MD = 1 1 crab scrapes must be toothless

VA B 2 2 none

NC 2 3
mechanical shellfishing and bull-
raking prohibited in SAV

FL < 3 3 none

Recent Trends:

«- severe declines

<• decline

>-increase

= -stable

Physical Disturbance/Water QualityRanking:
1• extremely effective
2-highly effective
3 • somewhat effective

4-not effective

Some of the statesdo not regulate SAV impactsseparately, andSAV is usually
protected under thedefinition of coastal wetlands and/or coastal resources. For
instance,the Rhode Island CoastalResourcesManagementProgram (RICRMP)
permit requirements for activities in coastal waters do not require minimizing
impacts to SAV specifically; however SAV resources are captured under Section
300.1of the RICRMP,whichrequires thatanactivitynot resultin significant
impacts on the abundance anddiversityof plantand animal life.

Most states (Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia,
Delaware, North Carolina and Florida)do have explicit stipulations to protect
SAV species. For instance, the Massachusetts Department ofEnvironmental
Protection hasspecificrequirements under the Codeof Massachusetts
Regulations (310CMR 10.00), which are applied whenland underthe ocean or
nearshore areas of land under the ocean are found to be significant to the
protection of marine fisheries, protection of wildlifehabitat, stormdamage
prevention or flood control. Non-water dependent projects cannot have adverse
effects on marine fisheries habitat or wildlife habitat caused by:-
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- alterations in water circulation;
- destruction ofeelerass (Zostera marina)

• alterations in thedistribution of sediment grain size
- changes in water quality, including, but not limited to, otherthannatural fluctuations in the

level of: dissolved oxygen, temperature orturbidity, orthe addition of pollutants;
alteration of shallow submerged lands with high densities of polychaetes, moltusks or

macrophytic algae.

Some states (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia) are
assessing long term water quality monitoring data and trying todevelop
minimum water quality and light requirements for SAV in particular
embayments. For instance, theLong Island Sound Program initiated acoast-
wide volunteer Secchi Disk program in 199S toquantify water quality
characteristics favorable for SAV (Ernst and Stephan 1997).

TheCoastal Nonpoint Source Control Program isonemeasure being used to
address waterpollution impacting seagrass beds. Under Section 6217 of the
Coastal ZoneManagement Act of 1972, asamended (16U.S.C. §6217), coastal
states are required todevelop nonpoint source management control plans for
inclusion intheir Coastal Zone Management Programs. Theoverall objective of
section 6217 is todevelop and implement monitoring and management measures
for nonpoint source pollution control including agricultural best management
practices, forestry practices, urbanrunoff and construction activities,marina
operations, watershed hydro-modification, and riparian area management.
Today, almost all of the Atlantic coastal states (Georgia isin the final stages of
completing) haveconditional approval of their programs.

Table 2. SAVmapping efforttocomnginAthntic coastal sutes, including agericy ororg^
project, estimated percentage complete, and expected completion date (surveyed in 1996).

State Agency/Institution Estimated % Completed

Comprehensive
Survey

Completion
Date

ME MB Dept. Mar. Res. &

The Nature Conservancy
in progress 6798

NH Universityof New Hampshire unknown
no

comprehensive
survey planned

MA
MA Dept of Environmental
Protection

90%

in progress
6797

RI Narragansett Bay Program 3%
no

comprehensive
survey planned

CT University of CT 100% 1996

NY
NY Dept. of Environmental
Protection*

0%»
no

comprehensive
survey planned

NJ
NJ Dept. of Environmental
Protection

100% 1980,1988
update in areas

DE none 0%
no

comprehensive
survey planned
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MD VA institute of Marine Sciences 100% annual updates

VA VA Institute of Marine Sciences 100% annual updates

NC
NMFS.NCDiv. of Marine
Fisheries

30%
no

comprehensive
survey planned

FL
NMFS, FL Dept.of Environmental
Protection

100%
continuous

updates

•Aerial photographs atebeing archived; there are noplans for data interpretation atthistime.

As of 1996,most Atlantic coastalstateshad mapped some of their SAV
resources (except for Delaware), few haveacomprehensive survey,or planto do
acomprehensive survey(Table2). The states with90% -100%of theirSAV
resources mapped (Florida, Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, Massachusetts and
Connecticut) partnered withan academic institution (i.e.,Virginia Institute of
Marine Sciences) or the National Marine Fisheries Service. The states that are
assessing their SAV are using geographic information systems to analyze and
map their data.

Conclusions

Regulation and management of SAV resources occur in allAtlantic coastal states
where SAV is found. Results of the survey indicatethat even states with
regulations developed specifically to protect SAV maybeunsuccessful at
quelling theloss of SAV because of a lack of enforcement, the need for public
education andthe difficulty in managing and/or regulating nonpoint sources of
pollution. The effectiveness of regulations vary depending on theprogram and
the method used to protect SAV.

Coordination ofmanagementand restoration programs is essential. For
example, states may be successful at protecting SAV from physical destruction
but waterqualityimpacts may still resultin declining abundance. In
Massachusetts, fishing gear restrictions areusedto protect eelgrass in areas on
the south shore of Cape Codbutthesignificant amount of eelgrass lostover the
last few years is generally attributed to poor water quality, particularly nutrient
loading (Paul Caruso, Personal Communication 1996).

Appropriate water quality parameters are essential for healthy SAV, yet state
water quality standards are geared more towards the protection of animal life
rather than plant life. If stateregulations are goingto be effective at protecting
SAV, individualminimum waterquality parameters for SAV in different
embayments are necessary.

Anotherexampleof the need for coordination among programs is Delaware,
wherestaterestored seagrass bedsare severely impacted by shellftshermen (Ben
Anderson,Personal Communication 1996). Mapping of SAV is essentialto
understanding trends andpossible causes for reduced SAV distribution.
Althoughminimumwater quality criteria for seagrass will varydepending on the
water body,delineation methods for mapping SAV should be uniformso that
SAV trends can be assessed on a regional basis.
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Sincethisstate survey wascompleted, monitoring programs have been updated
and newinitiatives started to protect SAV. For instance, inJanuary 1998, the
Virginia Marine Resources Commission agreed to setaside 14square milesof
submerged aquatic vegetation in Chincoteague Bayasa sanctuary from
commercial clam dredging (Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay 1998). Rhode
Island is currently developing regulations to protect SAV from both physical
disturbance and theimpacts of degraded water quality. Mapping is also ongoing
in RhodeIsland. The Narragansett Bay Estuary Program recently completed
GIS mapsof seagrass beds in Narragansett Bay. In addition,the NOAA Coastal
Service's Center's Coastal Change andAnalysis Program will be working with
statesthis summerto develop uniformprotocols forSAV mappingfornational
use (Mark Finkbeiner, Personal Communication 1998).

SAV is a habitatresourcethat is vital to many coastal fish stocks. State
managementof SAV could impact coastal fisheries on a regional basis. Since
statesvary in theirapproaches to SAV conservation, it is important for them to
recognize their responsibilities as stewardsofa nationallyimportant resource.
Based on this survey, it appears that awareness ofthe importanceof SAV
conservation is growing along the Atlantic coast
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Abstract

the impact ofwind field on the expansion of the changjiang river
Diluted

Water in Summer

Shen Huanting andZhu Jianrong
Institute ofEstuarine and Coastal Research East China Normal University,

Shanghai, China
And

Zhu Shouxjan
Meteorological College of Nanjing Air Force

A three dimension nonlinear baroclinic shallow water and continental shelf
model with primitive equations inaa coordinate system was developed tostudy
thedynamic mechanism of theexpansion of theChangjiang River diluted water.
The calculation domain is the whole continent shelfof theDonghai Sea and the
topography and real shape of thecoast is considered. The model equations are
discreted inacompletely staggered grid system and the Alternating Direction
Implicit(ADI) scheme is adopted for the numerical method.The semi-
momentum scheme which isquadratic conservation and theupstream scheme
are used for the nonlinear terms inthe momentum equations and salt equations,
respectively. Numerical experiments involving different wind speeds and
directions indicate that in summer the effect of the south wind field on the
expansion of theChangjiang River diluted thewater is determined by the
monthly mean wind speed. At less than 3 ms~l, the effectis small; at6 msl the
effect isobvious. Thesouthwest wind enhances the eastward expansion of the
diluted water, buthas a very little effectonitssouthward expansion. The
southeast windblocksthe diluted water eastward expansion andenhances
northwestward expansion.

Prof. Huanting Shen Chairman and Director
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EastChinaNorma] University
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CONFIRMATION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERSHED MODEL
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Lewis Linker, Environmental Protection Agency/CBPO

Abstract

Verification of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model was conducted by the
comparisonof the outputs in the calibrationperiod (1984-1991) and the
confirmationperiod (1992-1995). Graphical plots for flow and concentrations
were compared for the two periods. Wilcoxon rank-sum test and t-test for two
independent samples were applied for the log of absolute residuals and
regression analyses were applied to observed and modeled data to test the
validity of the confirmation run versus the calibration run, in the assumption of
pre-acceptance of the calibrations. In the cases ofdissimilarity between the two
periods by the statistical hypothesis tests, but with lower residuals in the
confirmation period, the sign of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test could provide
further information on the acceptance of the confirmation runs. Verification of a
model can provide not only confidence in applying the model in both the
calibration period and the extended period, but it may also provide guidance for
elaborating upon a model. The Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model is generally
verified to be valid in modeling nutrient loads to the Bay.

Introduction

HSPF (HydrologicalSimulation Program- Fortran) has been successfully
applied to model the Chesapeake Bay watershed (Linker et al., 1987,1998).
Most HSPF simulations in the Phase IV Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model ran
for 8 years (1984-1991). The objective of this paper is to test whether the
calibration for the 8 years holds true for the extended years, i.e. runs for a 12-
year (1984-1995) simulation, without further calibration to determine if the
model works as well in the extended periods as in the calibration period.

This paper will present the fall-line loads for TN, TP, total suspended sediment,
temperature, and flow, from the major tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay, the
Susquehanna, Potomac, Patuxent, James, Rappahannock, Appomattox,
Mattaponi, and Pamunkey Rivers.

Methodology of Confirmation Scenarios

Various methods for water quality model verification were discussed by
Thomann (1982) and Rechhow et al. (1986,1992). The methodology for the
Phase TV Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model calibration was primarily the
comparison of the simulations with observations on daily bases for major
parameters (flow, TN, TP, sediment, temperature, N02-3, NH4, OrN, OrP, P04,
etc.), using graphical plots ofconcentrations, loads, and statistics.
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Thecalibrations for the Watershed Model are segment- and basin- based. Each
basin has itsdistinct characteristics. These will affect the goodness of
calibration fora specific parameter ina specific basin. The magnitude of
goodness ofcalibration could beinherited more orless inthe extended period.
Since there was nodefinite value ofresiduals todelineate the acceptance ofa
model calibration, themethodology of the confirmation would mainly use
statistical analyses ontheresiduals bycomparing those in thecalibration and
confirmation runs to testwhether theconfirmation is acceptable under the
assumption ofaccepted calibration. Direct visual (graphical) comparison of the
simulations andobservations was alsoapplied. Theconfirmation would be
acceptedif the residuals in these twoperiodsare close. The Wilcoxonrank-sum
testonresidual, t-test on themeans of residual, and t-test on regression were
applied in statistic analysis.

In the graphical approach, daily simulations (flow or nutrient concentrations) for
1984-1995, overlaid with discrete observed data, were plotted. Wecompare the
graphical patterns of thesimulations in 1992-1995 with thosein 1984-1991, and
observe thedeviation of simulation from observation. This approach is useful
for a rough analysis, and inthe cases where observed data is lacking. Graphics
arealso useful to visually exam thevalidity of statistical hypothesis testing,
because many statistical tests aresensitive to sample distributions and
representations (Thomann 1982; Reckhow et al., 1986,1992). Asynthetical
analysis onboth graphics and statistics is important toovercome possible
shortcomings ofeach method. Besides, we also studied themonthly and yearly
fall-line loads tosupplement thegraphical analysis, because yielding reasonable
ranges ofyearly loads iscritical intheacceptance of thewatershed model bythe
CBPO ModelingSubcommittee.

Graphical Analysis of 1984-1995 HSPF Simulations

Plots of HSPF simulated concentrations versus observations from the fall line
stations were analyzed. Due to limited space forpublication graphics arenot
presented but can be referred fromWanget al. 1998(Append G).

Mostof thepatterns in 1992-1995 are similar to theircounterparts in 1984-1991,
and thesetwoperiods havesimilarmagnitude of residuals. Figures showthat
flowis wellcalibratedin 1984-1991. Although the simulated flows in 1992-
1995 aregenerally notas good as thosein 1984-1991, theyare still close to the
observed. Some (e.g., Pamunkey River) aredeviated more thantheothers (e.g.,
AppomattoxRiver). Similar situationsare found in temperature,sediment,TP,
TN, and otherparameters. However, someexceptions werefound. The most
prominent one is TN from the Potomac River. The TN concentrations from the
Potomac fall-line in mid 1995 were over-simulated significantlyin some dates.

Statistical Analysis

Absolute residual (which will be simply called the residuals in the text) is an
important statistical measurement for models, which indicates how badly the
simulations deviate from the observations. The outputs of HSPF are average
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daily values incontinuous days. Theobserved water quality data are based on
instantaneous samples in discrete dates, and are assumed to represent the average
value of the dates. Therefore, there is a correspondingsimulated datum for each
observed datum. We use all the available observed-simulated data pairs forming
residuals as the sample froma population forstatistics, and assumethey
represent the entirepopulation in the period (1984-1995).

We havetwo samples, one is the available residuals from the confirmation
period, the otheris the available residuals from the calibration period. Our
studies showed that the distributions of residuals of the Watershed Model were

usuallynearlog normal, therefore log of residuals is used. The statistic
measurements for verification will be based on a comparison of the log residuals
between the calibrationand confirmation periods.

One of the main criteria for acceptance of calibration was based on reasonable
low residuals. If the residuals in the confirmation period are statistically as low
as in the calibration period, the confirmation runswould then be acceptable.
Therefore, the null hypothesis forour statistics is: Ho: the populations of log
residualsarethe same for the calibration periodand the confirmation period.
The acceptance of this hypothesis would agree withthe statement thatthe
calibration in 1984-1991 is held true in the confirmationperiod (1992-1995). If
the nullhypothesis is rejected, thentheresiduals forthesetwo periods are
considered dissimilar.

A 0.05 significance level is usually used in most statistical hypothetical tests.
However, we consider the fact that calibration was not performed in the
confirmation period, andwe couldlike to havemoretolerance in the comparison
ofconfirmation versus calibration, therefore, the 0.01 significance level will also
be analyzed. Therearemanyhypothesis tests to studywhether two populations
are similar. Wilcoxon rank-sum test, t-test, and regression test will be used for
the comparisons.

When the hypothetical testingrejectsthe similarity of the two periods, we may
notabsolutely rejecttheconfirmation run, because sometimes the confirmation
period may have lower residuals than thecalibration period, which would lead to
a rejection of similarity. Therefore, besides therejection or acceptance of the
similarity of the periods, otherstatistical measures are alsoconsidered to analyze
whether the confirmation is acceptable. The statistic measures, suchas therank
(or signofZ) in the Wilcoxon test, or meansandstandard deviationin t-test, or
slopesandintercepts in the regression analysis, will be further discussed.

Wilcoxon rank-sum test

The Wilcoxon rank-sum test for two independent samples is one of the common
methodsto test the similarity of two populations, whichwill be briefly calledthe
W-test in the following text The advantage of the W-test is that it does not
requirenormal distribution of the population.
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The W-test isbased onthe ranks for astatistic measure and sample sizes. The
statistic formulae is: Z =(R - ur) / xr, where ur=n1* (nl+n2+l) / 2, xr=
sqrt(nl*n2*(nl+n2+l)/12), nl =sizeof thesample from which therank sumR
is found, n2 =size ofthe other sample, and R=sum of ranks ofthe sample with
sizenl.

It canbe verified thatif we interchange the two setsof values, thenthe same
absolute Z value would yield, however with an opposite sign. We applied the
W-test onlog residuals inthe 1984-1991 and 1992-1995 two populations which
weremarked asgroups 1and2 respectively. Z in theabove formulae wouldbe
marked asZl, because it is referenced to group 1.

In theW-test, thenull hypothesis Ho(i.e., thetwopopulations to be identical in
a givensignificant level) would be accepted if theabsolute Z valueis less than
the critical value,otherwise, a rejection of Ho.

t-test

One-Sample t-test: For a parameter X of a sample set from a normal distributed
population, the statistic measure, t = (x-u)/ (s/n), is with a Student's t-distribution
of n-1 degrees of freedom, where, x and s are the mean and standard deviation of
theparameter, n thenumber of samples, u thetrue mean of thepopulation. The
parameter X for the t-testin ourcaseis log residual. We do not know the true
mean, u,of log residuals of the whole population inconfirmation period,
however wemay (and have to) assumed itequals tothe mean from the samples
in thecalibration period. Then, according to the values of x, n ands from the
sample (i.e., logresiduals in theconfirmation run), an one-sample t-test can be
conducted to test the Ho.

Two-Sample t-tesr. The two-sample t-test may bemore appropriate inour case,
because we compare the means of logresidual for the calibration and
confirmation runs more directly. Under theassumption of unequal variances, t is
computed (Steel and Torrie, 1980) as t =(x, - X2) / /(SiVni +silnd, where nl
and n2bethenumber of samples from thecalibration and confirmation periods,
respectively, X| and x2 the mean logresiduals of samples from thecalibration
and confirmation periods, respectively, and S|2 and S22 the sample variance of the
calibration and confirmation periods, respectively. The degrees of freedom are
approximated (Satterthwaite, 1946) as df=(S|2/n, +s^/nj)*/[(S|2/ni)2 / (n,-l)+
(SaW/ferl)].

The degrees of freedom for allsamples considered here are greater than 120.
The critical Value fort is 1.96or3.0 forsignificance levelat 0.05 or0.01. For a
certain significance level, if the absolute t valueis greater thanthe critical value,
thenthenull hypothesis. Ho, would be rejected, otherwise non-rejection.
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Regression analysis

An ideal scatter plotof perfect model simulations versus field observations
would forma line with the slope, m=l, and the Y-intercept, b=0. Using a two-
variable linear regression on simulation-observation pairs, theslopeand Y-
intercept, mi and bi, of the regressed line would deviateawayfromthe ideal,
having standard deviation sS 0 and R2<1, reflecting deviations ofmodel
simulations. Two t-test analyses were applied further on regression results for
theslopeandthe intercept: 1)for the verification or calibration period
individually, using t^m - l)/s2ra and tb=(b-0)/s2b (Reckhow etal 1992), and 2)
forcomparing a similarity between thetwo periods (with reference to calibration
period), using t^*) =(nv, - mj/s2^**) and t^) =(b, - be)/s k^o • The first
analysis candirectly test thegoodness of themodel in thetwoperiods
individually, which, however, is notthescope of thisstudy. The2nd analysis
compares thesimilarity ofgoodness between thetwo periods, which is similar to
the W-test and the simplet-test we are applying. The confirmation wouldbe
accepted, if both t-tests on theregression results ofslope and intercept show a
similarity of regressions in thesetwo periods.

Overview of the Table of Statistical Results

Table 1 summarizes the results from t-test and the W-test. For each testing P
(pass - acceptance of theHo)or F (fail - rejection of theHo)for the0.05 and
0.01 significant levels arelisted. Themean, standard deviation, and sample sizes
are omitted but can be referred from Wang et al (1998). The t-values from the
one-sample t-testare not listed,which are closeto thosefromtwo-sample t-test,
with5-10 percent higherin the former. For theW-test, onlyZ2 value
(corresponding to theconfirmation population) is listed, while Zl value has
oppositesign to Z2 and is therefore omitted.

Therejection of the null hypothesis ofa t-test, W-test, or regression analysis
does not necessarily meanmat the confirmation is failed. It onlymeans that
thesetwopopulations are statistically dissimilar, which canbe caused by much
lower residuals in either of the confirmation or calibration run. We would accept
the confirmation if the residuals in the confirmation run are lower, even though
thehypothetical tests reject thesimilarity of thetwo periods. In sucha case,
rejection ofHo, we will further analyze the sign from the W-test Theformulae
for the W-testsuggeststhat a negative Z indicates that the corresponding
reference population hasa disproportionate share of lower rankthan theother
population. Inourcalculations, Z2 iscorresponding to theconfirmation
samples. Therefore, ifZ2 is negative, then the logresidual of theconfirmation
would share the lower rank than that of the calibration. Consequently, the
confirmation would be accepted in regardless of howbig the absolute Z value
would be (which would rejecttheHo),as long as Z2 is negative. Column * is
the pass or fail according to Z2 signs.
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Note, the t-test isused tocompare the mean of two samples. If both the mean
and the standard deviationof the residual in the confirmationrunare less than
those inthecalibration run, wemay also want to accept the confirmation even if
the null hypothesis is rejected. However, we cannotuse the meanand standard
deviation from ourt-test to judgewhich period haslowerresidual, because the
statisticparameter is log residual, instead ofresidual. A lowervaluein the mean
of logresidual of asample setdoes notguarantee the mean of residual of the
sample settobe lower. However, thesign of Z for W-test is applicable, because
it isrelated with the order of the log residual. We know that the log ofa
monotonic ascending function isstill a monotonic ascending function, therefore,
the order of log residuals is the same as that of their corresponding residuals, i.e.
the absolute residuals, as the default of this article). Thus, the lower rank in log
residual wouldgenerally agree witha lowerrank in residual between two
samples. In ourhypothetical tests, the logresidual, instead of theresidual, is
used because: (1)thedistributions of residuals is close to log-normal, instead of
normal,and(2) quit contradictory resultswereobtained from the tests based on
absolute residuals for t-test and W-test. Ontheother hand on theregression
analysis, we can neither determine which period performs better than theother
according toaclosure to theideal slope and intercept unless theR2 is higher and
thestandard deviation is lower. It is rare inour cases that all the four parameters
at the sametime favor one period to be better simulated. Therefore, we could
mainly use the sign of Z from the W-test toexamine which period may share the
lower errors of simulation if adissimilarity is found from thehypothesis tests.

It was recommended to have more than onetypeof hypothesis tests (Reckhow,
1992), because the t-test, W-test, and regression analysis havecertain
limitations. We intended tobe more tolerant for acceptance, therefore the
confirmation run would beaccepted if thenull hypothesis is passed byeither test
in the lowest significance level. Column 10 is the final pass or fail by synthetical
analysis on thet-test and W-test, including with thecriteria of sign of Z2. We
would liketo point outthat passing or failing thenull hypothesis from t-test and
W-test generally match each other which increases our confidence with these
tests, while they are notasconsistent as with theregression analysis. This may
bedueto thedifferences in physical meaning of thepopulations used for
statistics: the formers two were both based onlogresiduals, while thelatter was
based onat-test superimposing regression results of slope, intercept, and
standard error on observation-simulation pairs (the lastthree columns summarize
theregression results). Therefore, inthe following discuss we will mainly focus
on the results from W-test and t-test

Discussions of Model Confirmation vs Calibration

Cases of similarityin two periods

Table 1showsthatwith a significance levelof 0.05, the nullhypothesis thatthe
populations of log residuals arestatistically identical for the calibration and
confirmation periods is accepted for many parameters in manybasins by both t-
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test and W-test Therefore, the calibration for 1984-1991 is regarded to be valid
for the confirmationperiod(1992-1995) for these parameters. With a
significancelevel of0.01, there are more passingvalues, thus verifying the
confirmation runs. Usually, the overall residuals are less close for the pairs
which are passedonly with the 0.01 level (e.g. flow from Pamunkey River) than
those pairs which tests are passed with the 0.05 significance level (e.g. flow from
Appomattox River). Similarity areobserved forother parameters, such as the
case of temperature from the Pamunkey River versus that from the James River.
The conclusions from the W-test and t-test are generally consistent, although
sometimes one of the tests accepts the null hypothesis at a higher significant
level, while the other can only accept the null hypothesis at a lower significant
level. While there are more rejections of Ho with regression analysis. Note: for
the t-test andW-test we are comparing the overall residuals in the two periods to
see whether they are equally good or bad. We are not comparing whether the
overall residual for a parameter is close to the observed. In fact it is difficult to
analyze visually whether the residuals in two periodsarecomparable. While,
hypothesistests providea statistical approach for ouranalysis.

Cases of dissimilarity of two periods, but with negative Z2 value with
confirmation period

The null hypothesis is rejected for parameters TP, TN, and sediment from the
PatuxentRiver, andTN from Mattaponi River according to the high absoluteZ2
values (Table 1). However, these Z2's are negatively signed. This indicates that
the confirmation period may have lower residuals. Graphics show, though not
clearly, the simulationsseem closer to the observationsin the confirmation
periodthan in the calibration period. This confirms the meaningof the sign of
the Z value in the W-test, and our acceptance of the confirmation run when Z2 is
negativeeven if the null hypothesis is rejected due to high absolute value of Z.
The graphics usuallydo not show the overalldifferences in residuals for these
two periodsclearly,however, W-test does provide statistical measurementson
this concern.

Cases ofdissimilar oftwo periods, and with positive Z2 value with confirmation
period

The null hypotheses were rejected for the flow from the Susquehanna,
Rappahannock andPatuxent Rivers,and for temperature from the Susquehanna
River, and TN from the Potomac River. Moreover, the related Z2 values are
positive. Therefore, these parameters have higherlog absolute residualsin the
confirmation run than in the calibration run, and the confirmation run would be
rejected. The following further discusses these problems.

Flowand temperature: The Ho for flow and temperature was rejected from the
fore-mentioned rivers. Accordingly, their overall residuals in the confirmation
period areworsethanthose in the calibration period. However, the simulated
flow and temperaturein the confirmation period are still close to the
observations. Generally speaking, flow and temperature were well calibrated,
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better than other constituents. It isconceivable that without further calibration
the confirmation simulations are likely todeviate further away from the
observation, and asmall deviation inthe confirmation period could cause
statistical dissimility between these two periods. This iswhy the absolute t-
values and Z values for flow and temperature are usually higher than those for
other parameters. Moreover, as pointed out byReckhow etal. (1986) asmaller
sampling size usually favors topass statistical tests. The sample sizes for flow
and temperature inour tests usually were much greater than those of other
parameters. A lower significance level intesting may bemore appropriate for
flowand temperature. This isoneof thereasons that we would like to reduce
significance level, tobemore tolerant especially to favor passing the tests for
flow and temperature. Nevertheless, the flows and temperature from many rivers
still pass thenull hypothesis even at0.05 significance level. For the flow and
temperature of thefore-mentioned rivers, if weconsider that the rejection of the
Ho isprimarily due toavery good calibration and abig sample size, we may still
want toaccept the confirmation run, depending upon the required accuracy in
policy making. However, re-calibrations for the extended period (1992-1995)
may be needed ifmore accurate simulation is needed.

77* The null hypothesis for TNof the Potomac fall-line isrejected byboth the
t-test and theW-testbutnotby theregression analyses (Table 1). The absolute t
and Z2values are higher than the critical values, and Z2 ispositive. This is
consistent with the graphical plot. The TNconcentrations were significantly
oversimulated incomparing the observed after the second quarter of 1991. This
indicatesthat the calibrations forTN concentration do not hold well in the
extended years. The most significant oversimulations were associated with dry
periods, especially inthe middle of 1995. This indicates that HSPF may not
simulate well in extreme weather conditions for some segments if the physical
and biochemical parameters were notcalibrated optimally.

Our studies showed that the oversimulation ofTN was due tooversimulating
N02-3 concentrations from the forest land-use from one segment inthe upper
Potomac basin ina few days associated with dry seasons. Intheconditions of
low flow, TN loads may not behigh, although concentrations are high. The
graphicsshowed the TN loads in the confirmationrun arecloser to the
calibration run, including thedry periods, and may notbeasbad asthose inthe
calibration run. Consistently, thehypothesis test for theTN load (Table 1also
lists theloads for TN of thePotomac River) is passed by thet-test with a0.05
significance level, and passed bytheW-test with 0.01 significance level and the
Z2isnegative. Therefore, weconsider that the TN load isacceptable for the
confirmation run for thePotomac basin. Because policy making for the
Chesapeake Bay management ismainly based onloads, webasically accept TN
calibrations, although further calibration is still recommended for TN
concentration in the extended period. The reason that we did not use loadsbut
user concentrations for testing is due to the fact that the HSPFcalibrationswere
based on daily concentrations and flow. It is obvious that simulations deviate
moreor less from observations, andsometimes therearetime lags. Therefore,
we usuallyuse concentration directly, instead of loadsto comparesimulation and
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observation. If both flow and concentration is passed by the statistical tests, then
we would tend to accept the load, since it is evident from graphical analyses that
loads inthese two periods are close. We further summarized the yearly fall-line
loads. Themagnitude of yearly loads have comparable magnitudes between
the confirmation period and the calibration period. The years with higher loads
correspond to theyears thathavebigstorms. This provide further confidence on
the model outputs.

Conclusion

The calibration of theHSPF simulation for theChesapeake Baywatershed for
1984-1991 isbasically confirmed tobevalid intheextended years (1992-1995)
by graphical andthreestatistical analyses, although further calibration is
recommended for more accurate studies. The combination of various statistical
analysesand graphical analysisis useful to understand the validation of a model.
TheW-test for twoindependent samples isuseful since it does notrequire
normality of sample distribution, and thesign of Z could further provide useful
information in relative rank in two comparing samples. Confirmation runis
important to verifycalibration, and provides important information for
elaborating calibrations.
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COMBINING MULTIPLE TOOLS WITHIN A STRUCTURED PROCESS TO ENABLE

COASTAL ENVIRONMENTAL DECISIONS REFLECT SOCIETAL PREFERENCES

Maureen Stancik, Ph.D

Currently, there are no structured methodologies for making coastal
environmental decisions, andpublic participation, whichis often required by
federal law, occurs in an ad hoc manner. Subsequently, most decisions made
for coastal commonproperty resources do notadequately reflectsocietal
preferences. There is a need for arobust methodology, based onDecision
making and Economic Theory, to optimize environmental decisions.

To create this robust methodology andcreate gooddecisions, there is aneed to
first definethe attributes of 'good* decisions. To do this,therewasareview and
analysis of Economic Theory (including Pareto Optimal and the bases of awell-
functioning Market System), Decision Theory and decision making tools,
techniques and processes. In addition, many past coastal environmental
decisions were reviewed to know what factors typically complicate
environmental decisions; this enabled a more efficient search for tools and
processes to overcome thesecomplicating factors.

This research identifies the families of analytical toolsandthe decision-making
process that enable good alternatives tobecreated and chosen for environmental
decisions. Manydecision makers focus oneitherone process or onetool to
show how it mightimproveadecision. This research found thatno one tool can
overcome allthe typical complicating factors andmeet all the required stepsof a
good decision making process. Combining anumber of tools within a structured
processoffers the best results.

A case study (the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary Management Plan) is
used to showhow thesetools (Multiple Objective Utility Functions, Mental
Maps, Simulation models and Uncertainty Analysis tools) can beused in
sequence toassist thedifferent stages of decision making. The tools enable the
decisions makersto achievethe necessary conditions forgood decisions,because
they 1)elicit and transfer knowledge about qualitative and quantitative factors,
2) elicitandcombinestakeholders' preferences and3) enableadaptable
decisions in the Coastal Environment

Maureen Stancik, Ph.D 21A Craigie St
Cambridge,MA 02138
Phone#: 617-572-2482

Fax* 617-572-2427
Email: maureen.stancik@bain.com
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Combining Integrated Coastal Management and Large Marine

ecosystem management in a unified framework

Heidi Recksiek

Integrated Coastal Management(ICM) andLargeMarineEcosystem (LME)
management are contemporary models in the field ofcoastal and marine resource
management Both LME management andICM seek to optimize societal
benefitswhileretaining the functional integrity ofcoastal ecosystems. This
paper exploresthe potential forcreating a unified framework that incorporates
the ideas ofbothmodels. Sucha framework would consistof multipleICM
programs tailored to particular regions butcoordinated at the large marine
ecosystem level.

The ultimategoals of ICM andLME management arethe same: to prevent
further degradation ofcoastaland marineenvironments,to restorealready
damaged areas,and to achieve the sustainable use ofcoastal and marine
resources for the greatestlong-termsocietal benefit In addition,both models
arebased on the principal that a systems approach to resourcemanagementholds
the greatest promise for achieving sustainable human use. The models differ,
however, in their focus and scale. LME efforts strive for international
cooperation within areas that are 200,000km2orgreater, and work todate has
focused largely on natural science, namely the studyof LME functioning and
changes. ICMeffortsof the other hand have focused on adapting ordeveloping
policies and management structures at smaller,sub-nationalscales. While
integration across national boundaries is a theoretical goal of ICM, projects to
date have been within individual countries.

It is worthwhile to explore combining ICM and LME management for a number
of reasons. First, implementationof a unified framework could provide efficient,
science-based managementofcoastal andmarineresources, a goal that is highly
desirable in this era of coastal habitat destruction, pollution, and overexploitation
of resources. Second, neither model can achieve the goals of sustainable
development and resource conservation without considering the scale of the
other; LME management cannot work without management structures that
operate at smaller, more manageable scales, and current ICM programs cannot
address trans-boundary, multinational issues. Third, outlining a unified
framework has theoretical value. It provides perspective for those working in
ICM or LME management, it presentsan opportunity to think about "managing
people," and it identifies information needs and relevant constituencies. A
unified framework creates a "big picture" goal;once this ultimate or ideal
objective is outlined, efforts to create the "pieces of the puzzle" can begin
wherever opportunities for ICM program development or international
cooperation exist.

This paperdiscusses the potential forcombiningthe ICM and LME management
paradigms. The two models arediscussed, and a unified ICMLME framework is
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proposed. General challenges in implementation are discussed, andacasestudy
of the SouthChina Sea demonstrates complexities in anindividual LME.

Large Marine Ecosystem Management

Large Marine Ecosystems (LMEs) are areas that extend from river basins and
estuaries on out to the seaward boundary ofcontinental shelves and the seaward
margins of coastal current systems. They are relatively large regions on the
order of200,000km2or larger, characterized by distinct bathymetry,
hydrography, productivity, and trophically dependent populations. Virtually all
LMEscross national boundaries. The idea of assessing and managing coastal
and marine resources from aLME perspective was first proposed in theearly
1980s. Since then, 49 LMEs have been designated, and scientists, managers,
andadministrators haveattended a series of international meetings on the
concept from numerous countries. Early workby fisheries biologists, ecosystem
specialists, and oceanographers developed a framework for LME research,with
literature focusing on ecosystemhealth and functioning.

LME managementseeks to assessand manageentireLMEs. To date most LME
research and literature has been on the assessment side. LME work has been
largely science-driven, focusing onecosystem dynamics and fisheries issues.
Recommendations havebeenmadefor specific management strategies in
particular LMEs and for international cooperation and agreements on sustainable
management in allLMEs, but actual LME-Ievel management plans remain a
distant goal. A large portion of LME workhas focused on understanding
ecosystem functioning and processes, monitoring and modeling changes in
productivity and/or biomass.

Althoughthe LME concepthasserved primarily asa framework forresearch, it
is ultimately intended to shape sustainable management regimes at the
international level. The Global Environmental Facility (GEF), the World Bank,
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the United States
areall supporting LME initiatives (See appendix A fora description of these
organizations.) Other international developmentandlendinginstitutions arealso
backing multinational projects to improve the sustainability of marine resources
within whole ecosystems. LME-level research and management projects have
been undertaken in the following LMEs, although onlya portion of thebordering
states may be participating: Antarctic, Northeast Shelf (United States and
Canada), SomaliCurrent Gulf of Guinea, California Current, Benguela Current,
Baltic Sea, Barents Sea, Bay of Bengal,Yellow Sea, Southeast South American
Shelf, and South China Sea. Current projectsoften focus on natural science
research or pollution control.

Five modules are used to assess LMEs: productivity, fish and fisheries, pollution
andecosystem health, socioeconomics, andgovernance. The first threemodules
havebeen more fully developed thanthe final two;a significantamountof
conceptual workremains in theseareas, and application to actual management
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regimes is just beginning. While a significant volume of natural science data
has been accumulated for a number of LMEs, data on social and economic
conditions in nations surrounding particular LMEs has not been organized at the
LME-level. In many cases, in developing nations in particular, such data may
not even exist. Basic demographic information and economic statistics such as
per capita income, growth rates, and productionfrom different sectors should be
researched. Economic analysis is needed to look at the costs - market and non-
market, use and non-use - and tradeoffs of current and potential uses of coastal
and marine areas. And sociologists and anthropologistsare needed to study the
culture, traditions,and beliefsof the people who use or otherwise impact these
areas.

In addition to socioeconomic data, governancestructures need to be analyzed at
the LME level. International associations or agreements need to be identified
and characterized, as do sub-national and nationalentities with the authority and
responsibilityto managecoastal and marineresources. Just as international
boundaries can create managementchallenges, political boundaries within
nationscan make ecosystem-based management difficult Mapping current
managementstructuresand actions is essentialbefore changesor additionscan
be implemented. Only by understanding the currentcontroland regulation of
resources in the LME can one seek to integrateefforts and fill in gaps in
managementto achieve LME-scalecoordination. Since LME literature has not
included much discussion of management options, either within or across
nations, future LME work will also need to explore topics such as regulatory
tools, education and public outreach, and typesof international agreements. As
is described below, the ICM model has much to offer the LME model in this
area since ICM has traditionally focused on governance structures and
management tools.

Integrated Coastal Management

In 1972 the United States made coastal management a formal government
activity by passing the Coastal ZoneManagement Act,but it wasnot until the
1980sthat the Integrated CoastalZone(ICM)literature reallydeveloped. Today
ICMprograms, projects, andstudies havebeenstartedin numerous countries. In
1992 UNCED's Agenda 21 called upon coastal nations to adopt an ICM
approach. In the last decade manydevelopedand developingcountries have
shown interest in ICM, and international donor agenciesand banking institutions
are funding ICM efforts.

The literature discusses four distinct "types" of integration within ICM: 1)
vertical or intergovernmental, which involvesintegrationbetween levels of
government2) horizontal or cross-sectional, which involves integration of
policies andmanagement actions across all sectors thataffector are affected by
the coastalzone, 3) integration acrossthe land-water boundary, and 4)
interdisciplinary integration. Inclusion of all fourtypesof integration can be
thought of as the ultimate goalof ICM. A review ofcurrent ICMefforts reveals
that the number of sectors included,and the degree to whicheconomic and
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social factors areconsidered, varies between programs. In addition, ICM
programs to date tend to focuson a narrow stripof coastal landand nearshore
waters rather than including entire watersheds or offshore waters.

Comparedto LME management ICM is targeted to relatively small,
geographically defined areas. While integration at an international scalemay be
a theoretical goal, ICM programsto date have been created at sub-national and
national levels. National level legislation maybe usedto guideprovincial, state,
or municipal level programs. ICM programs may alsobe strictly sub-national,
with no overarching national programor legislation. Some programshave been
organized around a particular environment such as anestuaryor bay.

The creationof an ICM program follows the traditional public policy processof
issueidentification andanalysis, program/policy preparation, implementation,
evaluation, andadaptation or termination. Differentresearchers have proposed
different models for ICM program creation, but the literature stresses that ICM is
a long-term, adaptive process.

Challenges in implementing a unified ICMLME framework
Althougha unified ICMLME framework hasthe potential to strengthen existing
and futureefforts to createsustainable management systems for marineand
coastalresources, implementing such a framework will not be easy. The two
models come from different intellectual traditions and have different histories,
and combining the models does not eliminate the difficulties inherent in
achieving either ICM or LME management Implementing a sustainable
management system at the LME scale also requires a tremendous volume of
information, and the ability to correctly interpretthat information. Information
is needed at multiple scales to produceboth sub-national ICM programs and an
overarching LME management structure, and scientific uncertainty isamplified
ina framework that attempts to describe and manage an area 200,000km2 or
greater.

Even if the two models can be joined conceptually, proponentsand practitioners
convinced to work together, and adequate information acquired successful
ICMLME management is not assured. The key andinterrelated ingredients of
resources, managementcapacity,and politicalwill must all be presentas well.
The rise of ICM programs and LME efforts is a sign that countries areconcerned
about their coastal and marine areas, but only time will tell whether there is the
politicalwill to implement sustainable management schemes. Implementation of
a unified framework will requiresubstantial resources, meaning that funding
sources and sustainable flows of resources must be discussed from the

beginning. Capacity building techniques need to be explored; research might
begin in the literature on economic development education, and public policy or
government, followed by case studies of areas that have gained the capacity
needed to do resource management. Given the trans-boundary nature ofcoastal
and marine resources in a LME, it is in the best interest of those countries with
the greater capacity to help the other countries get scientific information, learn
aboutneededinstitutions,and adopt the latest pollutioncontrol technologies.
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A Unified Framework

The unified ICMLME framework proposed here is an initial attempt to join
LME management and ICM. It should be treatedas a tool for discussion; such a
framework would have to be tailored and expanded to suit an individual LME.
The basic idea behind the unified framework is that as LMEs are studied and

regional agreements formed between bordering nations, ICM programs can be
developed at smaller, more manageable scales. Ideally, ICM programs would
eventuallycover entire ecosystems,functioning as integratedLME management
systems. A unified ICMLME framework would guide individual ICM programs
and their integration, as well as ecosystem-wide management agreements,
research, and data management Figure 1 shows the ICMLME framework as it
might appear in a particular LME, and the following section describes how
ICMLME management might develop.

Figure l:Components of a Unified ICMLME Framework
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ICMLME managementis initiatedwhen nationsinvolved in a particular LME
agree to cooperate at some level. Not all nations borderingthe LME may
participate at the beginning, but participation and cooperation should increase
over time as nationssee both the importance of coastal managementand the
success of existing work. Once an initialagreementis formed between countries
around the LME, the process enters parallel tracks, with developmentof ICM
programs and LME-scale work proceeding simultaneously. An LME
coordinating body is createdthat is responsible for identifying potential areas for
cooperation, and for communicating those ideas to national leaders who have the
authority to make international agreements. At the same time, each nation
initiatesICM efforts at a manageable scale. Some nationsmay have existing
ICM efforts, some will have coastal management legislationof some sort but no
real ICM, and some may be starting from scratch.

The LME coordinating body should include central andsub-national government
representatives from each nation, managers or officials currently responsible for
coastal and marine management activities from each country, naturaland social
scientists,and experts in areas such as engineering and planning. The LME body
will perform the following functions: gathering current information and
identifying researchneeds, developing ICMLME management goals,
summarizingICM efforts and identifyinggaps in governance, formulating
national and trans-boundary policy, developingeducational programs, pursuing
LME-level financing, andresolving conflicts. Like any international group the
LME body can only be a researchand advisory body, but its recommendations
can be enacted throughtreatiesbetween nationsand through law making within
nations.

At the same time as the LME coordinatingbody is working on its various
activities, a complex of ICM programsshould be established in each nation.
Conditions within individual nations will determine what constitutes a

manageable area; programs may be set up at the villageor town level, at the state
or province level, and/orat the national level. While it might be tempting to try
to providea structured system of ICM programs - forexample, requiring that
every nation have both national and state or provincial level programs —the
reality is that different countrieswith different politicaleconomies and traditions
will organize their ICM programs at different levels. The main idea of the
framework is that ICM programs must cover the coastal and marine resources of
the country, not that ICM programs must be done at certain levels of
government In each nation existing governance structures should be examined,
as well as policies in areassuch as land use, air and water pollution, protected
areas, fisheries, ports, tourism and recreation, and impact assessments. A lead
agency must be designated at each level of government involved in ICM. This
may be an existing agency, a new agency, or an interagency council. An
interagency advisory body is valuable if an existing or new agency is chosen to
lead the program. Involving existing agenciescan help to mitigate or avoid
power struggles.
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The ICMand LMEcomponents must interact in a number of ways. LME-wide
meetingsshould be held at least once a year, withICM program personnel
exchanging information anddiscussing opportunities with the LMEcoordinating
body. Newsletters, email discussionlists, and Internet RelayChat (IRQ sites on
the internet can foster two-way discussion. A standardized database should be
developed that covers ecosystemscienceas wellas established ICM efforts and
socioeconomicdata. LME-widemonitoring and programevaluation information
must be disseminated, with examples of ICM successes being communicated to
other ICM initiatives and to policy-makers and funding sources. Examplesof
management failures or increasingenvironmental degradationshould spur
adaptive management

Case Study: The South China Sea

Applying the ICMLME framework to a particularLME provides insight into the
feasibility and process of implementation. The South China Sea (SCS) LME
provides a complex case study wheresignificantcoastal and marine resources
are used by numerous countries with multiplecoastal and marine sectors.
Despite diverse cultures and political economies, the nations surrounding the
SCS each rely on coastal and marine resources both for economic gains and for
historical and cultural meaning. Threats to coastal resources and habitats, and
the economic impacts ofdegradation, are increasingly recognized in the area, as
is the trans-boundary nature of marine resource issues. Nations in the region are
taking steps to manage coastal and marine resources, and a number of ICM
initiatives have sprung up in the past decade. However, management is far from
comprehensive within countries, let alone between countries. While research has
identified the SCS as an ecosystemthatcould benefit from cooperative
management multilateral agreement withconcrete policies remains a distant
goal.

An examination of coastal and marine issues and management structures in the
South China Sea LME reveals conditions, which would make implementation of
ICMLME management difficult In addition to facing the challenges discussed
earlier, ongoing jurisdictional conflicts may limit nations' willingness to
cooperate. And differences in political systems, size, economies, and cultures
further complicate the situation. Existing management is sectoral, and
enforcement is frequently inadequate or inequitable. Local participation may be
insufficient or generate unwanted outcomes, and designating a lead agency can
be problematic because of the challenges it presents to existing power structures.

Conclusions

The wisdom of LME-scale coordination is suggested both by the increasing
globalization of activities and issues, and by science. Management must be
coordinatedacross large scales since activitiesin one part of a marineecosystem
can have repercussions throughout that system. But while the goals of ICMLME
management are laudable, and whileone can constructa unified frameworkthat
looks relativelyrational and organizedwhenpresentedas a theoretical model,
actually implementing ICMLME management will be incrediblydifficult But
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while the challengesmay lead one to conclude that total implementationof
ICMLME management can never be achieved, the modelcan guide a range of
activities at a rangeof governmental levels, and even partial implementationwill
move us toward sustainable and efficient management The model itself holds
significant value, providing structure and encouraging ecosystem-wide
conceptualization and integration.

Today the global degradation ofcoastal and marine resources is documented,
and trans-boundary issues areincreasingly raised between countries. A
managementdesign that considers large-scale environmentalprocessesand
components, multiple human uses, integrated governance structures, and
international agreementmakes sense. But ICMLME managementcannot be
pursuedwithout the commitment of a large numberof people from different
nations, different governmental levels, and different sectors. A unified
ICMLME model has theoretical value and can be used as a framework to guide
research and policy development but it cannot make the decision to manage
coastal and marine resources. A widespread commitment to manage, and to
managesustainably, holistically, and comprehensively, is required. Wherever
this commitment exists, or can be created, ICMLME management should be
pursued.

Heidi Recksiek FloridaCoastal Management Program
Department ofCommunity Affairs
2555 Shumard Oak Boulevard

Tallahassee, FL 32399-2100 USA
(850)488-8466
(850)921-0781 (fax)
her1@acpub.duke.edu
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coastal dune dimensions:

a simulation oferosional response to moderate frequency
Interval Storms and an application to Dune Management

Programs in New Jersey

Norbert P. Psuty
Institute of Marine and CoastalSciences Rutgers University

and

Chisheng Tsai
Delaware River Basin Commission

Coastal foredune response to storms is partof the naturalsystem of sediment
exchange in the beach/dune profile. The dimensional changes related to storm
events and the attempts to relatescales of change to scales of storms have been
of scientific and technical interest for decades. The coastalengineering
community has been attempting to provide more precisionin determining the
dimensional changes because of emerging FEMA guidelines related to dune-
crest elevations and sand volumes needed to protect against catastrophic storms.
Although there is progress in estimating these dimensional values, there are

indications that the values may not be appropriatein developed coastal areas
because of cultural modifications of the foredunes. The focus of these studies

has been on high magnitude events which produce the most dramatic
consequences to shoreline inhabitants, but the performanceof the dunes as
buffers may be of more significance in theirresponse to lower-magnitude,
moderate-frequencystorms.

Coastal Dunes and Moderate Frequency Storms

Coastal residents face two primaryhazardsassociatedwith coastal storms:
flooding and erosion. Coastal flooding occurs and subsides relatively rapidly,
but the damage may be extensive due to the violence of the storm. Erosion is
both a short-term and a long-term event. Short-termerosion is that associated
with individual coastal storms, and it is primarilya function of storm magnitude.
Long-termerosion is a function of sedimentavailability and the rateof sea level

rise. It cannot be entirely divorced from short-term storm erosion because the
slow retreat is often the result of large-scalestorm erosion followed by less-than-
complete recovery of the beach/dune system as the long-termerosion puts the
dune system in a position of greater vulnerability to storm waves. This paper
focuses on moderate-term, storm-related erosion.

There aregenerally two importantconcerns for coastalmanagersregarding
storm erosion hazards:

to predict at the localscalethe levelof riskof erosion to coastal residents, givenexisting
beach/dune morphology; and

to establish morphological dimensions for thebeach/dune systemsthatcanbe expected to
provide protection againststormconditionsofa given intensity.
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Coastal managementin the U.S. has focused on the second issue, placingthe
responsibility for hazard management on the Federal Emergency Management
Administration (FEMA). FEMA hasadopted dune dimensionsthataresupposed
to provide protectionagainstthe 100-year storm (FEMA, 1988). The basic
premiseof the FEMA guidelines is that the minimum dune volume is a
conservative estimate of the extent oferosion expected during a 100-yearstorm.
It is based on the tenet advocated by coastalengineers that dune recession can

be predictedwith a model of the two-dimensional cross-shoreprofile (e.g.;
Vellinga, 1982; Kriebel and Dean, 1985). There is some evidence that these
models providerelativelygood estimates of duneerosionduringthe catastrophic
storm. One objective of the FEMA programis to promote foredune creation and
enhancement in the hopes that the presenceofa foredune will provide additional
protection from coastal storm hazards (FEMA, 1988).

State of Knowledge

The predictionof storm-related dune erosionhas proven to be difficult because
of the numerous hydrographicand topographic variablesinvolved in the
interaction of the beach and the ocean. Initial attemptsat predictingerosion
represented two-dimensional shoreline recession as a direct function of water
level change. In a classic article, Bruun(1962) assumedthat the initial profile
was shifted landward and upwardin responseto a long-termchange in water
level. Similar assumptionswere madeby Edelman(1969), van de Graff (1977)
and Vellinga (1983) in the case of storm-related profile change. The Dutch
models have been subjected to testingin wave tank and the two-dimensional
equations seem to predict shoreline changesatisfactorily in those conditions.
Field verification of the model equationshas been difficult due to the limited
availabilityof catastrophicstorm data,but Vellinga (1982) did show a
reasonablecorrelation. Similar studies have been conducted by Dean (1984) and
Kriebeland Dean (1985) who obtainsimilarrelationships although the equations
aredifferent Kriebel (1986) demonstrates some correlation between predicted
erosionand that observed on profilessurveyed following landfallofHurricane
Eloise in Florida. Although derived from two-dimensional models, it was
generally assumed that the predictederosionoccursuniformly in the alongshore
direction, producing linearretreat(Birkemeier et al., 1987). The two-
dimensional models can also be used in conjunction with storm characteristics to
relate dune erosion to storm recurrence, and this could be used to determine
sediment volumes necessaryto protectlandward locationsagainsterosion during
storms ofknown magnitudes.

There are some problems with this two-dimensionalapproach,several of which
relate to the application in the natural system. One problem involves the width
of the active profile. Pilkey and Davis (1987) note that it is difficult to
determineat what water depth the two profiles converge because of the lack of
goodempiricaldata. Because the width of the active profile is an integral
variable in theerosion equations, the uncertainty associated withdefining the
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seaward limit of the profile makes the equations somewhat unreliable. This
problem is especially real to coastal managers who have little information about
offshore bathymetryand who, therefore, will find this type ofequationdifficult
to apply.

A second problem in application is that the erosion predicted by the two-
dimensional models is represented as a volume per lineardistanceof shoreline
above a standardsea level (e.g. NGVD). In some instances, the erosion volume
includes sediment in the beach and the dune, making beach and dune geometry
importantcomponents of the volume. It is virtually impossible to separatedune
volume from the erosion predicted with the two-dimensional equations. Thus,
the existing models are not useful if the dune volume necessary for protection
against storms of a given intensity is desired.

An alternative to the two-dimensional models is to use empirical data to predict
dune erosion during high magnitude storms. Median dune erosion volumes from
30 storms on the U.S. East and GulfCoasts and on the Dutch coast were plotted
against the estimated recurrence interval of each storm derived from storm surge
data (Hallermeier, 1987). The data gathered represent areas of sediment eroded
above the 10-year flood level, totaling 540 ft2 (50 m2). In many cases, the peak
flood level reaches above the dune toe, and the areaeroded consists only of dune
sediment; in other cases, the beach elevation is sufficiently high that peak flood
level does not reach the dune and the area eroded consists of both dune and

beach sand. Thus, the area of sediment eroded from the beach must be removed

from the total areato establish a dune erosion area. This separate calculation is
virtually impossible to accomplish.

An alternative approach for predicting dune erosion involves examining long-
term trends in both shoreline change and dune recession and creating a
predictive model based on the relationshipbetween those data(deKimpe, et al„
1991). Although spatial variations are incorporated into this model because the
dataarederived from shore profilesalonga lengthystretchof shoreline,the
model cannotdetermine erosionduringa specific storm,nor can it predict the
variability in the storm-induced erosion that would occur. Another problem is
that the model assumes that the dune is moving towardextinction - i.e. that dune
erosion is uni-directional and that no landward transfer of sediment over the

dune lakes place. This may be true in some very specific places,but for the most
partdunes aredynamic landforms, eroding and accretingthrough time, where
eolian processes aresignificantenough to move large quantitiesof sediment
inland, even while the dune face is eroding (Gares and Nordstrom, 1988; Psuty,
1990).

There is a model that has gone through lengthy development that predicts the
time-dependent duneerosion during severe storms. It is EDUNE, originally
developed asEBEACH by Kriebel andDean (Kriebel, 1982). The latest
renditions of the EDUNE model canbe applied to a theoretical design profileor
anactual profile. It assumes thata givenbeach/dune profile will evolve to a new
equilibrium form in response to elevated water levels and waveheights through
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time. The sediment is redistributed in a cross-shore direction and is conserved

withinthe profile in the offshorezone.

EDUNE is a product that has been undergoingrevision to apply it in a wide
variety of geometries that more closely approach real world conditions (Kriebel
and Dean, 1984,1985: Kriebel, 1986,1995). Importantly, the erosion sequence
now permits the beach and dune slopes to vary and the entire beach does not
have to erode in order for the dune to lose sediment. The dune and beach can be

scarped and the scarp can move inland through the beach and the dune. The
volume of the dune loss can be separated from the volume of the beach loss.

Therefore, EDUNE is selected to be used as the means to model the affects of
the 10-, 20-, and 30-year storm events on several theoretical profiles, and on
several profiles selected to represent a variety ofconditions present in New
Jersey. The outcomes of this modeling simulation is the development of several
categories of responses, on the basis of beach and dune characteristics, to the
design storms with four different wave heights. The intent is that within these
combinations, nearly all of the situations present in New Jersey will be
approached.

In a effort to advance the concept of a dune/beach storm response model to
existing conditions, the EDUNE model used values attendant to known storms at
the New Jersey coast The purpose of this approach is to develop a range of
response conditions applied to the New Jersey dune/beach profiles and with New
Jersey storm data. It is a step in evaluating the buffering capacity of the New
Jersey profiles and the existing dune dimensions. The evaluations are general
guidelines. The models offer an insight into the relative magnitudes ofchange in
terms of historical conditions.

Storm Events

Although the concept of a storm is easy to comprehend, the quantification of a
storm for the purpose of causing dune/beachprofile change is a bit problematic.
A coastal storm consists of quite a few descriptive variables. Storms have
direction and duration, they move at a speed through the region. They are in
contact with the water for a time and distance, and they generate waves and
storm surge. A storm may have variable affect upon the dune/beach profile
relative to low tide or high tide, or through how many tides it remains in the area.
Obviously, the longer the storm is in the area, the larger the waves, and the
greater the onshore component of the storm, the greater will be the impact on the
dune/beach profile. It is not possible to amalgamate all of the variables into one
measure, but it is possible to establish a smaller number ofdescriptive variables
related to a storm event

Storm surge is a storm measure that incorporates a number of the magnitude
values associated with a storm. Storm surge is a measure of the super-elevation
of the water level above the tide-producing forces at a site. Generally, the longer
the storm, the higher the winds and the waves; the more orthogonal the wave and
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wind system, the higher the resultingstorm surge. Further,storm surge is the
variable that FEMA uses to evaluate the recurrence interval of the effects of

storms (NJOEM, 1993). Therefore, an initial identifying characteristic of a
storm event is the recurrence interval of its storm surge as defined by FEMA and
NJOEM (1993).

However, storm surge is a vertical measure of water level and other investigators
have suggested that the effects ofa storm are not simply defined by this one
measure (Dolan and Davis (1992), Halsey (1989), Kriebel and Dalrymple
(1995), among others. Two accompanying variables that are mentioned often
are wave height and storm duration. These are especially important in
attempting to evaluate the contribution of the dune to the protective capacity of
dune-beach systems. Although wave height is part of the driving force that
produces storm surge, larger wave heights produce higher run-up lengths of
swash on the beach face and they are able to interact more with the dune face
during storms. Thus, it appears appropriate to incorporate some varying
measure of wave height in addition to a measure ofstorm surge to derive or to
model effects of a storm. Further, duration of a storm is often regarded to be
important to the magnitudeof the profile response. This may involvea measure
of the length of time that a storm is operative in a particular area in terms of
hours, or it is sometimes abbreviated to refer to the number of successive high
tides occurring during a storm.

Thus, in addition to the utilization of storm surge as a measure of a storm, there
is reason to incorporatea measureof the storm's durationand wavesize to more
fully describe its potential to effect changes in the dune/beach profile.

Storm Data Sources

Data were collected for 15 storms that affected the New Jersey coastal zone from
1982 through 1996. Informationregardingstorm characteristicsappropriate to
conductingthis study is availablefrom several sources. The basic data on storm
recurrence interval is derived by a FEMA report (NJOEM, 1993). These data
apply to the tide gage at AtlanticCity and they represent the storm surge levels
achieved by storms from the 1944 hurricanethrough 1996. Both hurricane and
nor'easter storms are included in the data set Another source of information is

available from a report from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1996).

Wave data for individualstorms are generallynot availableand thus a numberof
wave conditions were simulated in the model. Wave heights of 10,15,20, and
25 feet were selected for model runs because they were realistic dimensions
associated with these recurrence interval storms. Every storm had four model
runs associatedwith it, incorporatingrelativelylow to relatively highstorm
waves.
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Dune/Beach Profiles

Once a storm is defined and described, it must operate on a beach/dune profile.
This is a very important variable because it describes the buffering capacity of
the beach and dune system. Beach profiles vary widely through space and
through time. This variation in beach and dune dimension is partof the condition
at the shore and it is why the responses to storm events can be so different within
short distances and to similar storms at different times. To deal with the problem
of varying dimensions of the beach and dune, several alternatives were followed.
One approach was to create a model beach with dimensions that were similar to

actual conditions found at the coast Another approach was to select several
locationsand survey the beach to produce representative profiles. And yet
anotherapproach was to use profiles that were partof the historic record of the
coast All three approacheswere pursued.

Fortunately, there are a number of sources ofbeach profiles collected as partof
the New Jersey Beach Profile Network, by individual scientists, and as part of
this study. These sources contributed a large data set for review. However, their
use is somewhat constrained because in only a few cases are there profiles
surveyed before and after particular storms to establishthe specific profile
changes produced by a particular storm and to compare the results achieved by
applying the model. This aspect of verificationremainsa datagap and there
remains a need of local specific data to produce the fine calibrationof the model
applied to an area.

Running the Model

Because there is no single storm that describes the conditions that arrive at the
shore, it is necessary to have several versions of each of the 10-, 20-, and 30-year
storms. The key variableis wave height because larger waves createhigherup-
rush on to the beach face and to the dune face. The inshore water level is

additionally-elevated because of the presence of waves and the largerthe wave
the higher the additional elevation. This process is referred to as wave setup and
it has been established that wave setup is on the order of0.125 times the height
of the significant offshore wave. This means that the higher waves have the
potentialto operatehigheron the beachand to producemore change at the
backshore and in the coastal dunes.

In addition to different wave dimensions causing different exposures on the
beach profile, the variation in beach geometry presents differing levels of
buffering to the incoming waves and water levels. Therefore, the approachwas
to create several different beach profiles and dune dimensions upon which the
model would run. Some of the beach conditions are theoretical and provide
simple forms for easy comprehension. Some of the beach/dune profiles are
taken from existing studies and represent the conditions that were recently
surveyed in the field.
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Simulated Storm Effects on Theoretical Profiles

There are several applications of the information derived from the simulated
storm effects on the dune/beach profile. Given an appreciation that models are a
simplified rendition of a complex interactionof processes and responses through
time, the models have a distinct advantage of being able to integrate more
variables than most people can contemplate mentally. The models can also
tweak the system and make coundess adjustments in either the processes or
responses which, in turn, produce some modifications in the final product In the
case of the dune/beach profile, the changing of wave and surge dimensions
produces responses in the amount of erosion in the beach and dune. Further, the
model shows that with wider and higher beaches and dunes, there is decreasing
likelihood ofremoval of the sand barrier and possible overwash. Thus, in a
example of a simulated outcome on a theoretical beach (Fig. 1), the beach/dune
dimensions would be adequate to provide protection to the adjacent
infrastructure with lower waves but if high waves were to accompany the ten-
year surge levels, the dune would be completely removed and inland
development subjected to damage.
Fromone perspective, the modelsituations can be used to plan the magnitude of
dune form building on the upper beach with the goal of establishing a buffer
against some magnitudeof storms and waves. This approach would be a pre-
storm program to establish a level of buffering. Another perspective on the
model outputs is to evaluate the level of buffering present in the ambient dunes
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Figure1. 5 ft. high Cose. 100 ft. wide bam (10 ft. high landward. Sit high seaward).

and beach forms found at the coast at some point in time. The caution in either
of these views is that the conditions are constantly in some flux and thus the
bufferingcapabilities are changing also.
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Helping Florida's Waterfront Communities Help Themselves

Teresa Divers

FloridaCoastalManagementProgram

Florida's traditional working waterfrontshave been under attack on a variety of
fronts over the past thirty years. As Florida hasbecome one of the most rapidly
developing states in the nation, more thantwo thirdsof the new residents have
chosen to live in the thirty-five coastal counties. This trend has meant that the
traditional water dependent activities such as fishing and maritime trade have
been replacedby residential and retail ventures. Where fishing villages once
thrived, condominium communities arenow commonplace. In addition to the
threats of urbanization and suburbanization, national and state policies have
helped to destroy the traditional water-oriented communities by placingcostly
requirementson them. Environmental restrictions on maintenanceand
expansion ofexisting facilities and historic preservation standardson the "quaint
fishing villages" have made it very difficult for fishermen and small marine
facilities to remain in business. Then in 1994, the voters of Florida adopted a
constitutional amendment to ban the use of most types of nets.

Although aimed at preserving fishing stocks for the benefit of recreational
fishermen, this action devastated several small fishing communities that had
focused on smaller boats. The Florida Coastal Management Program (FCMP),
determined to address the issue of the state's declining traditional waterfronts,
began to examine how a state agency could best assist in preserving and,
hopefully, enhancing these communities. The FCMP's analysis led to the
establishment of a new programentitled Waterfronts Florida. The new
program, stressinga bottom-up, locallydriven approach, set out to provide
training, technical, and limited financial assistancefor working waterfront
communities that attempt revitalization.

This paperexamines the basic institutional framework of the Waterfronts
Florida program, discusseswhatthe majorsuccesses of the program have been
to date,andidentifies specificdifficultiesencountered during implementation of
the programduring its inaugural year. Finally, the transferability to other
communities and to other states is analyzed.

The Program

he FloridaCoastal Management Program conducted an initial study of
revitalization efforts across both the state and the nation to identify the major
types of assistance neededby small communities undergoing waterfront
revitalization. The Joint Center for Urban and Environmental Problems at
Florida Atlantic University, and the non-profitgroup, 1000Friends of Florida,
helpedwith the study andwith subsequent development andadministration of
the program. The recommendations of thisanalysis formed the basicskeletonof
the Waterfronts Florida program.
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The study's findings outlineda number of basic componentsnecessary for
successful waterfront revitalization. First, it noted the need for each waterfront
community to develop a comprehensive visionof its waterfront and a plan for
achieving thatvision.Second, it established thatin order for a waterfront project
to succeed, it must have the firm supportof the local community, as well as the
commitment of local leaders. Third, a projectmust be supportedby a neutral
entity, a so-called"Shepherd," that is knowledgeableof waterfront issues and
ableto guidethe community to the various kinds of information (planning,
permitting, fund-raising, marketing, signage, public safety, etc.) it will need
throughoutthe redevelopment process. And fourth, the study revealed that an
initial investment from the publicsectoris often helpful in attracting private
investment in andattention to the project The FCMP has tried to incorporate
each of these principlesinto the Waterfronts Florida program.

As a result the competitive selection processis designed to designate not only
communities that have demonstrated needs, but also those that offer innovative
approachesand exceptional commitment at the local level. Local support is a
majorconsideration for selection. The applicant is not only required to show
citizen involvement and support for the project, but must also demonstrate local
government supportof the project In addition,applicants arestrongly
encouraged to show that they will hire at least a part-time programmanagerat
designation. Program managers are required to organize and work with a formal
projectcommittee that is representative of a wide rangeof community interests.

Using an innovative approach to administerdaily activities of the program, the
FCMPcreatedthe Waterfronts Florida Partnership (Partnership). The
Partnership is located within a local non-profitagency-1000 FriendsofFlorida.
The FCMP works very closely with the Partnership on all aspectsof the
program, from designing technicalassistance to approvingprojects funded
through Waterfronts Florida.

Waterfronts Florida focuses on only three communities over a two year period.
Upon designation, a community becomes eligible to receive a combination of
technicalsupport and funding toward the eventual end ofdeveloping and
implementing a waterfrontrevitalizationplan. A total of $35,000 in Coastal
Zone Management funds is granted out over the two year period. Because it
allows for greater flexibility in using the funds, the grantdollarsareactually
awarded throughthe Waterfronts FloridaPartnership office. Again, based on
recommendations from the study, the grant money is designed to do two things:
leverage private funding in the waterfront area,and facilitate the development of
a vision and/or plan.

To incorporate the study recommendation that an initial public investment be
made in the waterfront area, the programallows for $10,000 to be spent during
Year One for the purpose ofcreating immediate and visible improvements to a
community's delineated waterfront area. The community and the Waterfronts
Florida Partnershipoffice are required to agree jointly on an appropriate use for
the funds. Acceptable improvements such as signage, landscaping,etc., are
meant to generate support for the waterfront project by showing members of the
surrounding communities, who areoften skeptical of yet anothereffort to
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revitalize the area, that the projectis, in fact, moving forward. Concerning the
study's finding that all revitalizationefforts need a comprehensive vision and a
plan for implementation, during Year Two, the program makes available
$25,000 fordeveloping and/orimplementinga community's plan. The major
objective for all of the funds is flexibility of use. Recognizing that every
community will have very different needs and wishes, the funds available •
through Waterfronts Florida are meant to help these communities satisfy their
particular needs. It is understoodthat in orderto complete a revitalization
project,a community will have to pursue funding from a variety ofadditional
sources. By using the information available through Waterfronts Florida to
develop sound revitalization plans, eachcommunity should be in excellent
position at the end of the two year period,to capture funds from both public and
private sources.

Initial Successes

During the first applicationcycle in 1997,18 communities applied to become a
part of the Waterfronts Florida program. In June of 1997, the communities of
St Andrews, in Panama City; Mayport on the St Johns River northeast of
Jacksonville; and San Carlos Island, adjacentto FortMyers Beach in southwest
Florida were designated as WaterfrontsFlorida communities for the first cycle
of the program. Each community brings something unique to the table. St
Andrews, the more mature of the projects, had already completed a substantial
visioning process for its waterfrontin 1996. SanCarlosIsland, is a small island
devoted to the commercial shrimping industry six months out of the year, with a
small, but devoted, core ofcommunity supporters. Mayport, adjacentto the
Mayport Naval base (one of the few Naval bases that continues to grow and
expand during federal government downsizing) is the relative infant of the three
projects, not yet having formed an official community support group when it
was designated.

Each of these three communities, through their efforts to date, offer important
insights into the waterfrontredevelopmentprocess and the methods by which a
state entity, such as the FCMP, can assistsmallcommunities in revitalizing their
waterfronts. While the ultimate success of the Waterfronts Florida Programwill
be measuredby its ability to produce revitalized waterfronts, there arealready
certain successes which indicate that the outlook for the programis positive, as
evidenced in the following three ways.

First the Waterfronts Florida program actsto channellocal momentum for
waterfront revitalization into completed projects,and has catalyzed numerous
on-the-ground successes in all three designatedcommunities. Because the
application requires that therebe solidcommunitysupportforwaterfront
revitalization, the Waterfronts Florida Program is able to use the resources and
energy a community alreadyhas. The way it does so is essentially by
organizingthe committee, pullingthem together, and pointingthem in a
common direction. This is accomplished through small trainingsessions and
workshops.
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The first trainingsession is arguably the most importantone, as it introduces the
framework within which the committees will operate,as well as the phasesthat
any successful revitalizationeffort must go through-organization, visualization
and implementation. It stresses the fundamental concept that the project belongs
to the community; its ultimate success is the community's responsibility. They
learn about the importance of the committee, and representing as many interests
as possible. Committee groupdynamics arediscussed, as well as the importance
ofhaving committee members who are skilled in various things over the life of
the waterfrontproject.They also learn about the importanceof generating
publicity.

Through this initial training, the committee and program manager get their
charge. They return home and complete real, concrete actions that are geared
toward the successful completion of their ultimate goals. For example,
subsequent to the initial trainingsession, Mayport formally established its
Committee (which it had not done when designated), elected officers and began
steps necessary for becoming a non-profitorganization. San Carlos Island
organized a festival; and St Andrews, recognizing the need to change the
public's perception of safety in the waterfront area, took steps to securea police
sub-station in the immediate vicinity.

A second success is that the program has been effective in educating
communities on basic principles of waterfrontredevelopment While the first
training session is dedicated to organizing the committee, the remaining sessions
focus on four themes: 1) preservation and enhancement of the water-oriented
economy, 2) cultural and environmental resource protection, 3) public access,
and 4) hazard mitigation. The training sessions are designed around the
communities' targeted information needs and have probably been most effective
at putting program managers and their committees in touch with appropriate
agency contacts for assorted needs.

For example, one of the projects that the St. Andrews committee has been
working on has been the establishment of a boardwalk with gazebos and
benches along its working waterfront. They have been working with the
Department of Environmental Protection on the boardwalk designat the front
end of the project This wilt help to ensurethat any problems and difficulties
can be addressed priorto the submission of appropriate permits.Construction,
then, can hopefully proceed without unnecessarydelays. San Carlos Island has
been working with staff at the Rookery Bay National Estuarine Research
Reserve to establish appropriate signage, incorporating accurate information on
native vegetation along a self-guided walking tour that it is developing to
promote its area. Its main message:"A Healthy Bay = Healthy Seafood."

One of the goals that the FCMPset for Waterfronts Florida, was that it become
a hub of information on waterfront issues in the state, that it foster the creation
of a statewide network of individuals and entities capable of assisting one
another through the sharing of information and experiences. This involves not
only collecting information on waterfront issues, but also disseminating that
information to interested parties-letting community A know that community B
experienced a similar situation during its revitalization project and giving them
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the names of individuals to contact. Although it is early in the evolutionof the
process, it is evident that sucha network is becoming a reality. Of course, at
each training workshop, and at everyregular meeting of program managers,
information exchange occurs. In fact, program managers haveat timesmet
independently to swap experiences andinformation. Thisaspect of Waterfronts
Florida is arguably one of the mostvaluable for itscommunities. However, this
information sharingdoes notjust benefitthe program communities. For
example, communities whosubmitted applications in the firstcycle,yet were
notdesignated, have beenregularattendees at training workshops, continueto
make information requestsof the Partnership, and are still pursuingwaterfront
revitalization goalson their own. The Partnership has also developed a
communication tool, called "The Mariner," to disseminate current information
suchas available grantprograms anddeadlines, reports, updates, etc., in a timely
fashion amongthe program communities andanyothersinterested in waterfront
issues.

Remaining Challenges

WhileWaterfronts Florida hasseen initial success, it hasn't beenwithouta few
difficulties. Clearly,there is not a substantial amountof money involvedas a
direct resultof designation; $35,000by itself,does notgo far over a two year
period. One challenge hasbeen inconveying thefact thatWaterfronts Florida is
nota grantsprogram-that thesponsoring local government hasa real
responsibility forsupporting theproject andtheproject manager financially. In
the next roundof applications, the Partnership willbe making pre-application
visits with each community that applies for designationto explain these
responsibilities. While therehasn't beena seriousproblemwith local
governments payingsalariesor matching grantfunds, interestingly enough,
therehavebeenproblems getting support andpermission for routine travel to
and from training sessionsand program managers meetings.

Another challenge has beenensuring that the projects havefull-time staff
support Currently, the program communities havetwo full-time program
managers andonewhois part-time. Oneof theindividuals whois nowa full-
time manager, had, until recently, been performing twojobs: heroriginal full-
timejob, as wellas the dutiesof managing the waterfront project. It has become
quiteclear that this is a less thandesirable situation. Whilethecurrent
application requires at leasta part-time program manager, it is verypossiblethat
in future cyclesof Waterfronts Florida, thesponsoring localgovernment will be
required to commit to hiring a full-timeprogrammanager.

One of the challenges inherentin the Waterfronts Florida programas it is
designed, is a matter of resource and staffallocation. There is nocookie-cutter
revitalization strategy thatcan be applied in all situations. Sinceall three
communities are different-theyare in differentstagesof redevelopment; have
differentneeds;have differentgoals;and are even in separategeographic areas
of the state-providing targeted assistance takes a substantial amount of time and
energy. While it may seem like a small number, working with three
communities ischallenging. It requires identifying themany different
information needs each community has,andcombining thoseseparate needs
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into unified training sessions. It requires that occasionally, resources from
outside the state be brought in. It requires staff to conduct numerous on-site
visits, and also, to act as an advocate for the designated waterfronts in obtaining
assistance and resources from other state agencies. One of the reasons that the
FCMP works with a partner outside of the agency, aside from the flexibility the
arrangement affords in funding projects, is that the FCMP does not have the
staff resources to devote to such an intense effort

Conclusion and Applicability to Other States

It is apparent even at this stage, halfway through its first cycle, that the
combination of financial and technical assistance available through the
Waterfronts Florida Program has been effective in assisting the designated
communities work towards their goals. The main reason for this is that the
program is flexible. It allows a community to take from it what it needs in order
to achieve a goal. It is like a toolbox. Among its many tools are a program
manager to guide the effort a committee for support and manpower, access to
vast amounts of information and knowledgeable individuals, and a little bit of
money for getting started. The fact that this approach can work in three very
different communities in Florida suggest that it can work anywhere. The one
factor tying it all together is commitment at the local level-both public and
private. As long as a communityhas that, the Waterfronts Florida processcan,
and does work.
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COASTAL LANDS RESTORATION AND EDUCATION THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS

Alton L. Cheatham, Chairman
Charlotte Harbor Environmental Center, Inc.

Today's land managers must be innovativeto handlethe greater amounts of
public land, without corresponding budget increases. Forging relationships
betweenthe public landowners, private interest and private not-for-profit
corporations is onesolution to the problem of managing morewith less.

Public agencies often have more political support for acquiring land than for
increasing operationbudgets. Not-for-profits, on the other hand, can use a
combinationof privatedonations,grants, and volunteersto meet management
goals. And both public andprivate sector organizations needefficientmeansto
compensate forunavoidable environmental impacts.

The Charlotte Harbor Environmental Center (CHEC) has worked to understand
and meet the needsof many diverse interests to serveits mission. This paper
describes how CHEC has been successful meeting its needs for land
management andenvironmental education by aligning itself to servethe needs
of public and private interests.

The Charlotte HarborEnvironmental Center is a 501 c.3 not-for-profit
corporation whose mission includes environmental education, recreation,
research and preservation landmanagement. The corporate membersof CHEC
include: Charlotte County, the City of PuntaGorda, the Charlotte County
School Board, and the Peace River Audubon Society.

Charlotte County, Florida enjoys a relatively smallpopulation (approximately
140,000). The continuing expansion of urbanareas, however, increases
pressure on remaining undeveloped lands to support the natural habitats which
make the area unique. The governments andcitizensof the area havemadeit a
priority to deal with increased development pressures. Oneapproach hasbeen
to purchase landusingcounty funds to matchgrants from the Florida
Communities Trust (a State of Florida agency,which managesa preservation
land acquisition program).

Once these landsareacquired, the County hasrequested CHEC to manage for
the preservation of and public access to these lands. This roleevolved from
CHEC's previous success in developing andmanaging an846-acre state-owned
site in the southern areaof the county. Called the Alligator Creek site, it now
includes severalstructural improvements (a visitor's center, educationlab,
discoverycenter,screened picnicbuildingandoffices), over fourmiles of
nature trails anda full year'round environmental education and recreation
program forapproximately 15,000annual visitors.

In addition to this state-owned property, CHEC currently manages two tracts of
coastal lands forCharlotte County, with a thirdsite soon to come on line. These
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lands werepurchased as preservation sitesby the Countywith the Stateof
Florida (FCT) matching with grants. CHEC wasselected to manage these
resources as well as provide opportunities for environmental education and
recreation for students and adults.

This paperwill discuss both the resource managementand the educational/
recreational activitiesassociated with these lands. We will focus primarily on
thesitesknownas"Cedar Point", an88-acre tract on theinter-coastal waterway
in Englewood, Florida, and "TippecanoeScrub", a 354-acretract farther inland
along the shoresofTippecanoe Bay and the Myakka River. At the CedarPoint
site,shoreline areas have beenimpacted by significant exotic plant species
invasion following 1960'sdredging of the Intra-Coastal Waterway andother
factors. Both sitesneed management for exoticsand for prescribed burning.

Encroachment of highly invasive, exotic plants (primarily Brazilian Pepper
[Schinus terebinthifolius] andAustralian Pine[ Casuarina spp.] poses
substantial challenges to theecosystem balance and thesurvival of native plant
communities. These problems include alteration of natural fire and flooding
patterns, navigational obstructions and in somecases, thecompleteelimination
of historic natural systems. Onceestablished, a smallcolonyof pepper, for
example, cansoonspread to a large-scale infestation. Ourregion is a place
where temperate, subtropical and tropical species coexist, creating acomplex
problem for eradication of invasive species. "Simplyput, native species co-
evolved with parasites, herbivores, diseases, andclimate, achievingan
equilibrium within an establishedcommunity. They aredefined as those
species occurring beforeEuropean settlement." (Florida Water,"The Dirty
Dozen", C. Dean Rusk, Fall 1997 issue.)

Removal of theseexotic species,re-vegetation with native plants, andhands-on
educational opportunities for studentsand other visitors are top priorities for
CHEC land managers.

The challenge wasto identify prospective individuals, groups, orbusinesses that
werein needof mitigation sitesor projects to compensate for impacts from their
development.

CHEC hasbeen successful in developing a workingrelationship with Florida
Environmental, headquartered in Charlotte County. This regional
environmental servicescompany whoseexpertisein environmental permitting
and restorationis well known and respected in the State ofFloridaand the
Southeastern U.S. was crucial in the formula for success.

Contact was made with the regulatory agenciesthat requiremitigation from
privateindividuals,developers, or other government agencies for potential
impacts. CHEC has developed a positive working relationshipwith these
agencies through its own development as well as through educational
programs, which are sometimes taught by agency staff.
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Oncethesecontacts wereinitiated, projects were identified and adetermination
was made as to the whether the mitigation would be acceptable to the regulatory
agency. While CHEC played a minimal role in the permitting process, our
resource managers wereableto identifyseveral target locations on the two sites
which needed exotic removal and restoration. The staff of Florida
Environmental hasbeen instrumental in maltingCHECawareof potential
mitigation needsof the various entities. They also played a significant rolein
assisting CHECresource managers in site selection andidentification of
important floral and faunal components of a planned restoration project

The projects completedand/orscheduled to datehavebeensponsored by
private homeowners, developers, and more recently the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT). FDOT willcontribute approximately $50,000 towards
arestoration project on Cedar Point to compensate for road construction
impacts in theEnglewood area near theCedar Point site. Thissame road is
adjacent to theTippecanoesite as well.

Cedar Point

To date at CedarPoint, we have had approximately 15 acresofexotic species
removed withapproximately onethird of thatreplanted. The planned project
from the Florida Department of Transportation will involveremoval ofexotic
species from a5-acre coastal wedand siteon the Cedar Point property.

Anothersizableproject is beingfinalized as part of the preliminary permitting
process on a second countyroad-widening project CR 775, whichwill be
expanded from two to four lanes, is aboundary of theCedar Point property. A
portion of themitigation for thisroad project will takeplace on Cedar Pointand
will involve removal ofexotic species andreplanting of native plants.

Project A This project involved anindividual homeowner whowasimpacting a
wetland area onexisting property. The mitigation sitewasa two-acre site
alonga mangrove fringe, whichwasseverely impacted by Brazilian pepper
andotherexotics. Theseexoticsweremanually removedandchippedwith
a mechanical chipper. Portions of thechips wereutilized on nature trails
while the remainder wasspread elsewhere on (hesite.

Project B This project involved there-planting ofanarea along amangrove fringe
with several hundred buttonwood trees and Spartina bakeri.

Project C Project C.involved theremoval of Brazilian pepperandAustralian pines
from anapproximate 1-acre area. This mitigation was from a private
condominium developer.

Project D Itis anticipated that this 5-acre project willbe initiated inthesummer of
1998. The Florida Department of Transportation is in the process of
expanding StateRoad 776 to four lanes. Oneof theconstruction areas
involves a box culvert over a wetland area. Regulatory agencies are
requiring 5 acres of mitigation onasimilar sitethat is impacted with
significant numbers of exoticspecies (primarily Brazilian pepper).

Project E This project iscurrently ina final engineering/design phase. Theanticipated
site for mitigation is anoddshaped 5 acre area, whichis alsoseverely
impacted byexotics, including Brazilian pepper and Australian pine. The
time frame forimplementation is unknown at this time.
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Tippecanoe Scrub

On the 354-acre Tippecanoe Scrub site there is less impacted shoreline;
however, a few acres of exoticshavebeenremoved on this site utilizingthe
same methods.

Project A This project wasimplemented due to private landowner activity.The area
of exotics(Brazilian pepper) removed wasapproximately 1acre neara
plugged canal and old tidalcreek.

ProjectB. This projectalsoinvolved a privatelandowner. The areaofexotics, once
again Brazilian pepper,was 2 acres.

Project C. This project is waiting fora sponsor. It involvesanarea alongaoncedug
canal thatactually"straightened" a former tidal creek. Thespoilalong the
shoreline provided anideal hostarea for theexotic Brazilian pepper. The
planinvolvesremoval of theexoticsandre-grading of thespoil,returning
the tidal creektoascloseto thenatural condition aspossible. The upland
areawill be returned to a natural elevation to theextent possible.

A second benefit to this partnership programis CHEC's ability to offer
educational field experiences. Lectures, mediaprograms and field trip
experiences to theselocations helpinformthe public about the importance of
controlof theseexotic species alongthe shorelines. These programs are
targeted at public school students as well as southwest Florida arearesidents
and visitors, and are made availableon a regular basis.

The Tippecanoe Scrub site is adjacent to highschool at-risk students. Biology
students from this schoolhavebeentrained to assist CHEC resource mangers in
a variety of tasks, including water quality monitoring, establishing monitor
transects, and physical labor for trailblazing and planting. Students are
participating in these activities on a weekly basis and have proven to be very
capable in assisting CHEC staff in these management activities.

The CedarPointsite also provides numerousopportunities for public education
about natural resourcesand the invasive exotics that threatento negatively
impact natural systems and the plantsand animalsthat live there. Charlotte
County has recendy funded the constructionof a multi-purposebuilding which
will serveas a base for lectures, forums, seminars and field trips to the
mitigationsites found on the CedarPointproperty. This past year,
approximately 700 students from areaschools visited this site for environmental
field experiences. In addition, volunteers led several thousand visitors on
guided walks, which exposed them to the mitigation areas. It is anticipated that
these numbers will increase substantially in future years.

CHEC has recently been successful in receiving grants from a local foundation,
as well as an Urban and Community Forestrygrant from the FloridaDivision of
Forestry, which will permit us to offer an expanded series of informative
programs. CHEC staff, with the assistance of over one hundred volunteers at its
current three sites, are able to reach a significant portion of the population in the
southwest Florida area with these important resource management messages.
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Summary

The coordination by CHEC of private individuals, developers, regulatory
agencies, public schools, private enterprise in the form of environmental
businesses, andresidents is proving to be a mostbeneficial andsuccessful
program. The program has provided a win-winsituation for private developers
and residents as well as the county and CHEC. As Charlotte County continues
on its mission ofacquiring environmentallysensitive lands, it is anticipated that
more and more mitigationprojectsof the type reviewed above will be necessary
and forthcoming.

Alton L. Cheatham Chairman
Charlotte Harbor Environmental Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 2494, Port Charlotte, FL 33949
Ph: (941)505-8243
Fax:(941)505-8249
Email: alc@sunletter.com
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Proceedings ofthe 16* International Conference of
The Coastal Society. Williamsburg. VA USA

Abstract

When Stakeholders Choose:

Participation and Knowledge inWater Quality Decision-Making

Richard Burroughs
Department of Marine Affairs

University of Rhode Island

Changes in environmental decision processes thataffect the scientific content
andlevel of publicparticipation areconsidered for regulation of combined
sewer overflows (CSOs) in Narragansett Bay. Altering the regulatory process to
incorporate modeled outcomes of environmental variables as thebasis for permit
decisions requires significant scientific understanding on the part of those
empowered to decide. Therefore, whenstakeholders chooseandgovernment
administrators validate, this new processrequires individuals who are
representative of thecommunity and are able to assess pertinent environmental
science. Each of these are demanding and combining them in individuals who
can volunteertheirtime is problematic. Without these skills present, democratic
and effective resolutions are unlikely. Nonetheless, as described here
stakeholders successfully produced a comprehensive plan forCSO controlsto
protect Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island.

Richard Burroughs Professor
Department ofMarine Affairs
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
Phone: 401-874-4045

Fax: 401-874-2156

email: rhbrrs@uriacc.uri.edu
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Minding theCoast: ItsEverybody's Business
Proceedings ofthe 16*International Conference of
The Coastal Society, Williamsburg. VA USA

ROLES FOR ADVISORY COMMITTEES TO COASTAL
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

CamilieE. Coley
Florida Coastal Management Program

Introduction

Public concern in coastal issues has always existed because many ofour pioneer
cities and communities were based inthe waterfront areas. In the 60's and 70's,
as the states began to use federal funds to manage coastal resources through
comprehensive coastal management plans, public concern about the
environmental and social impacts of regulations began to grow. In 1972, the
Coastal Zone Management Act(CZMA) was passed. (15 C.F.R Part 923) The
federal government recognized the magnitude of theUnited States coastline and
realized that itcould not manage the coast alone. Itenlisted the help of the
states and began awarding monies to states to manage their coastal resources.
The law also recognized that each individual state should develop amanagement
programmost appropriate to its unique needsand situation.

TheCZMAprovides that "the key to more effective protection and useof the
land and water resources of thecoastal zone is toencourage thestates to
exercise their full authority over the lands and the water in the coastal zone by
assisting thestates, incooperation with Federal and local governments and other
vitally affected interests, inthe development of land and water use programs ...
for dealing with coastal land and wateruse decisions ofmore than local
significance." (CZMA §302, (i)). Further, subsection 923.55 requires that an
"adopted management program for [a state's] coastal zone [provide] the
opportunity of full participation by ... interested public and private parties."
At the inception ofeach state's coastal program, the public atlarge was very
concerned about itscoastal resources. Citizen Advisory Committees (CAQ
wereusedto engage citizen participation in planning eachstate'sinitial coastal
resource policy decisions. Many CACs advise notonlycoastal programs, but
also state government leaders.

Pluses of Citizen Involvement

What has been learned about using statewide advisory groups to address coastal
management? Firstactive citizen participation isa good investment ensuring
publicly supportable, costeffective and environmentally sound solutions.
Second, to gain credibility, citizen input that includes diverse points of viewis
essential. Effective citizen inputentails responsibilities forboththe citizens'
committee and thesponsoring agency. The citizens' committee mustengage in
pertinent factual and thoughtful criticism of the agency to gain respect by the
general public. Finally, citizen committees need tocommunicate withthe public
as well as with the agencies they advise to be effective.

The idea of citizen input into coastal management programs and environmental
groupsis noble,but what purpose do thesegroups reallyserve? When most of
the coastal zone management programs in the United States were in their
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pre-approval stage, citizen committees helped with support by lobbying for
authorization. Typically, public involvement in coastal management has
occurred early in the planning and assessment stages ofprogram approval. A
sincere effort to engage the public inthe actual efforts of prioritization and
project selection can build apublic consensus regarding projects finally selected
for funding and can even direct decisions about coastal management so that
there isultimately aresponse to public concerns. In the long-run, public
participation and citizen involvement in the creation, implementation and
monitoring ofcoastal policy can save the government money and time and also
rebuild citizen confidence in government Citizen input can serve coastal
management programs byproviding input into the needs and desires ofthe
public they serve.

In theory, an aggressive and open public involvement in the process ofcoastal
management can lead to better prioritization ofdecisions. However, many
coastal management programs have not had much success administering citizen
groups after final program approval. Often, there is a"love-hate" relationship
between the advisory groups and the coastal management programs which they
advise.

General Duties of CACs

A citizens advisory committee isarepresentative group of stakeholders that
meets regularly todiscuss issues ofcommon concern. Citizen advisory groups
have been used for many years and although the technique itselfisnot
innovative, it can beused verycreatively. CACs have been used tobuild a
consensus for environmental issues for input to public agencies and setting
priorities for coastal management programs. Because they can be used alone or
in conjunction with other outreach techniques, CACs have been widely used to
achievea basiclevel ofcitizen input to coastal management

The representation ofthe CAC should be from various sectors ofthe citizenship
and important interests involved in coastal-related issues. ACAC has three
basis features: 1) interest groups from throughout the state are represented; 2)
meetings are held regularly; and 3) comments and points ofview ofparticipants
are recorded. CACs try toreach aconsensus, but it isnot required. To work,
theCAC mustserve animportant role in theoverall coastal management
process. It must provide an added benefit to the process ofcoastal management
A CAC isa forum for hearing citizens' ideas. It isaplace where acoastal
program can present goals and proposed programs. It provides acontinuing
forum for bringing citizens* ideas directly into the management process and a
known opportunity for citizensto participate.

A CAC should bedemocratic and representative of opposing points of views,
with equal status for each participant in presenting and deliberating views and in
being heard. It is aplace for finding out stances ofparticipants on issues. It is a
place where citizens can become educated on technical issues and then share
that information with thegroups they represent It gives thepublic abetter
understanding of the coastal management program and milestones inprogram
progress. Within the scope ofthe citizens advisory committee, members feel
more free toask agencies for assistance, for clarifications of points and for
follow-up questions.
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The CAC provides ongoing opportunities for citizen input As an established
institution, the CAC expands coastal management's basic concepts bygiving
citizens periodic opportunities to comment on aprocess ofcoastal planning and
process. By providing multipleopportunities to be heard, aCAC canconsider
conflicting stances-a democratic process of"give-and-take." Byits existence, a
CAC demonstrates commitment byastate to protection and preservation of
coastal resources. Its being also demonstrates progress toward involving
citizens inprojects and programs. Ithelps find common ground for consensus
about asolution to pressing coastal issues. A CAC provides a forum for
identifying positions, exploring them indepth and reporting divergences of
opinion tocoastal programs and other environmental groups.

Representatives of citizens' groups orstakeholders are usually selected to
participate onaCAC. They are selected inone of two ways: 1) the coastal
program orenvironmental organization carefully identifies allstakeholders,
including thegeneral public; and 2) thepublic self-identifies members that can
help the mission of the coastal program. If membership isnot fully
representative, the program might encourage underrepresented groups to attend
meetings orseek their input inother ways, i.e., surveys, special meetings or
hearings. Diversity inviewpoints isaplus, toensure full discussion. Though no
special training isrequired, CAC members typically have broad, long-term
viewsindiscussing issues that affect thestate's policies oncoastal issues.

Citizens participate byexamining and discussing issues with other committee
members and the public-at-large. Mailings sent tomembers prior tothe meeting
help participants tounderstand issues and to form questions tobring with them
tothe meeting. Major points ofcommittee meetings are typically recorded. In
some instances, the written minutes include substantialdetail on controversial
issues. Insome cases, aprogram needs tocarefully explain its position or
analysis of an issue, requiring staff and materials on hand at the meeting. A
CAC can help tomonitor citizen reactions tostate policies, proposals and
progress toward meeting its mission.

The leadership ofaCAC can also affect its direction and ability tobeheard by
the program. Dynamic and firm citizen leadership iseffective inenlivening a
CAC. The ideal leader isone who can deal with agencies inan open and
friendly manner, whois sensitive to group dynamics, and whois able to
effectively lead thediscussion and draw opinions and positions from
participants.

A CAC musthave limitson its sizeto encourage discussion. This canlimit the
number of interestsrepresented or limit the interactions between interests.
Recognizing these limits, aCAC must attempt tobring these interests, when
known, tothe meetings. This also becomes atask for the sponsoring program.

An established CAC provides thebasis for many mechanisms of public
involvement These mechanisms can take place within aCAC meeting. A CAC
leader canusebrainstorming to establish aconsensus on a project. Facilitation
byanoutside specialist can beused within theCACto establish long-range
policy goals. A CACshould beable toconsider thespecial issues of all special
interest groups. A CAC can seemto be manipulated by anagency unless
information from governmental sources is fully shared. The CAC may also feel
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it is outclassed or overwhelmed by technical information if care is not takenby
agencies toexplain essential facts orfeatures. This feeling ofalienation may
cause a CAC to become inactive.

CACs are most useful on a regional basis. Regionalization allows member
contact outside of meetings. Statewide CACs tend to be unwieldy because of
the number ofpeople involved orbecause ofthe travel required ofboth staff and
members. This is one of the reasonsthat manycoastalprogramCACs fail. One
solution to this problem is forcoastal programs to adopt theCACs ofother
coastal related organizations around thestate, andthensponsor a yearly
meeting. A yearly statewide CAC meeting could fulfill thecoastal program's
need for public involvement

A CACdoesnotrepresent all points of view. By virtue of beingrepresentative,
it is never all-inclusive. A CACs voice may be skewed if it does not represent
all stakeholders and the general public. It may bedifficult to represent minority
interests. Opponents may refuse toconsider each other's ideas. Members who
feel they arebeing controlled or patronized may withdraw from full
participation and stop coming tomeetings. Agency staff members who feel that
the process isleading nowhere may not respond appropriately toquestions from
participants and mayeven seek todismantle theCAC.

Responsiveness of Agency Staff

For a CAC to succeed, agency staffmustbe prepared to spendtimewith the
committee to educate and train them on the complex issues of coastal
management CACs are notoriously time-consuming andalsorequire
continuous sources of funding to hold meetings. Within its budget, an agency
must to allocate staff time and financial resources for a CAC to work. A CAC
requires support staffwithin a program and thework required canbesubstantial.
Support staffrecords meeting minutes and provides background information,
previous meeting minutes andagendas. In some instances, program staffeven
selects meeting sites. Program staffattends meetings to provide resources for
CACquestions and response preparation.

Observing interactions at theCAC meetings, coastal programs increase
awareness ofopinions andstances at anearly point in theprocess. Working
with a CAC, a program cancraft positions onissues that notonly reflect the
government stance butalso the will of the public-at-large. Thecommon goal of
theagency andtheCACshould be theprotection and preservation of thestate's
coastalresources. As a unit,the agency and the CAC mustworktowardtheir
common agenda andshared vision. Problems exist between agencies andthe
CACtheysupport when the position ofan agency on a particular issuedoesnot
coincide with the resolve of the committee.

Agencies "walk a thinline" when responding to criticism bythecitizens
advisory committee they staff. Inaneffort to promote harmony between
agencies and committees, agency officials must respond receptively and
professionally tocommittee input. Committee comments, resolutions and
reports should betaken seriously bythe coastal program. Theissues thatCACs
present areissues thatpeople inthestate careabout, such as over-development
incoastal areas and septic tanks, rather than issues coastal planners think about,
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such as hazard mitigation and ocean governance. Explaining the complexities of
coastal management involves translation onthe part of the professional.
Focusing on coastal outcomes helps to get people involved in the process and
keepthemengaged.

Other Innovative Citizen Involvement Processes

Ingeneral, people have a fundamental desire to participate indecisions that
impact their lives. Public trust in coastal management depends upon
incorporating citizen insight, knowledge, values and experiences into coastal
management program policies. Aneducated public is important for the
successful development and implementation ofcoastal policy. As the public
understanding ofcoastal issues increases, itis likely that more protection will be
afforded to coastal resources.

While many public involvement processes consist ofconventional public
hearings, meetings and the distribution ofreports to libraries, many agencies
have devised innovative outreach programs that actually attempt touse citizens
toprovide input and help make decisions-the intent being to use citizen input to
help develop goals, objectives, performance measures and priorities forcoastal
plans and programs.

Charrettes can be used by coastal programs and the public toaddress a specific
coastal issue. Thesponsoring agency sets thegoals and thetime limits and
announces them before the meeting. Acharrette can increase the degree of
public involvement in coastal management while atthe same time reducing
feelings ofalienation government by the public. Charrettes provide a reasonable
opportunity tocomment oncoastal planning and programming. A charrette can
generate alternate solutions to a problem. Addressing a single issue is themost
effective use of a charrette.

Another alternative forpublic input isvisioning. This technique significantly
expands public involvement bygiving citizens areasonable opportunity to
comment oncoastal planning and programming over a series of meetings.
Program priorities and performance standards can bea part ofvisioning. Since
visioning tends tobea one-time eventpublic responses areona generalized
policy level. Visioning isof maximum use at anearly point in theestablishment
or revision of program policies and goals. It is most useful insetting thestage
forshort-range planning activities, setting new directions inpolicy, and
reviewingexistingpolicy whenan arrayof ideasshouldbe heard and whena
range of potential solutions is needed.

Conclusion

At Coastal Zone97, an international coastal management conference, the Urban
Harbors Institute conducted a session onadvisory groups. During preliminary
research for the meeting, thesession facilitator found that many state coastal
programs hadadvisory committees in nameonly,meaning that the committee
was not holding meetings nor hadanymembers. Participation by coastal
programs in the activities of theiradvisory committees wasalso lacking. For
example, in Massachusetts the coastal programfunds its committeeat about
$1,000 peryear. Thecommittee setsitsown meetings andagenda. Thecoastal
program sendsa staff member to themeetings, but noothersignificant support
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is offered to the committee. There is no continuous interaction between the
committee and thecoastal program. Conversely, inHorida, thecoastal program
funds itsCAC atabout $80,000 per year. Several staffmembers devote their
time to the committeesactivities. The coastal program arranges four to six
meetings per year around the state for its CAC. Thereturn for theFlorida
Coastal Management Program is successful public involvement that leads to
better state coastalmanagementdecisions.

Public involvementmay helpcoastal programs makebetterdecisions. However,
given the budgetary and time constraints of managing coastal programs, it is
essential thatthe public beenafforded a voice in coastal management as a
balance to the bureaucratic issues of government Involving a broad set of
constituency groups to help frame therelationships between issues likecoastal
management and working waterfronts, sustainable communities and public
access, will give broader credibility tocoastal programs. It will also provide a
broad base of support for the program, if the legislature attempts toreduce the
program's funding orseeks to dismantle the program initsentirety.

Citizen advisory committees and other methods of public involvement are only
tools touseto improve the management of coastal resources. It is upto the
users of the tools to make them work. There must be true commitment from all
involved, the entirecommitteebody andthe sponsoring agency, to achieve an
ultimate level of public involvement.
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